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"It is the nature of the history of the earth that a geologist has available to him only partial
information. Occasional lines from disconnected paragraphs in obscurantist chapters are
what can be read. Violence in the handling of the book through time has caused many of
these chapters to be ripped and reassembled out of context. That the gist of the early
chapters can be deciphered at all is a credit to perseverance and imagination not always
associated with other sciences. The geologist operates at all times in an environment
characterised by a high degree of uncertainty and ornamented with end-products which are
the outcomes of the interactions of many complex variables. He sees only the end, and has
to induce the processes and the rcsponses that filled the time since the beginning."

D.A. Pretorius (1973); The role of E.G.R.U. in mineral exploration
in South Africa: Economic Geology Research Unit. Wirwatersrand
I nfonnal Circular, no. 77, l6p.
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Abstract

Two ildependent records of latest Neogene (2,0 - 6.0 Ma.) glacioeustasy are presented,
one of Antarctic ice volume from East Antarctica and the other of eustatic sea Ievel from
the South Wanganui Basin, New Zealand.

Glacial deposits in the Transantarctic Mountains (Sirius Group) and sediment at the
Antarctic continental margin provide direct evidence of Antarctic ice sheet fluctuation.
Evidence for deglaciation includes the occurrence of Pliocene marine diatoms in Sirius
Group deposits, which are sourced from the East Antarctic interior. lUAr and 3eAr'/40fu'

dating of a tuff in the CIROS-2 drill-core confirms their Pliocene age at high latitudes (78o
S) in Antarctica. Further evidence for Antarctic ice volume fluctuation is recorded by
glaciomarine strata from the Ross Sea Sector cored by the CIROS-2 and DVDP-l I drill-
holes. Magnetostratigraphy integrated with Beryllium-10, IUAr and 3eAr/40Ar dating
provides a high resolution (t 50 k.y.) chronology of events in these strata.

In the Wanganui Basin, New Zealand, a 5 km thick succession of continental shelf
sediments, now uplifted, records Late Neogene eustatic sea level fluctuation. In the Late
Neogene, basin subsidence equalled sediment input allowing eustatic sea level fluctuation
to produce a dynamic alternation of highstand, transgressive, and lowstand sediment
wedges. This record of Late Neogene sea level variation is unequalled in its resolution and
detail. Magnetostratigraphy provides a high resolution chronology for these sedimentary
cycles as well as magnetic tie lines with the Antarctic margin record in McMurdo Sound.

These two independenl records of Late Neogene glacioeusksy are in good agreement and
record the following history: The Late Miocene and Late Pliocene are times of low 'base
level' glacioeustasy (here termed glacialism, rather than glacial), with growth of
continental-scale ice sheets on the Antarctic continent causing a lowering of global sea
level. The Early Pliocene was a time of high 'base level' glacioeususy (here termed
interglacialrsm, rather than interglaciaf), driven by collapsing of continental-scale ice
sheets to local and subcontinental ice caps. The middle Pliocene is marked by a move into
glacialism with an increasing 'base level' of glacioeustatic fluctuation. Higher-order glacial
advances and associated eustatic sea-level lowering occurred at approximately 3.5 and 4.3
Ma., separating the Early Pliocene into 3 sea-level stages. Still higher-order glacioeustatic
fluctuations are recognised in this study, with durations of 50 Ka. and 100 - 300 Ka.. The
100 - 300 Ka. duration cycles are prominent during interglacialisms, and the 50 Ka.
duration cycles are prominent during glacialisms. These shorter duration fluctuations in
glacioeustasy have already been recognised as glaciaUdeglacial cycles from detailed
studies of the Quaternary.

Four orders of sea-level fluctuation are recognised within the Late Neogene, these are of
approximately 0.05 Ma., 0.1-0.3 Ma., 2Ma., and 4 Ma. in duration. The 2 Ma. and 4.ll'la.
duration cycles are subdivisions of the third order cyclicity recognised by Vail ar at. (1991)
(referred to here as cyclicity orders 3a and 3b). The 0.1-0.3 Ma. duration cycles are a
subset of the fourth order cyclicity recognised Vail er al. (1991), and the 0.05 Ma. duration
cycles are a subset of the 5 th order cyclicity recognised by Vail et al. (1991). 3a, 3b and
4 th order sea level fluctuations are driven by fluctuations in the volume of the Antarctic
Ice Sheet Fifth order sea level fluctuations are also suggested to be at least partially driven
by fluctuations in the volume of the Antarctic Ice Sheet. Milankovitch cycliiities in
glacioeustasy (<100 Ka., fifth order cyclicity) are prominent in the geologic record at times
y_hgn there is_large scale glaciation (glacialism) of the Antarctic Continent (e.g. for the
Pleistocene). Conversely, at times when the Antarctic continent is in a deglaciated state
(deglacialism) fourth order cyclicity is more prominent, with Milankovitch cyclicities
present at a p:uasequence level.
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Figures

1.1 (modified from Wise et aL.,1991) Oxygen isotopic curves for planktonic
and benthic foraminifers from Subantarctic DSDP Sites 277, 279, and28l
(left, from Shackleton and Kennett, 1975) and variation in the global sea
level curve inferred from seismic sequence analysis (right, from Haq et aI.,
1987) correlated with major events in the evolution of Cainozoic climate as
interpreted by Kennett (1978) and Various subsequent authors. I = Harwood
et aI. (1986):2 =Brcza (1992); 3 = Kemp and Barrett (1975); 4 = Miller
et aI. (1987); 5 = Harwood et aI. (1989); 6 = l,eg I 19 Shipboard Scientific
Party (1988), l.eg 120 Shipboard Scientific Party (1988), Barrett et al. (1989);
7 = Prentice and Matthews (1988); 8 = Benson (1975), Benson et al. (1985);
9 Matthews and Poore (1980), Prentice and Matthews (1988).

Present-day Antarctic Ice Sheet (modified from Denton et al.,1992)-

Location of Geologic evidence studied here for Late-Miocene eustatic sea
level variation (South Wanganui Basin, New Zealand) and Antarctic Ice
Sheet fluctuation (CIROS-2 and DVDP-I1 drillholes in southern Victoria
Land, and the Transantarctic Mountains, Antarctica).

Map of the McMurdo Sound area, showing the main physiographic features,
and the locations of the CIROS-2 and DVDP-l I drill-holes. and sketch
geologic section parallel to the Taylor and Ferrar Valleys (after Pyne et al.,
1e8s).

Geological map of the McMurdo Sound area, showing the distribution of the
major basement rock types. Cainozoic Valley fill is marked in yellow
(modified from Warren, 1969).

Reconstructions of the Southern Ocean, from Kennett (1982). Left is the
earliest Oligocene (pre-psychrosphere), before opening of the Drake
Passage, but after separation of Australia and Antarctica. Right is earliest
Miocene (post-psychrosphere), with the Drake Passage open and a circum
polar current developed.

A composite benthic 6180 record from Miller and Fairbanks (1985), showing
an ice/ice free value calculated from present day values.

A composite planktonic equatorial 6180 record from Prentice and Matthews
(1988), showing a glacioeustatic sea level and Antarctic ice volume
interpretation.

Location of Sirius drift outcrops in the Transantarctic Mountains (modified
from Denton et al., 1992). References are as follows: ( l) Mercer (1986);
(2) Doumani and Minshew (1965); (3) Mayewski (1975); (4) LaPrade (1984);
(5) McGregor (1965); (6) Claridge and Campbell (1968); (7)Elhott et aI.
(1974); (8) Mercer (1972); (9) Banett and Elliot (1973); (10) Prentice er al.
(1986X (l 1) Denton et al. (1992); (12) Denton et al. (1992); (13) Faure and
Taylor (1981); (14) Banett and Powell (1982); (15) Brady and McKelvey
(1979); (16) Denton et al. (1992); (17) Brady and McKelvey (1983);
(18) Faure and Harwood (1990).

Episodes of marine deposition in the Wilkes-Pensacola basins as indicated
by the presence of diatoms and other marine microfossils reworked into the
Sirius Group tills.(see plate 3.1). Absence of such fossils could indicate times
that these basins were occupied by an ice cover (after Wise et al.,I99l).
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4.1

3.6 Cross-section from the East Antarctic interior through the Transantarctic
Mountains to the Ross Sea, showing the location of Sirius Group deposits
and their inferred source in the interior (after Banett et al.,1992).

3.7 Location map of the McMurdo Sound and Dry Valley Region (after
McGinnis, 1981).

4.2

Lithostratigraphic nomenclature of units of the cored Antarctic margin, Late
Neogene, strata in McMurdo Sound, southern Victoria Land, Antarctica.

Lithologic log of the CIROS-2 drill-core (L,ate Neogene part), Ferrar Fjord,
McMurdo Sound, southern Victoria Land, Antarctica.

Lithologic log of the DVDP-11 drill-core (Late Neogene part), Taylor
Valley, McMurdo Sound, southern Victoria Land, Antarctica.

Facies model for sedimentation around a floating glacier tongue (from
Hambrey et a1.,1989) (Vertical exaggeration is Xl0).

Facies association relationship diagram and vector sequences for the
CIROS-2 and DVDP-I I successions, Relationships are calculated using
Markov chain analysis. Al = disconformity surface, erosional; ,{2 =
unconformity surface, erosional; Bl = massive diamictite;B,2= stratified
diamictite; C = stratified sandstone; D1 = massive mudstone; D2 = stratified
mudstone; E = breccia/conglomerate.

Facies succession 1 as identified by markov chain analysis. a) righU
common variation in the lower part of the facies succession (see text for
explanation).

Facies succession 2 as identified by markov chain analysis (see text for
explanation).

Modified facies model for sedimentation around a floating glacier tongue,
model now includes winnowed, shallow water deposited, conglomerates
(modified from Hambrey et a/., 1989) (Vertical exaggeration is X10).

Lithological interpretation of the Late Neogene sequence cored at CIROS-
2. Ages are from chapter 9. Curve for the ice front position was obtained
using the model presented in figure 5.5 (curve is from Barrett and
Hambrey, 1992).

Lithological interpretation of the Late Neogene sequence cored at DVDP-
11. Ages are from chapter 9. Curve for the ice front position was obtained
using the model presented in figure 5.5.

Correlation of the CIROS-2 and DVDP-I1 using magnetostratigraphy
presented in Chapter 9. Hiatuses in the sequences are identified by
magnetostratigraphy. Units, groups, and lithologies are explained in
chapter 4.

The oxygen isotope curve (Miller and Fairbanks, 1985) with ice/ice free
interpretation accounting for first-order cooling trend in the benthic oxygen
isotope compilations of Miller and Fairbanks (1985). Cainozoic eustatic
sea level curve of Haq et aI-,1987) is given for comparison (from Harwood,
1e86).
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6.2 66

737.1

75

77

85

86

878.3

918.4

938.5

The record of Late Neogene Ice volume variation on the East Anurctic
craton interpreted from the CIROS-2 and DVDP-11 drill-cores and
published outcrop information (see text). Chronology is from chapter 9,
assuming constant average sediment accumulation between palaeomagnetic
reversals. Volume estimation is given as a comparison to the present day
volume of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet.

a, Antarctica, showing the Transantarctic Mountains and the main areas
where ice-deposited Sirius Group strata containing 3-Myr-old marine
diatoms have been found, Ice thickness contours and flow lines are for
the larger ice sheet required to deposit the Sirius Group debris and are
taken from ref. 20. The flow pattern indicates and East Antarctic source
for the diatoms, and hence marine sedimentation there -3 Myr ago.
D, Cross-section of Ferrar Fjord. The sediment dill includes both ice- and
water-laid sand and mud with scattered pebbles. The core also contains a
volcanic ash layer 0.3 m thick at 125 m b.s.f., and dated here by the K-Ar
and 40Ar/3eAr methods at -3 Myr. The ash lies within an interval from 135
to 105 m b.s.f. dated from Southern Ocean diatom zones as ranging from 3.1
to 2.2 Myr (see figure 7.2), thus validating the use of deep-sea marine diatom
biostratigraphy for Pliocene strata on the Antarctic continenl c, Cross-
section from the East Antarctic interior through the Transantarctic Mountains
to the Ross Sea, showing the location of Sirius Group deposits and their
inferred source in the interior. In drawing the section we presume that the
Transantarctic Mountains were at their present elevation during Sirius
deposition, but they may have been much lower at that time3O.

Lithological column for the CIROS-2 drillhole, Ferrar Fjord, showing the
diatom zones and boundary ages established by D.M. Harwood (personal
communication, and ref. 14) and from ODP leg 120 datart. The range of T.
vulnifica (shaded interval) is well dated in the Southern Ocean at between
2.2 and 3.1 Myr ag6l7.

Argon release spectrum for a purified glass concentrate from coarse silt-size
volcanic ash from the CIROS-2 drillhole.

Types of beryllium-10 in the geologic cycle; A) autochthonous
crystallographic beryllium- l0; B) allochthonous crystallographic
beryllium-10; C) allochthonous exotic beryllium-10; and D) autochthonous
exotic beryllium-10.

Sketch of the heryllium-10 cycle, from production in the atmosphere to
adsorption in various geologic reservoirs.

Variation in the production rate of beryllium-10 with respect to geomagnetic
latitude (from Amin et al.,1975).

Comparison of the XRD analyses of CIROS-2 clay fractions with Ferrar
and Taylor Valley analyses (data from Claridge and Campbell, 1989).

a) upper; measurement of absolute l0Be content of mudstone horizons only
plotted against a logarithmic scale depicted as age (infened from half life).
b) lower; correction of the core log to an age axis rather than thickness and
then assignment of ages to other horizons by extrapolation from the absolute
lOBe content curve constructed as shown in figure 8.5 a.

Predicted lOBe stratigraphy for the CIROS-2 drill-core, assuming constant
production, no scavenging and ignoring ice volume effect at the Antarctic
margin. This curve will provide the best estimate of the age variation within
the core.

7.2

7.3

8.1

8.2

8.6
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8.7 Sketch of the effect of ice sheet melting and regrowth, respectively 94
inundating and starving the 10Be levels in the Antarctic margin sequences.

8.8 Schematic diagram of the IGNS tandem accelerator mass spectrometry 96
faciliry as configured for l0Be me,rsurement.

8.9 l0Be and 9Be extracted with authigenic phases and calcium carbonate as 104
function of depth for sediment core RCl2-65. Calcium carbonate data are
from Hayes et al. (1969) (from Bourles et a1.,1989).

8.10 Beryllium-I0 measurement spectra from the CIROS-2 drill-hole (normalised 105
to the beryllium-9 current at the analysing magnet. Measurements are
number of counts at the detector, with respect to count channel (energy).

8.1I Beryllium-IO mei$urement spectra for samples measured at LLNL, 106
measurements are of change in energy versus total energy. Samples
illustrated are the LLNL10ffiO and MST standards, a specially prepared
blank, and C2-13 from the CIROS-2 drill-core.

8.12 Absolute concentration of l0Be of CIROS-2, DVDP-Il, and Granite 107
Harbour samples versus depth.

8.13a absolute concentration of l0Be of CIROS-2 and Granite Harbour samples 108
only versus depth. Only samples measured at IGNS or LLNL are shown.

8.13b Age interpretation of the absolute l0Be concentration of CIROS-2 108
samples measured at IGNS and LLNL.

8.14 Age interpretation of the absolute lOBe concentration of DVDP- I I I l0
samples measured at IGNS and LLNL, assuming the same zero
concentration as calculated for the CIROS-2 site.

9.1 Late Neogene geological timescale (modified from Edwards et a1.,1988). 115
Polarity. is from Ness_er at (1980). New Zealand stages are shown for later
comparison with the South Wanganui Basin record.

9.2 CIROS-2 polarity magnetozones. These are annotated for reference in the ll7
text. N labelled magnetozones are of normal polarity, R labelled
magnetozones are of reversed polarity, and T labelled magnetozones are of
transitional polarity. Magnetogram data are from Hugh Rieck (personal
data).

9.3 Correlation of the CIROS-2 magnetozones with the polarity timescale of 118
Ness er a/. (1980), showing the main radiometric datums provided by this
study. Plot is drawn to shoe the average sedimentation rat of the CIROS-2
strata and identify breaks in deposition. Comparative diatom data are from
Harwood (1986).

DVDP-l I polarity magnetozones as assigned by Ishman and Rieck (1993)
and this study. These are annotated for reference in the text. N labelled
magnetozones are of normal polarity, R labelled magnetozones are of
reversed polarity, and T labelled magnetozones are of transitional polarity.
Magnetogram data are from Purucker et al. (198I) and Ishman and Rieck
(1ee3).

Conelation of the DVDP-l I magnetozones with the polarity timescale of
Ness er a/. (1980), showing the depositional history of the core (from
Ishman and Rieck, 1993). Plot is drawn to showthe average sedimentation
rate of the CIROS-2 strata and identify breaks in deposition.

12l9.4
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9.6 Summary of correlations of the CIROS -2 and DVDP- I I cores using 123
magnetostratigraphy and radiometric age data. Plot allows easy
identification of several reversal boundaries in the sections and consequently
a high resolution of chronology of the strata.

l0.l Map of New Tnaland, showing the location of the Indian-Pacific plate 130
boundary (The axial shear belt, after Walcott, 1978). Velocity vecrors
represent the relative motion of the Pacific plate assuming the Indian plate
fixed (Stern et al., 1986). lncation of the North and South Wanganui
Basins, Taranaki Basin and Taupo Volcanic Zone are shown (figure
modified from Stern et a1.,1986).

10.2 Cross-section of the southward progressing lithospheric wave. Profile runs 131
from south Qeft) to north. Centre of the figure is the presently subsiding
South Wanganui Basin and right hand side of figure is the presently uplifting
Wanganui Hinge Zone (from Stern er aI.,1992).

11.1 Lithostratigraphic nomenclature of the Rangitikei River sequences. 137

11.2 Lithostratigraphic nomenclature of the Wanganui River sequences. 138

11.3 Present day outcrop map of the Matemateaonga, Tangahoe, Whenuakura, l4l
and Paparangi Groups as recognised and defined by this study (modified
from Morris, in prep.).

l2.l Late Neogene geological timescale for New T,r,aland (modified from 154
Edwards et a1.,1988), showing New Zealand stage names as used in this
study. Polarity timescale is from (Ness et aL.,1980).

12.2 Summary of the Late Neogene relationships (modified from Edwards, 1987): 154
The magnetic polarity timescale of Ness et aI. (1980), stage classifications
from Edwards (1987), and important biostratigraphic datums in this study
(modified from Edwards, 1987).

12.3 Conelation of Wanganui River magnetozones with the magnetic polarity
timescale of Ness et al. (198O), showing the main biostratigraphic datums
identified by Collen (1972) and this study. Plot is drawn to show the average
sedimentation rate of the Wanganui River strata and identify breaks in
deposition.

I2.4 Conelation of Rangitikei River magnetozones with the magnetic polarity
timescale of Ness et al. (1980), showing the main biostratigraphic datums
identified by Collen (1972) and this study. Plot is drawn to show the average
sedimentation rate of the Rangitikei River strata and identify breaks in
deposition.

12.5 Summary of correlations of the Wanganui River, Hautawa Road, and
Rangitikei River sequences using magnetostratigraphy and biostratigraphy.
Plot allows easy identification of several reversal boundaries in the sections
and consequently a high resolution chronology of the strata.

13.l Stratal characteristics of a coarsening upwards interbedded mudstone and
sandstone facies association.

13.2 Stratal characteristics of a fining upwards interbedded mudstone and
sandstone facies association.
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13.3 A diagrammatic representation of the Coarsening facies succession. It varies 174
from 100 to ca.350 m in thickness with the individual facies associations
varying as depicted by the relative scale. Percent mud values are given to
allow further comparison with the depth models of Swift (1970) and Elliot
1986), see figure 13.5. A general interpretation is one of a gradually
shallowing depositional environment.

13.4 Diagrammatic representation of the Fining facies succession. Two main 175
types are recognised; a. a succession containing a fining upward
interbedded mudstone facies association; b. a succession containing muddy
shellbed facies association directly overlying a burrowed surface or
hardground. The two successions are between l0 and 30 m in thickness.
They are both inferred to have been deposited in a deepening depositional
environment, except succession a is inferred to have been deposited closer
to the sediment source.

13.5 A facies model for sedimentation on a wave dominated coast (from
Hambrey et a1.,1989). It is used to infer variations in water depth of
deposition of the facies associations and successions discussed in this
chapter.

176

14.1 Stratal patterns, stacking pattems, and stratal disconformities in a type I 185
sequence deposited in a basin with a shelf break (after Van Wagoner et al.,
1988).

14.2 Stratal patterns, stacking patterns, and stratal disconformities in atype2 186
sequence deposited in a basin with a shelf break (after Van Wagoner et al.,
1988).

14.3 Diagrammatic stacking patterns of parasequence sets (from Van Wagoner
et al.,1990); a. progradational parasequence sets; b. retrogradational
parasequence sets; b. aggradational piuasequence sets.

14.4 Highstand systems tract (modified from Haq, l99l).

14.5 Lowstand systems tracq a. the lowstand fan; b. the lowstand wedge
(modified from Haq, l99l).

14.6 Transgressive systems tract (modified from Haq, 1991).

14.7 a. Morphology of the continental margin as required by the original
sequence stratigraphic model (e.g. Posamentier et al-,1988); sedimentation
on the margin is integral with margin moqphology. b. Morphology of the
Continental margin as predicted by the present study; sedimentation takes
place on a larger relict shelf formed by external processes.

14.8 Shelf margin systems tract (modified from Haq, l99l).

14.9 Response of topset bed thickness and parasequence sets to eustatic fall.
Type 2 sequence boundaries (conformable) separate progradational and
retrogradational parasequence sets (modihed from Posamentier et a1.,1988).

14.10 Accommodation envelope as a function of eustasy and subsidence (from
Posamentier et al., 1988).
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14.l I A diagrammatic representation of the coarsening facies succession. It varies 198
from 100 to ca.350 m in thickness with the individual facies associations
varying as depicted by the relative scale. Percent mud values are given to
allow further comparison with ilre depth models of Swift (1970) and Elliot
(1986), see figure 13.5. A general interpretation is one of a gradually
shallowing depositional environmenl

14.12 Diagrammatic representation of the fining facies succession. Two main type 199
are recognised; a. a succession containing a fining upward interbedded
mudstone facies association; b. a succession containing muddy shellbed
facies association directly overlying a burrowed surface or hardground. The
two successions are between l0 and 30 m in thickness. They are both infened
to have been deposited in a deepening depositional environment, except
succession a is inferred to have been deposited closer to the sediment source.

14.13 Bathymetric map of the current continental shelf of Wanganui. The relict 201
shelf break is marked and different from the zone of 'active sedimentation
(shaded) and possible depositional shoreline breaks.

14.14 Lithospheric control on sedimentation. The lithospheric wave (see chapter 2O2
l0) uplifts older sediment to the north and provides a basin to accumulate
sediments to the south. As the lithospheric wave progrades southwards
earlier deposited sediments are uplifted at the Wanganui Hinge zone and
recycled into the basin ahead of the lithospheric wave. The inset shows the
resulting aggradation and progradation of stacking sediment wedges within
the zone of active sedimentation.

14.15 a. The location of sediment wedges on the shelf and their relationship to 2O4
still stands of sea level. b. A second, larger order, of eustatic sea level
variation, moving the absolute position of the respective wedges on the
continental margin. The position of deposition of the Wanganui River
sedimentary sequence is shown.

14.16 Development of the continental shelf morphology at Wanganui during a 206
single cycle of eustacy, as predicted by this study. Wedges of sediment
prograde beneath still stands of sea-level. Restricted wedges form beneath
rising and falling sea-level. a- the pattern of sedimentation beneath the lowest
stand of sea-level. b. the pattern of sedimentation beneath a rising sea-level.
c. the pattern of sedimentation beneath the highest stand of sea-level. d. the
pattern of sedimentation beneath a falling sea-level. Sedimentation is
lithospherically controlled, balancing basin subsidence and sediment input.
This prevents inundation of the continental margin by sediment (see
discussion earlier in this chapter)

l5.l Sedimentary cycles in the Wanganui River Section (polarity and age is
from section 4).

2tl

15.2 Sedimentary cycles in the Rangitikei River Section (polarity and age is from 214
section 4).

15.3 A sketch depicting the location of the stratigraphic section exposed in the 216
Wanganui River Valley, showing iu relationship to the progradationally
stacking highstand and lowstand wedges on the continental margin.

15.4 The relative positions oh highstand and lowstand wedges on the Wanganui 218
continental margin during a) a high base level of eustasy (Early - Middle
Pliocene) and b) a low base level of eustasy (Late Miocene and Late
Pliocene). The position of the site of deposition of the Wanganui River strata
is shown to illustrate the effect on the deposition of a change in base levels
on these strata.
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15.5 Identification of the changes in the nature of stratal relationships during a 219
full cycle of deposition (see table 15.1 for definitions of toplap, downlap,
and onlap), The right hand side of each diagram shows the change in relative
sea level during deposition of the cycle. The left hand side depicts type I
sequences and the right hand side type 2 sequences. LSW = lowstand wedge,
TSW = ransgressive wedge, HSW = highstand wedge, RSW = regressive
wedge.

15.6 An onlap downlap curve for the Wanganui River Section. Onlap/downlap 221
interpretation of sequences is illustrated in figure 15.5. Deposition of
highstand wedges creates changes in onlap, with a low base sea level, above
the site of deposition of the Wanganui River section. Deposition of lowstand
wedges crcates changes in downlap, with a high base sea level, above the
site of deposition of the Wanganui River section. Right hand side of figure
shows the eustatic sea level variation interpreted from the change in onlap
and downlap. Ages of major events are from the polarity (see section 4).

15.7 Conelation of the Rangitikei and Wanganui River sedimentary cycles 22O
showing the agreement between the two in overall nature. Detailed
correlation is difficult.

15.8 The eustatic sea level curve interpreted from the South Wanganui Basin 223
sequences. Chronology is from chapter 12, assuming constant average
sediment accumulation between palaeomagnetic reversals. Amplitude
estimation is explained in section 15.5-2.

15.9 The existing Late Neogene sea level curve (from Microstrat, 1990). 225

15.10 Percent mud versus depth for samples from Peka Peka, New Zealand, 226
Monterey Bay, Roussillion Shelf, and Bristol Bay, Bearing Sea (from
Perrett, 1990). Values from Peka Peka are expected to be underestimates as
applied to the Late Neogene Wanganui basin sequences as they are from a
more protected environment with a lower wave reach than is normal in the
South Wanganui Bight.

15.11 A model for the Late Neogene eustatic cyclicity recognised by this study. 227
Three orders of variation (0. I -0.5 Ma.,2 Ma and 4 Ma.) are recognised as
being superimposed on each. No scale of amplitude is shown, but the sketch
depicts relative change. Individual sea level events are a depiction for the
model only and not exact.

16.l Core orientation and marking scheme: a) Orientation of core in outcrop. 233
b) Orientation of a single core. A line is marked down the long axis (+z) of
the surface of the core. Circumferential marking indicate the +y direction.
Core plunge is the angle between the z axis and the horizontal. c) Marking
scheme for individual specimens (from Roberts, 1990).

16.2 Component coercivity or blocking temperature spectra and resulting stereo 240
and vector component plots for a) non-overlapping spectra, b) partial overlap,
and c) total overlap. In both a) and b) individual magnetic vectors can be
identified and in c) neither can be determined (after Dunlop, 1979).

16.3 Example of remagnetisation great circle analysis: a) through f) are 241
individual specimen measurements, b) is a convergence plot of the
individual specimens. The solution is considered ill-conditioned if the
circles do not converge within a confined zone (from Roberts, 1990).

16.4 Examples of stepwise demagnetisation data of type A palaeomagnetic 243
behaviour in individual specimens (5Vo of all specimens) from South
Wanganui Basin sediments (see text for further explanation).
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16.5 Examples of stepwise demagnetisation data of type B1 palaeomagnetic
behaviour in individual specimens (23Vo of all specimens) from South
Wanganui Basin sediments (see text for further explanation).

16.6 Examples of stepwise demagnetisation data of type B1'palaeomagnetic
behaviour in individual specimens (6Vo of all specimens) from South
Wanganui Basin sediments (see text for further explanation).

16.7 Examples of stepwise demagnetisation data of type 81" palaeomagnetic
behaviour in individual specimens (6Vo of all specimens) from South
Wanganui Basin sediments (see text for further explanation).

16.8 Examples of stepwise demagnetisation data of type 82 palaeomagnetic
behaviour in individual specimens (20Vo of all specimens) from South
Wanganui Basin sediments (see text for further explanation).

16.9 Examples of stepwise demagnetisation data of type 82' palaeomagnetic
behaviour in individual specimens (ZVo of all specimens) from South
Wanganui Basin sediments (see text for further explanation).

16.10 Examples of stepwise demagnetisation data of type C palaeomagnetic
behaviour in individual specimens (3Vo of all specimens) from South
Wanganui Basin sediments (see text for further explanation).

l6.l I Examples of stepwise demagnetisation data of type D1 palaeomagnetic
behaviour in individual specimens (SVo of all specimens) from South
Wanganui Basin sediments (see text for further explanation).

16.12 Examples of stepwise demagnetisation data of type D2 palaeomagnetic
behaviour in individual specimens (9Vo of all specimens) from South
Wanganui Basin sediments (see text for further explanation).

16.13 Examples of stepwise demagnetisation data of type D3 palaeomagnetic
behaviour in individual specimens (lZVo of all specimens) from South
Wanganui Basin sediments (see text for further explanation).

16.14 Examples of stepwise demagnetisation data of type D4 palaeomagnetic
behaviour in individual specimens (2Va of all specimens) from South
Wanganui Basin sediments (see text for further explanation).

16.15 Examples of stepwise demagnetisation data of type E palaeomagnetic
behaviour in individual specimens (3Vo of all specimens) from South
Wanganui Basin sediments (see text for further explanation).

16.16 NRM intensity versus stratigraphic position for Wanganui River data.
Different symbols identify different measurements fr6m the same
stratigraphic position.

16.17 Palaeomagnetic end point direction versus stratigraphic position for
Wanganui River data. All site directions are solutions from several fully
stepwise thermally demagnetised specimens, see table l6.l for
interpretation in formation.

16.18 Stereoplot of remanence directions from Wanganui River section. I-eft is
the individual specimen NRM directions, right is the stepwise demagnetised
site directions.

16.19 Location map of Hautawa Road palaeomagnetic sample sites. Stratigraphic
sample heights are given in table 16.2.
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16.20 Palaeomagnetic end point direction versus suatigraphic position for
Hautawa Road data. All site directions are solutions from several fully
stepwise thermally demagnetised specimens, see table 16.2 for
interpretation information.

16.21 NRM intensity versus stratigraphic position for Rangitikei River data.
Different symbols identify different measurements from the same
stratigraphic position.

16.22Palaeomagnetic end point direction versus stratigraphic position for
Rangitikei River data. All site directions are solutions from several fully
stepwise thermally demagnetised specimens, see table 16.3 for
interpretation information. North part of the section is from north of the
Rauoterangi Fault and South part is from south of the fault.

16.23 Stereoplot of remanence directions from Rangitikei River section. Left is

17.3 Schematic presentation of results of textures developed during
sulphurisation reactions (from Sweeney and Kaplan, 197 3) -

18.4 A comparison of sediment hysteresis from Wanganui River site 85 (upper)
with hysteresis for a magnetic extract from the same site (lower). The poor
closure of the hysteresis loop is indicative of antiferromagnetic behaviour.

26r

the individual specimen NRM directions, right is the stepwise demagnetised
site directions.

16.24 Stereoplots of stepwise thermally demagnetised site polarities from middle 267
Pliocene Strata from the Wanganui, Turakina (Data from McGuire; 1989)
and Rangitikei River. All sample measurements are corrected for bedding
and magnetic declination, but no account is taken of the rotation of the
Australian Plate about its euler pole. Amount of clockwise rotation is given
for each section with alpha-95 confidence intervals.

16.25 Palaeomagnetic rotation directions from the South Wanganui Basin, 268
showing the more westerly extent of shear associated with faulting within
the Axial Shear Belt. Magnetic directions are represented as conected to
true north. Turakina magnetic direction is from McGuire (1989). All shear
and associated rotation has occurred since the top of the Gauss Chron
(2.4 Ma.). Tectonic terrains are taken from Walcott (1981).

17.1 The iron-titanium oxide ternary system with distributions plotted for typical 282
individual ilmenites grains analysed from south Wanganui Basin.
Compositions were determined using the method of Stormer (1983). Plots
appear rich in TiO2 because they contain up to 6.5 MnO-

17.2 Diagrammatic representation of the overall process of sedimentary pyrite 286
formation (after Berner, 1972)-

264
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18.1 Examples of zero field thermal demagnetisation (50oC steps) of samples 291
that demonstrate a high tremperature normal component of magnetisation
remaining after removal of an initially reversed component.

18.2 Saturation isothermal rcmanent magnetisation (SIRM) curve for a sample 293
from site 69 in the Wanganui River section. Negative side of frgure is the
reversed sample SIRM curve.

18.3 Examples of saturation isothermal remanent magnetisation (SIRM) curves 295
for magnetic extracts from Wanganui River sites, a sample chip SIRM is
given for comparison. The low SIRM values are indicate of large domain
behaviour of a mineral other than magnetite or haematite-

296



18.5 Hysteresis loops for magnetic grain separates from site 69 on the Wanganui 297
River.

18.6 Further hysteresis loops for a single grain (upper) and magnetic grain 298
separate (lower) from site 69 on the Wanganui River. The high degree of
right shear of the loops is indicative of ferromagnetic behaviour, suggesting
magnetite or titaniferous magnetites are not remanence carriers in these
sediments-

18.7 Explanation of the components on natural remanent magnetisation (NRM), 302
and their controls, in sediments from the South Wanganui Basin strata.

18.8 Explanation of the effects and process of diagenesis on natural remanent 303
magnetisation (NRM).

18.9 The complete process of acquisition of NRM, with examples of the 304
component contributions at various stages of sediment maturity.

19.1 Late Neogene Wanganui River polarity magnetozones. These are annotated 310
for refercnce in the texl N labelled magnetozones are of normal polarity, R
labelled magnetozones are of reversed polarity, and M labelled magnetozones
are of indeterminate polarity due to necessarily wide sample site spacing.

19.2 Conelation of Wanganui River magnetozones with the magnetic polarity 312
timescale of Ness et al. (1980), showing the main biostratigraphic datums
identified by Collen (1972) and this study. Plot is drawn to show the average
sedimentation rate of the Wanganui River strata and identify breaks in
deposition.

19-3 Late Neogene Rangitikei River polarity magnetozones. These are annotated 315
for reference in the text N labelled magnetozones are of normal polarity, R
labelled magnetozones are of reversed polarity, and M labelled magnetozones
are of indeterminate polarity due to necessarily wide sample site spacing.
Sections either side of the Rauoterangi Fault are combined for ease of
annotation and identifi cation.

19.4 Conelation of Rangitikei River magnetozones with the magnetic polarity 3I7
timescale of Ness et al. (1980), showing the main biostratigraphic datums
identified by Collen (1972) and this study. Plot is drawn to show the average
sedimentation rate of the Rangitikei River strata and identify breaks in
deposition.

19.5 Summary of correlations of the Wanganui River, Hautawa Road, and 319
Rangitikei River s€quences using magnetostratigraphy and biostratigraphy.
Plot allows easy identif,rcation of several reversal boundaries in the sections
and consequently a high resolution chronology of the strata.

20.1 Conelation of the eustatic sea level curve (from the South Wanganui Basin, 325
chapter 15) and the Antarctic ice volume curve (predominantly from
McMurdo Sound, chapter 6). The resolution of chronology on both curves is
100 k.y. (t 50 Ka.). Sea level variation is reported in amplitude (m) and ice
volume is reported as volume (with respect to the present day volume).
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2.1

3.1

3.2

3.3

6.1

7.1

8.1

Aerial view of Fenar Fjord and Fenar Glacier from the east, showing the
location of the CIROS-2 drill-hole and a cross section of the fjord (from
Barrett and Hambrey, 1992).

Skerch of the Antarctic Ice Sheet during the Cainozoic intervals of
deglaciation posnrlated by Webb et al. (1984) (after Denton, 1985).

Sirius Group tillite cropping out in the Skelton Glacier area, note the
compactness and consolidation of the deposit

Timing of significant events in the Late Neogene glacial history of
Antarctica as dated by diatoms in the Sirius Group (after Harwood and
Webb, 1991).

General Palaeoceanographic configuration for various equilibrium stages
in Antarctic Ice Sheet growth (figure prepared by David Harwood).

Photomicrograph of the CIROS-2 ash grain-mount. Glass coated
anorthoclase crystal bottom left, glass shard centre, and diatom top right
(Photograph; P.J. Barren).

The IGNS tandem accelerator facility. I*ft is the l4ndem accelerator, right
upper is the electrostatic deflector and detector lin-e, right lower is a close up
of the gas detector facility.

l0.l Location map of the South Wanganui Basin. The major sections studied 128
include those cropping out in the Wanganui and Rangitikei River valleys.
The Miocene-Pliocene boundary is shown towards the north of the basin
and the Hautawa Shell bed separating Middle and Upper Pliocene strata
and also marking the top of the section studied here.

1l.l Greywacke basement in the upper reaches of the Rangitikei River. 150

13.1 An example of the coarsening upwards interbedded mudstone and sandstone 165
facies association, from the upper part of the Mangataunoka Siltstone,
Wanganui River section (Frame of view is l00m from top to bottom). It is
underlain by the mudstone facies association (section 13.1.3), and overlain
by the massive well sorted sandstone facies association (section 13.1.5).

l5

28

30

80

13.2 An example of the fining upwards interbedded mudstone and sandstone
facies association, from the Waiouru Sandstone, Rangitikei River section
(spade is lm tall).

13.3 An example of the mudstone facies association, from the Mangaweka
Mudstone, Rangitikei River Section (sandwich is 10 cm tall).

13.4 An example of the rhythmically bedded mudstone facies association, from
the Mudstone Member of the Katrura Siltstone, Wanganui River Section
(lens cap is 7 cm wide).

13.5 An example of the massive well-sorted sandstone facies association, from
the Otuitahi Sandstone, Wanganui River Section (field of view is 50m tall).

13.6 An example of the muddy shellbed facies association, from an unnamed
shellbed beneath the Hautawa shellbed in the Rangitikei River Section
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(lens cap is 7 cm wide).

13.7 An example of the sandy shellbed I reef facies association, from the basal
part of the Jerusalem Sandstone, Wanganui River Section. It is overlain by
the rhythmically bedded mudstone facies association.

13.8 Examples of type A unconformities in strata of the South Wanganui Basin.
a- (upper, frame of reference is 20 m tall) a well developed channel with
more than l0 m of relief, underlain by mudstone facies and overlain by
sandstone facies. b. (lower, bluff is ca. 60 m tall) an angular unconformity
like a., but with much less relief developed (photo; Mike Wizevich).

13.9 An example of a type C paraconformity. A bionrrbated mudstone
hardground. It is inferred to be relatively deep water in origin.

15.1 An example of the more sandy nature of the sedimentary cycles
(Wl2 - Wl5) higherin the Wanganui River Section (Bluff is ca. 30 m
high).
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15.2 The Wilkies shellbed at its type locality, Wilkies Bluffon the Wanganui 213
fuver Road. The Crassostrea dominant bluff formed during a long sea level
fall that was equal to, or slightly outpaced by basin subsidence.

15.3 An example of the thick uniform sedimentary successions in the Upper 2I5
reaches of the Rangitikei River. Cycle boundary is commonly marked by a
thin and often inconspicuous sandy to silty mudstone horizon.

16.l The Oxford University, two axis semi-automated Cryogenic Consultants 234
magnetometer which was one of three magnetometers used to measure
palaeomagnetic specimens in this study

l7.l Transmitted light (crossed-nicols) photomicrograph of South Wanganui 273
Basin sediment. Opaque grains are oxides. Large dull grey grains are quartz
and feldspar grains. Matrix is fine quartz, feldspar, muscovite and sericite
(tiame of view is 0.1 mm tall).

17.2 Reflected light (crossed-nicols) photomicrograph of South Wanganui 215
Ba.sin sediment. Large subangular to subrounded browny grey, pitted
grains are quartz. Shiny, brassy coloured grains are oxides and sulphides
(liame of view is 0.1 mm tall).

17.3 A backscattered electron image (BEI) of a single titanite grain. Note the 275
Ti rich grain rim. (scale bar is 10 microns).

17.4 Transmitted and reflected light (crossed-nicols) photomicrograph of pyrire 276
framboids formed within a foraminifera test. Framboids are a dull brassy
colour and calcite has high fourth order birefringence. (frame of view is 0.1
mm tall).

17.5 Reflected light (crossed-nicols) photomicrograph of microcrystalline 277
haematite grains filling available pore spaces in South Wanganui Basin
sediment. Haematite is translucent to opaque red in the centre of the frame
(frame of view is 0.1 mm tall).

17.6 Transmitted and reflerted light (crossed-nicols) photomicrograph of 277
haematite coating pyrite framboids as an alteration product, from late stage
oxidation (centre of frame). Haematite is translucent to opaque red and
pyrite is brassy light-yellow (frame of view is 0.1 mm tall).

L7.7 A backscattered electron image (BEI) of different ilmenite grains. Note
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exsolution pining and weathering along cleavage and fracture planes
(rcale bar is 10 microns).

17.8 A backscattered electron image (BEI) of different ilmenite grains, showing 278
the ubiquious occurrences of them in the magnetic grain extracts. Note
exsolution pining and weathering along cleavage and fracture planes
(scale bar is 100 microns).

17.9 Reflected light (crossed-nicols) photomicrograph of large ilmenite grain. 279
Ilmenite is dull, metallic, brassy-yellow and shows well developed solution
weathering along grain weakness planes (frame of view is 0.1 mm tall).

17.10 A backscanered electron image (BED of chromite. Chromite grain is the 280
very bright,late phase mineral holding several feldspar grains together (scale
bar is 100 microns).

17.1I Reflected light (crossed-nicols) photomicrograph of South Wanganui 280
Basin sediment, showing ubiquity of brassy yellow pyrite framboids (frame
of view is 0.1 mm tall).

17.12 Dark-field transmission electron microscope image of ilmenite. Light
regions are Fe-poor domains and dark regions are Fe-rich domain
boundaries (X-phase) from Lawson and Nord (1984); figure 3.

17.13 Reflected light (crossed-nicols) photomicrograph of pyrite framboids
formed within a foraminifera test. Framboids are a dull brassv colour
(frame of view is 0.1 mm tall).

I7.14 A backscattered electron image GED of single pyrite framboids, showing 287
there spherical form retained from a precursory greigite phase (scale bar
is l0 microns).

18.1 Examples of the magnetic separates suspended in non-magnetic Yoohoo
glue within non-magnetic perspex cylinders. The left hand specimen has
been prepared for electron microprobe analysis.
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Chapter - 1

Introduction

1.1 The nature of the problem

"The Paleogene glacial history of the Antarctic was predestined to be a contoversial
subject because by necessiry, that history has been written largely from indirect evidence
of glaciation gatheredfrom the oceons beyond that remote, ice shrouded and inhospitable
continent" (Wise et aI., I99I).

This statement is true not only for the Paleogene but, for the same re:rson is also true for

the Neogene and much of the Pleistocene. A history for the Antarctic ice shert based on

these indirect or proxy records has established the Late Neogene as a time of little
variation in the form of the Antarctic ice sheet. In this history the ice sheet was inferred to

have formed in middle Miocene times (ca. 14 Ma.) as a cold polar feature, as it is today,

and remained essentially like this until the present (e.g. Kennett, 1977) (figure l.l). At the

same time a global sea level model was being constructed by the staff of the EXXON oil
company (e.g. Vail et aI., 1977) that found large variations in global sea level since the

middle Miocene. This variation they attributed to fluctuation in the volume of ice stored in

continental ice sheets (figure l.l). More recently the stability and cold polar nature of the

Antarctic Ice Sheet has been challenged by evidence directly from the Antarctic Continent

(e.g. Webb et al,1984), suggesting a more varied glacial history of the continent, including

deglaciation as recently as the Pliocene (figure l.l). It is this prospect of Pliocene

deglaciation that provided the impetus for this study.

Indirect methods of observing Antarctic ice volume and sea level variation have been

based primarily on the inteqpretation of varying stable isotope ratios as they reflect climatic

variation (Emiliani and Milliman, 1966; Shackleton and Kennett, 1975; Savin, 1977;

Matthews and Poore, 1980 and Miller and Fairbanks, 1985). These isotopic ratios vary

with changes in temperature and ocean volume. If assumptions about temperature variation

hold, then further assumptions between ocean volume variation and its relationship to the

volume of ice on land and further the position of this ice on land allows construction of a

model of Antarctic ice volume variation. While such a model is based on various other

indicators, there is not yet a sufficient calibration of the variation in the stable isotope

record for it to be an accurate measure of Antarctic ice volume variation. The

interpretation of this proxy record is presented in Chapter 2 as part of a review of the

crrrent knowledge of Antarctic Ice Sheet development focused from the standpoint of its

bearing on the Late Neogene record.
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1.2 Aims of the present study

The main aim of this thesis is to provide a high resolution Late Neogene record of ice

volume variation directly from the Antarctic Continent and relate this to a direct record,

with equal resolution, of eustatic sea level variation. These two data sets complement each

other allowing construction of a model of ice volume and sea level variation compiled

independently of the established proxy records and their inherent inadequacies. A new and

more complete model of Antarctic psychrospheric development between 2.4 and 6.0 Ma.

mighr then be established. This time range was chosen in the expectation that periods of

major deglaciation of Antarctica occurred during the Lale Neogene (Webb et al., 1984),

but that the resolution of chronology was poor in defining its time range and there was no

direct indicator of the extent of glaciation. Fufther knowledge of eustatic sea level

variation (Haq er a/., 1988) suggested that a global minimum occurred in the latest

Miocene Epoch. Particular evidence of major shallowing is evident from the Messinian

salinity crisis (Ryan et al.,1976).

It was considered important not to use the proxy records of Antarctic ice volume or

eustatic sea level variation in developing these new models. Then the proxy records could

be compared and checked against independent criteria, and hence allow them to be more

widely applicable to interpreting Antarctic psychrospheric development and the associated

eustatic sea level variations.

An additional aim of the present study is to establish a pattern of Antarctic ice sheet and

sea level behaviour to help in predicting future changes. This history of behaviour of the

Antarctic ice sheet is very important in predicting its role in future global change. An

approach that, to date, has seen little use in predicting the effects of future climate change

is in observing a geologic era when conditions were similar to the present day and studying

the patterns of change in the geologic record. This is perhaps due to the poor resolution of

variation and change currently available from these records. From other studies (e.g.

Dowsett et al,1992) the Pliocene era is known as a time of global warmth, even warmer

than the present day (Dowselt et aI., 1992), with CO2 levels similar to the present day

(Barrett, 1991). In terms of warmth, using CO2 levels as a temperature indicator during the

geologic past, the nature and behaviour of the Antarctic Ice Sheet during those times can

be used as a basis for prediction of what may happen in the future. This study presents a

record with substantially improved resolution providing a detailed account of the Late

Neogene (2.4'6-0 Ma.) climatically controlled variation in Antarctic Ice volume and

eustatic sea level. It is hoped that this may be used as an indicator of possible changes

during predicted global warming.
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13 The Present Physiography of the Antarctic Ice Sheets.

The Antarctic has two large physiographically different components to the ice sher.t (figure

1.2): The West Antarctic Ice Sheet, resting on bedrock well below present sea level, is 3.3

million km3 in volume, a sea level equivalent of 6 m @enton et al.,1992).It is buttressed

by two ice shelves, the Filchner-Ronne and the Ross, that help to keep the ice sheet in
place. The East Antarctic Ice Sheet, resting largely above sea level on an ancient craton, is

26 million km3 in volume, a sea level equivalent of 60 m (Denton et al., 1992). The East

Antarctic Craton does however have basins that are currently below sea level, a portion of
which will remain below sea level if the loading ice is removed and isostatic rebound

occurs. The four main basins are the Wilkes, Pensacola, Aurora and Amery Subglacial

Basins.

The West Antarctic ice sheet is known to be unstable, and its latest deglaciation is

supposed to have occurred within the last 400 Ka. (Scherer, 1991). Ice volume and

associated sea level variation being considered in this study is far greater than the present

day 6 m sea level equivalent of the West Antarctic. Its contribution to the variations

observed in the present study is not considered separately from that of the larger East

Antarctic ice sheet. For the pre Late Pliocene, variations in the volume of the West

Antarctic Ice Sheet is considered to have been synchronous with variations in the volume

of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet, but much less than those of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet.

1.4 Methodology of the present study

Many of the data and the method of interpreting them presented here are new. Each

chapter presents a new idea and is headed by an introductory paragraph that outlines the

approach taken in that chapter. Methodology and systematics of the individual models are

also presented at the beginning of each chapter, as well as their relationship to other

chapters. Each chapter should both stand alone and also fit into the larger framework and

aims outlined here. While major hndings of the research are presented and summarised in

each chapter, the major conclusion and Antarctic ice volume and sea level record are

presented and discussed only in the final chapter, which is based on the findings of all

previous chapters and is written using supporting findings and conclusions from each of
the preceding chapters.

This thesis makes contributions to stratigraphy, sedimentology, sequence stratigraphy,

palaeomagnetism, rock magnetism, geochronology, eustacy and the Late Neogene history

of Antarctic ice volume and associated sea level variation.

4



Figure 1.2: Present-day Antarctic Ice Sheet (modified from Denton et al.,1992).
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As already stated, the main aim of this thesis was to provide a high resolution Late

Neogene record of ice volume variation on the Antarctic Continent and relate this to a

record of eustatic sea level variation of similar resolution. To achieve this, four sub-aims

werc necessary:

1) The further development of a direct but stratigraphically controlled ice volume variation

indicator for the Antarctic continent in the Late Neogene. This included documenting the

stratigraphic indicators of variation, particularly the DVDP-Il and CIROS-2 drillholes

(figure 1.3), and presentation of a model by which this variation may be interpreted.

2) The development of a high resolution record of eustatic sea level variation, again from

direct stratigraphic evidence. Here I use the 4 km of Late Neogene strata in the South

Wanganui Basin, New Zealand, for the same time period (figure 1.3). This also included

documentation of the stratigraphic indicators of variation and presentation of a model by

which this variation may be interpreted.

3) & 4) Development and implementation of a high resolution chronology for both records

that allowed both dating of individual events and direct correlation of records.

For the Antarctic record this has included; dating of the CIROS-2 ash, and development of
beryllium-10 as a dating method for Antarctic margin sediments. This provides a

calibration for both the magnetostratigraphic and biostratigraphic record of the Antarctic

margin cores being studied and demonstrates the applicability of biostratigraphy within the

Antarctic circle.

In the south Wanganui basin this required further understanding of the sedimentary

controls on palaeomagnetism and presentation of a model by which this complex signal

can be interpreted and detrital remanent magnetisation established for the strata. After this,

a reliable magnetostratigraphy and hence chronology could be presented for the new Late

Neogene eustatic sea level record.

1.5 Approach

The organisation of the thesis is along the same lines as the sub-aims presented above.

Chapters are numbered consecutively and are subdivided into 4 sections which address

each of the sub-aims. Section I deals with the record of Antarctic ice volume variation

through the Late Neogene. It is partly a review chapter and partly an extension of models

previously suggested for glaciomarine indication of ice volume variation (Hambrey et al.,

1989). Chapter 3 presents a review of current knowledge of Late Neogene variation in the

Antarctic Ice cover. Chapter 4 presents the stratigraphic framework from the Antarctic

6



Figure 1.3: Location of Geologic evidence studied here for Late-Miocene eustatic sea
level variation (South Wanganui Basin, New Zealand) and Antarctic Ice Sheet fluctuation
(CIROS-2 and DVDP-ll drillholes in southern Victoria Land, and the Transantarctic
Mountains, Antarctica).
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margin in McMurdo Sound. It is based on two drill-holes CIROS-2 in Ferrar Fjord and

DVDP-I1 in Taylor Valley. They both sample independent records of Late Neogene

variation in glaciers fed directly from the East Antarctic Ice sheet. This provides a more or

less continuous record both for the development of increased chronology and a reference

for correlation of spot data points from elsewhere on the Antarctic Continent. A facies

analysis of these sequences and an interpretation of ice extent from these ice sheet fed

glaciers is presented in chapter 5. This builds on the work of Banett and Hambrey (1992).

In particular this section establishes a consistent record of variation from several indicators

of variation from different parts of the East Antarctic Craton. The resulting composite

record is entirely the work of this thesis and is presented briefly in chapter 6. Chronology

for development of this record is taken from section 2.

Section 2 details new developments of a high resolution chronology for the stratigraphic

sequences described in Section l. Chapter 7 presents the dating of an ash at 125 m depth in

the CIROS-Z core. Because of contamination it required development of simultaneous

equation analysis as part of the IUAI dating procedure. The age was later confirmed by

single crystal laser fusion 3957'{041 dating of erupted feldspar crystals within the ash. The

significance of this first radiometric age of these strata is discussed and particularly its

calibration of the biostratigraphic chronology used elsewhere on the continent (e.9.

Harwood, 1986).

Much time was spent in developing the newly proposed Beryllium-I0 method for dating

the Late Neogene glaciomarine strata from the Antarctic margin. This work required not

only development of the technique to make it applicable to the Antarctic margin, but also

development in the sample preparation and measurement procedures. Beryllium

systematics and sample preparation procedures are presented in appendix 2. Rodger Sparks

of the Institute of Geological and Nuclear Sciences is responsible for development of the

Accelerator Mass Spectrometer to measure Beryllium and this will be reported on

elsewhere. Because Beryllium dating is such a new procedure it was necessary to make

several interlaboratory checks. The collaboration of John Southon of the Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory, U.S.A. and Grant Raisbeck of the Centre de Spectrometrie

et de Spectrometrie de Masse (CNRS) is acknowledged in making this possible. This work

encountered several problems which took time to resolve. One of them was the discovery

that the standard provided by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),

U.S.A. was found to have a different value to that assigned by NIST. The theory,

development, and results of beryllium-10 dating is reported in chapter 8.

The final chapter in section 2 (Chapter 9) deals with palaeomagnetism of the CIROS-2 and

DVDP-11 sequences. Measurements were made independently at the United States

Geological Survey (USGS) and interpretations have been reported elsewhere (Harwood,

8



1986 and Ishman and Rieck, 1993). Here a reinterpretation of the palaeomagnetism from

basic measurements is reported (these basic measurcments are still as yet unpublished). A
magnetostratigraphy is then established for both cores based mainly on the findings of this

study.

Sections 3 and 4 deal with the independent record of Late Neogene sea level variation as

recorded by stratigraphic sequences in the South Wanganui Basin, New Zealand. Section 3

deals with the stratigraphic record. Basic lithostratigraphy and lithosuatigraphic correlation

is presented in chapter 11, based on the logged Wanganui and Rangitikei River sections

presented in Appendix 3. Formations are defined and described within a Group framework

extended from that of Fleming (1953). The complete Late Neogene sea level record from

the South Wanganui basin is presented in Chapter 15. It is based on the chronology

established in section 4 and summarised in chapter 12. Chapter 13 presents an analysis of
sedimentary facies comprising the South Wanganui Basin strata" constructing a model of
common facies successions. A sequence stratigraphic interpretation of these successions is

made in chapter 14. Although based on the initial work of the EXXON oil company

(Payton, 1977) this chapter provides a new model based on the observations made in

chapter 13. This model, which incorporates knowledge of the tectonic development of the

basin, is the basis for the new Late Neogene eustatic sea level record interpreted from the

stratigraphic sequences of the South Wanganui Basin. The resulting curve is much

improved both in accuracy and resolution from that presented by Haqet at. (1988) and

Yul et al. (1977).

The development of detailed chronology for strata of the South Wanganui Basin is

presentred in section 4. Much time was spent developing the palaeomagnetic technique for

the coarse and weakly magnetised sediments of the South Wanganui Basin to establish that

the resulting record was accurate and reliable. Chapter 16 presents the basic

palaeomagnetic observations and interpretations of measuremenB prcsented in appendix 4.

To ensure a correct understanding of the magnetic signal and its relationship to the original

deposition of the sediments a study was made of the sedimentary petrography and

mineralogy and its associated rock magnetic properties. This is presented in chapters 17

and l8 along with a model for the origin of magnetic remanence in the Late Neogene

South Wanganui Basin, and other Tertiary New Zealand strata. A complete integrated

magnetostratigraphy and hence chronology of the south Wanganui Basin sequences is

presented in chapter 19.

The final chapter, chapter 20, presents the correlation of the Antarctic Ice Volume and

eustatic sea-level records for the Late Neogene. Their relationship with establish records is

discussed and a complete model presented for the variation of the resulting Late Neogene

9



record. This record provides a major revision of Kennett's (1977;1982) model of Antarctic

Ice Sheet development and the Global sea-level model (of Haq et a1.,1988).
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SECTION - 1

THE RBCORD OF LATENEOGENE
ANTARCTIC ICEVOLUME

VARIATION

Areal view of Ferrar Valley from the east. In the foreground is the permanent sea ice of
New Harbour. The East Antarctic Ice Sheet is beyond the mountains and feeds the Ferrar
Glacier.

Chapter - 2:
Chapter - 3:
Chapter - 4:

Chapter - 5:

Chapter - 6:

Introduction and aims
Synthesis of existing knowledge of the Antarctic Ice Sheet
Stratigraphy of Antarctic Margin sediments in McMurdo
Sound
Facies analysis and interpretation of the CIROS-2 and
DVDP-ll drill-cores
Late Neogene ice volume history
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Chapter - 2

Introduction

Section I presents the record of Late Neogene ice volume variation on the East Antarctic

craton, from previous observations of Antarctic outcrop (chapter 3) and from the record at

the Antarctic Margin (chapters 4 and 5). Most of the resolution comes from strata cored in

the CIROS-2 and DVDP-11 drillholes, McMurdo Sound, and the extent of variation

estimated from observations from other iueas on the Antarctic Continent. The resulting

model uses new chronology from section 2 and is presented in chapter 6.

2.1 Introduction

Late Neogene strata drilled in the

McMurdo Sound area in Taylor Valley

(DVDP-IO and ll) and Ferrar Fjord
(CIROS-2), reveal a history of glacial

advance and retreat over the last several

million years. The cores record periodic

ice advance from the Transantarctic

Mountains and Plio-Pleistocene ice
grounding in the Ross Sea due to major

expansion of the East and West Antarctic

ice sheets.

The CIROS-2 drill core was drilled in
Ferrar Fjord, south western Ross Sea

(figure 2.1), in the 1984/85 austral

summer, with the aim of understanding

the Cainozoic geologic history of
southern Victoria [,and and the adjacent

Ross Sea (Barrett, 1982). The drill site

was in 211 m of water near to the valley

axis. about I km offshore from the Ferrar

Glacier snout (plate 2.1). A 166.47 m

sequence (67Vo rec.overy) of sand and

glacial debris (Pyne et al., 1985) was

cored. Drilling terminated when

basement gneiss was reached. Well-
preserved marine diatoms in the lower

part of the sequence (Hanvood, 1986),

were dated as Early Pliocene. The

highest part of the core ranges up to a

possibly Pleistocene age. This
chronology is disputed by Burkle and

Pokras (1991) and others, who believe

the diatom flora could be as old as Earlv

Miocene.

Barrett and Hambrey (1992) suggest€d

that the advances and retreats of the Polar

Plateau and Ross Sea Ice are recorded in

the CIROS-2 and DVDP-I I cores. These

ice movements should be related to
global variations in ice volume and sea

level. A more refined chronology is
required to understand the relationship

and is presented here in section 2.

The DVDP-Il core was drilled in Taylor

Valley, southern Victoria Land (figure

2.1) as part of the multi-national Dry
Valley Drilling Project. The project

obtained geophysical and stratigraphic

13
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Plate 2.1: Aerial view of Ferrar Fjord and Ferrar Glacier from the east, showing the-

location of the CIROS-2 drill-hole lnd a cross section of the fjord (from Barrett and

Hambrey, 1992).
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information to determine the complex

history in the dry valleys, particularly the

Cainozoic glacial history (Smith, 1981).

Dritling took place 3 km inland from the

coast near the terminus of the

Commonwealth Glacier (McKelvey,

l98l), at an altitude of 80.2 m. The drill-

hole was 328 m deep with 94Vo of the

core recovered McKelvey, l98l).

The sequence recovered comprised very

poorly sorted sedimentary rocks ranging

from laminated sandy mudstones to

diamictite and pebble conglomerates

(McKelvey, l98l). Initial chronology for

the sequence was from biostratigraphy,

the lower part of the core from diatom

flora @rady, 1980) and the upper part of

the core from foraminifera (Webb and

Wren, 1982). These fossils indicate a

sEl lct

Late Miocene age for the oldest pan of
the core ranging up to a Pleistocene age

for the top of the core. Again Burkle and

Pokras (1991) disputed the ages of these

flora and fauna.

2.2 Aims

The aim of this section of the thesis is to

present a high resolution record of ice

volume variation on the East Antarctic

craton. This has required development of

new chronology to integrate with existing

chronology (presented in Section 2). Sub

aims of this section were: l) To create a

reliable and working lithosuatigraphic

framework for interpretation, correlation

and dating of the cored Antarctic Margin

strata; 2) To test and extend the

glaciomarine facies models of Hambrey

15



et aI. (1989); 3) To correlate depositional

events in the DVDP-I1 and CIROS-2

cores both betrveen each other and with

other direct records of Late Neogene East

Antarctic Ice Sheet variation.

The aims of section 2 were to develop

the chronology necessary for a 100 k.y.

resolution of the ice volume
interpretation record and to correlate it
with a similar resolution eustatic sea

level record from the South Wanganui

Basin, New Zealand. This required

development of new dating methods and

testing of the existing Antarctic
biostratigraphy.

2.3 Fieldwork methods

Cores from the DVDP-I1 and CIROS-2

drill-holes were relogged at the Antarctic

Core Facility, Florida State University
with permission of Dennis Cassidy. This

was done during two extended visits to

the facility.

Only the Late Miocene - Late Pliocene

(2.4 - 6.0 m.y.) stratigraphic sections and

unit descriptions of the CIROS-2 and

DVDP- I I cores are restudied and

reported here (Appendix I ). The

observations differ from the original

stratigraphic logs of Pyne et al. (1985)

and McKelvey (1981). The core is
reassessed using a facies analysis

approach with special emphasis placed

on recognising unconformities in the

cores and the interpretation of individual

facies associations and successions

(chapter 5).

Confusion in the depth measurements of
core lengths recovered in the DVDP-I1
core resulted from the original metric

conversion of measurements and

repacking of the core for shipping to the

U.S. @ennis Cassidy, pers. comm.). This

meant that it was necessary to measure

the entire core and its lithostratigraphic

units directly. The original hole depths

and on-site logs were used as a guide to

ensure that correct unit thicknesses and

depths are reported for both the DVDP-

1l and CIROS-2 cores.

Units assigned in this study are different

from those reported by Pyne et al. (1985)

and McKelvey (1975) (figure 4.1).

2.4 Setting

The Ferrar and Taylor Valleys are U-

shaped, formed by pre-Neogene glacial

down-cutting through the Transantarctic

Mountains. Currently the Fenar Valley is

filled by the Ferrar Glacier which is fed

from the polar plateau. It flows beyond

its grounding line and floats out into
Ferrar Fjord, and appears to be advancing

at present (plate 2.1). The Taylor Valley

to the north is ice free, the Taylor Glacier

terminating close to the head of the

valley (figure 2.1).

The two valleys are cut into the

crystalline basement complex of
Precambrian to Cambrian metamoqphic

rocks of the Skelton Group, and the

Precambrian Granite Harbour inuusive

complex which are unconformably

overlain by the Palaeozoic and Mesozoic

16
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sediments of the Beacon Supergroup and

the Jurassic Ferrar Dolerite (Gunn and

Wanen, L962) (frgxe 2.2).

The Transantarctic Mountains began to

rise about 50 Ma. ago (Gleadow and

Fitzgerald, 1987) at the western margin

of the West Antarctic Rift System

(Behrendt and Cooper, 1991). Rifting is

causing extension and depression of the

Ross Sea region as well as uplift of the

Transantarctic Mountains. Associated

with the rifting is extensive basaltic

volcanism in the Ross Sea region,'with

the Ross Island volcanoes to the east and

extrusives in the Dry Valleys to the west

(figure 2.1). The volcanic activity has

been active since at least the Late

Miocene (Kyle, 1981).

Some phases of uplift in the

Transantarctic Mountains may have

occurred within the Late Neogene

(Behrendt and Cooper, 1991). Evidence

for this is from young fault scarps and

raised shorelines. This possible late

tectonic uplift of the Ross Sea Margin

may complicate interpretation of glacial

sedimentary facies changes, as may

isostatic adjustment to ice loading or

unloading.

18



Chapter - 3

Synthesis of existing knowledge of Late
Neogene Antarctic ice sheet history.

This chapter summarises the existing data set, prior to this study, contributing to

knowledge of Antarctic glacial history in the Late Neogene. Information is presented both

from Southern Ocean floor sediments and from Antarctic continental outcrop. The

significance of each data set is discussed in each subsection. Previous models of Antarctic

glacial history are discussed to allow later comparison with the new findings of this work

(Chapter 6). Evidence from drillhg on the Antarctic continental margin is presented later

in chapters 4 and 5. An analysis of the evidence presented in this chapter and chapters 4

and 5 is presented in chapter 6, where it is usod to assess the extent of glacial maxima and

minima suggested by the higher resolution record from the continental margin (prasented

in chapter 5).

3.l lntroduction

Many other reviews have documented

Cainozoic Antarcdc glacial history (e.g.

Mercer, 1983; Webb, 1990;1991;
Hambrey and Barrett, 1993). Only

records relevant to the Late Neogene are

discussed here, in as much detail as is

available to establish evidence of glacial

development of the Antarctic continent.

The discussion is also confined mainly to

the Late Neogene development of the

East Antarctic ice sheet. On the scale of

change discussed in this study, the West

Antarctic ice sheet is assumed to behave

under the influence and in synchrony

with the East Antarctic ice sheet.

3.2 Oceanic evidence for Ice
Sheet development

3.2.1 The Southern Ocean

Kennett (1977) first suggested and

established the pattern of evolution of the

Antarctic psychrosphere. He recognised

the interaction of tectonic,
oceanographic, atmospheric and

geographic controls on developing the

psychrosphere and the ways in which

sediments in the southern ocean record

the developing history. Kennett (1977

and 1982) used several different

sedimentary indicators to infer climatic

evolution and development of the

Antarctic continent. These included: the

presence of ice rafted detritus (IRD) in

otherwise marine settings; increased

bottom water events in the deep marine

record, inducing hiatuses (hiatus

19



stratigraphy); large

latitudinal movements in siliceous

sedimentation patterns; and oxygen

stratigraphy jointly indicative of
fluctuating temperatures and absolute

oceanic volumes.

3.2.2 Pdaeoceanographic f)evelopment

of the Southern Ocean

Kennen (1977; 1982) suggested that

initiation of the Anurctic psychrosphere

occurred during the early Oligocene,

instituted by opening of the Drake

Passage and the initiation of the circum-

Antarctic current (figure 3.1). According

to Kennett, the development of the

circum-Antarctic crurent began a general

trend of cooling of the continent leading

to development of sea ice and glaciers.

Further tectonic activity that may have

changed the circulation patterns of the

southern ocean include isolation of the

Meditenanean Sea (Kennett, 1982) in the

Late Miocene and closing of the Central

American sea way in the Pliocene

(Kennett, L977).

There is still much debate on the

development of extensive Northern

Hemisphere ice sheets. Shackleton and

Berggren (1972) initially suggested that

this occurred during the late Pliocene and

this timing was adopted by Kennett et al.

(1975). Poore (1982), Shackleton and

Opdyke (1977) and Keigwin and Thunell

(1979) date this more precisely at ca. 3.0

Ma. Further work (Shackleton and Hall,

1985) has suggested that ice sheet

development did not occur until 2.4 Ma.

2I MYR AGO

EARTIE ST
. MIOCENE
\

Figure 3.1: Reconstructions of the Southern Ocean, from Kennett (1982)- Left is the

iuifi"rt Oligocene (pre-psychrosphere), b9f9re. opeqrng of fe Drake Passage, but after

i"p-ution 5f Austritia 'ani Antarctica. Riglt is 
-earliest 

Miocene (post-psychrosphere),

*ith the Drake Passage open and a circum polar current developed.

36 MYR AGO

EARTY
OL IGOC EN E
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when the first the major onset of ice

rafted debris in the northern Atlantic

Ocean. Other workers (e.g. Dowsett and

Loubere, 1992) recognise minor ice

rafted detritus in some North Atlantic

cores around 2.7 Ma- and consequently

define the preglacial to glacial northern

hemisphere transition to occur between

2.0 and 3.0 Ma. With respect to Antarctic

glacial development, it is not yet

established whether this latest Pliocene

development of the northern hemisphere

ice sheet was a cause or effect of
continued Southern Ocean developmenl

3.2.3 The deep sea 6180 record

Oxygen isotope ratios of the world

oceans have varied over geologic time

(Emiliani and Milliman, 1966; Duplessy,

1978; Shackleton, 1967: Shackleton and

Opdyke, 1973; and Kennett, 1982). Most

calcareous microfossils precipitate

oxygen in the same ratio as the

surrounding water column. Two main

factors cause fractionation in the ratio of
precipitation of oxygen-16 to oxygen-18:

Temperature and the preferential removal

of 160 from the oceans to terrestrial

reservoirs. The OISO record in deep sea

strata becomes more positive with
decreasing temperature and increasing

terrestrial ice.

Analysis of the 6l I O in specific
microfossils in deep sea strata provides a

record of fluctuating Cainozoic
temperatures and ice sheets. Analysis of
solely benthic species should prevent any

effect from fluctuating sea surface

temperatures. However, measurement of
the resulting record will still be a

composite of both changing ocean

bottom water temperatures and ice

volume-

If the effect of temperature can be

calculated from another source and

removed from the composite record, the

remaining portion of the record should be

due to ice volume fluctuation alone. Both

cooling temperatures and increasing ice

volume on land will enrich the relative

oxygen-l8 value recorded by microfossil

tests. Shackleton and Kennett (1975)

calculated the value of l8O ocean

enrichment by the present ice sheets.

Hence, they calculated a lesser value of
enrichment beyond which must be

accounted for by ice accumulation on

land and not temperature alone.

Measurement of the changing oxygen

isotope ratios from leg 29 (Kennett,

1977) showed three major enrichment

phases of 18O: One at the Eocene-

Oligocene boundary, the second in the

middle Miocene (approximately 14 Ma.)

and the third in the late Pliocene (3.5-3

Ma.). Further composite benthic 6180

records were constructed from many

more deep sea cores (eg; Miller and

Fairbanks, 1985; Miller et al., 1987) to

rule out the effect of local temperature

fluctuations (figure 3.2). These

composite records still contain the major

developments proposed by Kennett

(r977).

Matthews and Poore (1980) recognise the

circularity of previous 6180 models in
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Figure 3.2: A composite benthic 6180 record from Miller and Fairbanks (1985), showing
an icelice free value calculated from present day values.
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assessing temperatures and Antarctic ice

volume history. They eliminate some of

the assumptions inherent in previous

models by constructing a model using the

planktonic equatorial 6180 signal. This

assumes constant equatorial sea surface

temperatures. Based on the new model

they suggest signfficant periods of ice on

land throughout the Cainozoic and

Cretaceous. Prentice and Matthews

(1988) following the approach of
Matthews and Poore (1980) also

recognise that the benthic o180 signal

dominantly reflects temperature

variation. They also recognise that the

Antarctic is not the only source of bottom

water throughout the Cainozoic. They

develop a refined model using the

planktonic equatorial 618O signal, again

assuming constant equatorial sea surface

temperatures throughout the Cainozoic.

While they recognise more significant

variation in the 6180 record than Kennett

(1977:1982), with significant ice volume

flux since 40 Ma. (figure 3.3), they still
suggest major glaciation of the Antarctic

continent in the middle Miocene, with

little variation subsequent to ca. 14 Ma.

3.2.4 The Ross Sea

I*,9 28 of the Deep Sea Drilling Project

drilled 4 holes on the Antarctic

continental shelf in the Ross Sea (Hayes

et al., 1975). Only sites 271 and 272

recovered Late Neogene strata (Hambrey

and Barrett, 1993). Core recovery from

these two sites was poor, only 7% inhole
27I,but several events relating to Late

Neogene glacial history were recognised.

A pre-Pliocene hiatus in the sequence

was related to ice grounding and

extension in the Ross Sea Region

(Anderson, L992). What was recovered

of the Pliocene strata was mainly

diatomaceous, but with a few lonestones.

Petrology indicated provenance from

West Antarctica (Barrett, 1975). This

evidence suggests a glacial advance in

the Ross Sea in immediately pre-Pliocene

times and a relative retreat and open

marine sedimentation pattern during the

early-middle Pliocene.

3.2.5 PrydzBay

Two drill sites (739 and742) on ODP leg

119 recovered Late Neogene strata from

Prydz Bay, East Antarctica (Hambrey er

al., l99l). The strata recovered was

inferred by Hambrey et al. (1991) to be

indicative of the general nature of

behaviour of the East Antarctic ice sheet.

Chronology is based largely on diatom

stratigraphy which limits the resolution.

Poor core recovery in places also reduces

the available resolution. The Late

Neogene record is an incomplete and

poorly cored sequence that caps a more

extensive and complete Cainozoic

sedimentary pile.

According to Hambrey et al. (1991) prior

to Pliocene times, ice was grounded in

Prydz Bay. The Late Miocene to mid-

Pliocene is marked by retreat but not

total withdrawal of the ice sheet. The

Late Pliocene to Pleistocene is

characterised by a further advance and

grounding of the ice sheet across Prydz
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Bay. Hambrcy et al. (1991) recognise ice

grounding and fluctuation by the

changing nature of depositional
lithofacies in the cored sequences.

Models of lithofacies variation within
glaciomarine environments have

previously been presented by Hambrey er

aI. (1989) and will be reviewed briefly

here in chapter 5.

33 Continental evidence for East
Antarctic lce Sheet development.

3.3.1 The Sirius Group

The name Sirius Formation was initially
proposed by Mercer (1972) for the

"compact glacial drift that
unconformably covers pre-Tertiary

rocks". By this definition the Sirius

Formation outcrops as some tens of
discrete units along the length of the

Transantarctic mountains for 1300 km

(figure 3.4). All deposits occur above

1600 m elevation, with most occurring

above 2000 m (Mayewski and

Goldthwait, 1985). Mercer (1972) had

noted that only scattered remnants of
these deposits had survived subsequent

ice action on the landscape. The deposits

themselves all consist of till draped over

striated bedrock material, with a few

outcrops preserving a stratified member

of glaciolacustrine origin. McKelvey er

al. (1991), recognising the thickness

(greater than 180 m), variability,
scattered distribution and possible age

differences of individual outcrops, raised

the Sirius Formation to group status. This

allowed individual outcrops to be

described as formations, and even each

outcrop to contain different formations

(eg. the nvo members of Mayewski and

Goldthwait" 1985), or be subdivided into

members.

Originally, Mercer (1972) had suggested

that these deposits were derived from

local ice accumulation at high level
plateaus within the Transantarctic

mountains. He also noted that the till's
thickness, compactness and the evidence

of abundant water suggested that the

glacial conditions during deposition were

temperate, and deposition occurred about

the contemporary equilibrium line. From

this, Mercer believed that the deposits

must date from soon after the formation

of ice cover in the Transantarctic

Mountains and long before the formation

of the present cupoloid East Antarctic Ice

Sheet. Mayewski and Goldthwait (1985)

from observation of Sirius Group

outcrops along the length of the

Transantarctic Mountains agreed that the

till was waterlain, but suggested that it
originated from a continental-scale ice

sheet which contained wet based zones

as depositional centres. The model of
Mayewski and Goldthwait (1985)

requires the age of individual Sirius

Group outcrops to be similar, with
deposition occurring towards the end of
East Antarctic Ice Sheet formation and

subsequent to geomorphic development

of the Transantarctic Mountains. Even if
deposition was from a continental-scale

ice sheet. flow directions in southern

Victoria Land are markedly discordant to
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Figure 3.4: Location of Sirius drift outcrops in the Transantarctic Mountains (modified
from Denton et al.,1992\. References iue as follows: (1) Mercer (1968); (2) Doumani and
Minshew (1965); (3) Mayewski (1975); (4) LaPrade (1984); (5) McGregor (1965); (6)
Claridge and Campbell (1968); (7) Elliou et al. (1974); (8) Mercer (1972); (9) Banett and
Elliot (1973); (10) Prentice et al. (1986); (11) Denton et al. (1992); (12) Denton et al.
(1992); (13) Faure and Taylor (1981); (14) Banett and Powell (1982); (15) Brady and
McKelvey (1979); (16) Denton et al. (1992); (17) Brady and McKelvey (1983); (18) Faure
and Harwood (1990).
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present day ice flow directions (Brady

and McKelvey, 1979 and 1983).

Little was known about the significance

of Sirius Group deposits until Webb er

al. (1984) reported the recovery of
marine microfossils from them in the

Reedy and Beardmore glacier areas. The

assemblages are diverse and include

foraminifers, diatoms, radiolarians,

sponge spicules, ostracodes and

palynomorphs. The microfossils are

within the matrix of Sirius Group tills

and sometimes included in clasts.

Particularly useful in age control are the

presence of Late Eocene through late

Oligocene, Miocene, and Pliocene

diatoms (Harwood, 1986). These age

ranges were based on the southern high-

latitudes zonal schemes, amongst others,

of Gombos and Ciesielski (1983) and

Ciesielski (1983). Although the diatoms

are reworked into the glacial till, distinct

time zones of productivity can be

identified (Harwood, 1986; Wise et aI.,

l99l), and included periods of non-

productivity between them (figure 3.5).

Assemblages from the Reedy Glacier,

Dominion Range, Mount Sirius and

Mount Feather areas (figure 3.4) include

diatoms specific to the Thalassiosira

insigna Zone through the Thalassiosira

vulnifica Zone (Harwood, 1986), 3.1 to

3.5 Ma. (Harwood et al., 1992). This

indicates time of marine productivity

about the source of the glacial deposits.

Early Pliocene diatoms were also

recovered from these same deposits.

l{o mbrofesllr.
glaial condnbns poeslbb

Mlcrolossils Fro$ot,
tnadnc &posilion irTrlbd

Lrnc..tah agp

Figure 3.5: Episodes of marine
deposition in the Wilkes-Pensacola
basins as indicated by the presence of
diatoms and other marine microfossils
reworked into the Sirius Group tills.(see
plate 3.1). Absence of such fossils could
indicate times that these basins were
occupied by an ice cover (after Wise er
al.,l99l).
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Webb et al. (1984) considered two

possible sources for the diatoms and

other microfossils. Firstly an in situ

deposition with Sirius Group deposits

subsequently uplifted by at least 2,000 m.

Secondly they considered the fossils as

reworked from an area closer to the

source of the ice on East Antarctica. Two

factors support the East Antarctic source:

The occurrence of diatoms within

glacially transported clasts and the range

of ages of the diatoms within these clasts

requires reworking prior to glacial

emplacement. There is a lack of geologic

support for such rapid uplift of the

Transantarctic mountains. Present and

(reconstructed) past flow lines indicate

the source to be the subglacial Wilkes

and Pensacola Basins (Drewry, 1983).

Large glaciers (such as the Beardmore)

transported material from the base of a

TRANSANTARCTIC
MOUNTAINS

subsequently formed ice sheet and

depositing it high in the Transantarctic

Mountains (figure 3.6).

Each time zone of productivity

represented by microfossils rscovered

from Sirius Group outcrops requires the

interior Antarctic basins to be free of ice

during that time interval. This then

required a shrinkage of the East Antarctic

Ice Sheet, with open marine conditions in

parts of the Antarctic interior at various

times (plate 3.1) in the Cainozoic and as

recently as only 3.5 to 3 Ma. This finding

gave support to Mayewski and

Goldthwait's (1985) theory of deposition

of Sirius group being from a continental-

scale ice sheet, the age of which must

postdate the youngest fossil assemblage

recovered from the tills.

SIRIUS GROUP

Figure 3.6: Cross-section from the East Antarctic interior through the Transantarctic

Mfiuntains to the Ross Sea, showing the location of Sirius Group deposits and their

infened source in the interior (after Barrett et a1.,1992)-

gooE
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after Denton (1985)

Plate 3.1: Skerch of the Antarctic Ice Sheet during the Cainozoic intervals of deglaciation
postulated by Webb et al. (1984) (after Denton, 1985).

The Ross Sea region has been suggested

as a possible source for the microfossils

and also the possibility of the

microfossils being windblown into Sirius

Group deposits (Clapperton and Sugden,

1990, Denton et al., 1992). Ice flow
directions, petrology of the clasts and

matrix in the tillites (Webb et al.,1984),

and the occurrence of the same

microfossil assemblages in Elephant

Moraine, 80 km west of the Allan Hills
(figure 3.4) (Faure and Harwood, 1990),

all preclude a Ross Sea origin for the

microlossils. The compacted nature of
the tills (plate 3.2) and the occurrence of
these microfossils within transported

clasts precludes a windblown origin.

A Pliocene glacial minimum is also

recorded in the wood and leaves of
Nothofagus in the Dominion Range and

Beardmore Glacier area (Webb et al.,
1986; Hill et aI., l99l; Webb and

Harwood, in press). The leaf mats are

bounded by glacial till members

containing the Pliocene microfossils

derived from the West Antarctic Interior.

By the nature of the fossil leaves locality

it seems that Sirius Glaciation must have

extinguished the surviving trees at least

in the Beardmore Glacier region, again at

a time postdating the youngesr

microfossil assemblages in the tills (plate

3.3). Temperatures must have been much

warmer in the Beardmore Glacier region

to allow survival of the trees at such a

southerly latitude. Burkle and Pokras
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(1991) discuss possibilities of re-

establishing Nothofagrs on the fuitarctic

Continent after a Miocene glaciation

must have extinguished growth some l0
Ma. earlier.They conclude that because

of the distances and timescales involved,

it is not possible to re-establish the tree

growth by wind dispersion, bird
migration, or seed floating, and that the

Nothofagur must have survived rn sfia up

until the time it was extinguished.

Plate 3.2: Sirius Group
tillite cropping out in the
Skelton Glacier area, note
the compactness and
consolidation of the deposit

The burden of proof for a continued

dynamic East Antarctic Ice Sheet history

lies on both the reliability of the

microfossil origins and their depositional

age ranges. Burkle and Abrams (1986)

found that under the present glacial

regime there is considerable diachrony

across the Polar Front, with Antarctic

regions showing earlier occurrences of

species (by several thousand years) than

the Southern Ocean.
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The survivzl of Nothofagzs trees prior to

the Sirius Glaciation requires warrner

conditions than presently exist in the

Antarctic with ice sheets never as big or

cold as the Sirius Glaciation. The

occurrence of microfossils in the Sirius

Group tills requires that at certain times

the East Antarctic Ice Sheet has been

small enough to expose now ice covered

interior Antarctic basins to marine

incursion. Both these lines of evidence

suggest a more dynamic, warmer and

wetter East Antarctic Ice Sheet prior to

Sirius Glaciation. What seems to be

critical now is age calibration of the

Diatom Zones in the Antarctic Interior, a

measure of the exact timing of Sirius

Glaciation and assessment as to whether

the Sirius ice sheet was the direct

precursor to the present cupoloid ice

sheet covering East Antarctica.

3.3.2 Southern Victoria Land and

McMurdo Sound

The dry valleys of southern Victoria

Land (figure 3.7) had many periods of
glacial erosion and deposition, Because

of their aspect, these valleys contain both

marine deposits of higher relative sea

levels and glacial deposits of three

different origins: l) Generally eastward

flowing, local valley glaciers; 2) larger

local ice caps draining' through and

across the region, and 3) generally

westward flowing valley glaciers sourced

from grounded ice in the Ross Sea.

The Jason glaciomarine diamicton

(Prentice, 1982) outcrops close to Lake

Vanda in the central Wright Valley. It

contains sediments and diatom

Webb & Harwood (1991)

Plate 3.3: Timing of significant events in the Late Neogene glacial history of Antarctica
as dated by diatoms in the Sirius Group (afterWebb and Harwood, 1991).
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Figure 3.7: Location map of the McMurdo Sound
McGinnis, 1981).

and Dry Valley Region (after

assemblages indicative of a fjord-like

depositional setting @enton et al.,1992).

The Diatoms if they are in-situ and not

reworked suggest a late Miocene to early

Pliocene age for deposition (Burkle, et

aI. 1986).It is evident that at the time of

deposition of the Jason diamicton,

condition were much warmer than they

are at present in the Wright Valley.

Further east in the Wright Valley lie the

Pecten Gravels (also known as the
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Prospect Mesa Gravels (Prentice, 1982),

the base of which is 162 meters above

present sea level. It is an in situ shallow

watsr marine deposit of mid-late

Pliocene age (Webb,1974). This gravelly

deposit with a fine grained matrix was

likely derived from a floating glacier

tongue and contains foraminifera and

growth position Chlamys tuftensis. T'he

fauna represent an assemblage typical of

a fjord setting (Webb, L972), with

average depth of deposition being

between 10 m and 90 m below sea level.

The valley floor would then have been

much deeper, around 300 m below sea

level. A combination of uplift of the

Transantarctic Mountains and falling

eustatic sea levels has brought the

deposit to its present position. Webb

(1974) used Trochoelphidiella onyxi to

correlate the Pecten Gravels with the

Scallop Hill formation exposed on Black

and White Islands. Diatom assemblages

recovered from both the Pecten Gravels

and the Jason diamicton (Burkle et aI-,

1986) suggest both are fjord deposits, but

that the Pecten Gravels are more than 2

Ma. younger than the Jason Diamicton.

The Scallop Hill Formation (Speden,

1962), is a fossiliferous, marine,

volcaniclastic, conglomerate and tuff
(Leckie and Webb, 1979) exposed in

coastal localities around southern

McMurdo Sound. Unfortunately none of
the deposits appear to be in place and

have been transported to their present

localities by ice action. Some of the

deposits have been moved only minimal

distances and allow reconstruction of

their original stratigraphic sense (Leckie

and Webb, 1979) (Eggers, 1979). The

faunal and floral assemblages present in

the fossiliferous facies of the Scallop Hill
formation are typical of a shallow inner

shelf environment. They are also

indicative of warmer, deglaciated

depositional conditions in McMurdo

Sound. Subsequent glaciation and

expansion of the Ross Ice Shelf moved

and lifted the deposits into their present

dispositions. The fauna, particularly

Chlamy s ( Zy gochlamys ) anders soni and

Hexelasma antarcticum (Eggers, 197 9)

and co-occurrences of dated volcanic

rocks (Webb and Andreasen, 1986)

suggest that this formation is also late

Pliocene and likely deposited during the

same interglacial period as that suggested

by Webb (1972) for the Pecten Gravels

in Wright Valley.

The Pecten Gravels are overlain by the

Peleus Till, which crops out over much

of the central Wright Valley (Prentice,

1986). It is generally less than 6 m thick,

but ranges in elevation from the valley

floor to 1100 m on the valley sides

(Prentice et al., 1987). It is the basal

deposit of an extensive wet based valley

glacier flowing from west to east, but not

of significant magnitude to cover the

Transantarctic Mountains (Denton et aI-,

1992). Burkle et al. (1986) found

reworked late Pliocene age diagnostic

diatoms (Cosmiodiscus insignis,
Nituchia kerguelensrs, and Thalassiosira

Ientiginosa) in the Peleus Till giving it a
maximum age of late Pliocene.

Reworking of the diatoms could be by
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glacier ice from local fiord deposits, or

by East Antarctic continental ice draining

through the Wright Valley, transporting

the diatoms from interior Antarctic

Basins (Denton et al., 1992). Both of

these are possible, as similar diatom

assemblages have been found in Sirius

Group deposits and also within the

underlying Pecten Gravels (Burkle et al.,

1986).

The recovery of in situ middle Miocene

marine diatom flora from sandy silts

beneath Lake Vanda in middle Wright

Valley (DVDP-4a) (Brady, 1982) is

indicative of fjord development in the

Wright Valley at this time. Brady (1982)

rules out recent glaciers reworking this

material into the lake as late Miocene and

Pliocene restricted diatoms are absent

from the deposit. Brady (1982) also

suggests that the Lake Vanda area of
Wright valley has not been glaciated to

any major extent since, as major glacial

activity would have produced glacial

deposits and removed the marine silts.

The presence of Peleus Till about Lake

Vanda does not support this, and perhaps

a better explanation is that subsequent

glaciation either did not affect the Lake

Vanda silts or eroded later Miocene/early

Pliocene age mat€rial. Being in the lake

depression may have offered the deposit

some protection from overriding glacial

ice.

Buried desert pavements have been

reported from various high altitude (>

1500 m) localities throughout the dry

valleys (Denton et a1.,1992; Marchant et

al., 1989; 1993). These are reported to

be indicative of present glacial conditions

persisting in the past. Some of these are

covered by in situ volcanic ash

(Marchant et al., 1989; 1992; 1993).

These ashes range in ages from middle

Miocene to late Pliocene in age

(Marchant et aI., 1992). Marchant et aI.

(1992); Denton er al. (1992), Sugden

(1992) and Marchant et al. (1993) have

used this data to argue that the major ice

sheet expansions of Denton et aI. (1984)

antedate these pavements and suggest

that present style polar climates have

persisted from middle Miocene to the

present.

The Dry Valleys contain many data sets

that on the surface offer conflicting

evidence as to the history of glacial

development of the region. It is important

to be careful in interpretation of
individual deposits to be sure of the

climatic indicators that individual
deposits retain, the ages and age

relationships of particular deposits, and

the possibility of a complex rather than

simple local glacial history within the

Dry Valley and McMurdo Sound

regions.

3.3.3 The Lambert Glacier Region

Pickard et al. (1988) report a possible

correlative of the Pecten Gravels at

marine plain in the Vestfold Hills, East

Antarctica (figure l.2).They report a

shallow marine (less than 50 m) deposit

of diatomaceous sands unconformablg

capped by glaciomarine diamictite. The
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sands are up to 8 m thick and represent a

shallowing upwards sequence with frost

wedges in the uppermost part of the

section indicating subaerial exposure

(Pickard et al., 1988). The diatom

assemblage contains amongst others

Nitu chia praeinterfri gidaria, and lacks

Actinocyclus actinocyclus, Cos cinodiscus

kolbei, C. vulnificus, and Cosmiodiscus

insignis (Harwood, 1986). This suggests

early to middle Pliocene deposition, prior

to the last episode of deglacial conditions

recorded by diatoms in the Sirius Group

deposits. A single sandstone horizon

(Pickard et al., 1988) is reported to
contain the bivalve Chlamys tuftensis,

also known from the Pecten Gravels in

Wright Valley.

The lack of proximal ice facies within the

sands, the marine nature of the deposit,

and the warmer water fossil species

(Chlamys tuftensis), indicate a much

warTner climate than presently exists at

the site. Pickard et al. (1988) go as far as

to suggest that the earlier Pliocene

palaeoenvironment of the Vestfold hills

should be regarded as strongly
interglacial. This interglacial period is

likely to be a partial correlative of the

Pecten Gravels in Wright Valley and of
early to middle Pliocene marine

deposition in Antarctic Interior Basins, as

indicated by diatoms recovered from the

Pagadroma Tillite and Sirius Group

deposits.

The Pagadroma tillite (McKelvey and

Stevenson, 1990) with its type section in

Pagadroma Gorge (figure 1.2), like the

Sirius Group deposits in the

Transantarctic Mountains, is a Cainozoic.

semilithified, waterlain, lodgement till
@ardin, 1982). It rests unconformably on

Permian Basement and is spread

throughout the Prince Charles
Mountains, with deposition thought to

have occurred from an expanded

Lambert Glacier System (McKelvey and

St€venson, 1990). Palaeoflow directions

would have been in the same direction as

present day (figure 1.2). In 1988 D.M.

Harwood discovered marine diatom flora

in reworked sedimentary clasts of the

Pagadroma Tillite (McKelvey and

Stevenson, 1990). The flora, like that of
the Sirius Group, is presumed to have

been deposited prior to glaciation in an

interior marine basin, upflow from the

site of till deposition. Two episodes of
marine productivity are recognised from

the basin (McKelvey and Stevenson,

1990); An upper Miocene episode is

recorded by diatoms specific to the

Denticulopsis dimorphia and D.

Hustedtii zones and a middle Pliocene

event recorded by diatoms specific to the

Cosmiodiscus insignis and Nituchia

kerguelensis zones.

3.3.4 Drill-hole evidence from the

Antarctic Margin.

Previous work reported on Late Neogene

occurrences of drill-hole strata from the

Antarctic margin is revised and new

work forms a major part of this thesis.

This evidence is discussed separately in

Chapters 4,5 and 6.
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Chapter - 4

Stratigraphy of Antarctic Margin
sediments cored in McMurdo Sound

A new stratigraphic framework is established for the pre Late Pliocene strata of the

CIROS-2 and DVDP-I1 drillholes, based on the work of Pyne et al. (1985) and McKelvey

(1981) and detailed relogging of the two cores. Ten major units are defined for the CIROS-

2 core and 20 for the DVDP-ll core. A full bed by bed description is presented in

Appendix 1. The units are grouped into 4 suatigraphic successions (A through D). Groups

A and B encompass the lowest successions of strata cored by DVDP-I l. Groups C and D

encompass higher lithologically similar strata cored by both DVDP-11 and CIROS-2.

Groups are divided from one another by major disconformities. A brief interpretation of
the depositional environment of each unit is given, using the facies models and

unconformity types defined in chapter 5. Chapter 5 also presents an interpretation of the

depositional history of the two cores.

4.1 Stratigraphic nomenclature
of the CIROS-2 and DVDP-ll
drillholes

Strata of the Antarctic margin in

McMurdo Sound have not yet been

formally named. Equivalent on-shore

strata have been loosely named (see

Chapter 3). Present definition of the

margin sediments includes letter codes

for seismically defined stratigraphic

packages, and numbered unit definitions

for cored strata.

Barrett et al. (1985) divided the CIROS-2

core into l3 lithological units

representing alternating glacial and

interglacial conditions, numbered from I
at the top to 13 at the base (figure 4.1).

The lower part of unit 7 and units 8

through 13 represent the same interval of

strata studied here. The same unit
terminology was adopted by Harwood

(1986) and Barrett and Hambrey (1992)

although both workers found it necessary

to subdivide the units in order to
establish a mode of deposition of the

sediments.

McKelvey (1975) divided the DVDP-I1

core into S lithological units (figure 4.1).

Some units represent consistently

interbedded strata of different lithology
(e.g. unit 7). The lower part of unit 5 and

units 6 through 8 represent the same

interval of strata studied here. This unit

terminology was also adopted in
subsequent work (McKelvey, 1979;

McKelvey, 1981 and Ishman and Rieck,

1993). Ishman and Rieck (1993) like

Barrett and Hambrey (1992) found it
necessary to subdivide the units to
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crBos-z
(Bandr ara,., 1985)

DVDP.I 1

(McKeh,€y. 1975)
DVDP.l I
(lhrs stucty)

Unditleronliated Group

Group C
(rhis srudy)

croup I
(lhis srudy)

Group A
(this study)

Figure 4.1: Lithostratigraphic nomenclature of units of the cored Antarctic margin, Late
Neogene, strata in McMurdo Sound, southern Victoria Land, Antarctica.

Group D
(this sludy)

establish a mode of deposition of rhe

sediments.

Relogging of the srrata from both cores is

based on careful discrimination of
lithologic facies and of observable

stratigraphic disconformities. It builds on

the recognition by Barrett and Hambrey

(1992) and Ishman and Rieck (1993) rhat

the cores have not previously been

adcquately subdivided to enable a full
genetic interpretation. The observations

and models used in this assessment are

presented in chapter 5.

Only the previously recognised Lare

Miocene to Late Pliocene sections of the

two cores are studied here. The study

follows on from the work of Barrett and

Hambrey (1992) and is more definitive.

The units are numbered from I at the

base increasing upwards. Each unit
number is given a letter prefix, C for
CIROS-2 and D for DVDP-II, which

distinguish the newly defined units

between cores and also distinguish them

from the previously defined units of
Barrett et al. (1985) and McKelvey
(1e75).

The units form 4 groups (figure 4.1). The

groups express the natural relationships

of units and are applicable to both the

Taylor Valley and Ferrar Fjord cores.

The four groups are bounded by major

discontinuities manifest as the major

erosional unconformities in the cores or
major intervals of non-recovery of core-
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Groups A and B occur only in the lower

part of the DVDP-I I core. The base of
group A was not observed and inferred to

occur below the base of the DVDP-ll
drill-hole. It is a 56.8 m succession of
massive to moderately stratified
diamictite units including rare stratified

sandy and gravelly mudstone units. This

group is equivalent to the lower three

quarters of unit 8 of McKelvey (1981).

Groups A and B are separated by an

erosive and topographic surface 271.14

m deep in the core. Group B is a 131.6 m

succession of interbedded moderately to

well stratified diamictite units, stratified

sandy mudstones, and well sorted coarse

sand to fine conglomerate units. Many of
these conglomeratic units are winnowed

and contain little fine matrix. Group B is

equivalent to the upper part of unit 8 and

lower part of unit 7 of McKelvey (1981).

The boundary between groups B and C is

a major erosional unconformity 139.55 m

deep in the DVDP-ll core. It is

correlated with the paraconformity

between basement Granite Gneiss and

sediment which marks the base of group

C in the CIROS-2 core. Group C is 34.4

m thick in the DVDP-ll drill-hole and

23.4 m in the CIROS -2 drill-hole. It is a

succession of non- to moderately

stratified diamictite unig and interbedded

massive to stratified mudstone units.

Many diamictite units include minor

internal erosional disconformities.

Groups C and D are separated by an

erosional disconformity 202.20 m deep

in the DVDP-ll core and within an

interval of non recovery of core at

141.05-143.04 m depth in the CIROS-2

core. Group D also represents an

interbedded succession of diamictite

units, sandy mudstone units and pebble

conglomerates. It is more distinctly

stratified than Group C.

The top of group D is not observed in the

DVDP-ll sequence. In CIROS-2 it is
marked by an unconformity surface at

98.83 m depth, overlain by a dominantly

sandy and petrologically different
succession. Only the basal part of Group

D is relevant to the present study. The

top of Group D is the same horizon that

Barrett and Hambrey (1992) used to

subdivide the CIROS-2 core into its
upper and lower sequences. They

recognised both lithologic differences

and change in the proportion of volcanic

debris in the sediment. Above 100 m

depth the CIROS-Z core is up to 507o

volcanic detritus and below l00m less

than 107o.

4.2 CIROS-2 Stratigraphy
(figure 4.2)

The ca. 76 m pre Late-Pliocene

succession in the CIROS-2 core has been

divided into l0 major units labelled Cl
(lowest) through Cl0 (highest). The units

are described in terms of lithology,
thickness, sedimentary structures and the

relationship of each to the underlying

unit. Because the strata are from

drillholes it is not appropriate to define

the units as formations, but they do

however fulfil the same function.
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Figure 4.2: Lithologic log of the
CIROS-2 drill-core (Late Neogene part),
Ferrar Fjord, McMurdo Sound, southern
Victoria Land, Antarctica.

Group C

Unit Ct (165.37-166.47 m)

Unit Cl is a sandy and diatomaceous

mudstone disconformably overlying

Granite Gneiss basement (Pyne et al.,

1985). It is l.l0 m thick and equivalent

to unit 13 of Barrett et aI. (1985). It is
moderately soft and moderately straffied
with a gravel lag at the base. Barrett and

Hambrey (1992) interpreted it to have

been deposited offshore in a distal

glaciomarine setting.

Unit C2 ( 152.40-165.37 m)

Unit C2 is a muddy, sandy and gravelly

diamictite, equivalent to unit 12 of
Barrett et al. (7985) and 12.97 m thick. It
unconformably overlies unit Cl with an

erosional surface, and is homogeneous

and mostly massive, except for internal

deformation and sheared surfaces. The

upper part fines upwards, becoming less

pebbly and more stratified. It is

moderately hard and greenish grey.

Barrett and Hambrey (1992) interpreted

it to be a lodgement till deposited directly

beneath grounded ice.

Unit C3 (151.25-152.40 m)

Unit C3 is a slightly sandy, stratified,

diatomaceous mudstone that grades up

from the underlying diamictite of unit

C2.lt is 1.15 m thick, equivalent to unit

I I of Barrett et aI. (1985), moderately

soft and a light greenish grey colour-

Stratification is defined by sandy and

fine gravelly lenses. The unit coarsens

upwards becoming more gravelly

towards its top. Barrett and Hambrey

(L992) interpreted this unit to represent

offshore sedimentation in a distal
glaciomarine setting, similar to that of
unit C1.

Unit C4 (143.04-151.25 m)

Unit C4 is a muddy, sandy and gravelly

diamictite that grades from the

underlying unit. It is 8.21 m thick and

equivalent to the lower part of unit l0 of
Barrett et aI. (1985). It varies from
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massive to moderately stratified. The

basal and upper parts of the unit are

dominantly stratified and the middle of
the unit is dominantly massive. It is

moderately hard to hard with some clay

cemented jointing, and greenish grey in

colour. The upper contact is not seen.

Barrett and Hambrey (1992) interpreted

this to represent lodgement and waterlain

till with deposition beneath grounded ice

and floating basal glacial ice

respectively.

Group D

Unit C5 (137.20-141.05 m)

Unit C5 is alternating moderately sorted

and sandy diatomaceous mudstone with

muddy, sandy, and gravelly diamictite. It
is 3.85 m thick and equivalent to the

upper part of unit l0 and lower part of

unit 9 of Barrett et al., 1985. It is defined

differently from unit 9 of Barrett et aI.

(1985) because a distinct disconformity

occurs 137.20 m deep in the core. The

entire unit is moderately to well stratified

and moderately hard. The contacts

between interbedded sub-units are all

gradational. Barrett and Hambrey (1992)

interpreted this to represent alternating

distal and proximal glaciomarine

waterlain till environments of deposition.

Unit C6 (134.69-137.20 m)

Unit C6 is a sandy and stratified

diatomaceous mudstone disconformably

overlying the upper diamictite of unit C5.

It is 2.51 m thick and equivalent to the

uppennost part of unit 9 of Barrett er a/.

(1985). The unit is moderately to well

stratified. It is sandy at its base, fines and

becomes more massive upwards. The

very top of the unit becomes more pebbly

and stratified once again. This unit is
interpreted to have been deposited in a

proximal to distal glaciomarine

environment.

Unit C7 (111.06-134.69 m)

Unit C7 is a muddy, sandy, and gravelly

diamictite, 23.63 m thick and equivalent

to the lower part of unit 8 of Barrett et aI.

(1985). The lower part is dominantly

massive and the upper part dominantly

stratified. The upper part of the unit

contains several intervals of no core

recovery, probably due to the lack of fine

fraction and consequent incoherent

lithology. The interval from 124.65-

124.94 m is a white, tuffaceous siltstone

within an interval of alternating well

stratified diamictite and laminated

siltstone. This unit was interpreted by

Barrett and Hambrey (1992) to be

dominantly lodgement till near the base,

and entirely waterlain till towards the

top. Presumably currents associated with

a nearby grounded ice body have

winnowed the fine material from some

intervals rendering them incoherent and

difficult to recover by coring.

Unit CB (109.86-111.06 m)

Unit C8 is a 1.20 m thick, muddy,

medium fine sandstone grading from the

underlying diamictite of unit C7. It is
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well stratified with mudstone clasts and

sandy lenses delineating cm-mm

bedding. The unit is interpreted to have

been deposited in a proximal to distal

glaciomarine environment.

Unit C9 (98.83-109.86 m)

Unit C9 is muddy, sandy and gravelly. It
is 11.03 m thick and equivalent to the

upper part of unit 8 of Barrett et al.

(1985). It unconformably overlies unit

C8 with a sheared surface. Unit C9 is

moderately stratified with sandy and

muddy horizons. Some sections are

massive with clasts dispersed throughout.

Barrett and Hambrey (1992) interpreted

it to represent deposition from grounded

ice (lodgement till) and rainout from

floating basal glacier ice (waterlain till).

Undifferentiated Group

Unit CIO (<90.00-98.8i m)

Unit Cl0 is a slightly muddy, medium

grained, moderately sorted sandstone. It
is more than 8.83 m thick, rhe top is nor

relevant in the present study- It is

equivalent to unit 7 of Barrett et aI.

(1985). The unit consists of soft and well

stratified basaltic sands. The base is

muddy and unconformably overlies the

upper diamictite of unit C9. Banett and

Hambrey (1992) interprered it to be

partly windblown sands deposited in an

ice covered lacustrine setting moderately

close to a floating glacier tongue.

4.3 DVDP-11 Stratigraphy
(figure 4.3)

The ca. 178 m pre Late-Pliocene

succession in the DVDP-II core has

been divided into 20 major units labelled

Dl (lowest) through D20 (highest). As

for CIROS-2, these units are described in

terms of lithology, thickness,
sedimentary structures and the

relationship of each to the underlying

unit. Again, it is not appropriate to define

these as formations, but they fulfil the

same function.

The DVDP-I1 succession is divided into

Groups A through D, separated by

pronounced disconformities. Groups C

and D are lithologic equivalents of
groups C and D in the CIROS-2 core.

Group A

Unit DI (325.08->327.96 m)

Unit Dl is a muddy, sandy and gravelly

diamictite, It is greater than 2.88 m thick

and equivalent to the basal part of unit 8

of McKelvey (1975). The base of the unit

is not seen. It is moderately to well
stratified, contains thin mudstone

interbeds and is moderately hard and

olive green in colour. It is inlerpreted to

have been deposited as a waterlain till.

Unit D2 (324.81-325.08 m)

Unit D2 is a very fine laminated olive
grey diatomaceous mudstone. It is 0.27

m thick and has a sharp basal contact
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with the underlying diamictite, and is

moderately soft to moderately hard. It is
interpreted to represent deep marine

offshore sedimentation in a distal

glaciomarine environment.

Unit D3 (307.50-324.81 m)

Unit D3 is a muddy, sandy and gravelly

diamictite unconformably overlying unit

D2.It" is 17.31 m thick, poorly stratified

at its base and becomes more stratified

towards the top. An interval of core is

missing from 319.01-321.80 m and there

are several horizons with internal

shearing and erosional surfaces. The

upper part of the unit fines to well

stratified sandy mudstone. The unit is

interpreted to represent deposition

beneath and close to the grounding line

of a glacier as lodgement and warerlain

till.

Unit D4 (302-32-307.50 m)

Unit D4 is a 5.18 m thick, sandy,

diatomaceous mudstone grading from the

underlying diamictite. The base of the

unit is pebbly but fines up into sandy

mudstone interbedded with gravelly

mudstones. A single thin stratified

muddy diamictite band occurs close to

the top of the unit. The unit is interpreted

as being deposited in a cycle of rereating

and re-advancing glacier ice, depositing

proximal to distal glaciomarine/waterlain

till facies.

Figure 4.3: Lithologic log of the
DVDP-I1 drill-core (Late Neogene part),
Taylor Valley, McMurdo Sound,
southern Victoria Land, Antarctica.
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Unit D5 (276.50-302.32 m)

Unit D5 is a25.82 m thick muddy, sandy

and gravelly diamictite unconformably

overlying unit D4. Most of it is massive

with clasts evenly distributed and

evidence of internal shearing. The upper

5 m becomes increasingly stratified and

the large clast proportion reduces. The

unit is interpreted as mostly lodgement

till deposited by grounded ice. The

uppermost part becomes increasingly

more waterlain till.

Unit D6 (275.74-176.50 m)

Unit D6 is a 0.76 m thick sandy stratified

mudstone, grading from the underlying

diamictite. Sandy horizons depict the

laminations and coarser detritus is
distributed throughout. The unit. is
interpreted as proximal to distal
glaciomarine in origin. The upper part is

increasingly more distal glaciomarine.

Unit D7 (271.14-275.74 m)

Unit D7 is a muddy, sandy and gravelly

diamictite. It is 4.60 m thick, moderately

hard and moderately stratified. It is

interpreted to be waterlain till.

Group B

Unit D8 (261.00-271.14 m)

Unit D8 is a 10.14 m thick muddy, sandy

and gravelly diamictite unconformably

overlying unit D7. It is moderately

stratified with several unconformable,

eroded and scoured surfaces in the basal

part of the unit. It becomes more massive

and less stratified upwards. The upper

few metres become more stratified and

interbedded with mudstone horizons. It is

interpreted as basal and waterlain till,
with the upper part of the unit recording

retreating ice.

Unit D9 (258.65-261.00 m)

Unit D9 is a laminated, sandy mudstone,

2.35 m thick, and grades from the

underlying stratified diamictite. It is

coarse in places, but fines upward

throughout. It is interpreted to represent a

proximal glaciomarine depositional

environment beneath floating icebergs

that were shedding debris.

Unit DIO (250.73-258.65 m)

Unit DlO is poorly sorted gravel, sand

and mud; a diamictite, unconformably

overlying unit D9. It is 7.92 m thick and

equivalent to the uppermost part of unit 8

and the lowermost part of unit 7 of
McKelvey (1981). It is massive and

internally sheared towards the base,

becoming more stratified and less pebbly

towards the top. It is interpreted as a

lodgement till, becoming more waterlain

towards its top, due to retreat of the

grounded ice line.

Unit Dl I (2i9.55-250.73 m)

Unit Dll is interbedded diamictite,

mudstone and breccia/conglomerate. It is
I l.l8 m thick and equivalent to the lower
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part of unit 7 of McKelvey (1981). It
conformably overlies the diamictite of
unit D10. The diamictite subunits are

moderately to well stratified and are

interpreted to be waterlain till. The

mudstone subunits are sandy with sand

laminations. The sand content decreases

then increases upwards. Clasts in the

breccia/conglomerates are subrounded to

subangular and winnowed of most fine
material. This subunit is interpreted as a

shallow water fluvioglacially dominated

deposit. It might have ben deposited

directly by subglacial outwash. The

entire unit is interpreted to have been

deposited close to an alternately
advancing and retreating grounded ice

front.

Group C

Unit DI2 (225.96-2i9.55 m)

Unit D12 is poorly sorted gravel, sand

and mud. It is 13.50 m thick and

unconformably overlies unit Dll. It is a

massive, at places sheared, diamictite

interpreted to be a lodgement till
deposited directly beneath glacial ice.

Unit Dl3 (221.56-225.96 m)

Unit Dl3 is interbedded sandy mudsrone

and moderately sorted gravelly
sandstone. It is 4.40 m thick and grades

from the underlying diamictite. The

sandy units are gravelly and current

deposited, showing signs of cross-

bedding. The mudstone subunits are

laminated. Both lithologies are

bioturbated and retain fossil fragments.

The unit is interpreted to represent a

fluctuating proximal to moderately distal

glaciomarine environment of deposition.

Unit D14 (217.55-221.56 m)

Unit D14 is moderately stratified muddy,

sandy and gravelly diamictite, 4.01 m
thick and unconformably overlies unit
Dl3. The base contains sandy mudstone

rip-up clasts. The upper part is finer
grained and stratified. It is interpreted to

represent waterlain till to proximal
glaciomarine facies.

Unit Dl5 (205.84-217.55 m)

Unit Dl5 is interbedded stratified
diamictite, stratified mudstone and well

sorted sands. It is 11.71 m thick and

unconformably overlies unit Dl4. The

diamictite subunits are muddy, sandy and

slightly gravelly with proportionally

fewer clasts than the lower diamictite

units in the DVDP-11 core. The

mudstone subunits are gravelly and

sandy. They are laminated and coarsen

upwards into well sorted cross-bedded

sandstones and gravelly breccias that

lack a fine fraction. This unit is
interpreted as waterlain till deposited in a

proximal glaciomarine depositional

environment, with strong subglacial and

proglacial currents.

Unit D16 (202.20-205.84 m)

Unit D16 is a 3.64 m thick poorly

stratified pebble conglomerate and
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breccia. It unconformably overlies unit

D15 with a scoured unconformable

surface. The unit grades up into a more

stratified finer grained sandy and

gravelly mudstone, including scattered

lonestones and gravelly lenses. It is

bioturbated in muddier horizons. The

unit is interpreted to represent a proximal

to distal glaciomarine environment of
deposition.

Group D

Unit DI7 (196.27-202.20 m)

Unit Dl7 is muddy, sandy and pebbly

diamictite. 5.93 m thick and well
stratified with signs of current reworking

and winnowing. The lithology becomes

more muddy and clast proportion
decreases towards its top. It is interpreted

to be very proximal glaciomarine in

origin.

Unit DI8 (188.30-196.27 m)

Unit Dl8 is a 7.97 m thick, stratified,

coarsening upward gravelly, sandy and

muddy diamictite. It is equivalent to the

uppermost part of unit 7 of McKelvey
(1981). The base of the unit is a sandy

fossiliferous mudstone, which
disconformably overlies unit Dl7. A
pebble conglomerate that is current
reworked, winnowed and at places sandy

occurs in the centre of the unit. The

uppermost horizon in the unit is a thin
(0.57 m) sandy mudstone. The unit is

interpreted to have been deposited in a

shallow proximal glaciomarine to

waterlain till environment.

Unit D 1 9 ( 166.44- I 88.30 m)

Unit Dl9 is poorly sorted fine to medium

pebble conglomerale, 21.86 m thick, and

equivalent to unit 6 of McKelvey (1981).

It conformably overlies unit D18, fines

inegularly upwards and is homogeneous

with slight stratification. Where

stratification does occur, it is marked by

sandier more diamict-like horizons. The

unit is marine, includes broken shell

fragments, and is interpreted to represent

a very shallow, very proximal to sub-ice

current worked environment of
deposition.

Unit D20 ( <I 50.00- I 66.44 m)

Unit 20 is highly variable weakly to
moderately stratified muddy, sandy and

gravelly diamictite. The i{n
tiz
ndt relevant to

the present study. The unit is greater than

I6.M m thick and equivalent to the lower

part of unit 5 of McKelvey (198t). It
varies between weakly stratified gravelly

horizons and muddier better stratified

horizons. The finer grained fraction is

dominantly basaltic sands. The basal0.63

m is an interbedded sandy mudstone and

muddy sandstone with fewer than l%o

lonestones. Interbeds are massive. The

unit is interpreted as a waterlain till
becoming more proximal to grounded ice

upwards.
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Chapter - 5

Facies analysis and interpretation of the
CIROS-2 and DVDP-LL cores.

This chapter presents a facies analysis of the CIROS-2 and DVDP-I1 strata. Six facies

associations are recognised after the model of Hambrey et aI. (1989) and interpreted in

terms of ice advancing and retreating in a glaciomarine environment. The facies

associations construct two facies successions identified by Markov chain analysis. These

successions represent alternating glacial advance and retreat in deep and shallow

glaciomarine environments respectively. Markov chain analysis supports the glaciomarine

depositional environment model of Hambrey et al. (1989) and adds the shallower water

proximal breccia or pebble conglomerate to the model. Five types of unconformity in the

facies successions are reported. Most of these are disconformities scoured by currents

associated with nearby grounded ice. The resulting facies model is used to interpret the

sequences described in chapter 4. Correlation of the two cores for this interpretation is

from the magnetostratigraphy presented in chapter 9. The interpretation of the facies

successions in the two cores is combined with outcrop data from the Antarctic (chapter 3)

to form a model of Late Neogene ice volume variation on the East Antarctic Craton

(chapter 6).

5.1 Introduction

Individual facies and stratal units of the

pre-Late Pliocene strata in the CIROS-2

and DVDP-l I cores as recognised in this

study are presented in appendix l. Only

the commonly occurring associations of
these facies are presented here. They are

identified purely on observable

characteristics (Walker, 1984) and after

the dehnitions presented by Hambrey er

a/. (1989) for the CIROS-I drill-hole.

The identifications and models presented

here for the CIROS-2 core do not differ
greatly from that of Barrett and Hambrey

(1992). The facies analysis of DVDP-I1

is new and follows the same lines as that

presented for CIROS- I by Hambrey er

a/. (1989). An addition to the interpretive

models of Hambrey et al. (1989) and

Hambrey et al. (1991) is the application

of Markov chain analysis with
Waltherian Law (Middleton, 1973) to

identify naturally juxtaposed facies

associations.

The discussion of stratal unconformities

takes the s:rme approach, defining them

objectively by their appearance in the

cores. A brief interpretation of the

genetic origin of each unconformity is

given after its definition.
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5.2 Facies associations.

Facies associations are described in more

detail elsewhere (Barrett and Hambrey ,

1992: Hambrey et aI., 1989; and

Hambrey et al., 1991). They are

summarised here as below.

5.2.1 Massive diamictite

The massive diamictite facies association

is poorly sorted admixture of gravel, sand

and mud. Clasts comprise more than I
per cent of the lithology and are rounded

to sub-angular. Some are striated. The

lithology is generally massive, the only

distinction being iniernal shear surfaces

in places. Hambrey et al. ( 1989)

interpreted the association to be

lodgement till resulting from active

deposition beneath grounded basal

glacier ice.

5.2.2 Stratified diamictite

Stratified diamictite consists of poorly

sorted gravel, sand and mud. Clasts

comprise more than I per cent of the

lithology and tend to be more rounded

than those in the massive diamictite. The

matrix surrounding the clasts shows

disturbance and dewatering structures.

The lithology varies between being

poorly and well stratified, with poor to

good alignment of clasts in defined

horizons. Total diamictite facies

association (massive and stratified)
comprises 657o of the pre-Late Pliocene

strata in the DVDP-Il core and727o in

the CIR-O,S-2 eore. InterDretation of the

stratified diamictite association by

Hambrey et al. (1989) is that this is
waterlain till deposited by currents

directly beneath melting basal glacier ice.

Clasts are commonly dropstones fallen

outfrom the ice floating above. Hambrey

et al. (1989) infer stratification to

increasey seaward from the grounding

line.

5.2.3 Stratified sandstone

Stratified sandstone is moderately sorted

and sometimes muddy and gravelly. It is
poorly consolidated at places.

Stratification is generally marked by

muddy horizons, is on a mm to cm scale.

Sedimentary structures such as cross-

bedding are prominent at places.

Stratified sandstone comprises l57o of
the pre-Late Pliocene strata in the

CIROS-2 core and only 2Vo of the

DVDP-I I core. Hambrey et al. (1989)

interpreted this facies to have been

deposited in a near-shore environment,

with minor ice rafting and a windblown

component.

5.2.4 Massive Mudstone

The massive mudstone is poorly to
moderately sorted, diatomaceous and

contains rare dropstones. It is moderately

hard and sometimes fractured. Hambrey

et al. (1989) interpreted it to be a

relatively deep water offshore deposit

with minor terrigenous sediment in a

distal glaciomarine setting.
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5.2.5 Stratilied Mudstone

The stratified mudstone facies

association is poorly to moderately

sorted, diatomaceous, and weakly to

moderately stratified on a mm to cm

scale. The stratification results from thin

sandy layers. Some horizons are gravelly

and dropstones are rarc to common. The

total mudstone facies association content

(massive and stratified) comprises 137o

of the pre-Late Pliocene strata in the

CIROS-2 core and I6Vo of the DVDP-I1

core. The stratified mudstone facies

association was interpreted by Hambrey

et al. (1989) to have been deposited in a

deep but more nearshore environment

than in that of the massive mudstone.

There is still a glaciomarine influence

and stratification and dropstone

concentration increase with proximity to

the glacier tongue.

5.2.6 Breccia/Conglomerate

The breccia/conglomerate facies

association is clast supported subangular

to subrounded conglomerate. It is

massive to poorly stratified and usually

contains little or no matrix. This facies

association comprises l77o of the pre-

Late Pliocene strata in the DVDP-I l core

and is not observed in the CIROS-2 core.

It was interpreted by Hambrey et al.
(1989) to be immediately proglacial to

fluvioglacial material, where strong

fluvioglacial or subglacial currents have

winnowed most of the fines from the

deposit.

5.3 Stratal unconformities

Five different types of stratal
unconformity are recognised in the

present study of the CIROS-2 and

DVDP-I1 cores. The individual surfaces

vary greatly in character and are defined

not only by the type of the break, but also

the lithology above and below the break.

Three of the unconformities are erosional

(Al-A3) and two are paraconformities

(Bl and B2).

Al) A sheared and striated basal contact

beneath lodgement tiil. It is sometimes

angular and shows tool markings from

clasts in the overriding till. The till itself

often contains rip-up clasts from the

underlying lithology, this is often

mudstone, but can be diamictite. This

unconformity is formed from direct

erosion by grounded glacial ice shearing

and removing the material that it is

overriding.

A2) A current formed erosional surface

with up to 5 cm of relief. Underlying

lithology is often sandstone or stratified

diamictite with rare pebbles. Ripples

were observed in one example formed

from the currents associated with the

erosion. The irregular unconformity

surface is overlain by stratified and

sometimes crossbedded diamictite. This

type of unconformity is formed by

currents associated with a proximal

grounded ice sheet winnowing and

removing material in front of the

grounded ice.
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A,3) A similar surface to that described as

42, except that the overlying lithology is

breccia and/or pebble conglomerate. It is
associated with a proximal ice tongue,

but inferred to have formed in shallower

water environment than type A2

unconformities.

B 1) An angular and irregular
disconformity where the top of a

diamictite unit is directly overlain by

mudstone that drapes the underlying

diamictite. This is interpreted to have

formed in a proximal glaciomarine

environment where currents associated

with the nearby ice body are strong

enough to prevent deposition but not

erode existing material. After further

retreat of the ice body distal glaciomarine

sediments (mudstones and sandy

mudstones) draped the underlying
lithology.

82) e surface where two mudstone

facies associations are separated by a

burrowed hardground. This is interpreted

to have occurred at times of marine

deposition when sediment supply was

very slow.

5.4 Facies successions

Many workers have relatied the different

facies units to deposition in particular

environments (e.g- Hambrey et a1.,1989,

document individual facies associations

and their interpreted depositional

environment, but do not recognise facies

successions and the changing
environment of deposition that they

represent). This is possibly because even

common successions in the core are

difficult to observe and quantify.

Hambrey and Barrett (1993) state that the

limitations of their lithofacies and

process models can be attributed to the

limited direct geological observations

and the slow depositional rates beneath

Antarctic glaciers. Because of this an

attempt is made here to help quantify the

natural successions and juxtapositions of
facies associations and develop the

model of Hambrey et al. (1989) (figure

5.1) by adding more quantitative and

qualitative observations. Application of
Waltherian Law to the resulting

observations of vertical facies
relationships allows inference of the

lateral arrangement of facies. In

analysing vertical sequences it is

important to recognise the contacts

between the facies associations and

hence the continuum of deposition.

Hence, the importance placed by this

study on recognition of unconformities in

the cores.

Markov chain analysis is employed here

to identify significant facies association

relationships. It eliminates the variation

that might occur from differing lateral

proximity to an advancing or reueating

ice tongue. This means that position of
the respective drill-holes is not critical in

constructing facies successions and

models.

A markovian process is one "in which the

probability of the process being in a

given stale at a particular time may be
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Figure 5.1: Facies model for sedimentation around a
Hambrey et a1.,1989) (Venical exaggeration is XlO).

floating glacier tongue (from

depicted from a knowledge of the

immediately preceding state" (Harbaugh

and Bohnham-Carter, 1970, p.98). The

procedure for analysis was presented in

detail by Tucker (1988). The basic

principle is that recognised facies

transitions are recorded in a matrix form

(observed matrix). From this a

probability of facies transition matrix

(predicted matrix) is constructed by

comparison of the total number of
transitions to or from any one particular

facies with the total number of facies

transitions.

Comparison of the two matrices
(observed and predicted) depicts the

significant facies transitions and hence

the facies successions of the CIROS-2

and DVDP- I I drill-holes.

The successions cored by the two drill-
holes are used in constructing the facies

successions and resulting facies models.

Although the DVDP-l.l core sampled an

overall shallower depositional
environment (Barrett and Hambrey,

1992), it should still record the same

natural lithofacies relationships. Ir
introduces into the model shallower

lithofacies that are not recorded by the

CIROS-2 drill-hole.

The observed lithofacies used in the

present study are:

Disconformity surface, nonerosional

(Al); Unconformity surface, erosional

(A2); Massive Diamictite (B l); Stratified

Diamictite (B2); Stratified Sandsrone

w"ll stratili€d dtamrctrte
to muddy $.dstqE
< ti lonetonc (Dw. Sw)
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Table 5.1: Obrerved facler translUon matrlx for cored Antarcllc Margln
rtrata ln McMurdo Sound.

Table 5.2: Predlcted lacler tranrltlon matrk for cored Antarctlc Margln
rtrata ln McMudo Sound.

Table 5.3: Dlfference matrk, between predlcted and obrerved facles
lrancltlons for cored Antarctlc Margln strata In McMurdo
Sound.

(C); Massive Mudstone (Dl); Stratified

Mudstone (D2); Breccia/conglomerate

(E).

Gradational contacts are interpreted as

passive changes from one environment or

facies association to another. A sharp

contact is less passive, or less closely

related. Unconformities or
disconformities are treated individually

and vary between active erosive
processes and passive breaks in
deposition. Intervals of non-recovery in

the cores are treated as breaks in
deposition in the facies transition

sequence.

Some 111 facies association transitions

are recognised in the pre-Late Pliocene

strata from both the CIROS-2 and

A'l A2 B1 82 D1 o2 E TOTAL
A1 9 4 3 1

A2 3 3
B1 4 1 5 3 1

82 5 1 6 4 1 10 3 3C

c 1 1 3 1 4 1 11
D1 2 3 1 6
D2 6 1 8 4 'l 1 21
E 4 1 2 7

TOTAL 18 3 't6 28 1 6 1 7 't'1 0

A1 A2 B1 82 D1 o2 E TOTAL
A1 0.49 2.61 4.5€ 2.1 0.98 3.1'l 't.1 15.0t
A2 0.49 o.44 0.7€ 0.35 0.16 o.52 0.'t € 2.91
B1 2.29 0.38 3.5€ 1.6! 0.76 2.42 0.8s 1 1.9!
82 4.90 0.81 4.3€ 3.5! 't.64 5.18 1.91 22.3,
c 1 .80 0.3c 1 .6C 2.8C 0.6c 1.90 0.7( 9.7C
D1 0.98 0.1€ 0.87 1.53 0.71 1 .04 o.3r 5.67
D2 3.4t 0.57 3.05 5.35 2.4t 1-'l 1.3r 17.3€
E 1.1 o.1s 1.02 't.78 0.8! 0.38 o.44 5.7S

IOTAL 1 5.O5 2.9C 1 3.96 20.36 11.70 5.67 14.61 6.5( 90.81

A1 A2 B1 82 D1 D2 tr TOTAL
A1 6.38 0.8i 0.88 8.1

A2 2.49 2.4t
B't 1.71 0.62 2.44 2.24 7.O1

82 0.1c 0.1 s 1.64 0.4! 4.82 1.09 8.2!
c 0.70 o.2c 0.40 2.10 0.3c 3.7(
D1 1 .02 1 .41 0.2! 2.7E

o2 2.56 2.65 1 .52 6.7:
E 2.22 0.17 1.56 3.95

TOTAL 5.39 1 .51 8.02 8.98 3.3C 2.64 10.96 2.24 43.04
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DVDP-I1 cores. These are presented in

table 5.1 with the predicted facies

transitions matrix presented in uble 5.2.

The significant facies association

transitions are underlined in the

difference matrix in table 5.3 and

presented in figure 5.2.

Two main types of succession are

recognised by the Markov chain analysis:

1) (figure 5.3) A sequence beginning

with an erosional unconformity surface

usually directly overlain by massive

diamictite, often including rip-up clasts

of the material it has eroded. The

diamictite becomes increasingly stratifi ed

and decreasingly pebbly until it is a

stratified pebbly mudstone. The sequence

then coarsens and becomes less stratified

until once again it is stratified or massive

diamictite. Each sequence does not

always begin with an erosional surface,

but usually does. Sometimes the

diamictite is disconformably overlain by

a massive mudstone without the

increasingly stratified transitional

sequence (figure 5.3a).

2) (figure 5.4) Sometimes the stratified

diamictite facies association is

conformably overlain by coarser curent

deposited and winnowed pebble

conglomerates or stratified coarser sandy

facies associations.

5.5 Interpretation of successions

Interpretation of these sequences rs

presented in figure 5.5. It follows the

c

Az

Ar

Figure 5.2: Facies association relationship diagram and vector sequences for the CIROS-
2 and DVDP-11 successions. Relationships are calculated using Markov chain analysis. A1

= disconformity surface, erosional; A2 = unconformity surface, erosional; Bl = massive
diamictite; B2 = stratified diamictite; C = stratified sandstone; Dl = massive mudstone;Dz

= stratifred mudstone; E = breccia/conglomerate.

\/T:
E

// /
/t+
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Figure 5.3: Facies succession I as
identified by markov chain analysis. a)
right; common variation in the lower part
of the facies succession (see text for
explanation).

interpretation and models presented by

Hambrey et al. (1989) Hambrey et al.

(1991), Hambrey et aI. (1992) and

Barrett and Hambrey (1992). The two

types of sequences distinguished by

Markov chain analysis (see section 5.4)

each represent a rctreat and readvance of
grounded glacial ice into a glaciomarine

environment.

An erosion surface represents the initial

advance of a grounded ice body. The

lodgement till directly above this is
material deposited directly from the basal

debris layer of the grounded ice above

the site of deposition. The increasing

stratification and general fining of the

facies associations represents a retreating

grounded ice body from the site of
deposition in a glaciomarine
environment. Floating debris laden

glacier ice continues to introduce
gravelly debris to the site of deposition.

Direct deposition of the gravelly
material, however, becomes increasingly

controlled by currents and then settling

with distance from the grounding line of
the ice body. The finest grained muddy

horizons in the centre of the sequence

represent the deepest and most distal

glaciomarine phase of deposition, with

little or no influence from a grounded or

floating ice body.

The upper part of the sequence, an

inversion of the lower part of the

sequence, represents a readvance of the

floating and then grounded debris laden

ice body towards and above the site of
deposition.

Figure 5.4: Facies succession 2 as
identified by markov chain analysis (see
text for explanation).
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Sequence 2 differs from sequence I in
that it is infened to represent the same

sequence of glacial retreat and

readvance, but in a shallower
glaciomarine environment. The facies

associations in the centre of the sequence

are therefore generally more sandy and

more affected by curents associated with

both the ice body and the shallow marine

deposition. In its shallowest example, the

centre of the sequence is represented by

coarse, well washed, pebble

conglomerates.

5.6 History of sedimentation in
McMurdo Sound as recorded by
the CIROS-2 and DVDP-ll
cored sequences.

The two pre-Late Pliocene sequences in
CIROS-2 and DVDP-ll are entirelv

marine (Harwood, 1986; Ishman and

Rieck, 1993 and this study, appendix 1).

Barrett and Hambrey (1992) present a

model of ice front position with respect

to the site of deposition of the CIROS-2

drill-hole (figure 5.6). The pre-Late

Pliocene (>100 m depth) section of this is

adopted here. Two orders of glacial

activity are recognised in the CIROS-2

core: The lesser order was advance and

retreat of local ice from down-valley

glaciation and the larger order was larger

scale glaciation causing grounded ice in

the Ross Sea. The grounded ice isolated

the McMurdo Sound region so that

deposition in the CIROS-2 core became

entirely lacustrine and freshwater in

origin (Harwood, 1986). The onset of
grounding ice in McMurdo Sound is

recognised by an increase in volcanic
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detritus in the CIROS-2 core (Barretr and

Hambrey, 1992). An unknown scale of
glaciation is recorded in the CIROS-2

drill-hole by the glacial advance that

planed the valley floor back to Granite

Gneiss basement.

The ice front position curves (figure 5.6

and 5.7) were constructed from the

detailed lithofacies interpretations

presented in chapter 4 and appendix l.
The curves reflect proximity to the ice

margin, and hence extent of glaciation at

the sites of observation.

Successive ice front positions relative to

the pre-Late Pliocene DVDP-ll site of
deposition (figure 5.7) was compiled

using the facies associations and

successions presented in sections 5.3 and

oo

=z
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5.4. Three orders of glacial activity are

recognised in the DVDP-I1 core: Firstly

from advance and retreat of the Taylor

Glacier between ca.205 and270 m depth

in the core (Groups B and C), where ice

front varies between grounded over the

DVDP-I1 site and distal. Secondly

where grounded ice from an advance of
the Taylor Glacier is more extensive

(below ca.270 m in the core; Group A)

and almost constantly grounded over the

DVDP-ll site. The third order is from

grounded ice in the Ross Sea, recognised

by an increase in the volcanic detritus at

ca. 202 m depth (Ishman and Rieck,

1993) like that recognised in the CIROS-

2 care by Barrett and Hambrey (1992).

Age control is from the

magnetostratigraphy presented in chapter

9.

The two cores record much of the Late

Neogene history of glaciation in
McMurdo Sound (figure 5.8).

The earliest record of sedimentation is in

the DVDP-ll core. It contains the only

record of sedimentation for the Late

Miocene - Early Pliocene. Despite being

a single record, the agreement in the

upper part of the core with the CIROS-2

record is so good that this is adopted here

to be representative of Late Miocene -

Early Pliocene glacial ext€nt.

Group A strata represent a time of
extended glacial advance down the

Taylor Valley with deposition at the

DVDP- I I site of predominantly

lodgement till. Three short intervals of
glacial retreat are definitely recorded at

ca. 5.4,5.8 and 6.3 Ma. by deposition of

distal glaciomarine to marine sediment at

the DVDP-11 site. Several more glacial

advances are recorded by unconformities

and evidence of smaller episodes of
lodgement till to waterlain till deposition.

Generally as in the facies model

presented earlier, the waterlain till
directly overlies lodgement till. Further

episodes of ice retreat may either not

have occurred or evidence of them may

have been eroded by subsequent glacial

advance. The magnetostratigraphy
(chapter 9) suggests that little of the

record is missing, supporting the

hypothesis of continued deposition from

expanded ice in the Taylor Valley in the

Group A sediments rLate Miocene).

Deposition of Group B strata was in a

less predominantly glacial environment.

Glacial advance is recorded mainly by

waterlain till deposition at the DVDP-I I

site. Large glacial advance events are

recorded at 4-9 and 5-3 Ma. Intervals of
glacial retreat are recognised at ca. 4.5,

4.8 and 5.0 Ma. by distal glaciomarine to

marine sedimentation at the DVDP-11

site. Much of the rest of the Early

Pliocene is a time of proximal to distal

shallow glaciomarine deposition at the

DVDP- I I site, and hence reduced glacial

extent than in the Late Miocene.

The top of Group B is marked by a large

glacial advance eroding and/or
preventing much deposition between 4.3

and 4.6 m.v. This event in DVDP-I1 is
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correlative with the latest glacial erosion

to basement at the CIROS-2 site of

deposition in the Ferrar Valley.

Group C strata are sampled by both

CIROS-2 and DVDP-I1 drill-holes. The

lowest member of this group occurs only

in the DVDP-ll core (unit Dl2), is a

lodgement till and seems to be associated

with glacial advance causing the Hl
hiatus. The remaining Late Pliocene

sequence (Group C strata) represents

several episodes of glacial advance and

retreat, with cyclically varying waterlain

till through proximal to distal
glaciomarine deposition at the DVDP-I I

site. Only lodgement to waterlain till was

recovered from this interval in the

CIROS-2 core. Intervals of non-recovery

and unconformity in the CIROS-2 core

correlate with'interglacial' sedimentation

at the DVDP-II site. Two deglacial

episodes are recorded at 3.3 and 4.1 Ma.

by distal glaciomarine to marine

sedimentation at both the DVDP-11 and

CIROS-2 sites of deposition.

Group C and D strata are separated in

both CIROS-2 and DVDP-ll cores by

major hiatuses, ca.3.5-3.6 m.y. and 3.0-

3.6 m.y. respectively. This is inferred to

represent a major glacial episode causing

erosion and/or non-deposition. The

episode is more extensive in Taylor

Valley to the north.

Late Pliocene sedimentation is recorded

only in the CIROS-2 core. Deglaciation

is recorded in two episodes between 3.2

and 3.4 Ma., and is followed by a glacial

episode from 3.0-3.2 m.y. The upper

group C strata (2.5 - 3.0 m.y.) record

shallower water sedimentation in a more

continuously proximal glaciomarine to

waterlain till environment of deposition

at both the CIROS-Z and DVDP-I I sites.

Several episodes of smaller scale glacial

advance and retreat are recorded in these

strata at both the DVDP-I1 and CIROS-2

drill-holes.

A distinct change in the nature of

sedimentation occurs in both cores within

the Late Pliocene, at about 3.0 Ma. at the

DVDP-l I site and 2.5 Ma at the CIROS-

2 site the source of sediment and hence

glacial advance is from the Ross Island

side of McMurdo Sound. This resulted

from a gradual but large increase in the

size of the Ross Ice Shelf, causing

grounding in the Ross Sea. This is
recorded by gradual isolation and Ross

Ice Shelf extension into McMurdo

Sound. Additional information
supporting expansion of the Ross lce

Shelf is available from seismic

identification of the 'Pliocene

unconformity' in the Ross Sea (Webb,

1990) and the recovery of only fresh

water diatom species (Harwood, 1986)

above this interval in both the CIROS-2

and DVDP-I I strata. The change occurs

above an erosional hiatus (H2lH3 in
DVDP-ll and H4 in CIROS-2) in both

cores. It may be younger in the CIROS-2

core because of a combination of its
position further south, added protection

from grounding ice by Ross Island, and

the greater water depth at the site of
deposition.
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Chapter - 6

Late Neogene ice volume history

The interpretation of the record of ice volume history on the East Antarctic craton is based

on models presented in chapter 5, together with ice volumes interpreted from other direct

records of ice extent from the Antarctic continent. Chronology for the record is from

section 2. The records from the DVDP- I 1 core and CIROS -2 core are in good agreement

and inferred to be representative of variations in the volume of the East Antarctic ice sheet,

or a local ice dome (Drewry 1980) which feeds the Taylor and Ferrar Glaciers. The record

in both cores is quite complete because of the passive nature of glacial advance and retreat

caused by the sea-level response to ice volume variation on the East Antarctic craton. The

sea-level rise and fall, floats and grounds the ice tongue during a glacial retreat and

advance respectively- Ice volume variation is inferred to occur on four orders determined

by scale and timing. The smallest scale is 100 k.y. duration glacial cycles resulting from

limited ice volume variation indicative of the middle Pliocene glacial record. The largest

scale is major grounding of ice in the Ross Sea due to development of an ice sheet larger

than the present ice sheet. During times of maximum deglaciation, observed in the Early

Pliocene (3.5-5.5 m.y.) by this study, the ice sheet is inferred to have been approximately

half its present size. During maximum glaciation at ca.2.5 Ma. the ice sheet is inferred to

have grown to less than half as large again as the present ice sheet. This new ice volume

record of the East Antarctic ice sheet does not agree with existing interpretations of the

oxygen isotope record for the Late Neogene, but the variation is similar in timing and

amplitude to variations in the oxygen isotope record.

6.1 Introduction

A composite record is reported with the

resolution and chronology from the

Antarctic margin records and extent of

glacial variation available in a limited

sense from the cores, and largely from

discrete outcrops of Sirius Group till
from the Transantarctic Mountains and

Lambert Glacier region, and the Dry

Valley region on the Antarctic craton.

The methodology used for interpretation

of the records is presented earlier in this

section.

6.2 Deglaciation and
reglaciation?

The best indicator available for large

scale deglaciation of the east Antarctic

craton is the occurrence of recycled

marine microfossils in the Sirius Group

deposits in the Transantarctic mountains

and their correlative deposits in the

Lambert Glacier region (plate 6.1). As

reported in chapter 3, Harwood (1986)

inferred that deglaciation of the East

Antarctic interior occurred between ca. 5

and 2.5 Ma. The East Antarctic interior is
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Plate 6.1: General Palaeoceanographic configuration for various equilibrium stages in
Antarctic Ice Sheet growth (figure prepared by David Harwood).

inferred to have been fully ice covered

prior to ca. 5 Ma. from the lack of
recycled marine microfossils of that age

in the Sirius Group and correlative
deposits (Harwood, 1986). The

biostratigraphic ages are corroborated by

the independent radiometric chronology

of the biostratigraphic zones in the

CIROS-2 and DVDP-I1 cores. The cores

are from equally high latitudes as

deposition predicted for the recycled

marine microfossils in the Sirius Group

deposits by the model of Webb et al.
(1984).

The inferred single glaciation event thar

deposited the Sirius Group (Mayewski

and Goldthwait, 1985) is adopted in this

study and must post date the youngest

deposition of the marine microfossils in
the East Antarctic Interior (ca. 2.5 Ma.).

Further evidence for Pliocene
deglaciation is recorded less directly by
deposition of fjordal and non ice-related

Early Pliocene sediments in the Dry
Valley region and McMurdo Sound.

These areas have been subsequently

glaciated and are still glaciated now.

Large scale glaciation during the late

Pliocene is recorded by large scale

erosion from ice grounding in the Ross

Sea region (plate 6.1). The proposed

method of ice grounding is from growth

of the Antarctic ice shect to a larger size

than at present (Denton and Hughes,

1981). The resulting ice banked up

behind the Transantarctic Mountains,
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possibly flowing over the top of the

mountains and grounding across the Ross

Sea. It is inferred, by this study, to be the

same event that deposited the Sirius

Group high in the Transantarctic

mountains and marked the change from

temperate moderate glacial conditions

(Webb and Harwood, l99l) to the cold

Polar conditions that exist today.

63 Continued Glaciation?

Evidence for continued glaciation of the

Antarctic Continent throughout the

Neogene has been presented from the

Oxygen Isotope record (Kennett, 1977)

and from buried desert pavements in the

dry valley region (Marchant et a1.,1989;

1992; and 1993). Both of these

arguments use the present day conditions

in the Antarctic as a basis for their

models. The Sirius Group evidence

suggests that the cold Antarctic Ice Sheet

of the Pleistocene is a poor analogue for

any earlier time. Therefore, each dau set

must be taken on its own merits. An

interpretation accommodating all the data

can be the only solution. If the

Pleistocene Ice Sheet is a poor analogue

for the pre-Pleistocene, then any model

that uses it as an indicator must be

viewed with caution. The oxygen isotope

model of Kennett (1977) and further

workers (e.g. Hodell et al., 1988) is

therefore treated with some caution here,

as the base level they employ to indicate

ice build-up on the Antarctic continent is

quite possibly invalid prior to the

Pleistocene. Harwood's (1986)

interpretation of the oxygen isotope

record, using inclined base-line for ice

sheet development based on cooling
global ocean t€mperatures throughout the

Cainozoic (figure 6.1), is probably much

closer to the tnrth.

The claims of Marchant er al. (1989;

1992; and 1993) (see chapter 3) must

also be viewed with caution. Further

substantiation of the relationship of the

ashes to geomorphic elements and

evolution is required. If their relationship

is inferred correctly by Marchant et al.

( 1993) the data call for ice free

conditions at the time of deposition and

minimal or no water flow consequent to

deposition. This does not necessarily

require the present cold polar conditions.

The writers interpretation of the data seu

is one of subpolar conditions with
temperatre style glaciation prior to 2.5

Ma., with episodic development of
temperate style ice sheets across at least

the East Antarctic Craton. The latest

development of a moderately large

temperate ice sheet was in the Messinian

(Kapitean time, latest Miocene). At ca.

2.5 Ma. B.P. a temperate ice sheet,

dammed by the Transantarctic Mountains

formed to a greater size than the present

ice sheet. While it grounded in the Ross

Sea almost to the shelf edge (Hayes and

Davey, 1975), aided by associated lower

eustatic sea levels, it can not have

enveloped the entire Transantarctic

Mountain front as suggested by Denton

and Hughes (1981). This is because the

data of Marchant et aI. (1989: 1992; and

1993) require the dry valley region to
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have been essentially ice free rhroughout

the time and certainly not proximal to

temperate ice and its associated

fl uvioglacial infl uence.

6.4 Evidence from Antarctic
margin strata in McMurdo
Sound.

The correlation between the CIROS-2

and DVDP- l I cores, which record
glaciomarine deposition in two
independent valleys, confirm that
changing depositional environments at

the site of deposition of these sequences

were driven by fluctuations beyond local

influence of single glacial surges (Barrett

and Hambrey, 1992). In this case the

driving force must be the East Antarctic

Ice sheet or a large local ice dome

(Drewry, 1980) that feeds both the

Taylor and Ferrar Glaciers. In effect the

depositional record from the CIROS-2

and DVDP-I1 drill-holes is a record of
glacial advance and retreat in response to

fluctuations in the volume of the East

Antarctic ice sheet feeding the valley
glaciers.
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The record in the two cores is more

passive than one might expect from

subpolar glacial advance and retreat This

is inferred here to be caused by the

eustatic sea level variation associated

with fluctuations in the volume of the

East Antarctic ice sheet. Deglaciation

would raise sea level, lift grounded ice

off the McMurdo Sound sea floor and aid

its retreat. Conversely, reglaciation

would lower sea level placing the Taylor

and Ferrar ice tongues back onto the sea

floor, enhancing the signal of their

advance and allowing the advance to take

place much more passively than might be

expected from straight glacial advance.

This is borne out by the minimal amount

of record destroyed by erosional episodes

in both the DVDP-11 and CIROS-2 cores

(see chapter 9).

In the two cores, the best indicator of

climatic and associated glacial and East

Antarctic ice volume variation is from

the occurrence of mudstone and distal

glaciomarine facies in the core

representing episodes of deglaciation.

The next most reliable indicator is from

glacial advance causing slight erosion of

the underlying lithology. This represents

readvance of glaciers down the valleys

and associated growth in the East

Antarctic ice sheet resulting in lower

eustatic sea-level. Ice advance and retreat

is also recorded by the two facies

successions reported in chapter 5, but the

relationship between these changing

facies and ice volume variation is not

clear from the present study. However,

changes in the nature of the sedimentary

successions and cycles are inferred to

represent changes in 'base level'
glaciation.

The largest glacial event recorded by the

CIROS-2 and DVDP-II cores is the

grounding of ice in the Ross Sea and its

gradual encroachment into McMurdo

Sound. Initial grounding is dated 
^t 

ca.

3.5-3.6 Ma., followed by a short period

of further Pliocene warmth, with
grounding becoming most extensive at

ca. 2.4-2-5 Ma. The smaller scale

glaciation and deglaciation recorded by

the DVDP-II and CIROS-2 cores is

reported above (section 5.6) and is
adopted directly here. DVDP-ll also

records an extended glacial period in the

Kapitean (Group A strata, pre 5.4 Ma. in

age). This is in agreement with the

inferred ice cover of the East Antarctic

interior from the absence of marine

microfossils in the Sirius Group deposits

(Harwood, 1986 and Wise er al.,l99l).

6.5 The record of ice volume
variation on the East Antarctic
Craton (figure 6.2).

Chronology of ice volume changes is

from chapter 9 (palaeomagnetism) and

biostratigraphic correlation supponed by

the radiometric dating presented in

chapters 7 and 8. A constant average

sediment accumulation rate is assumed

between palaeomagnetic reversals.

The Late Miocene and Late Pliocene are

times of increased ice volume on the East

Antarctic Craton with the development of
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continental scale ice sheets. The Late

Pliocene ice sheet was larger than the

Late Miocene ice sheet and probably the

largest ice sheet in the history of
Antarctic glaciation. It represents an ice

sheet perhaps half as larger in volume

than the present day ice sheet. At its
largest, the Late Miocene ice sheet was

possibly as extensive as the present ice

sheet. The inflection points of this base

level variation are Lt ca.5.5 and 2.5 Ma.

respectively.

The Early Pliocene is marked by smaller

glacial cycles of 100 - 500 k.y. duration.

A reduced ice sheet on the east Antarctic

craton exposed parts of the Antarctic

craton allowing marine deposition in the

interior. A marked glacial advance

resulted in erosion and or non-deposition

at the CIROS-2 and DVDP-ll sites

between 3.4 and 3.6 Ma. This marks a

change to 100 k.y. glacial cyclicity with

increasing total ice volume on the

Antarctic Continent with the largest

increase at ca.2.5 Ma.

This record is in poor agreement with the

previously recognised proxy record of
Late Neogene glacial extent on the

Antarctic Continent inferred from

oxygen isotope variation in deep sea

sediments (e.g. Kennett, 1977) (figure

3.2). The reasons for this have been

outlined previously with discussion of
limitation of the oxygen isotope models

for predicting ice volume variation (see

sections 3-2 and 6.3). The results of this

study show that the present interpretation

of the oxygen isotope curve in terms of
ice volume variation on the Antarctic

Continent (e.g. Kennett,1977 and Hodell

et al., 1988) is flawed and probably

inconect.
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Chapter - 7

Dating of the CIROS-2 ash.

This chapter presents the radiometric dating of the CIROS-2 ash, using K-Ar and

394r'74041 dating methods. Because of contamination of the ash by relict detrital material,

a new approach was necessary to acquire ages for both the fresh volcanic material and the

relict detrital material, without being able to physically separate the two. Simultaneous

equations analysis with volume percent point count analysis was employed to achieve this.

The result was in agreement with single crystal laser fusion and total fusion plateau

396y4041 dating. The CIROS-2 ash is assigned an age of 2.8 a 0.3 Ma. The consequences

of this first radiometric age establishing the youthfulness of these strata, are discusseC in

the paper by Barrett et al. (1992) reprinted herein.

7.1 Introduction

There is a long history associated with

radiometric (K-Ar 66 396r7a0Ar; dating

the CIROS-2 ash, beginning in 1985 after

the core was recovered from Ferrar

Fjord. All the attempts yielded ages in

excess of 7 Ma. Despite endless efforts to

separate a pure volcanic fraction from the

ash, the detrital contaminant proved too

difficult to remove completely. A very

small percentage of basement feldspar, if
very old, will tend to swamp the Argon

signal from the younger material it
contaminates.

The numerous attempts at dating had

used all the ash material from the New

7*,aland portion of the core. The present

author collected some more material

from the Antarctic Core Facility, Florida

State University, Tallahassee, Florida,

U.S.A., by kind permission of Dennis

Cassidv.

A new approach was taken in dating thrs

new material. Percentage volcanic and

basement grain volume measurements

were used to assess the different

contributions of argon from two

different, but known mineral separates

from the ash layer. The potassium and

argon content of these two different

separates was measured. Then

simultaneous equations were used to

calculate the argon contribution of each

mineral component and hence ix age.

This work was included in a report in

nature earlier this year, with several co-

authors who provided other K-Ar and

3947404r ages on the ash. The present

author's contribution was in conception

of the new K/Ar approach, sample

preparation and some of the writing of

the paper. The paper is reprinted here as

part of this thesis (section 7.2), followed

by supporting information on the
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approach, sample preparation and

computations. This information was not

included in the original Barrett et al.

(1992) manuscript.

7.2 Reprint of the paper: Bamett et al. (1992); Geochronological evidence

supporting Antarctic deglaciation three million years ago. Nature, vol.
359,816-818.

Geochronological evidence supporting Antarctic
deglaciation three million years ago

P.J. Barrett, CJ. Adams, W.C. Mcfntosh, C.C. Swisher III and G.S. Wilson.

The response of the Antarctic ice sheets to increased global temperatures is an

important unresolved issue in the assessment of fufure climate change. In particular,

considerable controversy exists as to whether Ole East Antarctic ice sheet suffered

extensive deglaciation during the mid-Pliocene epoch (-3 Myr ago)' when

temperatures were only slightly warmer than today. Although the ice sheet is widely

assumed to have existed in something like its present form for the past 14 Myr (ref.

1), marine diatoms erode from the Antarctic interior have bee found in glacial till
deposits high in the Transantarctic Mountains2'3, and have been biostratigraphically

dated at -3 Myr before presenl This age has been disputeda because it implies

marine deposition in the Antarctic interior, and hence substantial deglaciation, at a

time when other evidence has been marshalled for the persistence of cold, polar

conditions4. Here we report K-Ar and 40Ar/39Ar ages for a volcanic ash bed in

diatom-bearing glaciomarine strata cored in Ferrar Fiord (East Antarctica) by the

CIROS-2 drill-holes, whidr confirm the age of the diatoms at -3 Myr, and hence also

confirm the mid-Pliocene deglaciation.

The established view of Antarctic glacial history during the Cenozoic period is that

considerable cooling occurred -40 Myr ago, with extensive ice first covering the continent

-14 Myr ago, and persisting continuously to the presentl. This is based on oxygen isotope

variations in calcareous microfossils from deep-sea cores6,7, and geomorphic evidence

from the Transantarctic Mountains of cold climates dating back at least 1l Myr, including

several cold desert pavemenB4,8.

Recent work, however, has described warm mid-Pliocene marine incursions in the area

around McMurdo 5eun69-11, which includes Ferrar Fjord (figure7.l). These incursions

have been age calibrated by potassium-argon (K-Ar) dating of basalt flows and tephral2'I3.

But the crucial evidence for mid-Pliocene deglaciation of the Antarctic continent derives

from the discovery, in glacial beds sourced from the East Antarctic interior, of microfossils
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(diatoms) that includes taxa said to be only -3 Myr old2'3. This age was based on

Thalassiosira insigniaand f. vulnifical4, known to occur only in the age range 3.1 to 2.5

Myr in a well-dated sequence cored on Deep-Sea Drilling Program leg 7I in the south

Indian Oceanl7. The total range of T. vulnifica is also well dated there at 3.1 to 2.2 Myr.

These diatoms have been exuacted with other microfossils, from semilithified glacial till

of the Sirius Group at several locations along the Transantarctic Mountains (figure 7.1a).

The till has all the features of basal glacial debrislS, and the diatoms in it are therefore

considered to have been eroded, transported and deposited by glacier ice. The distribution

of rhe till, old ice flow directions from till fabriclS and flow models for an expanded ice

shss119,20 indicate that the source of the till is from the interior of East Antarctica (figure

7.1), aregion that must have been ice-free and below sea level when the Pliocene marine

diatoms, later reworked into the Sirius Group, were living. Because this would require

mid-Pliocene deglaciation, which is at variance with circumstantial evidence for persistent

cold in Antarctica in Pliocene times2l, some have suggested4 that the diatoms are of mid-

Pliocene age only in lower latitudes, and are much older in the Antarctic region.

Figure 7.1: a, Antarctica, showing the Transantarctic Mountains and the main areas

whtre ice-deposited Sirius Group straLa containing 3-Myr-old marine diatoms have been
found. Ice thitkness contours and flow lines are for the larger ice sheet required to deposit
the Sirius Group debris and are taken from ref. 20. The flow pattern indicates and East
Antarctic source for the diatoms, and hence marine sedimentation there -3 Myr ago. b,
Cross-section of Fenar Fjord. The sediment dill includes both ice- and water-laid sand and
mud with scattered pebblbs. The core also contains a volcanic ash layer 0.3 m thick at 125
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gooE

SIRIUS GROUP

v

m b.s.f., and dated here by the K-Ar and oArFsAr methods at -3 Myr. The ash lies within
an interval from 135 to 105 m b.s.f. dated from Southern Ocean diatom zones as ranging
from 3.1 to2.2 Myr (see figure 7.2), thus validating the use of deep-sea marine diatom
biostratigraphy fof PliocenJstrata on the Antarctic 

-continent. c, Cross-section from the

East Ant"arciiiinterior through the Transantarctic Mountains to the Ross Sea, showing the
location of Sirius Group deflosits and their inferred source in the interior. In drawing the

section we presume that the Transantarctic Mountains were at their present elevation

during Siriui deposition, but they may have been much lower at that time30.
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We present here a radiometric age

calibration of the Sirius Group diatoms

that shows the mid-Pliocene
biostratigraphical age to be roughly

correct. The marine diatom species T.

vulnifica, whose total stratigraphic range

defines the combined T. insignia-T.

vulnifica zone, is present in the CIROS-2

core from 137 to 105 m below the sea

floor (m b.s.f.;l1. These zones form the

upper part of a sequence of zones

recognised and palaeontologically dated

from Southern Ocean drill cores (figure

7.2).The interval containing T. vulniftca

includes a 30-cm-thick volcanic ash layer

at 125 m b.s.f. (ref. 5), which makes the

dating possible. The ash layer lies within

a slightly stratified diamictite (mixture of

mud, sand and scattered pebbles)

deposited from persistent melting of

basal glacial debris just seaward of the

grounding line of an ancestral Ferrar

glacterzz. The low proportion of non-

volcanic material in the ash (less than

30Vo,table 7.1) indicates rapid deposition

and preservation after eruption.

The ash mainly consists of fresh, dark

brown or colourless silt-size shards with

no chemical etching at the margins. The

minor proportion of feldspar, quartz and

biogenic silica (diatoms and sponge

spicules)- Some glass shards are

vesicular and contain unzoned

microphenocrysts of plagioclase,

clinopyroxene, olivine and

titanomagnetite. Electron microprobe

analyses of glass shards (table 7.2) reveal

three distinct compositions, which

correspond to glass colour. Using the

Basement
Gneiss

Figure 7.2: Lithological column for the
CIROS-2 drillhole, Ferrar Fjord, showing
the diatom zones and boundary ages
established by D.M. Harwood (personal
communication, and ref. 14) and from
ODP leg 120 datalT. The range of I.
vulnifica (shaded interval) is well dated
in the Southem Ocean at between 2.2 and
3.1 Myr a!o17.
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IUGS classification schemez3,we classify the dark brown shards as benmorite. The three

distinct compositions suggest that the ash layer was produced by multiple volcanic

eruptions, although a single eruption of mixed magma is possible.

Initial conventional K-Ar dating on bulk (-1 g) volcanic ash samples gave ages of 11.9,

17.0 and 22.9 Myr, suggesting a contaminant by old feldspar from the basement detritus

(-450-500 Myr; ref. 24) intermixed with the ash. Microscopy suggested that the ash would

have only two groups of grain types contributing to the argon equation: the young volcanic

glass with its included microphenocrysts and volcanic feldspar with fringing glass, and

'basement' feldspar. We then magnetically separated a32-63-1tm-sized sample fraction into

glass-rich (contemporaneous volcanic) and Feldspar-rich (basement) components

(fractions A and B, table 7.la). Mineral proportions were determined by point-counting

grain mounts. Using the IUAr ages for fractions A and B, 14.6 t 0.3 and 243 L 3 Myr

respectively, we solved simultaneous equations to obtain and age of 3.0 t 0.4 Myr for the

volcanic end-member and 445 t 58 Myr for the basement end-member.

The high age errors, which largely reflect the counting error inherent in determining the

proportion of glass to basement feldspar, motivated us to purify fraction B further,

obtaining a small (-l g) fraction C, and a very small (<0.15 g) fraction D of purified

volcanic glass (table 7.1). These yielded ages of 7.20 and 3.36 Myr respectively,

confirming our view of contamination by old (-450 Myr) felspar, and our estimate of 3

Myr for the glass component of the CIROS-2 ash.

At the same time 404y3941 dating techniques2S were applied to four single feldspar

crystals from the ash. Each crystal was laser-fused and dated individually, thus obviating

contamination by older material26. Three out of four crystals, identified as anorthoclase,

yielded statistically indistinguishable ages, averaging2.77 Myr (figure 7.3), which we

interpret as the eruptive age of the phonotephrite component of the ash. The fourth feldspar

is considered detrital and from an earlier eruptive phase. In addition, a 3-mg glass sample,

purified by a combination of magnetic and density liquid separation techniques, was fused

to yield u a04y394r spectrum by incremental laser heating to yield a plateau age for the

glass (table 7.1b). The age spectrum of the glass concentrate has a low-temperature

plateau2T at 2.9I n 0.1 I Myr and a higher-temperature peak of 27 .8 Myr considered to

represent much older contaminant material. The 2.9 Myr age is regarded as an average

eruptive age for the glass.

Alrhough volcanic glass is generally and inferior material ;61 404939,4r and K-Ar dating

(because of its low argon retentivity, vulnerability to argon loss, and potassium mobility

during dehydration and devitrification) the materials here are well characterised fresh glass

with little, if any, burial heating or alteration. The concordancs s140Ar739Ar feldspar and
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Plateau age .2.91 r 0.'|1 Myr

52.9clo of 39Ar releassd

Figure 7.3: Argon release spectrum for
a purified glass concentrate from coarse
silt-size volcanic ash from the CIROS-2
drillhole.

0 50 100

Cumulalive fraaion 39Ar released

glass ages, and the K-Ar glass model age,

and the convergence of the purihed glass

ages on the same value, provide in our

view conclusive evidence of a mid-

Pliocene (2.8 + 0.3 Myr) age for the

CIROS-2 ash. This also dates the middle

of the total time range of T. vulnifica for

the region, and a mid-Pliocene marine

incursion into the Antarctic interior. This

incursion was followed by temperate

glaciation depositing the Sirius Group,

and by the development of the present

polar ice sheet.

The mid-Pliocene deglaciation of Antarctica is inconsistent with the widely accepted idea

of increasing thermal isolation of Antarctica and growth of the ice cap to essentially its

present form in middle Miocene timesl. The survival of Nothofagus through to mid-

Pliocene times in the Beardmore glacier area also challenges that view28. It now seems

more likely that for most of the past 40 Myr the Antarctic region was characterised by

waxing and waning temperate ice sheets of continental proportions29. The present polar ice

sheet may not have formed until the latest Pliocene, about the same time as the first

northern ice sheets developed. This different climate history will require us to revise our

ideas of the evolution of the flora and fauna of the region, and of the role of the ice sheet in

past ocean circulation. It also suggests the need to consider the stability of the Antarctic ice

sheet if global temperatures rise as the level of atmospheric COz reaches or exceeds that of
the Pliocene.
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7.3 Sample processing

Alier minimal crushing the samples were

suspended in 0.1 g/l calgon solution and

placed in an ultrasonic bath for 24 hours.

The resulting material was then washed

through a 40 micron mesh and the finer

material discarded. The coarse material

was then washed through a nest of 250,

60. and 40 micron meshes.

At this stage all three size separates were

viewed under a reflected light
microscope and two distinctive glass

populations were observed; l) brown

amorphous glass shards, and glassy

grains, that were concentrated almost

exclusively in the 40-60 micron fraction;

and 2) black conchoidal glass fragments,

with a much less shard-like appearance,

that were generally concentrated in the

60-250 micron fraction. Microprobe

analyses showed these glass populations

to be different and distinct but Greg

Gosson (unpublished report) considered

them to be from the same origin, merely

representing different phases of eruptive

material. It was therefore decided to

retain the larger obsidian grains for

single crystal laser fusion 39617404t

dating. On further observation, the type 1

grains were often found to be large glass

coated feldspar crystals. These were also

cleaned using HF and retained for single

crystal laser fusion 394y404t dating.

Of the 40-60 micron fraction it was not

possible to separate the glass/volcanic

population using gravimetric separating

methods, as the chemistry of the detrital
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and volcanic minerals is too similar. The

best results were obtained using the

Frantz electromagnetic separator. The

original sample was subject to several

progressive runs to obtain the most pure

separation. Run I used a 0.25 A magnetic

setting, with a 20o fall and 2@ slope. At
this setting the glass and other volcanic

material is non-magnetic and all the very

magnetic material is removed from the

sample. The second run was at a 0.6 A
magnetic setting with a 10o fall and 30o

slope. The glass and volcanic material

was now magnetic and most of the non-

magnetic material was removed. The

sample was passed through nvice at this

setting. Run 3 was at a l.l A magnetic

setting with a 20o fall and 20o slope. At
this setting almost everything except the

volcanic material is non-magnetic. The

sample is passed through the Frantz 3

times at this setting to ensure that the

purest glass and volcanic material is

retained.

After this separation, grain mounts were

made of both fractions to allow point

counting of the mineral proportions. The

final separates of volcanic (2 grams) and

non-volcanic material (0.7 grams), were

submitted to DSIR Phvsical Sciences for

IVAr dating.

7.4 Theory of simultaneous
equation K/Ar dating - of a

mixed age population.

The volcanic material in the Tuff layer of
the CIROS-2 core must have a single

age, and the detrital material may have a

spectrum of ages. However, we can

consider the spectrum of detrital ages to

be approximated by a single trVAr age for

the K/Ar dating method. We can

therefore treat the separates to be dated

as having two age definitive populations

within them, which will give a single age

for the IVAr method depending on both

the age of the two subpopulations and the

quantity of each subpopulation in each

separate.

The proportion of each subpopulation

can be calculated by point counting grain

mounts of each separate. In this

circumstance any grain with volcanic

glass adhered to it , or glass shard, is

counted as a volcanic grain. Quartz
grains, sponge spicules, and broken

diatom fragments are all counted

separately, as they do not contribute

argon in the dating process. All other

grains are counted as detrital minerals.

Identification techniques are described in

the following section.

Two of the fractions denoted above,

volcanic (A) and non-volcanic (B), were

dated using the K/Ar method and the age

of the tuff material (x), and the detrital

material (y), is obtained by solving the

following simultaneous equations ;

Eqn l: C1x + CZy = age A (Separate A)
trqn 2: C3x + Cqy = age B (Separate B)

where C1-4 are all percentage volume

constants from the proportions of x and y

in the counted grain mounts of the dated

material.
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7.5 Grain recognition criteria

Volcanic detritus includes glass shards,

volcanic rock fragments (grains with

glass adhered to them and volcanic

fragments with feldspar crystals within

them). Both are brown, vesicular,

amorphous, and anisotropic in nature

(apart from the feldspar crystals) (plate

7.1).

Sponge Spicules and diatom fragments

are anisotropic and patterned with

distinct skeletal strucmres.

Quartz grains are colourless in plane-

polarised transmitted light, with low

interl'erence colours except in thicker

sections. where interference colours are

slightly higher. The grains are subangular

to subrounded, pitted, often have

inclusions and sometimes show

fracturing. They have moderate relief and

exhibit undulose or parallel extinction.

In cross-polarised transmitted light
detrital feldspar grains commonly exhibit

simple twinning and oblique extinction.

They are typically more angular and

exhibit lower relief than quartz. They are

distinguished by cleavage, alteration

(constant extinction distinguishes from

altered, hydrated, glass). Interference

colours are low to moderate, again due to

thickness, in cross polarised light.

Others grain types include igneous rock

fragments and hornblende.

i

f,- I
-lll,-,,uf'

7r/r

I
Plate 7.1: Photomicrograph of the CIROS-2 ash grain-mount. Glass coated anorthoclase
crystal bottom left, glass shard centre, and diatom top right (Photograph; P.J. Barrett).
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7.6 Simultaneous equation percentage of Volcanic and detrital

analysis of K/Ar age of the material per unit volume (table 7.1) has

CIROS-2 tuff to be recalculated from the point count

values to account for this.

Table 7.1 shows the results of point

counting and radiometric analyses (IVAr In fraction A, the total volume

and 39Ar/40Ar. As the quartz, sponge percentage of mineral grains contributing

spicules, and diatom fragments do not to the K-Ar system is 9l.3%o.In fraction

contribute argon to the lTAr system, the B, the total volume Percentage of mineral

Table 7.3: Simultaneous equation calcualtion of the ages of volcanic and

(0.9737 t 0.0169)x + (0.0263 a 0.00@)y = 14.63t0.32 Eqn r

(0.4567 t 0.0119)x + (0.5433 r 0.0147)y =Vl3r 3 Eqn 2

rewritingEqn2; y =(a43x3\ - ft.4567r!.0119)r Eon3
(0.5433 r 0.0147)

Where x = the age of the volcanic endmember,
and y = tbe age of tbe basement endmember.

substinrting Eqn 3 ino Eqn l;
(0.9737 r 0.0169)x + (0.0263 r!-0002X(Z4iLrl) -10^456ZaiOll9X) = (14.63 r 032)

(0.5433 r 0.0147)

=> (0.973't t 0.0169)x + (63q0q rjJ297) - !0!12Qtj.0CI4)d = (14.63 t 0.32)
(0.5433 i 0.0147)

=> (0.9737 t 0.0169)x - (0.0221t 0.0013)x = (14.63 t 0.32) - (11.7631 r 0.5570)

=> (0.9516 t 0.0182)x =2.8669 x 0.2985

=> x=2.E66LrlL29E5 =3.012710.3713
0.9516 r 0.0182

= 3.0 i 0.4

substituting ino Eqn 2;

(0.4567 r0.0119X3.0127 !0.3713\ + (0.5433 t0.0147)y =243t3

=> y = (243 t3):10,455Ar!Oll9)G.Ol27 rj-1ZU!)
(0.5433 t 0.0147)

=> y = (o43 t3\ - (1.3759 11)2054)

0.5433 r 0.0147

=> y =2,47.624Lt24,9559 - M.7342t57.9654
0.5433 t 0.0147

= 445159
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gains conuibuting to the K-Ar system is

49.7Vo. For the dating procedure, the

percentage of igneous minerals (other

than quartz) is added to the detrital

basement contaminant fraction.

Therefore in Equations 1 and 2;

Cr = 88.9/91.3 Cz--2.419t.3

C3=22.7149.7 Cl=27.0149.7 The resulting end member ages are: x =

Errors;

3.0 n 0.4 Ma. and y = M5 ! 58 Ma
(calculations are given in table 7.3).

Ct = 0.9737 t 0.0169 (L.8Vo)

Cz=0.0263 t 0.0002 (O.$Vo)

Cg = 0.4567 i 0.0119 (2.6Vo)

C* = 0.5433 i 0.0147 Q.1Vo)

A= 14.63 x0.32(2.I97o)

B --243tt (1.2:3Vo)
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Chapter - I
Beryllium-l0 dating

This chapter introduces a new dating method for Antarctic Margin Strata, using Beryllium-

10 and provides new insight into physical measurement and geologic significance of the

method. Previously published data and methods are reviewed, following which analysis

and relative dating of sediments using the absolute concentration of 10Be in association

with facies analysis of the sediments is proposed. This has required minor development of
the Accelerator Mass Spectrometry technique with respect to measuring l0Be, and major

developments in sample preparation and geologic understanding of 10Be behaviour in

geologic reservoirs, providing the necessary control to assign correct magnetostratigraphic

intervals to the two cores (Chapter 9). Several discoveries important for the 10Be technique

are made: l) The reported value for NBS/NIST standard for l0Be is found to be incorrect.

An old 103"'93s ratio of 3.08 E- I I is reported to be the correct value. This replaces the

stated value of 2.68 E-11: 2) The recently reported half life of l.5l Ma. (Hofmann et al.,

1987) is reaffirmed. 3) Authigenic cement phases of sediment are proven to be efficient in

removing 10Be from adsorbed phases of marine sedimens. It is necessary to take this into

account in sample preparation.

8.1 Introduction

Much previous work has found 10Be to

present many difficulties as an absolute

dating method (Bourles et al., 1989;

Brown et al., 1987; Henkell-Mellies er

al., 1990; Jansen et al, 1987; Mangini er

al., 1984; Somayajulu , 1977: Somayajulu

et al., 1991; Southon et al., 1987).

However, recent work has shown that it
can be effectively used for dating

continental margin sediments (Wilson,

1990; Wilson and Sparks, 1991),

exposure age dating of Neogene surfaces

(Jha and Lal, 1982, Nishiizumi et al,
1986; van der Wateren and Verbers,

1991; Verbers and van der Wateren,

1991), and to provide models for

subduction of sediment into the mantle

(Brown et al., 1982; Morris et aI., 1990;

Tera et cl., 1986).

Other research includes: Studies of ice

cores (Beer et al., 1987; Elmore et al.,

1987; Raisbeck et al., 1978), observing

production mechanisms and rates of
lOBe; studies of l0Be content of soils

(Brown, 1987), and studies of the 10Be

content of manganese nodules, with
implications on growth rates and ocean

circulation patterns (Guichard et al.,

1978; Segl et aI., 1984a and 1984b;

Turekian et al.,1979).

In this study, the proposed method is to

use the varying content of 10B e
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throughout the CIROS-2 and DVDP-I1

cores. It is assumed that the variation

results, primarily, from the natural decay

of 10Be to l0B. Previous work using the

10Be isotope for dating marine sediments

has made assumptions that have

subsequently been found not to hold.

This severely limits the use of 10Be as a

tool for dating marine sediment. This

study uses the adsorbed and absorbed
loBe content of the sediment and

analyses it within a stratigraphic

framework. The resulting dating method

is a relative one and requires at least one

known datum with which to compare

further results.

The measurement method, because of
low concentrations, has to be by ultra-

sensitive mass spectrometry, with spiking

of the Be to BeO allowing detection of
loBe in samples as old as 18 Ma.

(Raisbeck et aI., 1978).

8.2 Theory

8.2.1 Beryllium systematics and

definitions

In nature there are three isotopes of

beryllium; 7Be, 9Be and loBe. 9Be is

stable and exists in all geologic

environments, but much of it is contained

in occurrences of the mineral beryl. Both
7Be and l0Be are created cosmogenically

by spallation reactions between cosmic

rays and small atoms (oxygen and

nitrogen in the case of lOBe). 7Be, is a

gamma emitter with a half life of 53 days

and is therefore not useful in dating the

geologic record. l0Be is a beta emitter,

decaying to l0B with a half life of 1.5

m.y. (Yiou and Raisbeck,1972), making

it particularly useful for dating strata

deposited over the last 15 million years

(10 half-lives)

loBe can be created in two possible

ways:

1) Cosmic ray spallation of oxygen and

nitrogen particles in the atmosphere and

stratosphere (Raisbeck and Yiou, 1984).

The l0Be is then rained out on the earth's

surface and scavenged by clays through

adsorption on to grain surfaces before

settling to form a sedimentary deposit

(Merril et al., 1960; Raisbeck et al.,

r979).

2) 'In situ' cosmic ray spallation of

oxygen and nitrogen atoms in appropriate

mineral phases in the rock directly at the

earth's surface (Middleton and Klein,

1987; Nishiizumi et al., 1986).

These two types of beryllium can be

classified as follows;

l) Crystallographic beryllium, where

the beryllium exists or is created within

the crystallographic structure (i.e. within

grain boundaries of the rock forming

minerals). Crystallographic beryllium

can be present in Igneous, Metamorphic,

or Sedimentary rocks. It can be

autochthonous (created in place or'in
situ') or allochthonous (where erosion

and resedimentation of grains has

transported crystallographic beryllium to
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A cosmic flux
B

figurJ 8.t: Types of beryllium-I0 in the geologic cycle; A) autochthonous
crystallographic beryllium-10; B) allochthonous crystallographic beryllium-10; C)
allochthonous exotic beryllium-10; and D) autochthonous exotic beryllium-10.

a site of sediment deposition) (figure

8.1).

2) Exotic beryllium, where the beryllium

is adsorbed to grain surfaces, or absorbed

within authigenic clay and cement

phases. Exotic beryllium can also be

autochthonous (adsorbed at deposition)

or allochthonous (adsorbed before

deposition and transported to the site of

deposition along with the particle it is
adsorbed to) (figure 8.1). It is impossible

when carrying out an analysis to

distinguish between the two fypes. After

deposition, the adsorbed material is

easily remobilised to be incorporated into

new clay minerals and cements. Previous

workers have reported low recovery

levels from cement rich sediments
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(Bourles et aI., 1989; Southon et al.,

1987).

In each of these cases the beryllium can

be both 9Be and lOBe.

8.2.2 The Beryllium-l0 Cycle (figure

8.2)

Almost aU 10Be is exotic and created in

the atmosphere (Lal, L962). The

production rates of exotic loBe is
dependent on three factors; 1) the

variations in cosmic ray flux; 2) the

strength of the earth's magnetic field; and

3) the concentration of target atoms

(Oxygen and Nitrogen) in the

atmosphere. Once produced the 10Be

atoms are very effectively removed by

precipitation and 'rained out' on the

lo 
Be scorrerrging from lhe olmosphere
by preciplfstion & oerosols

earth's surface. The average global

precipitation levels of 10Be in freshly

deposited sediment is estimated at 1.8 x

t0-2 by Amin et al. (1975), but this

varies significantly with geomagnetic

latitude (figure 8.3).

Once at the earth's surface the particles

exist in the geologic system as both free

ions and adsorbed to the surface of clay

particles. At this stage they are

incorporated into two types of geologic

reservoir - the polar ice caps as free ions

(autochthonous), and sedimentary basins

adsorbed onto the surface of clay

particles (allochthonous). Emplacement

into these reservoirs is instantaneous

compared to the half-life of the isotope.

Once the 10Be is retained and behaves as

its host sediment or ice and is subject to

Cosmic oon,Z
/7

O2

N2

6>
\l

'::"Y
,/ oz

loBe'locked In'
polor ice cops

High sedimentolion rotes ollow
occumilolion of loBe

conlinentol morglns

l0 
Be obsorbed Into sedlmenls ftom deposliion ol sedimenf / woler Inlerfoce

Fieure E.2: Sketch of the beryllium-10 cycle, from production in the atmosphere to

adiorption in various geologic reservoirs.

'or./
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8.2.3 Dating methods using Beryllium-
10

There are three accepted procedures for

beryllium isotope measurement used for

dating sedimentary sequences;

1) Measurement of the abundance of
10Be with respect to the stable isotope
9Be. The success of this method of
measurement requires several
assumptions: Constant production and

'rain-out' rates of 108e, constant

sedimentation rates in the geologic

reservoir, homogeneity of the two

isotopes in the depositional environment

and no post-depositional complications

such as scavenging of Beryllium.

2) Measurement of the absolute

concentration of 10Be in a sample. To be

successful, this method requires the

following assumptions: Constant
production and 'rain-out' rates of 10Be,

constant sedimentation rates in the

geologic reservoir and no post-

depositional complications such as

scavenging of Beryllium. This method

also requires an assumption of
homogeneous global deposition of 10Be

or a known depositional history at the

site of measurement.

3) Measurement of the concentration of
two cosmogenic isotopes with different

half lives. In the case of loBe it is

measured with respect to 26 AI. If
assumptions of constant production and

'rain-out' rates of both isotopes, constant

sedimentation rates in the geologic

$n l"

Figure 8.3: Variation in the production
rate of beryllium-lO with respect to
geomagnetic latitude (from Amin et al.,
r97s).

the same laws of superposition (In a

marine environment it is still subject to

bioturbation within the surface sediment

of the ocean floor).

At any one horizon in the geologic

reservoir the 1OBe concentration is

dependent on the production rate of l0Be

and the adsorption potential of the clay

particle fraction accumulating in the

reservoir. Because of this method of
retention of loBe by the geologic

reservoir, its initial concentration in the

reservoir is also dependent on the

sedimentation rate within the reservoir

and the homogenising effect over the

bioturbation interval of the sediment.

Initially, all exotic 10Be will be adsorbed

to particle surfaces, but, even early

diagenesis will incorporate the adsorbed

lOBe into authigenic mineral phases and

later into cement phases. The l0Be will
become more assimilated as diagenesis

proceeds.
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reservoir, complete homogeneity of the

two isotopes, no fractionation of the two

isotopes during post depositional

processes and no scavenging of either

isotope are correct, the changing ratio of
the concentrations of the two isotopes

should yield the age of the deposit.

Discussion of the necessary parameters

and assumptions

For any radiometric dating method; the

time from isotopic creation tro entrapment

in the reservoir must be short in
comparison to the half-life of the

particular radiometric isotope. This

requires rapid absorption and 'rain out'of
loBe by precipitation, and rapid uansport

to the reservoir. This takes only months

in the ice caps. In the marine

environment, because 10Be is adsorbed

onto the surface of clay sized particles,

transport time from the surface of the

oceans, especially above the continental

margin is of the same order as the

settling time of those particles (months to

years).

Other workers (Lal,1962; Tanaka et al.,

1977; Yokoyama et a1.,1978; Mangini er

al., 1984; Lal, 1962) have suggested
l0Be has a residence time similar to
circulation times of the ocean. This

would reduce the latitudinal gradient of
lOBe 'rain out' (figure 8.3) on the earth's

surface. However, oceanic residence

times of the isotope must be much less

than circulation time, as its method of

emplacement into the marine sediment

reservoir is independent of free ion

mixing (Raisbeck et al., 1979). This is

borne out by the l0Be concentrations in

ocean bottom sediments being several

magnitudes higher than oceanic

concentrations (Raisbe ck e t al., I97 9).

Assumptions of homogeneity of l0Be

deposition throughout the ocean basins

and margins appear to invalid. On a short

timescale (less than 2 k.y.) reworking, of

deep sea mud by bioturbation smooths

temporal fluctuations.

Work to date on production rates has

found that on a geologic time-scale the

assumption of constant production will
hold up until 7 Ma. (Raisbeck & Yiou,

1984; Kt et aI., 1982; Lal, 1962). Any

variation that takes place does so on a

scale shorter than 2 Ka., resulting from

solar modulation and geomagnetic

variations (Beer et al.,l983a; Beer et aI.,

1983b; Raisbeck et al., l98l; Raisbeck

and Yiou, 1984; Lal, 1962).In a geologic

cycle any effect due to this is readily

normalised (Ianaka et al.,1977).

Constant sedimentation cannot be

assumed in any environment, as the

factors controlling deposition are so

diverse. This assumption can be avoided

if an independent means of dating is

applied to test sedimentation rates.

Simple lithologic observation may not be

enough to deduce a state of constant

sedimentation throughout the

stratigraphic column.

Homogeneity of 9Be and loBe in the

geologic system is an assumption
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unlikely to hold as the two isotopes

occupy different places within the

geologic cycle. Added to this, 9Be is an

extremely rare element existing almost

entirely within the mineral Beryl. In early

measurements of 103s793g ratios for
dating the assumption was found not to

hold (Raisbeck and Yiou, 1984;

Yokoyama et a1.,1978).

For the purposes of the dating and

modelling procedures addressed here it is
assumed that the exotic 9 B e

concenEations will be constant at a fixed

point of deposition and also that the

concentration of crystallographic 98 e

will be constant within different mineral

phases. The most useful parameter for
measurement will be the absolute

concentration of the different l0Be types.

The measurement technique employed

here uses a 9Be carrier in sufficient
quantify so ils to swamp any effect from

variations in natural 9Be concentrations

(see Wilson and Ditchburn, L992;

appendix 2).

Unfortunately, initial measurements of
103s72641 ratios have demonstrated thar

there is fractionation in the incorporation

of the two isotopes into the reservoir
(Bourles et a1.,1984; Raisbeck and Yiou,

1984).

It is expected that the input of lOBe into

the geologic reservoirs will be non-

uniform due both to latitude dependent

stratospheric precipitation patterns (Lal

and Peters, 1967) (figure 8.3). Other

factors such as high winds may increase

the content of loBe in a particular

atmospheric region (Broecker, 1961).

Therefore, global homogeneity of 10Bs

cannot be assumed at any level of its
cycle. Scavenging of l0Be by manganese

nodules on the ocean floor is known to

occur (Mangini et a1.,1984). This is only

a problem in the deep ocean, and nodule

growth is not known to occur on the

Antarctic Margin.

8.2.4 Applicability of the 10Be method

to the Antarctic Margin

High sedimentation rates at rhe Antarctic

Margin will mean lower concentrations

of l0Be. Yiou and Raisbeck (1981) in
their study of sediments beneath the Ross

Ice Shelf measured concentrations

between t06 and to8 atomVgram. This is

well within the measurable limits of a

tandem accelerator (Raisbeck and Yiou,

1984).

There are two main benefits in this study

of Antarctic Margin cores that enables

several assumptions of the proposed l0Be

dating methods to be overcome:

1) The nature of sedimentation at the

Antarctic margin is highly variable,

recording the slightest change in

depositional environment. Facies

analysis of the ancient sediments allows

assessment of their depositional
environment (see Section I ).
Understanding of the depositional
environment as it varies eliminates the

necessity of assumptions of constant

sedimentation. Antarctic margin
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sediments deposited in circulating marine

waters are best suited to this approach.

this includes McMurdo Sound. Domack

(1989) and Dunbar (1986 & 1987)

showed that oceanic waters circulate to

the coast in the McMurdo Sound area.

2) The study is of marine cores, this

reduces the possibility of contamination

by more modern 10Be from subsequent

exposure. Stratigraphic horizons sampled

in the cores are all from below the zone

of 10Be remobilisation and have never

been uplifted and exposed.

Tanaka et al. (1977) suggest that the

physical disturbances caused by such

events as high-speed current flows near

the Antarctic or debris flows near ocean

ridges will result in an irregular pattern in

the depth profile of l0Be. However, this

does not seem to be the case at the

Antarctic margin and it has been

suggested that lOBe is preferentially

deposited at ocean margins (Henken-

Mellies et al., 1990). In marine

environments, and particularly at ocean

margins because the 10Be is deposited

along with the sediments, adsorbed to the

surface of clay and other small particles,

rather than by trapping of the water

containing 1OBe by sedimentation. Ocean

margins are in fact sites of high particle

flux and hence of high scavenging and

deposition of lOBe by detrital particles.

Yiou and Raisbeck (1981) and Raisbeck

and Yiou (1984) have used the loB e

method to show that sediments beneath

the Ross Ice Shelf at site J-9 of RISP, are

Miocene in age, rather than reworked

Quaternary deposits as inferred by other

workers (Kellogg and Kellogg,
1981,1983,1986).

Clay mineralogy

Different clays have different adsorption

capacities and can therefore alter the

absolute concentrations of lOBe recorded

in the rocks. It has to be established

whether or not varying adsorption

capacities affect the l0Be signal, and if
clay types vary throughout the column. If
this is the case correction can be made

using a function of the Cation Exchange

Capacity of the clays, as a normalising

function for the lOBe concentrations.

It has also been suggested that dilution of
the loBe levels retained by the clays will
occur from CaCO3 mineral phases as

these preferentially repel 10Be (Bourles

et a1.,1989). This leaves smectite, illite,
kaolinite, quartz, feldspars, and other

amorphous silica minerals with the most

reliable adsoqption potential for 10Be

(Henken-Mellies, I 990).

Claridge and Campbell (1989) report that

the clay fractions of the CIROS-2 core

consist mostly of amorphous silica
dissolved from the tests of diatoms, with

small amounts of illite, chlorite, quartz

and feldspars (figure 8.4). It is inferred

from the study of Claridge and Campbell

(1989) that varying clay type is not a
complicating factor in the present study.
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Figure 8.4: Comparison of the XRD analyses of CIROS-2 clay fractions with Ferrar and
Taylor Valley analyses (data from Claridge and Campbell, 1989).

8.2.5 Methodology

Because of the logarithmic decay of
unstable radiometric isotopes, a

stratigraphic approach to the use of loBe

as a dating method will show a better

understanding of behaviour of the isotope

after deposition. An integrated
stratigraphic approach ensures that the

resulting decay curves represent the

correct age bracket. Additionally known

datums and modern-day samples from

the same environment provide marker

reference points on the curve. Because of
the problems with methods I and 3 in
dating sediment (see discussion in
section 8.2.3), Method 2, using the

absolute concentration of l0Be with

depth is most appropriate for the CIROS-

2 and DVDP-I1 cores Here:

Age=ln(108d-!n(10&i)
-x

Where;

103s = concentration of beryllium-10 in

the sample.
lOBei = the initial concentration of

beryllium-10 when the sample

was deposit€d.

X = the decay constant = 4.62I * 1g-7 per

year for loBe.

It is known from section 8.2-3 that

variations in production rate do not

appreciably affect l oBe levels as

recorded by the geologic record. In the
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Antarctic it is expected that there will be

much variation due to fluctuations in the

levels of precipitation over time. To

overcome the limitation from this and the

problems from variations in
sedimentation rates and to interpret the

beryllium age in the core, the history of

sedimentation needs to be understood.

As reported in section I the CIROS-2

and DVDP-l I cores have been

subdivided into many distinct units with

distinct facies interpretations.
Measurement of Beryllium levels is
considered separately within each of

these units. The only observational

constraint is that lOBe levels must

decrease from one unit to the next:N you

move down the core. Discontinuities in

the I o Be levels must occur at

disconformities in the core.

From the sedimentary facies

interpretations of the CIROS-2 and

DVDP- I I cores, several separate

horizons can be identified which

represent times when the sedimentary

environment was similar. Therefore, in

using the 10Be method to establish ages

for these horizons, it can be assumed that

there were similar controls on the initial
1OBe concentrations. Because we are

dealing with distinct horizons and

environments no assumptions have to be

made about sedimentation rates for the

length of the core being studied.

The resulting 10Be levels for these

horizons, when plotted against a constant

age axis, should form a logarithmic curve

of the same parameters as the decay

curve of 10Be (figure 8.5a). Using these

horizons, the cores can then be conected

to a log of constant sedimentation, and

ages for particular horizons calculated

from this logarithmic or normalised

curve. Age constant axes can be drawn

for the stratigraphic column using these

horizons as marker points, and then ages

for other horizons extrapolaled from the

logarithmic curve (figure 8.5b). These

horizons can then be recognised in the

original stratigraphic columns and the

chronology esurblished (fi gure 8.6).

The ice sheet effect

The 10Be concentration in the interglacial

mudstones define a curve conuolled by

age alone. 10Be concentrations in marine

muds within diamictites represent glacial

values and may deviate from the age only

decay curve. Variations between

expected l0Be levels at horizons within

different facies units, from the method

proposed above, and measured levels

may result from fluctuating precipitation

levels, fluctuating input from ice bodies,

and different sedimentation rates. For

example a much higher actual l0Be level

than the expected level will result from

major deglaciation of the continent

(Somayajulu, 1977).

It is suggested by Henken-Mellies et al.

(1990) that up to as much as3O0Vo of the

oceanic concentration of 10Be may be

stored by the polar ice sheets. However,

they also suggest that fluctuations in
1OBe concentrations due to glacial
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fluctuation, because of dispersion and

bioturbation normalising effects, will not

be detected in deep ocean sediments. It is

expected that smaller order effects

(-30Vo) will be common in the CIROS-2

and DVDP-I1 cores.

Due to higher sedimentation rates,

differing sedimentation patterns, reduced

effects due to bioturbation, the proximity

of the sediment to the polar reservoir,

and the fact that deposition levels of 10Be

are lower towards the poles making the

effect ofthe glacial reservoir greater, it is

suggested that the effect will not be

overprinted, and that l0Be stratigraphies

of Antarctic margin sediments will
record ice volume changes of the Polar

Ice Sheet (figure 8.7).

Respective flooding and starving of the
l0Be levels in the catchment environment

could provide a clue to the ice volume

glacial pattern during the Pliocene era.

Sedimentation rate effects can be

calculated as the duration of deposition

of a particular facies unit can be

calculated. This effect can then be

accounted for in assessing the initial

concentration levels of l0Be in that

particular facies unit. For this effect to be

monitored a high measurement resolution

is required.

8.3 Measurement procedure

8.3.1 Sample preparation

Different methods of sample preparation

and procedures are reported in detail in

loge nge ( vo )
654321

+--.

--

.-

Figure 8.5: a) upper; measurement of
absolute loBe content of mudstone
horizons only plotted against a
logarithmic scale depicted as age
(inferred from half life). b) lower;
correction of the core log to an age axis
rather than thickness and then assignment
of ages to other horizons by extrapolation
from the absolute lOBe content curve
constructed as shown in figure 8.5 a.
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Wilson and Ditchburn (1992); appendix

1.

In the present study, Ieaching of samples

to remove loBe adsorbed onto clay

particles and within cement phases was

considered the best approach. Care must

be taken to remove all loBe in these

phases leaving allochthonous
crystallographic beryllium behind in the

residue. Preferential leaching of one

exotic phase or another (as suggested by

Bourles et a1.,1989) will result in biasing

of results, as beryllium atoms move into

authigenic cement phases during

diagenesis.

Advantages of the separation method

used here is that beryllium of different

origin is considered separately. This

means that a geological understanding of
the position of 10Be in the samples is

considered, allowing a more accurate and

informed measurement of the parameters

concerned. Only the exotic loBe is

separated and analysed in the present

study.

For samples measured at the Institute of
Geological and Nuclear Sciences and

Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory the preparation procedure

used is detailed in appendix 2. In each

case a known weight of dry sediment was

leached to remove exotic material. The

leachate was then further processed to

separate the beryllium from all other

metal cations. Resulting beryllium was

oxidised and pressed into an AMS target

for measurement. Before the separation

procedure was carried out a 2 mg 9Be

carrier was added to the sample. This

served two purposes: Firstly it provided a

stable isotope for the AMS to measure
10Be against. Secondly it prevented the

need for tracing during the wet chemical

preparation procedure, as any Be loss

would not affect the original ratio as both
9Be and l0Be would be lost in that same

original ratio.

E.3.2 Accelerator Mass Spectrometry

Accelerator Mass Spectrometry is a

relatively new isotopic measurement

technique first employed in the late

seventies (Purser, 1976: Muller, 1977).

More extensive discussions of the

technique and particularly its
developments are provided by Purser

(1978); Litherland (198a); Woolfli
(1987) and Suter (1990). Descriptions of
specific machines used to measure

samples in ttre present study can be found

in Raisbeck et al. (1984), Southon er a/.

(1990) and Sparks et aI. (1984). Only a

brief technical summary is given here.

The central feature of an AMS (figure

8.8 and plate 8.1) is a van der Graaf
generator that creates a large controlled

electric potential. This potential is used

to accelerate the particles to high

energies. At the high voltage terminal

accelerated particles undergo a charge

exchange from negative to positive. This

exchange is effected by electron stripping

of the particles in a carbon foil. The

newly positive particle is then further

accelerated away from the positively
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charged stripper or terminal. In the case

of BeO the molecular structure is also

destroyed at the'stripper'. It is the charge

exchange at these high energies that

eliminates any molecular contaminants

from the system.

A large analysing magnet will then

separate isotopes according to their mass.

Lower mass isotopes (the majority) are

directed towards a faraday cup and their

flux measured as a curent. Higher mass

isotopes are directed towards a nuclear

particle detector. The detector uses fwo

independent kinetic parameters to aid in

particle identification. The kinetic energy

of the particle independent of its charge,

and the rate of energy loss as the particle

enters the detector. These are measured

by the production of ionisation as a

particle fiaverses the gas or solid

constituting the detector.

It is usual to have several analysing

magnets, electrostatic deflectors and

absorbing foils in the system to ensure

correct particle selection and separation.

Electrostatic and magnetic lenses are

used to focus the particle beam and

ensure the best possible particle

transmission.

A caesium sputter ion source with the aid

of a low potential injector is used to

create and supply negatively charged

particles to the tandem accelerator (C-,

in the case of carbon and Be0-, in the

case of Beryllium). The technical

operation of negative ion spectroscopy is

much more simple than positive ion

spectroscopy, and operating background

levels are about five orders of magnitude

lower (Purser, 1978). BeO is used

because Be does not form stable negative

ions (Kvale et a1.,1985).

There are several advantages of
Accelerator Mass Spectrometry over

conventional Mass Spectrometry. The

increased electromagnetic potential

effectively eliminates molecular
background contribution and multiple

mass and energy to charge ratio solutions

(Purser, 1978). Increased measurement

potential using nuclear detection

techniques allows total energy and

energy loss of the particles to be

calculated- This provides unique particle

identification as well as increased

sensitivity (Purser, 1978). Accelerators

are particularly important as they can

uniquely identify and distinguish
between ion species (such as Carbon and

Beryllium), and they require only very

small amounts of source material (only

milligrams). They are also far quicker

than direct radioactivity counting.

A basic principle of AMS is that higher

voltage potentials produce a better beam

transmission. The voltage potential in the

AMS will determine the charge state that

particles leave the stripper in. Better

transmission is achieved at voltage

potentials greater than 3 MV (Nelson er

aI., 1984). At this potential Beryllium

atoms are leaving the stripper in charge

state 3. Higher potentials and beam

velocities are more important for
Beryllium measurements than, for
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example carbon measurements, because

of the large mass of the BeO molecule

(Suter, 1990). Because the beryllium

enters the stripper as an oxide molecule;

as the smaller beryllium atom is split

from the larger oxygen particle it is

scattered from the original beam track.

Higher potentials reduce the scattering

effect of molecular splitting. A
quadrupole lens immediately outside the

accelerator helps to refocus the beam

also.

Loss of energy in absorber foils can be

used to separate interfering isobars as

well as analysing particles. The isobar
l0B is particularly problematic when

measuring l0Be. This is the sole reason

for the extra nickel foil placed in front of
the gas detector. Because the l0B has a

higher atomic number than 10Be it will
suffer more energy loss when passing

through a solid medium. The foil is

sufficiently thick to just stop the 108, but

sufficiently thin to allow the l0Be to

continue through to the detector.

Unfortunately a bi-product of this

isobaric separation is production of 7Be.

The l0B colliding with Hydrogen atoms

in the nickel foil causes a nuclear

reaction producing 7Be. The 7B e

produces a continuous wide energy

background in the detector. This

background can be mostly distinguished

using a two dimensional detector (E161vs

AE;, but can only be truly accounted for

by preparation and measurement of a

blank with every suite of samples

measured. The background level in the

blank is used to normalise real sample

counts to a known zero.

Results from the AMS are recorded in

terrns of uansmission current of 9Be and

number of counts of loBe. The loBe

counts are recorded in a calculated and

experimentally defined window of
particle energy loss and residual particle

energy. The energy loss is recorded by

the gas detector as a function of length

and pressure of gas traversed by the

particles. Both the energy loss and

residual energy are measured by the

amounts of ionisation energy produced

by particle collisions within the

detectors. Final results are reported as

total particle energy (Etot = AE + Q"5)
versus energy loss.

8,4 Results

The number of measurements made as

part of the present study is less than

satisfactory for full development and

establishment of beryllium-10 as a

conclusive dating method for antarctic

margin sediments. There are two reasons

for this:

1) The need to first develop a method of
beryllium separation from the sediments

that accouns for the origin and location

of the 10Be. This work was necessary,

but prevented adequate time being spent

on sample preparation and measurement.

This work is presented in Appendix l.

2) The newness of the AMS technique

meant that machine preparation and
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development was also concurrently being

undertaken, again slowing the

measurement progress. This also meant

that results needed to be cross-checked

with other laboratories to establish their

validity. These cross checks were not

always in agreement, usually for
technical reasons, requiring further work

to establish the nature of the

disagreement.

Sample measurements were made in

collaboration with The Accelerator

section of the Institute of Geological and

Nuclear Sciences (IGNS). Cross-checks

were made possible with the help of Jay

Davis and John Southon at Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL),

University of California, U.S.A. and

Grant Raisbeck of the Laboratoire Rene

Bernas (CNRS), Paris, France. Samples

measured at the IGNS and LLNL were

prepared using the methodology outlined

in appendix 2. Samples measured at the

CNRS were prepared using the procedure

outlined in Bourles et al. (1989).

Sixteen samples were measured from the

CIROS-2 core, housed at the Institute of

Geological and Nuclear Sciences core

store, Wellington. Three samples were

measured from DVDP- 1 l, with
permission from Denis S. Cassidy of the

Antarctic Core Facility, Florida State

University, Tallahassee, Florida, U.S.A.

Two samples were measured from the

ocean floor of Granite Harbour, to use as

a modern day reference sample. These

samples were selected from the samples

collected by Macpherson (1987) for their

similar texture to samples measured in

the CIROS-Z and DVDP-ll cores. The

measurement results are presented in

Table 8.1.

8.4.1 Discussion of Standards

Four different standards were used in

measuring samples from the two cores.

The CNRS standard was one prepared by

CNRS and its l03g'93s ratio is unknown

to the present author. Measurements at

IGNS were made using the NBS/IIIST

standard (reported 103";93s ratio of 2.68

E-l1). Measurements at LLNL were

made using either the LLNL10000
(reported 103s'9gs ratio of 1.00 E-l1) or

the KNSTD3770 (reported logs'93s

ratio of 3.77 E-12) standard. Both of
these were prepared by LLNL.

An intercomparison was made of the

three known standards (NBS/NIST,

LLNLI0000, and KNSTD3770) using

the LLNL Accelerator Mass

Spectrometer. This was to ensure that

measured sample values from different

laboratories would be in agreement and

could be freely combined. These

intercomparisons are given in table 8.2.

The LLNLI0000 and KNSTD3770

standards are in agreement to within 27o.

However the NBS/NIST standard was

found to differ by 14 Vo, with an

intercomparison value of 3.12 E-ll
(reported value 2.68 E-11). Hofmann er

al. (1987) report the 10Be:9Be ratio as

being (3.08 10.08) E-11 which is in
agreement with the value measured here.
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Table 8.1: Beryllium measurements and results table for cored Antarctic margin strata in
McMurdo Sound.
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Subsequent to the initial preparation of

the NBS/NIST standard (Inn et al.,

1987), workers from NBSA.{IST reported

an error in their calculations (John

Southon, pers. comm.). It was thought

that a gram/gram value was mistaken for

an atom./atom value or visa versa. Later,

Grant Raisbeck of the CNRS compared

the NBS/i{ST standard with his own and

found the 2.68 E-l1 value to agree. He

suggested that the reported half-life of

Hofmann et aI. (1987) was therefore in

enor (John Southon, pers. comm.)

The LLNL10000 standard was prepared

by irradiation of BeO, using a 98 e

thermal capture cross-section of 8.6 mb

and assuming pure thermal capture and

negligible self-absorption, to give a

nominal l03s'93s ratio of 1.0 E-l1 (John

Southon, pers. comm.). An assumed half-

life was not required. The KNSTD3770

was measured by p-counting, assuming a

half-life of 1.50 Ma., giving a l0Be:9Be

ratio of 3.77 E-Iz within the counter

error (Kuni Nishiizumi, pers comm.).

Because of the agreement between these

two standards (less than ZVo, table 8.2),

and their different preparation methods,

they are accepted to be reliable.

When intercompared with the NBSA.{IST

standard, the measure6 l03s'93e ratio of

the NBS/MST standard was 3.12 E-II
(error; 2.0 E-13). This is in agreement

with the value originally reported by

Hofmann et al. (1987).It this value is

correct, then the half life of l.5l Ma. also

reported by Hofmann et aI. (1987) must

also be accepted. Within error limits, this

Samole Standard user 10Be/98€ ratio 0B€/9Be ratio lBackoround ratio Backoround conscled ralil
ol slandard ralro 4f(ol alio ,nor alio ror

)AMS B€O Bank 8.900 E-15 5.5 E-15 3.918 E-15 t.5 E-15

-LNL1 0000 (NSTD3770 r.77 E 2 ).890 E 2 1.9 E-l3 2.0 E-l4 1.0 E-1'l 9.949 E-l2 1.9 E-13

-1NL1000,0 (NSTD3770 ,.77 E a t.664 E. 2 1.9 E-13 2.0 E-14 r.o E-14 9.721 E-12 1.9 E-13

-LNLl 0000 (NSTD3770 ,.77 E 2 r.836 E. 2 1.7 E.13 2.0 E-14 1.O E-14 9.891 E-12 1.7 E-13

-LNL10000 (NSTD3770 t.77 E 2 t.743 E 2 1.9 E-13 2.O E-l1 1.0 E-14 9.801 E-r2 1.9 E-1 3

fisTD3770 _1N110000 1.00 E-11 t.804 E-12 1.4 E-13 3.0 E-l4 ,o E.'t4 !.782 E-12 1.4 E-1 3

KNSTD377O -LNLl 0000 1.OO E-11 3.747 E-12 t.6 E.14 3.0 E-11 .o E-l4 t.724 E-12 s.7 E-l3
(NSTD3770 -LNL10000 1.00 E-i1 3.848 E-r2 5.4 E.t4 !.0 E-14 1.0 E-11 ,.826 E-12 6.5 E-l/t

{sT rLNL10000 1.00 E-11 3.131 E-11 4.9 E-13 1.0 E-1/t 1.O E-l4 3.137 E.1t {.9 E-1 3

{sI rLNLl 0000 1.00 E-11 3.126 E-11 ,1.6 E-l3 1.0 E-t.l l.o E-14 llul F-t {.6 E-13

{sr LLNLlOOOO 1.00 E-11 3.090 E-11 3.1 E-13 f-0 E-11 r.o E-14 3.096 E-11 t.4 E-l3
{sr LLNLl OOOO 1.00 E-11 3.121 E-11 l.o E-l3 1.0 E-14 1.O E-lil 3.120 E-l1 r.0 E-l3

rackoround corection accounls lor boron conlamination, lluctuation in potenlial, base measuremont lov€13, and blank values

Table g.2: Intercomparison of different standards used for loBe measurement in the

or"r"nt study. LLNL10000 is a standard prepared by Lawrence Livermore National

til;;;"ty dv ir"iiution. KNSTD3770 is i stindara p:epqggly Kuni Nishiizumi and

measureO'Uy F-rou"ting, assuming a !._50 Ma. half-life. ThL NIST standard is prepared by

ttri Nationai Institute oiStandards-and Technology (Hofmann et a1.,1987)'
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Sample Sample 1OBe atoms/ 1OBe atoms/ o/o QllOf
Depth (mbsf) oram sediment qram sediment

NIST = 2.68 E-11 NIST = 3.08 E-l1

c2-2 32.00 2.913 E09 3.348 E09 6.85
c2-3 50.47 1.416 E08 1.627 E08 7.74
c2-5 79.1 0 1.466 E08 1.685 E08 7.52
c2-10 1 28.1 0 1.003 E08 1.1s3 E08 14.06
c2-12 139.70 8.89s E07 1.022 E08 8.69
C2-13c 152.00 1.180 E08 1.356 E08 8.06
c2-14 157.00 5.583 E07 6.416 E07 10.90
C2-15c 1 65.70 1.665 E08 1.914 E08 14.82

D1 1-3 210.30 1.718 E08 1.974 E08 9.29
D1 1-1 324.90 3.244 E07 3.728 EO7 16.37

GH84.35 0.00 2.552 E09 2.933 E09 6.54
GH83-37 0.00 2.235 E09 2.569 E09 7.35

Table 8.3: IGNS Beryllium results table for cored Antarctic margin_strata in McMurdo
Sound. Measurements are reported with respect to depth and are all normalised to the
LLNLI0000 standard.

value is in agreement with that assumed

in the B-counting of the KNSTD3770

standard.

For the purposes of this study the l0Be

half lit'e of l,5l Ma. (Hofmann et aI.,

1987) is accepted, as are the reported

values of the LLNLI0000 standard (1.00

E-11) and the KNSTD3770 standard

(3.77 E-12). The new 2.68 E-l I value

given for the NBS/NIST standard is not

accepted. The previously reported 3.08

E-11 value (Hofmann et a1.,1987) for the

NBS/NIST standard is accepted, because

of its agreement with all the orher

standards. Because of this different
NBS/NIST value, all measuremenrs

made at IGNS have been normalised to

the new value (table 8.3) ro allow

intercomparison with the LLNL
measurements.

8.4.2 CNRS Measurements

The standard used for measurement of
these samples is unknown. Because of
this, measurements made at the CNRS

are nol used in the dating of CIROS-2 or

DVDP-8. If we accept that the

measurements are directly comparable to

those made at LLNL and IGNS (table

8.4), the ocean floor samples measured

from Granite Harbour by CNRS have
1OBe values 707o lower than the same

samples measured at LLNL. However, of
all the other samples measured from the

CIROS-2 and DVDP-I I cores the CNRS

values are sometimes more than an order

1o,2



Sample Sample CNRS measurement LLNL measurement IGNS measuremen
Depth (mbsf) 1OBe atomsloram 1OBe atoms/oram 1OBe atoms/oram

sediment sediment sediment

c2-2 32.0 s.920 E07 3.378 E08 3.348 E08
c2-3 50.5 5.420 E07 1.627 EO$
c2-4 58.0 2.980 E07
c2-5 79.1 1.685 E08
c2-6 80.8 4.820 EA7
c2-8 98.8 5.020 EO7
c2-10 128.1 1.153 E08
c2-11 1 39.1 2.460 E07
c2-12 139.i 1.422 E08
c2-1 3 151.8 3.650 E07 1 187 E08 1.356 E08
c2-14 1 57.C 5.114 E07 6.416 E07
c2-15 165.7 8.400 E06 1.196 E08 1 .914 E08

D11-5 167.1 1.256 E07
D1 1-3 210.3 1.602 E08 1.974 E08
011-1 324.9 2.096 E07 3.728 EO7

GH84-35 0.0 5.020 E08 2.411 E09 2.933 E09
GH85-37 0.0 6.720 E08 2.626 E09 2.569 E09

Table 8.4: Intercomparison of beryllium results from the three different laboratories.
Measurements are reported with respect to depth.

of magnitude lower than the LLNL
values.

The difference in values are attributed to

two variables: l) The lower potential of
the Tandetron AMS used by the CNRS,

reducing the total percentage yields; and

2) the two different sample preparation

techniques. The method of Wilson and

Ditchburn (L992) (used in preparation of
samples measured at LLNL) removes all

the adsorbed l0Be and all the lOBe that is

subsequently incorporated into
authigenic cement phases during
diagenesis. The method of Bourles et al.

(1989) (used in preparation of samples

measured at CNRS) is much more

detailed and only separates the adsorbed
10Be from samples and does not attack

any authigenic cement phases.

In figure 2 of Bourles et al. (1989)

(reproduced as figure 8.9 here) Beryllium

measurements made (using the

preparation method of Bourles et al.,
1989) from Central Pacific core RC12-65

are shown. This figure also shows the

percent Carbonate from the same core.

An inverse relationship can be observed

between the loBe:9Be ratio and the

Carbonate content. Above lOm in the

core, where the Carbonate content is

negligible: Bourles et al. (1989) report

the adsorbed 10Be content, when

compared with palaeomagnetic age, to

agree with the 1.51 Ma, half-life of
Hofmann et aI. (1987). Below l0 m in

the core, the adsorbed l0Be contenr.

when compared with palaeomagnetic
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Figure 8.9: 10Be and 9Be extracted with
authigenic phases and calcium carbonate
as function of depth for sediment core
RC12-65. Calcium carbonate data are
from Hayes et al. (1969) (from Bourles et
a1.,1989).

age, suggests a half-life closer to l.3l
Ma.

In order to explain the obvious change in

nature at l0 m in the core, Bourles et al.

(1989) suggest using the natural 9Be

content of the core as a normalising

factor. The result of this still does not

agree satisfactorily with the l0Be half-

life reported by Hofmann €t al. (1987).

Bourles et aI. (1989) conclude that the

half life is in error.

Bourles et al. (1989) suggest that there

may be a digenetic effect on the core, but

go no further. The present study uses

these results as proof that l0Be must be

incorporated into authigenic cement

phases during diagenesis (in this case

carbonate). This explains why the l0Be

content changes so markedly in the core,

where there is a marked increase in the

carbonate content. It also explains why

CNRS measurements of the CIROS-2

and DVDP-I I samples vary so markedly

from the LLNL and IGNS
measurements. This reaffirms the

suggestion of Wilson and Ditchburn
(1992) that the 10Be must be removed

from all authigenic phases to ensure the

correct comparable 1OBe content is
measured (see discussion in section

8.3.1)

8.4.3 IGNS measurements

Twelve samples were measured at the

Institute of Geological and Nuclear

Sciences (IGNS) (figure 8.10), with

cross-check measurements made of the

same samples at the LLNL. The IGNS

measurements were made with respect to

the NBS/NIST standard. Table 8.3

reports these measurements normalised

to the newly accepted 3.08 E- I I
logs'93r ratio of the NBS/NIST

standard.

The values measured at IGNS are up to

30Vo higher than those made at LLIIL.
Those samples with smaller absolute

concentrations of l0Be tend to be more in

o25o
a
I

o
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NIST (standard)

G2-2 (32 mbsf)

C2-3 (s0 mbsf)

C2-5 (79 mbsfl

C2-10 (128 mbsf)

c2-12 (1{0 mbsO

C2-13 (152 mbsf)

C2-14 (l5/ mbsfl

C?.15 (166 mbs0

100
Be(NO3)2 plank)

Figure 8.10: Beryllium-10 measurement spectra from the CIROS-2 drill-hole
(normalised to the beryllium-9 curent at the analysing magnet. Measurements are number
of counts at the detector, with respect to count channel (energy).

s0 60 70

Channel

error than those with higher absolute

concentrations.

This difference in measurement arises

from the different AMS 10Be detection

methods and their ability to separate

'noise' from the lOBe signal. The IGNS

AMS identifies l0Be by E1s1 (figure

8.10). This reduces its effectiveness in

separating the 7Be noise level, created by

the particle beam interaction with the Ni

absorber foil (see discussion in section

8.3.2). The LLNL detection system

isolates both E161 and AE allowing the
7Be signal to be isolated (figure 8.11).

The inability of the IGNS AMS in this

investigation to isolate the 7Be signal

means that it will be incorporated as loBe

counts in the final statistics. The affect of

the 7Be will vary from sample to sample.

The less prominent the 10Be signal (i,e.

lower absolute 10Be values), the higher

the relative 7Be noise ratio. This explains

the greater error observed in the lower

absolute 10Be content samples measured

at IGNS. This means a simple correction

cannot be applied to all samples. A
gaussian subtraction of the two signals

might identify the two components, but

this makes assumptions about the nature

of the signals. Subsequent changes to the

measurement and data analysis
procedures have reduced the effect of the
7Be background, but these modifications

were not available for the present work.
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Figure 8.ll: Beryllium-10 measurement spectra for samples measured at LLNL,
measurements are of change in energy versus total energy. Samples illustrated are the
LLNLI0000 and NIST standards, a specially prepared blank, and C2-13 from the CIROS-
2 drill-core.



E.4.4 Dating CIROS-2 and DVDP-ll
with loBe

Because of the problems with the CNRS

measurements and the high noise

interference of the IGNS measurements,

it is difficuh at this stage to assemble a

reliable 10Be decay curve for the two

cores. In figure 8.I2 the loB e

concentration of CIROS-2, DVDP-I1

and Granite Harbour is shown as a

function of depth. The variance of the

CNRS measurements can easily be seen.

The noise interference of the IGNS

values can also be seen (figure 8.12);

IGNS values are always greater than

LLNL values for the same horizon.

crRos-2

Two trends can easily be seen in the data

from CIROS-2 (figure 8.13a): 1) There is

an exponential decay with depth, as

expected; and2) There is a change in the

nature of the curve at ca. 50 m sub-

bottom depth. The rate of decay appea.rs

much faster above 50 m than below.

There are two possible geological

reasons for this: l) There is an hiatus

above 50 m sub-bottom depth in the

CIROS-2 core; or 2) the average

sedimentation rate is greater above 50 m

sub-bottom depth.

The plot in figure 8.13a is an average

decay curve for the CIROS-2 core (see

discussion in section 8.2.5). There is

obvious variation from the best fit curve.

This is greater than that expected from

sedimentation rate variation and is

probably due to the ice sheet effect (see

discussion in section 8.2.5).
Unfortunately the number of data points

in the present study is not sufficient to

establish the true nature of variation.

Consequently the age resolution is much

poorer than expected.

The base of the core is from CIROS-2

has a l0Be content ca. 4l0Be half-lives

less than the samples form Granite

Harbour. The level of the Ash (ca. 125

m) has a 10Be content ca. 3 l0Be half-

lives less than Granite Harbour. This

suggests ages of 6 Ma. and 4.5 Ma.

respectively. This result does not agree

with the K/Ar and Ar/Ar age of the ash.

The K/Ar and Ar/Ar age is taken as

correct and there are two possible

lo Be content ( otoms 7 grom )

106 ro7 roE roe roto

300

400

Figure 8.12: absolute concentration of
loBe of CIROS-2, DVDP-11, and
Granite Harbour samples versus depth.
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lo Be content ( otoms / grom )

ro7 ro8 roe

reasons for the 10Be age discrepancy.

Both of these are related to the Granite

Harbour samples. They are either not

good correlatives to the CIROS-2

mudstone horizons, or the process of

removal of the loBe from ocean floor

sediments into the stratigraphic column is

not directly comparable.

Adopting the IVAr and ArlAr ash age of

2.8 L 0.3 Ma. (chapter 7), the loB e

measurements suggest that the bottom of

the CIROS-Z core (167 m sub-bottom

depth). is between 1 and 1.5 Ma. years

older than the Ash horizon, resulting in

an age of 4.1 t 0.5 Ma. (figure 8.13b). It
also suggests that the upper 50 m of the

core is deposited with the same average

sedimentation rate as the 50-167 m

interval of the core. The expected

150

200

Figure 8.13a: Absolute concentration of l0Be
in CIROS-2 and Granite Harbour samples versus
depth. Only samples measured at IGNS or
LL-NL are shown. Ignoring the Granite Harbour
samples, the line of best fit of data has equation:
ln C - ln Co - -0.00786 x depth (error = 28Vo, R
squared = 0.552). If constant sedimentation is
assumed (becausc of the limited number of data

points), the base of the core is 2.6 + 6.3 l03s
half lives (3.9 t 1.2 Ma.) older than the top of
the core. lo Be content ( otoms / grom )

3g:o
Age

Figure B.l3b: Age interpretation of the absolute 10Be concentration in CIROS-2 samples

meisured at IGNS and LLNL. Interpretations are made adopting: l) the 'ash age' of 2-8 t 0.3 Ma.

at IZS m sub-bottom aepth (see chapter 7),2) assuming coirstant sedimentation, and 3) Slope of

'best fit' line controlled only by the stanctard 10Be decay rate. Age_datums are. extrapqlated from
rhe line of best fit that satisfiei all these criteria. New line of besi fit has equation: In C - In Cs =
-0.00825 x depth (error = 26Vo, R squared = 0-492).
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Table 8.5a: Age data for the CIROS-2 drill-core strata adopted using the absolute l0Be
concentration defined by the criteria outlined in figure 8.13b. Errors on age estimates are

calculated from variations in actual l0Be concentration measurement and point sedimentation
rates.

Depth (m\ absolute l0Be content Age (MaJ
(atoms/gram)

4.1 x 108

3x108
2.2x l&
1.9 x 108

1.05 x 108

9.5 x 107

7x107

0

210

325

4.1 x 108

1.6 x 108

2.6 x 108

0

3.0 i 0.4

6.0 r 0.7

comparative present day 103" content of
McMurdo Sound mudstones (assuming

interglacial conditions) is ca. 4.1 808

atomVgram (figure 8.13b).

Datums assigned for the CIROS-2 core

from the normalised 10Be concentration

curve (figure 8.13b) are presented in

table 8.5a.

DVDP.11

Only three horizons were measured in

the DVDP-I1 core. Sample Dll-5 had a

very high boron content after the initial

0

32

50.5

79.r

t25

139

166

processing, making it impossible to

measure. The target material was

rereated using hyperchloric acid and

remeasured. However, very little material

remained and the result is somewhat

suspect. The other two samples (Dll-3
and Dl1-l) were measured at both LLNL
and IGNS and found to be in good

agreement. Unfortunately no independent

age is yet established for the DVDP-ll
core.

If the equivalent modern day loBe value

is used as a zero age for the core (figure

8.14). The l0Be concentration at 210 m

0

1.2 r 0.1

t.4! 0.2

r.7 !0.2
2.8 r 0.3

3.2t0.4
4.0 r 0.5

Table 8.5b: Age data for the DVDP-ll drill-core strata adopted using the absolute 10Be
concentration defined by the criteria outlined in figure 8.14. Errors on age estimates are
calculated from variations in actual 1OBe concentration measurement and point sedimentation
rates.

f)enth (m) absolute 10Be content Age (MaJ
(atoms/gram)
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depth in the core is 2 lOBe half-lives

lower, and the concentration at 325 m

depth is 4 loBe half-lives lower.

Accordingly, expected ages for the 210

m and 325 m depth horizons are ca.3-0

Ma. and 6.0 Ma. This suggests that the

three mudstone horizons below the ash in

the CIROS-2 core and the three

mudstone horizons between 200 m and

250 m depth in the DVDP-ll core are

comparable.

Datums assigned for the CIROS-2 core

from the normalised lOBe concentration

curve (figure 8.14) are presented in table

8.5.

l0Be contenl ( otoms / grom )

ro7 ro8 lo e lolo

oo

---o-,4

6420
Age

Figure 8.14: Age interpretation of the

absolute lOBe concentration of DVDP- I I
samples measured at IGNS and LLNL,
assuming the same zero concentration as

calculated for the CIROS-2 site.

fl tlNL DVDP meogrtements

a lGNs DVDP tr€ost'r€m€nls

I UNL GH suatoc€ frl€osurern€ntt

8.5 Conclusions

Previous assumptions necessary for
cosmogenic 10Be to be used for dating

sediments are found not to be necessary

when using absolute concentrations of
10Be in conjunction with facies analysis

to date sediments from the Antarctic

margin. Because of the nature of
glaciomarine sedimentation, horizons

deposited in similar environments have

the potential to provide a relative dating

scheme. These key horizons can provide

reference values for constructing a local

logarithmic decay curve for each part of
the Antarctic margin.

The present study demonstrates the

proposed method and its viability.
However, the resolution of sampling thus

far is not sufficient to be able to establish

a model of Antarctic Ice Sheet

fluctuation from the variations between

measured and predicted levels of loBe in

the cores. Reduced and enriched levels

from ice sheet growth and decay

respectively.

The ocean floor samples from Granite

Harbour did not prove to be good

estimates of present day equivalent l0Be

concentrations for the CIROS-2 and

DVDP-l I cores. This was despite their

textural similarity. However,
environmentally, there is no question that

these sediments are forming in much

more glacial conditions than any of the

other horizons sampled in either the

CIROS-2 or DVDP-11 cores.
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Chapter - 9

Palaeomagnetism

Magnetozones are defined for the CIROS-2 core and the magnetozones of Ishman and

Rieck (1993) are adopted for the DVDP-I I core. The biostratigraphy of Harwood (1986)

and Ishman and Rieck (1993) are used in conjunction with radiometric ages (chapters 7

and 8) to correlate the magnetozones wilh the polarity timescale of Ness et a/. (1980). In

DVDP-I1 chron 5, the Gilbert and Gauss Epochs, and the lowest part of the Matuyama

Epoch are identified. In CIROS-2 the upper part of the Gilbert Epoch, the Gauss epoch and

the lowest part of the Matuyama Epoch are identified. The magnetostratigraphic

correlations show relatively slow sedimentation rates (ca. 50 m/ltla.) but nearly continuous

deposition of strata, despite the many glacial advances and retreats (chapter 5). The

integrated magnetostratigraphies are the age basis for the history of sedimentation in

McMurdo sound (in chapter 5) and the inferred history of East Antarctic ice sheet

fluctuation (in chapter 6), through biosuatigraphic conelations. The magnetostratigraphy

also provides the correlation with the eustatic sea-level record from the South Wanganui

Basin.

9.1 Introduction

Few palaeomagnetic studies have been

carried out in southern Victoria Land.

They have concentrated on pre-

Cainozoic basement rocks, particularly

igneous complexes, with a view to
establishing pre-Cainozoic virtual
geomagnetic poles.

The DVDP-ll core was studied for its
palaeomagnetic properties by Purucker er

a/. (1981) as part of a larger study of 4

cores from Taylor Valley. Their work is

summarised here with additional
information from Ishman and Rieck

(19e3).

No formal report of the CIROS-2

palaeomagnetism is available, though

Harwood (1986) discusses and uses the

magnetostratigraphy in conjunction with

diatom biostratigraphy to provide age

constraint on the CIROS-2 core.

9.2 Palaeomagnetism

Purucker et al. (1981) sampled the

DVDP-I1 core after it was removed to

the Antarctic Core Storage Facility at

Florida State University. Measurements

were made using a superconducting

cryogenic magnetometer housed at the

Palaeomagnetics Laboratory of the U.S.

Geological Survey at Flagstaff, Arizona,

U.S.A. Five percent of samples were

subjected to full stepwise alternating

field demagnetisation. From analysis of
this initial behaviour, the remaining
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samples were cleaned by a single step

Alternating Field of 100 to 150 oersteds.

Purucker et al. (1981) sampled only

muddy horizons to ensure that samples

had attained true magnetic field
alignment. Individual sample
measurement reliability was assessed

using the Koenigsberger ratio.

The measurement procedure for CIROS-

2 palaeomagnetic samples was the same

as for the DVDP-II samples (Hugh

Rieck, pers. comm.)

9.3 Age and definition of
biostratigraphic datums

9.3.1 CrROS-2

Harwood (1986) studied the diatom flora

of both the CIROS-2 and DVDP-ll
cores. He used existing Subantarctic

based diatom stratigraphy (e.g.

Ciesielski, 1975;1983; or more recently

Harwood et al., 1992) to establish ages of
the same biostratigraphic occurrences in
both cores. Harwood (1986) compared

the biostratigraphic occurrences with
early interpretations of rhe

palaeomagnetic stratigraphy of the cores.

The resulting biostratigraphy is

summarised here to help in establishing

the magnetostratigraphy as used in this

study for dating and correlation of the

cores.

Barrett et al. (L992) (reproduced in
chapter 7 here) calibrated and supported

the biostratigraphic scheme of Harwood

(1986) and dispelled speculation about

diachroneity of pre-Pleistocene Antarctic

flora (e.g. Clapperton and Sugden, 1990).

The biostratigraphy of Harwood (1986)

and Webb et al. (1984) is therefore

adopted here-

Harwood (1986) recovered a diverse and

generally well preserved diatom

assemblage from the CIROS-2 core,

particularly from the lower mudstone

units. He recognised a sequence

including the Denticulopsis hustedtii

through Coscinodiscus vulnfficus Partial

Range Zones of Ciesielski (1983) in the

lower portion of the CIROS-2 core (105-

166.5 m). He therefore assigned a

discontinuous age range of 2.0--4.5 Ma.

for that section of the core.

Within this pre-Late Pliocene section of
the core, Harwood (1986) recognised

five diatom assemblages (labelled A-E)

that he dated in conjunction with his

interpretation of the palaeomagnetic

stratigraphy. Therefore, they are not used

here in assigning the
magnetostratigraphy of the core, but are

used as a comparison later (see section

e.s).

9.3.2 DVDP-ll

Harwood (1986) recognised a similar

diatom sequence in DVDP-ll to that

which he reported for CIROS-2. He

identified the Denticulopsis hustedtii

through Coscinodiscus vulnificus partial

range zones (Ciesielski, 1983) in the

middle of the DVDP-I1 core (155-250
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m). Accordingly, he assigned this part of

the core an age range of 2.0--4.5 Ma.

Ishman and Rieck (1993) recognise 3

benthic foraminifer zones within DVDP-

11. The oldest zone (Ammoelphidiella

uniforamina zone) they report to occur

below 242 m sub-surface, and to be of

Miocene age. The Epistominella exigua

Zone occurs between 167.2 and 242 m

sub-surface. The disappearance of
Ammoelphidiella tniforamina they report

to be indicative of the transition from

Miocene to Pliocene in the core. The

uppermost foraminifer zone recognised

by Ishman and Rieck (1993) is the

Trifarina spp. Zone.It occurs between

193 and 202 m sub-surface and indicates

a Late Pliocene age.

9.4 Ages from radiometric
methods.

Chapter 7 reports the dating of the tuff
ca. I25 m deep in the CIROS-2 core to

be 2.8 r 0.3 Ma. Chapter 8 reporu on the

beryllium-10 dating of the two cores and

provides several independent dates for

each of several horizons in both cores.

Five ages have been reported for the

CIROS-2 core, two of which are within

the pre-late Pliocene sequence being

studied here: The base of the core (unit

Cl) is assigned an age of 4.0 r 0.5 Ma.

and unit C5 (ca. 139 m deep) is assigned

an age of 3.2 a 0.4 Ma.

Two loBe ages are reported for the

DVDP-l l core. Both are within the pre-

Late Pliocene sequence in the core. Unit
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D2 (ca.325 m deep) towards the base of
the drill-hole is assigned an age of 6.0 r
0.7 Ma. A muddy horizon towards the
centre of unit Dl5 (ca. 210 m deep) is
assigned an age of 3.0 t 0.4 Ma.

9.5 Magnetostratigraphy

The polarity timescale used is that of
Ness er a/. (1980). More recent polarity
timescales than that of Ness et al. (19g0)
have been proposed. Cande and Kent
(1992) present a new timescale that
suggests the oldest strata in this study are

slightly older than reported here.
Shackleton et aI. (1992) presenr an
'astronomically tuned' timescale, from
ODP Leg 138 strata, that suggesrs the
older strata studied here are younger than
reported. Because of this disagreemenr,

neither timescale is adopted here.
Correlative New Zealand stages using the
timescale of Edwards et al. (19gg) are
suggested for the purposes of later
comparison with the Wanganui Basin
records (hgure 9.1).

9.5.1 The CIROS-2 record

Magnetozones

Polarity zones for the CIROS-2 core
(figure 9,2) include l0 normal, I I
reversed, and 4 of undetermined polarity.
The zones are defined by inclination
only. Each normal polarity zone is
defined by samples only of normal
polarity; no normally defined polarity
zone includes any reversed polarity
samples- Indeterminate polarity zones are

identified only where a substantial
thickness of core remains unsampled.
Reversed polarity zones are determined
for any strata that contain samples with
measured reversed polarity. If the
intensity of normal polarity samples is
weak within a zone of dominantly
reversed polarity samples, they are
considered to be samples retaining a

component of normal overprinting.

Only one polarity zone, R6, is defined by
one sample. Because this is reversed it is
thought to be reliable. Normal polarity
zones Nl, N7 and N8 are each defined by
only two normal polarity samples. In
each case the intensity of cleaned signal
is high and considered to be a reliable
detrital remanence.

Indeterminate polarity zone T4
comprises the top 3l m of the CIROS_2
core. This zone is indeterminate because

of the poor core recovery and the
coarseness of the sediment that was
recovered, and hence a poor depth
sampling interval, and poor reliability of
magnetisation.

Correlation to the polarity timescale
(figure 9.3)

Gilbert epoch

From ca. 140 m deprh in CIROS-2 to the

base of the core (ca. 166 m depth) the
magnetic polarity sequence is dominantly
reversed with two short intervals of
normal polarity (magnetozones Nl - R3,
figure 9.3). From the diatom range zone
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information and the loBe ages, this

sequence is assigned to the upper Gilbert

chron. Ttre 10Be age of 3.2 t 0.4 Ma. ca.

139 m deep in the core coincides with the

Gilbert-Gauss magneto-chron as

recognised in this study. Ness er a/.

(1980) assign this an age of 3.40 Ma.

which is in good agreement. Using the
lOBe age of 4.0 i 0.5 Ma. assigned to the

bottom of the sequence, the two short

normal polarity magnetozones are

assigned to the Cochiti and Nunivak

subchrons respectively. This confines the

base of the CIROS-2 drill-hole to an age

of 4.I-4.2 Ma., which is in good

agreement with the diatom
biostratigraphic age allocated by
Harwood (1986) and much younger than

the ca.4.9 Ma. age adopted by Barrett

and Hambrey (1992).

Gauss Epoch

The 110 - 140 m interval in the CIROS-2

core (magnetozones N3 - N7) is of
predominantly normal or unmeasured

polarity. The diatom biostratigraphy is

used in conjunction with the tuff age to

assign this interval to the Gauss normal

chron. The Gilbert-Gauss transition is

identified at ca. 139 m depth in the core

at the same horizon as the l0Be age of
3.2 L 0.4 Ma. Two intervals of reversed

polarity are identified near the centre of

this interval (122-128 m depth), and are

assigned to the Kaena and Mammoth

events. In the upper Gauss normal chron,

several short intervals of reversed

polarity are identified. Similar events are

recognised in the South Wanganui Basin

sequences (see section 4) and in many

other Pliocene sequences (e.g. Liddicoat

et al., 1980 and Ronai, l98l). The

resolution in this study prevents

correlation of these short scale polarity

excursions.

Matuyama Epoch

The base of the Matuyama Epoch is

recognised at a depth of ca. 122 m in the

core. The interval from ca. 64-122 m

depth has predominantly reversed

polarity. It includes the top of Harwood's

(1986) diatom Denticulopsis hustedtii
partial range zone (at 105 m depth) dated

at ca. 2.5 Ma. and a l0Be age of I.7 !0.2
Ma. at ca. 79 m depth. The loBe age

dated horizon occurs in the centre of a
large normal interval (72-83 m depth),

which is identified as the Olduvai event.

The lower part of the CIROS-2 core

(units Cl through C4) is correlated with

the upper Opoitian Stage (early middle-

upper Pliocene). Units C5 through C8

represent the waitotaran superstage

(upper Pliocene). The base of the

Nukumaruan is correlated with the

boundary between units C8 and C9.

9.5.2 The DVDP-ll record

Magnetozones

The magnetozones reported by Purucker

et aI. (1981) are adopted here, along with

the two further magnetozones identified

by Ishman and Rieck (1993). Purucker et

a/. (1981) assessed individual sample
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reliability using the Koenigsberger ratio

(Stacey and Banerjee, 1974), and

samples were accepted or rejected

accordingly in assigning magnetozones

to the DVDP-I1 core. Accordingly in the

present study; 1l normal polarity zones

and 1 I reversed polarity zones are

adopted (figure 9.4).

Correlation to the magnetic polarity
timescale (figure 9.5)

Ishman and Rieck (1993) assign

magnetozones R7 and N7 to chron 5 of

the International Timescale.
Magnetozones R8 through Rl l are

assigned to the lower half of the Gilbert

reversed Chron. The Sidjuveld
magnetosubchron they infer to be

missing in their hiatus Hl at 242 m sub-

surface depth. The upper half of the

Gilbert Chron they infer to be missing in

their H2[FI3 hiatus. Magnetozone N I I

above the hiatus they correlate with the

upper part of the Gauss normal chron.

Strata including Magnetozones Rl2
through Rl4 they assign to the

Matuyama chron and the remaining strata

to the Brunhes Normal Chron. The two

Beryllium-lO ages of 3 ! 0.5 Ma. and 6 r
0.5 Ma. for 210 m and 325 m subsurface

depth respectively (see chapter 8)

corroborate the age assignments of
Ishman and Rieck (1993). Consequently,

they are adopted here.

The base of the DVDP-II core is
correlative with the lowermost Kapitean

stage. Units Dl-D7 comprise the

Kapitean Stage (latest Miocene). The

Opoitian Stage (Early Pliocene) is
represented by units D8 through D15.

The remaining pre-Late Pliocene portion

of the core (units Dl6-D19) comprise

much of the Waitotaran superstage. The

base of the Nukumaruan Stage occurs

slightly above the base of unit D20.

9.6 Discussion and correlation

Several conclusions can be drawn from

correlation of the CIROS-2 and DVDP-

I I core magnetostratigraphies with the

polarity timescale. The record of
sedimentation in both cores is sub-

continuous, with less than 20Vo of total

time missing in the recognised

unconformities (figures 9.3 and 9.5).

Two major unconformities were

recognised in the DVDP- I I core by

lshman and Rieck (1993) at 202 m

(H2lH3) and 242 m (Hl) depth. These

are dated 
^t2.9-3.1 

m.y. and 4.3-4.6 m.y.

respectively. Three pre-Late Pliocene

unconformities are recognised in the

CIROS-2 core. The first is the base of the

core at ca. 166 m that unconformably

overlies Granite Gneiss basement. This is

dated at pre 4.1 Ma. and is correlated

with the Hl unconformity in the DVDP-

l1 core (figure 9.6). The other two

unconformities identified in the CIROS-2

core occur at ca. 110 m (H3) and 140 m

(H2) and are dated at 2.4-2.5 m.y. and

3.4-3.8 m.y. respectively. Unconformity

H3 is correlated with the H2lH3 hiatus in

the DVDP-11 core reported by Ishman

and Rieck (1993).
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Units C1-C4 are correlated with units between the two cores. .b6wever, the

D12-D16. These two successions individual unit correlations aro not cJe-ar

comprise Group C as identified in (fi$rr€ 9'q.
chape.r d Group D is fikewise correlated
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SECTION.3

THB RBCORD IN THEWANGANUI
BASIN

View of the Wanganui River Valley from the south. The Wanganui River Road is in the
foreground.

Chapter - 10: Introduction
Chapter - 11: Stratigraphy
Chapter - l2z Age and correlation
Chapter - 13: Facies analysis
Chapter - l4z Sequence Stratigraphy
Chapter - 15: Late Neogene eustatic sea level history
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Chapter - 10

Introduction

Section 3 provides detailed observations of the Late Miocene and Pliocene siliciclastic

middle to shallow marine strata of the South Wanganui Basin. The strata comprise marine

mudstones, sandstones, shell beds, and occasionally conglomerates. These lithofacies types

indicate mid.-outer shelf to shoreface depositional environments with marked lithological

variation along strike reflecting proximal to localised sediment sources. Chapter 11

presents the stratigraphic framework for interpretation and chapters 13 and 14 the facies

and sequence stratigraphic models for interpreting the depositional history. The Late

Neogene sea level record interpreted from the South Wanganui basin Strata is presented in

chapter 15, chronology for the record is presented in chapter 12. Geologic maps of the

strata cropping out in the Wanganui and Rangitikei River Valleys are presented as

enclosures I and 2 respectively. This introduction includes an explanation of the tectonic

and lithospheric evolution of the North and South Wanganui Basin. A southward

progressing lithospheric wave model is adopted and is crucial to interpretation of the

sequence stratigraphic elements of the South Wanganui Basin strata.

10.1 - Introduction and aims

The aim of this section of the thesis is to

present a high resolution record of
eustatic sea level variation. This has

required development of new chronology

for the South Wanganui Basin strata

(presented in section 4). Sub aims of this

section were l) create a working

lithostratigraphic framework for field
identification, interpretation and dating

of the Wanganui and Rangitikei River

strata; 2) Develop a model of sequence

stratigraphic development that allowed a

detailed interpretation of eustatic sea

level. This required 3) development of
facies models so that interpretation could

be based directly on stratigraphic

outcrop.

Three sections were chosen to study the

South Wanganui Basin. Those cropping

out in the Wanganui and Rangitikei

River Valleys and in the Turakina River

Valley at Hautawa Road (plate l0-1).

The latest Miocene (Kapitean) was a
time of low eustatic sea level in New

7s,aland, (Roberts, 1990; Edwards, 1987).

Therefore, it was thought useful to
include enough of the Kapitean Stage of

the Wanganui Basin strata to establish

the nature of sedimentation in the late

Miocene. The base of the section was

chosen as the fossiliferous conglomerate

cropping out at the Mangaparua Landing,

north of Pipiriki. The top of the section

was chosen as the Hautawa Shell bed

incorporating the first occurrence of the

cold water species Chlamys delicatula
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(Fleming, 1953). This was thought to be

young enough to include strata indicative

of a possible change in oceanic

conditions coincident with the postulated

late development of the Antarctic ice

sheet (Webb et al., 1984). An added

advantage with the Hautawa Shell Bed

marking the top of the section was its

basin-wide occurrence.

The Hautawa Road section was chosen to

gain a better definition of the strata

surrounding the Hautawa Shell bed, as

exposure in the Wanganui river becomes

limited above the Wilkies Shell Bed.

The Rangitikei River section from

basement to the Hautawa Shell bed was

chosen to help corroborate the eustatic

sea-level interpretation from the more

extensive Wanganui River Section.

!i_ t-rlt!"I'
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10.2 Fieldwork Methods

The Wanganui River section was mapped

in two different ways; The upper reaches

beyond Pipiriki were mapped entirely

from the river. Initially an aluminium

dingy was used for access and later a jet

boat was used. The lower reaches of the

river were mapped from continuous

cuttings in the Wanganui River Road.

The Hautawa Road section was also

mapped from road cuttings. The

Rangitikei River section was mapped

from the river using a jet boat.

Each section was continuously sketched

into field notebooks, recording local

measurements of thin units and localities

of contacts of larger units- Each locality

was recorded on the map and an altitude

major sections studied
valleys. The Miocene-

the Hautawa Shell bed
the top of the section

Plate 10.1: Location map of the South Wanganui Basin. The
include those cropping out in the Wanganui and Rangitikei River
Pliocene boundary is shown towards the north of the basin and
separating Middle and Upper Pliocene strata and also marking
studied here, is shown to the south. 12g



recorded using a surveying altimeter for

later calculation of exact thicknesses of
units, and complete sections. Surveying

was tied to local bench marks (in the

Wanganui River), trig heights and spot

heights on the NZMS 260 series maps.

Pressure fluctuations were accounted for

by assuming linear drift between

benchmark measurements.

In the Wanganui River the base map used

was a l:10,000 scale map prepared by

Electricorp for possible hydro

development of the River. In the

Hautawa Road and Rangitikei River

sections l:25,000 scale preparation maps

for NZMS 260 series maps were used.

The shallow dip angles of the strata in

the basin limit the accuracy of
stratigraphic thickness measurements to
+3m.

Where formational definitions did not

already exist or observed lithology did

not fit into the existing definition, strata

were mapped as lithologic units, for later

definition or redefinition into groups and

formations. Due to the cyclic nature of

sedimentation, already recognised by Ker

(1973), and the differences in thicknesses

and distribution observed, this proved to

be easier than initial definition of formal

units before logging the strata.

10.2.1 Tectonic setting

The North Island of New Tealand forms

part of the Australia - Pacific subduction

zone, with subduction and shortening

occurring within the Central North Island

Axial Tectonic Belt (Walcott, 1978)

(figure l0.l). West of this Belt Stern and

Davey (1989) recognise two distinct

sedimentary basins. One is the Central

Volcanic Region (including the North

Taranaki Basin, North Wanganui Basin

and the Taupo Volcanic Zone), to the

north, where the subducted slab is 300

km. deep. Here a high heat flow
extensional back arc basin extends from

the Axial Tectonic Belt in the east to

beyond Mount Taranaki in the west. To

the south, is the Wanganui Basin, where

the subducted slab is only 200 km deep.

The Wanganui Basin is a much younger

compressional basin, between the Axial

Tectonic Belt to the east and the Patea-

Tongaporutu High in the West.

The Wanganui Basin of Stern and Davey

(1989) is equivalent to the South

Wanganui Basin discussed by Anderton

(1981) (hereafter refened to as the South

Wanganui Basin). The North Wanganui

Basin (Anderton, 1981) is now

extensional and is more part of the

Central Volcanic Region than the South

Wanganui Basin (figure 10.1).

Stern et aI., (1992) argue that the South

Wanganui Basin is developing from

lithospheric downwarp as a response to

high friction at the plate interface. Here,

in a tectonically compressional regime, a

sedimentary basin is developing as the

Australian Plate is "locked" against the

subducting Pacific Plate. This type of

basin is ephemeral and not generally seen

in the geologic record because later

development of the subduction zone
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overprints the earlier forms of basin

development. A zone of uplift, currently

centred between Mount Taranaki and

Mount Ruapehu (here referred to as the

Wanganui Hinge Zone), marks the

r 7so

Figure 10.1: Map of New Zealand, showing rhe location of the Indian-Pacific-platt
bounOary (The axiatshear belt, after Walcott, 1978). Velocity vectors-repre^se-nt the relativt
motion 6f tne Pacific plate assuming the lndian plate frxed (Stern et a1.,1986). l-ocation o1

the North and South-Wanganui Basins, Taranaki Basin and Taupo Volcanic Zone are
shown (figure modified from Stern et a1.,1986).

boundary between the Central Volcanic

Region and the South Wanganui Basin.

Controlled by the south eastward moving

subduction zone (Walcott, 1984), this

hinge zone also marks the change in
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tectonic regime, from extension in the

north to compression in the south.

In late Miocene times the North

Wanganui Basin was also a lithospheric

downwarp basin, with sedimentation

patterns similar to those of the Pliocene

South Wanganui Basin (Stern et al.,

1992). During the Late Neogene, the

point of maximum sediment

accumulation rate and hence the basin

centre has moved south eastward

(Anderton, l98l) in front of the

southward progression of the up warping

Wanganui Hinge Zone (figure 10.2).

Regional faulting patterns bear out the

present tectonic state of the basins, with

primarily thrusting in the area south of

the Wanganui Hinge Zone and normal

faulting north of the Hinge Zone.

Stern er aI. (1992) describe the structure

of the North and South Wanganui Basin

as a progressive, southward travelling,

"Lithospheric-wave" with a wavelength

of about 200 km and a period in the order

of 20 My (figure 10.2). If so; the late

Miocene and Pliocene basin structure

would be very similar to the present, with

the Wanganui Hinge Zone further to the

north and the basin progressing

southwards at l0 km/My. Sediments

offlap from the north and onlap to the

south throughout the Neogene.

Sedimentation in the basin has been very

rapid (- I km/My) with sediment

accumulation keeping pace with basin

downwarp.

10.2.2 The South Wanganui Basin.

The South Wanganui Basin is

approximately 40,000 km2 in area (figure

l0.l), and contains sediment more than 4

km thick at itKcentre (Anderton, l98l).
Half the basin lies offshore beneath the

Te Kuita

Groug

,t
I' uplitt

o"po "#tigration(=1Omm Y-1)

MrrtborouOh
Sounds

Itexural Ihrnge I
(conon, l 91 3ll

_f

.500m subsidence
at moulh ol sounds

( Cottof,.1974) o
o

v=
r
3

-z

J subsidence J

100km

Figure 10.2: Cross-section of the south-ward progressing lithosphqT.l wave' Profile runs

iro"m south (left) to notttt- C"ntre of the figureis_the p-lqsently subsiding,louth Wanganui

ii^i" ."a tiitrii*o iioJ of figure is the fresently upurting Wanganui Hinge Zone (from

Stern et al.,1992).
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Wanganui Bight. The exposed portion of

the basin is deeply dissected by rivers,

with the largest and longest drainage

systems being the Wanganui and

Rangitikei Rivers.

The oldest strata in the South Wanganui

Basin are earliest Pliocene. Strata of Late

Miocene age, formerly part of the South

Wanganui Basin, are now being uplifted

within the Wanganui Hinge Zone. The

youngest on-land strata in the basin are

Late Quaternary marine terrace deposits

cropping out along the Wanganui

coastline. Strata of the North Wanganui

Basin are Oligocene and Miocene in age

(Hay, 1978) and directly underlie strata

of the South Wanganui Basin.

Outcropping strata in the Wanganui and

Rangitikei Rivers provide the two main

sections for the present study (plate

10. I ). Additional stratigraphic
information was obtained from a short

section near Otairi in the Turakina River

Valley. Strata exposed alongside the

Wanganui River are mainly muddy

sandstones and sandy mudstones with

occasional siltstones containing rare

interbedded shell beds and thin, well

cemented, coquina limestones. These

strata represent both the fastest average

sedimentation rate throughout the Late

Neogene and the most complete record

of sedimentation in the South Wanganui

Basin. The Wanganui River provides

outcrop of strata from Kapitean to

Hautawan in age (ca. 6.0 to 2.5 Ma.,

Edwards et a1.,1988) more than 4,300 m

thick.

Close to the eastern margin of the basin,

strata of Opoitian age rest

unconformably on Mesozoic Greywacke

basement. Further to the north older

strata are preserved beneath a cover of

Quaternary volcanic rocks of the Taupo

Volcanic 7-one. The Rangitikei River
provides continuous outcrop of Opoitian

and younger marine siltstones and muddy

sandstones, with occasional interbedded

sandy mudstones and rarer shell
limestones. The average depositional rate

was slower than that towards the basin

centre and the geological record less

complete. The studied section is more

than 1,700 m thick excluding 270 m of
section repeated across the Rauoterangi

fault (enclosure 2). Strata exposed in the

Rangitikei River are not individually
correlated with strata cropping out in the

Wan ganui River. Localised
sedimentation patterns created lateral

facies and sedimentation rate variations

that have caused biostratigraphic marker

horizons to be time-transgressive and

make east-west basin correlation
difficult. In the South Wanganui Basin it
is difficult to correlate strata for more

than 20 km, whereas in the North

Wanganui Basin, strata can be correlated

for more than 100 km (Morris, in prep.).

10.2.3 Structure.

Outcrop in the Wanganui and Rangitikei

River sections is continuous with few

structural complications. Occasionally

strata are disrupted by high angle east-

west trending thrust faults with offsets on

the order of l0 m. Larger scale northeast-
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southwest thrust faults are more common

in the eastern part of the basin, associated

with the emergent Ruahine and

Kaimanawa ranges at the basins eastern

margin. One such fault, the Rauoterangi

Fault (refened to as the Omatane Fault

by Seward et a1.,1986 and Feldmeyer er

al, 1943) (enclosure 2) repeats 270 m of

strata cropping out in the Rangitikei

River.

The emergent Wanganui Hinge Zone is

causing a regional southerly tilt of strata

within the basin. Tilt increases from 40 in

the south to >l0o at the north

east€rnmost edge of the South Wanganui

Basin. Stern et al. (1992) argue that a

ma;rimum of 60 tilt can be caused by the

lithospheric downwarp. Melhuish (1990)

suggests that the exaggerated tilt in the

north eastern South Wanganui Basin is

due to the added effect of uplift of the

Tararua Ranges at the eastern margin of
the Basin.

In the Rangitikei River Valley larger

scale southeast-northwest thrust faults

are associated with the emergent ranges

to the east. Unlike the consistently

southward dipping strata exposed in the

Wanganui River, Opoitian and Waipipian

strata in the Rangitikei River Valley are

being folded into a series of broad

southwest trending anticlines and

synclines within the regional southerly

tilt. Dips range from horizontal to l5o in

a southwesterly direction. Occasionally

small monoclinal structures are observed

in the Rangitikei River Valley, where

local thrusting in the basement does not

pervade to the surface and younger

sediments drape over the basement

structure. Further to the south, strata

cropping out in the Rangitikei River

Valley are less disrupted by the emergent.

ranges and have a constant dip, more

consistent with that of the Wanganui

River Valley strata.
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Chapter - 11

Stratigraphy

In this chapter, a new lithostratigraphic framework is established for the Late Neogene

strata of the South Wanganui Basin. It is based mainly on the work of Fleming (1953) and

Feldmeyer et al. (1943). Formal units of lithostratigraphy iue proposed, in line with the

North American Stratigraphic code, adopting where appropriate, units previously defined

by Fleming (1953), Te Punga (1952) and Ker (1973). A particular effort is made to bridge

the gap between previous work in the North Wanganui Basin and work in the South

Wanganui Basin. North Wanganui Basin suatigraphy is delimited on a broad scale using

reconnaissance definition of units mappable basin wide. South Wanganui Basin

stratigraphy is delimited on a fine scale observing individual beds and their significance

and grouping them accordingly. The present study maps and defines rocks that are

contiguous to both these approaches and appropriate working definitions of the

stratigraphy are established. While this account is unpublished it is anticipated that results

presented here will also be published and accordingly a formal approach to stratigraphic

amendment and establishment is adopted.
!l

11,1 Stratigraphic nomenclature
of the South Wanganui Basin
Sequences

The first subdivision of strata in the

South Wanganui Basin was by Park

(1910), when he defined the Wanganui

System. Much of Park's classification

deals with Pleistocene Strata (He refers

to it as "Newer Pliocene"). However, the

"Older Pliocene" Waitotara and Awatere

Series, including the Waitotara,
Waverley and Patea Beds, are of Pre-

Pleistocene age.

The most wide ranging examination of
pre-Pleistocene strata in the South

Wanganui Basin was undertaken by the

Superior Oil Company from 1939-1943

(Feldmeyer et al., 1943; Turner, 1944).

They subdivided the Pliocene Strata into

three stages, Waitotaran, Nukumaruan

and Castlecliffian, based on observations

in the Rangitikei River, informally
recognising four formations in the

Waitotaran, two in the Nukumaruan and

one in the Castlecliffian.

The most complete study to date on strata

of the South Wanganui Basin is the

Bulletin of Fleming (1953). He proposed

a stratigraphic nomenclature more in line

with the American Stratigraphic Code

(North American Commission on

Stratigraphic Nomenclature, 1983),

suggesting a subdivision of the Pliocene

strata in to two series; the Wanganui

Series and the overlying Hawera Series.

Within the Wanganui Series Fleming

(1953) retained the three stages of
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Feldmeyer et al. (1943) and subdivided

each into 2 substages.

Fleming considered the Waitotaran to be

Pliocene and perhaps some of the

Nukumaruan, but he was unsure of where

the Plio-Pleistocene boundary lay. Beu

(1969) raised the Mangapanian and

Waipipian to stages, retaining the

Waitotaran as a superstage for areas

where the Mangapanian and Waipipian

can not be easily defrned.

Beneath the Okiwa Group (Fleming,

1953) in the Rangitikei River Valley, Te

Punga ( 1952) recognised the

Nukumaruan and Waitotaran Stages

within the Rangitikei group. Without

reference to Turner (1944) and

Feldmeyer et al. (1943), he defined two

formation equivalents to these stages, the

Middle Rangitikei and Lower Rangitikei

Formations respectively (figure I 1.1).

Within the Middle Rangitikei Formation

he recognised 4 distinct lithologic units

and within the Middle Rangitikei
Formation 6 distinct lithological units,

but did not formally name them. Seward

(1974) and Seward et al. (1986)

recognised the lithologic units of
TePunga (1952) using the informal
formation names of Turner (1944) to
define these rather than as members of
the Lower Rangitikei Formation (figure

ll.l). Informal formation names used

were; Mangaweka Mudstone, Utiku
Sand, Taihape Mudstone and Reef

Bearing Sands. Fleming (1959) had

already renamed the Reef Bearing Sands

in the Rangitikei River as the Waiouru

Sandstone.

Fleming (1953), working further to the

west in the Wanganui Subdivision,
proposed 3 groups for the Pliocene strata

of the Wanganui Basin that he examined:

The Okiwa group within which he

defined 5 formations and observed many

others that he did not differentiate (f,rgure

11.2); the Paparangi Group (Fleming,

1953), including four formations and the

Whenuakura Group (Fleming, 1953) also

including four formations. Both the work

of Te Punga (1952) and Flemine (1953)

present very much a reconnaissance

observation only of the pre-Nukumaruan

strata they defined.

Two further workers have provided more

complete definition of Pliocene strata

exposed in the Wanganui River. Collen

(1972) used the stages of Beu (1969), but

retained the Hautawan Stage of Fleming

(1953). He informally recognised six

formations. Ker (1973) independently of
Collen (1972) proposed 5 new

formations of the Whenuakura Group

(Fleming, 1953) (figure lI.2), based

largely on the work of Feldmeyer (1943).

He also proposed the use of three

formations within the Paparangi Group

(figure ll.2). Collen (1972) also worked

in the Rangitikei River Valley informally

recognising the lithologic units of
TePunga (1952) as formations (figure

ll.l). Above the basal unit; Waiouru

Sandstone (Fleming, 1959) he recognised

four formations; the Taihape Mudstone,

Utiku Sandstone, and Mangaweka
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Mudstone respectively (after Te Punga,

1952) and beneath the undifferentiated

formations of the Okiwa and Nukumaru

Groups he recognised the Te Rimu Sand

Formation. Fleming (1978) also

recognised the informal units of
TePunga (1952) as formations, however,

he omitted the Te Rimu Sand. The Utiku

Sandstone he further recognises as the

Whenuakura Group and the Mangaweka

Mudstone as the Paparangi Group above

which he observes undifferentiated

formations of the Okiwa Group. Fleming

(1978) leaves the older formations of the

Rangitikei River Valley not grouped.

This formation nomenclature is based on

informal names of Feldmeyer et al.

(1943) and abandons the groupings of

TePunga (1952).

Late Miocene and Opoitian strata to the

north of the South Wanganui basin, have

not been as extensively studied as in the

south. Hay (1967) defined three

formations; the Urenui Siltstone, the

Matemateaonga Sandstone, and the

Tangahoe Mudstone (figure II.2). These

replace the Waitotara formation of
Morgan and Gibson (1927). Morris (in

prep.) mapped the Matemateaonga

Formation as far south as Jerusalem in

the Wanganui River and to the Ruahine

Ranges in the east where corresponds to

the Waiouru Sandstone (Fleming 1959).

Underlying the Matemateaonga

Sandstone and further to the north is the

Urenui Siltstone. Morris (in prep.)

recognised this cropping out north of the

confluence of the Tangarakau and

Wanganui Rivers. It is not discussed

further in this study, The Tangahoe

Siltstone, first defined by Morgan and

Gibson (1927) as the Urenui Beds, is

mapped in various localities to the West

of the Wanganui River. Equivalent strata

crop out in the Wanganui River and to

the east but have not been referred to as

the Tangahoe Formation.

Morris (in prep.), in describing the

Matemateaonga Formation, noted that

many names and subdivisions have been

used for this and juxtaposed formations,

but that they are limited in geographical

extent. He also noted the marked

variation in vertical and lateral extent of
different lithofacies included within the

Matemateaon ga Formation.

Following Fleming (1953), the present

study continues in line with the North

American Stratigraphic Code (North

American Commission on Stratigraphic

Nomenclature, 1983). A formation is

defined as a body of rock identified by

lithologic characteristics and

stratigraphic position. It is prevailingly

but not necessarily tabular and is
mappable at the earth's surface. Groups

are identified to express the natural

relationships of formations. Groups are

particularly useful in small scale

mapping and stratigraphic analysis

(North American Commission on

Stratigraphic Nomenclature, 1983).

The groups proposed and used in this

study (figures I 1.1 and ll.2) are

recognised across the South Wanganui
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Basin and into the North Wanganui

Basin where applicable with older strata

(figure 11.3). A major change proposed

here is the abandonment of the

Rangitikei Group of Te Punga (1952).

This he defined in terms of time and

grouping of stages rather than lithologies.

Matemateaonga Group (New)

(New definition, raised in status from

Matemateaonga Formation (Hay, 1967)

defined and mapped by Monis (in prep.)

across the North and South Wanganui

Basins as the Matemateaonga

Sandstone). It is equivalent to the lower

part of the Waitotara Formation of
Morgan and Gibson (1927) and the

Waiouru sandstone of Fleming (1959). It
overlies the Urenui Siltstone of Hay
(1967), and underlies the Tangahoe

Group (newly defined here also). In the

west formations are as yet
undifferentiated. Morris (in prep.) in
discussing the Matemateaonga Formation

notes the marked lateral variation in

facies, with each facies mappable on

local to regional scales. He also defines

stratotypes throughout the >2000 m thick

formation including lithologies mappable

in their own right. The same strata are

observed in the present study and

combined with observations of Morris (in

prep.) warrant a group definition the

Wanganui Basin, and establishment of
formations in regions where necessary

for more detailed study. In the Wanganui

River the Matemateaonga Group
includes formations below and including

the Mangaparua Sandstone (defined

here) to the top of the Jerusalem

Sandstone (also defined here)

Formations. Eleven formations are

defined here within the Matemateaonga

Group in the Wanganui River (figure

ll.2). To the east in the Rangitikei River

it includes the Waiouru Sandstone

(Fleming, 1959) and all older strata. The

top 100 m only of the Waiouru

Sandstone is observed in this study.

Tangahoe Group New)

(New definition, raised in status from the

Tangahoe Formation (Hay, 1967)). The

Tangahoe Group is equivalent to the

Taihape mudstone of Fleming (1978)

def,rned in the Rangitikei River Valley. It
overlies the Matemateaonga Group and

Underlies the Whenuakura Group
(Fleming, 1953). Morris (in prep.) and

Hay (1967), noted the thinness of the

Tangahoe Formation and also noted the

variability of lithology. Although the

Group is recognised as a single formation

in the Rangitikei River (Taihape

formation of Fleming, 1953), in the

Wanganui River it includes three

formations (figure 17.2), from the base of
the Ranana Mudstone, the Matahiwi

Sandstone and the Raupirau Mudstone

(all newly defined here). To the west no

formations are differentiated, but Hay

(1967) mentioned informal names of
lithologies. Throughout the basin the

group is predominantly fine grained in

nature.
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Whenuakura Group (Fleming, 1953)

(The base is redefined here) The

Whenuakura Group overlies the

Tangahoe Group and underlies the

Paparangi Group (Fleming, 1953). In the

Wanganui River the base of the Group is

the Koriniti Sandstone (Ker, 1973) and

the top is the Atene Sandstone (Ker,

1973).In the Rangitikei River Valley to

the east the Whenuakura Group is

mapped as the Utiku Sandstone

(Fleming, 1953). It is variable in
lithologic character. Fleming (1953)

noted several formations that have been

redefined by subsequent workers (Collen,

1972; Ker, 1972). Based on his type

locality of the coastal section west of
Wanganui, Fleming (1953) defined

several members, mostly shellbeds-

Further east in the Wanganui and

Rangitikei Rivers lateral variation and

different lithologies prevent
identification and correlation of those

members. The members are not

discussed further here.

Paparangi Group (Fleming, 1953)

The Paparangi Group overlies the

Whenuakura Group and underlies the

Lower Okiwa Group (Fleming, 1953).

Lithologically it is similar to the

Whenuakura Group and is also variable

in character, but is finer grained than the

Whenuakura Group at places. In the

Wanganui River it is defined as including

all formations from the base of the

Mangaweka Formation to the top of the

Cable Siltstone Member of the Te Rimu

Sandstone Formation (Ker, 1973).In the

Rangitikei River the Group is represented

entirely by the Mangaweka Mudstone.

Fleming (1953) defined many formation

members at the type localities in the

coastal section. Like the members of
Formations he defined in the

Whenuakura Group these are mainly

shellbeds and difficult to correlate to

inland sections. Unless prominent they

are not adopted in the present study.

Future work may add them to the

stratigraphic framework proposed by the

present study.

Okiwa Group (Fleming, f953)

Only the basal part of the Lower Okiwa

Group (Fleming, 1953) was observed

during the present study. Fleming (1953)

left this group undivided in terms of
formations. Ker (1973) defined the Te

Rimu Sandstone Formation the basal part

being the Cable Siltstone member, which

is within the Paparangi Group and the

upper more sandy part is in the Lower

Okiwa Group. The Hautawa Shell bed is

defined as the unit that Fleming (1953)

adopted as separating the Upper and

Lower Okiwa Groups. Further West, the

Kuranui Limestone is within the basal

part of the Upper Okiwa Group. To the

East in the Rangitikei River Valley

several interbedded mudstone and

sandstone horizons are recognised,

within the Lower Okiwa Group, beneath

the Hautawa Shell Bed. The uppermost

unit observed in this study is the

Ohingaiti Sand, above the base of the

Upper Okiwa Group, and a possible
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eastern correlative of the Kuranui

Limestone.

ll.2 Wanganui River
Stratigraphy

Formations are described in terms of
lithology, thickness, nature and relation

to underlying beds. Because only one

section is observed here a type section is

not designated, unless this has been

already specified by previous workers.

The description in the Wanganui River

may be informally treated as a type

section unless otherwise specified in the

text. A type localiry is specified for each

formation and a grid reference given.

Enclosure I shows the type locality for

each formation and maps the outcrop,

extent, and location of formations

described and used in ttris studv.

Matemateaonga Group (New)

The lower part of the Matemateaonga

Group includes undifferentiated
formations not described in this studv.

M an g aparua S ands tone F ormntion

(New Formation,93 m thick) Well sorted

Sandstone that fines upwards. Pebbly and

fossiliferous at its base with occasional

muddy horizons. The mud content

increases upwards. It unconformably

overlies undifferentiated formations of
the lower part of the Matemateaonga

Formation. The type locality is

designated here as the Mangaparua

Landing (R20 7961l9), which is the

origin of the narne, on the Wanganui

River 23 km north of Pipiriki.

M ang atiti Muds tone F ormarton

(New Formation, 304 m thick)
Alternating mudstone and muddy

sandstone, with mudstone predominant.

The basal contact is gradational with the

underlying Mangaparua Sandstone. Two

prominent sandstone horizons crop out at

about the middle of the formation.

Description from bottom to top;

mudstone, 5l m; sandstone, 6l m;

mudstone, 54 m; sandstone, 48 m;

mudstone, 90 m. The sandstones are

muddy and grey in colour. The

mudstones tend to be silty with some

sand, grey and fractured. The formation

becomes more sandy towards ia top. The

Formation is named after a major

tributary to the Wanganui River north of
Ramanui Station. The Tangahoe Station's

landing, 19 km north of Pipiriki is

designated as the formations type locality
(R20 811085). The formation is
cyclothemic, typical of the many

formations in the Wanganui River (Ker,

r973).

Ramanui Sandsnne Formation

(New Formation, 242 m thick) Well

sorted slightly muddy sandstone with a

muddy bed 4l m above the base of the

formation. The base is a gradational

contact with the underlying Mangatiti

Formation. Description from bottom to

top; sandstone, 4l m; muddy fine

sandstone, 28 m; sandstone 173 m. The
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top of the formation is a prominent 3 m

thick reef horizon; a well cemented

sandy horizon of Crassostrec shells. The

formation is named after Ramanui

Station on the Wanganui River. The type

locality is designated here as in the

sandstone cliff at the southern end of the

station opposite Tieke Pa, 15.5 km north

of Pipiriki (R20 815048). The muddy

sandstone horizon crops out at the

Station Landing.

Kahura S iltstone Formation

(New Formation, 19l m thick) A
decimetre bedded grey muddy siltstone,

that coarsens towards its top over 5 m.

The Formation is named after the Kahura

Station on the Wanganui River, and the

type locality is the Kahura Landing (GR),

I I km north Pipiriki. The Kahura

Formation includes at its base the l3l m

thick Wairere Mudstone Member that is

typically rhythmic in appearance, having

alternating muddy and slightly sandy

horizons. It unconformably overlies the

reef horizon of the Ramanui Sandstone.

It's type locality is designated here as in

the river cliffs (R20 828028), 13 km

north of Pipiriki.

P opote a Sandstone Formation

(New Formation, 322 m thick) A light
grey well sorted sandstone, that coarsens

and becomes more concretionary towards

is top. It has a gradational conract with

the underlying Kahura Siltstone. The top

of the formation is a prominent 2 m thick

reef horizon, again a well cemented

Crassostea shellbed. The type locality

is designated here as 8 km above Pipiriki

at the confluence of the Wanganui and

Manganui A Te Ao Rivers (R20

86r980).

Kahunui Mudstone Formation

(New Formation, 378 m thick)
Alternating mudstones, sandstones and

siltstones, predominantly mudstone.

Description from bottom to top;

Mudstone, 65 m; Sandstone, 56 m;

Mudstone, 196 m; Siltstone, 6l m. The

basal mudstone unconformably overlies

the reef horizon of the Popotea

Sandstone. The mudstones are sandy and

metre to decimetre bedded. The

sandstones are muddy and concretionary

with prominent well cemented shell

horizons that are capped by scoured

surfaces. The Formation is named after a

hill on the banks of the river; a site of
early Maori fortifications. The rype

section is designated here as 1.5 km

north of Pipiriki on the Wanganui Valley

River Road (R20 854911). The 56 m
thick sandstone 65 m above the base of
the formation is named the A ratira
Sandstone Member after the river rapid

of the same name. It is a muddy

sandstone unconformably overlying the

mudstone. It has a 0.5 m thick cemented

shell horizon marking it's top. Its type

section is designated as in the river cliffs
above the Aratira rapid, 4 km north of
Pipiriki (R20 845939)
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M an g ataunoka S iltstone F o rmaion

(New Formation, 626 m thick)
Alternating sandstone and siltstone, with

siltstone predominating. It has a

gradational contact with the upper

siltstone of the Kahunui Formation.

Description from bottom to top;

Siltstone, 148 m; Sandstone, I 16 m;

Siltstone,43 m; sandy Mudstone, 152 m;

Sandstone 163 m. The sandstones are

massive, light grey and concretionary

with lensoid shell horizons and

individual fossils. The siltstones are more

massive, slightly sandy and contain only

rare fossils. The formation is cyclothemic

on a broader scale than the Mangatiti

Formation. The top of the formation is

marked by another 2 m thick reef horizon

of well cemented sandstone with
dominant C r as s o strea shells.

The Mangataunoka Formation is named

after a major tributary to the Wanganui

River near Pipiriki. The type section is

designated here in the road cutting on the

Pipiriki Landing road (R2l 858898). The

uppermost sandstone is formally
recognised here as the Pipiriki Sandstone

Member. This is named after Feldmeyer

et al. (1943), who informally recognised

the Pipiriki Sands cropping out south of
Pipiriki. It is a blue, muddy, medium

grained, decimetre bedded sandstone,

with a scoured top. The type locality is

designated here as a road cutting 2 km

south of Pipiriki (R21 865877).

O nitahi S ands tone F o rmation

(New Formation, 167 m thick) Grading

up from the top siltstone of the

Mangataunoka Formation, the Otuitahi

Formation is a massive well sorted

sandstone, with occasional lensoid shell

horizons. The top of the formation is a 4

m thick, unconformity bounded, sandy,

calcareous Crassostrea rcef unit. The

Formation is named after the Otuitahi

battle that took place in the same locality.

Its type locality is designated here as a

road cutting at the site of the Otuitahi

battle, 3.5 km north of Jerusalem (R2l

87284s).

J e rusalem S andstone F ormation

(New Formation, 178 m thick) The

Formation is named after Feldmeyer et

al. (1943) who informally recognised the

Ierusalem sands. It unconformably

overlies the top reef horizon of the

Otuitahi Sandstone and consists of
alternating siltstones, mudstones and

sandstones, with sandstone the

predominant lithology. A description

from bottom to top; Siltstone, 26 m;

Sandstone, 20 m; Siltstone, 5l m;

Sandstone, 33 m; Mudstone, 18 m;

Sandstone, 11 m; Mudstone, 17 m. The

sandstones are slightly muddy, medium

grained and decimetre bedded, with
occasional shell horizons. The finer
grained units tend to be sandy with few

or no fossils. The type locality is

designated here as in a road cuning at the

southeastern end of the Jerusalem

township (R2l 892811).
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Tangahoe Group (New)

Ranana M udstone F ormation

(New Formation, 678 m thick) This is a

redefinition of the Taihape Mudstone

recognised in the Wanganui River by

Collen (1972). A new name is required

because the present study shows it is not

a direct correlative of the Taihape

mudstone defined originally in the

Rangitikei River by Fleming (1953). The

Ranana Formation is named after the Pa

of Ranana on the Wanganui River. It is a

thick uniform succession of mudstones

that is fractured and poorly bedded, with

abundant borings, but only a few

scattered shell horizons in sandier

horizons. The formation unconformably

overlies the top sandy mudstone of the

Jerusalem Sandstone. It fines over its top

60 m into a well sorted siltstone. 433 m

above its base is a prominent2l m thick,

light grey, medium grained,
homogeneous sandstone with a sharp top.

The type locality is designated here as a

road cutting 0.5 km north of the Ranana

township school on the Wanganui River

Road (S2l 901785).

M atahiw i Sandstone Formation

(New Formation, after Collen (1972),78

m thick) Collen (1972) recognised the

Matahiwi Siltstone as a member of his

Taihape Formation. The unit is a fine

grained sandstone, conformably
overlying the Ranana mudstone. There is

an 1l m thick siltstone bed 12 m above

the base. This new definition is in line

with Feldmeyer er al. (1943) who

informally recognised the Matahiwi
sands in the Wanganui River. The

formation is narned after the Matahiwi Pa

on the Wanganui River. Its type locality

is a road and stream cutting at the bridge

on the northern side of the Matahiwi

Senlement (S2l 955757).

Raupirau Mudstone Formation

(New Formation, 80 m thick) A poorly

sorted sandy mudstone that grades into

the overlying Koriniti Sandstone

Formation. It conformably overlies the

Matahiwi Sandstone with a sharp

contact. The formation is named after a

major tributary of the Wanganui River

north of Koriniti. Its type locality is

designated here as a road cutting I km

south of the Matahiwi settlement (S2l

964747). The Mudstone grades into the

overlying Koriniti Sandstone Formation

(Ker, 1973).

Whenuakura Group (Fleming, 1953)

Kor initi S andstone Formation

(Ker, 1973; l8l m thick) First informally

named by Feldmeyer (1943) the type

locality is 1600 m north of the Koriniti
Pa (settlement), in the banks of the

Wanganui River (S2I 962705). It is a

250 m thick sandstone with siltstone

bands. It has a gradational contact with

the underlying Raupirau Mudstone. Ker
( 1973) recognised five informal
members: 3 sandstone units and 2

siltstone units. The sandstones are
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yellow, medium grained, barren of
mollusca, 84 m, 75 m and 23 m thick

respectively. The bottom two sandstone

units contain interbeds of mudstone. The

three sandstone units are separated by

two fine, blue siltstone beds 45 m (lower)

and 23 m (upper) thick respectively. The

Koriniti Sandstone formation is inferred

by Ker (1973) to be conformably

overlain by the Otui Siltstone.

Orui Siltstone Formation

(Ker, 1973; 171 m thick, thickness is

amended from Ker, 1973) The type

locality is 1200 m norrh of Otui, in a

prominent bluff above the road adjacent

to the Wanganui River (S21 952676).

Conformably overlying the Koriniti
Sandstone, it is massive blue siltstone,

with sparse fossils, equivalent to the

Raumati Mudstone Member of the

Mangaweka Mudstone Formation

recognised by Collen (1972). The Otui

Siltstone Formation grades upwards into

the overlying Ahurangi Sandstone.

Ahurangi Sandstone Formntion

(Ker, 1973; 80 m thick, thickness is

amended from Ker, 1973) First
informally named by Feldmeyer (1943),

the type locality is a road cutting above

the Wanganui River, 1,000 m upriver of
the Ahauhu Stream mouth (S2l 936650).

Grading up from the Otui Siltstone, it is a

concretionary crossbedded sandstone.

The coarser sands are yellow/brown in
colour and fossiliferous horizons are

common. The formation fines upward

into the overlying Oxbow Siltstone. The

formation is equivalent to the Ahuahu

Sand Member of the Mangaweka

Mudstone (Collen, 1972).

Oxbow Siltstone Formation

(Ker, 1973; 12 m thick, thickness is
amended from Ker, 1973) The type

locality is at the head of the oxbow at

Atene Pa on the Wanganui River (S21

94A63q. Unconformably overlying the

Ahurangi Sandstone, it is a thin blue grey

siltstone that coarsens upwards into the

Atene Sandstone. The present study

recognises it as equivalent to the

Mangapapa Siltstone Member of the

Mangaweka Mudstone Formation as

recognised by the study of Collen (1972).

Atene Sands tone Formation

(Ker, 1973; 187 m thick, thickness is

amended from Ker, 1973) First
informally named by Feldmeyer (1943),

the type section is in the Western side of
the oxbow at Atene Pa on the Wanganui

River (S2l 933628). The Atene

Sandstone unconformably overlies the

Oxbow Siltstone, with a loaded base. It is

a thick succession of sandstones with

siltstone bands. Ker (1973) recognised

three informal members: 2 sandstone

units and one siltstone unit. The basal

and upper yellow, medium, sandstones

are 30 m and 45 m respectively. The

basal sand contains siltstone partings and

the upper sand is highly concretionary,

with surface borings. The sands are

separated by a 6 m thick, massive blue
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siltstone that fines upwards. The

formation is equivalent to the Atene Sand

Member of the Mangaweka Mudstone

Formation as recognised by Collen
(1972). The Atene Sandstone is
conformably overlain by the Mangaweka

Formation.

Paparangi Group (Fleming, 1953)

Otaw ake Siltstone Formntion

(New name, 249 m thick, thickness is

amended from Ker, 1973) The Otawake

Siltstone is the equivalent of the

Mangaweka Formation recognised in the

Wanganui River Valley by Ongley
(1946) and adopted by Ker (1973). It is
not the equivalent of the Mangaweka

Formation as first defined in the

Rangitikei River by Feldmeyer et al.
(1943). Its type locality in the Wanganui

River is above the Atene Sandstone, type

locality in the western side of the oxbow

at Atene Pa (Ker, 1973) (S2l 935650).

The formation conformably overlies the

Atene sandstone and is a thick succession

of blue massive siltstone, that is sandy at

the base. It fines gradually over its entire

thickness and is conformably overlain by

the Makokako Sandstone. It is named

after the highest hill in the area.

M akokako Sandsnne Formation

(Reming, 1953; 24 m thick, thickness is

amended from Fleming, 1953) The type

locality is near the head of the Makokako

Stream, a branch of the Waitotara River.

In the Wanganui River it conformably

overlies the Otawake Siltstone, and crops

out in the true left bank above Whauteihi

Stream. It is a succession of soft, yellow,

medium-coarse, fossiliferous sandstone.

Collen (1972) did not recognise this unit

and it is presumed he grouped both the

Otawake Formation and Makokako

Sandstone into his Pitangi Mudstone

member of the Mangaweka Mudstone

Formation.

Wilkie s Shellbeds Formation

(Laws, 1940; 70 m thick) The type

locality is on the true left bank, one mile

above the mouth of the Waitotara River.

It crops out in the Wanganui River in a

cutting on the Wanganui River Road 5

km north of Parakino (S22 960575). As

they crop out in the Wanganui River, the

shellbeds themselves are a 15 m thick
succession of muddy sandstone, with

abundant Crassostrea. The base of the

shellbed is very sandy and densely

packed with Crassostrea and

unconformably overlies the Makokako

Sandstone. It is conformably overlain by

the Cable Mudstone Member (New name

after Ker, 1973; 15 m thick). Its type

locality is in a road cutting above the

Wilkies shellbeds 5 km north of Parakino

(S22 959572\. lt is a succession of
massive fine blue siltstone. It is

unconformably overlain by the Te Rimu

Sandstone Formation of the Okiwa

Group.
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Okiwa Group (Fleming, 1953)

Te Rimu Sandstone Formation

(Fleming, 1953; 14 m thick) A well
sorted, yellow-brown sandstone. The Te

Rimu Sandstone is fossiliferous with

similar species to the Wilkies Shell Bed

(Ker, 1973). It conformably overlies the

Wilkies Shell Beds and grades up into

overlying siltstones. Its type locality is in

a road cutting on the western side of the

Wanganui River at Te Rimu.

Overlying the Te Rimu Sandstone are as

yet undifferentiated Formations of the

Lower Okiwa Group, described by

Fleming (1953) and Ker (1973). They

comprise the top 140 m of the present

study. The sequence contains alternating

sandstones, siltstones and shellbeds, both

conformably and unconformably
juxtaposed. The Hautawa Shell Bed

(Fleming, 1953) crops out l0l m above

the top of the Te Rimu Sandstone. The

shell bed is described in detail by

Fleming (1953) and discussed further in

chapters 12 and l3 of the pres€nt study.

ll.Z.l Hautawa Road Stratigraphy

The strata logged at Haurawa Road

comprise the undifferentiated formations

of the Lower Okiwa Group (Fleming,

1953). 124 m of alternating sandstones,

siltstones and shell beds crop out below

the Hautawa Shell bed. The shell bed is 2

m thick, containing Chlamys delicatula,

C. gemulata, Phialopecten triphooki,
Venericardia purpurata and Dentalium

marwicki. Fleming (1953) gave a full
species list. At least 3l m of siltstone

above the Hautawa Shell Bed comprise

the basal part of the Upper Okiwa Group

(Fleming, 1953) as it occurs in the

Turakina River Valley. The main

purpose of the examination of the

Hautawa Road Section was to obtain

better palaeomagnetic and stratigraphic

control than is provided by the top of the

Wanganui River Section at Parakino. A
description of the section from bottom to

top; siltstone, thickness unknown;

sandstone, 60 m; shell bed, 6 m; siltstone

58 m; shell bed, 2 m; siltstone, more than

3l m. The two shell beds are different in

nature. The lower shell bed has a basal

unconformity and fewer shells than the

upper that is conformably bounded

within siltstone. The lower siltstone is

more sandy than the overlying siltstone.

Appendix 2 gives a unit by unit
description.

11.3 Rangitikei River
Stratigraphy

Te Punga (1952) named the Upper,

Middle and Lower Rangitikei
Formations, within the Rangitikei Group.

The formations he defined are direct
equivalents of the Castlecliffian,
Nukumaruan and Waitotaran Stages

respectively. These definitions are based

on age and are not in line with the North

American Stratigraphic Code. Te Punga

did not follow the definitions of Ongley

(1946) but subsequent workers have (eg;

Collen, 1972; Seward et al., 1986). In
this study lithologic definitions are
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adopted and formation names are based

on Ongley (1946) because of priority of

publication. With different formational

definitions and names, the grouping of
Fleming (1953) is adopted as it was

established to group lithologically
defined formations.

Matemateaonga Group

Waiouru Sandstone Formation

(Fleming, 1959) Correlatives of the

Waiouru Sandstone Formation in central

Taranaki are in excess of 1500 m in
thickness (Fleming, 1978). In the

Rangitikei River the formation
unconformably overlies the Kaimanawa

Greywacke (plate 1l.l), and in the

Moawhango-Ran gitikei River catchment

rcaches a thickness of 800 m (Fleming,

1978). The present study observed only

the top 100 m overlying basement in the

Rangitikei River (Uzt 7 L3684). TePunga

(1952) described the contact with

basement in many places noting localised

conglomeratic facies, shallow water

limestones and terrestrial sediments. Te

Punga stressed their localised nature and

thickness in the order of 1 to 5 m. The

Waiouru Sandstone proper (Fleming,

1959) is a succession of fine to coarse,

poorly bedded sands and bedded sandy

muds. The Formation contains many

prominent shell horizons, the more

prominent of which have been termed

reefs. The older strata of the formation

are progressively lost eastward as the

sediments onlap the Kaimanawa

Greywacke. The formation is named

Plate 11.1: Greywacke basement in the upper reaches of the Rangitikei River.
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after the township of Waiouru, where

strongly cemented beds of the formation

are conspicuous in the surrounding hills.

A type locality was not cited by Fleming

(1959). Here a north facing river bluff

before a prominent 270 degree bend in

the Rangitikei River at the northern end

of Mokai Station (U2l 701665) is

nominated. In the Rangitikei River

Valley the formation is conformably

overlain by the Taihape Mudstone.

Tangahoe Group

Taihape Mudstone Formation

(Ongley, 1946) Named after the

township of Taihape, the Taihape

Formation is a massive dark-grey,

mudstone, concretionary and

fossiliferous at places. It conformably

overlies the Waiouru Sandstone and is

conformably overlain by the Utiku
Sandstone. At its type locality (Fleming,

1959), on the eastern outskirts of the

Township of Taihape, it is more than 500

m thick. The Taihape Sandstone Member

(Fleming, 1959) divides the formation in

to an upper and lower half at its type

locality. The Taihape Sandstone is a

prominent concretionary horizon. In the

Rangitikei River the Formation is only

271 m thick, but the Taihape Sandstone

Member is still present, as a 25 m thick

concretionary sand lens that is

unconformity bounded. In the type

locality it is reported to be more than 100

m thick (Fleming, 1959).

\ilhenuakura Group

Urtku Sandstone Formation

(Ongley, 1946) Conformably overlying

the Taihape Mudstone, The Utiku
Formation is a medium to coarse

concretionary sandstone. Ongley (1946)

did not specify a type section but

described the formation as it crops out in

the Rangitikei River Valley. Fleming

(1959) observed the thickness as

approximately 300 m at the Rangitikei

River, thinning eastwards. The present

study logged 500 m of concretionary

sandstones in the Rangitikei River about

Utiku Township. Ongley (1946) divided

the sandstone into upper and lower parts

with a mudstone separating the two parB.

Mapping in the present study has found

the formation to include several

mudstone horizons and also lateral

variation at each occurrence. A type

locality is nominated here as the road

cutting of the Utiku-Kawhatau River

access road where the road drops down

to river level (S2l 529575). The Utiku

Sandstone is conformably overlain by the

Mangaweka Mudstone Formation.

Paparangi Group

Man gaw el<a M udstone Formation

(Ongley, L946; the base is newly defined

here) In the definition by Fleming (1959)

the base of the Mangaweka Formation is

marked by the Hautapu Shell Limestone

Member unconformably overlying
mudstones, Here the basal contact is 130
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m below the Hautapu Shell Limestone

and gradational with the underlying

Utiku Sandstone. The formation is a

massive, blue-grey foraminiferal,
concrctionary mudstone. Ongley (1946)

described a 550 m thick succession in the

Rangitikei River Valley thickening and

becoming less homogeneous westwards.

Fleming (1959) introduced more

members westward, eg; the Mangamahu

Concretionary Member. The present

study mapped 700 m of mudstone as the

Mangaweka Formation, with 550 m of
mudstone above the Hautapu Shell

Limestone Member.

Tlre Hautapu Shell Limestone Member

(Te Punga, 1952) is a conglomeratic

shelly limestone less than 30 m thick. Its

type locality is in the Hautapu Valley,

after which it is named. Te Punga (1952)

defined it as underlying the Mangaweka

Mudstone. Fleming (1959) and Seward er

aI (1986) described it as the basal

member of the Mangaweka Mudstone,

and Collen (1972) described it as a

member of the Utiku Sandstone. The

present study maps it as within the

Man gaweka Mudstone Formation.

Okiwa Group

Te Rimu Sandstone Formation

(Fleming, 1953) Like in the Wanganui

River, the Te Rimu Formation is a

porous brown sandstone, concretionary

in some parts and crossbedded in others.

The type locality is at Te Rimu after

which it is named. In the Rangitikei

River Valley the formation is 17 m thick

and conformably overlies the

Mangaweka Mudstone. It is overlain by

undifferentiated formations of the Lower

Okiwa Group.

The uppermost unit observed is the

Ohingaiti Sandstone Formation (Ongley,

1946) of the Upper Okiwa Group
(Fleming, 1953). The Ohingaiti
Sandstone is not discussed further as it is
not part of the present study. The

Hautawa Shell bed is prominent in the

Rangitikei River Valley as a 2 m thick

succession of very fossiliferous, muddy

sandstone, with common fossils of
Chlamys delicanla. The succession of
undefined formations of the Lower

Okiwa Group is much thinner in the

Rangitikei River, with only 42 m of
mudstones, sandstones and shellbeds,

some conformably and some

unconformably juxtaposed, between the

Te Rimu and Ohingaiti Sandstones. More

than 200 m of strata crop out between the

two formations in the Wanganui River,
Valley to the west. The younger strata

are described in detail by Seward (1974).

The present study is concerned with all

strata beneath the Ohingaiti Sandstone.
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Chapter - Lz

Age and correlation

This chapter presents a summary of the age diagnostic information for the South Wanganui

Basin stratigraphic sequences. Magnetostratigraphic data are from section 5 of this study

and biostratigraphic datums are adopted from previous workers. The strata are correlated

with both the New Tnaland and lntemational stages of the geological timescale. The 4,200

m of strata comprising the Wanganui River section span 3.3 m.y. between2.4 and 5.7 Ma.,

representing an average sedimentation rate of 1.3 mnr/y. The 1400 m of strata comprising

the Rangitikei River section span 1.8 m.y. between 2.4 and 4.2 Ma., excluding a ca. 0.5

Ma. unconfonnity, representing an average sedimentation rate of 1.3 mnr/y. The resolution

of chronology from correlation of the magnetostratigraphy is ca. 50 Ka. The only large

time-break is within two channelled unconformities in the lower part of the Rangitikei

River sequsnce. The chronology developed here is used in chapter 15 with sequence

stratigraphic information from chapter 14 to develop a record of eustatic sea level cyclicity
in the Late Neogene.

1.2.1 Introduction

This chapter is intended as a summary of
all the chronology available for the Strata

of the South Wanganui Basin. Three key

diagrams (figures 12.3, 12.4 and 12.5)

present the chronology adopted for this

sequence by the present study. It is used

in subsequent chapters to characterise

developing stratigraphic cyclicity and to

correlate with the stratigraphic record

from the Antarctic margin in the

McMurdo Sound area. The high

resolution magnetostratigraphy
developed in Section 5 and summarised

here is the key chronologic and

conelative tool.

The timescale used here is that of
Edwards et al. (1988) (figure 12.1). The

magnetic polarity timescale used for
correlation is that of Ness er aJ. (1980),

which was subsequently adopted by

Edwards (1987) (figure 12.2) and

Edwards et al. (1988). Biostratigraphic

information is from the studies of
Fleming (1953), Collen (1972), Edwards

(1987), and Morris (in prep.) and

summarised here to help constrain and

correlate the chronology within the New

Zealand and to the International

timescale.

More recently Cande and Kent (1992)

and Shackleton et al. (1992) have

presented revised polarity timescales.

The timescale of Cande and Kent (1992)

suggests that the oldest strata in this

study are slightly older than reported

here and the timescale of Shackleton er
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al. (1992) suggests that these same strata

are younger than reported here. Because

of this disagreement, neither of these

timescales is adopted here. Correlations

made between stratigraphic sections in

this snrdy will remain valid if the polarity

timescale is subsequently revised.

12.2 New Zealand Stages

The oldest strata studied here belong to

the Kapitean Stage of the Taranaki

Series. The majority of the srata studied

comprise the entire Opoitian, Waipipian,

and Mangapanian stages of the lower

Wanganui Series.

The Waitotaran stage has been employed

in various studies of New Tnaland Strata

(Hoskins, 1982). Initially, the lower

Wanganui Series comprised the Opoitian

and Waitotaran stages. Beu (1969) raised

the Waipipian and Mangapanian

substages of the Waitotaran Stage to full
stage rank. The Waitotaran stage has

subsequently been adopted by most

workers as a superstage (Beu, 1970; Beu

and Maxwell, 1990; Collen, 1972;

Edwards, 1987; Edwards et al., 1988;

Hoskins, 1982; Jenkins, 1971; Kennett er

al.,I97O; Kennett and Watkins, 1974). It
is generally now only used when the

Waipipian and Mangapanian stages

cannot be adequately separated in

sequences. This usage is adopted here

(figure 12.1).

A brief definition of the timescale used

here follows. A full historical account of
the definition of stages and series of New

Zealand Cainozoic strata is given by

Hoskins (1982) and is not repeated here.

12.2.1 The Kapitean Stage

Holostratotype; Kapitea Creek (Finlay

and Marwick, 1947).

This is arbitrarily equated to the Late

Miocene, Messinian Stage of the

International Timescale by Edwards er

a/. (1988).

In New 7*,almd the base of the Kapitean

is defined by the first occurrences of
Sectipecten wolastoni and Austrofusus

tuberculatus (coerulescens) (Finlay and

Marwick, 1947) and the first occurrence

of G lobo rotalia cono mio ze a c ono mio ze a.

(Edwards et al., 1988). Hoskins et aI.

(1982) recognise the base to occur just

above the base of magnetochron 5 and

assign an age of 6.0 Ma.

An additional biostratigraphic datum

within the Kapitean Stage is the first

occurrence of Globorotalia

sphericomiozea reported at 5.4 Ma. by

Edwards et al. (1988).

12.2.2 The Opoitian Stage

Lectostratotype; Mangapoike River
(Finlay, 1939).

This is equivalent to the Early Pliocene,

Zanclean Stage of the International

Timescale (Edwards et al, 1988). The

base is also the New Zealand and
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International Miocene-Pliocene
boundary.

In New T,r;aland the base of the Opoitian

stage is defined by the lowest joint

occurrence of Globorotalia puncrtculata

puncticulata and Globorotalia

crassoformrs (Edwards, 1987). Edwards

et aI. (1988) recognise this to occur in the

lower part of the Gilbert reversed

magnetochron and assign an age of 5.0

Md. In assigning this age, Edwards et al.
(1988) adopted earlier palaeomagnetic

studies (Loutit and Kennett, 1979) that

were subsequently revised by Roberts

(1990). Roberts (1990) observed the first

occunence of G. puncticulata and G.

crassoformrs in Blind River to occur just

below the Thvera magnetosubchron of
the Gilbert reversed magnetochron and

assigned an age of 4.8 Ma. This is

comparable to the 4.84 Ma. age of the

boundary in the Italian type section
(Zijdeweld e t aI., I 986).

The first occurrence of Globorotalia

inflata occurs towards the top of the

Opoitian at 3.85 Ma (Edwards et al.,

1988).

12.2.3 The lVaipipian Stage

Holostratotype; Wanganui Coast
(Morgan, 1924)

Jointly the Waipipian and Mangapanian

stages are equivalent to the lower part of
the Piacenzian Stage of the International

Timescale (Edwards et a1.,1988).

In New Zealand, the base of the

Waipipian Stage is defined at the last

occurrence of the bivalve Chlamys

(Phialopecten) tiphooki ongleyf and the

first occurrence of the bivalve C. (P.)

triphooki marwicki (Edwards, 1987).

Edwards et aI. (1988) also report the last

occurrences of Reticulafenestra

pseudoutnbilica and Cibicides finlayi at

the base of the Waipipian. It is located in

the upper Gilbert reversed magnetochron,

and an age of 3.6 Ma. is adopted by

Edwards et al. (1988).

The Waipipian Suge is equivalenr to rhe

foraminiferal molesrus zone of Collen
(1972).

12.2.4 The Mangapanian Stage

Holostratotype; Waitotara Valley
(Fleming, 1953)

The Mangapanian Stage is equivalent to

the foraminiferal finlayi zone of Collen
(1972). It's base is marked by the first

occurrence of predominantly dextrally

coiled Globorotalia crassiformis
(Hornibrook, 1981) and the last
occurrences of Cibicides molesfzs and

Mesopeplum uawfordi (Edwards et al.,

1988). The base occurs in the middle of
the Gauss normal chron and is dated at

3.1 Ma. by Edwards et al. (1988).

12.3 The Hautawa Shell Bed

In the South Wanganui Basin, the

boundary between the Mangapanian and

Nukumaruan Stages is placed at the base
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of the Hautawa Shellbed (Edwards,

1987). It is marked in particular by the

last occurrence of Crassostrea ingens,

the first occurence of the cold water

species Chlamys patagonica delicarula

and the first occurrence of Globorotalia

crassula. Traditionally in New Zealand

this has also been defined as the Plio-

Pleistocene boundary, particularly

marked by the first occurrence of
Chlamys patagonica delicatula
(Edwards, 1987). This occurs just above

the top of the Gauss normal
magnetochron and is assigned an age of
2.4Ma. by Edwards (1987).

12.4 The South Wanganui Basin
Strata

12.4.1 Wanganui River Section

Correlation with the timescale of Ness er

a/. (1980)/Edwards et al. (1988) is
presented in f igure 12.3.
Magnetostratigraphic datums are detailed

in Section 4 (Chapter l9) and

summarised here to establish the ages

and correlatives of strata.

The Miocene-Pliocene boundary is

recognised within the Ramanui

Sandstone. Beneath the Ramanui

Formation, the Mangatiti and

Mangaparua Formations are correlated

with the upper half of magnetochron 5.

They comprise the oldest strata observed

in the present study.

The base of the Kapitean Stage is not

seen in the present study. The Mangatiti,

Mangapanra and the base of the Ramanui

Formations are assigned to the upper part

of the Kapitean.

Collen (1972) recognises the beginning

of his Molestus zone close to the base of
the Koriniti Sandstone, marking the top

of the Opoitian Stage in the Wanganui

River Section. The remaining
Matemateaonga Group strata, and all the

Tangahoe Group strata are assigned to

the Opoitian Stage. The Gilbert reversed

magnetochron as recognised in this study

(see section 4, chapter 19) comprises

most of these forrnations. The reversed

magnetosubchron separating the Nunivak

and Sidjuveld normal subchrons is

missing in an unconformity within the

Kahunui Mudstone.

Collen (1992) recognises the base of his

molestus zone in the lower part of the

Otui Siltstone. This suggesrs that the

Koriniti Sandstone comprises most of the

Waipipian Stage in the Wanganui River

Section. It bridges the transition from the

Upper Gilben magnetochron to the lower

Gauss normal magnetochron.

The remaining part of the section is

assigned to the Mangapanian Stage and

represents the remaining part of the

Gauss magnetochron and the lowest part

of the Matuyama reversed chron. The top

of the Wanganui River section is marked

by the Hautawa Shellbed atZ.4Ma.

The base of the Wanganui River section

is assigned an age of 5.7 Ma. (within the

Kapitean) and at the top of the section,
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the 2.4 Ma- age of the Hautawa Shellbed

is corroborated. Some ca. 4.2O0 m of

strata represent the intervening 3.3 Ma.

interval. Despite many hiatuses in the

sequence, sedimentation is almost

continuous. All the disconformities, apart

from two (ca. l52O and ca. 2400 m

above the base of the section), represent

less than 50 k.y. (i.e. shorter than the

resolution of the present study) (figure

12.3'). The average sedimentation rate is

unusually high (1300 d*.y.; 1.3 mm/y)

even for an active continental margin.

This probably reflects the fact that the

sequence sampled represents the

southward progressing basin depocentre

(Anderton, 1981).

12,4.2 Rangitikei River Section

Correlation with the timescale of Ness er

a/. (1980)/Edwards et al. (1988) is
p resented in fig u re 12.4.
Magnetostratigraphic datums are also

detailed in Section 4. Although this

section was studied in two parts, either

side of the Rauoterangi Fault, they are

combined into a single column here for

convenience.

The top of the sertion is again marked by

the Hautawa Shellbed, within the lower

Matuyama reversed magnetochron.

Beneath a short normal magnetosubchron

within the Matuyama magnetochron (the

'X' event), most of the Rangitikei River

section (Mangaweka and Utiku
Formations) is normally magnetised.

This part of the section comprises the

Mangapanian and Waipipian stages and

is assigned to the Gauss magnetochron.

Towards the top of the Taihape mudstone

Collen (1972) recognised the beginning

of his Cibicides zone (upper Opoitian).

The Taihape Mudstone contains a thin
(ca. 200 m) reversed-normal-reversed

magnetosubchron sequence that is
assigned to the top of the Gilbert
reversed magnetochron. This time-

sequence is comparatively much thinner

than equivalent strata higher in the

sequence within the Gauss normal

magnetochron. Much of the upper

Gilbert reversed magnetosubchron must

be absent to accommodate this. This

agrees with Collen's biostratigraphy and

there are two large slightly angular

channelled unconformities in the

lowermost Utiku Sandstone and upper

Taihape Mudstone that may account for
the missing 0.5 Ma. (figure 12.4).

The Waiouru Sandstone is the oldest

formation cropping out in the Rangitikei

River section. It contains middle

Opoitian fossils (Collen, 1972), is
normally magnetised and is assigned to

the Nunivak magnetosubchron of the

Gilbert reversed magnetochron.

Magnetosratigraphic dating suggests that

the base of the Rangitikei River Section

is ca. 4.2 Ma. old (middle Opoitian). The

Hautawa shellbed marking the top of the

Rangitikei River Section, may be slightly

older than the 2.4 Ma age assigned by

Edwards (1987). Without further work

this difference in age between the
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Rangitikei and Wanganui River sections

cannot be substantiated. It is not

necessary to do so for the purposes of the

present study.

The average sedimentation rate for the

Rangitikei River Section is ca. 940

m/IvIa. (l mrn/y). If the 0.5 Ma. missing

in the large unconformities recognised in

the lowermost Utiku Sandstone and

Taihape Mudstone are accounted for, the

sedimentation rate is nearly the same as

that of the Wanganui River Section. Most

disconformities recognised, like those of
the Wanganui River sequence represent

less than 50 k.y. (i.e. less than the

resolution of the present study).

Deposition in the South Wanganui Basin

during Pliocene times thus was quite

widespread and consistent along the

margin of the palaeoshelf.

Biostratigraphic and
magnetostratigraphic correlations of
strata across the South Wanganui Basin

to the polarity timescale of Ness et al.

(1980) and timescale of Edwards et al.

(1988) are summarised in figure 12.5.

These correlations are independent of
Edwards (1987) and are used as the basis

of correlation and establishment of the

Late Neogene glacio-eustatic sea level

cyclicity model of this study.
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Chapter - L3

Facies analysis.

This chapter presents a facies analysis of the South Wanganui Basin strata. Eight facies

associations are recognised and their origins presented in terms of a graded shelf model.

These facies associations usually construct trvo facies successions. One of these coiusens

upwards and the other fines upwards. Textural and faunal variation suggests that the origin

of these is a respective shallowing and deepening of the continental shelf. Seven

unconformities in the facies successions are reported. Most of these are channelled or

scoured disconformities and the remainder are hardground paraconformities. The facies

associations and successions are the basic building blocks that are used in chapter 14 to

form a model of Late Neogene continental shelf evolution in the South Wanganui Basin.

Once this evolutionary model is constructed, the nature of eustatic sea level change

throughout the Wanganui and Rangitikei River sequences can be deduced. This is
presented in Chapter 15, using the chronology detailed in chapter 12.

13.1 Introduction

A brief glossary of sedimentologic and

stratigraphic terms used in this chapter is

given in table 13.1.

Individual facies and stratal units of the

Wanganui River, Hautawa Road, and

Rangitikei River sections are presented

and defined in appendix 3. Only the

commonly occurring associations of

these facies are presented here. The

thickness of the sections being studied

here means that the facies associations

grouped here are generally thicker than

30 m. The facies associations are defined

here,like the facies, purely on observable

characteristics (Walker, 1984). An

interpretation is presented for each facies

association, but this is made only after

objective dehnition. Once constructed an

interpretation for the formation of each

succession is given.

The discussion of stratal unconformities

takes the same approach, defining them

objectively from their outcrop
appearance. A brief interpretation of the

genetic origin of each unconformity is
given after it has been defined

objectively. The facies associations,

successions and unconformity surfaces

are interpreted in a sequence stratigraphic

sense in Chapter 14. There, the evolution

of the Late Neogene South Wanganui

continental shelf is discussed and its

record of eustatic sea level fluctuation

established.
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Table 13.1: Glossary of genetic stratigraphic terms as used in this thesis

Disconformity; a surface separating parallel younger and older strata, along which there is evidence of
erosion, with an hiatus indicated ([his study, after Prothero' 1989).

Facies; a body of rock characterised by a particular combination of lithology, physical and biological
structures that bestow an aspect different from the bodies ofrock above, below and laterally
adjacent (Walker, 1984; 19821.

Facies Association; groups of facies gendically related to one another and which have some environmental
significance (Collinson, 1969; Walker, 1992).

Facies Successionl a vertical succession of facies characterised by a progressive change in one or more
pammeters, e.g. abundance of sand, grain-size or sedimentary structues (Walker, 1992). This

replaces the original term; facies sequence (Walker, 1992).

Facies model; a general summary of a particular depositional system, involving many individual examples

from recent sediments and ancientrocks (Walker, 1992).

Paraconformity; a surface separating parallel younger and older strata" along which there is no evidence of
erosion, but an biatus may be indicated by non-Waltherian behaviour Cfhis study, after
Prothero, 1989).

Unconformity; an all encompassing tenn referring to a surface separating younger from older strata where

there is an hiatus and Waltherian law does not hold (Ihis study, after Prothero, 1989).

13.2 SedimentarY Facies
Associations

The strata observed in the present study

include many different facies,

representing environments of deposition

across the entire shelf, from shoreface

sands and estuarine/tidal shellbeds to

outer shelf silstones and mudstones.

13.2.1 Coarsening upward interbedded

mudstone and sandstone.

A typical occurrence of this facies is in

the upper part of the Mangataunoka

Siltstone, Wanganui River section, an

interbedded mudstone and sandstone

association. The muds are silty and sandy

and a blue-grey colour. The sands are

poor to moderately bedded with

occasional metre crosshdding. Both the

mudstone and sandstone interbeds

coarsen upwards. The mudstone beds are

thickest and most dominant at the base.

Sandstone:mudstone ratio increases

upwards (plate l3.l; figure 13.1).

Individual bed thicknesses vary between

2 and20 m, the mudstones being thickest

at the base of the unit and the sandstones

thickest at the top.

The unit contains occasional oyster rich

shell lags. The beds are thin (<20 cm)

and the shells are sometimes broken,

commonly rounded and not in growth

position. The facies association is

typically 30-80 m thick and has 
^
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conformable relationship with the

underlying and overlying facies.

This facies association is interpreted as

being a transition from mid depth shelf

environments of deposition to nearshore

sands. The well sorted sandy texture and

shell reworking are indicative of
deposition above storm weather wave

base. The muds are inner shelf deposits

from below storm weather wave base.

13.2.2 Fining upward interbedded
mudstone and sandstone.

Tlr rry pilt d tE W*rm SmOsnn,

Rangitikei River Section, is a typical

occurence of this facies association

(plate 13.2). This is also an interbedded

mudstone and sandstone association. The

muds are sandy and sometimes blue-grey

in colour. The sands are poorly bedded to

massive moderately sorted muddy,

yellodbrown sands. There are infrequent

to common discontinuous shell lags

Sandstone

Interbedded

sandstone and

mudstone

Mudstone

plate 13.1: An example of the coarsening upwards interbedded mudstone and sandstone

facies association, froir, the upper part oith-e Mangataunoka Siltstone, Wanganui River
;;d;" iF u-e of view is 100ri frori top to bonom). It is.underl-Tn by the mudstone facies

uiroiiution (section 13.1.3), and overlain by the massive well sorted sandstone facies

association (section 13. 1.5).
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Within each association:

Sandstone beds thicken uPwards

Sandstone:mudstone ratio increases upwards

Grain size increases upwards

Each facies unit shoals upwards

Bioturbation decreases upwards

F'igure 13.1: Suatal characteristics of a coarsening upwards interbedded mudstone and

sandstone facies association.

Within each association:

Sandstone beds thin uPwards

Sandstone:mudstone ratio decreses upwards

Grain size decreases upwards

Each facies unit deepens upwards

Bioturbati on increases uPwards

Figure 13.2: Stratal characteristics of
sandstone facies association.

a fining upwards interbedded mudstone and
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plate 13.2: An example of the fining upwards interbedded mudstone and sandstone facies

association, from the Waiouru Sandstone, Rangitikei River section (spade is lm tall).

that have a similar distinctive fauna to

that of the muddy shellbed facies (see

section 13.1.6), with obvious reworking.

Sandstone beds are thickest and most

dominant at the base. The mudstone beds

become thicker and more dominant

upwards (figure 13.2). Interbeds are

thinner than the coarsening upwards

uansitional association, with thickness

varying from 0.5 to 5 m. The association

is typically 8- 10 m thick and is
conformable with underlYing and

overlying facies.

It is interpreted to represent a transition

from an innermost shelf environment to a

mid-depth shelf environment. The

moderately sorted sands are inteqpreted

as being deposited about wave base.

Some of the broken shell lags suggest

deposition above stonn weather wave

base. Abbott and Carter (1990) observed

a similar facies that they name their

Transitional Association and int€rpret to

correspond to the transition zone

(Reineck and Singh, 1986) between the

sandy shoreface and offshore muds.

13.2.3 Mudstone

This facies association is generally

massive, silty but often sandy and a

typical occrurence is in the Mangaweka

Mudstone, Rangitikei River Section. It is

commonly highly fracturcd in places, and

there are occasional sand horizons.

Fossils are rare to abundant, and some

strata are concretionary (plate 13.3).
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Plate 13.3: An example_of the mudstone facies association, from the Mangaweka
Mudstone, Rangitikei River Section (sandwich is l0 cm tall).

There are often scattered specimens of
Pelicaria sp. in sandier horizons, perhaps

washed in from shallower environments.

The top of this association is generally a

sharp contact and sometimes a well
developed erosion surface. The mudstone

facies associations are typically 100-500

m thick.

The fossil assemblages are indicative of
depths as great as 100 m (Fleming,

1953). Some of the foraminifera are more

depth specific, suggesting a depth more

in the 30 - 40 m range (Collen, 1972 and

Hornibrook et al., 1989). Sandier facies

probably represent shallower water

depth's of deposition and facies with no

sand content at all represent deeper water

facies, but still within ca. 50 m water

depth. A finer resolution of depth of the

depositional environment is not possible,

because proximity of the active sediment

lobe is also a factor,

13.2.4 Rhythmieally bedded mudstone

A typical ocurrence of this alternating

mudstone and sandy mudstone facies

association is in the Wairere Mudstone

member of the Kahura Siltstone,
Wanganui River Section. Alternating
beds are less than l0 cm thick (plare

L3.4). This facies association always has

an unconformable base; and its top is in
some cases slightly erosional and in
others conformable. The association is

typically 30-100 m thick, and contains on

average greater than 70Vo mud with the
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muddier interbeds being almost 90%

mud. In the Wanganui Bight today

textures this fine represent depths of
deposition of 50 to 60 m (appendix 4).

This facies association is interpreted to

be the deepest and most offshore deposit

in the sequence studied. The fine grained

muds indicate outer shelf deposition. The

slightly sandy and coarser mud horizons

are interpreted as pulses of sediment

reaching the outer shelf. The general

interpretation of this depositional
environment is an outer shelf
environment semi-starved of terrigenous

sediment, with gravity dcposia being the

only source of siliciclastic sediment.

Depositional rates 8re expected to be

much slower than any other facies
observed in the prcsent shrdy.

13.2.5 Massive well-sorted sandstone

A typical occurence of this facies

association is the Otuitatri Sandstone in
the Wanganui River Section. A
decimetre bedded to massive,
concretionary, light grey, well sorted,

homogeneous, medium-grained,
quartzofeldspathic sandstone (plate I 3.5).

The sand is crossbedded on a metre scale

at places, generally is weathered brown,

and is poorly consolidated. It contains

occasional muddy and lensoid reworked

shell lag horizons, with amongst others,

species of Maorimactro, Phialopecten,

Sectipecten, Cras sostre a and
Scctipecten The association is generally

l0O-300 m thick with a gradational base

and a sharp slightly

Plate 13.4: An examule of tho rhvthnically bcdded mudstone facies association, frory the

Mudstone t"tembeioirb" Krhriri Sittltonie, Wanganui River Section (lens cap is 7 cm

wide).
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Plate 13.5: An example
of the massive well-
sorted sandstone facies
association, from the
Otuitahi Sandstone,
Wanganui River Section
(field of view is 50m
taI).

Plate 13.6: An example of the muddy shellbed facies association, from an unnamed
shellbed beneath the Hautawa shellbed in ttre Rangitikei River Section (lens cap is 7 cm
wide).
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eroded top. Very occasionally
conglomeratic lenses are observed within

this association.

The texture, lack of fine grained material,

usually less than 407o mud content, good

sorting, and the presence of transported

estuarine species, and also muddier

drapes of sediment suggest this

association represents an open shoreface

from beneath tidal influence to within the

tidal influence of the coastline.

13.2.6 Muddy shellbed

A typical occurrence of this facies

association is the Hautawa Shellbed, in

the Wanganui, Hautawa Road, and

Rangitikei River sections. This
association usually consists of a thin

shell lag of broken and whole shells

(plate 13.6) which quickly grades up into

more consistently whole shells in a more

muddy matrix. The facies association

generally has a sharp basal contact that is

usually slightly eroded. The top contact

is sometimes sharp, but usually

conformable. Typical fauna includes

species of Chlamys, Phialopecten,
V en e ric ardia, D entalium, and bryozoans.

The shellbeds are typically only l-2 m
thick. They are not common in the

sequences studied and can be seen only

in the top and bottom of the Wanganui

River section and in a few places

throughout the Rangitikei River section.

The muddy matrix of the of the facies

association, and the fossil species

(Chlamys and bryozoan species) suggest

that this is an intennediate depth offshore

deposit. It is probably deposited seaward

of the maximum extent of active sand

distribution onto the continental shelf.

The shellbed usually rests on a slight
unconformity and the basal part has been

reworked and placed on this surface,

becoming more'in situ'towards the top

of the shellbed. This suggesrs an

increasing depth of deposition, with
initial deposition taking place above

storm weather wave base.

13.2.7 Sandy shellbed / reefs

A typical occurrence of this facies

association occurs in the basal part of the

Jerusalem Sandstone, Wanganui River

Section. This association i-s a ca. 2 m
thick shell-bed of densely packed mostly

Crassostrea ingens and some other

species, some in situ, others reworked.

The mud content is less than 357o. The

matrix is generally a gritty quite coarse

sand, with common burrows. The facies

generally occurs as a prominent reef,

often strongly cemented with >30%

calcite cement (plate 13.7).It is always

unconformity bounded with the upper

unconformity having much greater relief
(-l m) than the underlying unconformity
(-l cm).

Crassostrea ingens is an intertidal oyster

species, occupying shallow water

estuarine and intertidal areas much as

Crassostrea virginica does today (Beu

and Maxwell, 1990). This is interpreted

as a very shallow water sediment whose

depciion b resmimd wih hieh rdciry fial
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currsnts maintaining a clear substrate for

development of the oyster reef. The

coarse sands and shelly lag material are

deposited benveen the Crassostrea shells

by high velocity currents. This is

interpreted to be the most landward

deposit/facies on the continental shelf

observed by the prcsent study.

13.2.E Siltstone

A typical occurrence of this facies

association is above the Hautawa

Rhythmically

bedded

mudstone

Shellbed I reef

Shellbed, in the unnamed beds towards

the base of the Lower Okiwa Group, in

the Rangitikei River section. This

association is of massive, sometimes

slightly sandy siltstones, poorly to
moderately fossiliferous, but intensely

bioturbated. It includes scattered fossils

in growth position and locally is

concretionary. The unit is typically less

than 100 m thick, and at places is well

bedded and laminated. Occasionally

there is some pyritisation within this

facies association.

Plate 13.7: An example of the sandy shellbed / reef facies association, from the basaf part
of the Jerusalem Sanilstone, Wanganui River Section. It is overlain by the rhythmically
bedded mudstone facies association.
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The fauna is generally a soft-bottom

assemblage of less than 100 m water

depth (Fleming, 1953). It is interpreted to

be of a similar depositional environment

to the Mudstone facies association, with

mid shelf water depth foraminifera
(Collen, 1972). The difference is that the

mudstone facies is deposited further from

the active sediment lobe, at a position

laterally equivalent on the continental

shelf. Percent mud figures from Perrett

(1990) suggest depth of deposition for

the siltstone facies to be similar to the

mudstone facies, that is, on the order of
50-60 m.

133 Facies Successions

Two successions of the previously

described facies associations are

common in the South Wanganui Basin.

Both of these successions are

unconformity bounded.

13.3.1 Coarsening (frgure 13.3)

This is the most common succession,

particularly in the Wanganui River
Section. The base of the sequence is an

erosion surface that is commonly

bioturbated. It is overlain by the

rhythmically bedded mudstone facies

association. This is conformably overlain

by a thicker bedded mudstone or silrstone

facies association, grading up to a

transitional coarsening association with

the sandstone becoming much more

dominant. The sandstones always

downlap over a sharp, often slightly

erosional contact with the underlying

mudstone.

A massive 100-300 m thick sandstone

overlies the coarsening transitional facies

(plate 13.1). It is sometimes crossbedded

and can have fine interbeds but these are

not common. The massive sandstone and

the top of the succession is capped by a
prominent 2-4 m thick gritty, sandy

oyster reef with channelling and scouring

within it. This is then unconformably

overlain by another finer grained facies

association. The entire succession. when

complete, ranges from 200 to greater

than 500 m in thickness.

13.3.2 Fining (figure 13.4)

The other succession observed in the

present study is of a generally fining
upwards nature. It is less common, but

dominates much of the Rangitikei River

section. In the Wanganui River section it
is observed in the lower Matemateaonga

Group sediments in the base of the

section, within the Mangaparua and

Mangatiti Formations. It is also observed

in the uppermost part of the Wanganui

River section, within the Lower Okiwa

Group strata only.

The fining upwards successions are much

thinner than those that coarsen upwards.

Individual examples vary from 40 to 100

m in thickness, and they vary in their
internal facies associations. Again the

base of the sequence is an unconformity,

which can be a large channelled surface,

with 50 m or more of relief. This is
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Figure 13.4: Diagrammatic representation of the Fining facies- succession. Two main
types are recognised; a. a succession containing a fining upward interbedded mudstone
fhlies association; b. a succession containing muddy shellbed facies association directly
overlying a burrowed surface or hardground. The tv/o successions are between 10 and 30
m in rhickness. They are both inferred to have been deposited in a deepening depositional
environment, except succession a is inferred to have been deposited closer to the sediment
source.

commonly overlain by a massive to well

bedded, sometimes muddy, sandstone

association which is generally quite thin

(only a few tens of meters). ln places this

quickly grailes into a fining interbedded

association, and in other places it is

directly overlain by a muddy shellbed

association. In a few places the fining

interbedded association directly overlies

the unconformity.

The muddy shellbed association is

conformably overlain by a mudstone or

siltstone association (figure 13.4a).

Alternatively the fining interbedded

association grades up into a mudstone or

siltstone association (figure 13.4b). The

fining interbedded association can

contain thin shell lags which are weakly

developed muddy shellbed associations.

The mudstone or siltstone associations

are truncated by an erosional

unconformity.

13.3.3 Interpretation

lnterpretation of these two successions is

based on the seaward fining model of

Swift (1970); Swift et al. (1987) and

Elliot (1986) (figure 13.5).

Interpretation of the coarsening facies

succession is that it has developed on the

continental shelf during an overall
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decreasing depth of deposition, with the

depositional environment changing from

an outer shelf environment of 50-60

metres water depth to a shallow intertidal

environment. There are smaller scale

variations within this shallowing
succession, which were caused by

differential progradation of sediments

across the shallowing continental shelf.

The fining upward facies succession is

interpreted to have developed on the

continental shelf during an overall

increasing depth of deposition. The

depositional environment changes from

an intertidal sandy environment to a mid-

shelf environment of greater than 30

metres, perhaps as much as 100 m in
some cases. Again there are smaller scale

variations within the succession, caused

by differential progradation of sediments

onto the deepening continental shelf.

mean slofmwava
base(15-SOm)

DESCfiPTN'E
FACIES

Ollrhorc
(ol

PRO OELTA

13.4 Stratal unconformities

Seven different types of stratal

unconformity are recognised in the

present study of Late Neogene strata in

the South Wanganui Basin. Six are

disconformities and the seventh is a

paraconformity (see table 13.1 for
definitions). The individual surfaces vary

greatly in character and can be defined

not only by the type and nature of the

break in the record, but also the nature of
strata above and below.

Disconformable erosion surfaces
(disconformities) in the basin vary from

large channel development and surfaces

associated with large channel

development (A) (plate 13.8a and 13.8b),

to surface scouring associated with
smaller scale erosion (B). Type A
disconformities are inferred to be

conglomqrato
and sandslofle

(G.Sg-w)
sandstone and

minor mudslone
(Sm-w)

sandstons
(Ss-w)

IIITERPRETIVE
F C|ES

DELTA STOPE ON DELTA

Figure 13.5: A facies model for sedimentation on a wave dominated coast (from
Hambrey et al-, 1989). It is used to infer variations in water depth of deposition of the
facies associations and successions discussed in this chapter.
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Plate 13.8: Examples of type A unconformities in strata of the South Wanganui Basin. a.
(upper, frame of reference is 20 m tall) a well developed channel with more than 10 m of
relief, underlain by mudstone facies and overlain by sandstone facies. b. Qower, bluff is ca.
60 m tall) an angular unconformity like a, but with much less relief developed (photo;
Mike Wizevich).



associated with subaerial exposure of the

site of deposition. Type B

disconformities are inferred to have

formed in a submarine environment in

response to a change in depositional

parameters. A further type of
disconformity encountered in this study

(type C) is a marine hardground.

Al) The channels have widths on the

order of a kilometre, and truncate the

underlying beds with angles between I

and 20 degrees. Overlying strata are

always (within measurement error)
parallel to the truncated strata. This

channel development is observed only in

three localities in the Rangitikei River

Section, and is not seen in the Wanganui

River Section. These large channelled

disconformities usually truncate a

mudstone or siltstone facies association

and are always overlain by a sandy or

muddy sand facies association.

A2) Similar stratal relationships are

observed in the lowest and highest parts

of the Wanganui River Section
(Mangaparua and Mangatiti Formations

and Lower Okiwa Group strata). There

are definite signs of unconformity

between the truncated finer grained

facies association, and the overlying

coarser grained facies association.

However, large channels were not

observed in the outcrop available in the

Wanganui River section. In this study

these unconformities are inferred to
result from subaerial exposure like Al
disconformities, the channelling is

merely not developed to the same extent.

B) Scoured surfaces developing between

I cm and 3 m of relief are ubiquitous in

the sections studied. The surfaces are

generally indicative of uaction curents

on the continental shelf. Four main types

observed. The most common is where a

relatively coarse shallow water facies is

truncated by a scoured surface, which is

directly overlain by a finer grained

deeper water facies.

81) The most deeply scoured surface

occurs where the sandy shellbed or reef

facies is directly overlain by the rhythmic

mudstone facies. Here, a scoured and

sometimes burrowed surface with several

metres of relief sepruatres the two facies.

B.2) Occasionally the B I type of
disconformity is directly overlain by a

gritty, shelly lag derived from the

underlying strata-

83) Often the B I disconformity occurs

where a bioturbated sandstone is directly

overlain by a deeper water siltstone or

mudstone, with a scoured surface (less

than 1 m of relief) separating the two

facies. In this case a shell lag (muddy

shellbed facies) often overlies the

scoured surface and then grades into the

overlying mudstone or siltstone.

84) Another common scoured surface,

like the B I surface, where a finer grained

facies, usually a mudstone, with only a
few centimetres of relief is directly

overlain by a sandy mudstone. In this

instance coarser shallower facies are
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prograding seaward, with associated

currents eroding the existing surface.

C) The most common paraconformity

surface observed in the South Wanganui

Basin strata is restricted to the finer

grained facies. This is where two

mudstones and./or siltstones units are

separated by a strongly burrowed

hardground (plate 13.9). Often the

burrows are frlled with slightly coarser

sediment. On a larger scale the bored

surface of the reef facies can also be

considered a hardground. These

originated in shallow water, whereas the

mudstone facies hardgrounds originated

on the mid to outer shelf.

Plate 13.9: An example of a type C paraconformity. A bioturbated mudstone hardground.
It is inferred to be relatively deep water in origin.
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Chapter - 14

Sequence Stratigraphy

This chapter discusses the sequence stratigraphy of the Late Neogene strata of the South

Wanganui Basin. The existing sequence stratigraphic framework (senst Payton, 1977 and

Wilgus et aI., 1988) is described for comparison. Terminology is defined to prevent

continued misunderstanding of eustatically controlled sedimentation on the continental

margin. Assumptions of this existing framework are discussed in the light of the South

Wanganui Basin morphology (from chapter l0). and sedimentation (from chapter 13). The

South Wanganui Basin is unusual in that sedimentation balances subsidence, despite the

high sedimentation rate (1.3 *dy; from chapter l9). This leaves eustasy as the only factor

affecting space for accommodation in the basin during deposition.

Existing assumptions of shelf morphology are found not to hold. Consequently a different

model of eustatically conrolled sedimentation and its manifestation on the continenul

shelf is established for South Wanganui Basin sequence architecture in the Late Neogene.

Lowstand, Transgressive, Highstand, and Regressive Sediment Wedges are defined and

their integral relationship to lowstand, highstand, transgressing and regressing sea level

explained. The two sequence types are recognised by the present study as manifestations of

their position of formation on the palaeo-continental shelf.

14.1 Introduction

Van Wagoner et aI. (1988) define

Sequence Stratigraphy as the study of

rock relationships within a

chronostratigraphic framework. Strata

are grouped in terms of continuity of
deposition. Continuous episodes of
deposition are termed sequences.

Bounding the sequences are breaks in

deposition. These can be erosion surfaces

(unconformities) or merely episodes of

non-deposition (paraconformities).

Sequence stratigraphic methods have

recently been revived as geologic

interpretive methods (Payton, 1977;

Wilgus et a1.,1988; Van Wagoner et al.,

1990; Yail et aL, 1991). The same

concepts of time-stratigraphy, with
lithologic units being deposited in
restricted areal and geometric patterns by

changing relative sea-level (influenced

by both eustasy, sediment supply and

tectonism) was fust documented by Sloss

in the late 1940's (Sloss et a1.,1949 and

Sloss, 1950). Vella (1953; 1963a; 1963b)

also recognised eustatic sea level

variation as a controlling factor in
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shallow marine sedimentation of Plio-

Pleistocene strata in New Tnaland.

The new sequence stratigraphic method

was developed by a team from the

EXXON Oil Co. (Payton, 1977) from

assessment of seismic images of many

coastal stratigraphic sedimentary

sequences. It relies on recognition of
genetic sedimentary packages and

patterns within these seismic images.

Carter et al. (1991) separate the

temporal and spatial components of
sequence stratigraphy into the Global
Sea-Ievel Model (GSM), a study of the

eustatic record over geologic time, and

the Sequence Statigraphic Model (SSM),

a study of the architecture of
sedimentation on the continental margin.

In this chapter, discussion of sequence

stratigraphy is limited to the SSM
defrnition of Carter et aI. (1991). Chapter

15 makes contributions to the GSM.

14.1.1 Terminology

A new set of terminology has grown with

the revival of the sequence stratigraphic

technique. New names have been used to

replace old. A model or framework has

been to built from seismic stratigraphic

observations and then lithologic
observations fitted to the model. As

lithologic characteristics were found to

fit within the new framework they were

assigned new names, even though these

characteristics have long been named for

their direct sedimentologic features. The

approach in this study is to use facies

terminology when working directly with

stratigraphic ourcrop (Chapter 13; Table

13.1) and make interpretations

accordingly. The new sequence

stratigraphic terminology is used only

after a genetic interpretation has been

made (this chapter). Two terrns may refer

to the same assemblage of strata: One is

descriptive and classifies the rock in

terms of its appearance and the other is

interpretive of the genesis of the

delimited strata.

Definitions of sequence stratigraphic

terrns as used here are given in table

14.1. This glossary is necessary because

of the prolific growth of sequence

stratigraphic terminology. Many previous

workers have used these terms

incorrectly or with poor understanding.

Clarification is given here to prevent

further confusion. New terms are

introduced only to define situations that

are not adequately described by existing

terminology. A clear distinction is made

between observational or descriptive

terms (table 13.1) and those that are

genetic (table 14.1).

14,2 Sequences and their
boundaries

A depositional sequence is the basic

stratigraphic unit of sequence

stratigraphy. Sequences and their stratal

components are interpreted to be formed

in response to the interaction between

rates of eustasy, subsidence, and

sediment supply (Van Wagoner et al.,

1988). A complete sequence represents
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Table 14.1: Glossary of sequence stratigraphic terms as used in this
thesis

Accommodation; The spac€ mede available for potential sediment accumulation (Jervey, 1988).

Architectural Element; a morphological suMivision of a particular depositional system characterised by a
distincrive assemblage of facies, facies geomeuies, and depositional Processes (Walker, 1992).
In essence this has the same meaning as facies association. In this study, facies association is
used when looking directly at outcrop and architectural element is used once a genetic
interpretation is made.

Bed sets; a relatively confonnable succession ofgenetically related beds bounded by surfaces of erosion,
nondeposition, m heir correlative confonnities (Van Wagoner et d., 1990).

Bounding Discontinuity; a laterally traceable discontinuity; can be an unconformity, ravinement surface,
onlap or downlap surface, condensed horizon or hardground (Walker, 1992). May be
diachronous, but this fact is not considered by most workers (This study).

Composite Sequencel A stratal package bounded by unconformities but internally composed of high
frequency genetically related sequences in whicb the individual sequences stack into lowstand,
transgressive, and higbstand se4uene sets (Mitchum and Van Wagoner, l99l).

Condensed Section; A thin marine stratigraphic interval characterised by very slow depositional rates (Vail
et al, 1984). It consists of hemipelagic and pelagic sediments, starved of terrigenous material,
deposited on the middle to outer sbelf, slope, and basin floor during a period of maximum
relative sea-level rise and maximum transgression of the shoreline Ooutit et d, 1988).

Cycle Architecturel A facies sequence tbat has been assigned to a complete sea level sequence, it's nature
can vary depending upon the beight that the sequence was deposited on the shelf (Tbis study).

Depositional environrnent; Geographic and/or Geomorphic area (Walker,1992).

Depositional sborelinc brrak; The concurrent pbysiographic brealq landward of whicb the sea floor is at or
near base level and seaward of which the sea floor is below base level. The break rray oocur at
or seaward of the shoreline. Consequently it refers to an active depositional physiograpbic
break at the edge of the continental shelf (Posanentier and Vail, 1988).

Depositional System; A three-dimensional assemblage of lithofacies, genetically linked by active or inferred
processes and environments (Brown and Fisher, 1977).

Downlap; the situation where an initially inclined layer tenninates down dip against and initially horizontal
or inclined surface (Mitchum et al.,1977).

Equilibrium Point; The point along a depositional prohle where the rate of eustatic change equals the rate
of subsidence/uplift. It separates zones of rising and falling relative sea level (Posamentier et
al., 1988).

Ilighstand wedge; tbe sediment package that nucleates and progrades beneath the highest sulnd of relative
sea level flbis study). It is always deposited high on the continental shelf.

Lowstand wedge; tle sediment package that nucleates and progrades beneath the lowest stand of relative sea
level (Ihis study). It is always deposiM on the outer continental shelf and sometimes beyond
the shelf.

Marine Flooding Surfacel a surface separating younger from older sEa[a across which there is evidence of
an abrupt increase in water depth (Van Wagoner et al.,1990).

Maximum Flooding Surface; the largest marine flooding surface in a sequence. It separates the Lowstand
Systems Tract from the overlying Transgressive Systems Tract. It is still marked by deeper
water facies directly overlying shallower water facies. It is a time-transgressive surface (New
definition, modified from Walker, 1992).

Onlap; the situation where an initially horizontal stratum laps out against an initially inclined surface
Mitchum et a1.,1977).
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Parasequence; a relatively confonnable succession of geneticdly related beds or bedsets bounded by marine
flooding surfaces and their correlative surfaces (Van Wagoner, 1985 and Van Wagoner et al.,
1988).

Parasequence setl a succession of geneticelly related panNequences tbat fonn a distinctive stacking pa$em,
generally bounded by major marine flooding surfaces and their correlative surfaces (Van
Wagoner, 1985 and Van Wagoner et al., 1988).

Ravinement Surface; an erosion surface produced during marine transgression, witb finer material moved
seaward and coarser mat€rid left as a lag on the surface (Weiner, 1988). Also lnown as a
transgressive surface (Van Wagoner et d., 1988).

Sequencel A relatively conformable succession of genetically related strata bounded at its top and base by
unconformities and their correlative conforrrities (Vail et al, 1977)... it is composed of a
succession of systems tracts and is interpreted to be deposited between eustatic fall inflection
poinu (Posamentier et al., l98E).

Sequence architecture; The particular sequence of facies characteristic of a sequence. This changes
depending on varying accommodation space (Ihis smdy).

Sequence set; A set of sequences arranged in a distinctive progradational, aggradational, or retrogradational
stacking pauern Mirchum and Van Wagoner, l99l). Sequence sets in composite sequences are
analogous to systems racts in sequences (Mitchum and Van Wagoner, l99l).

Sequence Stratigraphli The study of rock relationships within a chronostratigraphic framework wherein
the succession of rocks is cyclic and is composed of generically related stratal units
@osamentier et al., 1988).

Shelf Break; The pre+xisting physiographic brcak at tbe edge of tbe continental shelf (Posamentier and
Vail, 1988). It is independent of any short-term sedimentation occurring on lhe shelf, and
usually has a depth between 50 and 200 m which is controlled by the long-term interplay of
sediment supply, subsidence and eustacy (Carter et al., l99l). This is sometimes referred to as
the tme shelf edge.

Systems tractl a linkage of contemporaneous depositional systems @rown and Fisher, 1977).

T rans gressive s urface I see Ravinement surface.

deposition within a single cycle of
eustatic sea-level change. Because of the

many cyclic orders of eustatic sea level

change (Vail er aI, I99I), sequences can

occur on many scales. The term sequence

is reserved for the smallest stratal order

that can be subdivided into its constituent

systems tracts (This study). Larger
genetic stratal cycles are referred to as

composite sequences and sequence sets

(Mitchum and Van Wagoner, l99l). A
sequence can be subdivided into
parasequences and parasequence sets.

Vail ar aI.(1977) originally defined the

type I sequence boundary (figure 14.1)

as the most prominent depositional

unconformity. Genetically, this occurs

when relative sea level is at its lowest

point in the cycle. The entire continental

shelf is subaerially exposed and prone to

erosion and channel development, by

stream rej uvenation. They also

recognised another type of sequence

boundary (type 2) (figure 14.2) which

occurs, genetically, when sea level does

not fall below the shelf margin. In this

case there is a basinward shift in facies,
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with sediment bypassing the continental

shelf. Erosion is not as well developed

(Vail er al., 1977) as in a type I sequence

boundary. The definition of sequence

boundaries was expanded by Mirchum

(1977) to include not only the

unconformity surfaces but its correlative

conformable surfaces where no erosion

has taken place (for example seaward of

the lowest point of subaerial exposure on

the continental shel0.

Genetically, Posamentier and Vail (1988)

interpreted the two types of
disconformity as developing from a fast

(type 1) and slow (type 2) relative sea

level fall respectively. Deposition above

the different types of sequence boundary

is different. The two corresponding

sequence types are referred to as type 1

(figure 14.1) and type 2 (figure 14.2)

sequences (Yail et al., 1977). A type I

sequence develops above a type I
boundary and a type 2 sequence develops

above a type 2 boundary. These two

sequence are distinguished by their

different stratal components. By

definition (Posamentier and Vail, 1988) a

type I sequence is deposited during a

slow rise and high stand of relative sea

level, and a type 2 sequence during a fast

rise and high stand of relative sea level.

14.2.1 Marine Flooding Surfaces

A rising sea level will cause deeper water

facies to be deposited directly above

shallower water facies. Depending on the

rate of sea level rise this may be

conformable or non-conformable, When

the rate of sea level rise is relatively fast,

this transition may be marked by minor

submarine erosion. Vail (1990) has

termed this slightly eroded surface a

ravinement surface. This same surface

between older/shallower and

younger/deeper facies is termed a marine

flooding surface (Van Wagoner et al.,

1990). A key observation is that the

marine flooding surface can occur on any

number of scales. On a sequence scale a

marine flooding surface separates the low

stand systems tract from the transgressive

systems tract (figure 14.1). On a smaller

scale a marine flooding surface separates

parasequences in a parasequence set

(figurc 14.3). Van Wagoner et a/. (1988)

referred to these as major and minor

marine flooding surfaces respectively.

The term maximum flooding surface is

used here to represent the largest marine

flooding surface in a sequence. It
separates the Lowstand and

Transgressive Systems Tracts. High on

the shelf the maximum flooding surface

is also a type I sequence boundary

(hgure 14.l).

The definition of Walker (1992) that a

maximum flooding surface is a

chronostratigraphic line coeval with the

highest point of sea level rise during a

sea level cycle, and that it commonly

sepiuates the transgressive systems tract

and overlying highstand systems tract. - is

not adopted here. In this study the base of

the Highstand Systems Tract is taken to

be marked by downlapping strata (figure

14.1). Van Wagoner et al's. (1990)
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PROGSAOATIONAL PARASEOUENCE SEl

Figure 14.3: Diagrammatic stacking patterns of parasequence sets (from Van Wagoner et
al., 19.90.); a. progradational parasequ-ence sets; b. retrogradational parasequencJsets; b.
ag gradational parasequence sets.

RAI€ OF OEFOSIIIOfl
RATE OF ACCOMODAITOtr '

aart or oEFostTroN
RATC OF ACCOMOOATION

suggestion that the maximum flooding
surface is not observed lower on the shelf

and is marked by the condensed section

is also not accepted by this study. Lower

on the continental shelf, the Maximum

flooding surface is the basal surface of
the condensed section (This srudy)

(figure 14.1).

14.2.2 Parasequences

Van Wagoner et aI. (1988) defined
parasequences as the fundamental
building blocks of sequences. They are

merely shorter order sea level cycles,

than those that produce sequences, and

IIEIto^thtJli]issmosroil's ffi sxa*owueRtr€saNosrotts

O O ,ro,u,ouor PAaas€ouENc€s

ffi snrrr MuosroftEs

they do not develop full systems tracts on

the continenral shelf.

Parasequences can be progradational,

retrogradational, or aggradational (Van

Wagoner et al., 1988) (figure 14.3).

Genetically, this is dependent on whether

longer order relative sea levels are rising,

falling or remaining stationary. If the

parasequences are prograding,
parasequence bed sets will coarsen and

thicken upwards (figure 13.1). If rhey are

retrograding parasequence bed sers will
thin and fine upwards (figure L3.2).

Under aggradation they will merely stack

and not change in nature (figure 14.3).

RETROGRADATIONAL PARASEOUENCE SET

AGGRAOATIONAL PARAS€OUTNC€ SEI
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Mitchum and Van Wagoner (1991)

explain several mechanisms by which

parasequences form: Rapid increase in

water depth from compaction associated

with delta lobe swirching, rapid tectonic

subsidence, and high frequency eustatic

cyclicity. Parasequences are best

developed in shallow-marine sediments

(Mitchum and Van Wagoner, 1991)

where small changes in relative sea level

cause marked changes in facies

distributions.

143 Systems Tracts

A sequence can be subdivided into

systems tracts, depending on the

interpretation of their position of
deposition on the continental shelf
(figures 14.1 and 14.2). Posamentier er

al. (1988) define these systems tracts ils

linkages of contemporaneous

depositional systems. They are

genetically related to maxima and

minima of relative sea level, and defined

by the geometry of the sediment package

581: SEQUENCE EOUNOARY TYPE I.

COASTAL
PLAIN E

NEARSHORE
FACIES

produced on the continental shelf.

Internal characteristics that define these

sedimentary packages are the nature of
onlap and offlap of strata and changes in

the nature of sedimentation between

appreciable hiatuses in deposition. It is
key changes in relative sea level that

separate sequences into their component

systems tracts.

Systems tracts are defined objectively

using four criteria; type of bounding

surfaces, position within a sequence,

nature of parasequence sets and

geometry. However, it is understood in

the definitions that the driving force of

these changing depositional
environments and systems tracts is
eustatic sea level variation (Posamentier

et al.,1988). Sequences are composed of

three basic systems tracts: Highstand

systems tract (figure L4.4), which

develops during a high stand of relative

sea level; Lowstand systems tract (figure

14.5), which develops during a lowstand

@
FLUVIA L
FACIES

OFFSHORE
ITARINE
FACIES

Figure 14.4: Highstand systems tract (modified from Haq, 1991).

(HST): HIGHSTAI{O SYSTEilS TRACX
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8Asril FL00R
FAT{

FACIES

S8I: SEOUEilCE EOUI{OARY TYP€ T.

ti_]L-j
COASTAL
PLAIil A

NEARSI{ORE
FACIES

(ltsTl: HIGHSTANo SYSTEYS TRACX

HIGHSTANO

lo o olr3gl
FLUVIAL
FACIES

l--l
OFFSHORE

ltARlr{E
FACIES

LOWSTANO

Figure I4.5: Lowstand systems tract;
(modified from Haq, l99l).

of relative sea level; and a Transgressive

systems tract (figure 14.6) that develops

during a rising relative sea level.

It is integral to the sequence stratigraphic

model that the different systems tracts

constitute the continental margin. They

continually reform and shape the

continental margin into its constituent

geographic/depositional regions; shelf,

slope and basin (frgure 14.7a).

LOWSTA ND
WEDGE
FACIES

a. the lowstand fan; b. the lowstand wedge

14.3.1 Lowstand Svstems Tract
(tigure 14.5)

The lowstand systems tract is dominantly

preserved in siliciclastic sequences and

on the continental shelf (Van Wagoner er

al., 1990). It lies directly on a type 1

sequence boundary (Van Wagoner et al.,

1988) and occupies the lowest part of a

sequence. Genetically, it is deposited

beneath the lowest stand of relative sea

BASII'I FLOOR COASTAL
FAN PLAII{ 8FACIES I{EARSHORE

FACIES

IBFFI: tsAStN FLOOR FAN

H,)ry0\ /v
\/V

LOWSTANO

FLUVTAL
FAC IES

OFFSHORE
MARI NE
FACIES

N
N.

LCC: LEVEEO CHARNEL cOMPLEx
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|7-.E1 I:T]l""l l.:;:.,1
BASIN FLOOR COASTALFAIiI PLAIN A

FACIES NEARSHORE
FACI ES

l'- -l
LOWSTAI{D TRANSGRESSIVE
WEDGE FACIES
FACIES

1 ',fV
\ illtV

LOWSTAilO

lo o ol
lo ol
FLUVIAL
FACIES

E--=-=l
OFFSHORE

MARINE
FACIES

Figure 14.6: Transgressive systems tract (modified from Haq, 1991).

a

Shelf

b
Depositional shoreline

\
\
\\
\

Relict shelf

Figure 14.7: a. Morphology of the continental margin as,required by th.e original
se{'uence stratigraphic model (e.g. Posamentier et a1.,1988); sedimentation on the margin
is integral with mdrgin morphology. b. Morphology of the Continenta,l-margin_as predicted
by the present study; sedimentati-on takes p-lace on a larger relict shelf formed by external
processes.
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shelf and is introduced directly to the

basin floor as coarse sediment pulses

(turbidites) (Posamentier and Vail,
1988).

The lowstand wedge is deposited

between the falling eustatic inflection

point and the lowest stand of eustatic sea

level (Posamentier and Vail, 1988). Its

character is similar to the progradational

high stand systems tract, the only

difference being the possibility that the

lowstand wedge may have graded

turbidite beds near its base. Nio and

Yang (1991) report large sandbodies,

capped by estuarine facies deposits, in

the Pyrenees that are typical of highstand

systems tract parasequences. But, they

interpret them to be formed as the latest

stage of the low stand wedge.

A lowstand wedge and a shelf margin

systems tract can be distinguished

geometrically, but not in terrns of the

F--l
l-l

OFFSHORE
MARII{E
FACIES

t:it
LOWSTA[0

PEDGE
FACIES

Figure 14.8: Shelf margin systiems tract (modified from Haq, 1991).

level, hence its high preservation

potential. Geometrically, it usually

occurs only low on the shelf; higher on

the shelf the transgressive systems tract

directly overlies the sequence boundary

(figure 14.1). When the lowstand systems

tract overlies a type 2 sequence boundary

(figure 14.8) it is termed a shelf margin

systems tract by Van Wagoner et al.

(1988), because it does not develop

beyond the shelf break. This definition

assumes the continental margin to have a

shelf - slope break.

The lowstand systems tract may have

three different components; a basin floor

fan (figure 14.5a), a slope fan and a

lowstand wedge (figure 14.5b). The

lowstand fans are deposited on a basin

margin that has a well developed

physiographic shelf/slope break
(Posamentier and Vail, 1988). They are

only deposited when sea level falls below

this break, and sediment bypasses the

LOWSTANO
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sedimentary sequences within them or

associated with them. Posamentier and

Vail (1988) report that the two sequence

types can be distinguished by the nature

of their constituent parasequence sets,

but no examples are given. Both

lowstand and shelf margin systems tracts

onlap sequence boundaries in a landward

direction and downlap sequence

boundaries in a seaward direction. In this

study, the shelf margin systems tract is

treated as a subset of the lowstand

wedge, and not as a systems tract in its
own right.

The top of the lowstand (and shelf

margin) systems tracts are marked by

marine flooding surfaces which are

directly overlain by the transgressive

systems tract (figures 14.1 and 14.2).

14.3.2 Transgressive Systems Tract
(figure 14.6)

The transgressive systems tract
comprises backstepping, retrogradational

parasequence sets (Van Wagoner et al.,

1988) (figure 14.3b). They are repeated

progradations of sediment during a

progressive flooding of the shelf and

landward movement of facies. Each

parasequence is therefore bounded by a

marine flooding surface.

Abbott and Carter (1990) and Carter er

al. (1991) recognised the transgressive

systems tract to be a complex feature,

varying with the rate of sea level rise and

sediment supply. They observed that the

transgressive systems tract can vary from

merely a shell lag above the ravinement

surface to a thick (30-100 m) single

sedimentary cycle. This incorporates

lateral equivalents of the highstand

systems tract (condensed section) as its

latest stage of development. Abbott and

Carter (1990) also recognised several

marine flooding surfaces, suggesting that

the sequences they observed in

Wanganui are basinward correlatives of

the backstepping retrogradational
parasequences of Posamentier and Vail

(1988). They fine upwards as the facies

move landward. The parasequences

become progressively thinner and finer

grained.

The top of the transgressive systems tract

is marked by a down lap surface of the

prograding overlying highstand systems

tract wedge (figures 14.l and 14.2). Van

Wagoner et aI. (1988) recognised that

this surface when conformable represents

a change from retrogradational to
progradational parasequence sets (fi gure

14.9).

14.3.3 Highstand Systems Tract
(figure 14.4)

The highstand systems tract develops

under the highest stand of relative sea

level and is commonly widespread on the

shelf (Van Wagoner et al., 1988). It is
characterised by an increasingly
progradational parasequence stacking

pattern (Posamentier and Vail, 1988)

(figure 14.9). Posamentier and Vail
(1988) infer the highstand systems tract

to be deposited between the rising and
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+ RISE FALL..>

Decraaslng rate
ol regression

Nsar shore sediments

Type 2 unconformlty

Type Z uncontormity
Increasing rate
of regresslon

Figure 14.9: Response of topset bed thickness and parasequence sets to eustatic fall.
Type 2 sequence boundaries (conformable) separate progradational and retrogradational
parasequence sets (modified from Posamentier et aI-,1988).

falling eustatic sea level inflection point.

The base of the tract is marked by a

downlap surface higher on the shelf and a

condensed section lower on the shelf
(figure l4.l), and the top must by

definition be either a type I or 2

sequence boundary with some degree of
erosion.

Seaward of the prograding and

offlapping highstand systems tract

deposition is restrained but continuous.

The stratigraphic expression of this slow

deposition is known as the condensed

section (Vail er al, 1977) (figure 14.l).

Its relationship with the three systems

tracts has been poorly documented and

explained to date. It is generally

considered to be coeval with highstand

systems tract development, but can also

be coeval with transgressive systems

tract development (this study). This

means that in some cases it may

represent much of the sequence.

14.4 Discussion of variables

Jervey (1988) in a set of computer

simulations of interacting basin

subsidence, eustatic sea level fluctuation

and sediment influx, found sequence

boundaries to be located at or near

inflection points in eustatic sea level

fluctuation. The dominant factor in
shaping the depositional systems tracts

and sequences is changing
accommodation both areallv and

temporally.

14.4.1 Accommodation Space

Marine sediments will only accumulate if
there is sufficient space available below

the sea level (termed base level of
erosion by Jervey, 1988). This space is

defined as the accommodation space

(Vail et al., 1988). It is directly
controlled by relative sea level at the
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continental margin. By necessity, it is a

function of interacting eustatic sea level,

basin subsidence and sediment input

(figure 14.10). If these parameters are

considered separately; basin subsidence

can only increase accommodation space,

and sediment input can only decrease

accommodation space, but eustatic sea

level variation can both increase or

decrease the accommodation space.

The interaction of these three ptuameters

can only affect accommodation space in

three ways: It can be maintained,

decreased or increased. Decreasing

accommodation space causes

progradation seaward of the depositional

shoreline break and erosion landwards of

the depositional shoreline break.

Increasing accommodation space causes

retrogradation and stratal backstepping

across the entire shelf. Maintained

accommodation space causes direct

aggradation seaward of the depositional

shoreline break.

14.4.2 Sediment Supply

Sediment supply to a basin is controlled

by sediment availability and the nature of

depositional process. A basin supports

many zones of active transport and

deposition. These are separated by zones

of less active transport and deposition,

much like lobes of a river delta.

Therefore, at a point source, sediment

influx is also controlled by the proximity

of active sediment Fansport paths

(Jervey, 1988). Lowering relative sea

levels exposing the continental shelf

increase the potential for sediment input

to the basin, as there is increased areal

extent of available sediment for supply.

The newly exposed sediment is also

more prone to erosion and

resedimentation.

=u","", I

Water bottom
Subsidence / uplift

Figure 14.10: Accommodation envelope as a function of eustasy and subsidence (from
Posamentier et al., 1988).

Sea surface
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14.4.3 Eustatic Sea Level

Eustatic sea level is assumed to vary

cyclically with many orders of magnitude

and timing (Mirchum and Van Wagoner,

1991). Support for this is proposed from

several sources:

l) The oxygen isotope record (Williams,

1988)

2) Documented cyclic variation in the

volume of ocean basins (Worsley et aI.,

1984; Ramsbottom, 1979).

3) The record of fluctuating volumes of
ice on land (Hambrey and Harland,

r981).

4) Global correlation of sea level

variations at continental margins

suggesting synchronous global cyclic

variations in sea level (Haq et al., 1987;

Haqetal., 1988).

The points of fastest eustatic sea level

fall or rise are known as inflection points

when the change of sea level reverses.

This in turn alters the accommodation

space.

14.5 Assumptions of the sequence
stratigraphic model.

The assumptions discussed here are those

intrinsic to the Sequence Stratigraphic

model (Vail et al., 1977) and not the

Global Sea Level Model (Haq et al.,

r987).

1) Eustatic sea level variation is quasi

sinusoidal on many scales (Posamentier

et a1.,1988) (already discussed in section

14.4.3).

2) Relative sea level fall occurs on a
much shorter timescale than stillstands

and sea level rise. It has been further

assumed that because the relative sea

level fall is rapid, it results only in
erosion of the continental margin with no

deposition until the lowstand is reached.

This is assumed because of an incorrect

interpretation of the onlap curve
(Prothero, 1989) and underlying
assumptions of shelf morphology
(discussed later).

3) Point sea floor subsidence occurs at a

constant rate and that the rate increases

basinward (Posamentier et al., 1988).

4) Between unconformities, there is
essentially continuous deposition, and the

major breaks are represented by the

unconformities. If the sequence defined

is the smallest stratal order that can be

subdivided into its constituent systems

tracts. this will hold.

5) The continental margin has a

morphology including a single shelf,

shelf break, and a change in slope

beyond the shelf break (sometimes

referred to as the basin margin) (figure

14.7a) (Posamentier et a/., 1988). The

shelf itself is assumed to be narrow in

comparison with the height of change of
relative sea level (i.e. height between

maximum and minimum sea levels
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against the continental margin). This will

obviously direct the pattern in the

stratigraphic record.

The definition of shelf - slope break has

been very confusing in the Sequence

Stratigraphic Model. The original
definition assumed only one shelf break

integrally related to the sedimentation

pattern on the continental margin (figure

I4.7a'). However, other workers have

reported cases where the continental

shelf break is not integrally related to the

sedimentation processes on the margin

(Carter et al., l99l; Carter et a1.,1985;

Martin and Fleming, 1986; Mougenot er

al., 1983) and is located at much greater

depth and more distant from the coastline

(figure 14.7b). Here, the two slope breaks

are distinguished as the shelf break

(relict) and depositional shoreline break

(active) (see table 14.1). Any relative

stillstand of sea level can perpetrate a

depositional shoreline break, and these

can be manifest at any point on the

continental margin. However, there is

only one shelf break.

6) A deficiency of
Stratigraphic Model

Sequence

that it is

constructed conceptually and then data

are assumed to fit within it, often by use

of circular reasoning. This has been

alleviated to some extent in the last few

years by ourcrop observation (e.g. Van

Wagoner et aI., 1990). However, the

continuing development is from coarser

to finer units and time periods. The

approach should be to construct smaller

scale models from observed facies

relationships, and then increase the scale,

from further observation, to depositional

systems. That is the approach taken in

the present study.

14.6 The South Wanganui Basin
sequence architecture

The Sequence architecture of the Late

Neogene strata of the South Wanganui

Basin has already been developed in

Chapter 13. Two sequences are

recognised; the sequences and their

architectural elements are described

below. These were constructed as models

from observing many of the complete

and incomplete successions cropping out

in the stratigraphic sections studied:

14.6.1 Sequence I (ligure f4.1f)

Sequence 1., when complete, is 20G500

m thick. It is completely marine, shows

no evidence of subaerial exposure, and

contains 7 architectural elements which

are described below in ascending

stratigraphic order;

l) A basal erosional unconformity, which

is the lower sequence boundary. It is only

slightly eroded, sometimes bioturbated,

and represents a surface of marine

uansgression or a ravinement surface. It
is not a sequence boundary after the

definition of Vail et al. (1977), because it
does not represent a basinward shift in
facies. But, it is the most developed

unconformity surface across which

Waltharian Law does not hold. It is the

the

is
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m in thickness. They are both inferred to have been deposited in a deepening depositional
environment, except succession a is inferred to have been deposited closer to the sediment
source.

most obvious place sedimentologically to

place a sequence boundary.

2) A deep water rhythmically bedded

mudstone indicative of relatively slow

sedimentation on the outer shelf, which

directly overlies the basal unconformity.

Generally it is between 5 and 30 m thick.

3) A Downlap surface that appears

conformable. Faunal and textural
evidence suggests that the downlapping

sediments are more shallow in origin

than the underlying strata.

4) A downlapping open shelf mudstone

or Siltstone, that is between 20 and 50 m

thick.

5) A coarsening upward interbedded

mudstone and sandstone indicating a

progradation of the palaeoshoreline, with

shoreface sands persisting into a

nearshore environment. It grades from

the underlying mudstone/siltstone. It
ranges between 10 and 100 m thick.

6) A massive well sorted open shoreface

sandstone grading from the underlying

nearshore association. It is generally

between 100 and 300 m thick.
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7) An unconforrnity bounded intertidal

reef association, l-4 m thick. Its top is

the disconformity described as element I

and the beginning of the next sequence.

14.6.2 Sequence 2 (frgure 14.12')

Sequence 2 when complete is always less

than 100 m thick, and more usually less

than 50 m thick. It is also completely

marine, but shows distinct evidence of

subaerial exposure. It contains 4 main

architectural elements which are

described below in ascending

stratigraphic order;

l) A basal erosional unconformity is the

lower sequence boundary. It is

sometimes a type I sequence boundary

(channelled erosion surface) representing

extensive subaerial exposure. Evidence

of channel development is rare, but

erosion and bioturbation are always well

developed., suggesting that it is more

often a WWz sequence boundary. This is

the most prominent disconformity in the

sequence. It also represents a

transgressive (ravinement) surface as

well as a disconformable sequence

boundary.

2) Open shoreface sandstone to muddy

sandstone association. sometimes

containing thin shell lags. Coarse traction

current emplaced sediment directly

overlies the basal disconformity.

Sometimes, it is a sandy shell lag, and it
is usually thinner than l0 m.

3a) A fining interbedded mudstone and

sandstone, indicating a retrogradation of

the palaeoshoreline with shoreface sands

retreating from a nearshore environmenl

It grades from the underlying sandstone.

This element is between 5 and l0 m

thick.

or

3b) A transgressive muddy shellbed

representing a starved shelf environment

allowing a shellbed to develop. The

shellbed is relatively thin and usually ca.

2 m thick.

4) A downlapping open shelf massive

mudstone or Siltstone that is usually 20-

30 m thick, and often barren of fossils.

14.7 Model for formation of the
Late Neogene South Wanganui
Basin sequences.

The present continental shelf of
Wanganui is used here as a model for the

Late Neogene shelf. Seismic and

lithospheric evidence suggests that the

extent of the continental shelf has not

changed appreciably during the Late

Neogene (Stem pers comm.) It is a wide,

relict feature that is not integral to active

sedimentation (figure 14.13). Most

sedimentation occurred above the shelf

break creating several depositional

shoreline breaks depending on the height

of relative still stands of sea level,

Above the shelf break, the sediment

supply is controlled by tectonism, with
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Figure 14.13: Bathymetric map of the cunent continental shelf of Wanganui. The relict
sh6lf break is marked and diffeient from the zone of 'active sedimentation (shaded) and
possible depositional shoreline breaks.
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the uplifting Wanganui palaeo-hinge

zone being the main source of sediment.

The lithospheric wave basin progressing

in front of this hinge is accumulates

sediment (figure 14.14). With southward

progression of this lithospheric wave,

earlier deposited sediments become

uplifted at the hinge zone and 
^re

recycled into the basin ahead of the

lithospheric wave (see chapter l0). The

process is cyclic with sediment source

and basin subsidence being integrally

Sodh#

Wanganul Hlnge Zone

related, so that sedimentation will never

outpace basin subsidence but always

equal it. Therefore, sedimentation will

never prograde further than a defined

limit beyond the depositional shoreline

break, and subsequent episodes of
sedimentation will merely stack up, but

in a progradational sense controlled by

the southward moving lithospheric wave

only (figure 14.14).

llthosphctlcallY conttollod
stscking ol sedlrnonl wedgos

-rI
l

t_
Acifue eroslon

- 
|,

Figure l4,l4z Lithospheric conuol on sedimentation. The lithospheric wave. (see chapter
10) uplifts older sedim-ent to the north and provides a basin to accumulate sodiments to the
south. As the lithospheric wave progrades southwards earlier deposited sediments are
uplifted at the Wanganui Hinge zone and recycled into the basin ahead of the lithospheric
wave. The inset shows the resulting aggradation and progradation of stacking sediment
wedges within the zone of active sedimenution.

Older gequencas
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The rate of southward progradation will
be the base level of relative sea level

change recorded by the South Wanganui

Basin sequences, a time period of 20

m.y. (Stern et al., 1992). Any change on

a scale less than 20 m.y. (including the

entire present study) must be due to

either secondary (shorter order) tectonic

effects or eustatic sea level fluctuation

affecting accommodation space. Tectonic

effects are not suspected, because the

sequences are quite extensive and

internally coherent. Sedimentary

sequences are also cyclic on a timescale

much greatfr than expected from seismic

events (see chapter l5). Anderton (1981)

demonstrates no tectonic change in the

basin on a scale less than Stern et al's.

( 1992) lithospheric wave.

This tectonic regime is expected to

support the assumptions of constant point

sedimentation increasing basinward.

The assumption of quasi sinusoidal

eustasy has been substantiated to some

ext€nt (discussed earlier) and is accepted,

and further substantiated, by the

conclusions of the present study (see

chapter l5). The assumption of a fast

relative sea level fall in the cycle does

not hold if sinusoidal eustatic cyclicity

and balanced sedimentation and

subsidence are accepted.

Because the previously accepted

assumptions of continental margin

morphology do not hold on the

Wanganui Margin, a different
palaeomorphological model of

sedimentation on the shelf is used here.

The sequences are not slotted into the

systems tract model, but interpreted in

terms of position on the shelf with

sediment wedges nucleating beneath the

depositional shoreline break, controlled

by eustatic sea level fluctuation.

Sedimentation and basin subsidence have

already been shown not to affect

accommodation space, merely enhance

the effects of eustasy. Stillstands of sea

level cause nucleation and development

of a sediment wedge on the margin

(figure 14.15a).

A fundamental change takes place when

eustatic sea level moves, preventing

nucleation of sediment wedges, and

changing the pattern of sedimentation

rather than developing it.

An initial interpretation of sequence I
(coarsening) would suggest it is

comparable to a high stand systems tract

prograding over a condensed section.

However, several things point to it being

different from a type I sequence. Firstly,

the sequence boundary is not a

channelled disconformity. The

coarsening parasequence sets and the

sequence itself is much thicker than

expected (up to 500 m thick rather than

less than 100 m thick), and the sequence

is never subaerially exposed. Because the

sequence is not subaerially exposed, it
must have developed entirely below the

lowest stand of the eustatic sea level

cycle.
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high sea level

Ilighstand wedge

low sea level

Lowstand wedge

high sea levcl

Highstand wedge

low sea level

Lowsta
wedge

Figure 14.15: a- The location of sediment wedges on the shelf and their relationship to
still stands of sea level. b. A second, larger order, of eustatic sea level variation, moving
the absolute position of the respective wedges on the continental margin. The position of
deposition of the Wanganui River sedimentary sequence is shown.

The lack of a type I sequence boundary

suggests fonnation of a type 2 sequence,

but, the shelf margin systems tract is
missing from the sequence.

If sedimentation and the depositional

shoreline breaks are confined above the

shelf break (as they are in the South

site of deposition filr
Wanganui River strata

Wanganui Basin), it follows that a high

stand type systems tract will prograde

beneath a still stand of sea level,

regardless of whether it is at the highest

or lowest turn in its cycle. Because of the

balance of sediment input and

subsidence, this highstand type systems

tract will not inundate the shelf with
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sediment and force a marked regression

of the shoreline (figure 14.15a).

If the sediment wedge were developed

beneath the lowstand of eustatic sea

level, it would develop an exaggerated

thickness due to the additional sediment

from the exposed coast. This wedge must

begin to form during the eustatic fall,

encouraging a thicker sequence, and

continue during the ensuing lowstand.

The eustatic rise will develop 
^

maximum flooding surface which will be

overlain by a condensed section (figure

14.15b), while sedimentation is

continued beneath the depositional

shoreline break now located much further

offshore, therefore, existing terminology

cannot adequately name and describe this

sequence and it is named here a

Lowstand Wedge (figure 14.15). The

lowstand wedge records a full cycle of
eustatic sea level without the breaks

caused by erosion of wedges developing

higher on the palaeoshelf.

Sequence 2 of this study is partly

subaerially exposed and therefore must

have been formed higher on the shelf

than sequence I (figure 14.15b). Much of

sequence 2 represents a rising sea level

above the point of deposition with the

upper mudstone/siltstone representing a

seaward equivalent of the high stand

systems tract. Where sediment supply

does not outpace basin subsidence and

prograde across the entire continental

shelf.

14.8 The South Wanganui Basin
Late Neogene Sequence
Lithostratigraphic framework.

Here, sequences are defined in terms of
their relationship to eustatic sea level

cycles. Four sediment packages are

recognised within a single cycle;

lowstand wedge, transgressive wedge,

highstand wedge, and regressive wedge

(figure 14.16). The regressive wedge has

recently been recognised by Hunt and

Tucker (1992) and Posamentier et al.

(1992) as stranded parasequences and

forced regressive wedge systems tract-

They use the term forced regression to

explain a slow relative sea level fall
pushing the highstand systems tract down

the continental shelf. This is a

conuadiction. The objective of sequence

stratigraphic analysis is to interpret sea

level cycles in terms of sedimentation

response to naturally occurring eustatic

cyclicity. The term forced is used to

maintain assumptions of shelf
morphology that are not observed or

accepted by the present study (see

section 14.5). Here, they are considered

as natural regressions.

The highstand and lowstand wedges

nucleate and develop beneath the

highstand and lowstand of
relative/eustatic sea level respectively

(figure 14.15a). The two wedges develop

similarly in theory except: l) The

lowstand wedge will be much thicker

than the highstand wedge as it begins to

form during regression: 2) The highstand

wedge will be truncated by a type I
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Lowstand wedge (LSW)

Transgresslva wedge (fW)
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d

Figure 14.16z Development of the-continental shelf morphology at Wanganui during a
iffie cycle of eusracy, as predicted by this study. Wedges of sediment prograde beneath

stilistands of sea-leve'I. ReitricteA wedges form beneath rising and fallilg sea-level' a- the

p;i6; of iedimenrarion beneath th-e lowest stand of sea-level. b. the pattern of
iedimentation beneath a rising sea-level. c. the pattern of sedimentation beneath the

trigt.rt stand of sea-level. d. ihe pattern of sedimentation beneath a falling- sea-level.

Se"dimentation is lirhospherically dontrolled, balancing basin subsidence and sediment
itrpur. This prevents inundation-of the continental maigin by sediment (see discussion

earlier in this chapter)

(HSw)
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unconforrnity (sequence boundarY) and

the lowstand wedge will be truncated by

a type 2 unconformity (sequence

boundary) (figure 14.16a). While the

highstand wedge is forming a condensed

period of sedimentation continues

basinward of the developing highstand

wedge (figure 14.16c).

The transgressive wedge is equivalent to

a retrogradational parasequence stacking

(see), that blankets the lowstand wedge

and the entire maximum flooding surface

(figure 14.16b). Its internal nature varies

extensively with proximity to the basin

margin: At its most basinward extent it is

a condensed section with a slow rate of

sedimentation. Closer to the margin it is
a fining upwards sequence changing as

the depositional shoreline break moves

marginward.

The regressive wedge is manifest in a

series of progradational parasequence

sets that progressively step down the

continental shelf beneath the basinwards

moving depositional shoreline break

(figure 14.16d). They are termed

stranded parasequences by Hunt and

Tucker (1992). The final step begins a

wedge that continues to develop under

the lowstand depositional shoreline break

as the lowstand wedge. Erosion occurs

landward of the lowstand depositional

shoreline break.

Sequence I is formed low on the shelf,

beneath the lowstand of eusutic sea level

(figure 14.16). Sequence 2 is formed

higher on the shelf about the basinward

extent of the developing highstand wedge

(figure 14.16).
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Chapter - 15

Late Neogene eustatic sea level history

This chapter presents the inferred record of sea level cycles recorded by the South

Wanganui Basin sections. The interpretation of the record is based on models discussed

and presented in chapter 14 and chronology summarised in Chapter 12. A new approach

using relative downlap as well as relative onlap is found to record a more complete history

of sea level variation. The lithospheric control on development of South Wanganui Basin

stratigraphic successions has ensured that sediment influx and basin subsidence

compliment each other. The southward progressing outcrop sampled by the Wanganui and

Rangitikei Rivers ensures that the record is one of eustatic variation only. Variation in
eustatic sea level is interpreted mainly from the Wanganui River Section and supported by

evidence from the Rangitikei River Section. Eustatic variation occurs on four orders of
timing; A base level of 3-4 m.y. duration and three shorter order cyclicities of ca. 2 m.y.,

100-500 m.y., and 40-10O k.y. respectively. Amplitudes of eustatic sea level variation are

ca.40 m for the base eustatic sea level curve, and 40-50 m and less for the shorter order

cycles. A total variation in sea level of ca. 80 m for the Late Neogene is therefore

proposed. Agreement between the South Wanganui Basin curve and the EXXON global

sea level curve for the same time period is poor. However, the Wanganui Basin curve has

superior resolution and chronostratigraphic control and is proposed as a much improved

Late Neogene (2.4-6.0 m.y.) global sea level curye.

15.1 Introduction

Direct observations of stacked cycles

from the South Wanganui basin are

reported. Interpretation of the origin of
these cycles uses a different approach to

that of Yail et al. (1977). Because the

original sequence stratigraphic model

was developed in ignorance of an

independent shelf and depositional
shoreline break, it was presumed that

onlap was the best indicator of relative

sea level variation (Vail er al., 1977).

However, it was later found that this

interpretation required incorrect

assumptions about eustatic fluctuations

of sea level (Van Wagoner et a1.,1988;

Posamentier et a1.,1988; and this study).

The South Wanganui Basin sequences

are interpreted in terms of onlap and

downlap. This is possible because of both

the lithospheric conuol on sedimentation

patterns and a wide palaeo-shelf. The

Wanganui River section is found to
record a nearly complete record of the

Late Neogene (2.5 - 6.0 m.y.). Evidence

from the Rangitikei River supports the

interpretations of the origin of the

Wanganui River sequences.
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The crux of the interpretation presented

in this chapter is that the sampled section

is consistent with the southward

progressing point of deposition of the

section. The cyclic development of
sediment wedges within the sequence

resulted from eustatic sea level

fluctuation. The position of the

depositional sequence tract on the shelf

remained stationary; the variation is
merely within this. A shift in base levels

of this eustatic cyclicity (longer order

eustatic changes) caused the depositional

sequence tract to move landward or

seaward on the continental margin in

response to large order eustatic rising or

falling of sea level respectively.

15.2 The South Wanganui Basin
Record

15.2.1The Wanganui River Section

Some l7 cycles of sedimentation are

recognised in the Wanganui River

Section (figure 15.1). Each cycle is
bounded by a type L or 2 sequence

boundary, depicted by an unconformity

or disconformity in the sequence. Cycles

Wl and W2 are classic type2 sequences

(see chapter 14) that are here assigned to

the transgressive wedge. They do not

contain any progradational highstand or

lowstand wedge sediments. TheV3 cycle

contains a type 2 sequence conformably

overlain by a type 1 sequence. This is
interpreted as a transgressive wedge

conformably overlain by a lowstand

wedge, suggesting a shoreward

movement in depositional facies. Cycles

W4 through W8 represent typical type I

sequences originating in the lowstand

wedge. Only cycle W6 is not complete.

Cycle W9 is complex. It contains several

interbedded mudstones and sandstones

that are difficult to assign a genetic origin

to. The general trend of the sequences is

coarsening upwards. It seems equivalent

to a thick progradational parasequence

set of Van Wagoner et a/. (1988). Here it

is lentatively assigned to the regressive

wedge. The point of observation is

shoreward of the developing lowstand

wedge. The depositional environment is

located higher on the shelf than through

cycles W3-W8. Cycle W9 represents the

beginning of a change in the nanlre of the

sequences in the Wanganui River

Section. Above 2200m (thestartof cycle

W9) in the section, the sedimentary

sequences become more disjoint, than

sequences lower in the section, and more

continuously sandy in nature.

Cycle W10 represents an extensive

deepwater sequence, with little
terrigenous influence on the

sedimentation pattern. The active

sediment wedge was a long way

shoreward of the point of deposition of

this cycle. The very top of cycle WlO

includes a coarser sandstone unit

suggesting encroachment of the

Regressive Wedge over the point of

deposition. Cycle Wll is much more

typical of the sequences described by

Van Wagoner et aI. (1988) and

Posamentier et al. (1988). It is an

extended fining upwards sequence, much
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Figure 15.1: Sedimentary cycles in the Wanganui River Section (polarity and age is from
section 4).
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thicker than a typical Wpe 2 sequence,

topped by a prograding sandy Highstand

Wedge sequence. The Transgressive

Wedge is some 200 m thick and is

interpreted to represent a more gradual

deepening of the depositional
environment than that depicted by a type

2 sequence.

Cycles W12 through W15 are again like

type I sequences. They are coarsening

upwards sandy facies successions with

disconformities separating them. They

are not as thick as the lower sequences in

the section (cycles W3-W8) and do not

often contain any of the muddier facies

associations (plate l5-l). They are very

similar in nature to the stranded

parasequences of Hunt and Tucker

(1992). Here they are assigned to the

Regressive Wedge. These cycles contain

thin mudstone horizons of a shorter order

origin than the cycles identified in this

study. The shallower depth of deposition

of these sequences has enhanced their

sensitivity to record shorter order and

smaller cycles of sea level variation that

sannot be recorded by deeper water

facies.

Plate 15.1: An example of the more sandy nature q{ thg sedimentary cy_cles (Wl2 - WlSl
higher in the Wangandi River Section (Bluif is ca. 30 m high ,avrd is wihi*.l"l" wu*).
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Plate 15.2: The Wilkies Shellbed at its type locality, Wilkies Bluff on the Wanganui
River Road. The Crassosuea dominant bluff formed during a long sea level fall that was
equal to, or slightly outpaced by basin subsidence.

s

Above 4,000 m in the Wanganui River

section (cycles W16 and Wl7) the

successions again begin to fine upwards

and type 2 sequences once again

dominate. The transition in the cycles

occurs at the Wilkies Shellbed. where

extensive and long-lived currens from a

long and slow sea level fall have

encouraged the development of the thick

oyster bed (plate 1,5.2).

15.2.2 The Rangitikei River Section

The cycles in the Rangitikei River

section are more complex than those in

the Wanganui River section. This is
because the point of deposition of the

sequence was closer to the basin margin

and consequently in a more shoreward

position on the palaeo continental shelf.

Some 8 cycles are recognised between

greywacke basement and the Ohingaiti

Sandstone (figure 15.2). None of the

cycles contain non-marine sediments.

The complete succession does contain

channelled type I sequence boundaries

representing subaerial exposure and

fluvial development. Therefore, it is

inferred that the Rangitikei River
succession represents deposition in an

environment part way between that of the

Wanganui River sequences (the basin

depocentre) and the basin shoreline-

Easily defined sequences are not so

common in the Rangitikei River Section-

They usually separate 200-500 m thick
successions of mudstone and sandstone

associations (plate 15.3).
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Plate 15.3t Ao t11pple of thg thick uniform sedimentary successions in the Upper
reaches of the Rangitikei River. Cyele boundary is commonly marked by a thin and often
inconspicuous sandy to silty mudstone horizon.

Generally the cycles are more disjoint

than in the Wanganui River section. Due

to their more shallow average

depositional environment they are

complicated by shoner order sea level

variation parasequences. The following

interpretation of cycles is therefore

tentative. Only the general nature of
overall depth of deposition is used later

to support interpretation of changes of
sea level inferred from the Wanganui

River section.

Cycle Rl encompasses the Waiouru

Sandstone and much of the Taihape

Mudstone. It is a thick frning upwards

(type 2) sequence that contains a

complex set of retrogradational
parasequence sets. These do not easily

resolve into individual sequences. Cycle

R2 encompasses the Taihape Sandstone

rnember of the Taihape Mudstone. It
encompasses a single highstand wedge

sequence. It overlies a type I channelled

sequence boundary and is overlain by a
type 2 soquence boundary. Cycle R3 is a

type I sequence, with its top truncated by

a type I channelled sequence boundary.

Cycles R4-R6 are thick (250.500 m) and

complex. Overall they fine upward, but

each cycle contains many apparently

retrogradational parasequence sets,

especially in the lower part of the section

(cycle R4). The Mangaweka Mudstone

comprises the upper part of sequence R5

and sequence R6. Its abundant
concretionary layers and sandiness

suggest shallow water depositional

environments compared with the Taihape
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Mudstone. The same coarsening

transition is seen at the same horizon in

the Wanganui River section. Cycles R7

and R8 are thin type 2 sequences like

those described by Abbott and Carter

(1990) in Castlecliffian strata higher in

the same section. These younger cycles

have been observed to contain non-

marine sediments (Brad Pillans pers.

comm.) suggesting they have formed

higher on the shelf than any of the other

cycles observed in the present study.

153 Origin of the Successions

The model of development of sediment

wedges and their relationship to

sedimentary facies successions has aleady

bffir Fsenbd ir sdi:n I+:I.ThE balance of
basin subsidence by sediment input is

again stressed here. Variation from

southward progression of wedge stacking

is also eliminated in the present study.

The natural outcrop pattern in the

onshore South Wanganui Basin rivers

exposes the sequence through this

southwards progression (figure 15.3).

The nature of development of the cycles

described above can be attributed solelv

to the variation in eustatic sea level.

The largest order of sea level variation is

one that develops the highstand,
transgressive, lowstand and regressive

sediment wedges within a single sea

level cycle. The nature of the particular

sedimentary succession over time will
depend on the position of the point of
deposition on the shelf. For example,

high on the shelf, only highstand and

Stacked
Highstand Wedges

Stacked
Lowstand Wedges

7/
:1,,/

Position of
Wanganui
Section

Figure 15.3: A sketch depicting the location of the stratigraphic section exposed in the
Wanganui River Valley, showing its relationship to the progradationally stacking
highstand and lowstand wedges on the continental margin.

/',

,/
River
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transgressive wedges will be sampled by

the point of deposition. Each of these

packages will be separated by a type I

channelled unconformity. Lower on the

shelf, the point of deposition will sample

the regressive and lowstand wedges. At

some intennediate level on the shelf the

point of deposition will sample mainly

the transgressive or regressive wedges

with a small portion of the lowstand or

highstand wedges.

Because of the lithospheric control on

basin development, if eustatic cyclicity is

constant, similar sedimentary cycles

should stack up regardless of the type of
sequence sampled by the point of
deposition. If the nature of the sequence

changes at the same point of deposition

this must be attributed to a larger order of
change in eustatic cyclicity. Smaller

order changes in sedimentation that

cannot be resolved into full cycles

(parasequences) are attributed to a

shorter order of change in eustatic

cyclicity.

For example, in the Wanganui River

section the change from type 2 sequences

to type I sequences (in cycle W3)

represents a relative move of the point of

deposition (and hence sampling) to lower

on the palaeo-shelf. Because of the

lithospheric control on basin

development this change must be

attributed to a larger order eustatic

change. This raised the base level of the

eustatic cyclicity controlling the

individual cycles of the Wanganui River

section. Thus, the entire depositional

package, consisting of the highstand,

regressive, lowstand and transgressive

wedges is moved higher on the

palaeoshelf (figure 15.4).

15.4 Onlap, Downlap, Toplap
and the eustatic curve

The most reliable indicators of relative

changes of sea level are the depositional

limits of onlap and toplap (Yail et aI.,

1977) (For definition of terms see table

15.1). However, in certain conditions,

such as where basin subsidence and

sediment input are balanced, the change

in downlap can also be a useful indicator

of relative sea level change.

Consequently, facies variation can also

be useful indicators of sea level variation.

This is inherent in the approach of Van

Table 15.1: Definition of terms

Downlap; A base discordant relation in which ffitinlly inclined strata terninate down dip against an initially
horizontal or inclined surface (Mitchum, 1977). A shallowing facies association occurs above
tbe downlap surface.

Onlap; A base discordant relation in which initially horizontal strata temrinate progressively against an
initially inclined surface Mirchum, 1977). A deepening facies association occurs above the
onlap surface.

Toplap; Terrrination of strata against an overlying surface mainly as a result of non-deposition (sedimentary
blpassing) wift perbaps only minor erosion (Mitchum, 1977).
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a) Early-Middle Pliocene

Highstand wedge

b) Pleistocene and
Late Miocene

Highstand weclge

Wagoner et al. (1990) to sequence

stratigraphy.

Vail et al. (1977) suggest that in the

sequences they have studied, the nature

of the fall of sea level is indicated by a

very abrupt shift. Consequently they do

not observe development of the

regressive wedge or as Vail et al. (1977)

put it "a downward shift of coastal

high sea level

low sea level

high sca levcl

Iorv sea levcl

onlap". They go further and state that

an actual fall in sea level, especially a

gradual one, might not be detected by

using coastal onlap as a criterion".

Because of this deficiency in initial
observations of only sequences that

develop high on the shelf, it was thought

that progradation and development of

downlap occurred only as part of the

n

site of A"po"itio,r #
Wanganui River strata

Figure 15.4: The relative posigolq oh highstand and lowstand wedges on rhe Wanganui
continental margin during a) a high base level of eustasy (Early - UidOte Pliocene) anO U)
a'lciw base level of_eustasy 0 ate Miocene and Late Pliocene). the position of th6 site oi
deposition o.f S" W-anganui River strata is shown to illustrate the efiect on the deposition
of a change in base levels on these strata.
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highstand systems tract and was mainly

controlled by sediment inpuL Downlap

must also occur within the lowstand

wedge and this is partly due to a

regressing relative sea level and

development of the regressive wedge.

This downlap occurs in the cycle at the

point where the highstand wedge

becomes subaerially exposed and eroded,

developing a type I channelled sequence

boundary. If only the highstand wedge is

observed in the record then the eustatic

sea level interpreted from the record will
be solely from onlap and very

asymmetric in nature. Posamentier et aI.

(1988) recognised this deficiency and

proposed that the sea level fall was

recorded by prograding freshwater facies,

that were not always preserved. On a

wide shelf the falling sea level and

downlap can be observed seaward of the

highstand wedge in the regressional

wedge (stranded parasequences) and

lowstand wedge. This is the case in the

South Wanganui basin.

Interpretation of the South Wanganui

Basin cycles is in terms of change at the

point of deposition as highstand,

lowstand, regressive and transgressive

wedges develop above, beyond, or at the

point of deposition of the studied section.

In a single sequence the simplest

depiction of this change is in terms of the

changing extent of onlap and downlap of
sediment depicted in the studied section,

Figure 15.5 depicts these changes for
individual Wanganui Basin sequences.

The relative change in depositional onlap

Falling

relxtive

sca

level

Possible onlap

Figure 15.5: Identification of the changes in the nature of stratal relationships during a
full cycle of deposition (see table 15.1 for definitions of toplap, downlap, and onlap), The
right hand side of each diagram shows the change in relative sea level during deposition of
the cycle. The left hand side depicts type I sequences and the right hand side type 2
sequences. LSW = lowstand wedge, TSW = transgressive wedge, HSW = highstand
wedge, RSW = regressive wedge.
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or downlap is depicted by shoreward or

seaward moving facies at the point of

deposition. Toplap is depicted by a

truncation of the facies at the point of

deposition, with a slight unconformity.

Figure 15.6 illustrates the pattern of

change through the complete Wanganui

River Section. This interpretation of the

onlap and downlap is not possible for the

Rarrgilikei River Seclion

,j.|';rli'iir, M eU i u m -C oa rs e

Sandslone

Fine Sandslone

--:;,.,,:i';= MuOstone

.-UnconformitY

Rangitikei River section, because of its

relatively higher position on the shelf and

the complex nature of parasequence sets

within cycles. It s general nature of

change supports those changes better

defined in the Wanganui River Section.

This includes a major shallowing in the

early Gauss magnetochron and further

shallowing in the early Matuyama

magnetochron (figure L5.7).
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15.5 The Eustatic Sea Level
record

This is shown in figure 15.8. Chronology

is from chapter 12. A constant average

sediment accumulation rate is assumed

between palaeomagnetic reversals.

The Late Miocene and Late Pliocene are

times of low base level eustatic cyclicity

with highstand/transgressive wedge

systems at the point of deposition of the

Wanganui River Section. The early-

middle Pliocene is a time of high base

level eustatic cyclicity with
regressive/lowstand wedge systems at the

point of deposition of the Wanganui

River Section. The major inflection

points of this base level variation are at

ca.5.5 Ma. and 2.5Ma. respectively.The

Eustacy
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Figure 15.8: The eustatic sea level curve interpreted from the South Wanganui Basin
sequences. Chronology is from chapter 12, assuming constant average sediment
aciumulation between palaeomagnetic reversals. Amplitude estimation is explained in
section 15.5.2.
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wavelength of this base level cyclicity is

3-4 m.y.

Early Pliocene cyclicity (3.4 - 5.5 m.y.)

is marked by cycles of 100 - 500 k.y.

duration with a high base eustatic sea

level. A major shallowing at 3.4 Ma.

marks a change to 100 k.y. cyclicity
superimposed on a moderate base

eustatic sea level. This characterises the

sea level cyclicity of the middle Pliocene

(2.5 - 3.4 m.y.). Late Miocene and Late

Pliocene cyclicity is characterised by

short order cyclicity (40 - 100 k.y.)

superimposed on a low base eustatic sea

level-

The nature of this variation is very

similar in timing and relative amplitude

to the variation in the oxygen isotope

curve of Shackleton and Opdyke (1977)

revised by Shackleton et al. (1992).

15.5.1 Comparison with the EXXON
global sea level curve

The Plio-Pleistocene portion of the

eustatic sea level curve of Haq et al.

(1987) has been presented in the most

detail by Microstrat inc. (1990) (figure

15.9). This curve recognises only 5

cycles between 2.4 and 6.0 m.y. before

present. The comparison with the South

Wanganui Basin is very poor. A
shallowing in base level is evident

between 3.8 and 2.4 m.y. but the control

is very poor. In the EXXON curve low

sea level events occur at 5.4, 4.2,3.7 ,2.8
and 2.3 Ma. Possible correlatives for all

but the 4.2 Ma.low sea level events can

be observed in the South Wanganui Basin

record, but none of these are prominent

events in the South Wanganui Basin

record. T\e 4.2 Ma. event of the EXXON

curve could be missing in an

unconformity of that age, identified by

magnetostratigraphy, in the South

Wanganui Basin Section. A similar age

event is recorded in the oxygen isotope

curve of Shackleton et aI. (1992).

There are three main reasons for the

differences in the two records: l) The

South Wanganui Basin is at an active

continental margin with high sediment

influx and basin subsidence. The high

sediment accumulation rate provides a

much increased resolution of sea level

variation than that available at passive

margins; 2) Much of the record comes

from low on the shelf beneath the lower

stands of eustatic sea level ensuring that

it is preserved and not eroded; 3) The

magnetostratigraphic age control on the

South Wanganui Basin sequence has far

better resolution than the biostratigraphic

conuol of the EXXON curve.

15.5.2 Amplitude of Eustatic Sea Level

variation.

Although relative onlap and downlap

have been used to construct a relative sea

level curve; it is not possible to measure

the variation in sea levels from the two

dimensional onlap pattern of the strata.

Estimation of the amplitude of sea level

variation is possible by estimating the

depth of deposition of the different facies

associations, and comparing this with
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Figure 15.9: The existing Late Neogene sea level curve (from Microstrat, 1990).
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their position in the development of the

eustatic curve. Perrett (1990) compared

the percent mud content of modern

coastal sediments from the PekaPeka

coast in the South Wanganui Basin

(figure 15.10). Using this texturaVdepth

curve, as a minimum, the percent mud

variation of a full Pliocene South

Wanganui Basin cycle (figure 16.3) is

expected to represent a 40-50 m

amplitude. Incomplete cycles a.ne inferred

to represent a smaller amplitude.

PEBCENT MUD

Variation in the eustatic base level is

more difficult to estimate. In the

sediment wedge model presented in

section 15.7 it was expected that the

overlap between the highstand and

lowstand wedge positions on the shelf

was minimal. It is therefore likely that

the base level variation is on the order of
40 m amplitude, to force the highstand

wedge to be directly replaced by the

lowstand wedge and visa versa in the

Wanganui River depositional succession.

15.6 A model for Eustatic
Cyclicity in the Late Neogene
(2.4 - 6.0 m.y.)

Three orders of cyclicity are apparent in

the South Wanganui basin and a fourth is

infened (figure 15.1l). The longest order

cycle has a wavelength of 3-4 m.y. and

provides the base level of all the South

Wanganui Basin cycles. Two medium

order cycles are also present; an inferred

cycle of ca. 2 m.y. duration and an

apparent cyclicity of 100-500 k.y.

duration. The shortest order cyclicity in

the South Wanganui Basin sequences are

of 40- 100 k.y. duration.

The two longer order cycles must be

subdivisions of the 3 rd order cyclicity

recognised by Vail et al. (1977). The

shorter order cycles of 100-500 k.y. and

40-100 k.y. duration are equivalent to the

4 th and 5 th order cycles of Yarl et aI.

(1991) respectively.

In the South Wanganui Basin sequences,

the 4 th order cycles predominate during

t00

Figure 15.10: Percent. mud versus depth
for samples from Peka Peka, New
Zealand ( V ), Monterey Bay (l),
Roussillion Shelf (o), and Bristol Bay,
Bearing Sea (I) (from Perrett, 1990).
Values from Peka Peka are expected to
be underestimates as applied to the Late
Neogene Wanganui basin sequences as
they are from a more protected
environment with a lower wave reach
than is normal in the South Wanganui
Bight.
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high baso eustatic sea levels and the 4 th

order cycles predominate during low

base eustatic sea levels.

2.0
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4 m.y- cycticity (Antarctic
ise sheet fluctuation)

2m,y. c-Tclicity
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Fulthorp-e, 1991)
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SECTION .4

PALAEOMAGNETISM OF SOUTH
WANGANUI BASIN STRATA

Chapter - 16: Palaeomagnetism
Chapter - t7: Sedimentary Petrography and Mineralogy
Chapter - lE: Rock Magnetism
Chapter - 19: Magnetostratigraphy
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Chapter - 16

Palaeomagnetism

Palaeomagnetic techniques used in assessment of individual sample behaviour and

assignment of polarity and direction to sites from the Wanganui, Rangitikei, and Hautawa

Road sections iue presented below. Comparisons are made with other findings on

palaeomagnetic behaviour of New Zealand Tertiary sediments. Orthogonal vector and

stereographic projection plots have allowed palaeomagnetic behaviour to be divided into 5

main categories. Only 3Vo of total specimen analyses yielded no useful palaeomagnetic

information. A combination of Principle Component Analysis and Remagnetisation Great

Circle analysis permitted polarity solutions for all but I site. Results are presented in

tables, magnetograms and stereographic plots for each stratigraphic section. No inclination

error in these results suggests that directions are truly representative of the ambient field at

the time of acquisition of magnetisation. Results are of sufficient quality to enable

construction of accurate magnetostratigraphic records for each of the sections (presented in

Chapter 19), to comment on tectonic rotation of the eastern margin of the Wanganui Basin,

and also to aid in defining the process of magnetisation and post depositional effects on the

magnetic signal, both diagenetic (presented in chapters 17 and 18, and tectonic (presented

in this chapter).

16.1 Introduction

Palaeomagnetic study of the Wanganui

and Rangitikei River sections was

undertaken to provide chronology

through magnetostratigraphy. Previous

work in the Basin (Fleming, 1953;

Collen, 1972: Ker, 1973) showed that

molluscan or foraminiferal
biostratigraphy could not provide

sufficient time resolution. Therefore, it
was decided to undertake a

palaeomagnetic study at the same time as

the lithostratigraphic and sedimentologic

study.

The magnetostratigraphy was expected to

be the key tool in correlating strata, both

across the Wanganui Basin, and between

the Wanganui Basin and the Antarctic

margin. The magnetic reversals provide

global markers of time instants. As the

global time scale is refined using new

criteria (e.g. Cande and Kent, 1992;

Shackleton et al.,1992), ages of events

reported in this study may be refined, but

the relationship between all sections will
remain as outlined here.

16.2 Field and laboratory \ilork

Approximately 30 days were spent

collecting palaeomagnetic samples in the
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field, location of suitable sampling sites,

cleaning of ourcrop and drilling of cores.

A total of 424 cores were collected from

124 sites and these were later cut into

more than 1200 specimens. Some 215

cores were collected from the Wanganui

River section, 144 from the Rangitikei

River section, and 65 from the Hautawa

Road section.

16.2,1Sampling

Samples for palaeomagnetism were,

where possible, drilled from fresh

unweathered wet sediment. Every

attempt was made to sample the finest

grained sediment, although the nature of
the sediments necessitated sampling a

range of textures to gain suatigraphically

closely spaced sample sites to control

magnetostratigraphy. While other studies

have precalculated the sampling interval

necessary to recognise all magnetic

reversals (McGuire, 1989 for example),

the approach in this study was to sample

all fine grained horizons and later fill
gaps to give a sampling interval of less

than 50 m. This gives a time interval in

sampling of <40,000 years. Where

unconformities were recognised in the

strata additional samples were taken and

where possible these were taken

immediately underlying and overlying

the unconformity.

Oriented samples were taken by using

either an electric drill connected to a

gasoline driven electric generator or a

direct drive Pomeroy gasoline drill.
While the electric drill produced more

uniform cores and made drilling easier,

the Pomeroy drill offered more

portability, which was very important

working in the isolated higher reaches of
the rivers. Both drills used diamond

tipped non-magnetic drill barrels with an

internal diameter of 25 mm. The drill bit

was lubricated and cooled by pressurised

water flow directed through the inside of
the drill bit.

A minimum of three cores were drilled at

each site with a maximum stratigraphic

difference of 30 mm between highest and

lowest samples (average sedimentation

rate is approximately 1.3 mm/yr, so 30

mm = -30 years), this should be a short

enough time interval that each core

records the same magnetic orientation

(the average time interval a magnetic

reversal occurs on is less than 1000

years; Tarling, 1983).

Once each core was drilled, the plunge

and trend of the core was measured using

an aluminium orienting device. The y-

azimuth (the angle of declination the core

makes with the present magnetic field)

was measured using a magnetic compass

placed on top of the orienting device.

Both the y-azimuth and plunge (the dip

angle of the core axis with respect to a

horizontal plane) of the core were

recorded to 0.5 of a degree. Once

measured a line was scribed along the top

of the core and markings made along the

core to show the plus y-azimuth direction

giving each core an unique identification

so that it can be accurately reoriented
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during laboratory measurement (figure

16.1).

A sample name was also added to each

core as it was collected. Each sample was

given a letter code for its section

identification (W for Wanganui River, R

for Rangitikei River, and H for Hautawa

Road), followed by three numbers for the

site locality and a further three numbers

(b) Cor' UBO'

(c) Spccimcn

Figure 16.l: Core orientation and
marking scheme: a) Orientation of core
in outcrop. b) Orientation of a single
core. A line is marked down the long axis
(+z) of the surface of the core.
Circumferential marking indicate the +y
direction. Core plunge is the angle
benveen the z axis and the horizontal. c)
Marking scheme for individual
specimens (from Roberts, 1990).

for each core from the site. A core

numbered thus W023005 would be core

five from site 23 in the Wanganui River

section. During initial sampling site

numbers from all sections did not run

stratigraphically consecutively (as

explained above), once the sampling was

completed for the entire study, site

numbering was altered so that site

numbers were consecutive starting at the

stratigraphic base with 001 and

increasing in the younging direction.

Stratigraphic location of samples was

achieved by using a combination of large

scale maps and altimeter measurements

tied to local benchmarks and uig stations

(see section 3).

As each core was collected, it was

labelled, wrapped in newspaper (to slow

drying), and placed directly into a

mumetal shield to prevent magnetic

overprinting during drying and transport.

Previous palaeomagnetic studies of New

Tnaland Cainozoic sediments (McGuire,

1989; Roberts, 1990 and Wright, 1986)

had found the magnetisation of these

sediments to be extremely weak and

already contain several components.

Every precaution was therefore taken to

maintain the signal in its primary

condition, and to prevent formation of
further viscous remanent components.

Before measurement, the cores were cut

into 22 mm length specimens, using a

diamond saw, and cleaned before drying

in a mumetal shield. The resulting

specimen has a height and diameter ratio

of 0.88, well within the optimal range for

(r) Oncrop
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measurement on modern magnetometers

(Tarling, 1983). Each specimen was

given a decimal identifier, with the

specimen from deepest within the

outcrop being given a .1 identifier added

to the original name and the next.2 and

so on until the outcrop end of the core

was reached. At this stage samples were

stored in the mumetal shield until

measurements could be made.

16.2.2 Laboratory measurements

All palaeomagnetic meisurements were

made using cryogenic magnetometers

(plate 16.1). At the measurement stage,

site numbers were given a further

identifier, a letter suffix; V for samples

measured made on the two axis ScT

cryogenic magnetometer at the Institute

of Geophysics, Victoria University of

Wellington; O for samples measured on

the two axis semi-automated Cryogenic

Consultants magnetometer at the

Geology Department, Oxford University,

England; and G for samples measured on

a 2G Enterprises horizontal, 3 axis,

cryogenic magnetometer in a

magnetically shielded room at the Centre

des Faibles Radioactivites, Gif-sur-
Yvette. Measurements made on the Gif-

sur-Yvette cryogenic magnetometer were

carried out by Dr. Andrew Roberts using

the same criteria as the author.

Plate 16.1: The Oxford University, two axis semi-automated Cryogenic Consultants
magnetometer which was one of thrbe magnetometers used to measure palaeomagnetic
specimens in this study
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No pilot studies were carried out with the

samples to determine reliability of
sample magnetisation and

demagnetisation techniques as

experience with these and similar
sediments had been gained previously

(McGuire, 1989; Roberts, 1986; Turner

et al., t989; Wright, 1986). These studies

showed that the most efficient and

reliable cleaning technique is thermal

demagnetisation. Thermal
demagnetisation allows several

components of magnetisation to be

identified and easy separation of these

components.

The NRM of all samples in this study

was routinely measured and the samples

with the highest NRM (at least one from

each core) routinely thermally
demagnetised at 50o C intervals to 30@

C. 30@ C was chosen as an upper limit
because at temperatures slightly above

this the clay component of the samples

alters to produce a new magnetic mineral

which interferes with magnetic

measurement. The ovens used to
thermally demagnetise the samples

varied between institutions where

measurements were made. At Victoria

University demagnetisation was carried

out in a zero field oven constructed by

Mr, Eric Broughton of the Institute of
Geophysics. The oven has two parts, a

heating chamber and a fan assisted

cooling chamber. Three mumetal shields

cooled by circulating water surround the

heating chamber and six mumetal shields

surround the cooling chamber. A
thermocouple sensed microprocessor

controls the temperature. A l0o C
gradient over the length of the oven

requires that the thermocouple, which is

in the centre, be set to 50 higher than that

required and then samples range 50 either

side of the desired temperature. Further

characteristics of this oven were

described by Roberts (1990).

At Gif-sur-Yvette the demagnetisation

was carried out in a commercially

available, French made ovsn. Both

heating and fan assisted cooling was

carried out in the same mumetal shielded

chamber. Heating was controlled by

three separate microprocessor
temperature controllers, resulting in
negligible thermal gradient along the

length of the oven. The thermal

demagnetisation at Oxford was carried

out in an automated Magnetic
Measurements Thermal Demagnetiser.

Again both heating and fan assisted

cooling are carried out in the same

chamber. The chamber is shielded by 4

layers of mumetal and heating is
controlled by thermocouple sensors

reducing the gradient along its length to

plus or minus 50 C, similar to the VUW

oven.

After each measurement on the cryogenic

magnetometer the low frequency

magnetic susceptibility of each specimen

was measured using a Bartington

Instruments M.S.1 magnetic
susceptibility meter. This gave an

estimate of ferro- and ferri- magnetic

mineral concentrations. When a change

was observed, it showed a change in the
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nature of the magnetic carriers in the

sample. Usually this was due to thermal

alteration of clay minerals to a magnetic

carrier. At this point thermal

demagnetisation was ceased. A change in

magnetic susceptibility occurred in all

specimens at btween 30@ C and 3800 C

of heating.

16.2.3 Data Processing

In all cases output from the cryogenic

magnetometers was interactively
processed and stored on IBM personal

computers interfaced to each of the

magnetometers. Palaeomagnetic

directions were calculated from raw

components of magnetisation measured

by the magnetometer. This was done

using orientation information from

sample collection entered into the

computer at the time of measurement by

the operator. Information used in true

palaeogeographical orientation apart

from sample orientation also include a
tilt correction for the bedding plane, as at

the time of remanence acquisition the

strata would have been horizontal. Data

analysis was carried out either using

programs oh the VLIW Silicon Graphics

4Dl340S mainframe research computer

or various Personal Computers. These

computer programs generated, for each

sample, plots of normalised magnetic

intensity versus demagnetisation

temperature; orthogonal vector
component plots (Zijderveld 1967,

1975); and equal-area stereographic

projections. These plots were routinely

analysed both by hand and using

additional computer programs (discussed

later) to produce reconstructions of site

palaeomagnetism.

In most other palaeomagnetic studies (eg;

Roberts, 1990; McGuire, 1989), various

statistical criteria are presented within
which measured parameters are

acceptable, and outside of which data are

not included in the analysis. Here, all

data are included in the study and

accounted for accordingly. Cryogenic

magnetometer measurements were

routinely canied out both on the upright

sample and the inverled sample. Where

the agreement between these two

measurements proved not reliable, the

measurements were repeated to try to
reduce the variation. Very rarely was it
not possible to reduce the variation to an

acceptable level. All measurements from

the magnetometers are presented in

appendix 5 and used in this section to

interpret the palaeomagnetic behaviour

of the South Wanganui Basin sediments.

16.3 Palaeomagnetism

16.3.1 Infoduction

Palaeomagnetic behaviour of New

7*alandl Cai nozoi c sedi ments

Tertiary sediments of New Zealand

typically have very low magnetic

intensities. These are generally less than

l0-2 Am-l (Roberts, 1990) and are

commonly accompanied by secondary

components of magnetisation that are

close or equal in strength. Because of
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this, early work in New Zealand using

spinner magnetometers often had trouble

identifying primary polarity, leading to

uncertain correlations of strata (Lienert et

al, 1972; Kennett et al., l97l; Kennett

and Watkins, 1974).

More recently studies in New Tnaland

Tertiary sediments have been carried out

comparing demagnetisation behavioural

differences between altemating field and

thennal demagnetisation results (Wright,

1986; Wrightand Vella, 1988; McGuire,

1989; Turner et al., 1989; Roberts,

1990). Wright et al. (1988) worked on

Miocene sediments in Hawkes Bay,

finding that thermal demagnetisation was

effective in removing secondary

components of both normal and reversely

magnetised samples, with very few

specimens in the study showing

ambiguous primary directions.
Alternating field measurement failed to

remove the secondary components and

made primary direction interpretation

difficult.

A five fold increase in susceptibility at

the 3200 C heating step suggested

thermal alteration of the samples

occurred at this temperature. Wright
(1986) used both isothermal remnant

measurements and electron microprobe

analysis to deduce that the only magnetic

mineral in the samples he measured was

titanomagnetite. In studies of Late

Neogene strata from the Marlborough

region, Turner et al. (1989) also found

thermal demagnetisation to be more

efficient and reliable in separating

secondary and primary components of
magnetisation. All of the samples

studied, both reversed and normal,

proved to have a major present field

overprint.

Turner et al. (1989) also found growth of

an anomalous magnetisation between

350oC and 380oC.They do not discuss

the magnetic minerals involved, but

Roberts and Turner (submitted) from

electron microprobe, thermomagnetic,

isothermal remanence and X-ray
fluorescence analyses concluded that

magnetic remanence carrying minerals in

sediments from the Awatere Valley were

mainly greigite and pyrrhotite with a

small component of titanomagnetite.

Roberts and Turner (submitted) used X-

ray diffraction techniques to also identify

ilmenite in sediments from Blind River.

This he suggested was paramagnetic at

room temperature and hence not

contributing to the remanence of the

sediments. McGuire (1989) working in

the South Wanganui Basin and using

similar techniques found sediments in the

Turakina River to hold a very weak

remanence and that thermal
demagnetisation was more reliable in
isolating remanence directions. McGuire

also studied the different properties of

the remanence and discovered a hard

secondary remanence was created merely

from drying of the sediments. He found

trace amounts of haematite and

titanomagnetite in the sediment but

concluded from rock magnetic studies

that the main holder of remanence \r,as

probably pyrrhotite.
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The most reliable method of identifying

primary remanence is using orthogonal

vector component plots of thermal

demagnetisation data. However, when

multi-component remanence is being

analysed and a clear picture is not seen

before thermal alteration of the sediments

prevents any more data retrieval this

method alone is not conclusive. Various

further analytical techniques to aid in
finding a solution in these instances are

discussed later in this chapter. Typical

behaviour of New Zealand Tertiary

sediments during thermal
demagnetisation include;

A) Moderately intense, stable
magnetisations that are directed to the

origin of vector component plots
(Roberts, 1990; Roberts and Turner,

submitted; Wright, 1986; Wright and

Vella, 1988; Turner et aI.,1989);

B) Moderately intense, stable
magnetisations that are linear in
behaviour but not directed towards the

origin of vector component plots
(Wright, 1986; Wright and Vella, 1988);

C) Magnetisations strongly overprinted

by a present day field, but which cleans

to the origin of a vector component plot

with moderate temperatures of thermal

demagnetisation (Turner et aI., 1989;

McGuire, 1989);

D) Magnetisations, altered to such an

extent that a stable direction is not

reached before thermal alteration occurs

(Roberts, 1990; Roberts and Turner,

submitted; McGuire, 1989);

E) Unstable magnetisation that prevents

retrieval of a useful palaeomagnetic

signal (Roberts, 1990; Roberts and

Turner, submitted; Wright, 1986; Wright

and Vella, 1988; Turner et al., 1989;

McGuire, 1989).

All sample types include a weak viscous

overprint that is easily remove in the fust

few steps of heating.

Palaeomagnetic analysis techni ques

In order to identify primary remanence

directions in such samples two main

interpretative methods of analysing

orthogonal data have been discussed in

the international literature;

1) Principal component analysis. This

approach turns away from using a

specifically identified level of
demagnetisation to clean all samples at

and requires stepwise demagnetisation of
all samples. The analysis is then carried

out on the orthogonal vector diagram. A
line of best fit can be chosen using three

criteria; l) forcing the line to pass

through the origin; 2) treating the origin

as a separate datum point; and 3) not

using the origin at all. The assumption

being applied in the use of the origin is

that as higher levels of cleaning are being

undertaken the sample must eventually

lose all its intensity and equal zero (ie.

reach the origin along a vectorial

trajectory). The 2 nd method using the
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origin as a sep,uate datum point is the

least valid, as according to the

assumption the vector must clean to the

origin. Forcing the vector through the

origin is only valid if the vector you

identify is the final component of highest

temperature. The final method of free

line fit (Butler, 1992) is the most valid. It
identifies linear trends in orthogonal

plots and allows the identification of
several components of magnetisation.

This includes a final component that

passes through the origin, only if the

cleaning steps allow identification of this

component before complete loss of
intensity of signal or thermal alteration of

the sample occurs.

Various methods of statistical analysis

are available to asses the scatter of points

and the validity of line fits (Dunlop,

1979; Hoffman and Day, 1978;

Kirschvink, 1980). The method used in

this study is one developed by Torsvik

(1986). Once primary directions have

been established for several samples

from a single site, the most common

method of analysing the distribution of

directions is by using fisher statistics of

dispersion on a sphere of the pole

directions (Fisher, 1953; Fisher, 1986;

Fisher and l-ewis, 1983). Average values

are reported with a 95Vo confidence

interval. This technique is useful when

the analysed sample contains multiple

magnetic components that do not overlap

in their blocking temperature spectrum.

In this case the resulting orthogonal

vector plot will include straight line

components only. If the components

overlap in blocking temperature spectra

very slightly only this technique can still

be used. However if they overlap to a

large degree the resulting orthogonal

vector plot will be curved and prevent

component analysis (figure 16.2).

2) Remagnetisation great circle analysis:

There iue two specific types of behaviour

when this becomes a useful technique; 1)

When the thermal demagnetisation does

not allow identification in individual

samples before thermal alteration or loss

of intensity, and 2) When multiple

components exist with overlapping

blocking temperature spectra. Analysis of

an orthogonal vector plot will allow

separation of non overlapping and

partially overlapping blocking spectra

components only. The basic theory, first

presented by Hoffman and Day (1978) is

that if a sample contains more than one

remanence, as one is preferentially

cleaned the vector difference pole will
trace a great circle arc until only one

component remains. At this time the pole

will remain stationary on a stereographic

plot (Frgure 16.3). If two or more samples

with differing overprints of the primary

remanence are analysed the point at

which the pole of each sample becomes

stationary on a stereographic projection

should be the same for all samples. If this

point is not reached for any of the

samples, it can be approximated by the

intersection point of the great circles

from each sample, as it will be the point

that each of the poles tracing the great

circles will be heading towards (figure

16.3).
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Schmidt (1985) points out that unless

solutions are obtained from anti-parallel

circle convergences for two specimens in

an analysis the solution may be ill-
conditioned (figure 16.3). For this reason

it is necessary to use at least three great

circles to estimate a stable endpoint

direction. McFadden and McElhinny
(1988) pointed out that remagnetisation

great circle analysis is only valid when

combined with information from direct

observation of orthogonal vector plots to

assess the validity of circle analysis. In

this way it may be possible to use the

technique to assess several components

of magnetisation and identify 
^

combination of arcs for individual
samples. For situations where the final

high temperature component is not

observed on the orthogonal vector plot it

,-t |b,

Figure 16.2: Compone_nt coercivity or blocking temperatue spectra and resulting stereo
and vector componentp-lot9 for a) non-overlapping qp-ectra, b) partial overlap, and c) total
overlap, In both a) and b) individual magnetic vectors can be idenrified and in c) neither
can be determined (after Dunlop, 1979).

u9,E

u9.E
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might be that this is not identified by

remagnetisation great circle analysis. It
also might be that the final or highest

temperature component is not the

primary remanence direction (for

example secondary chemical remanence's

may have higher blocking temperatures

than the a primary detrital remanence).

Assuming 3 samples will behave the

same in terms of blocking temperatures,

a site analysis may, by picking of the

different arcs, be able to define end

points for different components of the

magnetic signal of the sediments. This

cannot be done without concurrent

observation of orthogonal vector plots

and assessment of the temperature at

which components change. This is
particularly valuable in analysis of New

Zeabnd Tertiary sediments as other

workers (McGuire, 1989; and Tumer and

Kamp, 1990) have identified a high

temperature component thought to be a

postdepositional chemical remanence

that has grown at stable single domain

size

Figure 16.3: Example of remagnetisation great circle analysis:-a). rhr-ough p are
individual specimen measurements,b) is a convergence plot of the individual specimens.
The solutiori is considered ill-conditioned if the circles do not converge within a confined
zone (frrom Roberts, 1990).
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16.3.2 Palaeomagnetic behaviour of
South Wanganui Basin Sediments.

Twelve types of palaeomagnetic

behaviour have been identified from the

present study. All 12 types are described

below with orthogonal and stereo plots

illustrating the behaviour. Interpretive

techniques best suited to the sample

behaviour are also explained;

A) (SVo of specimens) Moderately
intense, stable magnetisations that are

directed to the origin of vector

component plots. The signal to noise

ratio is low and components are straight

or nearly straight lines tending to the

origin (figure 16.4). Secondary

components can exist (figure 16.4c) but

these are generally soft and removed at

low demagnetisation temperatures.

Primary remanence directions can be

identified by angle measurement of
straight line directions on the orthogonal

vector plots.

Br) (23Vo of specimens) Moderately

intense, stable magnetisations that are

essentially linear in behaviour but not

directed towards the origin of vector

component plots. The signal to noise

ratio is low and the two components are

directed to a common origin (figure

16.5). Another high temperature

component must exist preventing the

vector components from being directed

towards the origin. In this study it has not

been possible to isolate this component

due to thermal alteration of the

specimens during demagnetisation. At

the lower end of the blocking spectrum

soft secondary components are also

common, but again these are removed at

low demagnetisation temperatures. The

primary component is taken as the most

persistent and stable component in the

middle of the blocking temperature range

(figure 16.5d). Primary remanence

directions can be identified by angle

measurement of straight line directions

on the orthogonal vector plots. New

origins are approximated by the

intersection of the projection of the two

components and measurement is with
respect to a redefined grid about this

origin (figure 16.5c).

Bt') (6Vo of specimens) Behaviour as

described for Bt' type specimens.

Primary stable components in the middle

of the blocking temperature range are not

directed towards a common origin due to

an unidentified high temperature

component having subequal intensity
(figure 16.6). If the stable middle

blocking spectrum direction persists to

3000 C it is taken as the primary

component and identified by angular

measurement of the quasi straight line

direction with respect to the intersection

point origin of the vector components on

the orthogonal vector plots. If
overlapping blocking spectra components

exist a straight line will not be identified

on the orthogonal vector plot (figure

16.6b) and the higher temperature, true

primary component must be identified by

remagnetisation great circle analysis.
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Br") (6% of specimens) Behaviour as

described for Bt type specimens (or

rarely type A specimens), but the primary

direction identified by the orthogonal

vector plot is of an intermediate nature

due to equal and overlapping blocking

temperatue spectra, or intermediate field

(figure 16.7). Analysis of several

specimens from the same site will
distinguish the origin of this behaviour

allowing remagnetisation great circle

analysis, or, if applicable, identification

of directions from angle measurement of

straight line components on the

orthogonal vector plots, if necessary with

respect to a redefined origin.

B) (20Vo of specimens) Like type 81,

these specimens are moderately intense,

stable magnetisations that are essentially

linear in behaviour. They do not tend

towards the origin, but reach a stable

endpoint in the middle of the blocking

temperature range (figure 16.8).

Generally this endpoint represents the

quasi origin that type B1 specimens tend

towards. This is not always the case. In a

few specimens very erratic behaviour is

observed once the stable endpoint is
passed (figure 16.8d). Like type 81

specimens the primary remanence is

taken as the most persistent and stable

component in the middle of the blocking

temperature range (figure 16.8a).

Primary remanence directions can be

identified by angle measurement of
straight line directions on the orthogonal

vector plots, with respect to the redefined

origin. High temperature components are

not isolated and are thought to be

secondary in origin.

Bz') Q% of specimens) Behaviour like

type B2 specimens, but where the suaight

line components do not tend towards an

origin and reach a stable endpoint

towards the end of the middle blocking

temperature range that is conuolled by a

weak higher temperature component

(figure 16.9). The primary remanence is

again taken as the most persistent and

stable component in the middle of the

blocking temperature range and can be

identified by angle measurement of the

straight line component on the

orthogonal vector plots, with respect to a

new origin defined by the intersection of

the two component vectors.

C) (3Vo of specimens) Magnetisations

strongly overprinted by a present day

field, but which clean to the origin or

quasi origin of a vector component plot

with moderate temperatures of thermal

demagnetisation. This is only visible

with normally overprinted reversed

magnetised specimens (figure 16.10).

Weak high temperature components may

prevent cleaning to the origin of the

vector component plot. Secondary low

end blocking temperature components

may also exist, but are cleaned by low

heating steps. Two quasi stable directions

are identified in the middle of the

blocking temperature spectrum,

commonly with slightly overlapping

blocking specua. The primary remanence

of the specimen is represented by the

higher temperature component of the
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two. It's direction can be identified from

angle measurement it's straight line

components on the orthogonal vector

plots, if necessary with respect to a

redehned origin (figure 16.lOb).

D) (32% of specimens) Magnetisations,

remagnetised to such an extent that a

stable primary direction is not identified

before thermal alteration of the specimen

+-sffiffiffi

occurs. It is possible to fit well

constrained remagnetisation great circles

to demagnetisation data from these

specimens and hence identify a stable

primary remanence from three or more

specimens from the same site. When no

stable endpoints are available for
individual specimens from a site the

solution may be illconditioned where

converging great circles are not anti-

v
{|o

ffi xrEilSITY - g.grO.O'rM,

E

w073140.1

+##

w0791 44.1

E

u

s

u

Figure 16.9:. 811ryp!es of stepwise demagnetisation data of type 82' palaeomagnetic
behaviour in individual specimens (2% of all specimens) frornSouth WanganuiBasin
sediments (see text for further explanation).
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Figure 16.10: Examples of stepwise demagnetisation data of type C palaeomagnetic
behaviour in individual specimeis (3% of all specimens) from South Wanganui Basin
sediments (see text for further explanation).
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parallel. Four different types of
behaviour are recognised in this category

and represent differing reliability's in

identifying a primary remanence

direction;

Di (SVo of Specimens) ln this type of
behaviour considerable overlap in
blocking temperature spectra exist for the

middle temperature range components of
magnetisation. No straight line
components are depicted on the

orthogonal vector plots and it is not

possible to identify a primary component

of magnetisation (figure 16.11). Soft

secondary components at the lower end

of the blocking temperature spectnrm are

easily cleaned, but primary remanence is

still not identified. Occasionally there

can be more than two components of
magnetisation in the middle of the

blocking temperature spectrum, for
example in figure l6.l1d where four

components exist in two adjoining sets of

overlapping blocking temperature

spectra. Primary remanence can be

identified only by remagnetisation great

circle analysis of the highest middle

temperature blocking spectrum

component of several specimens from the

same site.

Dil (9Vo of Specimensl This type of
behaviour is exactly the same as type D1

except that the signal to noise ratio is
lower and identification of primary

remanence is more difficult than in type

D 1 specimens (figure 16.12).

Remagnetisation great circle analysis can

still easily define a primary normal or

reversed direction of several specimens

from the same site. Several components

of magnetisation can co-exist in the

middle range of the blocking temperature

spectrum and well defined great circle

progression can still be observed in a

stereographic plot, as long as secondary

components progressively overlap in
their blocking temperature (figure

16.12f). This can provide excellent great

circle remagnetisation results using

several specimens from the same site.

D) (I2Vo of Specimens) High noise to

signal ratio examples of D2 type

behaviour (figure 16.13). Samples also

have lower magnetisation intensity.

Orthogonal vector plots still suggest

multiple components in the middle range

blocking temperature spectrum and with

some editing of the noise remagnetisation

great circle analysis can produce

reasonable to good solutions using

several specimens from the same site.

Dt) QVo of Specimens) Very high noise

to signal ration examples of D2 type

behaviour with very low intensities

(figure 16.14). The noise level prevents

orthogonal vector plots from defining

any trends in magnetisation. Stereo plots

can allow reasonable great circle fits to
edited demagnetisation data, allowing
poor to reasonable solutions from

remagnetisation great circle analysis of
many specimens from one site.

E) (3Vo of specimens) Unstable
magnetisation that prevents retrieval of a
usefrrl sigtal (figwe 16.1t
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figut-. 16.L4: Examples of stepwise demagnetisation data of type D4 palaeomagneric
behaviour in individual specimens (2Vo of all specimens) from South Wanganui-Basin
sediments (see text for further explanation).

Specimens of this type are typically very

weakly magnetised. Such behaviour

could be due to the presence of unstable

magnetic phases or from several

components of magnetisation all with

overlapping blocking temperature

spectra. This type of behaviour when it
occurs is restricted to only one specimen

per site and other specimens allow

identification of a primary remanence

direction for the particular site.

16.3.3 Palaeomagnetism of the
Wanganui River Section.

Lithostratigraphy of the Wanganui River

section is presented in section 3, chapter

11. In the 4,300 m of strata, over 215

cores were collected from 67 sites
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throughout the section. Enclosure I
shows all sampling sites for the

Wanganui River Section. At least I
specimen was analysed from each of
these cores by full stepwise thermal

demagnetisation. Each individual
measurement can be found in Appendix

5.

In terms of palaeomagnetic behaviour the

section can be divided in two halves of
equal thickness. NRM intensities versus

stratigraphic height for each measured

specimen are plotted in figure 16.16.

NRM intensities are higher for the lower

2150 m than the upper 2150 m. This is
related to the finer mean grain-size of the

strata in the lower half of the section. The

palaeomagnetic behaviour of the lower

portion of the section is good, with fewer

remagnetisation great circle analyses

necessary than in the upper portion,

where palaeomagnetic behaviour was

less ideal. Despite poorer behaviour in

the upper portion polarity solutions could

be calculated for all but I of the 67 sites.

Site analyses and polarities are presented

in table 16.1. Typical sample behaviour

types are a combination of types B and

D. In total there were 35 normal polarity

sites, 32 reversed polarity sites and I site

where it was not possible to determine

polarity (figure 16.17). Polarity is clearly

defined with inclination and declination

components of magnetic directions in

clear agreement.

The 95Vo confidence interval for site

analyses was generally low, with the

J!0€osasq
rLW

xRM NIEIS?Y . tSlO.tO-arl s jpcqq rSrEFrEiE

Figure 16..15: -Example of stepwise demagnetisation data of type E palaeomagnetic
behaviour in indivi^dual specimens (3% of all specimens) from South Wanganui -Basin

sediments (see text for further explanadon).
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Table 16.L: Site polarity solutions for the Wanganui River Section. All data are from
samples th-at have been fully stepwise demagnetised by thermal means. GC indicates rhe
number of- specimen! f9-r which end point were determined using the remagnetisation
circles method of McFadden and McElhinny (1938). SP indicates the set points determined
from a sip by analysis of vector component plots. Individual specimen data are presented
in appendix 5.

Site Number Declination nclinalion )ha-95 N i.u. s.P. Somrn€nt rolariry

wool 3i19.1 -63.5 12.3 loisv dala. O.K. soh.dion \
w002 020.s €2.{ 5.6 Noisy data. reasonable solution !
w004 183.S 52.1 2.4 Poorlv conditioned solulion F
w005 192.1 60.( 5.8 Good solution R

w007 344.t -54.t 7.8 Good solution !
w009 357.1 '&.r 1.7 5 Excoll€nt solulion {
ff010 355.i -56.1 6.€ fuc€ll€nt solulion \
/v014 205.1 62. 4.7 llFcondilion€d solulion, ooss. Irans. R

w015 182.: 5€.31 8.8 3 Ercoll€nt solrjtion R

w018 205.1 54.! 2.3 4 3ood solution R
w019 175.t 62.0 8.4 Reasonable solution FI

w020 tT7.1 46.t 13 lll-condilion€d solution H

w02r 176.2 63.( 4.2 ll-conditioned soh.rtion :l

wo22 013.1 -o5.t 13.4 3ood solulion v
w023 004.3 -52.6 6.4 Jl- ixcellenl sohiion !
w026 202.8 68.2 2.1 4 Sood solulion ft
wa27 017.4 -64.( 3.2 3ood solution Y

w030 005-c -63.t 6.21 :xc€ll€nl solulion N
w03r 017.3 -66. 7 3ood solution I
w032 351 .60. 3_6 acsllent solution \|

w034 014.4 -53. t. leasonable solution Y

w036 013.6 -N- 14 t- 3lRaasonable solution N
/i/037 176.9 58.; 3.0 lErcellenl solution H

w038 239.1 51. 13.C I lll-condilion€d solulion H
/l./039 180.7 61 1t Sood solution e
/i/040 196.5 52 3ood solulion 1
/v041 025.C -o9.1 s.7 3lReasonable solution N
NO47 016.8 .54. 9.1 3 | Hiqh intensity, stable N
/r'049 000.t -64.: 6. siExcell€nl sohJtion lN
w050 162.t 68.2 2 3l- lExc€ll€nlsolulion R
 /05 1 029.8 -*.2 7.0 | 3lHhh lntensitv. stabl€ N
/y058 20O.r fz.: 1.0t 3l- 3ood solution F{

i/059 159.1 27.a 9.4t ll-mrxliliomd soh rlion R
trl060 156.8 54.6 7 lsasonab16 solulion R
/v061 003 .&. 4.0 ixcellenl soLrtion N
/v063 170.5 67.31 6. l€asonable solulion R
/v064 125.9 | 56 il ll-condition€d solulion R
rV065 235 85.2 3.3 lFcondilaon€d solulion R
.Y UOO 197.: 61.4 noisy dala F
A/067 161.1 62.0t 8.€ lGood solution R
4r068 016.5 .53 18. 3lHioh intensity. O.K. solulion N
A/070 000.4 .59.4 9.8 3lR€asonabl€ solulion N
N072 3{6,.2 -65 3. 3lGood solution N
N073 007.! -65.3 8.8 3iExcell€nl solulion N
rV075 000.3 -55_0 55 3lErcelhnt soluion N
A'079 001.8 -53. f,-/ 31 E)(cEll€nl solulion N
r/080 192.i 48.31 12.21 1 2lUnusual behaviour
,V081 157.6 58.0 4.8 1€asonable solution R

i/084 175.4 59 5.8 :xcEll€nt solution R
rV086 009.0 -60. 13.0 food solution \
fl089 000.0 .54 3lGood solulion !
,v091 353.2 .64.2 6.2 3lExcellent solulion N

^/093
t Verv noiw. no sohltion ?

/v095 010.! -67.( 3.8 3lExcellent solution N
yV097 001.1 .68.9t 10.7 loisv dala. oood solulion N
i/100 0r8.7 -f,/.t l0.r lgasonabl€ solution N
,t/101 34il.r -56.i 14-; )oor soh:lion N
/v104 151 56.: 10.! ry oila, poorry con$ratneo R?
y1/106 242.( o, .: 8.i ll-conditioned solution t{
t{107 011.s -62.C 9_1 Sood solulion N
rV108 165.{ co -i 9.1 3ood solution R
,t/1 1 0 176.( 60.( 2.t :xcEll€nl solution R
,r/111 020.( -64.2 9.r :l€asonabl€ solution N

A/fi3 199.7 57.1 ll 1 3ood solulion R

,1/1 16 186.i 71 :xc€ll€nt solution l
w117 167_0 63./ 10.1 1 3ood solulion B
wl18 181.0 5/.! 2.t 3ood solution N

w12s Jf,O.i -51 z I rtlExcellenl solulion N
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WANGANUI RIVER SECTION

r
Figure 16.17 Palaeomagnetic end point direction versus sfitigraphic position for
Wanganui River data- All site directions are solutions from several fully stepwise
thermally demagnetised specimens, see table l6.l for interpretation information.
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Figure 16.16: NRM intensity versus
stratigraphic position for Wanganui
River data. Different symbols identify
different measurements from the same
stratigraphic position.

highest being 18.9, the lowest 0.7, and

the average 7.3 degrees. NRM directions

are well scattered on a stereo plot (ligure

16.18) showing the extensive
overprinting from present day field.

Cleaned directions are well grouped with

a 95Vo confidence interval of 3 degrees

(figure 5.18). Some 28 specimens had

reversed inclination NRM's and 40Vo of

total specimens had abnormal NRM

derlinations. In the final analysis 487o of

specimens had reversed field polarity.

Overprinting from the present day field

evidently is seldom stronger in intensity

than the depositional remanence of the

sediments. Primary remanence while

obscured can be reliably elicited using

careful analysis techniques. Cleaned

directions are a little more scattered for

reversed field sites than normal field site

directions, due to some poor

remagnetised great circle solutions. The

average polarity directions are well

defined and within 95Vo confidence

limits normal and reversed field
directions are antipodal. This combined

with absence of inclination error
(Tarling, 1983) implies that directions

are truly representative of the ambient

field at the time of acquisition of
magnetisation. The mean declination is

displaced slightly clockwise, but no more

than might be expected from the rotation

of the Indo-Australian plate about its

euler pole.

Palaeomagnetism of the Hautawa
Road Section.

In general this section is an order of
magnitude more weakly magnetised than

the Wanganui River section. Outcrop

tended to be more weathered than in the

Wanganui River with periodic drying of
strata reducing the intensity of the

depositional remanence and increasing

the strength of the present day field
overprint. Only 170 m of strata were

logged and sampled (see section 3,

chapter l1) but because of the weaker
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Figure 16.1E: Stereoplot of remanence directions from Wanganui River section. trft is
the individual specimen NRM directions, right is the stepwise demagnetised site
directions.

signal 65 cores were drilled from only 9

sites and over 80 specimens stepwise

thermally demagnetised. The sampling

interval was tighter for this section as it
was intended as a more reliable tie point

between the top of the Rangitikei and

Wanganui River Sections. Sampling

localities are shown on figure 16.19. The

elicited detrital remanences are less

reliable than Wanganui River Section

data, but are adequate for
magnetostratigraphy.

The resulting declinations are consistent

with Wanganui River Section directions

but are not definitive. Site analyses and

polarities are presented in table 16.2.

Two sites are of normal field polarity and

the remaining 7 sites have reversed field
polarity. A magnetogram is presenned in

figure 16.20, again with polarity clearly

defined and declination and inclination

angles in clear agreement. Hautawa Road

site solutions have 95Vo confidence

intervals that average 5.0 degrees.

However, this does not reflect the

consistent type D palaeomagnetic

behaviour of specimens and the data

editing necessary to distinguish the signal

from the noise level of specimen raw

measurement data.

16.3.4 Palaeomagnetism of the
Rangitikei River Section.

The Rangitikei River Section exposes

strata deposited simultaneously to the

upper portion of the Wanganui River
Section, but in shallower water (see

section 3, chapter l0). Two previous
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HAUTAWA ROAD SECTION

lnclination
0

Figure 16.202 Palaeomagnetic end point direction versus statigraphic position for
Hautawa Road data. All site directions are solutions from several fully stepwise thermally
demagnetised specimens, see table 16.2 for interpretation information.
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iite Number )eclinalion lnclination AlDha-95 .i.u. 5.t,. lomm€nl rohrity

{1 25 356.1 -51.9 6.( t Good solution \
{1 26 25.4 65.f 5.8 lll-oondflion€d soluion R
-1127 219.0 69.3 2.2 Rsasonabl€ solulion R

{128 m2 48.S 2.1 A Good solulbn I
-t129 zx.9 u.2 6.6 4 Good solulbn I
{1 30 192.3 53.7 2.8 2 Excellenl solulion I
{131 185.1 64.3 6.6 7 7 Good solution I
-t132 158 57.6 9.9 )oorlv congrain€d lR
J1 33 0t0.4 -60.3 3.2 J Excellent solulion N

Table 16.2: Site polarity solutions for the Hautawa Road Section. All data are from
samples that have been fully stepwise demagnetised by thermal means. GC indicates the
number of specimens for which end point were detennined using the remagnetisation
circles method of McFadden and McElhinny (1988). SP indicates the set points determined
from a site by analysis of vector component plots. Individual specimen data are presented
in appendix 5.

palaeomagnetic studies have been carried

out in the Rangitikei River Valley.

Seward (1974) sampled and measured

Pleistocene strata further south of the

area studied here. Seward et al. (1986)

examined the entire Pliocene exposure in

the upper reaches of the Rangitikei River

as well as most of the lower Pleistocene

exposed in the lower reaches of the river.

Seward (pers comm, 1989) suggested

that the Pliocene portion of this study

was less reliable and palaeomagnetic

behaviour poorly understood by Seward

et aI. (1986). Demagnetisation of
samples was carried out using alternating

field methods with clearly normal and

reversed behaviour being reported to

result from this procedure. Normal and

reversed field results were antipodal

within confidence limits and normal

directions approximated the present day

field, a solution they consider to be in

line with current tectonic models of plate

motions in the region.

Many other studies (eg; Roberts, 1990;

McGuire, 1989; Roberts and Turner,

submitted; Wright and Vella, 1986) have

found behaviour during alternating field

demagnetisation to be irregular in nature

and at times insufficient for eliciting
detrital remanences from New Zealand

Tertiary sediments. For this reason and

the reservation of Seward (pers comm) it
was decided to repeat the sampling of the

Upper Rangitikei River Section. Apart

from more definitive palaeomagnetic

analysis, this would also allows better

locating of sampling sites into the new

detailed allostratigraphic framework also

established by this study (see section 3,

chapter 1l).

While the interval sampled in the

Rangitikei River for palaeomagnetic

study was in excess of 2000 m, more

than 200 m of this is section repeated

across the Rauoterangi Fault (see

enclosure 1). Litho- and magneto-

stratigraphy allow accurate correlation of
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strata across the fault and a complete

stratigraphy to be completed for the

Rangitikei River.

Palaeomagnetic behaviour is very good

with very few great circle
remagnetisation analyses being needed in

comparison with the Wanganui River

sites. Table 16.3 presents individual site

analyses and polarities for the Rangitikei

River Section. Sample locations are

marked in enclosure 2. The intensity of

NRM is on average 5 times that of the

equivalent strata in the Wanganui River

Section. Behaviour is consistent

throughout the section with a few more

Table 16.3; Site polarity solutions for the Rangitikei River Section. All data are from
samples that have b-een fuily stepwise demagnetiseg by thermal means. GC indicates the
number of specimens for *tricti end point were determined using the remagnetisation
circles method of McFadden and McEl[inny (1988). SP indicates the set points determined
from a site by analysis of vector component ploa. Individual specimen data are presented

in appendix 5.
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intense samples in the middle 700 m of

strata (figure 16.2L), again due to the

finer grained nature of the sampling

horizons. Roberts (1990) also noted the

correlation between more intense

magnetic signals and finer grained

lithologies.

A total of 47 sites were analysed for the

Rangitikei River section. Specimens

NRM intensity (A/m x105)

Figure 16.2lz NRM intensity versus
stratigraphic position for Rangitikei
River data. Different symbols identify
different measurements from the same
strati graphic position.

were well behaved during
demagnetisation procedures with A and

B type specimens more common. 28 of

the sites recorded normal polarity

magnetic fields, l7 reversed polarity

fields, and 2 are thought to be from

transitional polarity fields (figure 16.22).

The 95 % confidence interval is very

low, averaging 6.1 degrees, with highest

17.0 degrees and lowest 0.1 degrees. This

excludes two sites who's polarity are

thought to be transitional, they have 95

% confidence intervals of 2@ and 30.20

respectively. Polarity solutions for the

entire section are well grouped on a

stereo plot with normal field polarities

having a95 Vo confidence interval of 2.3o

and the reversed field polarities a 95Vo

confidence interval of 5.0o. Stereo plots

of both NRM and thermally analysed

directions are presented in figure 16.23.

Present day field overprinting was much

more evident in the Rangitikei River

samples than the Wanganui Samples.

Thermal cleaning was effective for

eliciting detrital remanence, and absence

of inclination error indicates that the

demagnetised solutions are representative

of the ambient field at the time of
acquisition of magnetisation. Seward er

a/. (1986) reported inclinations of -53o

for normal field sites and 650 for

reversed field sites, which are 5-7o

different than results of this study. The

present study also found reversed and

normal polarities to be antipodal,

however declination direction are

displaced clockwise by 15o. Only 20 of
this can be attributed to rotation of the

Indo-Australian plate about its euler pole.
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Figure 16.222 Palaeomagnetic end point direction versus stratigraptric -position for
Rangitikei River data. All- site directions are solutions from several fully stepwise
therfraly demagnetised specimens, see table 16.3 for interpretation-information. North
part of slction is from north of the Rauoterangi Fault and South part is from south of the
fault.
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Figure 16.232 Stereoplot of remanence directions from Rangitikei River section. Left is
the individual specimen NRM directions, right is the stepwise demagnetised site
directions-

16.4 Tectonic Considerations

Lamb (1989), Walcott (1984) and

Walcott (1987) discuss palaeomagnetic

measurements east of the New Zealand

axial tectonic shear zone (figure l0.l)
that indicate recent crustal block
rotations much larger than expected from

only the clockwise rotation of the Indo-

Australian plate with respect to the

Pacific Plate. The large clockwise block

rotations are said to be due to
accommodation of motion between

parallel transcurrent faults. This model of
plate boundary deformation does not

account for any crustal block rotations

west of the axial tectonic shear zone.

McGuire (1989) reports the first
observation west of the axial tectonic

shear zone of crustal rotation clockwise

that is greater than that expected rotation

of the Australian plate alone. The

rotation is small and he was unsure about

its validity.

The present study provides more crustal

rotation data reported with respect to the

Australian Plate. Figure 16.24 is a plot of
site means for all measurements in the

Wanganui and Rangitikei Rivers (this

study) and Turakina River (data from

McGuire, 1989). These three data sets

are constructed from Gauss and Gilbert

age strata combined. In assessing

rotational information both this study and

McGuire (1989) have made observations

of data versus time throughout the

measured sections and in all cases it was

found that prior to the end of the Gauss

normal chron no visible trend in rotation
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Figure 16.242 Stereoplots of stepwise thermally demagnetised site polarities from middle
Pliocene Strata from the Wanganui, Turakina (Data from McGuire; 1989) and Rangitikei
River. All sample measurements are corrected for bedding and magnetic declination, but
no account is taken of the rotation of the Australian Plate about its euler pole. Amount of
clockwise rotation is given for each section with alpha-95 confidence intervals.

with time is observed. Therefore rotation

data reported here has occurred since 2.5

Ma.

In the stereographic projections much of
the scatter of data (in all sections the

95Vo conftdence interval is 30 or less) is

probably due to secular variation.

Averaging of information from each

section is for more than I my of time and

the result should therefore be

representative of the axial geocentric

dipole (McElhinny, 1973). Table 16.4

presents the results of statistical analyses

in calculating the axial geocentric dipole

at each section of data collection.

Rotation in the Wanganui River Valley is

consistent with Australian Plate rotation

only. Further east in the Turakina River

Valley McGuire (1989) measured a

s

Rangitikei B.

15./
aes=2'4

clockwise rotation of 4o t 2o since the

Gauss Normal Chron. In the Rangitikei

River Valley, much closer to the axial

Tectonic Shear Zone the rotation is l3o t
20.

One explanation of this progressive

increase in crustal rotation is that it is due

to increased shear drag closer to the zone

of movement between the Australian and

Pacific Plates (Axial Tectonic Shear

Zone). This is in contrast to different

individual crustal block rotations

reported east of the Shear Zone (Roberts,

1990) (figure 16.25). These data suggest

that the western extent of the region

affected by shearing between the two

plates is wider than thus far reported, and

that some of the transcurrent movement

between the two plates is taken up by

s

Wanganui R.

3.90
(&s = 3'0

s
Turakina R.

6.7
(&s = 2'5
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Figure 16.252 Palaeomagnetic r^otation directions from the South Wanganui Basin,
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shear drag against the fault zone, as well

as transcurrent motion. Offset on the

north-south trending faults in the

Rangitikei River Valley is right lateral

thrust faulting, consistent with the Axial

Tectonic Shear Belt sense of
displacement. Crustal fracturing sub-

perpendicular to this faulting must exist

to allow progressive block rotation

eastwards, though it was not observed

during the course of this study.

Another possible explanation is that the

Taupo Volcanic Zone extends further to

the south than currently thought (e.g-

Cole, 1979) and associated extension has

allowed crustal rotation clockwise

against the axial tectonic shear zone

accommodating this extension.

*Data from McGuire (1989)

Table 16.4: Calculated axial geocentric dipole statistics from Gilbert and Gauss age
strata of the South Wanganui Basin. Normal and reverse polariry directions have been
calculated separately. Values were found to be in close agreement and were therefore
averaged. Actual data are shown on a stereo plot in figure 16.24.

ui River Turakina River* Ranoitikei River

Declination
Inclination
K
Alpha-95

1 83.9 186.7 19s.7
62.1 57.8 60.7
33.2 66.1 78.1

3 2.5 2.4
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Chapter - 17

Sedimentary Petrography and
Mineralogy

This chapter provides the mineralogical background necessary for understanding the

process by which New Zealand Teniary sediments, particularly the South Wanganui Basin

sediments, acquire their magnetic signal. This allows the palaeomagnetic behaviour of the

sediments to be categorised and ensures that the analytical techniques presented in chapter

16 are conectly interpreted to decipher the magnetosuatigraphy of the sections under study

(presented in chapter 19). Here sedimentary petrography, mineral chemistry, and

diagenetic alteration are described using optical thin-section analysis, X-ray diffraction,

and electron microprobe analysis. All detrital magnetite and titaniferous magnetite grains

have been completely dissolved in the presence of sulphate reducing bacteria. Less

reactive Ilmenite has also been attacked along weak planes in grains. Complete sulphide

authigenesis has occurred simultaneously with oxide dissolution. The Iron produced by

dissolution reacts with hydrogen sulphide from the reducing bacteria to produce metastable

sulphides such as mackinawite and pyrrhotite. Continued reduction has resulted in

complete pyritisation, via the greigite phase, with pyrite in the form of framboids retaining

the spheroidal greigite shape. Finally weathering of sediment has resulted in oxidation of
pyrite framboids and clay phases. Chromite was found in trace amounts at some localities

in the South Wanganui Basin. It remains unblemished by diagenetic processes.

17.1 Introduction

Because of the complex nature of
magnetic signals from strata in the

Wanganui Basin it was thought important

to understand the mechanism by which

these sediments obtained and retained

their remanent magnetisations. From

previous studies of New Tr,aland tertiary

sediments (Wright, 1986; McGuire,

1989; Turner et al., 1989; Roberts, 1990;

and Roberts and Turner, submitted) it is
known that magnetic remanences are

likely to be held by a range of oxide and

sulphide minerals. To establish the origin

of magnetic remanence two approaches

were taken. Firstly, a sedimentary

petrographic and mineralogic study,

focusing on oxide and authigenic phases

present in the South Wanganui Basin

sediments (the subject of this chapter),.

and secondly, a study of the magnetic

properties of the same lithotypes

examined for their petrographically and

mineralogically (Chapter I 8).

The approach includes two procedures:

The first was a study of representative

sedimentary textures in thin section, in

order to determine mineral occurrences,
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textures, interrelationships, and

petrogenetic history. Tucker (1991),

Shelly (1980) and Deer et al. (1989) were

used for reference in both thin section

and electron microprobe analysis, to

establish mineralogy and mineralogic

relationships. The second part of the

study involved preparing magnetic

separates from the representative

lithotypes. Magnetic properties and

magnetic behaviour of the sepiuates was

first established, and then grains were

analysed in thin section to establish

mineralogy and their place in
petrogenetic development of the

sediments. This combined approach

allows determination of sedimentary

petrogenetic development and associated

magnetic signals. The results ensure that

complex magnetic signals within the

sediments are interpreted correctly,

establishing correct detrital remanence

(also presented in chapter l6), and

preparation of magnetostratigraphies

(presented in chapter l9).

Twelve sites were selected from the

Wanganui River Section for their varying

textural nanrre and thin sections prepared

from cored samples of the lithology.

These sediment plugs were first vacuum

impregnated using a system developed

by Dr. Warren Dickinson at VUW. Resin

is introduced to the sample while it is
already in a vacuum ensuring that air

bubbles are not trapped within the pore

spaces by the resin that is penetrating

them. Thin sections were prepared by

hand.

Several sediment cores were used from

five of the sites selected for thin

sectioning. Magnetic Grain separates

were prepared using the Frantz

electromagnetic separator both for rock

magnetic studies and later for microprobe

analysis. To prepare the magnetic grain

separates, the cores were dried at 40oC

and crushed between wooden blocks.

Grain disaggregation was completed by

suspending the resulting sediment in an

ultrasonic tank. Once disaggregated, each

sample was wet sieved at both 30 and 60

microns. The 30-60 micron fraction was

retained as this was found to be the

optimal size for magnetic grain

segregation using the Frantz

electromagnetic separator. Initially the

sample was passed through the separator

at a high irmperage to remove all non

electromagnetic material from the

separate. Then the sample was re-run

using progressively lower amperages, the

separates becoming progressively more

naturally magnetic. The five most

magnetic separates were suspended in

Yoohoo glue in a perspex cylinder for

rock magnetic experiments (see chapter

18). Once these experiments were

complete, the plugs were thin sectioned

and prepared for electron microprobe

analysis to combine observations on

magnetic properties and mineralogy.

To understand the opaque mineral

petrology, three different laboratory

techniques were used; Optical thin

section study, X-ray diffraction analysis

and Elecron microprobe analysis and

analysis. The textural nature of the
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samples ranges from sandy mudstone, to

slightly sandy mudstone and therefore

analytical techniques were needed that

would allow the petrography and

mineralogy of the silt and clay sized

particles to be determined.

tT.2Petrography

Sediments are composed of 20-70 %

detrital grains and 7G20 7o matrix, with

the remaining lO% being generally

calcite cement. In rare samples, for

example reef horizons and shell

limestones, calcite content is more than

507o. These rock types are less than l%

of the stratigraphic sections studied and

are not assessed separately here.

Optically, the matrix of the sediments

contains finely divided muscovite and

sericite. Other minerals are present, but it
is difficult to distinguish them with the

optical microscope. X-ray diffraction

analysis and back-scattered electron

imaging of matrix fractions of the

sediments show that they are

predominantly very fine quartz and

feldspar (plate l7.l). The sediments are

typically composed of -80Vo silicates and

about LO% opaques (this includes the

matrix fraction), with the remaining l07o

calcite, typically as foraminifer tests

(Plate 17.4).

Quartz

These are colourless in plane-polarised

transmitted light and exhibit Iow

interference colours in cross-polarised

transmitted light. In reflerted light both

Plate 17.1: Transmitted light (crossed-nicols) photomicrograph of South V/anganui Basin
sediment Opaque grains are oxides. Large dull grey grains are quartz and feldspar grains.
Matrix is fine quartz, feldspar, muscovite and sericite (frarne of view is 0.1 mm tall).
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quartz and feldspar grains and matrrx

exhibit a dull grey colour with a poorly

metallic lustre in reflected light. The

grains are subangular to subrounded,

pitted, often have inclusions and are

sometimes fractured (plate 17.2). They

have low relief, low birefringence,

exhibit no cleavage, Eue uniaxial, and in

basal sections a positive optic figure is

commonly observed. It is one of the

most common minerals observed in the

present study of South Wanganui Basin

sediments.

Feldspar

In reflected light feldspar grains are

optically very similar to quartz grains. In

cross-polarised transmitted light they

commonly exhibit simple twinning,

typical of plagioclase, and occasionally

cross-hatched twinning, typical of
microcline. Like Quartz, the grains are

typically subrounded to subangular and

are easily distinguished by their obvious

cleavage and solution weathering.

Fracturing and solution weathering are

commonly developed preferentially

along the cleavage. Optically the

feldspars are of low relief, and biaxial,

with both positive and negative optic

figures observed in basal sections.

Interference colours are very low in cross

polarised light.

Muscovite

Compared to quartz and feldspar

muscovite is of minor occurrence in the

Wanganui Basin sediments. It occurs as

matrix restricted phase, and although a

less common mineral it is ubiquitous

(Plates l7.l and L7.4). Optically, the

muscovite is colourless and transparent

in plane polarised transmitted light and

exhibits high order birefringence in

cross-polarised uansmitted light.

Titanite

Titanite as rare rounded and yellow-

brown to semi-opaque grains (plate

17.3). These exhibit very high relief and

very high birefringence in cross-

polarised uansmitted light.

17.2.2 Non-Silicates

Calcite

Calcite is common in South Wanganui

Basin sediments, both as foraminiferal

tests and as a secondary cement phase in

the matrix. Optically it is colourless in

plane polarised light, but can be very

pale yellow. It gives the mauix very high

speckled birefringence in cross polarised

light. Skeletal form of foraminiferal tests

is clearly visible and they are commonly

associated with pyrite framboids (Plate

r7.4).

17.2.3 Oxides

Titaniferous Magnetite

Occurrences of Ti-magnetite in South

Wanganui Basin sediments are not

common- Grains tend to be subangular,

square or diamond shaped, with pitted
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p1atg 17.2t Reflected light (crossed-nicols) photomicrograph of South WanganuiBasin
sediment. Large subangular to subrounded browny grey, pitted grains are quartz. Shiny,
brassy coloured grains are oxides and sulphides (frame of view is 0.1 mm tall).

Plate 17.3: A backscattered electron image (BEI) of a single titanite grain. Note the Ti
rich grain rim. (scale bar is 10 microns).



plate 17.4: Transmitted and reflected light (crossed-nicols) photomicrograph of pyrire
framboids formed within a foraminifera test- Framboids are a dull brassy colour and calcite
has high fourth order birefringence. (frame of view is 0-1 mm tall).

surfaces, and commonly display

extensive solution weathering. Optically

they are opaque in transmitted light and a

dark blue-grey colour with a metallic

lustre in reflected light. The grains have a

similar colour to ilmenite in reflected

light bur they arc not pleochroic.

Haematite

Haematite is a ubiquitous authigenic

mineral in coarser grained sediments,

that often appear iron stained. Haematite

fills pore spaces between matrix grains

@late 17.5). The grain size of haematite

is less than 3 microns and too small for

electron microprobe analysis. Optically,

the haematite is an iridescent red, and

quite translucent in transmitted lighr It is

a bright white colour in reflected light.

Apart from infilling pore space,

haematite is commonly associated with
pynte framboids, as an alteration product

coating pyrite grains (plate 17.6).

trmenite

Ilmenite is the most common oxide in the

South Wanganui Basin sediments.

Grains are angular to sub-angular and

they are commonly elongate, layered and

fragmented (plates 17.7 and 17.8).

Surfaces vary from being uniform and

unblemished to pitted and fractured

(Plate 17.9). Optically the ilmenite grains

are opaque in transmitted light and dark

with a metallic lustre in reflected light.

They have a weak pleochroism, that
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Plate 17.5: Reflected light (crossed-nicols) photomicrograph of microcrystalline
haematite grains filling available pore $paces in South Wanganui Basin sediment.
Haematite is translucent to opaque red in the ccnue of the frame (frame of view is 0.1 mm
taI).

Plate 17.6: Transmitted and reflected light (crossed-nicols) photomicrograph of
haematite 

-coating_pyrite framboids as an alteration product, from-late stage oxidation
(centre o_f frame).,Haematite is uanslucent to opaque red and pyrite is brassy light-yellow
(frame of view is 0.1 mm tall).
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plate 17.7: A backscattered electron image (BEI) of different ilmenite grains. No_te

exsoiution pitting and weathering along cblvage and fracture planes (scale bar is l0
microns).

Plate 1,7.8: A backscattered electron image (BEI) of different ilmenite grains, showing
the ubiquitous occurrences of them in the magnetic grain extracts. Note exsolution pitting
and weathering along cleavage and fracture planes (scale bar is 100 microns).
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distlnguishes it from titaniferous
magnetite.

Chromite

Chromite (sensu stricto) is very rare in

Wanganui Basin sediments, but

chromium rich minerals are a more

common. The chromite grains are squire

in shape with high relief (plate 17.10).

They are opaque in transmitted light

sometimes with translucent margins.

They are hard to distinguish from

titaniferous magnetite, but are possibly

brighter under reflective light.

17.2.4 Sulphides

Pyrite

Pyrite is ubiquitous as framboidal

granules and cubes (Plate l7.l l).
Individual grains are less than 5 microns,

opaque in transmitted light and brassy

yellow with a metellic lustre in reflected

light. Framboids are commonly formed

within and surround foraminiferal tests.

Pyrit€ framboid surfaces are often altered

to haematite.

17.3 Mineral Chemistrv

Chemical analyses were undertaken to

determine the composition of the oxide

and sulphide minerals most likely to
contribute to the magnetic signal of the

sediments. Both thin sections and

magnetic separates were prepared for

analysis using a JEOL 733 electron probe

microanalyser @MPA) in the Analytical

Facility, Victoria University of
Wellington. Magnetite and Ti-magnetite

were not detected in either optical,

microprobe, or X-ray diffraction analyses

of magnetic separates of sediments.

Roberts ( 1990) identified iron

Plate 17.9: Reflected light (crossed-nicols) photomicrograph of large ilmenite_grain.
Ilmenite is dull, metallic, brassy-yellow and shows well developed solution weathering
along grain weakness planes (frame of view is 0.1 mm tall).
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Plate 17.10: A backscattered electron image (BEI) of chromite. Chromite grain is the
very bright, late phase mineral holding several feldspar grains together (scale bar is 100

microns).

Plate l7.l1.: Reflected light (crossed-nicols) photomicrogr?ph o_f South^Wangpry Basin
sediment, showing ubiquity of brassy yellow pyt t" framboids (frame of view is 0.1 mm
tall).



oxides and iron sulphides as possible

remanence carriers in Tertiary Strata of

Marlborough. McGuire (1989) suggested

iron sulphides were possible holders of

remanence in South Wanganui Basin

sediments. The present study identified

chromite in the South Wanganui Basin

sediments and chromite (sensu stricto) is

known to be magnetic (Deer et al.,

1989).

l7 .3.L Ti tani ferous Haemati te-s

All iron-titanium oxides in both thin

sections and magnetic separates were

analysed to determine individual grain

phase relationships find out whether

magnetite and Ti-magnetite occurs as

single and/or composite grains. Analyses

of rhombohedral phase oxides (ilmenite -

haematite solid solution series

(Buddington and Lindsley, 1964)) were

Ti)2
A1203
FeO
Fe2O3*
MnO
Mgo
CaO
Nio

Table l7.l: EMPA analyses of single individual homogeneous ilmenite grains

48.83 52.50 49.99 49.84 52.50 50.41 49.42 50.25 52.43 49,51

0.05 0.05 0.00 0.m 0.16 0.10 0.14 0.05 0,06 0.07

41.40 39.52 4r.94 38.37 36.78 38.70 42.43 43.56 45.65 42.14

7.09 0.49 6.83 6.48 092 4.43 '1.96 2.59 0.83 0.88
2.09 6.58 2.72 5.83 9.35 6.U 2.M 1.38 r.37 1.96

0.25 0.07 0.11 0.22 0.M 0.06 0.08 0.11 0.01 0.20
0.04 0.71 0.06 0.06 0.70 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.03

0.00 0.r0 0.04 0.09 0.14 0.10 0.01 0.00 0.08 0.00

(total FeO 47.t8 39.96 48.08 M.20 37.61 42.68 49.39 45.89 46.40 48.33)

7o Ilmenite 93.04 99.50 93.39 93.43 99.02 95.46 92.37 97.4 99.20 93'33

sio2
Tio2
A1203
FeO
Fe2O3*
MnO
Mgo
CaO
Nio

0.06 0.03 o.os 0.04
50.71 49.68 46.70 49.70
0.01 0.04 0.o7 0.07

43.39 43.61 40.61 41.72
3.41 6.70 11.87 s.93
1.84 0.87 0.35 2.s8
0.20 0.06 0.60 0.11

0.02 0.@ 0.00 0.05
0.04 0.06 0.02 0.15

0.06 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.04
48.14 49.1 1 49.25 49.45 49.01

0.1 1 0.19 0.07 0.08 0.05
40.42 38.89 41.89 38.98 42.18

8.20 7.13 5.16 7.23 7.99
2.48 5.04 2.01 4.96 0.68
0.1 1 0.10 0.25 0.05 0.68
0.00 0.06 0.00 0.29 0.03

0.24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.01

51.63
0.06

45.46

3.60
0.60
0.16
0.07
0.00

(total FeO 46.46 49.64 5r.29 47.M 47.80 45.30 47.43 45.49 49.37 48.70)

Vo llmenite 96.66 93.61 8E.55 94.18 91.90 92.82 93.96 92.75 92.30 96.59

*recalculated after method of Stormer ( 1983)
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TiOe

FesO+
(Magnetite)

FezOg
(Haematite)

Figure 17.1: The iron-titanium oxide ternary system with distributions plotted for typical
individual ilmenites grains analysed from south Wanganui Basin. Compositions were
determined using the method of Stormer (1983). Plots appear rich in TiO2 because they
contain up to 6.5 MnO.

plate 17.l2z Dark-field transmission electron microscope image of ilmenite. Lighl
r"gion. are Fe-poor domains and dark regions are Fe-rich dbmain boundaries (X-phase)

from Lawson and Nord (1984); figure 3.

FeTiOs
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recalculated to determine Fe2+ to Fe3 +

ratios. Representative EMPA analyses

are presented in table 17.1. No spinel

phase oxides (ulvospinel - magnetite

solid solution series (Buddington and

Lindsley, 1964)) were observed. All
grains consisted of ilmenite-haematite

solid solutions with between 47Vo - 527o

TiOz, and close to pure ilmenite

stoichiometry (figure 17.1). Ilmenite

contained up to 10 Vo MnO.

Recalculation of the analyses to
determine the Fe2+ to Fe3+ ratio indicates

that the ilmenite composition varies

between Ilmlgg-ggfiem(12-l) (figure

17.1). The lack of magnetite and Ti-
magnetite explains the weakness of
magnetic remanence in the South

Wanganui Basin sediments compared to

other New Zealand Tertiary sediments.

Many earll palaeomagnetic workers

believed iimenite to be paramagnetic (eg;

Nagata, 1961; McElhinny,1973) and this

view has been adopted by Roberts

(1990), and Roberts and Turner (1993)

when discussing the magnetic

mineralogy of Tertiary sediments in New

Zealand.

Synthetic experimena by Carmichael,

(1961); Westcott-lrwis and Parry (1971)

and Burton (1985) have identified the

potential of Ti-haematite to hold a

magnetic remanence. These studies

indicate the presence of Fe-rich

exsolution domains within grains. Such

domains and lamellae ate clearly visible

using transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) electron backscattered imaging

(EBI) (plate 17.12).It was not possible to

establish directly whether grains of
ilmenite from South Wanganui Basin

samples exhibit this exsolution
behaviour, but this behaviour is expected.

17.3.2 Sulphides

The only sulphide found in the sediments

is pyrite. EMPA were undertaken to

establish whether exsolution phases of
pyrrhotite or greigite were present within

pyrite as these phases have been shown

or suggested to hold magnetic remanence

(Robertson, 1963; Kobayashi and

Nomura, 1972; McGuire, 1989; Roberts,

1990; Lowrie, 1990; and Roberts and

Turner, submitted). Representative

analyses of pyrite from the south

Wanganui Basin sediments are presented

in table I7.2. All forms of pyrite were

found to be homogeneous, with the

highest iron to sulphur ratio being 1: 1.93.

Pyrrhotite stoichiometry has an iron to

sulphur ration of t: 1.33. Scanning

electron microscopy was used to identify

possible exsolution phases within pyrite

grains. Within the resolution of the

electron beam no exsolution phases were

identified. Pyrite is known to be

paramagnetic (Roberts and Turner,

submitted) within the strength of the

earth's magnetic field and the measuring

limits of cryogenic magnetometers.

17.3.3 Chromites.

Chromite is rare in sediments from the

South Wanganui Basin. It is generally

associated with other oxides grains or

more rarely as individual grains.
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Table 17.2: EMPA analyses of single individual pyrite grains

Mn
Cu
Sb
As
S

0.01 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.35 0.03 0.15 0.07 0.49 0.02 0.00
0.02 0.09 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.14
0.02 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.02
0.22 0.09 0.15 0.07 0.19 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.12 0.08 0.12

53.25 52.46 51.59 53.72 52.83 52j2 52.48 53.69 52.90 52.78 52.27

1'O1AL 9e.s4 98.91 98.38 100.72 98.64 99.7'7 99.8m

h'e:S

44.56 45.00 45.70 46.14 45.91 45.49 {dW
Mn 0,48 0.39
Cu 0.04 0.07
sb 0.01 0.03
As 0.10 0.13
s 54.29 53.05

0.1 l 0.M 0.05 0.35 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.18
0,05 0. 12 0.07 0,09 0.00 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.05
0.03 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02
0.12 0.l9 0.07 0.14 0.08 0.02 0.06 0.12 0.16

52.58 53.51 53.69 53.39 53.08 53.06 52.35 52.32 52.2r

Fe:S

Table 17.3: EMPA analyscs of single detrital chromite grains

sio2
Tio2
A1203
FeO
Fe2O3*
MnO
Mgo
CaO
Cr2O3
Nio
7rO

0.10 0,13 0.1 i
0.19 0.35 0,l3

24.86 8.46 10.76
2r.82 26.98 27.29
2.27 13.06 15.74
0.42 0.58 0.55
8.95 2.35 3.80
0.1r 0.07 0.02

4 t.68 41.78 42.t5
0.Il 0.t9 0.08
0.44 0.56 0.41

0.0s 0.18 ?5r---0nl
0.30 0.13 0.1 I 0.01

24.08 25,49 rt.77 29.19
23.92 19.32 24.32 t6.22
0.46 7.l0 20.35 0.89
0.36 0.18 2.5r 0.21
8.81 l1.04 7.3t 13.02
0.01 0.10 0.07 0.03

47.94 37.32 34.63 39.89
0,08 0.17 0.04 0.21
0.48 0.00 0.00 0.00

(total FeO 23.86 38.73 4r.46 24.33 25Jr 42.63 17.02)

77.84 19 17.86

* recalcualted after mettrod of Stormer (1983)
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Representative analyses arc presented in

table 17.3. The chromite contains

between 35Vo to 48Vo Cr2O3,8Vo to 29Vo

AlzO3, and 2% to l3Vo MgO. Little is
understood about the role of chromites in

palaeomagnetism. Because of the

magnetic nature of chromite it is

assumed that Cr-bearing magnetite will
be at least as magnetic if not more so

than Ti-magnetite. This has yet to be

proven experimentally. However, some

samples discussed in chapter l6 exhibit

relatively strong NRM behaviour.

Because magnetite, Ti-magnetite,
pyrrhotite or greigite are not present in

the sediments, chromite can be the only

oxide that can hold magnetic remanence.

However, both the occurrence of
chromite and the presence of moderately

intense NRM are rare in the South

Wanganui B asin sediments.

lT.4Diagenesis

l7 .4.1 Oxide dissolution

All oxide phases in the South Wanganui

Basin sediments exhibit exsolution,

particularly the Cr and Ti poor oxides.

Exsolution is particularly well developed

along planes of weakness in the grains,

such as pitting surfaces and cleavage

(Plates 17.7 and 17.9). A possible source

for the oxides is most likely to be the

Taupo Volcanic Zone. Cranfield and

Berner (1987) note that detrital
ulvospinel, magnetite, and ilmenite are

ubiquitous in marine sediments.

At continental margins with active

sulphur reduction processes occurring,

magnetite is commonly dissolved and

iron sulphide phases remain as a bi-

product of this process (Chanell et al.,

1990; Chanell and Hawthorne, 1990;

Bloemendal et al., 1988; Tarafa et al.,

1987; Prince et al., 1980). Magnetite and

Titaniferous Magnetite dissolution in

marine sediments has been observed in

cores recovered from the Ocean Drilling
Program (Chanell et al., 1990; Chanell

and Hawthorne, 1990; Bloemendal et al.,

1988; Tarafa et al., 1987; Prince et al.,

1980). Cranfield and Berner (1987) have

documented active occurrence of this

process on the eastern continental margin

of the United States. They observe

progressive dissolution with depth

initially developing along grain

weaknesses and at surface
inhomogeneities. Karlin and Levi (1985)

also noted etching of magnetite

associated with pyrite rich environments.

In the present study magnetite has not

been found in the sediments, but pyrite is

ubiquitous. With dissolution of Ti and

Cr-rich oxides, it is expected that any

less resistant oxides would have been

completely dissolved by sulfate reducing

pore fluids. Modern sediments

accumulating in the Wanganui Basin

include magnetite, Ti-magnetite,

haematite, and Ti-haematites (Pillans et

al, submitted; Roberts and Pillans,

submitted; Turner and Kamp, 1990).

Measurements by Canfield and Berner

(1978) suggest that dissolution and
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magnetite occurs less than 500 years

after deposition.

17 .4.2 Sulphide authigenesis

The formation of authigenic sulphides in

continental margin sediments has been

documented by Berner (1970); Gardner

(1973); Sweeney and Kaplan (1973);

Berner (1980) and Berner (1984) (figure

17.2). Authigenic pyrite formation occurs

during early diagenesis from the reaction

of detrital iron minerals with H2S via a

series of metastable iron sulphide phases

(figure 17.3). HzS is produced by

reduction of interstitial sulphate by

organic matter (also a possible sulphate

source). Controlling factors appear to be

the supply of dissolved sulphate, organic

matter and reactive detrital Fe-oxides in

the sediments.

Unresolvcd 
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- 

oggregotes

Figure 17.3 Schematic presentation of
results of textures developed during
sulphurisation reactions (from Sweeney
and Kaplan,1973).

In the South Wanganui Basin pyrite

framboids are ubiquitous and are

typically associated with organic sources

and occur in pore spaces in the sediment

(plate 17.13). Other sulphide phases were

not observed in the present study.

Roberts (1990) demonstrated the

presence of greigite in Miocene

sediments in Marlborough, New Zealand.

Sweeney and Kaplan (1973) consider

that spherical pyrite framboids are only

formed by reduction of greigite

spherules, and that this process occurs

commonly within carbonate tests, with

the tests providing the available space for

the full development of pyrrhotite and

greigite so that continued reduction to

pyrite causes retention of the spherical

form of its precursory greigite (plate

r7.r4).

initist I
lron Sulfidc I Pyrrhoiile
Prccilirotc 

I

Greigite Pyrite

A*
/"u
SO
o FeS

I
FeSz

PYRITE

Figure 17.22 Diagrammatic
representation of the overall process of
sedimentary pyrite formation (after
Berner, t972).
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Plate 17.13 Reflected light (crossed-nicols) photomicrograph of pyrite framboids formed
within a foraminifera test. Framboids are a dull brassy colour (frame of view is 0.1 mm
tall).

Plate 17.14: A backscattered electron image (BEI) of single pyrite framboids, showing
there spherical form retained from a precursory greigite phase (scale bar is l0 microns).
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t7 .4.3 \ileathering oxidation

A further phase of diagenesis observed in

the present study is the late stage

oxidation of the pyrite. Pyrite framboids

are commonly coated with a thin (<l
micron thick) layer of haematite (plate

17.6). A secondary phase of Fe

remobilisation is common in coarser

grained sediments of the Wanganui Basin

in the form of iron staining, a feature

common in much of the Tertiary strata of
New Zealand (Suggate et al., 1978).
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Chapter - L8

Rock magnetism

This part of the study was undertaken particularly to identify the minerals carrying the

remanence and hence the origin of the signal measured and reported in Chapter 16. This

comphrnents the petrographic information in chapter 17 and establishes which mineralogic

pha,se is contributing to the magnetic signal retained in the rock. This can then be placed in

a petrogenetic framework, to establish whether magnetic components are Primary or

Secondary. In the present study chromite, ilmenite, and haematite are the only possible

remanence carriers. Chromite and ilmenite hold Detrital Remanent Magnetisations and

haematite holds a Chemical Remanent Magnetisation inversely aligned to the Detrital

remanence direction. Primary remanence directions are reflected by stable signals recorded

between 150 and 350rc during thermal demagnetisation, before thermochemical alteration

of the sediment. An explanation of the development of Natural Remanent Magnetisation is

presented and common behaviour of samples from the present study is shown. This model

allows correct identification of primary remanence directions in New Tnaland Tertiary

strata, even when signal to noise ratios are high and remagnetisation great circle analysis is

necessary to identify this direction. A key discovery is the identification of haematite as a

high temperature secondary chemical remanent that complicates the primary remanence.

This invalidates a standard palaeomagnetic technique which identifies the highest

temperature magnetic component as the primary rcmanence.

18.1 Introduction

Several different rock magnetic

techniques are available to establish the

nature of magnetic behaviour in
sediments. Parameters involved are

mineralogy, grain or domain size, and

domain boundary interactions on macro

and micro scales. Here, simple

techniques are used to validate optical

microscope and electron microprobe

identifications of possible
palaeomagnetic behaviour (see chapter

I7). Raw sample measurements of
magnetic properties are made and

compared with the magnetic properties of

grain separates. This type of definitive

work is not common for New Zealand

Tertiary sediments. The pioneering work

of Roberts (1990) and Roberts and

Turner (submitted) is built otr, to
establish common remanence

development processes in New 7*aland

Tertiary sediments. This model is likely

to be applicable to the magnetic

behaviour and development of Tertiary

sediments worldwide. It is clear that low

temperature magnetic components of
remanence can be relied on to record

primary palaeomagnetic signals

faithfully.
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18.2 Thermal Demagnetisation
changes in intensity

Results of demagnetisation by heating

are presented in chapter 16, with data

presented by sample in appendix 5.

Certain behaviour can be documented

that is useful in determining the nature

and behaviour of minerals retaining a

magnetic signal in the South Wanganui

Basin sediments. Four categories of
behaviour during thermal
demagnetisation are typical of South

Wanganui Basin sediments, and are

useful in isolating the mineralogies

retaining the remanence.

1) Loss of much of the intensity of signal

during the first 150oC to 200oC of
heating.

2) Then a stable signal until a chemical

change above 300oC.

3) Obvious remanence component

retained at a higher temperature than

350oC, but of very weak intensity. It is
generally opposite in direction to the

stable component that predominates in

the 200oC to 350oC range. This
component is easily recognised by the

examples where obvious low temperature

reversed direction signals have a high

temperature normal component (figure

18. 1).

4) Loss of signal between 320oC and

350oC due to growth of secondary

magnetic minerals. The growth of a new

mineral phase is recognised by a change

in the magnetic susceptibility of
individual samples. The most likely
cause for this behaviour is from the

alteration of pyrite to magnetite at

temperatures greater than 300oC
(Tarling, 1983). The equipment used in

the present study does not prevent

alignment of alteration product magnetic

minerals with laboratory induced fields.

Therefore, remanence measurement is

halted once magnetic susceptibility

changes.

If magnetite and haematite were present

in a significant quantity the intensity of
signal would be much stronger than that

recognised in South Wanganui Basin

samples. The chemical alteration product

at 320oC to 350oC would be very small

in comparison to the signal of haematite

or magnetite and the intensity of signal

would persist above 350oC. Minerals that

would lose magnetic intensity below

400oC are very titaniferous magnetites,

titaniferous haematites, or sulphide

minerals such as pyrrhotite or greigite.

The signal persisting to higher
temperatures could be magnetite or

haematite. However, magnetite is not

likely because the intensity of the signal

is so weak.

18.3 Acquisition of isothermal
remanent magnetisation and
coercivity.

Initially the acquisition of isothermal

remanent magnetisation method was

used in the present study, merely to
identify the fact that grain separates were
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able to carry a magnetic remanence. It
was then established that the separates

behaved similarly to measurements of
real samples. Further measurements were

made to establish how reliable the

mineralogy under examination was at

retaining a remanence over geologic

time. Saturation Isothermal Remanent

Magnetisation can also be used to
establish the nature of the mineral phase

that is retaining magnetisation. The

method has been used almost exclusively

for establishing whether the magnetic

remanence is being carried by

rhombohedral (Haematite end member)

or spinel (Magnetite end member) phase

iron oxides.

This procedure was carried out on three

sets of samples. Standard palaeomagnetic

core samples, grain separates prepared

using the Frantz electromagnetic

separator, and grain separates prepared

without size discrimination. As well as

the magnetic extracts prepared using the

Frantz electromagnetic separator, several

extracts, some of individual grains, were

made independent of grain size. Again

the cores were crushed using wooden

blocks, and grains disaggregated by

suspending the sediment in an ultrasonic

tank. The disaggregated slurry was then

recirculated past a magnet using a

peristaltic pump. Grains that collected on

the magnet were isolated and their

magnetic behaviour established and used

to assess possible contribution to

remanence within the sediments beins

studied.

The magnetic separates prepared using

the Frantz electromagnetic separator

were suspended within perspex cylinders

using Yoohoo glue as a fixative (plate

18.1). The Perspex and Yoohoo glue

were chosen for their proven non-

magnetic nature. To ensure they do not

contribute to the magnetic behaviour of
the grain separates another cylinder was

prepared with only Yoohoo fixative and

no grain separate. This blank was used to

establish a background level for the

present study. The Blank exhibited pure

paramagnetic behaviour and recorded no

remanence measurable using a

MOLSPIN magnetometer. The

motivation behind this preparation was to

establish whether these grain separates

were capable of holding a remanence,

establishing the nature of the remanence,

and then preparing thin sections of the

cylinders and establishing the mineralogy

of the separates.

The IRM was grown in the cylinders

using a pulse magnetiser at VUW,

magnetising the cylinders along the same

axis at progressively increasing fields.

The magnetisation steps were every 50

mT from 0 to 800 mT. After each step

the intensity of magnetisation induced in

the grain separate was measured using a

MOLSPIN magnetometer. Once

Saturation Magnetisation was

established, the axis of magnetisation

was reversed, and the same sample

stepwise magnetised in 50 mT steps,

from 0 to 800 mT (figure 18.2). This

approach established the saturation

magnetisation of the grain separates. It
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Plate lE.l: Examples of the magnetic separates suspended in non-magnetic Yoohoo glue
within non-magnetic perspex cylinders. The left hand specimen has been prepared for
electron microprobe analysis.

M (e!lu) t0/02/t992
Isothennai Remanence

Fie1d incn. 50.0 0e

MP 5.97 uemu

!0/02/1992 15:33
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1,0 .0 kOe
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293 0e
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{E+3 +5E+3

I{ANGANUI SITE 69 - SIRI1

Figure 18.2: Saturation isothermal remanent magnetisation (SIRM) curve for a sample
from site 69 in the Wanganui River section. Negative side of figure is the reversed sample
SIRM curve.
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also established the separates'ability to

hold a remanence outside of the inducing

field. This is born out by the separates

exhibiting a coercivity of remanence of

300 - 500 oersteds. Non grain size

discriminatory samples were also

measured using a Princeton
Measurements Corporation Micromag

Alternating Gradient Magnetometer,

housed at the University of California,

Davis. Measurements were by

permission of Dr. Ken Verosub of the

Geology Department, U.C. Davis.

Measurements were made under the

direction of Dr. Andrew Roberts, also of
the Geology Department, U.C. Davis.

Samples showed an IRM that was not

that expected of Magnetite nor or

Haematite, but possibly a combination.

Behaviour is certainly representative of
ferromagnetic rather than ferrimagnetic

behaviour (figure 18.3). Initial low field

IRM suggests large grain size remanence

carriers, on the order of 5 microns

(Thompson and Oldfield, 1986).

Saturation IRM is very low, suggesting

that the remanence is not held by

Magnetite but some complex oxide,

perhaps titaniferous magnetite or

titaniferous haematite. These results

proved similar to the measurement of
actual sample IRM and SIRM, once the

paramagnetic signal is removed from the

signal (figure 18.3). The variation in

coercivity of remanence is indicative of

either varying grain size of remanence

carriers or varying mineralogy, or

mineralogic proportions, of remanence

carriers. IRM and SIRM measurements

establish that minerals identified in
chapter 17 are capable of carrying
remanence over geologic time. However,

they are not conclusive in establishing

the exact nature of the mineralogy

holding the remanence. They suggest that

grain sizes holding the remanence are

comparatively large.

18.4 Magnetic Hysteresis

As reported elsewhere (e.g. Thompson

and Oldfield, 1986), hysteresis is the

ability of a mineral or minerals to retain a

remanence after being subjected to an

external magnetic field. In short
hysteresis is a measurement of the

mineral's ability to react to the externally

applied field. As different minerals have

different properties controlling their
response, sample behaviour under a

cyclic magnetic field is dependent on the

mineral types, mineral proportions within

the sample, and grain size distribution of
remanence carriers.

Hysteresis was measured on

palaeomagnetic core samples and non

grain size discriminant separates, using

the Geology Department, U.C. Davis,

Princeton Measurements Corporation

Micromag Alternating Gradient
Magnetometer. Sediment sample

measurements indicated a very high

paramagnetic component and a weak

ferromagnetic component to hysteresis

(figure 18.4). The poor closure of the

hysteresis loop is indicative more of
antiferrom agnetic behaviour. Hysteresis

loops for grain separates (figure 18.5) are
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Figure 18.3: Examples of saturation isothermal remanent magnetisation (SIRM) curves
for magnetic extracts from Wanganui River sites, a sample chip SIRM is given for
comparison. The low SIRM values are indicate of large domain behaviour of a mineral
other than magnetite or haematite.
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indicative of multidomain grains holding

the remanence (Thompson and Oldfield,

1986). The high degree of right shear of

the hysteresis loops measured for grain

separates (figure 18.6) is representative

of ferromagnetic carriers rather than

ferrimagnetic carriers (Thompson and

Oldfield, 1986). This would suggest that

neither magnetite or titaniferous
magnetite are contributing to the

magnetic signal. If they were present as

even a few percent of remanence carriers

they would tend to dominate the

hysteresis properties of the samples

(Thompson and Oldfield, 1986).

Hysteresis measurements indicate
magnetic remanence to be carried by

multidomain antiferromagnetic mineral

grains, probably haematitic.

18.5 Discussion of magnetic
parameters of minerals identified
in the present study.

18.5.1 Sulphides

The two sulphide phases reported to

carry a magnetic remanence are

Pynhotite (FezSg) and Greigite (FerSa)

(e.g. Tarling, 1983; Roberts, 1990;

Butler, 1992). As reported in chapter 17,

the only phase present in the south

Wanganui Basin sediments is pyrite.

Extensive effort in electron microprobe

analysis and optical thin section work

was undertaken to establish the

possibility of partially reduced grain

portions. None were observed in the thin

sections prepared for the present study.

Many previous workers have reported

pyrite to be paramagnetic (e.g. Roberts er

aI, submitted; Nagata, 1961) and the

SIRM of collection quality pyrite has

been measured and shown to be

paramagnetic (Andrew Roberts, pers.

Comm.). Trace amounts of zinc or

chromium in pyrite framboids may

increase the mineral's ability to retain a

remanence of relatively weak intensity.

Analyses presented in table 17.2 show

the authigenic sulphides measured in the

present study to be almost pure pyrite,

which has no ability to maintain a
magnetic remanence. Therefore, pyrite

cannot have contributed to the remanence

of South Wanganui Basin Sediments.

l8.5.2Ilmenites

Ilmenites (sensu stricto) are

paramagnetic in magnetic behaviour

(Nagata, 1961). Titaniferous haematites

of ilmenite composition greater than73%

in the ilmenite - haematite solid solution

series are reported to be paramagnetic at

room temperature (Lawson and Nord,

1984). This reported behaviour assumes

grain homogeneity. On the scale of
resolution of electron microprobe

analysis (>l micron) this is observed in

South Wanganui Basin sediments

(chapter l7).

Measurements reported earlier in this

chapter combined with electron

microprobe analyses and electron

backscatter images (chapter 17) shows

that titaniferous haematites of ilmenite

composition 90Vo and greater are the
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main mineral holding magnetic

remanence in South Wanganui Basin

sediments. This behaviour has been

reported previously by Lawson and Nord

(1984), but not with Ilmenite percentages

as high as the present study. They

attribute the magnetic behaviour to be

due to much more Fe rich single domain

like material within the Titaniferous

Haematite grains. They further document

the existence of magnetic grain

boundaries enriched in Iron compared to

the main domain region, which has an

equivalent Iron to Titanium ratio (plate

17.12).

Iron-enriched domains within titaniferous

ilmenites were first discussed by

Ishikawa and Syono (1963). They termed

these domains the X-phase, but did not

describe their physical manifestation-

Warner et al. (1972) and Allen and Shive

(1974) document the existence of the X-
phase using the Mossbauer Effect.

Further work has concentrated on

documenting the phenomenon know as

self-reversal in Titaniferous Haematites

of certain Ilmenite percentages of the

solid solution series (Carmichael, l96l;
Westcott-Lewis and Parry, l97l; Nord

and Lawson, 1989; Haag et al., 1990;

and Hoffman, 1992). Some of these

papers document the formation and

existence of this self-reversal
phenomenon. It is not discussed further

here as the remanence being measured is

a detrital remanence and hence

temperature induced self reversal does

not affect polarity interpretation. An

important paper by Lawson et al. (1981)

documents the temperature dependence

of X-phase domain boundary density.

Titaniferous haematites formed at high

temperatures have a higher density of X-
phase grain boundaries, where as

titaniferous-haematites formed at lower

t€mperatures have a lower density. The

higher density X-phase titaniferous
haematites are more prone to self-

reversal.

Detrital ilmenites from the South

Wanganui Basin sediments contain a

moderate density of X-phase domain

boundaries. These domains are aligned

with the palaeogeomagnetic field during

sediment deposition, preventing any

distinction between originally normally

and self-reversed components. The

domains exhibit behaviour that is more

fenomagnetic than ferrimagnetic. The X-
phase domain boundaries are too small to

be observed by electron backscatter

images. Titaniferous haematite is the

major contributor to the magnetic

remanence of south Wanganui Basin

sediments.

18.5.3 Haematites

Haematite is a strong carrier of magnetic

remanence. It is antiferromagnetic in its
behaviour and consequently not as

simple to isolate magnetically and

understand as magnetite and tiuniferous

magnetite. Although rock magnetic

experiments suggest antiferromagnetic

behaviour. these are not conclusive and

do not suggest that the main component

of remanence is held by haematite.
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Detrital Haematite is not present in the

sediments observed as part of the present

study of the South Wanganui Basin.

However, very fine grained authigenic

Haematite is presenl

The finest grained haematite is likely to

be superparamagnetic (Thompson and

Oldfield, 1986). Much of the authigenic

haematite in the South Wanganui Basin

sediments is expected to lie within this

size range, leaving only a very small

antifenomagnetic component. This must

contribute to the high temperature

component of sample remanence. The

authigenic Haematite is more likely to be

aligned in the field induced by the

sedimentary magnetic remanence, rather

than the geomagnetic field. If the field of

sedimentary remanence is strong enough

the Haematite component (persisting to

high temperatures during
demagnetisation) will be inversely

aligned to the detrital component. This is

observed in sediments from the South

Wanganui Basin (figure 18.1).

18.5.4 Chromites

Deer et al. (1989) report that chromites

are often slightly magnetic. Despite

magnesiochromite (MgCrzO+) being the

most commonly occurring member of the

chromite Series (Deer et al, 1989), the

detrital mineral observed here in the

Wanganui Basin is a true chromite

(FeCrzOa). As shown by table 17.3 there

is a degree of iron replacement by

magnesium, but iron is more dominant

than magnesium in these mineral grains.

Refai et al. (1989) report chromite ores

from the Eastern Desert, Egypt to hold a

strong and stable palaeomagnetic

remanence. These ores are

magnesiochromites, but with similar iron

and chromium contents to the chromites

in the south Wanganui Basin (table l8.l).
These ores have moderate to high

intensities. Mukherjee (L962) also report

moderate to high magnetism in chromite

ores from Nausahi, India. The behaviour

of both these ores is indistinguishable

from that of pseudo-single domain

magnetite grains (Refai et al., 1989).

Kumar and Bhalla (1984 a and b) suggest

that such high fields indicate that these

and hence the Wanganui Basin chromites

are efficient carriers of remanence over

long periods of time.

Table 18.1: EMPA analyses of chromite
orcs from the Eastcrn Desert, Egpt @ata
from Refai et al., 19E9)

Ar203
FeO
Fe2O3*
Mgo
Cr203

l1.52 12.13 24.47 32.94

8.50 5.06 3.62 12.81

17.30 12.03 9.79 0.13

t7.42 19.15 20.U 16.07

50.01 53.36 37.4A 38.45

(total FeO 24.07 15.88 12.43 32.94)
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The exact behaviour of Wanganui Basin

chromite grains could not be established

magnetically in this study, but being

chemically similar to the Egyptian and

Indian chromites they are expected to

contribute to the measurements observed

when NRM intensities are strong (on the

order of l0-2 A/m).

18.6 Origin of Remanence in
South Wanganui Basin
sediments.

Natural Remanent Magnetisation in the

South Wanganui Basin sediments has

three components. A Detrital Remanent

Magnetisation, a Chemical Remanent

Magnetisation and a Viscous Remanent

Magnetisation. Controls on these

components are illustrated in figure 18.7.

The interrelationships of these different

components are not simple. The

controlling factor is sediment diagenesis.

The most simple remanence combination

prevails if diagenesis is allowed to
continue to a completely reduced state.

Controls on this are the availability of
Iron and Sulphide only. This is the case

in the South Wanganui Basin. Less

resistant oxides, such as magnetite or

titaniferous magnetite, are completely

dissolved (their remanence lost) and all

sulphides are reduced to pyrite.

If diagenetic reduction of the sediments

is arrested at some point, more of the

detrital oxide phases will remain.

Depending on the point of arrest of
diagenesis, magnetic sulphide phases

such as pyrrhotite and greigite may

remanent magnetisation (NRM),
Basin strata.

DRM + mineral properties{-source (a)q depositionai field

CRM*mineralproperties{-sedimentconditions(seefi8ure7b)<---- tormationai- i rel d

VRM {-time

a) Resistant detrital minerals; Magnetite
Titanomagnetite
Ilmenite

NRM Components of Sediments

Figure 18.7: Explanation of the components on natural
and their controls, in sediments from the South Wanganui
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co-exist with remaining oxide phases.

Canfield and Berner (1978) suggest

complete reduction diagenesis occurs on

a timescale of less than 500 years. The

sediment NRM will be much higher if
partial reduction only occurs in the

sediments, but it will be retained by

many different mineral phases (figure

18.8) and thermal demagnetisation data

will be very complex to interpret. A final

stage of diagenesis of sediments is

oxidation of the sediments and the

formation of authigenic haematite. The

palaeomagnetic signal from the

haematite tends to be inversely aligned to

the Detrital Remanent Magnetisation.

Effects of Diagenesis on NRM

1) Early diagenesis (in reducing conditions)

Full diagenetic alteration and

development of remanence is illustrated

in figure 18.9.

When strong intensities are observed

(less than SVo of samples) this is due to

the presence of chromite grains in the

respective sediments. The presence of

Chromite has not been reported in other

New Zealand Tertiary sediments.

However, magnetic studies have reported

the presence of pseudo-single domain

magnetites holding the remanence (e.g.

Wright, 1986 and Roberts, 1990). This

could in fact be chromite.

Magnetic effects

Titanium poor oxides

Titanium rich oxides

FeS2 (pyrite)

little dissolution

Partial loss of DRM
Hzs

2) Late diagenesis (in oxidising conditions)

FeSz (pyrite) Fe2O3 ftaematite) Addition of CRM

Figure lE.8: Explanation of the effects and process of diagenesis on natural remanent

magnetisation (NRM).
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Stages of NRM development

1) At deposition;

Magnetite

Titanomagnetite
Ihnenite DRM

PDRM

2) Partial reduction;

Magnetite+Greigite/Pynhotite CRM ?-maiorsignal
Titanomagnedrc -=I--- a, DRl\Ia--
Ilmenite 

- DRM
PDRM

3) Full reduction;

Magnetite $rite -+no signal
Titanomagnetite. -Ilmenite DRM

PDRM

4) Oxidation;

Ilmenite DRM
PDRM

Haematite CRM -+ complicates signalSrite

5) Time; vRM

Figure 18.9: The complete process of acquisition of NRM, with examples of the
component contributions at various stages of sediment maturity.

DRMamajor signal, swamps other components

DRM^-

30,4



Chapter - 19

Magnetostratigraphy

The results of chapter l6 are here developed into magnetostratigraphic controls for both

the Wanganui and Rangitikei River Sections. Techniques and results are compared with

previous magnetosratigraphic studies both within the South Wanganui Basin and New

7*,aland wide. Magnetozones iue defined and, using biostratigraphic datums, are correlated

with the magnetic polarity timescale. Key biostratigraphic datums used are the New

Zealand Pliocene Stage boundaries. These are identified using macro and microfaunal

evidence. The Hautawa Shell bed is a particularly important biostratigraphic datum

marking the topmost part of the sections studied here. In the Wanganui River Section the

upper part of Chron 5, all of the Gilbert and Gauss Epochs and the lowest part of the

Matuyama Epoch are identified. In the Rangitikei River section the upper half of the

Gilbert, the entire Gauss and the lowest part of the Matuyama Epochs are identified.

Particularly high sedimentation rates are deduced from the magnetostratigraphic study.

Consequently, some short lived reversal events not reported in the polarity timescale are

recorded by South Wanganui Basin strata. Magnetostratigraphic study has aided the

correlation of the Northern and Southern segments of the Rangitikei River Section. It has

also identified key unconformities in the Rangitikei River Section, and allowed correlation

of significant unconformities and sedimentologic events across the South Wanganui Basin.

19.1 Previons l\aagneto$atigraphic

studies of New Zealand Pre-
Pleistocene sediments.

Early studies

Three early studies of Magnetic polarity

established the usefulness of
Magnetostratigraphy as a tool for dating

and correlating New Tnalmd and global

Stratigraphic sequences. The earliest of

these Lienefi et al. (1972) established a

chronology for Upper Miocene-Pliocene

sediments in the south-eastern North

Island. Kennett and Watkins (1974)

worked on Miocene sediments in

Marlborough and Loutit and Kennett

(L979) refined the correlation of Kennett

and Watkins (1974) with the polarity

time-scale, highlighting the importance

of an integrated approach where possible

in correlating short magnetostratigraphic

sequences to a general timescale.

All of these studies used spinner

magnetomercrs to determine polarities.

Weakness of intensity and poor

understanding of diagenetic alteration of
magnetic carriers led to some unreliable

polarity determinations and consequently

uncertain correlations.
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Recent Shrdies

Two more recent studies have used

cryogenic magnetometers to determine

polarities of sedimentary sequences.

Wright and Vella (1988) studied aLate
Miocene sequence in the eastern North

Island. Their study was integrated with

biostratigraphic and glacioeustatic

observations. Roberts (1990) Restudied

the same Miocene-Pliocene Sequence as

Kennett and Watkins (1974) and Loutit

and Kennett (1979) in Marlborough. He

added observations from a new section

he studied in nearby Upton Brook, and

collected further biostratigraphic
information to add to the existing
information and ensure correct
correlations with the New Zealand time

scale (Edwards et a/., 1988). These are

used as reliable New Zealand correlatives

for definition in the present study.

19.1.1 Previous studies in the South

Wanganui Basin

Two previous studies (Seward et al.,

1986 and McGuire, 1989) have

determined the magnetic polarity of
stratigraphic sequences in the South

Wanganui Basin. Seward et al. (1986)

studied a 2,700 m section in the

Rangitikei River, resurveyed in part by

the present study. With the aid of
tephrochronology, in the topmost portion

of the section, they identified the lower

part of the Matuyama reversed chron, all

of the Gauss normal chron and the upper

part of the Gilbert reversed chron. As

discussed earlier in this section the

treatment of samples in the study of
Seward et al. (1986) is unreliable. They

suggested a number of events not

recognised in the standard polarity

timescale of Ness et aI. (1980). From the

present study it is thought that some of
their normal intervals resulted from

failure to remove present field
overprinting. The magnetostratigraphy of
Seward et al. (1986) is accepted in part

by this study but not completely.

McGuire (1989) studied 2,250 m of
middle Pliocene strata in the Turakina

River. He provided a detailed

magnetostratigraphy integrated with
Foraminiferal observations. His
lithostratigraphy was inadequate for the

purposes of correlation. McGuire (1989)

made several advancements in
understanding the palaeomagnetic

behaviour of South Wanganui Basin

sediments, but did not identify the

remanence carrier and the process of
magnetisation of the strata. His study is

also accepted in part only by this study.

A single fission track age of 3.6 ! 0.8

Ma. ensures that magnetozones are

identified correctly in comparison with

the polarity timescale. McGuire (1989)

provided some useful magnetic and

biostratigraphic correlation in the South

Wanganui Basin. The biostratigraphic

datums concerned are LOD Cibicides

finlayi, FOD dextral Globorotalia
crassaformis, LOD Cibicides molestus,

and LOD Globorotalia puncticul"ata.
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19.2 Age and definition of
Biostratigraphic Datums

Here, individual species first and last

occurrence datums are not presented

unless prominent. The main aim is to
identify biostratigraphic boundaries in

the sections that are well constrained and

recognisable in other New Zealand and

in some cases international sections. This

will aid in correlating magnetozones to

the polarity timescale and correlating

magnetostratigraphic studies of strata in

the South Wanganui Basin.

19.2.1 The Miocene-Pliocene boundarv

In New Tnalandthis boundary is defined

as the first concurrent occurrence of
Globorotalia puncticulata puncticulata

and Globorotalia crassaformis. This was

first suggested by Scott (1982) as an

alternative to the first appearance of
Gbborotalia sphericomioze a proposed

by Loutit and Kenneu (1979). It was

subsequently adopted by Hoskins (1982)

and Hornibrook et al. (1989) as the

marker of the Miocene-Pliocene

boundary in New Tnaland.

Edwards (1987) reported the age of the

first co-occurrence to be 5.00 Ma.

However, Roberts (1990) worked

extensively on strata of this age in
Marlborough combining
magnetostratigraphic and palaeontologic

observations. He observed the first co-

occurrence of puncticulata and

crassaformis to be younger. Hence, he

defined the Miocene-Pliocene boundary

at ca. 4.8 Ma., just below the Thvera

subchron of the Gilbert reversed chron.

haopmrep\'erbdbeEffiin

The 4.8 Ma. age was much younger than

previously recognised, but more in line

with the Italian type section boundary

(Cita, 1975) age of 4.86 Ma (Hilgen and

Langereis, 1988). Wright and Vella
(1988) were unable to identify this

boundary in their magnetostratigraphic

study of Mangapoike stream due to a cd,

I Ma. unconformity encompassing the

boundary. Edwards (1987) in his

integration of stratigraphic markers,5',^
New Zealand sections (including DSDP

site 284) reports that Notorotalia kingmai

fotmrn *telvlisn-Pnmebourrhv also.

19.2.2 The Opoitian-Waipipian
boundary

The three lowest stages of the New

Tx,aland Pliocene (Opoitian, Waipipian,

and Mangapanian) are poorly defined in

terms of their age ranges. In the central

region of New T,ealand many workers

have assigned ages to the stage

boundaries. Edwards (1987) provides a

summary of most of these and Collen

(1972) and McGuire (1989) provide

additional information specific to the

Wanganui Basin.

The Waipipian Stage in the South

Wanganui Basin is equivalent to the

Molestus zone as defined by Collen

(1972). This zone is defined by the co-

occurrence of Notorotalia finlayi and

Cibicides molestus. The base of the zone
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is marked by the last occurrence of

Cibicides finlayi. at3.6 Ma. (Edwards er

a/., 1988) (3.45 Ma.; Hornibrook et al.,

1989; 3.27 Ma.; McGuire, 1989).

Hornibrook et al. (1989) considered the

first co-occurrence to be time
transgressive across the southern half of
the North Island.

At the Opoitian lectostratorype @dwards,

I 987), the Opoitian-Waipipian boundary

is marked by the last occurrence of the

Opoitian restricted Chlamy s

(Phialopecten) tiphooki ongleyi and the

first occurrence of Chlamys
( P hialo p e c ten ) triphooki marw ic ki.
However, at the Opoitian lectostratotype

the boundary is encompassed in an

unconformity (Edwards, 1987). Edwards

(1987) reports the last known occurrence

of Cibicides finlayi to be several hundred

meters below the unconformitv.

In this study the foraminiferal datum is

used as the boundary. The molluscan

transition is also recognised but because

of its poorly defined age is recognised as

an approximation of the same stage

boundary.

19.2.3 The Waipipian-Mangapanian
boundary

The Mangapanian stage in the Wanganui

Basin is equivalent to thefn layi zone of
Collen (1972). The lower boundary is

marked by two co-occurring
foraminiferal datums. The first
appearance of the predominantly

dextrally coiled Globorotalia

crassaformis (Edwards, 1987), and the

last occurrence of Cibicides molestus

(Collen, 1972\. Hornibrook et al. (1989)

assigned an age of 3.1 Ma. to the

boundary (3.2 Ma.; Edwards, 1987; and

3.02 Ma.; McGuire, 1989).

The Mollu*, Mesopeplum crawfordi last

appears just beneath the defined stage

boundary @dwards, 1987). This datum is

also used in the present study as an

approximation of the Waipipian-
Mangapanian stage boundary.

19.2.4 The Hautawa Shell Bed
(Fleming, 1953)

The Hautawa Reef Horizon was first
recognised by Feldmeyer et al. (1943)

and named the Hautawa Shell Bed by

Fleming (1953). Fleming reported its

occurrence from the Coast west of
Wanganui to the Rangitikei River in the

east. [n the South Wanganui Basin it is
coeval with the first occurrence of
Chlamys Delicatula. For the last 40

years, New Zealand stratigraphers have

taken the first occurrence of Chlamys

delicatula as marking the Plio-
Pleistocene boundary (Fleming, 1953).

Consequently its occurrence in New

Txaland has been studied and dated in

many sections. From his integrated

stratigraphy study, Edwards (1987)

recognises its age as 2.4 Ma. (i.e. within

the Upper Pliocene).

Fleming (1953) recognised the shell-bed

as a moderate depth muddy sand horizon

with abundant benthic shells
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concentrated by bottom currsnts. A more

detailed setting of this shell-bed was

discussed in Section 3. It is important to

recall here the facies and depth

dependence of the shell-bed occurrence

in the Wanganui Basin and note the

possibility of slight diachroneity.

19.2.5 Crassostrea I ngens

Crassostrea Ingens in the Wanganui

Basin continues from the base of the

Opoitian to the top of the Mangapanian.

Its earliest occurrence in New Zealand is

in the early Tongaporutuan in Palliser

Bay (Beu and Maxwell, 1990), but Beu

and Maxwell (1990) reported that they

were not aware of any Kapitean records.

It is not observed in the Kapitean rocks

studied here. Its last occurrence in the

South Wanganui Basin is in the base of
the Hautawa Shell Bed (Beu and

Maxwell, 1990), giving it an age range

4.8-2.4 m.y. Edwards (1978), reported it
to have a short overlap with the first

occurrence of. Chlamys Delicatula- ln
this study it was not observed above the

base of the Hautawa Shell Bed.

19.2.6 Chlamys p atago nica delicatula

Chlamys patagonica delicatula is a very

important indicator fossil that is

widespread in New Zealand Late

Pliocene and Pleistocene strata. It is a

cold water species with a first occurrence

datum of 2.4 Ma. in most New 7.e,aland

strata. Where magnetostratigraphic

information is available the first
occurrence of Chlamys delicatula in

those sections is slightly younger than

the top of the Gauss normal Chron.

However, Edwards (1987) reported its

first occurrence in the Mangaopari area

of the Southern Wairarapa to be as young

as 2.1 Ma. This is the only non 2.4Ma.

age reported. In the South Wanganui

Basin its first occurrence is in the base of

the Hautawa Shellbed (Fleming, 1953).

19.3 The Wanganui River
Record

19.3.1 Magnetozones

Polarity zonations are presented in figure

19.1. Some 14 normal polarity zones, ll
reversed polarity zones, and 12

magnetozones of undetermined polarity

are identified. These zones are clearly

defined by declinations and inclinations.

Each sample site horizon is treated

independently, and there is no zone that

includes opposing polarities. This is

different from McGuire (1989) and other

workers, who have defined their zones by

predominant polarities. Where neither

polarity predominates, they record this as

an unknown polarity zone. In the

Wanganui River Section (this study)

indeterminate polarity zones are

identified where a stratigraphic interval

representing more than 100 k.y. is not

sampled.

Three additional magnetozones are

recognised in the Hautawa Road; N15,

R12, and Nl6. These zones all correlate

with zone Ml2 in the Wanganui River

Section. The objective in sampling this
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Figure 19.1: Late Neogene Wanganui River polarity magnetozones. These are annotated

for" reference in the text. N labelled magnetozones are of normal polarity, R labelled
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polarity due to necessarily wide sample site spacing.
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sequence was to obtain a record where

sample behaviour in the Wanganui River

Section was too poor to establish site

polarity.

Polarity zones R3, R5, N6, N7, N12, Nl3
and Nl4 are defined by only one site.

However, these are deemed to be reliable

due to the rigorous treatment of
individual specimens and site analyses

(see Chapter l6).

19.3.2 Correlation to the magnetic

polarity timescale (figure 19.2)

The timescale used by the present study

for correlation is the New Zealand

timescale of Edwards et al. (1988). It is

based on the polarity timescale of Ness er

al. (1980) and includes correlation with

the internationally recognised stages. The

Miocene-Pliocene boundary age of. ca.

4.8 Ma. Roberts (1990) is adopted here in

preference to that of Edwards (1988).

Chron 5

In the Wanganui River section the

Miocene-Pliocene boundary is
recognised, from palaeontologic data

(described earlier), within the Ramanui

Sandstone, 703 m above the base of the

section. From the work of Edwards et aI.,

1988 and Roberts, 1990 this boundary is

known to occur close to the base of the

Gilbert reversed epoch.

From 0-468 m the sediments are

predominantly normally magnetised.

There are two divisions of this interval

where indeterminate polarity is recorded,

due to poor sampling intervals. Both of
these magnetozones, Ml and M2 arc

thought to be normal. Combined with

magnetozones Nl and N2 they comprise

most of Chron 5 of the polarity

timescale. A short reverse magnetised

zone, Rl, separate these two normal

events. This same reversed event is

recognised in the magnetic polarity

timescale (Ness et a1.,1980). The base of
chron 5 is not observed in the present

study. The top of chron 5 is placed at 468

m above the base of the section within a

recognised unconformity.

Gilbert Epodr

From 468 to 2679 m the sequence has

several reversed and normal intervals

with reversed polarity being more

dominant. Two major palaeontologic

datums are recognised within this part of
the sequence. Towards the base, at 703 m

is the Miocene-Pliocene boundary and

towards the top, in the Otui siltstone, at

3613 m Collen (1972) recognised the

beginning of his Molestus zone, the

Opoitian-Waipipian boundary.
Therefore, this interval is assigned to the

Gilbert reversed epoch. The top and

bottom of the interval are marked by

extended periods of reversed

magnetisation, typical of the Gilbert.

Four periods of normal polarity are

recognised. Using an average

sedimentation rate curve throughout the

Gilbert epoch and chron 5, the present

study does not recognise these directly as
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the four normal chrons of the Gilbert

Epoch (figure 19.2). The oldest normal

subchron N3, and most of M3 which is

also thought to be normal, by inference

from the sedimentation rate curye, is

correlated with the Thvera subchron of
the polarity timescale. The normal

polarity interval from ll99 to 1808 m is

abnormally long assuming the already

high average sedimentation rate adopted

earlier. It is expected that the reversed

polarity interval separating the Sidjuveld

and Nunivak normal subchrons is

missing in the unconformity recognised

by an eroded and bioturbated surface in

the Kahunui Mudstone 1524 m above the

base of the section.

Magnetozones N5 and N6, although

poorly defined due to a poor sampling

interval about this interval, are correlated

to the Cochiti normal subchron of the

polarity timescale. Close to the top of

this subchron a short reversed

magnetozone (R5), not included in the

polarity timescale, is recognised in the

present study. The presence of this and

further new magneto-events in strata of

the Wanganui Basin is not unexpected,

because of the high sedimentation rates

observed. This increased the possibility

for preserving short lived polarity

changes, that may not be observed within

standard palaeomagnetic sampling

intervals of deep sea cores.

Gauss Epoctr

The interval from 2735 - 4122 m above

the base of the section predominantly

normal, with several magnetozones of

indeterminate polarity above 3300 m. It

was not possible to determine the

polarity of these intervals because the

sandy nature of the Whenuakura and

Paparangi Group strata prevented a more

desirable sampling interval. Close to the

centre of this normal polarity interval at

ca. 3200 m, within the Matahiwi

Sandstone, Collen (1972) recognises the

start of his finlayi zone. Collen (1972)

did not define an exact height because of

sandy facies affecting the extinction and

evolution species. In the present study

this datum, although poor, is recognised

as the Waipipian-Mangapanian boundary

with an age of ca. 3.1 Ma.

This extensive period of normal polarity

is correlated with the Gauss chron. Three

brief reversed polarity events (R8, R9,

and Rl0) are recorded within this

interval. This is not consistent with the

polarity timescale, but again due to the

high average sedimentation rate it is

expected that this section will record

short reversal events not reported in the

polarity timescale. R8 is correlated with

the Mammoth event of the Polarity

timescale. The Kaena event is not

observed but it is likely that it occurs

within magnetozone M7 where polarity

could not be determined.

Previous studies have recognised short

scale reversed events in the Gauss Epoch

(eg; Ronai, l98l; Liddicoat et a1.,1980).

It is possible that R9 correlates with

either Rl or R2 identified by Liddicoat et

al., in Searles Lake, California. It is
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unlikely that magnetozone R10 in the

Wanganui River Section correlates with

either of these as it is too close to the top

of the Gauss Chron (as identified in the

present study). The top of the Gauss

Chron as recognised in the present study

is within the indeterminate polarity
magnetozone Ml I at c& 4100 m.

Matuyama Epoch

By continuance, the reversed interval
(magnetozone Rll) recognised above

4100 m in the Wanganui River Section is

correlated with the early part of the

Matuyama epoch. It was not possible to

determine polarity above 4,200 m, due to

the sandiness of the strata. The

equivalent Lower Okiwa Group strata in
the Turakina River Valley was srudied to

provide better magnetostratigraphic

control of this interval. Correlation

between these two nearby sections relied

on the Hautawa Shellbed as a datum

plane.

Magnetostratigraphic results from the

Turakina River Valley are considered

less reliable than those from the

Wanganui River Valley. The samples

were very weakly magnetised and it
proved difficult to establish polarity.

Data from the Turakina River Valley
(Hautawa Road Section) suggesr thar

magnetozone Ml2 of the Wanganui

River Section is dominantly reversed

with one or more short normal polarity

even$.

The average sedimentation rate of the

Wanganui River Section is 1300 rn/m.y.

(ca. 1.3 mm/y). Correlation with the

polarity timescale and the sedimentation

rate curve (figure 19.2) indicate minimal

time loss (<10,000 years) at
unconformities recognised throughout

the sequence.It also demonsraFs almost

continuous sedimentation of Late
Neogene strata of the South Wanganui

Basin in the vicinity of the current

Wanganui River. This supports the

conclusion in section 3 that type I
sequence boundaries are rare in the

Wanganui River Section.

19,4 The Rangitikei River
Record

The Rangitikei River section is naturally

divided into two segments by the

Rauoterangi Fault. The fault trace cuts

the river 4.5 km due east of Utiku (see

enclosure 2). Some 250 m of strata are

repeated from thrusting. These two
segments are referred to in the following

discussion as north and south segments.

The north segment on-laps basement and

the south segment is somewhat younger.

19.4.1Magnetozones

Polarity zonations for the Rangitikei
River SgCtign are presented in figure

rtv e-
19.3.:W normal polarity zones, 6

reversed polarity zones, and 3

magnetozones of undetermined polarity

are identified. Again, these zones are

clearly defined by declinations and

inclinations, with each sample site
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horizon treated independently. Zone R5,

contains one normal polarity site. It is

thought due to the unusually poor

behaviour of samples from this site that a

normal overprint was not removed or

recognised during the demagnetisation

procedure.

All indeterminate polarity zones are

identified, as in the Wanganui River
section, where a stratigraphic interval of
more than 100 k.y. is not sampled.

Polarity zone N2 is defined by only one

site. Again, this is deemed to be reliable

due to the rigorous treatment of
individual specimens and site analyses.

Magnetozones R2 and N3 are

represented in both north and south

Rangitikei River segments. They are

separated by an unconformity in both

segments and this is used as a key datum

for correlating the two segments across

the fault. In the north segment the

unconformity is recognised as a

paraconformity, representing a channel

formed during a low sea level event (see

section 3, chapter l3).

19.4.2 Correlation to the magnetic
polarity timescale (figure 19.4)

Gilbert Epodr

The lower ca. 400 m of the sequence,

mostly the northern segment of the

section, has several reversed and normal

polarity intervals. The unconformable top

of this interval represents a considerable

time loss. This is shown by the inferred

average sedimentation rate curve (figure

19.4). The magnetostratigraphy is similar

to that reported by Seward et al. (1986).

Collen (1972) placed the beginning of his

Cibicides zone towards the top of the

Taihape Mudstone. This is infened to be

within the Taihape Sandstone Member

recognised in this study. This interval is

assigned this interval to the Gilbert
epoch. The base of the section is
assigned an age of ca. 4.2 Ma. (slightly

younger than that assigned by Seward er

al., 1986). As much as half of the

uppermost reversed polarity subchron is

missing within the two type I sequence

boundaries in the uppermost part of the

Taihape Mudstone.

The present study does not recognise the

short reversed polarity interval of Seward

et al. (1986) at the base of the section.

Gauss Epoch

Collen (1972) recognised the transition

between his Cibicides andfinlayi zones

150 m above the Hautapu Shell
Limestone (300 m above the base of the

Mangaweka Mudstone; present study).

Just beneath this is the last occurrence of
Mesopeplum crawfordi. The present

study recognises this as the Waipipian-

Mangapanian boundary in the Rangitikei

River section.

The stratigraphic interval from 400 -
1650 m above the base of the section

(Utiku Sandstone and Mangaweka

Mudstone) is predominantly normal. It
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contains the ca. 3.1 Ma. Waipipian-

Mangapanian boundary and is therefore

assigned to the Gauss Epoch. Two short

reversed magnetozones (R3 and R4)

separated by an indeterminate
magnetozone (M2) are recognised

between 750 and 1000 m above the base

of the section. These are correlated to the

Mammoth and Kaena events of the

polarity timescale. Unlike Seward et al.

(1986), the present study does not

recognise any short reversed polarity

intervals above the Kaena event.

Matuyama Epoch

Only the basal part of this epoch is
observed in the present study. The top of
the Gauss Epoch is recognised 55 m
below the top of the Mangaweka

Mudstone. Some 50 m above this, the

Hautawa shell bed crops out. Its age of
2.4Ma. places it well into the Matuyama

Reversed Epoch. A short normal polarity

event with an unconformity bounded top

is recognised towards the base of the

Matuyama Epoch. This is correlated with
the 'X' event, also recognised by
Liddicoat et al. (1980 and Ronai (1981).

Seward et al. (L986) also reported the'X'
event in the Rangitikei River, but at a
different stratigraphic interval than in the

present study.

The average sedimentation rate in the

Rangitikei River Section is 940 m/m.y.
(ca. I mrn/y). If the large unconformities

recognised in the Lower Utiku Sandstone

and Upper Taihape Mudstone are

accounted for, the sedimentation rate is

more compatible with the 1.3 mm/y

observed in the Wanganui River Section.

19.5 Correlations (figure 19.5)

The top ca. 2,800 m of strata in the

Wanganui River section are correlated

with the complete 1700 m sequence

studied in the Rangitikei River. While the

general nature of lithology and facies

sequences are the same between sections,

it is clear that the lithologic groupings

proposed in chapter 1l are time
transgressive.

Several key unconformities can be

correlated between the two sections

(figure 19.5). The unconformity bounded

Taihape Sandstone, in the Rangitikei

River Section, and the upper sandstone

members of the Jerusalem Sandstone, in

the Wanganui River Section. An

unconformity bounded mudstone

member of the Utiku Sandstone is

correlated with the lower mudstone

member of the Koriniti Sandstone in the

Wanganui River.

A sequence boundary identified at the

base of the Gauss Normal Chron is
prominent in both secrions. Above this

sequence boundary, both sections show a

marked shallowing and comprise more

sandy facies. This change is also

recognised in the Turakina River by

McGuire (1989), but poor stratigraphic

control prevents good correlation.

The 'X' event recognised in the

Rangitikei River Section probably occurs
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Chapter - 20

Conclusions

20.1 SummarT of findings

20.1.1 Antarctic drronology

The CIROS-2 ash is assigned a Pliocene age of 2.8 t 0.3 Ma. It was dated using the IUAr

and single crystal laser fusion 3957'104t dating methods. Simultaneous equations were

employed to account for the age contributions of the intermixed volcanic and basement

detritus. This age corroborated biostratigraphic chronology of the CIROS-2 core and

showed that Late Neogene diatom biostratigraphy developed in the Southern Oceans is

applicable at high latitudes in the Antarctic interior, and confirms that Late Pliocene

deglaciation recorded by diatoms in the Sirius Group deposits (Webb et a1.,1984).

The beryllium-10 relative dating technique was developed and applied to cored Antarctic

margin strata (CIROS-2 and DVDP-I l) in McMurdo Sound. The most applicable method

of dating of the CIROS-2 and DVDP-ll strata was found to be measurement of the

absolute content of the leached exotic l0Be from authigenic sedimentary phases. Facies

analysis identified horizons of similar depositional environment" thus preventing the need

to make assumptions of a constant sedimentation rate throughout each core. Using the

CIROS-2 ash for calibration 5 further horizons were dated in the CIROS-2 core and 2

horizons were dated in the DVDP-ll core. The strata in the base of the CIROS-2 and

DVDP-I1 holes were dated at 4.1t 0.5 Ma. and 6.0 r 0.7 Ma. respectively. These new

data further corroborate the existing diatom biostratigraphy of CIROS-2 and DVDP-I1
(Harwood, 1986) and the foraminiferal biostratigraphy of DVDP-11 (Ishman and Rieck,

r993).

Magnetostratigraphy, with polarity zones assigned using the radiometric ages detailed

above and assuming constant average sedimentation rates between polarity reversals and

disconformities, provides a chronology of ca. 100 Ka. resolution for both the CIROS -2 and

DVDP-11 cores. Absolute ages ile assigned by correlation with the polarity timescale of
Ness er a/. (1980). The magnetosuatigraphy has identified major hiatuses in both cores,

but suggests that sedimentation is slow (ca 50 rn/m.y.) and remarkably continuous within

the 100 Ka. (t 50 Ka.) dating resolution, despite sedimentation being from the advance and

retreat of glaciers. The CIROS-2 core provides a record of sedimentation between 0 and

4.1 Ma., with breaks at 3.4-3.5 Ma. and 2.4-2.5 Ma. The DVDP-I1 core provides a record
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of sedimentation between 0 and 6.0 Ma. with breals ar 4.3-4.5 Ma. and 3.2 and 3.5 Ma.

Events in both cores between2.4 and 4.1 Ma are correlative.

20.1.2 South lVanganui Basin chronology

The Wanganui and Rangitikei River sections of the South Wanganui Basin are dated using

magnetostratigraphy integrated with existing biostratigraphy. A resolution of ca. 100 Ka.

was obtained assuming constant average sedimentation rates between polarity reversals

and unconformities. Absolute ages are assigned by correlation with the magnetic polarity

timescale of Ness et al. (L980).The magnetostratigraphy has identified that the 4,200 m of

strata comprising the Wanganui River section spanned 3.3 m.y. between 2.4 and 5.7 Ma.,

representing an average sedimentation rate of 1.3 mrn/y, with a single disconformity at

4.3-4.4 Ma. The 1400 m of strata comprising the Rangitikei River section spanned 1.8 m.y.

between 2.4 and 4.2 Ma.., excluding a ca. 0.5 Ma. unconformity within two channelled

disconformities in the lower part of the Rangitikei River sequence. Large order events in

both sections are correlative.

Despite the weak intensity of the magnetic remanence of the South Wanganui basin

sediments, they faithfully retain their original detrital remanent magnetisation (DRM). The

DRM is complicated by secondary magnetisation developed during diagenesis of the

sediments. Optical and electron microprobe analysis of sediments and grain separates

combined with rock magnetic studies of the same sediments and separates has established

that the DRM is retained by iron rich boundary phases in ilmenite grains and rarely by

chromite, with chemical overprinting from authigenic haematite growth. The ilmenite

signal can only be deciphered by thermal demagnetisation, and usually persists to

temperatures between 300oC and 400t. The haematite signal is usually antipodal to the

DRM and persists to higher temperatures. Thermal alteration of clays within the sediments

prevents cleaning above 300oC to 350oC.

Sediment diagenesis affects the natural remanent magnetisation (NRM) in two ways:

Firstly, reduction dissolves iron-rich oxides weakening the NRM and providing iron for
the growth of sulphide phases, initially greigite and pynhotite and finally pyrite, which is
paramagnetic. Secondly, oxidation of the pyrite to haematite provides a chemical remanent

magnetisation (CRM) that develops aligned with the magnetic field in the strata, rather

than the geomagnetic field. The mid temperature signal during stepwise thermal

demagnetisation (150oC-300oC) is from DRM.
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20.13 The record of Late Neogene Antarctic Ice Volume fluctuation

Drill-cores on the Antarctic margin in McMurdo Sound provide a suatigraphic framework

for interpretation of local and continental ice volume variation and a correlation point for

several indicators of ice volume variation, in this case deposits in the Transantarctic

Mountains, Dry Valleys and Lambert Glacier region. The facies model of Hambrey et al.

(1989) is developed further to include shallower water proximal breccia or pebble

conglomerate. Markov chain analysis with Waltherian law establishes the relationships of
six glaciomarine facies into two facies successions identified in the CIROS-2 and DVDP-

I I cores and allows interpretations of them in terms of ice advancing and retreating in a

glaciomarine environment. Five types of unconformity are identified as part of the facies

successions. Most are disconformities scoured by currents associated with nearby

grounded ice, and are indicative of glacial advance.

The records from the DVDP-II core and CIROS-2 core are in good agreement and

inferred to be representative of variations in the volume of the East Antarctic ice sheet,

which feeds the Taylor and Ferrar Glaciers. The record in both corcs is quite complete

because of the passive nature of glacial advance and retreat caused by the sea-level

response to ice volume variation on the East Antarctic craton. The sea-level rise and fall
floats and grounds the ice tongue during a glacial retreat and advance respectively. Ice

volume variation is inferred to occur on four orders determined by scale and timing. The

smallest scale is 100 k.y. duration glacial cycles resulting from limited ice volume

variation indicative of the middle Pliocene glacial record. The largest scale is major

grounding of ice in the Ross Sea due to development of an ice sheet larger than the present

ice sheet. During times of maximum deglaciation, obseryed in the Early Pliocene by this

study, the ice sheet is infened to have been approximately half its present size. During

maximum glaciation at ca.2.5 Ma. the ice sheet is inferred to have grown to less than 1.5

times the present ice sheet. This new ice volume record of the East Antarctic ice sheet does

not agree with existing interpretations of the oxygen isotope record for the Late Neogene,

but the variation is similar in timing and amplitude to variations in the oxygen isotope

record.

20.1.4 The record of eustatic sea level variation.

Deposits in the South Wanganui Basin, New Zealand provide a stratigraphic framework

for interpretation of Late Neogene global sea level variation. The strata are mapped in the

Wanganui and Rangitikei Rivers and subdivided lithologically into formations, mappable

on a 5-50 km scale, and groups mappable across the entire basin. The stratal successions

are interpreted within a new sequence stratigraphic model. This model is deduced from

direct observation of the facies associations, facies successions and sequence architecture
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of the strata. Eight facies associations are recognised to originate from deposition in
different positions on a graded shelf. Two facies successions (fining and coarsening)

record rising and falling sea level. Seven unconformities separate the facies successions.

Most of these are channelled or scoured disconformities and the remainder are hardground

paraconformities.

Lowstand, Transgressive, Highstand, and Regressive Sediment Wedges are defined, their

formation governed by lowstand, highstand, transgressing and regressing eustatic sea level

respectively. The two sequence types (coarsening and fining) result from the position of
sedimentation on the palaeo-continental shelf, with respect to highstands and lowstands of
sea level. AII of these form above the shelf break with two sepilate depositional shoreline

breaks related to the highstands and lowstands of sea level. A southward progressing

lithospheric wave controls sedimentation and basin subsidence, balancing them and

ensuring that resulting sequences are moulded only by eustatic sea level fluctuation. This
new model is different from the existing sequence stratigraphic framework (sensu Payton,

1977 and Wilgus et a1.,1988) and not bound by the same assumptions.

The southward progressing outcrop sampled by the Wanganui and Rangitikei Rivers

ensures that the record is one of eustatic variation only. Eustatic sea level variation is
interpreted mainly from the Wanganui River Section, using downlap as well as onlap of
strata, supported by evidence from the Rangitikei River Section. The Wanganui River
strata were deposited mainly below the lowstand depositional shoreline break and

consequently contains a nearly complete record of Late Neogene eustatic sea level
variation, with more than 17 cycles. The eustatic variation occurs on four orders of timing;
A base level of 3-4 m.y. duration and three shorter order cyclicities of ca. 2 

^.y.,100-500
m.y., and 40-100 k.y. respectively. Amplitudes of eustatic sea level variation are ca- 4A m

for the base eustatic sea level curve, and 40-50 m and less for the shorter order cycles. A
total variation in sea level of ca. 80 m for the Late Neogene is therefore proposed.

Agreement between the South Wanganui Basin curve and the EXXON global sea level
curve for the same time period is poor. However, the Wanganui Basin curve has superior

resolution and chronostratigraphic control and is proposed as a much improved Late

Neogene Q.4-6.A m.y.) global sea level curve.

20.2lce volume and sea level relationship in the Late Neogene

Figure 20.1 presents both the Antarctic ice volume curve (from chapter 6) and the eustatic

sea level'curve (from chapter 15). Alignment of the two curyes is by magnetostratigraphic

control. The two curves both vary on several orders (<0.1,0.1-0.5, and2-4 Ma.).Major
inflections occur in both curves at ca. 2.4, 3.4,4.3 and 5.5 Ma. The two curves seem to

vary in synchrony on all orders and at all major inflection points, except for the time interval

4.8-5.3 Ma. when the curves appear to be almost mirror images.
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Considering ttre 100 Ka. (+ 50 Ka.) resolution of each record, agreement between the two is
very good- They can be considered to match in a number of respects:

l) Eustatic highstands recorded by the South Wanganui Basin are matched by glacial

retreats and deposition of interglacial sediments in the Ferrar and Taylor Valleys.

2) Eustatic lowstands in the South Wanganui Basin record are matched by glacial advances

and grounding of ice in the Ferrar and Taylor Valleys/Fjords.

3) Large scale ice grounding events in McMurdo Sound, recorded by erosional events are

matched by the lowest stands of eustatic sea level, represented by very shallow water

facies (highstand wedges) or subaerial exposure and erosion in the South Wanganui Basin.

In each of these cases some of the previous record is missing from erosion and the lowest

sea level events, where recorded, are expected to coincide with the latest part of the

hiatuses in McMurdo Sound. These are recognised at ca 3.4 and 4.3 Ma.

4) The order of change predicted by the Sirius group deposits, with partial deglaciations of

the Antarctic continent and subsequent regrowth of the ice sheet is matched in the Late

Neogene by equivalent rising and lowering, respectively, of the 'base sea level' for eustatic

fluctuation.

5) A gradual, but fluctuating, change of the Antarctic Ice Sheet into 'glacial mode' between

ca. 3.2 and 2.4 Ma. is matched by a gradual, eustatic falling from 'high base level'

fluctuation to 'low base level'fluctuation over the same time period.

Wanganui Basin sea level variation predicts ca. 40 m of sea level change between the

highstand and lowstand wedges and therefore a base level change on the order of 40 m to

superimpose highstand wedges within a lowstand succession and visa versa. Sirius Group

evidence requires that the Wilkes and Pensacola Basins will remain sub-marine during

deglaciation. Lithospheric models that have been proposed to predict isostatic rebound of
the Antarctic continent, caused by deglaciation are found to be incorrect. Two factors

prevent rebound above sea level: l) They can be maintained below sea level by a reduced

ice volume remaining on the continent and 2) partial deglaciation of the Antarctic

continent causes associated higher sea levels; at sea level rises up to ca. 40 m this is

significanr

The amplitude of sea level change predicted by the South Wanganui basin strata supports

only partial deglaciation of the continent, by approximately half its present volume,

throughout the Early Pliocene, and growth to a volume half as much again as the present

day at ca.2.5 Ma. co-incident with major ice grounding and erosion in the Ross Sea.
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An order of magnitude approximation in behaviour of the Antarctic ice sheet predicts that

deglaciation resulting in marine incursion into the interior basins would provide

approximately 4O m of sea level equivalent

Much of the global signal of climatic change at 2.4 Ma. results from growth of the

Antarctic Ice Sheet to the cold polar feature that it is today.

203 The record of ice induced sea level change in the Late Neogene

The l-ate Miocene (older than 5.5 Ma-) and Late Pliocene (younger than 2.4Ma.) are times

of low 'base level' glacioeustasy (here termed glacialism, rather than glacial), with growth

of continental scale ice sheets on the Antarctic continent causing a lowering of global sea

level. The early Pliocene was a time of high base level' glacioeustasy (here termed

interglacialism, rather than interglacial), driven by collapsing of continental scale ice

sheets to local and subcontinental ice caps. The middle Pliocene (2.5-3.4 Ma.) is marked

by a move into glacialism with an increasing 'base level' of glacioeustatic fluctuation.

Higher order glacial advances and associated eustatic sea-level lowering occurred at ca.

3.5 Ma- ca. 4.3 Ma., separating the Early Pliocene into 3 sea level stages (older than 4.3

Ma., 3.5 - 4.3 Ma., and 2.4 - 3.5 Ma.). Still higher order glacioeustatic fluctuations are

recognised in this study, with durations of 50 Ka and 100 Ka- - 300 Ka.. The 100 Ka. -

300 Ka. duration cycles are prominent during interglacialisms, and the 50 Ka. duration

cycles are prominent during glacialisms. These shorter duration fluctuations in
glacioeususy have already been defined as glaciaVdeglacial cycles from detailed studies of
the Quatsrnary.

20.4 Implications for the global sea-level model (GSNO

1) Four orders of sea-level fluctuation are rccognised within the late Neogene, These are

of ca.0.05 Ma., 0.1-0.3 Ma., ca.2Ma., and ca.4 Ma. in duration. The 2 Ma. and 4 Ma
duration cycles are subdivisions of the 3 rd order cyclicity recognised by Vail et al. (1991)

(referred to here as cyclicity order 3a and 3b). The 0.1-0.3 Ma. duration cycles are a subset

of the 4 th order cyclicity recognised Vail et al. (1991), and the ca. 0.05 Ma- duration

cycles arc a subset of the 5 th order cyclicity recognised by Vail et al. (199I).

2) 3a,3b and 4 th order sea level fluctuations are driven by fluctuations in the volume of
the Antarctic Ice Sheet. 5 th order sea level fluctuations are also predicted to be at least

partially driven by fluctuations in the volume of the Antarctic Ice Sheet

3) Milankovirch cyclicities in glacioeustasy (<l0O Ka.,5 th order cyclicity) are prominent

in the geologic record at times when there is large scale glaciation (glacialism) of the
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Antarctic Continent (e,g. for the Pleistocene). At times when the Antarctic continent is in a

deglaciated state (deglacialism) 4 th order cyclicity is more prominent, with Milankovitch

cyclicities although present at a piuasequence level, not the most prominent signal.

A possible explanation for this is that the south pole of the earth is most affected by the

perturbations in the earth's orbital parameters (known as Milankovitch cycles) and

consequently most affected by associated climatic forcing. When there is a large ice sheet

on the Antarctic continent it grows and diminishes in volume in response to the orbital
forcing and dominates the geologic record of glacial and deglacial glacioeustasy. When the

large ice sheet is absent from the continent or reduced to local ice caps, there is less ice

volume available for response to orbital forcing and larger order cycles are more
prominent in the geologic record.

20.5 Assessment of the record

This new record of Late Neogene glacioeustasy does not agree with accepted

interpretations of the Oxygen Isotope record for the same time period (e.g. Kennett,1977),

but it does agree with interpretations of Harwood (1986) (figure 6.1) and Shackleton et al.
(1992) that make some attempt to account for the effect of gradual Cainozoic global

cooling. The record of glacioeustasy infened from oxygen isotopic evidence by Shackleton

et al. (1992) is in good agreement with the findings of this study, suggesting that many of
the assumptions in the model of Shackleton er al. (1992) iue correct.

The EXXON global sea level curve (Haq et aI., 1987) as already discussed has much

poorer age resolution than this study and this study is better for assessing global climate

evolution in the Late Neogene.

Support for the findings of this study is available from the record of global warmth and

lower sea temperature gradients throughout the Early Pliocene (Dowsett et al., 1992;

Dowsett and Loubere, 1992; Gladenkov et a1.,1991; Cronin, 1991).

Sea level evidence from the U.S. middle Atlantic plain (Dowsett and Cronin, 1990; Krantz,

l99l), although of poorer resolution that this study, corroborate major events reported

here. This includes major sea level lowstands at ca. 5.5 Ma, high 'base sea-level' at ca 3.2

and 5.0 Ma., and gradual'base sea-level'shallowing between 2.4 and3.2Ma., with major

sea-level reduction at2.4 Ma. Smaller order cycles are also suggested but the resolution of
the chronology is not high enough to correlate with this study.
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Major Late Miocene low glacioeustatic sea-levels have been documented for a long time

by studies of the Messinian salinity crisis (e.g. Ryan et al., 1976: Adams et al., 1977),

supporting the claim of this study of glacialism conditions during the Late Miocene.The

grcatest glacialism developed 
^12.4 

Ma. and has been documented from many regions by

deep sea drilling (e.g. Dunbu et al., L992; Shackleton and Kennett" 1975; Kennett et al.,

1975; Berg gren, 197 2a).

20.6 Implications for the International Pliocene epoch and the Plio-
Pleistocene boundary.

Current international definition of the Pliocene Epoch, from biostratigraphic and

palaeomagnetic information has proved somewhat hard to apply in a global sense. The

traditional place for the Plio-Pleistocene boundary in New 7*aland has been at ca.2.4Ma.
marked by, amongst others, the first occuffence of the cold water species Chlamys

DelicaruIa. The present study advocates that this cooling event is correlative with the cold

polar glaciation of the Antarctic continent and associated marked lowering of global sea

levels. This must provide a significant global marker of climatic change that could be

applied much more convincingly as the Plio-Pleistocene boundary.

The Pliocene would then be the time period from 2.4-4.8 Ma., and could be simply

subdivided into early, middle and late (older than 4.3 Ma., 3.5 - 4.3 Ma., and2.4 - 3.5 Ma.)

by major sea level lowstands and global cooling at c& 3.5 and 4.3 Ma. Because of global

changes at these datums it is expected that correlative changes in biostratigraphy will also

exist to aid in identification.

20.7 Future directions

The current study provides an unequalled record of L,ate Neogene glacioeustasy and while

increasing the understanding of ice sheet and sea level behaviour and interactions, the new

model now must be tested against new records of equal resolution from other parts of the

earth.

The potential is available to define the record for much of the Miocene, both from the

North and South Wanganui Basin and the MSSTS-I (McMurdo Sound Sediment and

Tectonic Studies) and CIROS-I drillholes. The Late Pliocene and Pleistocene can also be

conelated from the Wanganui Basin to McMurdo Sound.

The resolution of sea-level fluctuation from the South V/anganui basin can be increased to

include at least 6 th order cycles labelled as parasequences by this study. Isotopic analyses
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Appendix - I
Antarctic margin stratigraphic sections

and unit descriptions.

Only the Late Miocene - Late Pliocene (2.4 - 6.0 m.y.) stratigraphic sections and unit

descriptions of the CIROS-2 and DVDP-I1 cores are reported here. Full core logs for both

these cores have previously been reported for the CIROS-2 core by Pyne et al. (1985) and

for the DVDP-I1 core by McKelvey (1981). Here a rcassessment of the Late Miocene to

Late Pliocene sections of both cores is reported, using a facies analysis approach with

special emphasis placed on recognising unconformities in the cores. The new log is

sufficiently different from Pyne et al. (1985) and McKelvey (1981) to warrant its reporting

here.

The two cores were relogged during two visits to the Florida State University Antarctic

Core Repository. A mix-up in the depth measurements of core lengths recovered in the

DVDP- I 1 core resulted from both repacking of the core and metric conversion of

measured thicknesses @ennis Cassidy, pers. comm.). This meant that it was necessary to

measure the entire core and its lithostratigraphic units directly. The original hole depths

and on-site logs were used as a guide to ensure the correct unit thicknesses and depths are

reported for both the DVDP-I1 and CIROS-2 cores.

Each core is subdivided into lithologic units numbered at I from the base upwards. Each

description is preceded by the unit thickness and its position below the top of the core (U =

unit thickness, S = unit interval below the top of the core). Each unit description includes

lithology, bedding properties, colour, textural variation, the nature of contact with

underlying and overlying unit and any other relevant comments where applicable, such as

fossil content or sand petrology. For thicknesses where no core was recovered, these are

reported as units of no core recovery.
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A1.1 CIROS-2 drill-hole core log

1 (U => 1.62m;S =166.47->15E.09 m)

Base of unit not seen. Granite Gneiss -

basement, basement surface is planar

and inclined at 30 degrees and not

striated. Two joints at 167.30 m inclined

25 degrees are mud smeared.

2 (U = 1.10 m; S = 165.37-166.{l m)

Mudstone, sandy and diatomaceous.

Slightly wavy mm bedding with
mudstone clasts and burrowing. Greenish

grey. Soft to moderately soft and

calcareous. Diatoms and spicules are

abundant. Granule layer in mudstone on

basement surface. Top of mudstone is an

unconformity with several cm of
topography.

3 (U = l.VI mi S = 163.40-165.37 m)

Mudstone, sandy and gravelly
diamictite. slightly bedded in places.

Dark greenish grey and greenish grey.

Moderately hard with subhorizontal clay

slickenside surface on post drill fractures.

Slightly calcareous to non calcareous.

Unit is unconformity bounded.

4 (U = t.40 m; S = 155.fi)-163.40 m)

Mudstone, sandy and gravelly
diamictite. slightly bedded in places.

Dark greenish grey and greenish grey.

Moderately hard with subhorizontal clay

slickenside surface on post drill fractures.

Slightly calcareous to non calcareous.

Unit is unconformity bounded.

5 (U = 2.8m; S = 152.72-155.fi) m)

Mudstone, sandy and gravelly
diamictite. slightly bedded in places.

Dark greenish grey and greenish grey.

Moderately hard with subhorizontal clay

slickenside surface on post drill fractures.

Slightly calcareous to non calcareous.

Unit is unconformity bounded.

6 (U = 0.32 m; S = 152.40-152.72m)

Mudstone, sandy and gravelly

diamictite. slightly bedded in places.

Dark greenish grey and greenish grey.

Moderately hard with subhorizontal clay

slickenside surface on post drill fractures.

Slightly calcareous to non calcareous.

Top of unit grades into overlying
mudstone.

7 (U = 1.15 m; S = 151.25-152.40 m)

Mudstone, grades from underlying

diamictite. Slightly sandy, diatomaceous.

Slight mm bedding, gravel lenses and

burrowed. Greenish grey. Soft to
moderately soft. Diatoms and Spicules

abundant. Grades into overlying
diamictite.

E (U = 3.53 m; S = 147.7L151.25 m)

Mudstone, sandy and gravelly, very

poorly sorted, diamictite. Alternates

between intervals of massive and

intervals of cm-mm bedding. Moderately

hard to hard with clay cemented crossed

joints. Upper part of unit is non-

calcareous.

9 (U = 0.32 m; S = 147.40-147.72m)

No core recovered from this interval.
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10 (U = 0.69 mi S = 146'.71-147.40 m)

Mudstone, sandy and gravelly, very

poorly sorted, diamictite. Alternates

between intervals of massive and

intervals of cm-mm bedding. Moderately

hard to hard with clay cemented crossed

joints. Slightly calcareous.

11 (U =2.59 m; S = 144.12-16,71 m)

No core recovered from this interval.

n (A = 1.08 m; S = 143.04-144.12 m)

Mudstone, sandy and gravelly, very

poorly sorted, diamictite. Alternates

between intervals of massive and

intervals of cm-mm bedding. Moderately

hard to hard with clay cemented crossed

joina. Slightly calcareous.

13 (U = 1.99 m; S = 141.05-143.04 m)

No core recovered from this interval.

14 (U = 0.0E m; S = 140.97-14L05 m)

Mudstone, sandy and gravelly, very

poorly sorted, diamictite. Alternates

between intervals of massive and

intervals of cm-mm bedding. Moderately

hard to hard with clay cemented crossed

joints. Slightly calcareous. Sharp but

seemingly conformable upper contacl

f5 ru = 0.45 m; S = 140.52.140.97 m)

Sharp contact with underlying diamictite.

Mudstone, sandy. Slight cm bedding.

Greenish grey. Soft to moderately soft

and non-calcareous. Top contact is

gradational with overlying diamictite.

16 (U = 0.60 m; S = 139.92-140.52 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

mudstone. Mudstone, sandy and

gravelly, very poorly sorted, diamictite.

Quite well stratified with cm-mm

bedding. Moderately hard to hard with

clay cemenled crossed joints. Slightly

calcareous. Gradational top contact with

overlying mudstone.

17 (U = 2.36 m; S = 137.56-139.92 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

diamictite. Mudstone, sandy, moderately

well sorted. Slightly stratified in places

with sandy cm bedding. Olive grey to

dark greenish grey. Soft to moderately

hard. Abundant diatoms. Gradational top

contact with overlying diamictite.

18 (U = 0.36 m; S = 137.20-137.56 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

mudstone. Mudstone, sandy and slightly

gravelly, moderately poorly sorted,

diamictite. Poorly to moderately

stratified. Dark greenish grey.

Moderately soft and crumbly. Gravel

component is 2-37o. Top contact is an

unconformable surface with -5 cm of
topography.

19 (U =2.51m; S = 134.69-137.20 m)

Disconformably overlies diamictite.

Mudstone, moderately sorted and sandy

at its base grading to silty at its top.

Moderately stratified cm-mm bedding.

This is more sandy towards the base.

Dark greenish grey and olive grey.

Moderately hard to soft and crumbly.
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Diatoms abundant. Top of unit grades

into overlying diamictite over -30 cm.

20 (U =9.75 m; S = 124.94-134.69m)

Gradational contact with underlying

mudstone. Mudstone, very sandy and

gravelly, diamictite. Generally massive,

but slight mm-cm bedding in places.

Dark greenish grey. Moderately soft and

rarely calcareous. Top metre of core is

moderately stratified. Sharp contact with

overlying tuff.

2l (lJ = O.29 m; S = 124.65-12/.94 m)

Sharp contact with underlying diamictite.

Siltstone, well sorted, Tuff. Stratified

with mm mudstone beds and laminae

mudstone clasts, mm beds alternating

with siltstone (tuff) dipping up to 25

degrees, convoluled top, diffuse wavy

bedding in siltstone. Brownish black to

greyish white in colour. Top contact is

sharp.

22 (U = 5.18 m; S = 119.47-124.65 m)

Sharp contact with underlying tuff.
Mudstone, very sandy and gravelly,

diamictite. Generally massive, but slight

mm-cm bedding in places. Stratification

increases towards top unit. Dark greenish

grey. Moderately soft and rarely
calcareous. Bottom metre of unit is
m o derately stratified.

23 ru = 0.97 m; S = 118.50-119.47 m)

No core recovered from this interval.

24 N = 0.E0 m; S = 117.70-11E.50 m)

Mudstone, very sandy and gravelly,

d.iamictite. Moderately to well stratified.

Mudstone clasts increase in proportion

towards the top of the unit. Dark greenish

grey. Moderately soft and rarely

calcareous.

25 (U = 0.E2 m; S = 116.88-117.70 m)

No core recovered from this interval.

2It (U = 0.9E m; S = 115.90-116.tE m)

Mudstone, very sandy and gravelly,

diamictite. Moderately to well stratified.

Mudstone clasts increase in proportion

towards the top of the unit. Dark greenish

grey. Moderately soft and rarely

calcareous.

27 (A =2.65 m; S = 113.25-f 15.90 m)

No core recovered from this interval.

2E (U =2.19 m; S = 111.06-113.25 m)

Mudstone, very sandy and gravelly,

diamictite. Moderately to well stratified.

Mudstone clasts increase in proportion

towards base of unit. Dark greenish grey.

Moderately soft and rarely calcareous.

Gradational top contact with overlying

sandstone.

29 (U = 1.20 m; S = 109.86-11f.06 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

diamictite. Sandstone medium to fine,

moderately well sorted with muddy

interbeds. Well stratified cm-mm

bedding with mudstone clasts dipping at

20-25 degrees. Dark greenish grey. Soft

and non calcareous. Diatoms and Sponge

Spicules. top contact is an

unconformable surface with l-2 cm of
relief.
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30 ru = 0.56 mi S = 109.30-f09.E6 m)

Unconformably overlies mudstone.

Mudstone, very sandy and gravelly.

Moderately to slightly stratified with cm-

mm bedding. Dark olive grey.

Moderately soft with some hard

horizons. Non-calcareous. Top of unit is

a sheared unconformity surface.

31 (U = 7.30 m; S = 102.00-f09.30 m)

Unconformably overlies mudstone.

Mudstone, very sandy and gravelly,

diamictite. alternating massive and

moderately stratified intervals. Stratified

intervals are moderately bedded on a

mm-cm scale. Dark olive grey.

Moderately soft with some hard

horizons. Non-calcareous. Sharp but

seemingly conformable trop contact with

overlying sandstone.

32 (U = 0.60 m; S = 101.40-f02.ffi m)

Sharp contact with underlying sandstone.

S andstone, muddy and gravelly,

Diamictite. Abundant angular to

subrounded mudstone clasts. Dark

greenish grey. Soft to moderately soft.

Sharp contact with overlying diamictite.

33 (U =2.57 m; S = 9E.83-101.40 m)

Sharp contact with underlying sandstone.

Mudstone, very sandy and gravelly,

diamictite. alternating massive and

moderately stratified intervals. Suatified

intervals are moderately bedded on a
mm-cm scale. Dark olive grey.

Moderately soft with some hard

horizons. Non-calcareous. Unit grades

into a well sorted muddy sandstone over

top 50 cm. Top of unit is a sharp

erosional surface.

34 (U = >E.83 ml S = <90.00-98.83 m)

Unconformably overlies sandy

diamictite. Sandstone, medium, slightly

muddy, moderately to well sorted.

Unstratified except slightly mm bedded

mudstone towards base of unit. Grey to

black. Soft to moderately soft. Top of

unit not observed in the present study.

L5.2 DYDP-ll drill-hole core log

1 (U = > 2.8E m; S = 325.0E->327.96 m)

Base of unit not seen. Mudstone, sandy

and gravelly diamictite. Moderately to

well stratified. Cm-mm mudstone

interbeds at several horizons. Dark

greenish grey and greenish grey.

Moderately hard to hard. Top of unit is a

sharp contact with overlying mudstone.

2 (U = 0.27 m; S = 324.E1-325.08 m)

Sharp contact with underlying diamictite.

Mudstone, very fine and laminated on a

mm scale. Olive grey to dark greenish

grey. Soft to moderately hard.

Diatomaceous. Unconformable sheared

top to unit.

3 (U = 3.01m; S = 321.E0-324.81 m)

Unconformably overlies mudstone.

Mudstone, sandy and gravelly, very

poorly sorted, diamictite. Massive with

no stratification, clasts distributed

throughout. Moderately hard to hard.

Dark greenish grey and greenish grey.
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4 (U = 2.79 m; S = 319.01-321.80 m)

No core recovered from this interval.

5 (U = 4.46 m; S = 314.55-319.01 m)

Mudstone, sandy and gravelly, very
poorly sorted, diamictite. Stratified and

moderately bedded on a cm-mm scale.

Clasts distributed throughout.
Moderately hard to hard. Dark greenish

grey and greenish grey. Eroded and

sheared unconformable top to unil

6 (U = 5.45 m; S = 309.10-314.55 m)

Unconformably overlies diamictite.
Mudstone, sandy and gravelly, very

poorly sorted, diamictite. Massive with

no stratification, clasts distributed
throughout. Basal part of unit includes

rip up clasts of diamictite. Moderately

hard to hard. Dark greenish grey and

greenish grey. Top of unit is gradational

with overlying diamictite.

7 (U = 6.25 m; S = 302.85-3(D.10 m)

Gradational contact with underlying
diamictite. Lower 2 m is Mudstone,
sandy and gravelly, very poorly sorted,

diamictite. Stratified and moderately

bedded on a cm-mm scale. Intervals with
fewer clasts. Moderately hard to hard.

Dark greenish grey and greenish grey.

Unit grades through interbedded
diamictite and mudstone horizons into a

sandy mudstone, containing fine
sandstone laminae. Dispersed coarse

detritus throughout. Greenish grey in
colour and moderately hard. Top contact

is sharp with overlying diamictite.

E (U = 0.1E m; S = 302.67-302.E5 m)

Sharp contact with underlying mudstone.

Mudstone, sandy and gravelly

diamictite. Massive. Moderately hard to

hard. Dark greenish grey. Sharp contact

with overlying siltstone.

9 (U = 0.35 m; S = 302.31302.67 m)

Sharp contact with underlying diamictite.

Siltstone, sandy and slightly gravelly.

Massive. Greenish grey. Moderately soft

to moderately hard. Top of unit is a

scoured surface.

10 (U = 9.13 m; S = 293.D-n232 m)

Unconformably overlies siltstone.

Mudstone, sandy and gravelly

diamictite. Massive. Base of unit
incorporates rip-up clasts from
underlying siltstone. Dark greenish grey

and greenish grey. Gradational contact

with overlying diamictite.

11 (U = 1.64 m; S = 291.55-293.19 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

diamictite. Mudstone, sandy and

gravelly diamictite. Massive. Fewer

clasts than underlying unit. Dark
greenish grey and greenish $ey.
Gradational contact with overlying

diamictite.

12 (U = 1.42 m; S = 290.13-29L55 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

diamictite. Mudstone, sandy and

gravelly diamictite. Massive. Dark

greenish grey and greenish grey.

Gradational contact with overlying

diamictite.
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13 (U = 4.70 mi S = 285.4T2m.13 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

diamictite. Mudstone, sandy and

gravelly diamictite. Massive to slightly

stratified on a mm-cm scale. Moderately

hard to hard. Dark greenish grey.

Gradational contact with overlying

diamictite.

14 (U = 9.69 m; S = 275.7+285.43 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

diamictite. Mudstone, sandy and

gravelly di amicti te. Massive.

Moderately hard to hard. Dark greenish

grey. Unit grades through interbedded

diamictite and mudstone horizons into a

sandy mudstone, containing fine

sandstone laminae. Dispersed coarse

detritus throughout. Greenish grey in

colour and moderately hard. Top contact

is erosional with overlying diamictite

15 (U = 4.60 m; S = nLl$275.74m)
Unconformably overlies mudstone of

unit 14. Mudstone, sandy and gravelly

diamictite. Slightly to moderately

stratified on a mm-cm scale. Moderately

hard to hard. Dark greenish grey. Top of

unit is an unconformable surface with l-
2 cm of relief.

16 (U = 0.62 m; S = 270.52-nLl4 m)

Unconformably overlies diamictite.

Mudstone, sandy and slightly gravelly

diamictite. Moderately stratified on a

mm-cm scale. Moderately soft to

moderately hard. Greenish grey. Top of

unit is and unconformable surface with

l-2 cm of relief.

17 (U = 3.12 m; S = 267.fi-270.52 m)

Unconformably overlies diamictite.

Mudstone, sandy and gravelly

diamictite. Slightly to moderately

stratified on a mm-cm scale. Moderately

hard to hard. Dark greenish grey.

Gradational contact with overlying

diamictite.

lE ru = E.75 m; S = 258.65-267.40 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

diamictite. Mudstone, sandy and

gravelly diamictite. Massive.

Moderately hard to hard. Dark greenish

grey. Unit grades through interbedded

diamictite and mudstone horizons into a

sandy mudstone, containing fine

sandstone laminae. Dispersed coarse

detritus throughout. Greenish grey in

colour and moderately hard. Sheared top

to unit with l-2 cm of relief.

f9 ru = 4.46 m; S = 254.19-25E 65 m)

Unconformably overlies mudstone.

Mudstone, sandy and gravelly

diamictite. Massive. Moderately hard to

hard. Dark greenish grey.
Disconformable top with 2-3 cm of
relief.

20 (U = 1.34 m; S = 252.E5-254.19 m)

Disconformably overlies diamictite.

Interbedded mudstone and diamictite.
Sandy mudstones laminated,

bioturbated and slightly gravelly in
places. Mudstone, sandy and gravelly

diamictite. Stratified and sandy. Scoured

top contact to unit with -1 cm of relief.
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21 (U = 2.12 mi S = 250.73-252.E5 m)

Unconformably overlies diamictite.
Granule conglomerate, well washed

with no fines. Clasts are sub-angular.

Some horizons are coarse sandy beds.

Grades up into mudstone, sandy and

gravelly diamictite. Moderately
stratified. Large clasts, >l m in diarneter.

Gradational contact with overlying
mudstone.

22 (A = 2.9E m; S = 247.75-250.73 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

diamictite. Silty mudstone with
dispersed medium-fine sand admixture

grading down. Bioturbated, horizontal

burrows. Occasional coarse sandy

horizon. Slightly gravelly in places. Very

muddy towards the top of the unit. Sharp

contact with overlying diamictite.

23 (U = 8.20 m; S = 239.55-247.75 m)

Sharp contact with underlying mudstone.

Alternating diamictite, breccia and

mudstone. Interbeds occur on a metre

scale. Individual units are well stratified.

Mudstone, sandy and gravelly

diamictite. Moderately soft to

moderately hard. Dark greenish grey.

Breccia, well washed angular clasts

conglomerate. few fines. Mudstone,
sandy and well stratified. Greenish grey.

Top of unit is sharp unconformable

surface with <l cm of relief.

24 (A = 13.59 m; S = 225.96-239.55 m)

Unconformably overlies diamictite.

Mudstone, sandy and gravelly, very

poorly sorted, diamictite. Massive.

Clasts are generally rounded to

subangular. Moderately hard to hard.

Dark greenish grey to greenish grey.

Gradational upper contact with overlying

mudstone.

25 (U = 1.39 m; S = 224.57-225.96 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

diamictite. Sandy mudstone, with a
slight lamination and a conchoidal

fracture. Unit becomes more dominantly

sandy towards its top. Basal l0 cm of the

unit is gravelly. Greenish grey.

Gradational contact with overlying
sandstone.

26 (A = L27 m; S = 223.30-2U.57 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

mudstone. Sandstone, medium and well

sorted, gravelly in places. Sands and

gravels are well-washed with little fine

content. Laminated and cross-bedded.

Bioturbated and burrowed. Dark greenish

grey. Soft to moderately soft. Sharp

contact with overlying mudstone.

27 (A = 0.59 m; S = 222.71-223.30 m)

Sharp contact with underlying sandstone.

Mudstone, slightly sandy and gravelly.

Laminated. Greenish grey. Sharp contact

with overlying diamictite.

28 (U = 1.15 ml S = 221.56-222.71 m)

Sharp contact with underlying mudstone.

Mudstone, sandy and gravelly,

diamictite. Moderately sorted. Sand and

gravel is washed and fine content is

reduced. Dark greenish grey to greenish

grey. Gravel and clast content becomes

reduced towards the top of the unit. Top

50 cm is sandy laminated mudstone.
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Sharp eroded and unconformable upper

contact.

29 (IJ = 1.44 m; S = 220.1L22L56 m)

Unconformably overlies mudstone.

M udstone, sandy and gravelly

diamictite. Slightly to moderately

stratified on a mm-cm scale. Rip-up

mudstone clasts. Moderately hard to

hard. Dark greenish grey. Gradational

contact with overlying mudstone.

30 (U = 2.57 m; S = 217.55-220.12 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

diamictite. Mudstone, sandy and

gravelly. Laminated on a mm-cm scale.

Bedded with some coarser horizons and

more pebbly horizons. Greenish grey.

Sharp erosional top to the unit.

31 (U = 4.04 m; S = 213.51-217.55 m)

Unconformably overlies mudstone.

Mudstone, sandy and gravelly

diamictite. Slightly to moderately

stratified on a mm-cm scale. Rip-up

mudstone class. Large 20 cm diameter

rip-up mudstone clast towards base of

unit. Moderately hard to hard. Dark

greenish grey. Gradational contact with

overlying mudstone.

32 (U = 3.25 m; S = 21026213.51 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

diamictite. Interbedded mudstone and

diamictite. Interbeds are 20-50 cm thick

and beds coarsen slightly towards top of
unit. Mudstone, slightly sandy and

laminated. Mudstonet sandy and

gravelly diamictite. Slightly to
moderately stratified on a mm-cm scale.

Rip-up mudstone clasts. Top of unit is a

sharp angular unconformable contact.

33 ru = 1.30 m; S = 208.96-2l0.Xi m)

Unconformably overlies mudstone.

Coarse, well-sorted, sandstone grading

up into finer well sorted sandstone.

Moderately soft to moderately hard.

Greenish olive grey. Gradational contact

with overlying mudstone.

34 (U = 3.12 m; S = 205.84-208.96 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

sandstone. Massive, sandy mudstone.

Unit coarsens upwards and becomes

more pebbly towards top. Olive grey in

colour. Top of unit contains a 2 cm

basaltic tuff. Tuff is brown black. Top of

unit is an erosional, slightly angular and

unconformable surface.

35 (U = 0.6E m; S = 205.16205.E4 m)

Unconformably overlies mudstone.

Pebble conglomerates and breccias. No

stratification. Conglomerates are well

washed and contain no fines. Greenish

grey. Moderately hard, friable in places.

Gradational contact with overlying
mudstone.

36 (U = 2.96 m; S = 202.20-205.16 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

breccia. Sandy mudstone with very

coarse sand and granule grade admixture.

Scattered pebbles. Bioturbation.
Yellowish grey. Another basaltic tuff at

204.80 m. Tuff is browny black, Upper

contact is sharp.
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37 (U = 5.93 mi S = 196.27-202.20 m)

Sharp contact with underlying mudstone.

Mudstone, sandy and gravelly,

diamictite. Well suatified, with some

horizons current worked and winnowed

of fines. Some mudstone horizons. Unit
grades from being coarse an well sorted

at its base to finer and more poorly sorted

at its top. Top contact is sharp and

possibly unconformable.

38 (U = 1.3E m; S = 194.89.196.27 m)
Sharp contact with underlying diamictite.

Sandy to silty mudstone. Contains

dispersed coarse sand detritus. Unit has a

prominent lamination and contains

bivalve fragments. Sharp seemingly

conformable contact with overlying

breccia.

39 (U = 1.49 m; S = 193.40-194.89 m)

Sharp contact with underlying sandstone.

Pebble conglomerate. poorly sorted

variable sized subrounded clasts. Pebbles

are well washed and winnowed of fines.

moderately hard to friable. Gradational

contact with overlying diamictite.

40 (U = 4.53 m; S = 188.87-193.40 m)

Gradational contact with underlying
breccia. Mudstone, very sandy and

gravelly, diamictite. Moderately to well

stratified. Dark greenish grey.

Moderately soft. Mudstone horizons

become more dominant towards the top

of the unit. Gradational contact with
overlying mudstone.

al (U = 0.57 m; S = 188.30-188.87 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

diamictite. Sandy mudstone, pebbly with

coarse sandy horizons. Soft to

moderately soft. Some soft sediment

deformation. Browny green. Gradational

contact with overlying conglomeraie.

42(U = 21.ffi ml S = 166.44-1E8.30 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

mudstone. Fine to medium pebble

conglomerates. Poorly sorted. Clasts are

well washed and fines are winnowed.

Stratification is indistinct. Pebble

orientation suggests horizontal strata.

Bivalve fragments. Gradational contact

with overlying mudstone.

43 (U = 0.63 m; S = 165.E1-166.44 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

conglomerate. Interbedded mudstone
and sandstone. Massive to poorly

suatified. Moderately soft to moderately

hard. Gradational contact with overlying

diamictite.

44 (U = >15.E1 m; S = <150-165.81 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

mudstone. Mudstone, sandy and

gravelly, diamictite. Highly variable

from massive to moderately stratified.

Dark olive grey. Moderately soft with

some hard horizons. Top of unit not

observed in present study.
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ABSTRACT

Beryllium-IO is a cosmogenically produced radionuclide that is introduced into geologic

reservoirs by both 'rain-out', from the arnosphere, and 'in-situ'production, from cosmic

flux striking surface rocks directly. loBe douys with a half life of 1.5 Ma making it
detectable by Accelerator Mass Spectrometry in rock materials as old as 15 Ma- The stable

isotope 9Be occupies a different place within the geologic cycle, and consequently does not

provide a reliable base value for lhePBe ratio me:uurement. The absolute concentration

of 10Be atoms in a sample is the most accurate and least flawed measure of geologic

development. Because many different geologic reservoirs can contain 108e, it is
particularly useful as a dating and tracing material.

Four different types of beryllium may be present in any one sample. The beryllium can be

either crystallographic or exotic, with each of these being autochthonous or allochthonous.

Exotic beryllium is associated with sedimentation (adsorbed to particle surfaces and

incorporated into authigenic phases) and direct atmospheric 'rain-out'. Crystallographic

beryllium is held within mineral phases, by 'in situ'creation or assimilation, from other

sources during rock formation.

The different types of beryllium iue representative of different processes and separation is

essential to ensure reliable measurement of individual geologic processes. A system of
sample leaching and digestion allows the different types to be separated and then titrated

against ammoniacal CDTA, to remove impurities (mainly iron and aluminium), to an

approximate endpoint. Remaining beryllium is purified using cation exchange. 93s++

carrier is introduced to the sample at a critical point to prevent the need for a tracer in the wet

chemistry and to provide a known 9Be content for back calculation of absolute l0Be

concentration.

KEY WORDS

Be-10; Beryllium isotopes; TAMS; Radioactive age determination; Titration Ion exchange;

Separation; Purification; Radiochemistry; Sample preparation; Sediments; Marine

sediments; Volcanic rocks; Magmas; Ice sheets.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS

Measurement of beryllium-l0 using a tandem accelerator is a newly developing technique.

It has many possible applications in dating and tracing of geologic processes.

Much previous work has found l0Be to present many difficulties as an absolute dating

method @ourles et al., 1989; Brown et al., 1987; Henkell-Mellies et al., 1990; fansen et al,

1987; Mangini et al., 1984; Somayajulu, 1977; Somayajulu et al., 1991; Southon et a1.,

1987). However, recent work has shows that it can be effectively used for dating

continental margin sediments (Wilson, 1990; Wilson and Sparks, l99l), exposure age

dating of Neogene surfaces (Jha and Lal, 1982, Nishiizumi et al, 1986; van der Wateren

and Verbers, 1991; Verbers and van der Wateren, l99l), and to provide models for

subduction of sediment into the mantle @rown et al., 1982; Morris et d., 1990; Tera et al.,

1986). Other research includes: Studies of ice cores (Beer et al., 1987; Elmore et al., 1987;

Raisbeck et al., 1978), observing production rates and mechanisms of 10Be; studies of
lOBe content of soils (Brown, 1987), and studies of the l0Be content of manganese

nodules, with implications on growth rates and ocean circulation patterns (Guichard et al-,

1978; Segl et al., 1984a and 1984b; Turekian et al., 1979). Here we present a new and

more efficient method for the separation of beryllium from rock materials and its

purification to allow measurement on an Accelerator Mass Spectrometer.

Advantages of the method of separation proposed here is that beryllium of different origin is

considered separately. This means that a geological understanding of the position of 10Be

in the samples is considered, allowing a more accurate and informed measurement of the

parameters concerned, particularly as to whether one is interested in exotic or

crystallographic loBe.

In nanue there are three isotopes of beryltium; 7Be, 9Be and lQBe. 9Be is stable and exists

in all geologic environments, but much of it is contained in occurrences of the mineral

beryl. Both 7Be and lOBe are created cosmogenically by spallation reactions between

cosmic flux and small atoms (oxygen and nitrogen in the case of 10ne). 7Be, is a gamma

emitter with a half life of 53 days and is therefore not useful in dating the geologic record.
l0Be is a beta emitter, decaying to l0B with a half life of 1.5 m.y. (Yiou and Raisbeck,

1972), making it very useful for working with materials younger than 14 Ma. ln a geologic

sense the can be produced in two possible ways: l) Cosmic ray spallation of oxygen and

nitrogen particles in the atrnosphere and stratosphere (Raisbeck and Yiou, 1984). The 10Be

is then rained out on the earth's surface and scavenged by particle flux to be incorporated

into geologic reservoirs adsorbed onto grain surfaces (Menil et al., 1960; Raisbeck et a1.,

L979): 2) Alternatively 103" can be cr€ated 'in situ' by cosmic ray spallation of oxygen and
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nitrogen atoms in appropriate mineral phases in the rock directly at the earth's surface

(Middleton and Klein, 1987; Nishiizumi €t al., 1986). These two types of beryllium can be

classified as follows;

I) Crystallographic beryllium, where the beryllium exists or is created within the

crystallographic structure (i.e. within grain boundaries of the rock forming minerals).

Crystnllographic beryllium can be present in Igneous, Metamorphic, or Sedimentary rocks.

Crystallographic beryllium can be autochthonous (created in place or 'in situ') or
allochthonous (where erosion and resedimentation of grains has transported

crystallographic beryllium to a site of sediment deposition) (Figure l).

2) Exotic beryllium, where the beryllium is adsorbed to grain surfaces, or absorbed within
authigenic clay and cement phases. Exotic beryllium can also be autochthonous (adsorbed

at deposition) or allochthonoas (adsorbed before deposition and transporred to the site of
deposition along with the particle it is adsorbed to). It is impossible when carrying out an

analysis to distinguish between the two types. After deposition the adsorbed material is
readily incorporated into different phases of diagenesis, such as clay minerals and cements.

Previous workers have reported low recovery levels from cement rich sediments @ourles et
al., 1989; Southon et al., 1987).

In each of these cases the beryllium can be both 9Be and l0Be. It must be recognised that
9Be and l0Be occupy different places within the geologic cycle. Therefore, for the
purposes of the dating and modelling procedures addressed here it is assumed that the

exotic 9Be concentrations will be constant at a fixed point of deposition and also that the

concentration of crystallographic 9Be will be constant within different mineral phases. The

most useful parameter for measurement will be the absolute concentration of the different
l0Be types (Wilson, in prep). In the following separation procedures we are concerned

only with finding the absolute concentrations of;

l) Autochthonous crystallo graphic I 0 B e

2) Allochthonous crystallo graphic I 0 Be

3) Autochthonous attd allochtlwnous exotic I0Be ngether (including that which is

incorporated inn various diagenetic phases after deposition).

Identification of these different types of beryllium is very important, so that not only can

different geologic processes be observed from the same materials, but that error is not
introduced into each of the methods by incorporation of l0Be from the different geologic
processes.
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2 GEOLOGIC APPLICATIONS OF BERYLLIUM-IO

2.1 Dating of Sediment

2.1.1 Dating of marine sediments (Amin et al., 1975; DeBoer et al., 1987; Bourles et

al., 1989; Inoue and Tanaka" 1976; Jansen et d., 1987; Mangini et al., 1984; Tanaka et al.,

1977; Yiou and Raisbeck, l98l): Varying parameters that affect 10Be concentration and

hence age are; production rates of l0Be, sedimentation rates in the sedimentary reservoir,

and time (for r0Bg decay). If assumptions or estimates of production rate and

sedimentation rate can be made then age can be calculated. Integration of facies modelling

with lOBe measurement allows a relative dating method for continental margin sediments,

without assumptions about other parameters (Wilson, 1990; Wilson and Sparks, 1991).

2.1.2 Dating of lacustrine sediments and soils (Brown et al., 1981): Continental
sediment contains one tenth of the lOBe in deep sea sediments, reducing accuracy and

making detection more difficult. Here dating procedures are not only dependent on

assumptions of production rates and sedimentation rates, but also proportions of authigenic

clay sized particles (as adsorption of loBe increases with decreasing grain-size @rown et

al., 1981)), rain-out patterns and'in situ'production of material exposed at the earth's

surface.

2.1.3 Dating and growth rates of manganese nodules (Guichard et al., 1978;

Segl et al., 1984a and 1984b; Turekian et al., 1979): It is well established that manganese

nodules scavenge metal ions in ocean water. As concentrations of 10Be in ocean water can

be estimated (Kusakabe et al., 1987; Lal, 1962; Measures and Edmonds, 1982; Raisbeck et

al.,1979: Raisbeck et al., 1980; Segl et al., 1987; Yokoyama et al., l9?s) growth rates for
Mn nodules can be estimated and hence the nodules dated and oceanic processes observed.

2.2 Dating of continental ice sheets (Beer et a1., 1987; Elmore et al., 1987;

Oeschger, 1987; McCorkell et al., 1967; Nishiizumi et al., 1983; Raisbeck et al., 1978):

The Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets are geologic reservoirs of cosmogenic
radionuclides. They record direct 'rain-out' of 10Be and hence provide clues about
production rat€s, as well as a method for dating ice accumulation. lOBe concentrations are

small in comparison to pelagic sediments.
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2.3 Exposure dating of geologic surfaces (Jha and Lal, 1982; Nishiizumi et al.,

1986; Verbers and van der Wateren, l99l; van der Wateren and Verbers, 1991): Cosmic

Flux striking minerals in rocks exposed at the earth's surface causes spallation of oxygen

and nitrogen into l0Be. The spallation reactions are best understood in quartz minerals,

because quartz has the best ratio of target atoms and hence more easily measured quantities

of lQBe. As long as the production rate of l0Be can be estimated and it out paces the decay

rate of 10Be, then the time that the material has been exposed to cosmic flux can be

calculated.

2.4 Tracing of magma sources and subducted sediment volumes in volcanic

rocks @rown et al., 1982; Morris et al., 1990; Tera et al., 1986): High proportions of
lOBe in arc lavas can be derived from homogenisation of ocean floor sediments with the

subducting slab under the arc. This could be eittrer a mechanical or chemical process. It has

also been suggested that high 10Be concentrations in arc lavas can be due to assimilation of
near surface sediments (Monaghan et al., 1986). In this case 9Be concentrations may also

vary. Assessment will need to be made of the value s; 93s;103e ratio, as well as l0Be

concentration, along with some other normalising factor (such as l0g). Care must be taken

to avoid (or account for) contamination from 'in-situ'creation of lhe within the lavas.

3 PR"ECAUTIONS WHEN WORKING WITH BERYLLIUM

3.1 Potential Hazards of Beryllium:

Beryllium metals, its compounds and alloys containing more than 2% of beryllium are toxic

and any tissue of the body may be damaged by beryllium. The principle dangers are to the

lung by inhalation, to the skin by contact, particularly if ttre skin is broken (Fairhall, 1960).

3.2 Guidelines for operations with beryllium:

Operations using significant quantities of beryllium or its compounds which may give rise

to beryllium dust and fumes should be carried out in appropriate containment enclosures

with extract ventilation and filtration. The operator/experimenter should always use gloves

when dealing with such compounds. If practical use fume cupboards or non-airflow

containers with emergency extraction procedures when dealing with significant dry
quantities of beryllium. All care should be taken during each stage of the preparation to
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avoid the situation of oxide dust developing and being breathed in by anyone. All stages of
preparation can be easily and safely canied out as long as the compounds are treated with
the respect they deserve. Simple and safe precautions are the best approach as detailed and

elaborate methods are likely to create an accident prone environmenl

Previously suggested levels for handling beryllium in open arcas arc;

Dry fonn; <1 milligran
We t fo rm; < I 0 milli grattu

Where possible, use a fume hood or glove box and these limits can be increased by an order

of magnitude. Storage of materials should be in sealed unbreakable and fire-proof
containers and then there is no limit to the amount of material that can be stored.

It is normal to mark areas where beryllium is being used or stored with a sign (The letters

Be in black inside a black circle on a white background).

During the sample preparation cleanliness and meticulous methods are important, as the

beryllium amounts are so small contamination is a constant problem, and even the slightest

contamination will create anomalous results.

4 PROCEDURES FOR SEPARATION OF TOBC CONTENT OF SAMPLES;

To prepare a target for the Accelerator Mass Spectrometer (AMS) there are three necessary

steps;

I) Separationof required crysnllographic andor exatic phasesfromthe sample mateial
and dissolution of this material.

2) Separation of berylliumfrom the resulting solution.

3) Conversion to beryllium oxide and preparation of an AMS target.

As the proposed method uses the absolute concentration of the in the sample (as discussed

earlier), it is important to know the percentage of l0Be removed from the sample and

retained for analysis (as opposed to that remaining within the sedimenr, and being lost
during the extraction and separation); i.e. the percentage in the frnal yield for measurement

in the AMS. As the AMS will only measure atomic ratios, a known amount of 9Be carrier
will need to be introduced to the sample before the AIvIS target is prepared. The 9Be spike
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will need to be added before actual separation of 10Be begins in the analysis. The ratio of

the two will therefore still be truly representative of the absolute concentration of the 10Be

for the sample can be calculated. This will act to satisfy these two necessary parameters of
the analysis; l) to provide some 9Be for the AMS to measure a ratio of l0BePge, and 2) to

prevent the necessity of a tracer throughout the wet chemistry preparation of the samples, as

the same percentage of lhe and 9Be will be recovered for measurement in the AMS.

4.1.1 Dating of continental margin sediments

Exotic (adsorbed by clay minerals and cements) lbe content is indicative of sediment age.

However, because of differing sedimentation rates, production rates, depositional

environments and precipitation rates, sampling must be within a stratigraphic framework

allowing a relative dating method (either to present day or some other known datum) to be

set up for each environment of measurcment (Wilson, 1990).

Iraching of samples to remove adsorbed, clay and cement material is the best approach.

Care must be taken to remove all 10Be in these phases leaving allochthonous

crystallographic beryllium behind in the residue. Preferential leaching of one exotic phase

or another (as suggested by Bourles et al., 1989) will result in biasing of results, as

beryllium atoms are incorporated into different phases during diagenesis (Wilson, in prep).

Initially all exotic 10Be will be adsorbed to particle surfaces, however, even early diagenesis

will incorporate the adsorbed 10Be into authigenic mineral phases and later into cement

phases. Ttre l0Be will become more assimilated into the rock as diagenesis proceeds and

hence become harder to remove without incorporating crystallographic material. 6 M HCI

acid leaching will remove these authigenic phases without attacking the grains. Acid

digestion and analysis of the leachate material will provide the necessary data for age

diagnosis. The sediment residue is discarded.

4.1.2 Analysis of exposure ages of geologic surfaces

Autochthonous crystallographic 10Be content is indicative of exposure age. However,

because of differing production rates at different latitudes (Lal, 1962), sample latitudes must

be accurately known along with cosmic flux variation at that latitude. Thickness of

overburden at the sampling site will also affect the amount of flux suiking target atoms.

Samples must initially be leached to remove all exotic l0Be. This prevents contamination

from adsorbed 10Be in the analysis which will result in an anomalously old age being
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estimated. Leaching is as above with 6 M HCl. HerE, however, the leachate is discarded

and the residue retained for acid digestion and analysis.

The limiting factor in exposure age dating is knowledge of the rate at which spallation

occurs in the rocks different constituent minerals. These are best understood for quartz

(Morris, 1991). More data is improving knowledge of production rates in other mineral

phases. The possible options arc; l) To separate the mineral phase needed before analysis,

or; 2) To analyse the entire sample and calculate proponions using point counting of a thin

section of the materid to be analysed.

4.1.3 Magmatic evolution and subducted sediment models

Here it is the allochthonous crystallographic l0Be that is indicative of sediment subduction

and magmatic processes. If the sampling depth is >4 m then there will be minimal affect

from autochthonous 10Be('in-situ' production). If sampling is at or near the surface,

account must be made for the amount of in-situ'production. This can be calculated if both

latitude (for cosmic flux intensity) and age arc known. The allochthonous crystallographic
l0Be will be homogeneously distributed within the rock. However, any autochthonous

crystallographic loBe will be mineral specific. This must be accounted for (by point

counting mineral proportions) in the calculation of lOBe contributions from different
processes.

Checks for the differing contributions may be kept by simultaneous measurement of boron

content, as well as absolute l03e'93s ratios, as these are also indicative of magmatic

evolution process.

As above, samples must be leached (with 6 M HCI) to remove all exotic lOBe and the

leachate discarded, with acid digestion and analysis carried out on the residue.

4.1.4 Soil development, analysis, dating, and erosion studies

Here both crystallographic and exotic l0Be are useful for assessing soil development and

age. Although l0Be migration in soils is complex, certain parameters iue common to all
sites. The l0Be inventory in the soil column increases as a function of time and deposition,

eventually reaching a quasi equilibrium in the soil profile (Morris, 1991). Before l0Be

content can be anributed to various processes, certain assumptions need to be made about;

1) loBe retentivity of the soil; 2) proportions of 10Be incorporated from weathered

bedrock, and; 3) 'in-situ'production as opposed to accumulation from 'rain-out' (this may
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be minimised if insufficient target atoms are present in the soil).

Depending on the parameters that are most useful, both a leaching approach or a total digest

can be useful. Care will need to be taken during separation as soils retain a complex array

of ions. This will make separation more complex.

4.2 Chemical procedures for the separation of beryllium from rocks.

4.2.1 Apparatus and reagents

NB; AII beakers and materials used in the chemical separation procedures must be non-

glass. This is because the AMS is measuring individual atoms and a boron contaminant

fromthe glassware will nusk the measurementwindowfor I0Be.

Care nust be nken to ensure all acidic reagents are as free of boron as possible, if pure

reagents in non-glass containers cannot be used Reagents nust be purified using a teflon

bend and bw temperaure distillation

- Centrifuge tubes (50-.100 ml, teflon)

- Centrifuge (up to 2000 rpm)

- Balance (up to 200 g, accurate to 0.001 g)

- Crushing blocks (wooden)

- Drying oven (40o-50o C)

- Steam battr

- Beakers (100 ml, teflon; and 400 ml, polypropelene)

- Sand bath (up to 3000 C)

- Bunsen (up to 1000o C)

- Basin (100 ml, -7 cm diameter, 3 cm depth, platinum)

- Tongs (platinum tipped, or tungsten)

- Burette (25-50 ml, polypropelene, with teflon tap)

- Magnetic stirrer and teflon bar

- Dgitat pH meter and probe

- Cation exchange column (length 130 mm, intemal diameter 16 mm, polypropelene

or teflon, with teflon tap)

- Dowex AG50WX8 resin

- Teflon wool

- Test tubes (20 ml, polypropelene, some with lids)

- Crucibles (10-20 ml, platinum)
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Furnace (up to 1m0o C)

Storage containers (10 ml, polypropelene)

Eye dropper (polypropelene)

9Ber+ carrier solution (1.000 mg/ml)

Hydrochloric acid (10%,2.5 M,6 M)
Distilledwater

Sulphuric acid (0.2 M, I M, conc.)

Hydrofluoric acid (40W1

Nitric acid (conc.)

Ammonia solution (l%o, 25Vo)

Hydrogen peroxide (5%, conc.)

Ammoniacal Cyclo-hexane Diamine Tetra-acetic Acid (CDTA) solution (l%,lffiVo)
(hydrogen CDTA is soluble in ammonia solution. To make I litre of 0.5 M
CDTA/ 4.0 M NH+OH:

182.2 g CDTA

157.6 ml 25Vo Ammonia solution

In a (non glass) 1000 ml volumetric flask add about 700 ml of distilled water

to the solid CDTA Add Ammonia and stir until CDTA dissolves. Dilute to I
litre.

Sodium sulphate (anhydrous)

Aluminium nitrate

Potassium fluoride

4.2.2 Acid leaching of exotic material from sample;

Beryllium is leached from the sediment using sufficiently strong hydrochloric acid to
dissolve authigenic phases, but not attack detrital grains. Sulphuric and hydrofluoric acids

are added to the leachate which is then evaporated to decompose silicate. The temperature is

elevated until the sulphuric acid is fuming. This ensures that residual hydrochloric acid is

removed (avoids attack of platinum basin later) and carbonises the organic matter. A little
nitric acid is added to the moderately hot mixture and further heating rapidly oxidises the

carbon. Fluoride is eliminated with a pyrosulphate fusion; equimolar sulphuric acid and

anhydrous sodium sulphate (Sill, 1976). The resulting cake is cooled and dissolved in
dilute hydrochloric acid. Hydroxides are then precipitated with ammonia solution ,

centrifuged and washed. After redissolving the hydroxide in hydrochloric acid, any barium

is removed by centrifuging, the supernate being taken for pH adjusbnent and titration with a
complexing agenl

A total decomposition of the material to be measured wil incorporate all phases of beryllium
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into the resulting solute, and depending on the complexity of the rock history this will
complicate the nature of the measuement and its meaning. An acid leach of the sample will
remove all the exotic loBe into solution, and leave the crystallographic beryllium

components in the residue.

Before the leach is begun it is important to know the initial weights of the sample

accurately, as the final result will be recorded as a weight percent value. Somewhere

between 5 and l0 grams of sample should provide plenty of material for accurate

measurement of the 10Be concentration. After the initial dry weight is recorded the gBe++

carrier should be added preventing the need for a tracer and allowing measurement of the

absolute concentration of l0Be, by back calculation from the l0gePge ratio measured by

the AMS.

4.2.2.1 Procedurel

1) Dry 5-10 grams of sample in a moderate oven (40o-50o C).

2) Crush (using wooden blocls only) and add to a 100 ml centrifuge tube.

3) Obtain the exact weight of sediment.

4) Add 2 mg of 9Ber+ carrier to the dry sedimenr

5) Test sample for carbonates with a small amount of dil. HCl. If carbonate present,

then dissolve carefully using dil. HCl, centrifuge and retain solute in a 100 ml

teflon beaker.

6) Evaporate solution down over a steam bath.

7) kach sediment using 40-50 ml of HCI (6 M) over a stearn bath for I hr.

8) Centrifuge, decant and add solute to the lm d teflon beaker evaporating over

steam bath.

9) Wash sediment residue using HCI (6 M), centrifuge, decant and add solute to

evaporating teflon beaker.

10) Discard residue.

I l) Evaporate solute down on water bath.

12) Before evaporation is complete (about l0 ml remaining), cool, and add 5 ml

c.H2SOa and 5 ml c.HF.

13) Evaporate down on steam bath and then heat until the H2SOa fumes weakly.

14) Cool and add l0 ml c.HF.

15) Evaporate o fumes on slightly higher heat

16) Cool and transfer to a platinum bowl using 5 ml c.H2SOa.

17) Heat on a hot sand bath until fuming, once fuming begins, continue heating for I
hr to ensure the HCI is removed and the organic matter is carbonised.

18) Cool slightly and add a few drops of c.HNO3. Heat to oxidize the carbon. Repeat
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if the carbon persists.

19) Add 5 ml c.tIF and heat over hot flame to dissolve most of remaining sotd.
20) Add 8 ml c.H2SO4 and 10 g of anhydrous Na2SO4 (pyrosulphate fusion) and

continue heating on hot flame, until browny liquid is formed with no solid

remaining.

2L) Cool to form bisulphate cake in the bonom of the platinum dish.

22) Transfer to beaker and dissolve in dilute HCl.

23) Add M{4OH to precipitate hydroxides at pH 9.1 -9-2.

24) Centrifuge and wash.

25) Dissolve hydroxide with 5 ml conc. HCl.
26) Dilute and centrifuge to separate any BaSOa.

27) Decant supemate into beaker containing magnetic stirrer bar.

28) Suspend any BaSOa in a little wat€r, centrifuge, and add wash to beaker.

4.2.3 Decomposition of crystallographic material from sample

If it is only crystallographic loBe that is required for analysis, the exotic the must first be

removed by a 6 M HCt leach and the leachate discarded. The residue can then be washed

and decomposed. The washing should be extremely thorough, as adsorbed material from
leaching can be problematic to remove. The 9Be carrier is not added until after the washing

is complete.

Hydrofluoric acid is again used to attack silicate in the washed crystallographic material.

This is followed by a potassium fluoride fusion to ensurc total decomposition (Sill, 1976).

Any organic matter is rapidly oxidised. The remainder of the procedure, including the

pyrosulphate fusion, is similar to that described in section 4.2.2.

If crystallographic and exotic 10Be are both to be analysed for in the same sample; the
sample should fust be split. Each split can be analysed as two separate samples, one with a

leach procedure and the other with a digest procedure.

4.2.3.1 Procedure

1) Dry -10 g of sample in a moderate oven (40o - 50o C).

2) Crush to fit into teflon tube.

3) Leach sample using ,CI - 50 ml of HCI (6 M) over a steam bath for I hour.

4) Centrifuge, decant and discard the leachate.

5) Wash sample using HCI (6 M) and d.H2O ro remove all HCl.
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6) Dry residue sample in a moderate oven (40o - 50o C).

7) Obtain the exact weight of residue.

S) Add 2 mg of 9Be# carrier to the dry residue.

9) Transfer sarnple to platinum basin using a little d.H2O.

10) Slowly add 40 ml of c.[IF.

l1) Evaporate to near dryness.

12) Mix 30 g of KF into sample.

13) Fuse mix at 85@ C over hot flame.

14) Cool to form potassium fluoride cake in the bottom of platinum dish.

15) Add 8 ml c.H2SOa and 10 g of anhydrous Na2SO4 (pyrosulphate tusion) and

continue heating on hot flame, until browny liquid is formed with no solid

remaining.

16) Cool to form bisulphate cake in the bottom of the platinum dish.

17) Transfer to beaker and dissolve in dilute HCl.
18) Add MI4OH to precipitate hydroxides at pH 9.1 -9.2.

19) Centrifuge and wash.

20) Dissolve hydroxide with 5 ml conc. HCl.

2l) Dilute and cenrifuge to separate any BaSOa.

22) Decant supemate into beaker containing magnetic stirrer bar.

23) Suspend any BaSO4 in a little water, centrifuge, and add wash to beaker.

4,2.4 Acid digest of all sample msterial

Here no initial acid leach is necessary. This approach will only be useful when dealing with

the total beryllium content of soils. The entire sample is decomposed directly, without

separating the crystallographic and exotic phases, using a preliminary HF treatment

followed by potassium fluoride fusion. That way all the l0Be in the sample is separated for
analysis.

4.2.4.1 Procedure

l) Dry 5-10 grams of sample in a moderate oven (40o-50o C).

2) Crush (using wooden blocks only) and add to a l0O ml teflon beaker.

3) Obtain the exact weight of sedimenr

4) Follow steps 8) - 23) of procedure 4.2.3.1.
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5 SEPARATIoN CiT TTnyLLIUM FROM TIIE PREPARED SoLUTE

This is carried out in two stages;

1) An ammoniacal cyclo-hexane diamine tetra-acetic Acid (CDTA) titration to complex

impurities, mainly iron and aluminium, to itrl approximate end poinl

2) Cation exchange separation of beryllium from the remaining impurities, mainly titanium

and aluminium. Any boron should be flushed through the column.

5.1 Titration with Ammoniacal Complexing Agent

The complexing agent, ethylene diamine tetra-acetic acid (EDTA) has previously been used

in separating beryllium for l0Be dating (Thomas et al., 1981; Merril et al., 1960).

Beryllium forms a relatively weak EDTA complex compared with those of iron and

aluminium.

Although development was incomplete, an altemative easy method (Dirchburn and McCabe,

1991) was established. Earlier work, with 7Be tracer, indicated that yields of around 907o

should be attainable. However, problems were encountered and a better understanding of

the chemistry is required.

The complexing reaction with metal cations is given by;

Mn+ + HZy- <-> (My1Gv+)+ + 2H+

If a weakly acidic solution of a carion is titrated with an appropriate mixture of complexing

agent and ammonia, then the pH will remain rairly steady while the ammonia is neutralizing

acid which is being generated by the reaction. At the end-poing there will be a sharp rise in

pH due to an excess of ammonium hydroxide.

When EDTA was used, some titanium appeared to be hydrolysing during the titration and

precipitating as ortho-titanic acid. In some cases, insoluble phosphates also may have

formed. Residual fluoride, due to inadequate treatrnent in earlier pyrosulphate fusions, may

also have contributed to the diffrculties. The end result was that too much

aluminium and titanium remained uncomplexed and overloaded the cation exchange column

in the next stage. It was recommended (N. Milestone, pers. comm.) that the stronger

complexing agent, CDTA, be used and this has minimised the problems (fable l).
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EDTA

CDTA

Fe3+

25

29

TiO22+

17

<10

Al3+

16

18

Be2+

3.8

10

Table 1: Log Stabllity constants (Kl) for complexing reactions

During the titration, ammoniacal CDTA is added in small quantities (l-2 ml at a time). A
graph of pH versus volume added is plotted (Figure 2). The initial pH is about 1.2. Iron is

titrated flrst and ttre pH remains low (4), but as the end point is reached, ttre pH rises until

the aluminium begins to complex. Throughout the rest of the titration, the pH gradually

increases until near the end point for aluminium. At this point the reaction rate is so slow

that after each addition of titre the pH will rise sharply and then slowly decrease as the

reaction proceeds. The end point is reached when the pH rises after an addition (1 ml) but

does not slowly fall back. A little aluminium is then added to the aliquot at this stage

ensuring that the beryllium is notcomplexed.

5.1.1 CDTA titration procedurel

r)
2)

3)

4)

Place beaker on magnetic stirrer and insert pH electrode.

Add ammonia solution to the aliquot to bring the pH to 1.0-1.5 (until the precipitate

formed from a small amount of ammonia addition will just redissolve).

Prepare tro plot a graph of pH versus column of CDTA/iIHaOH solution.

Titrate using NHaOFVCDTA titre, adding 2 ml at a time (the solution will darken as

the iron complexes) until all the iron and most of the aluminium has been

complexed.

When the shoulder of the titration rises and the pH kicks' begin adding only I ml

of titre and allow the pH to settle before adding more.

Continue to add the tire until the pH rises and does not drop back.

Acidify the aliquot with dil.HCl (5 ml) and add 0.5 g of Al(NOr)r.
Add NH4OH to the aliquot, to a pH of 9.1-9.2.

Allow precipitation to flocculate, centrifuge, and wash using d.H2O.

s)

6)

7)

8)

e)

Notes;

- The amount of NHaOIVCDTA titre necessary will vary from sample to sample depending
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on the concentration of iron and aluminium in the aliquor Graphing of all tiuations is

therefore neessary to ensurc the conect endpoints are reached.

- 0.5 g of AI(NO3)3.9H2O should be a suitable excess provided that the titration is halted

immediately the pH begins to rise without falling back

Flgure 2: An example of tho pH behavlour durlng the ammonlacal
tltratlon.

Inltlal kid< zone flom
slow reactlon rate

mls of CDTA, NH.OH tltre added

shoulder

\

\



5.2 Ion exchange

This will s€parate out the remaining ions in the solute. Prerautions must be taken to prevent

hydrolysis and precipitation of titanium, especially if the amount is excessive. The

precipitate is slurried with a small amount of hydrogen peroxide before dissolving in cold

sulphuric acid, this will keep the titanium in solution. This solute is then diluted to a 50 ml

volume and added to a AG50WX8 cation exchange column. As the sample is loaded onto

the column some of the titanium and any interfering anions will run straight through the

column. Elution using sulphuric acid will remove the remaining titanium from the column.

The TiO3.nH2O will usually form a confined brown band on the column, that can be seen

moving down as sulphuric acid is added

Further elution with sulphuric acid will remove the beryllium from the column. This can be

collected in l0 ml lots and ammonia solution added !o each lot o precipitate the beryllium as

beryllium hydroxide. This should occur after about 60 ml of elution. Aluminium may

follow the beryllium, the two should be separated by at least one clear collection lot. The

remaining aluminium can be removed from the column using an HCI wash (this will also

clean the column).

If significant anion contamination from phosphate or fluoride occurs; the sample will smear

down the column on loading. If smearing occurs on loading the column; the loading elutant

can be discarded. The column can then be stripped using hydrochloric acid and the sample

reloaded. This time, loading should occur in a much tighter band as the interfering anions

will have been discarded in the first loading.

5.2.1 Ion exchange procedurel

r)

2)

3)

4)

s)

6)

7)

8)

e)

10)

1l)

12)

Condition the cation exchange column by eluting with 50 mI0.2 M H2SOa.

Dissolve the precipitate using a few drops of HCI (6 mol).

Dilute using d.H2O and reprecipitate using NH4OH.

Centrifuge and wash using dil.NtI+OH/CDTA (l%o), centrifuge and discard the

liquid.

Add a few drops of H2O2 $7o) to the precipitate, and slurry using a teflon rod.

Add 0.5 ml c.H2SO4, do not heat.

Add 40 ml of d.H2O and cenuifuge to check for solid titanium.

Load sample onto column, wash on with 0.2 M H2SOa.

Elute with 50 ml of I M H2SOa and a few drops of 5Vo Hzh,.

Discard effluent containing the orange titanium band.

Elute with 60 ml of I M H2SOa.

Collect the run off in l0 ml lots (nos. 2,3 and 4 should contain beryllium).
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13)

l4)
l5)
l6)

Precipitate the beryllium as hydroxide using M{4OH.

Clean the column using 60 ml of HCI (2.5 mol).

Wash column through using d.H2O.

Centrifuge an wash the beryllium precipitate using NH3 (17o).

Wash Be(OH)2 precipitate into a 20 ml platinum crucible and cover with platinum

lid.

Place crucible in furnace before bringing to temperature.

Heat to 10000 C.

BeO can be removed after cooling and stored in a suitable receptacle until

meu$urement on the AMS.

6 COT\IVERSION TO BERYLLIUM OXIDE

The choice of beryllium Oxide as target material is based on the negative ion yield of BeO-

from the sputtered target Be- ions are not created at the source.

Conversion of Be(OFI)2 to BeO occurs above 9500 C. Any furnace that heats to 10000 C.

can be used.

If boron contamination is still a possibility, it is easily removed prior to the oxide

conversion. Boric acid can be volatilised using perchloric acid in a platinum basin. After

cooling and diluting, beryllium hydroxide is reprecipitated with purified ammonia solution.

High levels of boron in the AMS cause problems at measuremenl lb has the same energy

as beryllium but the two can be separated from each other using nickel foils. However, if
hydrogen is present in the foils; it will react with the boron to produce 7Be. The 7Be forms

a background under the l0Be signal that limits the attainable sensitivity.

6.1 Procedure

l)

2)

3)

4)
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Appendix - 3

South Wanganui Basin Stratigraphic
sectiotr$ unit descriptions, and

sample listings.

Stratigraphic sections were measurcd by hand levelling of local outcrop and surveying of
large scale arcas and sequences. The surveying was canied out by noting localities on

large scale maps and checking altitudes using a surveying altimeter. The surveying was

tied to local bench marks (in the Wanganui River), and trig and spot heights on the I.IZMS

260 series maps (in both the Wanganui and Rangitikei Rivers). Pressurc fluctuations were

accounted for by assuming linear drift between benchmark measurements. [n the

Wanganui River the base map used was a 1:10,000 scale map prepared by Electricorp for
possible hydro development of the River, with associated local benchmarks. In the

Hautawa Road and Rangitikei River sections l:25,000 scale preparation maps for NZMS

260 series maps were used. With the shallow dip angle of the strata in the basin, resulting

Suatigraphic thickne.ss and sample height measurcments are accurate to r 3 m.

Each section is subdivided into lithologic units numbered at 1 from the base upwards. Each

description is preceded by the unit and section thickness (U = unit thickness, S = total

section thickness). Lithologic, palaeontologic, and palaeomagnetic samples are listed after

the unit from which they were taken, and their suatigraphic location is given in meters

above the base of the section. Sample labelling is in 3 partsi a letter prefix (W for

Wanganui River Section; H for Hautawa Road Section; or R for Rangitikei River Section)

for the section name; a three digit sample number; and leuer suffixes describing the nature

of the sample (S for sediment sample; F for palaeontologic sample; and P for
palaeomagnetic sample). Each unit description includes lithology, bedding properties,

colour, grain size, the nature of contact with underlying and overlying unit and any other

relevant comments where applicable, such as fossil content or sand perology.
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43.1 Wanganui River section

1(U=>20m;S=2m)
Base of unit not seen. Unit is a well
sorted, poorly-fossiliferous, blue-grey,

muddy silbtone. It is metre to decimetre

bedded and contains poorly preserved

valves of Sectipecten woolastoni.Top of.

unit is a scoured surface, with up to l0
cm of topography.

W001 S, P (0.5 m)

2(U=63m;S=65m)
Unconformably overlies siltstone unit.
Base of unit is a pebbly, fossiliferous,

calcite cemented, muddy sandstone.

Shells are broken and worn indicating

transport. Unit quickly becomes a well
sorted, yellow, quartzofeldspathic,

massive sandstone. Top of unit grades

into finer grained sandstone.

w002 P (2 m)

3(U-30m;S=95m)
Gradational contact with underlying
sandstone. Poorly bedded, grey, muddy,

medium-fine sandstone. Unit fines up

with the muddy fraction becoming more

dominant. Upper contact is gradational,

boundary between this and overlying unit

is marked by a thin, but persistent,

concretionary band.

4(U=51 m;S=146m)
Gradational contact with underlying
sandstone. Fractured, muddy and sandy,

siltstone, massive in places, laminated in
others. Unit is fossiliferous with mainly

Struthiolaria in growth positions. Top of
unit is a scoured and bioturbated surface.

5(U=51m;S=207m)
Unconformably overlies siletone unit.

Bottom part of unit is a slightly muddy,

medium coarse, moderately sorted,

decimetre bedded, quartzofeldspathic

sandstone. Unit fines up into a muddy

fine grained sandstone. Upper pan of unit

becomes more concretionary and top of
unit is a I m thick sequence of
concretionary bands. Top contact is
conformable with overlying siltstone.

w003 S (15a m)

W004 S, P (166 m)

6(U=54m;S=261 m)

Conformably overlies concretionary band

at the top of underlying sandstone.

Laminated, fractured slightly sandy

fossiliferous siltstone. Struthiolaria in

growth position. Top of unit is a scoured

and bioturbated surface.

W005 P, S (2ll m)

7(U= {8m;S=309m)
Unconformably overlies siltstone unit.

Unit fines from a slightly muddy,

medium coarse, moderately sorted,

decimetre bedded, quartzofeldspathic

sandstone in the base to a muddy fine
grained sandstone at its top. Upper part

of unit becomes more concretionary.

Top of unit grades into sandy siltstone

W007 P, S (309 m)

E(U=31m;S=340m)
Gradational contact with underlying
sandstone. Laminated, slightly sandy

fossiliferous siltstone. Struthiolaria in
growth position. Slightly concretionary
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in places. Unit grades into overlying

sandstone.

9(U=59m;S=399m)
Gradational contact with underlying

siltstone. Decimetre bedded, grey,

muddy, medium-fine, sandstone. Unit
grades from being muddy in the base to a

well sorted medium sandstone at its top.

Upper contact is gradational.

w008 S (370 m)

W009 P, S (395 m)

10(U=41 miS=440m)
Gradational contact with underlying

sandstone. Decimetre bedded, muddy,

moderately hard, medium-coarse,

sandstone. Sand is quartzofeldspathic

and weathers browny grey. Contains

poorly preserved microfossils. Top of
unit is a scoured and bioturbated surface

with l0 cm of topography.

W0l0 P, S (422 m)

W01l S (425 m)

lf(U=2tm;S=468m)
Unconformably overlies unit 10.

Uniform, metre bedded, very muddy,

grey, fine sandstone. Fossiliferous and

concretionary in places. Grades into

overlying sandstone.

W0l3 S (a57 m)

w0l4 (458 m)

f2ru=42miS=510m)
Gradational contact with underlying

sandstone. Decimetre bedded, grey,

muddy, medium-fine, sandstone. Unit
grades from being muddy in the base to a

well sorted medium sandstone at its top.

Upper contact is gradational.

13(U=12Em;S=63Em)
Gradational contact with underlying

sandstone. Massive, concretionary, light
grey, well sorted, medium,

Quartzofeldspathic sandstone.

Occasional lensoid shell horizons. Top of
unit is a scoured surface with 50 cm of
topography.

W0l5 P, S (599 m)

W0l6 S (656 m)

14(U=3m;S=641 m)

Disconformably overlies unit 13. Hard

fossiliferous medium-coarse well
cemented sandstone. Unit is more than

30% calcite cemenL with both reworked

and in-siru Crassosrrea shells. Reef

forming unit- Top surface is scoured and

has a topography of 50 cm.

W0l7 S (657 m)

15 (U = 131m;S = 772m)

Unconformably overlies unit 14.

Decimetre bedded, slightly sandy, muddy

siltstone, with a loaded base. Unit is
rhythmic on a cm scale alternating from

muddy siltstone to slightly sandy, muddy

siltstone. Top of unit is a sharp contact

with overlying Siltstone.

W0l8 P, S (701 m)

f6ru=60miS=E32m)
Conformably overlies siltstone of unit
15. Unit is a metre to decimetre bedded,

grey, muddy, sandy siltstone. Unit
coarsens upwards with an increasing
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sand content. Top of unit grades into

sandstone

17(U=lZm;S=956m)
Gradational contact with underlying

siltstone. Decimetre bedded, grey,

muddy, medium-fine, sandstone. Unit
grades from being muddy in the base to a

well sorted medium sandstone at its top.

Upper contact is gradational.

W019 P, S (852 m)

W020 P, S (858 m)

W02l P, S (890 m)

18 (U = 196 m; S = 1145 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

sandstone. Massive, concretionary, light
grey, well sorted, homogeneous,

medium-grained, Quartzofeldspathic
sandstone. Occasional lensoid shell

horizons. Top of unit is a scoured surface

with 50 cm of topography.

W022 P, S (1039 m)

W023 P, S (l I 15 m)

19 (U =2mi S = 1147 m)

Disconformably overlies massive

sandstone. Hard fossiliferous medium-

coarse well cemented sandstone. Unit is

more than 35Vo calcite cement, with both

reworked and in-siru Crassostrea shells.

Reef forming unit Other shells also, but

material is too recemented to allow
identification. Top surface is scoured and

has a topography of 50 cm.

w024 S (l146 m)

20(U=65m;S=1212m)
Unconformably overlies unit 19. A
muddy, sandy, decimetre bedded
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siltstone. Laminated in places on a

centimetre to l0 centimetre scale. Unit

coarsens upwards into a fine sandstone.

Top of unit is a shell bed, less than 1 m

thick Shells are worn and broken. Shell

bed is predominantly sandy, with
dispersed crc$sostea ingens and rare

Pelicaria sp. Top of shell bed is a

scourpd surface with 20 cm of relief.

w025 S (1148 m)

W026 P, S (1152 m)

W027 P, S (1187 m)

W028 S (1212 m)

21(U=56miS=1258m)
Unconformably overlies unit 20. A
muddy decimetre bedded sandstone,

coarsens upwards into a I m thick shell

bed, again mainly Crassostrea ingens.

Shell bed is about 20% calcite cemented

and more prominent than shell bed that

marks the top of unit 21. Top of shell bed

is a scoured surface with about l0 cm of
relief.

W029 S (1268 m)

22(U = 196 ml S = 1454 m)

Unconformably overlies sandstone. A
decimetre bedded, quite hard, blue,

sandy, muddy, siltstone. Occasionally

rhythmic in appearance, with alternating

sandstone bands. occasional occurrences

of Pelicaria sp. Top of unit is marked by

a strongly bioturbated horizon.

w030BS(1302m)
W03l P, S (1427 m)

23(U=61m;S=1525m)
Unconformably overlies siltstone of unit

22. Yery similar to unit 21, a decimetre



bedded, moderately hard, blue, sandy,

muddy siltstone. This unit is also

rhythmic in appearance in places from

occasional alternating sandy horizons on

a cm scale. Top of unit is a sharp contact

with overlying siltstone.

24 (U = 14E m; S = 1673 m)

Conformably overlies siltstone. A
muddy, slightly sandy, massive,

Siltstone. Grainsize coarsens throughout

entire unit and grades into overlying

sandstone

w032 P, S (1565)

25 (U = 116 m; S = 1789 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

siltstone. A hard, decimetre bedded, blue,

muddy medium grained sandstone. Top

of unit is a scoured surface with a few

centimetres of topography.

w033 S (1700 m)

w034 P (1700 m)

w03s S (1775 m)

w036 P (1775 m)

W037 P, S (1778 m)

Xt(A=43m;S=1t32m)
Unconformably overlies sandstone unit.

A muddy, massive siltstone, with very

little fine content. Unit coarsens upwards

into fine sandstone. Occasional

Crassostrea, Maoimactra and P elicaria

species. Unit grades into overlying

sandstone.

W038 P, S (1801 m)

27 (A = 152 m; S = 19E4 m)

Gradational contact with underlying unir
A fine, grey, muddy sandstone. Some

parts are massive, others metre to

decimeue bedded. Unit coarsens upwards

into overlying sandstone. Occasional

Crassostrea, Maorimactra and P elicaria

species. Unit grades into overlying

sandstone.

W039 P, S (1891 m)

WO40 P, S (1938 m)

WMI P, S (1973 m)

2E (U = 163 m; S = 2147 m)

Gradational contact with underlying unit.

A Massive, concretionary, light grey,

well sorted, homogeneous, medium-

grained, Quartzofeldspathic sandstone.

Unit weathers brown and is poorly

consolidated. Occasional muddy and

lensoid shell horizons, containing,

irmongst others, species of Maorimactra,

Phialopecten, Sectipecten, Crassostrea

and Sectipecten.Top of unit is a scoured

surface with 50 cm of topography.

wu2 S (2005 m)

w043 S (2124 m)

W044 S (2126 m)

w04s S (2129 m)

w046 S (2146 m)

w047 P (2146 m)

29U=4miS=2151 m)

Unconformably overlies sandstone. Hard

fossiliferous medium-coarse well
cemented sandstone. Unit is more than

3OVo calcite cement, with both reworked

and in-situ Crassostraa shells. Reef

forming unit. Top surface is scoured and

has a topography of 20 cm.

w048 QIa9 m)

30ru =26mi S=2177m)
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Unconformably overlies unit 29. A
massive grey slightly muddy, well sorted

Siltstone. Unit contains little or no fine

fraction. Top contact is gradational over

10 cm.

w049 S (2154 m)

31(U=20m;S=2197m)
Gradational contact with underlying

siltstone. A massive, well sorted, blue,

very slightly silty Sandstone. Top of unit

grades into overlying siltstone over 20

cm.

W050 P, S (2178 m)

W051 P, S (2189 m)

32(U=51 miS=224Em)
Gradational contact with underlying

sandstone. Very similar to unit 30, a

massive grey slightly muddy, well sorted

Siltstone. Unit contains little or no fine

fraction. Top contact is sharp.

33ru=33m;S=2281m)
Conformably overlies Siltstone unit. A
medium sorted, muddy medium grained

sandstone, faintly decimetre bedded in

places. Unit contains the Occasional

Crassosnea valve in muddier horizons.

Top contact is sharp.

W054 P, S (2250 m)

W055 P, S (2266 m)

w0s6 S (2271 m)

w057 S (2281 m)

34ru=ltmiS=2301 m)

Conformable contact with underlying

unit. Slightly sandy silty mudstone.

Occasional Crassostea valve in sandier

horizons. Top contact is sharp.

W058 P, S (2288 m)

35(U=11m;S=2312m)
Conformably overlies mudstone. This

unit is the same as unit 33. A medium

sorted, muddy medium grained

sandstone, faintly decimeue bedded in
places. Unit contains the Occasional

Crassostea valve in muddier horizons.

Top contact is sharp.

36(U=17m;S=2329m)
Conformably overlies Sandstone. This

unit is the same as unit 34. A slightly

sandy, silty Mudstone. Occasional

Crassostrea valve in sandier horizons.

Top of unit is intensely bioturbated and

burrowed.

W059 P, S (2316 m)

37ru=433m;S=2762m)
Unconformably overlies unit 36. A
massive, silty very slightly sandy,

mudstone. Highly fractured in places

with some muddy bands containing no

sand fraction. Scattered occurrences of
Pelicaria sp. in sandier horizons, perhaps

washed in from shallower environments.

Top of unit is sharp contact.

W060 P, S (2337 m)

W061 P, S (2377 m)

w062 S (2387 m)

W063 P, S (2440 m)

W064 P, S (2445 m)

w065 P, S (2507 m)

W066 P, S (2547 m)

W067 P, S (2638 m)

W068 P, S (2693 m)

w069 S (2721 m)

W070 P, S (2756 m)
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38(U=21 m;S=2783m)
Conformably overlies mudstone. A
massive, light grey, well sorted,

homogenous, medium grained,
quartzofeldspathic sandstone. Top of unit

is a sharp contacl

W07l S (2776 m)

39 (U = llE m; S = 2901 m)

Conformably overlies sandstone of unit
38. A muddy, decimetre bedded, slightly

fractured siltstone. Unlike most previous

units this one fines upwards into a

mudstone. Grades into overlying unit
W072 P, S (2841 m)

W073 P, S (2894 m)

40 (U = l0l m; S = 3fi)7 m)

Gradational contact with underlying unit"

A massive Siltstone. Base of unit is
sandy and poorly sorted and grades into a

well sorted siltstone at the top, with little
or no fine content. Top of unit is a sharp

contact.

w074 S (3007 m)

w075 P (3007 m)

41 (U=12m;S=3019m)
Conformably overlies siltstone unit. A
massive, well sorted micaceous, brown

weathercd sandstone. Unit contains a I
m thick, fine grained laminated, lignitic,

siltstone 2 m above its base. Top of unit

is a sharp contact.

w076 S (3009 m)

w077 S (3010 m)

42(U=11 m;S=3030m)

Conformably overlies Sandstone of Unit

41. A fine grained, laminated, weathered

Silbtone. Top of unit is sharp contact.

$ru=50m;S=3080m)
Conformably overlies unit 42. A massive

well sorted micaceous, brown weathered

sandstone. Unit contains various

mudstone horizons. all are less than I m
thick. Occasional valves of Crassostrea

are found in sandier horizons. Top of unit

is a sharp contact.

44ru=111m;S=3191m)
Conformably overlies sandstone.

Massive, slightly silty, fractured,

Mudstone, grades over entire unit into

massive well sorted, weathered brown,

medium grained, very poorly
consolidated sandstone. Base of unit

contains abundant/oraminifera. Top of
unit is a sharp contact.

w078 S (3090 m)

w079 P (3090 m)

W080 P, S (3119 m)

W08l P, S (3119 m)

w082 S (3157 m)

45(U=30m;S=3221 m)

Conformably overlies sandstone of unit

44. A variable unit of interbedded

sandstones and silty mudstones.

Sandstone bands contain thin muddy

horizons and arc 4 to 5 m thick, well

sorted yellow brown weathered

micaceous sands. Mudstones are less

than I m thick and 30 to 40 cm bedded

with abundant faraminifera. Contacts

between sandy and muddy horizons are

gradational, generally over 5 to 30 cm.
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Towards the top of the unit mudstone

horizons become more dominant over

sandstone horizons. Unit on average

fines upwards. Muddier horizons contain

occasional Pelicaria sp. and Tawera sp.

Top of unit is a distinct contact with

overlying sandstone.

w083 S (3194 m)

w084 P (3194 m)

w085 S (32M m)

6 (IJ = 130 m; S = 3351 m)

Conformably overlies siltstone of unit
45. A massive, well sorted, brown

micaceous sandstone, with faint muddy

horizons. Unit coarsens upwards slightly

throughout entire thickness. Upper part

of unit contains a 5 m thick mudstone

band, 7 m below the top. Top of unit is a

sharp contacl

W086 P, S (3222 m)

w087 S (3322 m)

w088 S (33a5 m)

W088 P (3345 m)

w089 S (33a5 m)

w090 S (3349 m)

47N=135m;S=34t7m)
Conformably overlies sandstone of unit

46. Muddy, jointed and fractured
Siltstone. Unit coarsens throughout
thickness and the top of unit contains thin

interbeds of muddy sandstone. Sandstone

horizons have Crassostrea ingens in
growth position. Top of unit is a sharp

contact with overlying mudstone.

W()9l P, S (3373 m)

w092 S (3aa0 m)

W093 P, S (3440 m)

w()94 S (3a63 m)

W095 P (3463 m)

w096 S (3482 m)

4E(U=5m;S=3492m)
Conformably overlies muddy sandstone

horizon of unit 47. A very muddy fine

sandstone. Top of unit is a sharp contact

with overlying sandstone.

a9 (U = 6zl m; S = 3556 m)

Conformably overlies unit 48. A
massive, muddy, medium fossiliferous

sandstone, silty and blue grey at its
base, coarsening upwards into yellow

weathered moderately concretionary

sandstone, with a few thin finer grained

horizons. Sandstones are concretionary

with concretions in bands and up to I m
in diameter. Unit contains Crassostrea,

Pelicaria, Phialopecten and Chlamys

species. Top of unit grades into overlying

sandstone.

W097 P, S (3493 m)

w098 S (3495 m)

w099 S (3523 m)

Wl00 P, S (3523 m)

WlOl P, S (3526 m)

wl02 S (3541 m)

wl03 S (3546 m)

WI(X P, S (3550 m)

50(U=45m;S=3602m)
Gradational contact with underlying

sandstone. A massive, well sorted,

concretionary, medium coarse
sandstone. Sand is cross bedded in
places and contains occasional blue silty
horizons. Sands towards the base of the

unit are yellow and preferentially

concretionary. Fossiliferous sandy
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horizons arc common. The top l0 metnes

of unit fines upwards into a muddy fine

grained sandstone, the very top of which

is strongly bioturbated.

5fru=l2miS=3614m)
Unconformably overlies bioturbated

muddy sandstone of unit 50. A blue grey

predominantly fine grained sandy

mudstone unit. General nature is

alternating siltstones and fine sandstones.

Sandstones are generally concretionary.

Top of unit is strongly bioturbated and

burrowed.

52(U=3Em;S=3652m)
Unconformably overlies burrowed

mudstone of unit 51. A prominent brown,

micaceous medium coarse grained,

massive, well sorted, muddy, sandstone.

Unit has loaded base and is general

highly concretionary. Top of unit fines

and grades into overlying sandstone.

53(U=6m;S=365Em)
Gradational contact with underlying

sandstone. A very muddy, fine grained,

massive, blue sandstone. Unit fines

upwards into a mudstorrc. Top of unit is

a bored and scoured surface.

wl05 S (3653 m)

W106 P, S (3653 m)

54 (U = 143 m; S = 3E01 m)

Unconformably overlies unit 53. A
massive, muddy, blue grey, yellow

weathering, moderately concretionary,

medium grained sandstone, with fine
grained horizons. Top of unit is a sharp

contact.

Wl07 P, S (3695 m)

55 (U =A9 m; S = 4050 m)

Conformably overlies sandstone of unit

54. A muddy, blue siltstone. Unit is
occasionally faintly bedded and grades

from no sand at base, to quite sandy at its

top. Within siltstone sandy and less

sandy layers alternate in a cyclic fashion.

Unit is generally fossiliferous including

amongst others Chlamys and Pelicaria
species. Top of unit is a sharp contact.

Wl08 P, S (3841 m)

w109 S (3941 m)

Wl l0 P, S (3941 m)

Wlll P, S (3989 m)

56 (U =Z/mi S = t1074 m)

Conformably overlies sandy siltstone of
unit 55. A restricted soft, yellow, well

sorted, coarse to medium grained

micaceous quartz sandstone. Unit
contains occasional muddy horizons. It is

occasionally trough cross bedded within
gritty horizons and bioturbated in finer

horizons. Top of unit is bioturbated and

scoured with 30 to 4O cm of opography.

57ru=22m;S=4096m)
Unconformably overlies sandstone of
unit 56. Base of unit is a medium coarse

grained, calcareous sandstone. It is reef

forming with abundant crassostrea both

reworked and in growth position. Unit
grades into muddy, fine grained

sandstone with abundant,Sriracolpus..

Top of unit is gradational over I m.

wl12 S (4088 m)

Wl13 P, S (1093 m)
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5Eru=2Em;S=4124m)
Gradational contact with underlying

sandstone. Unit is a slightly sandy,

fossiliferous mudstone. contains

Chlamys gemulata, Phialopecten

triphooki, Venericardia purpurata,

Maoricardium spatiosan. Top of unit

grades into Crassostrea shell bed of
overlying unit over 40 cm.

wl14 S (4116 m)

wl15 S (4116 m)

Wl16 P, S (4118 m)

Wl 17 P, S (4123 m)

59 (U = 42mi S = 4165 m)

Gradational contact with underlying

mudstone. A variable, sandy, muddy,

fossiliferous siltstone. Base of unit (4124

- 4134 m) is a l0 m thick shell bed.

Concretions of Crasso stre a arc common,

and in many places a variety of mollusc

shells are densely packed in a muddy,

sandy matrix. Molluscs include
B aryspira novaezelandiae, Crassostea

ingens, Chlamys Gemulata an d

Venericadia purpurata. Top of unit
grades into overlying siltstone.

60(U=E2miS=424Em)
Gradational contact with underlying shell

bed. A slightly sandy, muddy siltstone.

Unit fines upwards into a light blue-grey,

intensely bioturbated, fossiliferous
siltstone. Common fossils include

Crassostrea ingens and Tawera

subsulcata. Top of unit is a bioturbated

and scoured surface, with about 10 cm of
topography.

Wll8 P, S (4167 m)

wl 19 S (4212 m)

Wl20 S (4219 m)

61(U=3miS=4251 m)

Unconformably overlying siltstone of
unit 60. A coarse grained, fossiliferous

rudstone. Unit contains abundant worn

valves and broken shell fragments. It is
greater than 30 % calcite cement and a

weathered grey brown colour. A reef

forming unit. Top of unit grades into

sandstone over 50 cm.

wl2l S (4249 m)

wr22 S (4250 m)

C2(U=29m;S=42E0m)
Gradational contact with underlying shell

bed. A coarse grained, bioturbated,

yellow-brownish, rusty coloured well

sorted sandstone. Cross bedded in part,

with abundant scattered worn fossils.

Unit grades through silty fine sandstone

into a siltstone. most of the unit contains

occasional shell lags. Top of unit is
scoured with about 20 cm of topography.

Wl23 P, S (42?8 m)

wr24 S (4280 m)

63(U=3m;S=4283m)
Unconformably overlies siltstone of unit

62. A muddy hard, calcareous

sandstone. A reef forming unit of a

closely packed accumulation of broken

and whole shells, including some in situ

occurrences. Commonly occurring

species include; Barbatia

novaezelandiae, Chlamys Gernulata,

Chlamys Delicatula, Venericardia
purpurata, Dosinia greyi, Tawera

subsulcata, Dosinula zelandica,
Pullastra sp. Top of unit is scoured with
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l0 cm of topography and is also rarely

bored.

64 (U = >36 m; S = >4316 m)

Unconformably overlies shell bed of unit

63. A fine, non-fossiliferous, dark grey,

sandy siltstone. Base of unit is

alternating centimetre to l0 centimetre

streaky and bioturbated siltstone. Top of
unit is not seen.

A32 Hautawa Road Section;

The main purpose of this section was to

clarify the suatigraphic succession at the

top of the Wanganui River sequence.

Much of this sequence is very weathered

in the Wanganui River and is exposed in

slips and farm tracks, because of the

flatter farm land around Parakino. It was

also very important to achieve better

palaeomagnetic control than the very

weathered material of the Wanganui

section provided towards its top.

1(U=13m;S=0m)
Base of unit not seen. Top 5 m of unit is

a sandy, muddy, siltstone. Unit is
gradational, there is certainly coarser

sand material beneath here. Unit
becomes much more silty towards top.

Top of unit is a scoured surface with

burrowing preserved in places.

Hl25 P, S (0 m)

2(U=60m;S=60m)
Unconformably overlies siltstone of unit

l. A mottled, bioturbated, iron-stained,

well sorted sandstone. Unit is stratified

on a l0 - 30 cm scale and occasionally

laminated. Mudstone horizons l-5 m in

thickness are common. Base of unit is
loaded and contains rip up siltstone

clasts. Unit becomes finer grained over

top 15 m and grades into overlying shell

bed.

Hl26 P, S (28 m)

3(U= 6m;S=66m)
Gradational contact with underlying fine

sandstone. A shell bed consisting of
scattered worn and reworked shells in a

fine sandy, silty matrix, Matrix fines

upwards into a sandy siltstone, which is

laminated in places. Species include,

amongst others; Chlamys Crassostrea,

Dosinula, Alcithoe, and Baryspira. Top

of unit grades into overlying siltstone.

4(U=58m;S=124m)
Gradational contact with underlying shell

bed. A blue grey , slightly muddy, sandy,

siltstone. Baryspira sp. Top of unit

coarsens rapidly over a l0 m into a

slightly muddy, medium-fine grained,

weathered, fine sandstone. Top of unit is

a sharp contact with l0 cm of
topography.

Hl27 P, S (94 m)

Hl28 P, S (103 m)

Hl29 P, S (l 18 m)

H130 P, S (123 m)

5(U=2m;S=126m)
Unconformably overlies sandstone of
unit 4. A muddy, brownish grey,

sandstone, containing abundant shells

including; Chlamys delicatula and

G e mulata, Phialopecten tiphooki,
Venericardia purpurata, Styracolpus sp.,
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and Dentalium marwicki. Unit has a

shary top contacl

6(U=>31m;S=>157m)
Conformably overlies shell bed of unit 5.

A browney grey, slightly sandy, muddy

siltstone, massive to decimetre bedded

with few fossils. Top contact not s€en.

Hl3l P, S (130 m)

Hl32 P, S (137 m)

Hl33 P, S (157 m)

A33 Rangitikei River Section;

This was not described in anyrnort dstnil

than is given in chapter I I (Stratigraphy

of the South Wanganui Basin sequences).

Palaeomagnetic and sediment sample

heights (as metres above the base of the

section) are listed below:

North Rangitikei River Section (North

of the Rauoterangi Fault);

Rl34 0

Rl35 18

R136 97

Rl37 100

Rl38 103

R139 tt4
Rl40 133

R14l 154

Rt42 t7l
Rl43 201

Rl44 284

R145 348

R146 Nl
Rl47 4lr
R148 458

Rl49 486

Rl50 577

Rl50a 605

Rl50b 618

South Rangitikei River Section (South

of the Rauoterangi fault);

Rl5l
R152

Rl53
R154

Rl55

Rl56

Rl57
R158

Rl59

Rl60
Rl6l
R162

Rl63

Rl64
Rl65

Rl66
Rl67

Rl68

Rl69

Rl70

RlTl
Rl72

Rl73

Rl74

Rl75

R176

Rl77

Rl78

Rl79

Rl80
Rl8l
Rl82

Rt83

0

67

108

t4
153

166

na
179

t94
221

249

323

421

455

489

538

653

729

780

792

897

963

t024

1048

1087

I 100

l 168

l2rl
1262

r303

1305

1327

1331
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Rr84

R185

Rl86

Rl87
Rl88
R189

Rl90
R19l

Rl92
Rl93
R194

R195

Rr96

R197

R198

1331

1342

1350

1358

r359

1362

t377

1381

L397

1406

r4A7

l4t5
t4t7
t4t9
r434
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Appendix - 4

Grain-size analyses

All analyses were carried out in the Sedimentology Laboratory, Research School of Earth

Sciences, Victoria University of Wellington. Three data sets are presented here: l)
analyses from the CIROS-2 drill-core, 2) analyses from the south Wanganui Basin strata,

and 3) analyses from the present sea floor of the Wanganui Bight. Each data set is

followed by a summary table of standard sedimentological statistical analyses. The

procedure for analysis is given in detail in Barren and Brooker (1989) and is summarised

here, as relevant to the present study:

Several steps of preparation and analysis were necessary for the samples, but not all

samples required all stages of preparation or analysis. The separate steps are described here

as they were carried out in the laboratory. Every sample was dried and weighed before any

preparation or analysis was undertaken.

Step-l; Removal of Salts

Samples werc generally unconsolidated to begin with, but some samples were slightly

cemented with carbonate cement Sarnples containing an appreciable amount of carbonate

were subjected directly to step-2 or step-3 of the analysis procedure. All samples were

dried and weighed, then for those samples necessary salt was removed by heating the

sample in deionised water on a water bath at 90oC, standing the sample overnight and then

discarding the saline solution. The sample was then dried and reweighed.

Step-2; Removal of organic matter

Very few samples contained organic matter. For samples that did contain organic matter,

this was removed by adding a small amount of hydrogen peroxide to the samples and then

heating them, to nea.r boiling point, in deionised water on a water-bath. The sample was

then left to digest unt'rl frothing ceased, then washed, dried and reweighed.

Step-3; Removal of carbonate

Carbonates were removed from samples simply by adding diluted hydrochloric acid, until

any reaction incurred ceased. Then the sample was washed in deionised water, dried and

reweighed.
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Step-4; Wet sieving

Each sample was wet sieved by passing through a 60 micron nylon mesh, tlre coarse

fraction was dried, weighed and retained for dry sieve analysis. The suspended fine

fraction was centrifuged, dried, weighed and retained for sedigraph analysis.

Step-S; Dry sieving

Each sample was sieved on a Fritsch shaker using a half phi sieve stack, from -4 to 4 phi,

for 18 minutes using both intermittent and micro shaking modes. Each sieve fraction was

then weighed and the weight recorded on a standard VLIW grain-size data sheet. The pan

fraction was retained to add to the fine fraction from the wet sieving.

Step-6; Sedigraph analysis

A 2 gram split of the fine fraction was disaggregated in 40 ml of I gram per litre calgon

solution for 5-10 minutes in the ultrasonic tank and then analysed using a Sedigraph 5100.

The procedure of analysis is outlined in Barren and Brooker (1989). Settling velocity

results are automatically converted to phi size data by the sedigraph 5100 and printed out

in tabular and graphic forms. This information was converted to percentage of total fine

fraction data and entered on the VUW grain-size data sheet.

Step-7; Statistical analysis of grain-size data

This was done using the SIZE program for IBM PC. Mass precent data was entered into

half phi size classes as required by each sample analysis. A file was then created using

specified class limits, specified class midpoints, the number of classes, and specific

midpoints for the two endmember class ranges. The SIZE progriun produced an analysis of

weight percent data for each sample and a summary table including percentiles (1, 5, 16,

25,50,75,84,95) and folk and momentmeasures (mean, standard deviation, skewness

and kurtosis). Both raw data and statistical summary tables are presentred in this appendix.
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.02 .17 1.99 t.t5 2.t6 {.tl 5.5! 6.29 t.ag t.33 !.r5 3.Or

.0 .3 3.a t.2 5.0 t,t 9.t t0.9 13,0 t2.7 to.l 3.2

.I .3 3.t 7.0 U.o 20.t 30.0 a0.9 53.r 6a,5 tr.r !1.9

.o0 SAllD - l.7g SIL' - l2.El C'JJI - 23.t2

.0t .02 .02 .09 1,.a7 a.{0 E.g8lr,l0l2-89It.90r.2.a910.02 6.69 t.!O

.0 .0 .o .t 1.6 4,7 0.6 tt.0 13,E &1.6 13.e lo.7 t.a t-6

.0 -0 .l .l l.t 6.1 ra.o 2r.s al.t 5a.5 6t.3 ,9.0 !6.a rl.0

GIAVIL - .00 SAID - 1.72 SILI - E..6e Cltl - 13.59

.03 .tr 5.tE 2,55 L.75 .66 2.62 ..01 5,20 r.62 8.15 !.!r t.o! t.a3

.0 .6 t.t t.a 2.5 .9 3.7 5-7 t.1 to.o tr,t tz.o ro.l r.r

.1 .' 9.2 r2.9 15.{ 15.3 20.r 25.A 33.3 aa-z 55.! 37.8 7r.e a5.7

CTAVEL' .00 sliD - 15.1E SILT = 62.56 ctAy - 22.05

.00 .00 ,00 .00 ,00 ,01

.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0

,0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0
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rott
r{019

T020

H02a
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r{026
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m33
ro3t
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ma5
mt6
r,0a8

tfoa9

r{o62
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tactTz

m7{
t'to76

no71
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r|o82

rDE5

to87
m8t
ldr90

mer
m0a
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t|O99

rt09
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rflr{

PtBClf,ttLES lorl LcAs|!rus tdlEJI l.tEAsunDs
r 5 16 25 50 75 8. 95 r|EAr SDlv SilD,r Krnt tcAN snEg $Dr rxrnt ce91 3arD SrLr ctrr

2.4 3.0 3.5 !.6 5.2 6.6 7.6 0.6 3..2 2.00 .24 .03 5,61 2.52 r.A5 r.1L .0 3{.2 13.7 l2.l
2.2 2.5 2.7 2.a 3.t 3-5 5.8 8.r !.E9 l-7a .ro r.32 3.eo 2.t3 2.1311.06 ,O !1.5 to.r 7.r
3.0 3.2 t.3 3.7 5.2 7.t e.2ll.e G.OO Z.7a .r7 ,t5 6.16 3.66 1.33 3.73 .0 a0.2 35.5 Za.3
2.5 2., 2,e 2.9 3.3 5.0 A.!10.0 a.33 2.lo .ro t.r3 4.5a 2.c, z.at a,oa .o 7!.1 16.5 10.5
2.9 t.2 3.a 3.5 a.6 6.E 7.7 9.5 5,2r 2.0J ,50 .rz 5.at 2.30 r.n 6.73 .0 a7.5 3A.Z 13.3
2.t 3.1 3.5 3.t J-5 7.a 8.2lo.o 5.75 2.23 .Zt .ts 6.02 2.r9 1.5! 5.65 ,O 32.r as.r tE.2
3.9 !.2 s-5 3.r5.27.5t.\10.2 s-tt2.28.3e.75 5.e5z.eol-535.21 .013.637.t1e,2
1., 2.6 2,' 2.9 3,r 6.8 E.3tO.7 ..a2 2.6t ,79 .r5 5.15 3.46 1.65 a.rg .O el.r z0-6 t7.7
3.0 3.3 !.A r.6 6.5 !.4 9.Jt2.9 6.J. 2.91 .rr 1.02 7,19 3.51 r.to 3.32 .O 2a.3.7.2 2!.5
2.5 2.E 3.2 t.t 0.. r.o !.910.r 6.lt 2.ar -.o2 ,tG 6.!1 3,32 r.O! 3.93 .O 30.8.3.! 25.5
3.1 3,5 r.e 3.6 7,0 !.6 s.611-1 r.l5 2.3r .O? L.O2 1.57 3.2r 1.t3 3,78 .O lS.! 5it.5 32.r
3.3 3.5 3.t 3.9 1.7 6.6 8..10.6 5.6t 2.26 .G3 r.OI 5.95 3.1! l.8l 5.Jt ,0 !2.5.9.0 17.6
1.2 3.t t,5 3.6 4,t 6.4 E.2t2.t t.36 2.1.' .75 t,3E t.Zt 3.rl l'r7 5.35 .O {1.8 a1.6 16.7
2.0 t.0 a.0 J.5 6,! 8.7lO.rrz.6 7.t5 z,ar .te 1,23 r-73 3.6{ .90 3.0t, .0 tt.0 s7.7 3t..
2.6 2.C Lo 3.0 3.3 {-O 5.1 A.r 3.79 1.a5 .ra 2.(o {,11 2.rO 3.1{13.55 .O t5.a rs.5 6.t
1.9 2.2 2.5 2-A 2.1 3.0 3.7 7-9 2.s1 1.16 .63 5.21 t..a 7.29 3,rtLt^5, .O !0.6 s.6 ..6
z-f 2.t 3.7 a.t 6.3 t.0 9.211.a 6.a0 2.66 ,13 l.l0 6.eiz 3-39 1.20 3.9{ .O t7,' 

'7,5 
za.Z

2.1 3,0 3.t {.t 1.3 r.0 Lolt.o 6.3a 2,!5 .lt. t.ot 6,85 3.2S 1.2E a.25 ,0 tr.! 57.0 23-7
2.O 2.a 2.' 2.E t.o 3.a 1.t 9.6 !.3t l.5t .75 3.t2 !,gr 2.76 !.06t1.95 .O CO.' r2.l 7.r
2.2 2.5 2.7 Z.t 3.0 3.a 3.! r.3 3.tt t.t6 .70 a,oo 3.69 2.rr 3.A316.60 .0 r5-7 r.a 5.5
3.0 3.2 3.{ !.t.,0 5.t 7.oro.r 1.!t 1.9. .t3 t.3{t 5.13 2.A22.a7 g.2A .0 50,5 

'7.S 
ll.8

3.4 1.4 5.t 5.9 7.0 e.oto.tll.! ,.5t 2.27 .32 .96 S.t2 3.39 r.t. !.12 ,o 2.5 63.e 33.6
{.2 a,8 5.7 6.L 7.t 8.6 0.5tt.5 ?.a! t.oe -33 1.13 7.e7 3.0t t.t6 {.12 .0 .5 68.8 50.7
4.2 a-7 6.3 9.9 8.t 0.510-tlt.2 t.l5 1.93 .oo t.02 c.!2 3.!t .98 3.Or .0 ,a a7.r 5t.t
2., 7.o a.l 5.t 6.8 t.6lo.7u.e 7.21 J.l. .2t .92 

'.0g 
t.o6 .t5 2.2, .O 15.2 19.l 35.'

z-, z.a 2.8 t.0 3.r r.o 5.gto.5 ..06 l.gt .!o 3.2! a..a 2,9r 2.65 9.16 .0 75.. lr.r !,2
2,t z.e 3.r a.0 7.0 0.210.Jr2.5 6.91 3.1! .Or ,75 r.E8 a.oa .ta z.a3 .o z5.o Js,! 36.3
t.3 5.1 6.3 6.t 7.0 9.a10.211.r c,t2 2.o3 .t! r.ot s.r2 3,17 l.06 2.9r .o .4 52.a {7.2
3.a 4.t 5.5 6.0 t.3 e..lo.rlr.s 7.r5 2.61 ,3a t.O5 8.53 3.5e .9a z.ao .0 2.t 59.5 3r.4
2.O 2.. 2.C 2,C 3.0 1.6 l.r !.t 3.33 l.!6 .71 2.r! 3.C0 2.al 3.2rr,4.30 ,0 !l,g rz.5 5.e
2.9 t,t 5.0 t.5 7.6 o.zlo,lu.t ,.E6 2.2a .t3 1.24 !.a1 3.3. .e{ r.o7 .o 7.3 sZ.G {0.1
3.1 3.5 a,l a., 6.0 7.2 r.8 0.1 t,ed t.7, .05 .9tt 6.10 r.9l 1.r5 5.5r .o tl.l z2.r 13.6
2.1 2.4 2,7 2.E 3.0 3.5.,0 a.9 3,20 l.or .62 2.59 3.55 1.9{ a.lt:u.62 .o !{.J r2.2 3.3
L-7 2.0 2,3 2.a 2.7 !.0 3.t 6.. 2.!1 .97 .522.16 3.tO 1.92 a.052a.62 .0 rr.t 9.3 2.3
{.2 4,8 t.0 6.0 t.0 8.2 9.210.! ,.25 L,At .25 1.Or 7.6t Z.tz 1.t8 5.31 ,0 .{ 71.a 27.9
3.0 3.1 3.r ..0 5.0 6,, ,.5 9,7 5.to 1.9i2 .rr .16 5.rt 2.5r 2.o1 t,8l .o 26.5 5r.6 rt.g
2.7 Z.t 3.0 !.2 3,6 5.t 6.2 r.6 ..3. 1.6! .5r t.z! .,5t z.t? z,.tlo.ro .0 5r.7 3!.5 S.e
2.7 2,s Ll 3.2 !,r 5.2 C.a r.0 ..3t t.r3 .ro 1,25 a.5, 2.2r 2..arl.s. .o 5g.r 33.r 7.!
3.7 a.2 5.3 5.E 6.e 7.1 C.r 0.7 c.g3 t.6r .05 r.oa r.oo t,!5 !,.{o r.38 .o 3.r 72.e 23,3
3.9 t.4 5.0 5.a 6.3 7.t r,at.2 6.3E t-{3 .1S 1.03 6.a5 1,47 .a! t.5r .o t., !a,7 t3.a
2,6 2.0 {.3 5.4 6.! 7.t E.{ 9.7 6.49 Z.O{ -.1r t.l6 6.72 2.5t l.oa 5.7s .o 15.. 52.6 zz.t
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,Ud FRGIIAII FM, GNAIN SIZE AIIAUISIS HRIrlEt IT P EAAiEI' AIID J AON.IS. T(R DETAII.S OF OATA ENI T, ftR ETTMPIES Of DATA IItPgT
SrIII C FOA A{I OTEER AS?ECT6 OF 8UMIre IEE PRGNTil IEAD IIIE FIII "3IZE LISI'.
ocLAlis uurPrs-3.25-2.75-2.25-L.75-L.25 -.75 -,25 ,25 .75 L.25 L.75 2.25 2.75 3.25 t.75 a.25 \.75 5.25 3.75 6.25 8.t5 7.25 7.tJ 8.25
0CI/\SS MIDPIS 8.t3 9.25 l.tJl5.00
ctAss umls-3.00-2.50-2.00-1.,50-1.00 -.50 .00 .50 1.00 1.50 2,00 2.50 3.00 3.50 {.00 {,50 5,00 5.50 6.00 5.50 7.00 7.50 8.oo 8.50
cl.f,s!; LD{I(; g.OO 9.5010.00

('lrurtA|llrl ucf,r sEDu€ts HB01-r|l10

t,Bot (Oepth - lb) (Lri-40o04.2' Lang-r75o05.0'El
DAIA .O0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .o0 .00 .02 .04 .o7 .zg .t5 5.69 0.89 t.lr 2.t6 -7t .35 .32 .2t .09 ,tg .22 .I2
DAIA .17 .at

FnElt'EI{Ol I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .t .l .2 I' O 2.6 19.5 33.9 2a.6 7.4 2,6 L.Z L,t .7 .3 ,7 .8 .4
FnE)UEC! l.2 .1 .6 .0

cud,rJrtrvD I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .l ,2 .{ l.{ {.0 23.5 57.1 82.0 89.{ 02.0 93.2 9r.3 95,1 S5.6 96,0 96.8 97.2
clldrlauvE t 9r.r 97.8 98.n100.0

GR VEL - .00 S llD - 82.0r SILI - l\.77 CIAY - 3,22

oclAss ulDPts-3-2s-2.r5-2.25-r-75-r.25 -.75 -.25 .25 .r5 L,25 t.r5 2.25 2.r5 1-?.3 3.75 {-25 1.75 3.25 5.15 6.25 6.13 r.25 t.t5 8.25
ocuss HIDPIS 8,75 s.z5 s.1515.00
cltss LIllIrs-3.00-2.50-?.00-1.50'1.00 -.50 .00 ,50 1.oo 1.50 2.oo 2.50 3.oo 3-50 4,oo {.so 5.00 5.50 6.oo 6.50 r.oo 7.50 8.00 8,50
cl.Ass LIl'|Its 9.00 9.5010.00

$1902 (D.ptb - 25o, (Llh-.ooor.3' Loar-1t5o02.0.E)
DATA -80 .OO Z.Z5 .OO 2,46 1..39 1.73 1.5a r,s8 2.09 2.00 r.ot 3.69 2.la ..1 .05 -08 .05 .05 .05 .os .10 .Ll .L2
D rA .lo .43

FS.EQUENCT t 3.2 .0 9.0 .0 9.8 5.J 6.9 5,5 7.9 8,3 8.0 1.3 ta.r 0_5 r.6 .2 ,3 .2 .2 .2 .3 .r .{ .5
ERE)UEI|CY t .4 .4 .. ,0

cltdrlf,rrvEt 7.2 3.212.2L2.222,O27.5 3a.5{1.0a8.957.265.269.381.292-a9.,49r.691.095,195.3S5.5S5.896.296.79t.2
fi!,lt L{tIvE t 9r.5 s7.s 9C.3100.0

6R^VEL - 22.00 S^xlt - 72.42 SILT - 2-26 Clrrf - 3.3r

HB03 (D.p!h - 43.gtr1 (hl-{0o0{.0' ton3-l71ott.a,tt
DAIA .00 -00 .00 .00 .tt .10 .03 -13 .61 1.18 t.7t 2.51..5S l.0Z .13 .02 .Ol .02 .02 .02 .oJ .04 .06 .05
DATA .O5 .3t!

fR.EiIEISCY I -0 -0 .0 .0 1.3 .8 .2 1.0 {.t E,t 13.5 19.a 35.6 7.9 l-0 .2 .t .2 .2 .2 .2 -3 .5 .a
EREltEltcYt .. .. .r .0

ctMrllllvE ! .0 .0 -0 .0 1.3 2.1 2.J 3-! 6,t t7.2 30.7 50.t 85.7 93.6 9{.6 94.t 94.8 gs.O 05.l 95.3 95.5 95.8 96.3 96.t
ctM,lIlM t 97_1 97.{ 97.8100.0

CMVEL - 1.12 SAnD - 93,28 SILI - 1.t0 CLlf - !.72

t€oa (D.plh . 46o, (Lal-40o05.2r lons-f74o52.e'E)
DltA .00 .00 .00 .00 .08 .13 .15 ,33 .8A t-88 {.5e 2.06 t.O8 .17 .07 .03 .03 .Oa .01 .03 .03 .06 .O5 .05
DAIA .05 . ll

tl&nElfcY t .0 .0 ,0 .0 .t t..t t.3 2.E 7.. 15.7 37.8 r7.2 E.O t-1 .6 ,3 .3 .3 .3 .3 .r .5 .{ ..
FnDquErca I .3 .3 .{ .0

clJulrlllrvE t .0 .0 ,0 .0 .7 t.8 3.0 5.S 13.1 26.3 6S.7 83.S g:t.O 9{.{ 95,0 95.2 05.3 95.8 96.1 S6..96.7 s7.Z g?.8 98.0
ctmlAuvE t 98.3 98.7 99,1100.0

e.tYEL - .67 SAIID . g{.31 SILI - 2.59 Clltl - 2,a3

r}Bo, (Doplh - 60E) (L.t-40o12,0' lanr-l74olg.0'E)
DAIA .00 .00 ,00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 ,ot .ot .to .2a .5t .13 .10 .16 .06 -0s .13 .u .1{ .zo .24 .23
DAIA . l7 ,30

IREQUEnC! I .0 .0 ,0 .0 .0 .0 .o .o .r 1.a 3.0 r.3 15.5 !.9 3.0 r.8 l.E Z,t 3.5 3.3 r,2 6,1 7.3 7.0
nqpE|ca | 5.3 5.2 5.2 e.l

ctxtLrrwE ! .0 .0 .0 .0 .o .0 -0 .o .3 1.5 ..5 11.8 27.! sl.e 3{.2 !e.l qo,g .3.6 a7.6 50.0 55.2 61.2 5a,5 75.5
rob--llw | 80.6 65.8 90.e100.0

GRAVEL - .OO sAm - 36.2{ SII.I - 3{,2t ClAf - 31.52

l€05 (DrpLh - 65.7!) (L.t-40o08,8. tana-Uaoas.5'!)

DATA .00 .00 '00 .00 .00 .00 ,ol .01 .02 .03 .16 .{o .53 .lo .t4 .00 .ot .06 .11 .11 ,13 ,u -zL .20
DAIA .18 .37

F8ryE*Cr I .0 .0 .0 .0 ,0 .0 .3 ,3 .6 .g {-s 12.2 16.1 3,0 r.3 .o .3 t,8 3,r 3,3 a.O 5.2 6.{ 6.1
r:RDqtdct I t.5 ..0 5.5 ll.2

cudrurrw t .0 .0 ,0 .0 .o .0 .3 .6 r.2 2.1 7.0 19.1 35.3 3a.3 a2.8 r2,8 tz.g aA.t a8.O 51.{ 55.3 60.5 68.9 ?2.9
cu'!,[ tlvt t 78.r 83.t 88.0100.0

GnAvEL - .00 sAlD - a2.55 SlLr - 2{.3? ctAY - 33.13
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ocrAss UIDPIS-r,25-2.r5-2,25-L.f5-t.25 -.75 -.25 .25 .15 r.25 t.75 2.25 2.75 3.2s 3.75 1.25 4.75 5.25 5.f5 4.23 6,13 7.25 7.f5 6.25
octAss HrDPtS 6.75 C,25 s.7tr5.00
CIASS LIMrtlt-3.00-2.50-2.00-1.50-1,00 -,50 .OO .50 1.00 1,50 2.OO 2.SO 3.00 3.50 {.OO 1.50 5.00 5.50 6.00 8.50 7.00 7-50 8.00 8.50
cltsti LD[ts 9.00 9.5010.00

m06 (D.puh - 80.lo) (L!g-40o09.5 lpna-U4o43.9'E)
DAIA .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .0t .ol .07 .r8 .5{ l.l5 5.0t .71 .rt .32 ,29 .21 .35 .r0 .36 .6r .7a .72
DAIA .55 1.Ea

FeEQi'El|Cr I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .l .l .{ l.t 3.3 7.L 3t.2 i.{ {.a 2.0 1.8 L.3 2.2 2-5 2.2 {.1 t.5 l.{
rRtnu4cYI {.o {.t 3.. 11.3

cufrl,AunB I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .l .1 .6 1.7 5.0 r2.0 {3.2 .7,6 5r.e 53.9 55.7 t7.D 5s.2 61.6 53.9 Aa.O 72,3 77.0
4MrrAtrvE t 80.9 85.3 88.t100.o

GRAVEL - .00 S xD . 51,9r sll.t - Zo.5g cllll - 2r.47

tlE08 (D.psb - 98r) (L.t-{0o16.9' Lons-174o15.2'E)

DAIA .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .01 .01 .03 .0r ,08 .37 .56 l.rl .96 2.57 t.s8 .97 .80 .73 _6t ,55 ,{o .37 .26
DA1A .20 .83

FiflxrEr{cl t .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,l .l .2 ., .6 2.7 a.0 10.2 6.9 18.{ ll.3 6.9 5.7 5.2 ..5 3.9 3.r 2.1 L.9
Fruaua|cr I 1,6 a.o l.a 5.9

clI'rIAtwE I .0 .0 .0 .o .o -l .l .4 .6 1.2 3.9 7.9 18.1 25,0 43.r 51.7 6L.? 6r.1 7Z.E 77.1 81-l 8a.5 87.2 8€,0
ctid,l-allvE I 90.6 92.8 s{.u00.0

GRAVEL - .00 SAIIL - a3.11 SIL' - 43.17 Cllly - 12.82

i|log (D.pth - l05o) (L!t-10o19.7t Lonr-17{o39.0'8)
Irar .00 .00 .00 .00 .03 .0. .03 .13 .30 .42 -90 .36 .{5 2.53 5.03 2.39 1.46 l-23 1.35 1.r0 1.85 2.50 2.aO z.t8
DArA 1.9.3.93

FR&UE!E! I .0 .0 .0 ,o .1 .l .t ,3 1,0 r.1 2.1 1.0 1.2 6.8 16.2 6.. 3.! 3.3 3.6 t.8 5.O 6.9 8.a 5.8
rn4rErct t 1.6 4.3 5.2 1o.s

ctMrLAtIcE z .0 .0 .0 .0 .l .2 .3 ,6 1..6 2.8 5.2 5.1 7.3 lt.t 30.3 38.7 t0,5 n3.S 47.5 51.3 56.L 63-1 69.8 75.4
cltrtrt-attvE I 80.0 8r.3 89.5100.0

GRASEL - .08 SAXIT - 30.21 SILI ' 3s.29 CLtr - 30.a2

l|Blo (Dapth - U4a) (L.t-{0o2{.6' tont-Uloel.8'E)
DAIA .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .01 .02 .13 .26 .23 .30 .16 .17 2.r4 6.89 1.80 2.32 2.55 2.23 3.22 t.7o {.17 !.S9 3-66
DatA r,9{ 3.00

FR4UENCa I .O .0 .0 .0 .O .0 .0 .3 .5 .5 .6 .3 r.0 5.t ta.r 3-7 ..8 5,3 4.0 6,t 7,t 8.6 8.3 t.6
FREQUEHCT ! 5.t r.3 {.0 8.2

cul{tL tlvD I .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 -0 .t ,3 .9 1,3 2,0 2,3 3,3 8.9 23.2 26.9 31.7 3t-0 (l_5 18.3 55.t 6d.8 72.8 00..
clrMuBrlvE I 85.5 89.6 C3.8100.0

GnAvEL - .0o SAIID - 23.19 SILI - a9.62 CIAI - 27.20

P ERC E II 1 I LES FOT.XHEASI'RES lq{A|r MEASUNZ:I

I 5 16 25 30 7t 84 E5 l,EAr SDEA SrEl{ rURt ttEAI SDEV $(Er KUR1 GIVL SAr|D SILI CrAy
I'rB0t(18o) 1.8 2.5 ?.e 3.0 3.6 3.8 {.1 6.5 3.{6 ,90 .36 l.g8 t.t, t.gz {.3125.t0 .0 sz.o rr.8 3.2
t'1802(25, -2.5 -2.3 -1.3 -.7 l.L 2.7 t,o 3.2 .tt2 z.2r .oo .ot t.z2 z.gt t.gsro.2z zz,o ,z.a 2.9 t.3
!1803(43.5) -1.3 .7 l.{ 1.8 2.5 2,8 3.0 5.6 2.30 l.12 -.05 1.99 2.65 2.26 3.8220.70 1.3 93.t l.' 3.'
HBo4(q&r) -.6 .4 1.1 1.r' L-g 2.2 2.5 {.0 1.80 ,90 .ll 1,83 2.04 t-85 {,2026.53 .7 9..r 2.6 2.a
wB07(600) l.{ 2.0 2.1 2.9 6.4 8.5 9.310.6 6.12 2.s6 -.06 .63 6.{3 g.rl ,80 3.11 .0 34.2 3a.2 31.5
H805(05.78) .g 1.6 2.4 2.7 a.3 a,l 9.6r.0.9 6.00 3.15 -,or ,62 6.3, 4.oa .7r 2.7t .0 tz.6 za.! 33.1
Hl0€(80,{o) 1.3 2.0 2.6 2.7 3"8 8-3 g.3ll.4 5.2{ 3.10 .63 .89 5.85 a.09 t.08 3.10 .0 51.9 20-6 27.5
$!808(98!) L.3 Z.Z 2.9 t.5 4,4 6.3 7,110.. 4.88 2.37 .4{ l.2Z 5.27 3.08 1.82 6.35 .0 {4.{ {3.8 12,8
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Appendix - 5

Magnetic measurements, site by site

Measurement results are rerorded for every specimen that underwent regular thermal

demagnetisation. All measurements were made using cryogenic magnetometers. Three

different magnetometers were used to measure samples: A two axis ScT cryogenic

magnetometer (V) at the institute of geophysics, Victoria University of Wellington; A two

axis semi-automated Cryogenic Consultants magnetometer (O) at the Geology

Department, Oxford University; and a 2G Enterprises horizontal, 3 axis, cryogenic

magnetometer (G) in a magnetically shielded room at the Centre des Faibles

Radioactivites, Gif-Sur-Yvette. Machine t5pe, suatigraphic height, strike and dip are

recorded for each site; and for each specimen, treatment level, total intensity (mAm-l;,

corrected declination and inclination, azimuth and plunge are given.

Only thermal demagnetisation was carried out in this study. The reatment levels are

labelled accordingly: N00 = NRM measurement, T05 = demagnetisation at 50oC, T08 =
demagnetisation at 80oC, Tl0 = demagnetisation at 10@C, Tl2 = demagnetisation at

12@C, erc.
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W022O4t.l Wa{41{l T3O o.OmE4'l 237.1 -?lJ 0?5O
W(Il201t-2 W44114.2 Nm 03(DA-{B 3J't.7 -553 0751)
w022049.t w4{at5.l N00 0.3?l E{It 055J -71.1 07to
w022o49.t w'r{4l5.l Tqt 0.2r9E{t3 0.1.0 -75.6 YrlO
w022D49.t Wa{415.t Tto 0.2t98.{D 0,a6 -75.1 o?to
W022O,19.1 w.{4t5.1 Tl5 0.156843 011.0 {2O fllo
wo22049.r wr{4r5.r T20 0.r1284t t55.? {13 07ro
w022O49.1 W.1{415.1 T25 0.1(B8{13 t30.9 {4.. 071'0
w0220.0.t w44415.t T30 0.769E+l t55.0 {90 07rl)
YcO27,492 W454t5.2 Nm 03t6E4t 0t65 {0.? 07t.0

WANGANUI RIVER. SITE Oz'V
HEGHT- | I 15 n (dow b.r of tdti6) STruKE4a3.O DtP.aj
S^IVTPLE FIEII) NO. TNEAT. INTENSITY CDEC CINC Y.^z

7t.0
6a0
6{0
6a.0
640
6a0
540
6a.0
65.0
65.0
6t.0
cl.0
65.0
65.0
65.0
65.0

PLI'NCB

1|6,0

46.0
l|6.0
15.0
rt6.0

5.0
rt60
6.0
rp.0
o.0
't9.00.0
119.0

a{r.0

a9,0
49.0
.19.0

49.0
49.0
49.0
rul.0

'49.0|t9.0
{9.0

PLIJNGE

tlo.0

'10.0/(),0
l|{}.0
10.0
/o.0
.l0.0

to.0
/(}5

'1l5al5
4!5
t$5
1ts
rtilJ
4tJ
{.0
a/|'0

'l{0
/44.0

a4.0
aa.0
+t.0
atl-0

?LT.'NCE

ms
20J
205
a5
a'5
205
85
m5
21.0
21.0
21.0
2l.a
1r.0
21.0
21.0
2t.0
xls
?:L5
xrs
xls
xt5
xts
225

W023{E2J Wr4|l2l N00 0.198 B{l tXB.r -a6J qt5.0

vANOANTnnIVE SIT80260
HBlGllT- I 152 tn (rDova hrc ofrcaico) STRIKET0/a3.O DIP-aS
SAI{II.E HE.DI{O. TNEAT. INTENSITY CDEC CINC Y.AZ PLTJNGE

w023050.1 w4{3t0.1 Nm
w023{m.r w4{tt0.t T6
W023050.1 Wr|.6llo.l Tl0
w021050.r w4{!10.r Tt5
w023050.t w.{Io.t Ta,
W021050.1 W.1{!10.1 T25
w023050.t w4{3t0.t Tr0
w023050J w143r0.2 N@
w@3051.1 wa{3u.t Nm
w023051.t w4{3n.t T06
w02305t.t w4{3il.1 Tl0
w02305t.t w4{llt.t Tt5
w0236t.t w4{3il.t T20
w02to5t.t w4{3lt.l T15
w02305r.t wr{ru.l Tlo
w0236r3 W4{3u.2 N0
wo23052.1 w4{3tal N@
wm3052.1 W.a6rl2"l T05
w023052.r wr4ll2"t Tl0
w02t052.t w4{lt2-t Tt5
w023052.1 wl{3r2-t T20
w02t0t2.t w4{3t2-r T25
w02t62.t w'r{!r1t T}0

0.2,1'l&gi O0l5 -503 fils.o
0.lasE{It 006.7 -5t.1 02t.0
0.?568{X 353.0 -5J5 qLJ.o

ojmE{x 33{13 -3tJ 0U.0
0.5r&o. 33t.7 4J ql'.o
0J6t 844 0018 l'a0 ql5.0
o.ztlFfrt 005.9 -53.9 025.0
o.utE-st 00?.0 -53.0 025.0
o.ZltE.ot 159.? -,$.9 029.0
0.21'1843 0015 -5t.5 029.0
o.t.lF"o3 tlt?.9 -515 029.0
0.t57&{x 1t7.0 -5t: 029.0
0.295 E{X 160.t {5.1 029.0
0.195E{X 271.6 11.1 0290
0.f7.8{r 2n.9 -Nt 0299
0.23'l &03 015.6 -39.5 029.0
o.26wt 00rJ ..t.0 @t.0
o.l$S.gt ,4.t -57.1 gz'J
0.t538O3 t17.t -5t3 025.0
0.9?58{X lt3.t -fl3 02tO
0.701 E{x 29t.9 175 02so
0.6i|6E4a 2l|t.1 -51.a 025.0
0.693 84. lsr.r 42 szl.o

W026qt!.1 Wl-lolz.l MXI o./al4E{X
w026&n.r wt-tot2.l Tqt 039084a
w02f,r53.t wt-tol2,t Tr0 0.6.t844
wlt266l.l wr-ror2.r Tl5 0.6508.&1
w02661.1 wt-lot2.t T20 0.753 Bo4
wt)2605t.t wt-tot2.t T?5 0.7s E{x
m2663.t Wt-tot2.l Tr0 0.?/t384a
m26613 wl-10123 N(x) 0J628{!.
WIt26Ct33 Wl-l0l2j TOt 0.269 E0.a
W026Ct33 Wl-t0123 Tl0 0Xt2 E{r.l
w02duB3 wl-lot2j Tl5 0Jr5&{r.
w02563J Wl-t0123 T20 0JO6 E44
w026qt33 wt-10123 T25 o.r.oE{a
w026ct!3 wr-ror2j Tlo 03?0804
w026633 Wl-rotzj T35 033t 844
w026054,t wt-tot!.t N@ 0J30 &04
W026Gt'a.l Wl-lOlt.l T6 0.21 ea4
w02d{54.t wt-tot3.t Tto 0.175gJ1
so26(E4t wt-tolt.t Tr5 0.610 B4a
w026ct4,t wr-tolt.r T20 0.?1.8{4
w02664.t Wt-lot3.r T25 0.n9BJ4
w026qt{t wr-ror!.r Tl0 0.69a8{x
W02606'a.lWl-tol3.lT!,lt 051284,1
W(D6(E5.1 WlJ0la.l N(x, 0.t$A{4
w026(Et.t wr-rora.l T{F 0.900E01
W026f55.t Wl-l0l't.l Tl0 0.l?/84t
w026055.r wr-rora.r Tl5 0.tl78{3
Wlr260f5.l Wl-lol.r.l T2O 0.131 &0!
wtr26ct5.t wt-rora.t T25 0.t2l'B4l
W02665.1 Wl-tol'l.l T30 0.106803
m2665.1 Trl-tola.t Tl5 0.751Fj1

WANGAI{I,InIV8n Sm027V

w0zm56.t w.{zn.t N00 0.4t08{3
w02m56.r wr{20?.r T05 0..6!EJt
w027055.t w4{207.t Tl0 0.!09E03
w027066.t vr{207.r Tts o.r5oE{t
w02?66.t at4{'z,it,t Tfr 0.ru844
w02rut6.t wr{zgr.t T2:t 0.{t2&0{
w0t766.1 w.{2Ot.l T30 03708{,.
w02nE5J W4{2It?2 NO 0.a82 &03
w027ct?.r wa{24.t N00 0.{268.{D
w02705?.1 w,.{20r,r T05 0..168.{}r
w02?6?.t w.{20t.t Tto 0:9t E{t3
w02767.t w/r{ZB.t Tt5 0.t23&Ot
w027057.1 w1-620t.1 T20 0.3798{}a
w021s?.t wt{2ffi.t T25 0.21584.
W02767.1 w/l{2!6.1 T30 0.3,47&{t{
w02?057J w4{20r2 N00 03@E{t
w02?058.r w1{209.1 Nm 0500E{)3
w02?6r.r w+6200.1 T05 0J2l &o3
w02768.t W4{200.1 Tto 0J598.03
W02?05t.1 $r'H209.1 Tl5 o.ttl E{)3
wo2?05r.f w,s?/lp.t Tn 0.t098{t
w027nr.r w+620.t T2J 0.75sv4.
w02?058.r w.{209.r Tto 0.6,f9844
W027O5t2 W4{209, N@ 0.'136Fil

WANOAl|TtnU\rEt SITE030V

HEIGHTT I tt? a (rboretr* of roaim) STRIKP{43 .0 DIP'aj
S^I{TI.E FIELDNO. TNEAT. TNTETISITY CDEC CINC Y-AZ PLTJNGE

27,13 6.0 163.0 58.0
2t5.'a 2.3.? t63.0 5tO
rot.2 3t.6 16!.0 5t.0
:pl.a 50.t t53.0 5t.0
2965 54.9 t63.0 5r.0g[.{ 65.? t63.0 5t.0
3{n.{ 619 163.0 5r.0
ta2-0 -?tl t51.0 Srrt
116.'l .tl3 161.0 5t.0
074.? Zr.r t51.0 5t,0
06?.1 4?J 163.0 5r.0
07t.6 56.9 r5!.0 5r.0
(bts 57J t63.0 5t.0
(x9.0 66.9 161.0 58.0
056.6 54J t63.0 58'0
rrt.z (53 159.0 5ro
179.9 /t1.7 159.0 5t.0
165.2 t!4.6 159.0 st'o
t2t.0 76J 159.0 58.0
ll7.l 7:1.'l t59.0 5t.0
095.9 79,4 t59.0 58.0
rs5.t ?tJ t59.0 5to
r07.t 69.2 t59.0 58.0
qB.4 4?.r 1610 59.0qr.o ass t510 59.0
o35.t 52-6 1610 59.0
mt.r 5r.3 1610 590
04r.7 59.t 152"0 59.0
oat.E 56.t t6z0 59l}
041.6 56.1 162-0 590
06,9.2 725 16?",0 590

on.o 41t x29.0 59.0
01t.4 -5rJ 29.0 59.0
02t.9 dr.t 229.0 59.0
a{! -5t.6 219.0 59.0
67.0 -39,0 219.0 590
fDJ -t5.'t 129.0 59.0
103.0 -163 219.0 590
ma.o .54-t 229.0 59.0
mtj J5.4 yt?.o @o
0t0.3 {0.6 a7.0 500
m65 {t.r 217.0 600
m:10 {t5 2t7.0 60.0
m6.4 413 22?.0 @.0
33t.0 34.0 2t7.0 60.0
?91.2 29.2 tI1.O 60.0
mlt -55.? x17.0 @.0
033.. {9"4 230.0 595
0355 {t.r 230.0 595
0a4.a -7t5 80.0 595
07?.0 -75./a 230.0 595
|l73 6r.6 230.0 59J
lgl.6 45.r 230.0 595
tT?.a -3tt 230.0 595
mt.t -56, 230.0 595

o.270B,03 290.3 53J 300.0 56.0
0.2fi &03 il7.0 -704 3{Xr.0 Xn

HEIGHT. ll02 o (rbovcbc of reaim) STruK8443.0 DIP-45
SA|vllLE FIELDNO.TREAT. INTENSITY CDECctNC Y-AZ PLITNGA

m30069.1 Wl5lo4.l Nm 0.29Wt 356.3 $.17 109.0 715
w0lm59.l wir{toa.t T(E 0.27t8{l 009.2 {tt 109.0 7lJ
w03&59.1 w+6t04.t Tto 0.2m8{)3 0t!.0 {o.9 !o9.0 715
w03@59.t w4{roa.r Tt5 0.ctoE44 0t!.0 {6.0 309.0 ?t5
W0lO059.l W+610.1.1 T20 o.attE{X 325.2 -59.'t y}9.0 7lJ
w03{n59.1 w.{ro..t T25 0.tuv41 325.6 -31.9 109.0 7tJ
w030059.1 w1{104.1 T30 0.XItFnt tl19 -2..5 !09.0 7rs
w0300592 wt6lo4.2 Nm o.txlEnc (x}9.2 -5?5 309.0 715
w0t@60.r w.{r05.1 N00 0527&4t t1L2 4s3 yJ.Lo 7t5
w030060.r w4{r05.1 Tqr 0.a39803 35t.t {6.7 302.0 7t5
w03m60.r wr{105.1 Tr0 0.299E46 354.t {6"8 3010 735
W03{Xr0.l Wtl{105.1 Tl5 0.175801 3'13-2 {E.9 3OZ0 ?ts
w0t0060.t w4{t05.t T20 0.u38{3 3!2-l -?t.4 lo10 7t5
w030060.1 w+616.1 T2' 0.81'lB{4 330.3 -77J 3OZ0 715
w03{860.t w4{105.t T30 0.797E,1 la73 {55 t02.0 nS
w030060t wl{r(6.r N0 o.rt2wt t6.t 42l 

'/JLo 
735

w03061.1 wr{t06.r No 0.lt3B{3 35..0 59.6 307.0 7.5
w03006t.t w'a{106.1 TGt 03{xE{! ffi.8 59J 307.0 715
w03m6t.r w4{r06.t Tto 0.202Ej.t 005.t -533 307.0 71s
Wo3{Xbl.l W1{106.1 Tl5 0.t79E4'l 3J5.? -503 307.0 715
w03o06f.l wl{106.1 T20 0..758.{)4 317.4 -2l3 lo7.o 7,tJ
w03m6r.r wr5t06.r T25 0.at7&o4 350.? 49.7 307.0 7.s
w03006r.t w4{t06.t Tlo o,E2w1 3lt.a {5.1 307.0 71s
w030061, wr6r06J N00 0356E43 0.t.8 {5J 107.0 74s

wAlloANUt nIvER SITE 03tV
HEKiFT. t 42? o (rbove bse of rcdioo) STRIKE{41.O DIP-a5
SAMru NELDNO.TREAT. INTENSITY CDECCINC Y.AZ PLI.JN6E

w03t6zt w.sr.l N@
w03t62.t wt{mt.t T05

408



wqtl052.l w.{q)t.l Tl0 0.1698.(B vl.? -6ti t{XlJt
wo3lo52.t wa{001.t Tt5 0.121 841 2?t.0 {lts l{nll
wcf r062.t w.{mt.t Ta, 0.r0lB{B 115.9 .57n mo
wo3lof,2.l W4{(xrl.l TZt or$&lx 25'(9 -a.t.g ,(xro
wq[062.r w4{00t.1 Tvr oteg&{r 240.7 4.1 t(no
w0!10622 w1{00t.2 x(I) o.xnw !l!'.a -7t! t(nll
w031053.t w4{m.1 Noo oza8s 3ar't -ztll tcl,
w03t63.1 w|{(mt T05 o.frrw 01t.7 4.t !(no
wc[063.t wr4(mt Tr0 0.1658{xl oal.o {?3 :xt20
W0ll06:l.l Wl4ml Tl5 0.lzlE,ol 0,t7.0 {61 !{l:!O
w031063.1 W'r{ml T20 0.t6ltE04 o:tl.'a -716 3O:l!
wo3lo6!.t wr6@z.t Tx o.Traw w2 4L9 *Lt
w03l06r.r w4{0qlr Tto 0.219&{x 029.7 4ra 3gt0
w03r063t w440022 N(tr o.til B.{B tz,5 4.9 3/'lJJ
woltoer.l w4{Ft.t Nm o.ldrBs t3r5 {66 l{rr}
Wolloct.l wl{003.1 T05 o.lrltB.lF 0ilJ.l {SJ l04l}
w03r0ea.r w.{,oql.t Tto o.|GE{E 0u.9 4a.6 loa.o
w00f06a.l w4{m.l Tl5 0.60?Eo. 0424 4a 3,Jla
W0:1106+t Wl.60O!.1 T20 0.'atlE{X Wl 42 gt
W00106/r.l W4{003.1 T2:t o..l3{lB{X 0t53 6?.7 3{rO
w03l0ea.l W14003.1 Tlo 0..(n&{t4 051.1 -?4O 3Oa,
W0310e1.2 W4{m1.2 N(X) 0.2|3E'6 !'aat -50: l{Ll,

WANGANUI RIVEN, SITE (B2I}
HEIGHT- 1565 n (rbowboa of raio) STRI(BrO1!.0 DIP-aj
SA.I\{PLB PIEI' NO. TNBAT. INTENSITY CDBC CINC Y.AZ

wo3206t.l wr-ll5.t N@ 0.156841 176,9 05,9 31rO
w032065.t wl-ttl5.l Tct 0.il2841 t7{3 o0.l 3ln!
w032065.1 Wl-ltls.l T10 0.6t28{X l?6.t {lt4 llt,
w032065.t wl-llls.t Tts 053a8{t4 t?5.6 05.9 3atn
wO32065.1 wl-l3ls.l T20 0.60080a l7?.4 05..1 3ltl,
w032065.r wt-r3ts.l T15 0..9984a t69.7 {ll.5 tlltn
w032065.t wt-t3ls.t T3o 0Jt7B4a t68.6 0t2 ln'o
w032065.r wr-t3r5.l Tlt 0.zl &{r 1t4.6 t75 r.ro
w032066.1 Wl-lll6.l Nm 0.13?E4l l?{t 04O 3.15,
w032066.r wr-t3t6.r T6 0.u48{xl l?05 0a-5 l{il)
W032O66.1 Wl-t3l6.l Tl0 0.6t084'l l7t.t 415 14t.0
W032066.1 Wl-l3l6.l Tl5 0J?aE{l{ l?1.0 {!ra l4ti
w032066.t wt-l3l5.t T20 057t8{x t?!.r o{t l4!to
wq|z)66.r wr-r3r6.t T25 0..5?&0. t5r.l ta7 !('I,
W032O66.t Wl-t3l6.l T30 0.27684a I'O.9 ll5 16l,
wm2066.t Wl-lll6.l T35 03398{. 151.6 0t..0 l{t.o
w032057.1 wl-tll?.t Nm o.l5/rB4l t69.7 0r.9 3{i3
wo32tb7.r wr-l!r7.r Tqt 0.lr7B{r 1(t: {Il5 l{5rt
W03z)67.1 Wl-ltl7.l Tl0 0.t26844 159.7 {8.? trs,
w032067.1 vl-t3t7.t Tl5 0.t27844 157.0 {x)I t('.0
wq'2067.t wt-t3t?.t T20 0.655E{x t65.t -{x6 3a5.0
w032067.r wr-t3r7.l T25 052784 t2r.9 03.0 !4r.0
w032o67.1 wl-t!17.1 TlO 059?E{L l'19.0 {6.0 3{t.0
W032067.1 Wl-l3l?.l T35 o./BlB4a 160.3 41.7 3'a5O
Wo32o6t.l Wlnllt.l N(p 0.1/('8{E 16'.l {2.1 ,||50
xi03206r.t wt-lllt.t Tut o.t(E&{E t64.t -lts 3||5.0
w037t}6t.l wl-lttt.l Tto 0.75t84a l6t.l -t3.7 ta6.0
w03206t.1 Wl.lll8.l Tl5 0.7zt8{}. 161.0 {!t 31160
W03206t.t Wl-l3lt.l T20 0576EJa l5!.9 -l6ra L6lt
w032l)6t.t wl-tltt.l T2!t 05a6Et)4 t59J {9.t t{6.0
x/03206t.t wt-t3tt.t Tlo 0.49t8.04 t5t.t -25: 3{6.0

wAI{G l.lUl nI\rEA SITE ql46
HEIGHT- 1700 a (rborc bc of rctio) STRIKB.OI3.O DIP'aj
SAMPI.E FIEI.D NO. TNEAT. INTENSITY CDEC CINC Y.AZ

YO,{{Jrz-t W34r5t.t iln o,tuEJ8 t5!5 {65 06r.0 t6D
tl0r607al w:l4|68.l Tl2 0.ttEo,. 352-7 -393 061.0 !6.0
wo:|6(l71t w34|6t.t T16 0J92844 35a2 -!9.9 061.0 360
wufm2"r w!4|6r.1 Tll 0.5rt8{!a ,5a.6 -16.? 06r.0 36.0
Wtra0llr Wl4l6!.1 TZt 0.47t84't t53J -t7O 061.0 !6.0
W0ltl(Ir2"l W!41{9.r T2{ 0.18E{X flal -llla 061.0 X!
W0!6(n2.l Wt{161.1 T'7 03a?B{'l (Ba.2 -22-9 061.0 36I}
w0!6('72.t wt4|6t.t Tto 0J0t &04 (522 .t05 (br.o 16.0
W0!60?2.1 W}3|5t.l Tt2 0.l9tEA1 l'16.t {5.9 061.0 !6,
wlo:|co?2"t Wt4l6t.l T3'a 0.2?984'a tl{7 ll.'l 061.0 35.0
WI)!60l1Ll W34l5t.l T36 0.'a76EJ.t 153.2 {1t.7 06t.0 t6t
w0$0t.t wt{..tg.t N{n o.r8oa{D qE.6 {5.7 06tt.0 5n
W0t6fl1.1 wl{a69.1 TC 0.1,1{tB'0l 06.4 {0J 65.0 36.0
S03dnt.l W14a6e.l Tl2 0.t06&O3 1o.'. {32 065.0 !6.0
W0!6(r'!.1 W!-6.169.1 T16 0.761 E4a 2ta.2 {3.9 65.0 36.0
w0!6073.t v:!+r69.1 Tr8 0.65! E{r4 283.t -?tO 065.0 16.0
W0r073.1 wl,6.d9.t T?l 0542E{X 281.9 -?t.7 065.0 16.0
wut{o?!.t an.6/6'.| Tu 0.47Ej,| tzlr {t.r 65.0 36.0
w03607l.t w&.1 T27 03t EJ. 263.7 49.1 06,5.0 35.0
V0l6gt3.l l:}{.169.l TlO 0.2t1E0a 213.7 -56J 065.0 36.0
W036{n3.1 Wl{a69.1 Tl2 0J98 B"0,1 229.,, .tt.l (b5.0 35.0
w0t6(r7t.l VJ4l69.t Tlra 0.llrB{.1 ltl.l -19.6 065.0 16l)
wole(n4.t gl4rn.l Nm 0.1t9843 045.2 -37.1 05t.0 tt.o
wol6m(t w:t4a70.t T$ 0.yl7w1 (Xo.r -21r 6r.0 3r.0
w03607a,t t:}4.rc.r Tl2 0..96&{x (n93 -16.1 058.0 !r.0
W03607,4.t W:l4lru.l T16 03t98{l'l (D{l la1 6t.0 3t.0
w01507{t w:H470.1 Tl8 033!844 0z.r (l2"0 05t.0 3r.0
wlt360?at w344rc.t T2t 0376Ej1 o.C.6 lt.l 058.0 tt.o
wo$(rr{t w:t4r70.t Tz 05o2Bo. 069.2 355 6t.0 lr.0
w0t60?{l w343m.t T27 03&a84. 0!t.0 2t.9 0t8.0 3t.0
W03d0?{l W!{a?O-l T30 050,1844 0!.4.6 35J 05t.0 3t.0
wlr!60?a.t w34t?0.t T32 0J598{a 60.0 51.2 058.0 3t.0

wAt{GAI{t t RMn SITE037C

56.0
s6.0
56.0
56.0
560
560
ItJ
555
55
n55
t5J
lttS
rt55
55J
56-5
t65
s5
56J
fi5
565
ss
fi5

Pl.TJNGE

295
295
85
n5
L95
2.95
295
29s
il.0
!t.0
ll.0
ll.0
!1.0
lt.0
!t.0
!1.0
29.0
29.0
2!t,0
29.0
29.0
29.0
8.0
n.0
31.0
!1.0
ll.0
ll.0
31.0
tl.0
tl.0

!1.0
3{O
t4.0
3..0
3..0
3a.0
r9.0
t9.0
t9.0
t9.0
19.0
19.0
t9.0
39.0
!9.0
!9.0
t9.0
!6.0
t60
16.0
15.0
l5.o
16.0
!4.0
,6.0

PLUNCS

35.0

llBKiHT- t77t m (rbovc berc of rocrirn) STRIXE-Oa3.0 DtP.as
S^}Iru NE-DNO.TREAT. INTEI{SITY CDEC CTNC Y.^Z

wB{069.t Wr{l6lt.t N00
w03.069.t w3{t6:t-l Tm
w034069.t w3{36:t.t Tl2
w0!4x9.t w3{365.r T16
w034069.t w3{365.t Ttt
w03{069.t wl{365.1 T2l
w03.069.t w56165.1 T24
w0r1069.t w3{365.t T27
w034069.r wt5365.r T30
wqt.069.t w3{36lt.l T32
W034069.1 t,'r{3{5.1 T3.3
w03.070.r w:t{!66.1 No
w(B1070.t w{366.t T(tr
w03.070.r wr{366.t Tt2
wqlrdto.l wt{r65.t T16
w(B40?0.r w3{366.1 Tlt
W03'l(l70.1 Wt{!66.1 T2l
wo!{070.t wl{!66.1 Tza
w03.070.t w35!66.t T2?
W0l'b?0.1 Wl6!66.l TIO
W00'()70.1 W!{165.1 Tl2
W{}l470.1 W3{366.r T!.r
wIB{070.t w3{367.1 Nm
Wol'O7l.l Wl{f6't.l T8
w004fl1.t w't{367.t Tt2
w0307t.t w:l{16?.t T16
wol'o7t.t w3{167.1 Ttt
w001{!7t.t wt{367.1 T2l
w03.071.r w43f,7.1 Tu
w03{0?r.t wl{367.1 T27
w03'o7t.t vl{!57.t T30
wO3'O?l.l W:t{!67.1 T32
w031071.t w3{r67.1 T34

WA}IGAIiII'I RII/B, STTE O36G
HEIGHT- l7?5 n (&* brrc of stio) STRIIGJ}-3,0 DlP.as
SA.MPLE FIELDNO.TNEAT. TNTENSITY CDECCINC Y.AZ

w0t@72.t w:t{468.1 N@ 0.t?2Eo! ool.t tr6 (5lr}

0.@78{X 003.t <5.9 t65l}
0.67aE4. (X)... {it.g 166.0
0552844 (xn.? -20J 1660
0.6'al E4a m7.4 -3.7 1660
0.120 844 t5r.9 {3! 1660
osgt8Jt 0235 .59, r@I,
oJ8:IE{B 026.'l .5ll t@O
0.r?98{3 0313 -51/. 160,
0.u9&{xr 025.7 {t3 160.0

o.lm E{B 03{'a -16.6 160.0

0.ct3 &o. 0y).. -3!.5 t60.0
0.x7&(l. 014.t -tt.t t600
oyil E{ta 02a.0 -3tt t@.0
0.6?2841 0{t5 -29.0 1600
o.TlgEja 039.0 ,2tO t6(,O
0.49:184. 0t7.9 -2!tt t60.0
03r.E-ol 0125 {lt 167,
o.xDwt 0r0.? 6r.9 167I)
o.la2wt 010.7 {13 16rI,
0.915 E{X olr.a {5.r 16?.0

0.t09E{X 006.t {6Ja 16?0
0.7|58{t t56.4 -Zl.t 1670
0.rqtE{r (m5 -zt5 t6ro
0.n1&4 t50.8 -79.? t670
0.65t E{X 2:'{)J -7r5 tftll
0.4ql B{). 1t5.0 -?a.7 16?!
0.3.8E{X 055.1 {7.0 1670

ml?fi5.! Wr{5?l.r N(xl 0.t.()E0,t An.z
w03?rt5.l w3{tt?t.l T6 0.675841 69.?
w037fl5.1 w3{57r.t Tt2 0.6nFj4 095.6
w037ut.t w3{571.t T16 osz-Fj1 rol,r
W037(l75.1 W}6S?l.l Tlt 0.,|51 &{X 109.6
w037ct5.t ${lt?r.l T2r 03.5PJ1 0,7.0
w0!r75.t w3{!t?t.l na 0.21t841 1055
mt?o75.1 W:l{57t.1 T2? 031084,1 673
m!il?'.t w!{flI.t Tl0 0zl I 84. 076.0
woril?5.r w3{:t7l.l T!2 0.252E41 076-2
W0llOZ5.l W!{lt?l.l T11 0.60984,4 119.6
w0!7qr6.r w3{ttz.l N@ 05r98{ra tn.9
W03?0?6.1 sl{szl.l TB 0.356E{r., ll'l.t
wfrr7075.t wl{,tt72.t Tt2 0.t96Eo4 200.1
w0t70?6.t w!{:t72.r T16 0.t(EE{4 16(7
w0t7qr6.t wt{572.1 Ttt o.tt2E{x lt26
wor?ol6.t wt{szr,t T2r 0.r98{r. t78.0
w0tm76.r w!{tzr.l Tz ormB{). ln.z
w0l7uf6-t w!{ltf;t.r T27 0.t31 Erx t7{.
w037rl?6.t wt{lt72.r T!0 0,27t8J). l6?.t
w0tm?6.t w3{:t12.t Tl2 o.tttEort t20.t
v01?0?.r w:r.dt73.r Noo 0.9t3E{x cus
w03nn7.l w3{:m.t TrB o.1va41 (B10
W0lm7?.1 W3{,:t73.1 Ttz 0J684.1 Oal.o
W03?fl7.1 Wt4tZ!.I T16 0./()2EO4 (n9.1

w03?0T7.1 w:t{573.t TIE o.zytwl mal
V03?077.t W3{szt.l T2l 0.1?68{t1 W.7
w03?07?.t w3457t.t Tz 0.t56Eo4 055.t
w03ru77.r w:}{:rzt.r T27 0560B05 03t.1
w03fl)77.t wxSzt.t Tyt 0.?m805 2r0.t
w03?077.r wxs?l.r Tt2 0.t30&{r5 0n.6

WAI{GAI\TUI RIVET SITB OstG

W03snt2 W:]{6-1.12 N00
w01t0?t: w!66ra: Ttt
wo3t{nt: w:t66ta2 Tl2
w03tr[: v]sr.2 Tt6
WoSttr'l: W36?'42 Tlt
wotr{tt: wrfft4J T2l
wo3to?r: 4/3{d,12 Tu
Wo3t0rl, WK?'l, TIt
Wolto?t: W3.66?'IJ T!0
w03{nt: wtsTt: Tt2
wlr3t078: w3ffla3 Tla
woil(ng: wts752 Nqt
w0$g'9.2 w3-6675: T$
w0tto792 w3{6?5: Tr2
w0lt(n92 w:l{6753 Tt6
w03809: w3{6?5: Tr8
w0tflt79, wt{675, T2l
w03t079.2 ww752 TU
wott079: wKr52 T27
w03to79t w36t5, Tto
wotrvrgt wltrt5J Tt2
W036079-2 W36153 I3i1
w038(n92 W3{675' T36
w0lt00t wl-66?6, Noo
w0380t0t wlst62 Tt[
w03t{f,o2 w3{?62 Tt2
w0tr(tr02 w3-6676: Tt6
w03t(l0: wt-66'r5.2 Ttt
w03r60: wff6J T2l

409

0.655 B{r3 M.7 $-2 rt0.O 4..0
0.66t B4l 2$l.l 5{1.2 110.0 a'tl)
0.6mBJ3 262-0 50.a t30.0 {4.0
0.6tt B{3 25t.t 't9.2 l!0.0 u.O
0.61t B.Ot 263.t 1'9.6 l!O.0 +r.0
0.500 E{3 26:t.2 '19.3 130.0 

'l4O
0561 E{3 269.3 50.0 130.0 'l.a0053tEO3 ft5.6 5O.t 130.0 r.l0
0.a45 B{t! 26t.0 50.0 130.0 gt
o.'flt 843 59.6 'r3.7 130,0 'LJt0.9o?E{a 016.r at3 t30.0 un
o.2/lEJt 029J l5J t!0.0 sr
or/at E{t3 029.0 ZtJ 110.0 SS
0.255Wt 0303 112 130.0 116.0

0l5l B{l! @.15 5.t 110.0 45.0
o2&tEj.t o.0.0 3r.2 D0.0 160gtfiWt $7-t /13.2 lto.o {6.0
0.zDB43 (n{t ft3 rt0.0 {6.0
O2458,.I qa4 ?'1"2 130.0 a5.o
0.290 8{)3 tl.o tl.4 130.0 /|6.0

0,2?5 B{lt xn.9 ?t,9 1t0,0 60
0.9aa &04 t63.9 5r.l 110.0 69
0359 B{'l lzt.7 -17.6 130.0 a6.0
037? B{3 0?9.2 67.1 13t.0 12n
0.'alEE.OS W.7 67.e 

'3Lo 
12.o

0..34 B.o! 097.2 69.9 Bt.o 42.0
0.,415 843 l(Xr.g ?,r.4 lll.0 a2.O

0./+l1E{t3 ryr.6 ?4.t 131.0 12.o

0375 &O! 106.? 7r.? r3r.0 42.O

PLT,'NGE

34.0
!r0
34.0
}t0
34.0

-tgf, t76.0
-30.9 176.0
-r54 U5.0
45.t 176.0
{6.1 t?6.0
09.9 176.0
o9J t75.0
r9.0 t76.0
24.2 176.0
295 r?6.0
lo.9 t?6.0
{0.0 t?!.0
{3.t t7t.0
-?'(6 173.0
-1t.0 t7t.0
02"t t7r.0
053 173.0
{tJ t73.0
lt.6 t73.0
t6J t73.0
12-6 17t.0

-716 t75.0
-7t.1 t?5.0
:tL. 175.0
{2r r?5.0
-70.1 t75.0
175 t75.O
{tJ t?5.0

PLUNGE

{5.0
16.0
1|5.0

45.0
.|60
1|5.0

a60
6T
4.0
.|6.0

46.0

'(t!
a5.0
,15.0

r:t.0
a5I)
45.0
,t5.0

{ito
.5.0
4t.0
45.0
6A
a5.0
/|5.0
16l)
1.6ll
16.0

0.29t E{t 00?.1 {2t
0.2ltEo3 w.9 47J
0.t3t E{B dB.6 -56J
0.m5 E+t 35t.0 -rlt.l
0.?82&Oa O@.t -523
0.63t &{x !553 -5t.9

166.t

t56.0
t66.0
l65ll
t66.0
r66!

3{.7 t75.0 46.0
n.6 v'.o .6.0
07.t t?5.0 16.0

HEIGHT. lt0l D(6ovcb.rcof rldim) STRIKET{X3.0 DIP-45
S,$.IE-E FIELDNo.TREAT. INTENSITY CDECCINC Y-AZ PLUNGE

36.0
36.0
36.0



v03r$o: aft{fr62 Tu 0J598{l tzt.9 7t.l
wo!t$o.2 wt{6r62 Tn 03:n E{E t41.6 13.7
wo!t(Bo2 w3.6dt6.2 Tto 0l6ltB{, t90J 86.9
w03r0ro2 wt{6?6J Tr2 0.261E{tit 0t5.0 80J
W0!8602 W:1.6676J Tl4 0.9698{X l/a4.4 35.1

WAI{GANU|ru\'EN SITEolrc

IilO
Iil,
lllo
t!ro
Itto

HEGlfTr lt9l o (&rc be of raio) STRIKE443.0 DIP-15
SAMPI.E PIE,D NO. TNEAT. TNTENSTTY CDEC CINC Y.AZ

w039Gl.l W2.t6l9.l NO 0.lrl8&{B zn.l 4.7 gmn
wqlgott.t w2-t6t9.t Tct 0.t608{B ilru -a5, {n0J
tfolg$l.l w2-t6t9.t Tto 0.t6!B{! tzlg 4t.t (l20o
w03r9(Et.t w:l-t6l9.t Tl5 o.t7tB{r !3{ta -164 0200
w(Dg(nt.t w2-t6r9.t T20 o.r5!Brn tt{-t -295 moll
wqrrut.t w:t l5l9.t T1' otjltE{x t2^0 .t75 ozJD
w039$l.t w2-t6t9.l Tlo 0..97&{r Itt.6 I'J qD.o
wt'390il.t f,2-t6t9.t Tt.|t o.ct7E4. (ml .t2t (n0I,
w039082.t w:l-r6z).t N(xl o.lt4B{E 2il.6 -8r W),D
w039s2.t vr-r620.t Tct 0.?0&oa 25,s -!.7 uao
w0390r2.t w2.t620.1 Tl0 0.aa6B{x ?',.L? -t't qE o
w0390r2.t w:l-t61tl Tl5 0.621 844 llto -2t-r 02,:lo
w03962.r W2-r620.1 TZt 0.ZB Boa 

'1f,0 
-t55 qn.o

wct90t2.l w:t-t6a,.t T2!t 0.6cn&0. t59s 42r g2i,'o

w039(E2.t W:t-t620.r Til, 0.681 B{ra 0,J7/ 41.7 0XIp
w039083.1 w2-r62l.t Nq, 0.1t6&{E on,r sJ tus
w039sr.t w:t-r62r.t T05 0.t9:tB4t 0tt3 475 cua
wm90r3.t w2-t62r.r Tl0 0.zJ5E4t 0t7J {8r, 02.o
wcr908t.t w2.r62l.l Tts o.tt4B{t oltt .5t5 02/1.0

w690&t.r w2-t62t.l T20 o.tcEolr 007.r .{il ou.o
wo398!.t w2-t62l.l T5 0.6$B{X XtLt -zl4 UUO
w0r90r!.t w2-l62t.t T!{, o.ilt8{B 2tL9 4t.9 guo
wB90r4.t w2.r622"1 Nm o.?o:lBoa os.t {90 quo
w03908'a.t w2-t622"1 T6 o.t!t?B{x 0715 45 qEO
w039S4.1 w2-l62al Tl0 o.ll'lB{IJ 050.1 -L.7 {t25O
W0390t/a.t w2-t62al Tl5 o.lzlt{E 0tt.'a -5.6 02511
w039s..1 an-r6tLt Tn 0.t068{15 029.0 -t5.t o25n
w03q!8a.t wLt6tLl T2s 0,9508{}. 0t7.9 {r3 qLSJ

w0r90r4.r w2-f52lr T30 0.?r7E4. 9t7.6 05.7 WI
WAt{GAI.lUl RIr,rER SITE O'()V
HElGtlT- 1938 m (rbow b.* of tcrio) qRIKE Oa3.0 DIP-a.'
SAMPLE FIS.DNO.TREAT. INTENSITY CDECCINC Y.AZ

wutm5.l w€t29.t N00 0.2ttE4t 259.1 -tt3 txrn
wo40085.1 wa-{rf29.r T(E o.xaB{'t ut.l -ua l?.gi
wo400t5.r w1.or29.t Tr0 o.zsg4t 7713 gI0 r?Irt
wo4dt&t.t wf4t29.t Tl5 0.l76Btt z{Ll 05.1 lxg/J
w(){0()t5.t cr.{t2g.t T20 o.tnEJt 2fi3 163 t?'t
W04 s.t W4{f29.1 T25 0.17t&{E 21t.9 2?.2 l2gn
w040o85.t w4{129,1 Tlo 0.15'1&m 23/6.7 t's lxgl)
w040085: w{4129: Nm 0.109E{B Zlo.t -7i42 129.0
wB00B6.r wl-ol3o.t N(x) 0.?:i9E{D 117.t {r?.6 13a.0
wo40086.t w44130.t T6 0.7u Efir 1ta4 {63 13a.0
w04066.t w44DO.r TtO o.TBWI 231.t otf 84.0
wo40086.t w.{t30.t Tts 0.7n 843 230.7 04"9 lt4ll
w040066.1 w{4l!o.t Tz) 0.6t98{t 230.t 07.a l}ro
wo40c6.t w44lt0.t T25 o.axwt 2,r.t il,I D40
w04@t5.t w44Do.t Tro 035t B,{B 2tt.! tl3 |l4rt
WO40Ot62 w/l{130.2 N@ 0.1't3E{} zn.Z 4tfi lt1fi
wo$s7.t wa{trl.l N(x) 03t38'{l0 2ta.9 -t6J nt.o
w(X0or?.r w44ttt,l T(b 0.3658{}3 211.7 -l5r ttro
wo106?.r w34l!t.t Tto 03798{,t 210.0 {8.0 t}t.o
w04&87.1 W,t4l3l.l Tl5 0.3998{It 20t.t m.7 138.0
W(x@t7.1 Wil{t3l.l T20 0.3?8E.ut 210.7 0'1, lltl}
wo4os?.r w.4t3r.r T25 0.259PJJ 209.6 04. r$o
w0.o0t7.l w/.lll]t.I T30 0.21178{t! 2la.a 0t.9 llto
wfioor?: w44l!l.2 N00 o.?iJ,E,,t u?.7 -?5.o 138.0

WANGANI.II RIVEN, SITE (XIG
HEIGIIT. l9Z| E ($ot bDG of ratio) STRIXETO43O DIP-aS
SA.IVIPLE FIELD NO. TNEAT. INTENSITY CDEC CINC Y.AZ

410
(L0
aLo
1LO
t(L0

w0at0903 w3{779: T2t o.tl:|E{x
w04t090.2 wl{7t93 T24 0.2t6E{!r
wo.t(Do2 w3{7r9t T27 0.tE9E{.
watat(I)o: w:l{7'92 Tl{t o.tt3E{ta
T'IX|{DOj W:H779: Tr2 0.r20E{r,.
w0tal0903 Wl{7r9: Tta 0.|l28{r,a
w0atoo: m{7r9: T16 o.xn&u

vAIrtoANUt BM, S|TB 0476

29{t9 Jl8 125.0 lr5l)
219.7 402 r2l.o a5.0
l9?.t .{?6 125.0 

'(l.0205J -253 125.0 .5.0
203.t t9.2 12J.0 4t.0
179.2 5{"2 125.0 |('.0
t59J t9r 125.0 (i.0

03y2u1 061.3 {95 u7.0 .20
0.Tuu4 ocu -735 tu.o 120
0560845 tqt.9 {..t u7.0 12JJ
0.13,1844 lt(l.l 50.6 117.0 42t
0.t3t E44 t5t.t 45.9 117.0 125
0.1t6&o4 1495 53.8 117.0 42.O
o.utwa t6t.9 58.9 lt?.o 42s
0.17984,. 151.9 795 ll?.0 12l)
0.u7w1 t5!.3 69.t U?.0 4?.o
o.xnv4l t99.6 ?2.6 u?.0 12.o

w04t68.1 w35m.l N00
w0'll06t.l w36777.1 T$
wo4t08t.t w34ln.t Ttz
w04t08t.t w3{7n.t Tt6
w04t08t.t w3{7n.1 Ttt
w(Xl6t.l w3{7t.t T2l
wo4l(nt.r vt4m.l rr/
w04r0tt.l a/!4Tn.l T27
w04t0tt.l wt{1n.t Tr0
w04f0tt.t vt6m.l Tt2
wo4l0t8.t w3{7n.t T3a
wo{t(Et.l w4m.l Tt6
w0.ll@9, W3{7't.1 Nq)
w0.t0r92 w3{7n.2 T$
w04t0E9-2 wx7tt.z Tl2
w0.11692 w3{77t.2 Tt6
W0.tl0t9.2 wl{7n.2 Tlt
WO.II(B9J w3{77t.2 T2l
wo+l6g: w36Tn.? Trt
w04t$9t v/t4Tn.zTn
w04r(E9J v,r4Tn.2T:,'J
wo4t069-2 sB{7n.2 T32
w04r0t9J wr4Tn.z Ttl
wo4l089: w3{77t.2 T!6
W0'll0g0: W35779.2 N00
w0410902 w3{779.2 Tot
w041090: 913{779.2 Tr2
w041090J w3{779.2 T16
w04t090-2 w3{7r9.2 Ttt

0.llr B,0l 0n.9 492 r?5A
0.t76E0a 0t7.6 {a.4 t}t.o
o.6r1w. t(n.9 -553 t15.0
0505 EO4 l(r.9 -5rJ 1250
0.'a76&O4 0C1.3 {.0 1?.5.0

0..475 E4a 0t0.9 -31.6 125.0
o.tuEg 0t0.6 46.6 r}'.0
0./420844 16.0 05J 125.0
0.'l9l E{}a 125.3 ll5 125.0
0J0r 84{ t2t5 t7.7 r?5.o
0.1t1E41 il0.3 a2.t t25.0
o.?TlE,{J4 ItLa 195 I?5D
0.753 EOa 05'ti -52.1 lU.o
0J69844 0?5.6 -t65 t28'
0..16:t8{}4 0?9.2 oto 128.0
0.498{r 0&t.. 2r.t r2r.0
050rEJ!l 014.1 31.7 tu n
0.19tEj4 000.t ll.r t28.o
0.321 E4a U3.? 37.t 1280
o.lxlB,{4 tm.0 ,1,t.4 t2r,
o.{laPj4 0911.6 'a2J l2ll)
05nE{}4 t003 445 t280
0.2nw otao 37.9 12t.0
05078{!1 0873 tt.? t2t.0
0.6?l F-{x 0t7J -78.O t25l)
0.4r8{ra 0?5.9 -725 115.0
0.215 E{r 077.4 -?9.7 lzl.0
0.t29EO4 227.2 -71A IZSO
0.t9r E{. 24Lt -n.l r25o

PLUNE

It.0
3t.0
31.0
3t.0
tt.0
31.0
tt.0
13.0
t7.0
3?.0
n.0
t7.o
!?.0
t7.o
t7.0
36.0
!6.0
ft.o
x.o
16.0
l('.0
!6.0
n.o
n.0
n.0
n.o
n,o
27.O

T'|'0

PLUNGE

3t.o
!8.0
3t.0
3t.0
tt.0
3t.0
3t.0
3t.0
3t.0
3t.0
3t.0
3t.0
3t.0
3t.0
tt.0
3t.0
3?5
t7s
tl5
t75
r?5
375
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w06nt1t wt{flx'.t Nm 0.47a8{l q}4.2 .t9.9 096.0 !4.0
W05llt1l w!-t005.1 Tot 0.34t8{3 m.8 -57.9 096.0 tt1.0
W06llt2.l W3-8qE.l Tt2 0.7t7FAt qt7.l J7.2 {){),6.0 !.O
w(blrr2"r w3{005.r Tt6 0.tr6843 0(B.9 -51.r 095.0 14.0
W06ltt1l W3-t0qt.l Tlt O.nSWa 011.3 .a2.2 096.0 3/1.0

W06lllal W3-t06.! TZI 0.419844 0l'13 -221t 096.0 3/4.0
w06tll2.l T'!-t06.1 T2lr 0.1!tB.o4 Ott).9 {03 096.0 !/4.0
Wo6lll2,l wl{(xb.l T27 0.250804 rn.6 {H.9 096.0 t'lO
w06tll2-l Wl-Eo(l'.l Tlo 0.139E{4 t69J -{lt{ 096.0 3.aO

W06llt1l W!{0(Il.1 T32 0212F,{,. (E85 ll.a (196.0 3,.O
W06tltll w:t{06.1 Tl4 o.AB&{X 06t.0 l.rl 096.0 34.0
w06ilr1r wt-r06.r Tt6 0J228{r. oqu 462 096.0 34.0
w06ull.t w{o6.r N0 0.4&t803 wL6 66 099.0 36.0
Wo6lllt.l wl-E@6.1 T(B 0.1d1&{t3 0165 45.'l 099.0 36.0
wt6n|l.r w:|{m6.t Tt2 0.25384t ('l8.7 {5t 099.0 16.0
wo5nl3.t lffo6.l Tt6 0.tz5Eo3 0a8a {r5 009.0 16.0
wl)6tll3.l wl{006.1 Ttt 0.t2380'a 0675 {l.l 099.0 !6.0
W06tltt.l W3{qt6.l T2l 055?E{r4 0E6.'l Jl.9 099.0 36.0
w06f tf3.t wt{m6.t T24 0.4i'2Fj1 (n0.0 {4.t 099.0 36.0
w06nrt.r w3-r@6.t T2? 0.u7w1 l6.t 0.t 099.0 35.0
wlr6uD.t wt{o$.t T30 0.2t68{4 099.? lt.7 099.0 16.0
Wo6ltll.l W!{fi5.1 T!2 0,ld984/t G?.9 l5l 09'9.0 360
w06flt!.t w3{006.1 TL 01!5E41 qr9.2 }5.r 099.0 36.0
w06ul3.t w!-s!6.t T16 0.J53E{r4 06La 27.7 0p9.0 }6.0

WAIIGA}IT'T TIVR, SITE O6IG
HElGllT- 2440 u (rbovc buc of rccirn) STRIXE Oa3.0 DlP.aS
SAMILA FELDNO. TIEAT. NTENSITY CDEC CINC Y-AZ PLUNGE

wodilt{r w{t07.r Nm
w06lna.t w:r{ro7.t Tr0
wo4ilt4.l wl{tfi.1 Tl5
w06illa.t w3-tl07.t T2[t
w06lila.l w-rro7.t Tz'
w06ilt4.t w'{t07.1 Tlo
w06ilta.t w3{t07.t T32
wtb:tils.t w1-8t0t.l Nm
w06'lt5.t wl{t(n.t Tto
w063n5.t w3{t(f,.t Tt5
w063il5.t Trt{t(n.l Tzt
w06!n5.t w3{ra.t Tztt
w063il5.1 w:}{lc.l Tl0
w06ilr5.t w:t{r(l.t Tt2
w06lu63 w:|-tr(B2 No
w0631t62 w3{t(l92 Tto
w063u6: w3{t(l92 Tl5

411

05298J)/1 2G.0 {6.9 n2.0 34.0
03?t Boa 15.9 -39.9 tl10 1.4.0

03e18{X t95.7 -15.? tt2"0 34.0
03378{4 ltt.t -t3.t 1t2.0 34.0
03{l7E{X !&t.7 .a3.2 112.0 3/aO
U273P,{4 170..1 -165 112"0 3,rO
o.zilEJ4 t25.? .54.6 u2.0 34l)
o,totB{D 27t.t -{tr t!{0 290
0.7yt844 268.7 -35.7 rt.o 8A
0.6&t E4a 255.0 -265 1t1.0 29.0
0.755 844 2d!.6 -2,rt lt,r.O 29O
0.7tt E{!t 5?.0 -25.1 urt.o nt
0.75a8{r4 51-t -21: ll'a.o 291}
0.7:I,P-04 0?63 -29.'l 114,0 29ll
0,9cE{x 069.6 14.0 u5.0 30!
0.912 844 07t.t 273 u5.0 30I)
0.966 E{a 019.6 33.0 115.0 30.0

t04.0
t(X.0
t(x.0
t(X.0
toao
lfi!

PLT.'N@

31.0
13.0
31.0
33.0
t3.o
33.0
33.0
tt.0
31.0
rt.0
!t.0
!t.0
3t.0
3t.0
18.0
tt.0
3t.0
It.0
3t.0
tt.0
38.0

| 12.0
u2!

t2.0
t20
t2.0
l2It
t2.0
12I,
t2,
l2l)
t2.0
t2!

r t20
u20

w059!(5.2' Wt-?E9t.2 NOo
w059r6J W3-7r9r-2 Tt2
w059r62 w'J-7r9r.2 T16
w059105-2 wl-7rs.z T2l
w059r05: w3-7t98.2 T2r
w059t(52 W:l-7t9t.2 T27
w059t05, w:t-7t9t-2 Tlo
w059105-2 c,3-7t99.2 Nq'

0.u5E4t 03{r -r.7
0.39tEJ)a 041.0 -24.6
0.tt8E{ra 03?.t -30rt
o.$08{b 0(tr5 -loJ
0.179841 tCtS 446
0.a48{4 2t.,0 -1t2
0.25t Eoa 301.7 J0:
0.915 &{x 351.4 44.4

tzto at.0
t7'1l.o 55.0
rzlo 55.0
rurl) 5J.0
ftLA 55.0
t7t0 tt.o
rzro 5t.0
t5tl, 55.0



wo5!ll63wrr092T, 0.9c|8{x 0615 tl, tl5l)
w0631162 w:l{109.2 Tlt 0.lcB{!t 069.6 306 ll5ll
w$31162 w:l{t$2 T:n 0.960&0a d}:L9 t00 llJr}
w0631153 w:l{tot T!2 0.177E0a tt9.2 -34, ll5!
WANOAITII,|nIVR' SITEoeG
HEIGHTT Za$ u (rboE brc of rdio) STRIXEiII3O DlPraj
SAMPLB FIE,DNO.TNEAT. INTENSITY CDEC CINC Y.AZ

woaln?.t w2.2:t26.t N(x) 0.t7\ B{x 05:t.7 -t5.9 oi[ll,
W06'1ll?.1 V.2525.r T6 o.lnBOa l{'.3 n2 VD,n
W06/tlt?.1 W:l-2sl6.l Tl0 O.8W rtt.g nS V',,O
w06'tll7.t w2./5U.1 Tl5 0J76E{X tl6X 6{7 oziUt
wo&.ll7.t w:tzs26.lT'! oJDE{X t25.9 Jt3 ot!:l!
w6'1117.1 w'l-2525,1 TE 0.2968{x 0f9.0 ltj qEJ
w064n?.r $12.2526.r T!0 o.to?B{x 6lt -ttJ g2to
w06ult.l w:l-252?,t ll0 o:rtE{x t243 -:x.t olxlo
w064ut.t w2.2527.t Tqt o.ll5E{x u3.l {.t (no!
w0&1u8.t w2-2527.1 Tts oxllB4a l?9J J99 tll0
w064u8.r witf?l.T7.tTm o.la5E{a 1555 630 020.0
w064trt.l vt 7s27.t tls 0-t3oB4. |ll.r .{x.7 0200
w06.lt8.l wituz7.lTn 0.u2w r.05 35.1 qa.o
w05,fu9.l w2.252E.1 N00 0.258E4a 04,,2 453 0?SO
w064ll9.l *2-252t.1 T(II 0.1528{a l5{,1 -!13 (':6I,
W06tlll9.l W2-252t.1 Tl0 0.171 EO4 1a8.9 -l8O Clltl}
w064u9.t w2.252t.1 Tr5 0.10.8{a 112.2 t62 0150
W06'lrl9.l W:1.2528.1 T20 0.9108{E l0l5 5,[7 OlSl)
w064r9.1 w2-252r.1 T25 0.U98{X 0t6"t 005 0:51)
w064u9.r w2-252r.r Tro 0.1308{x l'46 ,72 t2:tr

WANGANUINryEN SNE(I65G
HEIGHT. 507 o (rbow be of raio) STTKB.Oa3O DIP-a.5
SAMPII FIEI,D NO. TNEAT. INTENSITY CDBC CINC Y.AZ

w065r20.r w:t{210.1 Nm o.fiw 0r2J {t.7 065.0
w065t20.t w3{2t0.1 Tr0 0.3!984a 0149 -34.0 0650
w065120.1 w3{2r0.r Tl5 0.l64Eoa 0D.6 -29.6 0650
w06512{t.r w!€2r0.r T20 0.r'oE44 fif.9 l2-l (b5n
w065t20.t w3{2r0.1 Tzt 0.7r1w 016.0 $.7 (b5l)
w065120.1 w3{2r0.r T30 o.MFl 0€.1 .t.l (r5.0
W065120.1 W3{2t0.1 T32 0.21984a 030.9 'OJ 65I)
w(b5t20.t w!{210.t Tl4 0.t36844 05+9 aaz 065.0
w065120.t w3{210.1 T36 0,z'1 Eo4 0:6J 58: (}6nl,

w065r20.t w3{2r0.r T3r 0.r568{!t r2?5 ra.l (E5'0
w065t2t.t w3{2ll.l N@ 0J?584a 00t.6 -50.7 ofi,
w065l2t.t w3{2u.r Tto 03(584a 0(E5 {a.9 06a.0
w(b5t2l.t wt{2il.t Tt5 o.ttaE4a lStJ -zl.t 06r.0
w065t2l.l Wt{2ll.l T20 o.t/O&Oa 3$5 olj 064.0
w065t2r.r wt{zll.r T25 o.truB{x 00:Lt t9.0 (x{n
w065t2t.t w3{2u.t Tto 0.r658{x oq)x 36I) 064.0
w065l2r.r w!{2ll.t T32 0.il38{x 035t 53.1 064,
w065l2l.l W!{2ll.l Tl4 0.21084a 029.6 275 06,r.0
w065r2t.t w3{2lt.t T!6 0.27rE4. ofi.z 25.6 Wi
wo65t2t.t W3{2u.1 T38 o-a}tBo4 0Zt5 ils 0d1.0
w065lz2.l W3{2111 N00 o.'lzlE{x 02?.0 335 062I}
w055r22.r w3{211t Tto 0.3038{x olt: -t93 ()52.0

w065r22.1 wt{2tat Tt5 0.r8t 84. 0l{r.7 0r.l (162I)

w065122.1 w3{2lar T20 0.2158{ra 02t5 '61, ()621)

w065122.t w3{2lzl Ta5 0.27tw o3l.t 6ao (b2I)
x/65lzl.l w3a2t2"t Tto o.zltE4a 0t9.9 623 (b2J,

w065122.r W3J2r2"r Tt2 0.2j!98S. 015.t 576 062!
w065122.1 Wr{2111 T3!t 0.19584a 0.t.0 t{l 0620
w065tzz.t w3{2t2"t T35 0.t38&oa 0!34 zt.9 (b2.0
W065t22.1 W3€212.1 T3t 0.2680't O4t.9 225 62.0

wAIitGAlIlJ| RIVB. SITB 066C
tlElGllT- 154? n (rbovc boc of ratio) STRIKEI)43.0 DlP..as
SAMPLE FIELDNO.TNEAT. INTENSITY CDECCINC Y.AZ

WAIiIGANUIllvn SnB06tC
llEGllTr 26ll o (rbovc lrrc of rcioo) STRtrc{43.0 DIP{S
84ilN.8 FE,DNO.TNEAT. NTE{SITY CDECCINC Y.AZ PLTJNG

1t06i'125.2 Wf,{4t62 N00 (Lu.Eot 296: {33 t39.0 4tO
!flW7r?61 wl-&rl6.2 Tto 0.yt28J1 2tl.t -25J r]9.0 41.0
wtl6lt262 W!{4l6.2 Tl5 0"tt9844 2865 -25.9 139.0 41.0
WIl('Il26t Wl{.al6J T20 o.t||tEo.l l85.Z -275 119.0 al.o
WIr6tl25J Wl{415-2 Tzt 0.8?{84,4 2803 -21.7 139.0 4t.0
wlt6'l26: Wt{416: r:m 0.3zE44 267.2 -t{.9 tX9.0 ,ar.o

Wtlf,tl26J X/:l{al6J T!2 0.900805 2395 65.9 139.0 
'11.0

W067l?62 Srt{.rt6: T3.l 0.1328{)4 065.1 t45 l!9.0 al,
vontu2 rB{at6: Tl5 0.23084,3 c0.? .l{'r 1t9.0 atl}
W06tl26J W!-&ll6: T38 o,an B{a lt:t.6 21.6 119.0 '1lOW(l6tt26: n!+416, T/{) 0.rl52E{X 62.3 C.9 l!9.0 'll-0w()6n2?J W!tal?2 N(D 0.94:lE{t4 U.t -775 r1o-0 38.0
W06lln2 lU:l8tl7: Tl0 0,7,1{18{4 195.2 .1l.7 110'0 38O
WO6tl27.2 Yit{al?, Tt5 O.t(I|BO'1 210.0 -55t l'1O.0 l8O
wocil2?: w!-&at7J T20 0.721841 tg:Lt {!.9 lrl0.0 tto
WI!6tt27.2 m-t{t?l TZt 0.?ll&{r. Zlt.3 {92 I'O.0 38.0
at06n27J W!+r|73 Tto 0.ry2w 2u.9 -29.0 t4{r.0 3t.0
11ct11272 W3{'rt7J Tt2 0.217W 017.0 043 l/0.0 38O
W!6712?3 Vl.tal?, Tl.l o.tnE,4t 0dl5 at.3 l€.0 3t.0
W06?127, lf,l{.al?3 T36 0.l,|()E4'a (f,65 !0.6 t,10.0 3t.0
W6?12?J W!{41?3 T38 0.1368{r{ l2l.l 13./a 140.0 38O
s067t27: s:l8al7J Tlo oJ{D &{X 15'1.0 55.t 140.0 38O
w057l2t.t wl{.tt.t Mto 0.75tE{x u2J 4a0 r4{r.0 36.0
W06tl1l.l W3{4lt.l Tl0 0.950E{a t26./r l5.l I'o.0 360
Woftl2t.l wl{alt.t Tl5 o.tt?Eo4 tat 22"! I'O.0 360
W0drl?.t.l m-t4lt.l T20 0.At?PO,a t2t.6 29.t I'o.0 36'0
wo67t2J.l w'{4lt.t r25 0J{r9E{14 tma 4.2 l&.0 t5.0
wo57t2t.t wl-t4lt.l T!0 o.{ttEfl tt{t 56.4 t'o.o 36.0
Wll6tl2l.l W}E4lt.l Tt2 0.39aE{ta Gt.a -2t, I'1O.0 35.0
W067l2t.l W38ll8.l T3'l 0l89EO{ (F7J l3.t t/t{r.O !6.0
W067l2l.l Wl3al8.l T!6 o.ltiB4,t lo!.0 lt.5 l/0.0 360
w067t2a.r w3{att.l T3t o.?fi841 (nt.2 .{tlJ t40.0 !6.0

wAI{CA}{t t RMI. SflE058G
llElGHT- 26&! n (doyc b.r? of rcd&E) STRIKE4'13.0 DIP-a5
SAI{I!-E FIELDNO, TNEAT. INTENSITY CDEC CINC Y-AZ

w06il29.1 w3{t!9.1 N@ 0.161842 !14.6 {35 099.0
w06il29.t w!{itg.l Tto 0.8608.{,3 3ta,3 {2.6 099.0
w06tl29.l wl{519.1 Tl5 0.'1!lBll! !l1t {lJ 099.0
w06rt29.t wr{trg.r T20 0.T25wt il5.0 {tr 099.0
w06tl29.l Wl{ltlg.l T25 0.76t8.04 l28.tt -55l) 099.0
w06tl29.t w'{:ilg.l T30 0.t69Eo.l !'!1.7 -it.4 099.0
v068129.t w:t{5t9.1 T!2 0.33584.1 039.0 {t3 099.0
w06tl29.l W3{:il9.l T3.. 0.26,|8,4'1 o]ti -lsJ 099.0
v06rl29.l w3{:n9.t T35 o.2trE{a 3.t.6 -t7.4 099.0
wl}6tl2g.t w:lsjttg.l Ttt 0.3!lB4'. 055.9 -105 099.0
w06rt29.t wt-&ng.t Tao 0.6tt844 066.6 -lt,l 099.0
v06rr30.r w:l{.tt2o.r N00 o.rdtB{2 313.0 {al t03.0
w06trt0.t w3{5zr.l Tl0 0.75t8{D !1..8 {0t 103.0
w06il30.t w3-1t20.r Tr5 0.391 84! 317.1 .585 t03.0
w06tt30.t w3{,:t20.t T20 0.uI6EA3 3zL8 5{ro r0r.0
w06il30.1 wt-t520.t Tz5 a.n6w1 00J 495 t03.0
w068t30.t wl-ftizl.l T30 o.a6Ean 016.r -7?3 103.0
W06tfl0.l sl{t20.1 T!2 O.TYLH( (}7'1.4 {tO 103.0
w068lt0.l w3{.:t20.1 T3. 0.19884,1 0TLZ -79J l$.0
w06il10.t w!{520.t T35 0.2848{14 0:t?.0 4r5 t03.0
w06il10.t w!*tar.l T3r o.,'Bj{ GtrS -292 t0r.0
w06il30.t w'-r520.r T{o 05128{4 0t9.t -30.9 t01.0
w06tBt.l wf-ts2t.t N(xt 0.7t7w2 !ta.t {0.6 r0z0
w06illt.t w!-$t2l.t Tto 0.l2tB{2 il2.t -57.9 t0a0
w()68t3l.t wt{521.1 lr5 0.7t9Bot 313,3 .'to 102-0
w(bil3t.r w3-&t2t.r Tz) 0529E43 3t3.9 .t7.7 r0l0
w06illt.t w:i{t21.1 ru o.t3t&ot 1$.8 d9J 102-0
W06tl3t.l vr*t2l.l Tl0 0.?99E44 0ll.'l -53: 102.0
w06iltl.r w:r".&t2t.t Tt2 0.t32BJ!r mg.t -5t.{ t010
w06tltl.l wl-t52l.l T34 0.t738{.t ffS -24O 102.0
w06iltr.l wl-8:t2t.t T36 0.51 &o4 038.3 -r9t t02"0
w06il3t.t vl{itzt.t T3E 0.2568{4 (r1.0 {or l0e0
W0681!l.l W3-&t2l.l T'() 0.965E4,1 056.9 -32.? t010

WANGAI{UI nryEn SITB070C

PLTJNGE

/(,1)
/o,0
40.0
{o.0

'1O.0rloO
.O.0
{o.0
/O.0

{0.0
ao-0
t9.0
t9.0
390
!90
19.0
t9.0
19.0
390
190
39.0
39.0
36.0
36.0
36.0
36.0
xn
!6t)
16.0
160
36!
36ll
16.0

t0.0
!0.0
!0.0
3{x,

w065t23.t w!{lt!.I Nq)
w(b5t2lt.t wl{lt3.t Tto
w065lz!.r w!{lr3.r Tl5
w056r23.t wf{!t3.t r20
w066123.1 wl{31!.t T25
w056123.t w3{lll.t T30
w()65123.1 W3{3t3.t Tl2
w066123.t w!43ll.t T11
w065t23.t w3{3ll.t T36
w(r5lzt.l wl{3t3.t T3t
w066t24.r w3{31{t Nm
w066t2/t.t wt{lta.t Tl0
w066rz.t w3{3r/|\r Tr5
w065ta.t w3{3t4.t T20
wo66tz.t wt{3t{l T25
w065l2{.l W3{31'Ll T3O
W06612/a.t V3{314.1 Tl2
w(56tz.t w]{il{t T}a
W065lZ.l W:l{31'(l T36
W06612/r.l w"l{31{"1 T38
w065t24.t w3{31(t Tao
w06615.r wl{3r5.1 N00
w066125.t w3{!15.1 Tto
w065125.1 wl{3t5.1 Tt5
w066125.r w3{lt5.r T20
w065lx5.t m{315.t Tzt
w066t15.t w3{3t5.t T30
w065lz5.t w3{315.t T3z
W06515.1 W!{315.1 Tl't
w066125.t w3{315.t T16
w066125.r w't{!rs.r T3t

05348{t{ 0116 -32J 64ll
0.108 B{X 017.6 {01 (E/tO
0J95 84. 059.2 t?.4 (B4.0

0.16084a 06?.4 5?.4 0t1.0
0.3'lt E4a 04{9 57.9 08a.0
0.150 E'{a 08,:t.0 735 (E4.0
0.?908S t(B.2 69Jl (E..0
0.2t7 84a o'BJ 16.0 m4.0
o.r77B4a 01?.t 3t.9 (n40
0.11I Eoa o69J lt.o C,..0
0.t50E44 05.7 {35 67.0
0.39a8{B t15.7 l'a.l {f,?O
0.3t? B{4 070.. {o.0 (B7.0
0-2738j1 ott.t -5..1 (B?0
0.280 B.{!r ot5.. J33 (E7.0

03218fl 062J -2t5 ([70
0.t96g{x 034.9 57.1 (E7n
0.1328.{}a !gr.!,16.9 47,
0.1678.0'1 15E.0 6lJ (n?O

0.18t 844 056.9 t7.9 C?O
0.66984a W.6 t7.7 879
0.dt584. 0.05 {7.6 mo
0.{14844 0{:t.7 -32.9 68.0
03@80't 052.5 -17: (B8l)
0.2t08{ta 056.t at.4 6t.0
o229Pj1 t(X.l 4t3 (f,t.o
a.2f2E4,- 059.t 5{9 08EO
0.2l6Eja otzt 16.6 ct.o
o.255W 000.8 !6.4 (n8I)
o.utw1 0&t5 205 (Eto
o.ttltB4a o{2-7 lto eto

w0?0ll1t w3{612.r Nm
wo70l3tl w-86zt.r Tto
w0?0r311 w3{6zt.r Tt5
w0?0t31t w3-86zl.t T20
w0701311 wl462l.r T25
w0?0t31t w3-t522.1 T3{r
w070t31t w3{522.t Tl2
w0?0t32.t wt-t622.1 Tl/a
q/070132-t w3-t622.t T36
w070t31t w:t46l,t.t T3t
w0?0131t w3{522.t T.0
wo?ot3l.t w3{523.t N00
w0?083.t w3{529.t Tto
wo7olll.r wl-t523.r Tl5
tr0?0ll3.t w3{623.t T20
w0rur33.r w345:Ir.t T25
w07083.t w3{523.t Tl0
w07013!.t wl-tdt3.t T32
vomll3.l w3{623.r T3.
womr3!.r B-1623.1 Tl5
m70t3l.r w3-r6lt.t ru
w070133,t w!-t623.t Tl|0
worut3{.t wt{624.t Nm

0.86t 844 l!'8.'a .53J 10t.0 57.0
0J6tE-04 013.6 .513 r0t.0 57.0
0.At EO4 349.t 44.0 101.0 57.0
0.t749{x 323.8 -tt3 t0t.0 570
0.ll9 &O4 309J 4t.t t01.0 5?.0
0.u7 804 @7.t stJ r0t.0 57.0
o.t09 Eo4 005.7 {7.7 t0t.0 57n
O.U9W1 q19.0 /U./a 101.0 57D
0.256 E{X (xt.? 2tJ tolo 57.0
0.231844 074.0 395 t01.0 57I
0.73.aB'04 63.1 -l0O 101.0 57o
o.vnEs1 013.2 .50: t01.0 50.0
0.657 &{!4 02t.2 -{6r 101.0 5oo
03968.Oa 0265 {33 t0t.0 50l)
0.2u 844 OJ{t l 4t5 r0t.0 500
0.163 844 Oz,t.l {5.t 101.0 50.0
0.9.0845 018.r t6.7 101.0 50.0
o.l3aB{'a 0t4.9 15.4 101.0 50.0
0.t43 E04 67.r u3 101.0 50.0
0.115 844 Uts 31/a 101.0 50O
o.til B.o4 t05.0 67.6 10t.0 50.0
0.tl'lE.o! 0{5.6 ll.7 101.0 50O
0.6/48.01 lsxl -323 096.0 5ro

PLTJNGE

,nJ
i(35
.rl5

'l'5/.'5
/|l|5
.135

€.0
i(l.0
41.0
41.0
€.0
41.0
{15
€5
il35
4!5
135
435
€5

PLTJNCB

l{0
11.0
3a.0
34.0
l{0
34.0
l{0
3/4.0

t{0
ta.0
l{0
!4,0
1r,0
11.0
34.0
3.1.0

}t.0
34.0
3{0
34.0
31.0
!t.0
3t.0
3 1.0

tt.0
It.0
31.0
ll.0
tt.0
3r.0

PLUNCA

ao.0
l().0
.{,.0

'o.0
ao.0
l(}.0
io.0
lo.0
40.0
aLo
a2-0
42"0
a10

'l:L0
a2.0
1L0
440
aa0
1L0
r(L0
az.o
1L0
42"0
1L0
1LO
lLO
1L0
1L0
rl10
42"0
ail0

412

HEIGHT- 27J6 u (rbovc hrrc of reaio) STRIKE{I43.O DIP-a.5
SA}fTLE FIELDNO.TREAT. TNTENSITY CDECCINC Y.AZ PLTJNGE



w(n0l34.l w3{62a1 Tto o3sB,oa
W(n0l3i3.t W:l{62al Tl5 0305E{L
w070t31.1 w3{62.'1 T1) o3llE{x
w070t3{.t w3{62a1 T5 or5tB{x
w070t3a.t w:l{62a1 Tlo o.2trB{x
w070134.1 w3a62Al T!2 0.t57B{X
w070t3/a.l ry!{62A1 T34 O.Zl5B{L
w070134.r w3{624t Tt6 0.t2984a
w070t34.r w3{62a1 T38 (L133 Er}a

WAI{GANUI nIVEN, SNE O72O

HEIGIIT- 2tal u (rboe boc of rcaio ) STIHE O$,0 DlFlS
SAI{PLE FIE,DNO.TEEAT. INTB{SITY CDSCCXNC Y.AZ

(xrl6 -2t3 0960
t55.'a 06.1 0960
toj lo.t 096!
t5iL9 99.7 ffiO
0t05 4?.t 096Il
t592 t92 W3
31'6.? 255 096,
016.0 2t5 0960
06{9 llr 09611

5t.0
51.0
5t.0
5t.0
5t.0
5r.0
5t.0
5t.0
5t.0

PI-TJNG

25.0
25.0
25.0
15.0
15.0
25.0
2!t.0
u.0
20
2|'0
2A0
2r0
tto
7^:0
xLo
xLo
xLo
xLo
xLo
xLo
xLo

PLTJNGE

2t.0
28.0
u.o
n.o
n.0
28.0
2t.0
u.0
2t.o
n.o
?s.o
15.0
lt.0
25.0
z5.o
25.O
zJ.0
15.0
15.O
2it.o
29.0
29.0
ar.0
29.0
4r.0
4r.0
29.0
29.0
x).0
?,r.0

PLUN@

@.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
60.0
6(,.0
fl}.0
@.0
@.0
60,0
6{}.0
65.0
55.0
65.0
65.0
65.0
65.0
65.0
65.0
6t.0
55.0
61t.0

6.O
66.0
66.0
66.0
65rt

m75ra3.t w3{q||.l T30 0J65&{r. rf,1.r 50.6 099.0 66.0
soTlttat.t wt-rgtr.l Tl2 0568.{}4 n9.r 56.2 099.0 66.0
Wo?Slal.l Wr{9lll.l Ttt 0.r,tf B4a t2jl.t 4!.2 099.0 66.0
l/o?slrtl.l V!{gll.l Tr 0356&oa o,qlt 39.9 099.0 65.0
W075t.13.1 wl{qtl.l Tlt 0J9a&O'1 lqlo '11.4 099.0 66.0
w075lat.t ta-r$l.t Tlo 09638{r. 0at.7 {13.6 (B9.0 66.0

N'ANGAI.II,INryB, SITBC'gG
llBKillT. t090 n (riovc hrc of rccin) STRIKBIOa3.O DIP-a-J
SAIN^E FIE-DNO.TNEAT. NTE{SITY CDECCINC Y.AZ PLT'NGE

w079ltl4,t w!9ql2.1 Nm 0.1568{3 (xx.t 51.? 0?t.0 6{ll}
w0?9ta4t wl-9ql2"t Tto 0.99t8,{r3 008.9 {8.7 07t.0 60.0
wot9ra{t w}m2.1 Tt5 0.6!28{x 155.. {lo 07t.0 60.0
W0791'f{l Tt3-9032.1 T20 0.nS&41 343.1 {t.7 Olt.o 60.0
W07914{l W}9(B2.1 T5 0.103844 3555 25.0 07t.o 60.0
m?gl'!Ll W!9O32.1 Tl0 0.16280,. (B65 ,18.1 078.0 @.0
w0?9t44.t w3-9032.t Trl 0.2t6E4a 009.3 51? (n8.0 60.0
wo?9ls.l w!903?.t T3| o.rtgEo. 02tJ 42-4 07t.0 60.0
w079ta4,l w3-9032.1 T36 o.tgtB{X 05.0 51t 0?8.0 60.0
W0791'a4,1 W3.gql2.t Tlt 0.1?tEO{ 0103 35.6 07t.0 60.0
W079t'6.t W!-9@3.1 N00 0.1'AFi3 359.2 -55.2 63.0 62.0
V0791'|l'.1 W!-SI!.I Tl0 0r55&O4 0114 47.a (tr3.0 62n
w0?9r('.1 w!-9qr3.l Tt5 0J02844 015.6 -!?J (tr3.0 620
wlr?9t$.t w3-9033.1 Tz) 0:158{x 04t.1 {il.a $3.0 6?0
w0?9tl('.1 w3-96!.t Tlt 0:t3844 0a4.6 tt.o st.o 529
W0?9lt6.l W!9(B3.1 T30 0.l51EO,a 0a'1J /a7./t 63.0 62.0
w0?9t45.1 wl-go3t.t T32 0.212E44 6t.2 42.t 63.0 62A
w0?9t4t.l w:r-90tt3.r T34 0.158844 125.4 511 0t3.0 610
w0?9t45.t w340!3.r T!6 0.2t7&O4 nt.r 69.2 083.0 62.0
w0?9ta5.l w3+83.1 T3t 025tw1 109.t 7t.a $3.o 62.0
w0?9r.5.r wt-gsx.l N@ 0.t53803 m4.9 .sra 077.0 6t.0
w0?916.t wf-9011.1 Tl0 0.At6E4a 007.0 ,r1.9 077.0 63.0
w079la5.l w}'903a.l Tl5 0.36!EO. 01r.9 -19./t 077.0 63.0
W0791,f5.1 W3-9of4.1 TZ) 0.U;IE{4 0?95 U.o 077.0 631)
Cr0?9t{.1 w}903/a.l TZ5 0.7-lZE.o1 025.6 510 07?.0 63,
w0?9t6.t w3-c)34.t T3{, 0.t50805 0n3 9.2 vt?.o 53.0
W0?91{6.1 $l3-903,a.1 T32 0.129&O,a 350.8 25.4 07?.0 6l.0
W0?9146.1 W3-984.1 Tll 0.l(}tE44 l4l.'a a4? 077.0 63.0
Wo79l,a5.l W3.9ot'tl T!6 0.110844 025.4 6.1 0?7.0 6!.0
w079ta6.r wr-$34.r ru 0.t588{a |16.r ?0.9 077.0 53.0

WAI{GANTJI RTVEN, SITB $OG
HE|GIlr- 3l 19 o (rbovc buc of rcctio) STRTKE{143.0 DtP.aj
SAI{TI.E FIELDNO, TREAT. TNTENSITY CDEC CINC Y-AZ PLIJNGE

W0t0l'47.t W:t-9l1t.l Nm O.2TIW! lZL4 5a.0 095.0 70-0
W0t0l.a7.l W3-9lr5.l Tl0 0.XUEj.t 166.t t4.t 095.0 ru.O
wot0ta7.t w3-9tt5.l Tt5 0.t55843 t58.7 63.4 095.0 70.0
wot0t4?.1 w3-9|l5.1 T20 0504F-o. 60.9 59.2 095.0 ?0.0
w080t47.t w3-985.t Tz5 0J5980{ 022-7 -13.t 095.0 ?0.0
Wo80t/t7.1 W3-9135.1 Tl0 OSTI&44 Bt4 -13.7 095.0 70.0
WOt0l.t?.l W3-9tl5.l Tt2 0506Fi4 

'f!.1 
-14.9 095.0 ?0.0

W0t0l't7.1 Wt-9135.t T34 05XE{X 35t.2 -17.a 095.0 7OO
w0tt)t47.t w!9r35.r T36 05u804 1512 {5.7 095.0 70'0
W0E014?.1 V3-9135.1 T3t O.yJ,E4I 33t.t O/t.t (D5.0 ?0o
woror.?.t wt-9r35.t T'o 0.to6Eo3 o9r3 t?.r 095.0 700
Wotollat.l W!9ll6.l N@ 0.'l85EOl lt16 5t.l 104.0 to.o
w0r0r4t.t w!-9tr6.l Tto 03178{3 l6{r.t 5t.t 104.0 t0.0
wotolat.l W3-9136.1 TUt o.tl?Eo! t71.6 sat 10'10 tot
Wotol'lt.l wl9l!6.1 T20 o.2ltEoa 047.t -20.a l0{0 t0,
wotot4t.l w19t36.t T25 o.?ttEo{ 00?.t 475 t04.0 m.0
Wo$l/A.t W}'9l36.l T30 0.'L8 E{a 3fa2 -rtl lotl.O t0.0
W0t0l'lt.t Wt-9t5.1 T32 051/aE4a 320.7 -!71 lO(0 t0,
Wotol/at.t W3-915.1 T34 0551 E&l tm.6 -ml l0/,.O m.0
W0t0l48.l W34l!6.l Tl{t 0.{BE{14 320.0 -223 10.L0 80O
w080148.1 wl.9136.1 T38 01tSE.o1 (f,6.8 6X6 10,..0 80.0
W0t0l49.l W}'9137.1 Nm 0.'6r B{3 200.0 4?.1 096.0 760
W0t0l'19.1 W3-913?.1 Tl0 037t E{13 215.9 l|6.t 096.0 75.0
w08{ll/.9.1 w}9ll?.1 Tl5 0:ltB{13 223.6 a4.t 096.0 760
w0t0r49.t w!9n?.t T20 0.r26EJt 1t{r.7 34.1 096.0 76.0
W0t0la9.t W:t4t37.1 T25 0.101 B{r3 2?t.a I'(3 095.0 750
W@olag.l W!-glr?.t T30 0.t9aE4'l 27t.9 8.2 @6.0 76.0
worolag.l w!.gfl?.r T32 05r2Bj4 ,55.7 at 0p6.0 76/J
w0t0f49.t W3.913?.1 Tla o.t0?El.o'l zJ0.7 gLg W6.0 76n
w0t0l'19.1 w!-9ll?.1 T35 0.tl9E0,l 11..0 ZLi 096.0 76.0
W0t0l'19.t W!9tl7.l Tlt 0.t65&{X 139.9 ?9.5 096.0 76n

WAI{OAI{TI nIVER SNE 08 I G
HEIGHTT ! I 19 n (rbovc b of rcairn) STRIXB443.0 DtP{s
SA}|ru HE.DNO.TNEAT. INTE{SITY CDECCINC Y.AZ PLUNGE

w072135.t w2-2729.1 N00 0.962W
w0?2135.1 qz-zzp.r T6 0.63084a
w0?2135.1 nr2a729.r Tl0 03{5E{t{
w072t35.1 w2-1729.I Tt5 033t EO{
w0?2135.r vr-2719.r TD 0J,:t9B.0a
w072r35.t wz-zw.t rE 0.2398{x
w072135.t w2-2729.1 T30 0.r,2E41
w072t36.r w2-27j0.t N(xr 0.n3&{E
w0?2t36.1 w:!-27j0.r T6 038684.
w072r36.t w:!-2B0.t Tto ojmEoa
w072t36.t w2.27$.t Tl5 0330E{r
w072tt6.t w2-240.t T20 0.2,{rE-04
w072t36.t cr2-280.1 T25 0.29tEO4
w072rr.1 w2-2710.1 T30 038llE{!l
w072r37.t w2-273l.t Nm 0.n6E03
w072137.t w2-27ll,r T6 0.n6w
wo72lr?.t wz-2?!l.t Tto 0.6nw
w0?2lt?.1 W2-2?3l.l Tl5 03.3E4a
w0728?.r w2-2Br.t T20 03nF4
w072137.r w2'?nt.l T?5 0.tuE4
w072lt7.t wz-2?ll.l Tto 0.ZJ7EJ1

WA}{CANI'T R VE8, SITE O73G

It3.0 07.9 ftto
l?95 o!t3 @3rt
t6t.t o5.t 003It
I5t.0 lt.7 m,
IIl/tJ 25.6 00!t
135.0 z3tr mlo
0353 a3J 0(}rn
It6.4 01.'t 0l2O
t?55 4t.t 012l)
rZ|.9 -lot 0120
t7!.2 -t6.6 0t2ll
16,,6 $t2 0t29
t5t5 23.t 0t2!
l'41.4 12.2 0l2I)
Ir2.? 026 m6I'
tr5.0 4t5 m6.0
l?t.t -{5.9 m6.0
t6t.2 -il.? 0060
156.2 -200 m60
1543 -22a @60
118.'a -2t.6 0O5O

HEGHT. 2t94 n (rbow br* of retio) STRjXE Oa3.0 D|P.aj
SAIIPT.E FIELDNO.TNEAT. INTE{SITY CDECCINC Y-AZ

W073llt.l wl-ttz5.t N00 0.tl6g{B 3,|5.9 -59.1 0030
w073r3t.t w-ttzt.t Tto o.tzlB4a 350.t -5t.1 0o].0
wo73l3t.t w{825.1 Tt5 0.6368{}. 310.t -59l, 0(D.0
w0?3r38.r wt€825.t T2[ 0.36tE(t. !0t.9 -5r2 001.0
w073r3r.t w3{t25.t Tzt 0.29884. 29{.t -lro 00t.0
w073t3r.r w3{825.r T30 o.ul!E4a 2t?.9 -35.7 0r!
w073r3r.l w3{r25.t T32 0.23r E{X 292J -r3J 003.0
wo73t3t.l w3{825.1 T3. 0.21?84{ !265 -296 0qt.0
W073l3t.l W3{825.1 T36 o.1578-0a 3aa0 -20./a 0o3o
w073138.1 w3{825.t Tt8 0.250844 3t8.0 053 003.0
w073139.1 w3{t26.1 N(n O.l?2EJt 357.9 -72! mtl)
w073r39.t wr{E25.1 Tto 0.t71 84. (x)t.t 405 mt.o
w0?tr39.l w3{r26.t Tts 0.6528{r o00.t -z.l mtlt
w073r39.1 w34r26.1 T20 03r!E{X 025.2 -76.6 00r.0
w073r39.1 w3{r26.1 T25 0.m.W1 ou.r -60.9 mt.o
w07389.1 W3€826.t T30 o.llgEJa 3tt.t {0.0 mt.o
w07389.t W:t{826.t Ttz 0.167801 291.6 {1.9 00t.0
wo?rrf.l w3{t25.t Tr4 0:t0Bo. t54.2 -t5"6 Oto
w073t39.t w3{t26.1 T36 o.2ttB.Oa il1.2 .Ot.4 CX}r!
w073ll9.t w3{r26.1 T38 0.ut?E44 106.9 {Xl: mt.o
W073l,ao.l W3{t27.1 Nq, 0.99?B4a tta.3 -50.9 157.0
w073t.0.t w!{t2?.t Tto 0.631 844 t57.0 {41 ttto
WOTll'O.l W3{t2?.1 Tl5 0.'t/|684a t17.a 4.9 t570
w073li0.l Wt4t?.1 T20 0J,52E4a !t10.2 -zt.I 3:t?!
wo73l'o.l W3{t27.1 T2,lt o.LltgEo. tUS 09t tflA
w0?3to.l w:t{t27.t Tlo 0.t668-{x tut L't t570
w073t40.1 w3{r2?.1 Ttz 0.15584a t073 z'J t570
W073110.1 W3{t27,1 T3/t o.lt?E{,a 129.0 261 157.0
wo?3tlo.t w3{rt.t Tl5 0.t81E44 t20J 0?.9 !57.0
W07!110.1 W3{t2?.1 T'O 0.101 EJ}3 o(rt.'t 031 3571}

WANGANrJ|nJVB, SITEOTsG
HEIGHT. t00? n (rbow ble of raic) STR!KE443.0 DIP-aJ
SAMPLE FIELDNO.TNEAT- INTENSITY CDECCINC Y.^Z

W0751'll.l W:iJ928.1 N(x)
w0751'll.l 9,il{glt.l Tl0
W0751'al.l W:l{92t.1 Tl5
w075r.r.l rt:l{gl8.t T20
w0751'll.l w!{92t.t T15
w0?5l4l.t w:t{cl|.t T30
wotsr.l.t w{928.t Tt2
w075lal.l wf{qa.r Tt4
w0?5lal.1 w3{glr,l T16
wo?slar.t wl{92t.r T38
w075l4t.l w3{c8.l T,O
w075t{l.l w3{glg.r N00
w075ta2.l w:t{99.t Tl0
w075l'12.t wl{ng.r Tr5
w075la2-l wl{929.1 T20
w075142.1 w3{y!9.r T25
w075142.t w3{929.t Tl0
w075142.t w:t{gtg.t Tt2
w075ta2.t w:t€glg.t Tlt
w0?5r42.1 w:r{929.t T35
wo75la2.t w:t{929.1 T3t
WUr5l42.l W3{CB.I T'O
w075143.t wt{g!t.l N@
w0?5l4l.l w:t{9t.1 Tl0
W0751.11.1 m{glt.l Tl5
wq75r43.t wt€glr.r T20
W0?51'43.1 n4{9l1.1 T25

O.WW\ 006.7 ..91 lql0
0.ta484, ot?.6 -47.4 loto
0.61'1E{}1 oll.a -!1.4 160
0:69 gor 0a9.0 ttJ t01.0
03t7E{{ 0a1t .!J toro
0.219844 05:t5 56: IEO
0.3€ B.{}a o6L5 64/. 1(E.0
0.29t E{t/a 107.9 55J lo:t!
0.!2IlE{X llSJ 'll.? tolO
0.al3E4a ll9.'a a?.7 1(Bl,
o.r'tBj1 05t.6 {t?.6 tqrl)
o.Nwt (m.r -56! 69n
o.n{E{t 0(n.9 -55.4 0|r9J)
ota 844 0(B.1 -a6J 099.0
o.zvt Boa oaa.z 0a6 099.0
0.2ft E{r o',52 5\7 Wgr
O26lF.o. 065.'a 62"7 099.0
0.225 B{r 0|6.1 56.1 09.0
o.Zf,E{x 090.t a4J 0990
0.235 E{r (t67.{ ,475 099.0
03.0 E4a 0845 a5t 0{,9.0
0.906 8..0t 057.0 -ilr 0990
0.159 B{:t 003.9 -5r.7 099.0
0.t.0 B{It 0ta.t {6.7 o99r}
0538 E{a 02t.5 -!6.7 099!
o.zu E4a 015.6 25.1 0990
0325 &{X Ott.t /a!Ja 0990

woilt5o.t w:tl2t2.t N00
w0til50.1 w:Ltzt2.l TtE
wwtr5o.t w.t232.1 Tto
w(nu5o.t w.3232.r Tt5
w(nuso.t w?.3a2.t Tzt
woilr50.r w:l-3232.t Tzt
w0tu50.l w2.lzt2.l T30
wo8ltn.l w2.3233.1 Nm
wo$r5l.r w2.3al.r T6
wotusl.r w2.tat.r Tto
wotnst.r w:t"3233.t Tts
w6u5r.r w2-32r3.t T20
woEt t5l.t w:1.32t3.t Tzt
wmt r5r.r w2-32rt.t T3{t
wGll52"r w2.311t.r N(n
w@n52"t w2-32ta.t Tqt
w$ltsal w2-323a.r Tl0
wotlts2-t cr2-l2t4.l Tt5
w0ill51t w2.3zta.t T20
wo8u52-r w2-3114.1 TZ5

413

05278{t4 06{7 -26.7 [0.0 ta.o
0.715E{ra (Elt.t ot.a tto.0 3ao
0.971 B4.l (E95 (E.6 t10.0 3a.0
o.ll7Eo! 0$J 20.t rt0.0 t'0.0
0.601 844 0'12-2 025 110.0 YA
0.127?41 Ct6J -{5O 110.0 3'1.0

0.250804 0rz9 450 u0.0 34,0
o.2aFAt l9t.l -5r5 107.0 t9I)
0.17t E{t3 z)t.r {5.? t07.0 39.0
0.t3284! 20.6 4rO 107.0 t90
0.696 E{X 2m.r -35.9 t07.0 !9.0
0.a36E0t 2ll,,t -39.6 107.0 39I)
0J6t EOa 2G5 -32J l0?.0 t9I)
o.'|{,0E.{)ia 156.2 -t05 l0?.0 39.0
0.2il E{t3 Zt2.r 4rt l0?.0 355
0.t?5 E03 208.3 {5.7 t07.0 355
0.13r &03 t5.9 4!.1 107.0 155
0.65?844 tn.t 425 107.0 355
o.'!at E{X lgl.t 4?.? 107.0 t55
0J65 E-04 163.5 46 t07.0 lnj



w$rr52.l w2-323{.1 T!{r O.fiW l1'.7 -552 lfilt
w$r$2j W:l-323.8 Nm o2:nw 2105 4t.l l(no
wcu523 Xf,t-321{! TCt 0.1!08'{E 2rrl.9 {5J t(nlt
w0ru52J w2-323{3 Tl0 o.lu E{B wL6 175 lfirt
w$r1523 w2-323tt3 Tl5 0J878.{r l9!.0 {oJ lo'!
W0tlt523 VX2-t131!TaJ o3olE{L tt/as {9t 107,
w0811523 w2-t'613 TE 0.ZBB{r 0l0J -71.1 l{n,
W0tlUt23 W2-323.1J TlO 0.2618{r t3,r9 tt, t()7J

WAI{GANUINIVS, STT86'.G
llElGltT- 3l9a n (rboc brc of rctio) STEITP'{X3.0 DIP{S
SAMPLE FIEI.DNO.TNEAT. INTE{SITY CDrc CNC Y.AZ

W(E4l5t.l Wl-98t.r N(I) 0.a3lE{X OffJ -'123 l'ltll
W08at5l.l X,:lr23l.l Tl0 o.2l7w oa/r'a -D: lat!
w064l5l.l w'f48t.l Tl5 0'l32B4a 0?4t 17.9 l'ltl)
wc.tsl.l w3-92lt.t T20 o:lzB{ta 068.4 59.9 l|tslt
w$'3t5!.1 W:142t8.1 T25 0.26ltE{r 0ff.1 ,r9,t lat'o
w08.153.t c,:t43t.t T!0 0330E{r lzl.t 490 l.tll
WUt4t5!.1 W:l,gZtt.l T!2 03178{X tqLT 475 l'ltl)
w08al5!.1 W:1,923&l T9a 0.l99B4a loao 543 lat,
WGal53.l W:1423t.t Tf6 9ZEW 10t.6 'at, l'ltl,
W$4t5r.l W:!-gzlt.l Ttt 0:3484.r lt.t '1?/a l'1t.0
wG4l53.l W:t42lt.l Tl||) 0.?t7B{l'1 1310 {t1l, lat!
W(tr/atj'a.l W:t4z}9.l Nm 0.'1ItE0.t 159.2 -155 l'llrl,
w6/tl54.t wl4:t}9.1 Tl0 0.15,.804 011.0 -193 1,19'0

W6,ll5,a.l W!4{89.1 Tl5 0.tt9&{x 010.4 615 I'r9,
w084r51.r W:l-9zt9.l T20 0.Iilt{L 0410 llJ l'1{,.0
w64154.r W34Zt9.l T2lt 0.11780.1 125.0 l5.l t{t.o
W$4ltl.l w!9139.1 T30 o.XAW lto.9 '1t.7 149.0

w08al5{.1 9/.!4299.1 Tl2 0.1?l B.oa 0963 2tJ 1,.|l.0
w084154.1 w!4239.1 T34 0.r6784a U3.t 253 lltg!
w084154.t w3-9zl9.r T35 0.209E0. 071.t 315 la9.0
w08{154.1 W3-92!9.1 Tlt 0.ll2E4a 109.2 19.9 1,49.0

W084t55.1 W342r0.1 Nm 0..L68{r 031.9 -slJ la?O
w084155.1 W34240.1 Tl0 0.t968{4 075.6 -12, 1,17.0

W0tal55.l W+?fr.1 Tl5 0.t/a2E4a 091.9 l6J l47O
w084155.1 w942ao.t Tm 0.19684a lct3 .{t.7 l/a7o
w08,ff55.1 w34z0.r T25 0.21?8'0. lr75 .16 v?n
W0t4t55.l Wf424O.l Tl0 0.a)6E{X 139.0 'a3"t l,a70
w08.1155.1 w3'4210.l Ttz 0.21! 844 101.0 5t5 l47O
w084r55.1 W342iO.t T34 0,jl5e.{4 127.7 aO.4 l4?O
w0E4l55.l v'34a1p-1 TX 0.t9tE4'l 12 1 71.9 117.0

w0t4r55.t w34z0.l Tlt 0.176E{x l!5.l 563 ta7.0
W08.al55.l W342rO.l TaO 056580.1 127.t 065 laTI)

wAl,rcANu nrvEn SITB 66c
HEIGHT.3222 u (rbot brce of re'riq) STnffE4{3.O DlPjf.5
SAMPLE FIEI.DNO.TREAT. INTENSITY CDECCINC Y.AZ

w085f56.1 W2-3635.t N@ O.S?/8j4 2m.7 -rt6 DgA
w086r56.1 w2-36Llt.t T(E 0.639E44 217.4 4J 099.0
w086156.1 W2-36!5.1 Tto o.aOoE{X 213.4 -50.2 0990
w0r6r56.l w2-3635.r Tl5 0.r9?E4. 265.1 {25 09911

w086r56.t w2-3635.t T20 0.1628J). 105.a {2.9 099.0
w086r55.r w2-3535.r T25 0.r7584r 2ta.9 -69J 099.0
w086156.t w2-3635.t TIO 0.143&{). 2t9J -50.1 099.0
w$615?.1 w2.3636.t Nm 0.8$ E-{X 220J {tr 100.0
w0E6r57.r w2-36l6.t T(6 0565 84. 2t7.1 10.0 l(no
w066t5?.1 w2-365.t Tl0 0.1nw1 216.7 l0-9 lml)
w086157.1 W2-3636.t rt5 0.39?E{}a 249.9 53t 100.0

W066157.1 W2-3dt5.l T20 0.,a418{}a 29?J ?0.1 l@O
W$515?.1 W2-3616.1 TZ5 0.251 844 Otu 6t.6 100.0

w0B5l3?.1 w2-1636.1 Tl0 0r2l E4'l 3l{9 .93 lmo
w66158.1 W2-1537.t N(n 0.7r?E0a 21r.6 -10-l l0lo
WG6l5t.l W2-3537.1 T6 O.15.2E,{4 221.0 -'|65 l0l.0
ws6l58.t w2-36t?.t Tto 0.275&u 16t.6 -11.. l0lo
w66t5t.l w2-!637.t Tl5 0.lt9E{)a 160.1 -17.0 101.0
w$5l5r.r w;r-t6t7.r Tm 0.143 EJ)4 lJ?.? 605 l0r0
w$6t5E.t W2-36r7.t T25 0.mE4. Ott.o {83 l0l0
w086t5t.t w2-36t7.t Tlo 0.2tt Eoa 129.2 .25 10r.0

w^ttrcANt t RIvEn s|TE 089G
HEIGHT. !f 45 n ($ow buc of redo) STruKE41!O DIP{S
SAMPLE PIELDNO.TNEAT. INTENSITY CDECCTNC Y.AZ

t5J
!5J
:t55
ll'J
ltJ
:|!'5
:t|'5
tlt5

PLTJN@

ts.0

'15.0.('.0
.|l'.0
l('.0
$.0
/('.o
t('.0
{t.0
{t.0
r5.0
{?.0
a7.0
a?.0
n,0
17.O

o.0
a?,0
a7.0
{?.0
,07.0

41.0
at.0
{t.0
al.0

'41.0.*1.0

'41.0
4t.0
4t.0

'41.04t.0

PLT,'NG8

17.0
17.0
t?.0
17.0
!7.0
3?.0
17'0
35J
!55
!55
3:tJ
15J
!55
$5
!55
155
155
35J
355
35J
t55

PLT'NG8

l|.0
34.0
1r0
]4.0
L.0
14.0
!1.0
3r1.0

3..0
34.0
14-0
19.0
,9.0
t9.0
19.0
39.0
39.0
19.0
t9.0
19.0
39.0
31.0
l!.0
31.0
tt.0
3t.0

414

Wll3lrl6l.l !t:l-gltl3.l T:Xl 0.21.r80,a Zn,1 57,2 1t7.0 33.0
V$9l6l.l W:ltlat.l T!2 0.171 E{. 196.9 .11./. 1t7.0 33O
T'{f,9t6t.t wlttaS.t Tx 0.t68B44 zIL3 xL7 t87.0 13.0
s089l6l.t w:t4talt.t T16 0.u98{x 180.8 540 187.0 330
WIB9l6l.l Wt.9l.at.l T:18 0.1258{tl 16a.6 -10/a 1t7.0 33O

WANOAI{I,I nJ\rB, SI|B O9rG
HBICiIIT:!!7' n (&v3bc ofr.db) SfRIlG4/a3.o DIP-a.5
SAMII.B FISJ}NO.TRBAT. NTE{SITY CDEC CINC Y.AZ PLT'NGE

w09u61l w:l-a03t.t Nm 0.2308,03 189.9 -73l 153.0 5tI}
wll9tl62-l W:Hmt.l TlIl 0-u,7BO3 1ru.9 -7'16 153.0 53o
wt9ll62.l wz.{Bt.l Tl0 0.t56EJ3 tt{6 {2.t tst.o 53.0
Wll9ll6Zl W2.aolt.l fl5 0.9o7E{}a 150./a -77.7 l5l.o 53.0
wo9u61t w:Lactt.t Tz, 0.7t?Eo4 t63.t {9.t 153.0 53I)
w09u61t v:Hrr.l T2J 05+.8{x 156.6 {93 153.0 stt
wxilt5zt w2-a(br.l Tlo 0.418844 147.9 -7t.1 153.0 5!l)
wo9u63.t w:tJ(ng.t Nq) 0.21584r t&.9 -735 16a.0 52.0
w09ll63.t W:l-aolg.l T05 0.1t0&O3 t&t3 -773 16..0 57a
w09lt6t.t v2{t9.t rto o.l4lBJ! tzLS -?0.1 164.0 52.0
wo9il63.1 w:lJ69.r Tl5 0.?608{)4 168.7 -?0: 164.0 52n
tlt9rl63.t w:1439.1 T20 0j7l&o4 ll,..,l -7tJ 16..0 52.0
wo9ll6l.l W2-a(D9.1 Tlt 0..2!E{X $6.2 {9J 16,1.0 52O
W09ll63.t W:l..0llg.t T3o 0.3.t84.4 135.9 {65 164.0 52.0
wlr9n6at w:t-{o(t.l N(x) o.x5F4.t N3 -77.9 161,0 5t3
v09u6{l v24{ar.l T(I' 0.l9lE4.! 196.r €1.2 167.0 5r3
w09lt6{l w:l-.{oo.t Tto 0.1la8{3 175.5 -7t.1 167.0 533
Wll9ll6..l s:l-.O&.! Ttj 0.t3{tB4,a 167.1 {23 16?.0 533
WtPll6{l gl-.o{.1 T1) 0.6788{X lt.? {0.7 16?.0 533
w09lt6a,t w2{a{t.t Tzt 0J3tB{4 1673 {9.9 16?.0 533
w09n64.t w,{o.o.t T!0 0,4rtE{. la?, 5().1 r5?.0 5t3

WAI{GAI{UI RryER SITE O9!G
HElGllT. laa0 n (rbovc bcc of rcabr) STRIKE 0/13.0 DIP-aS
SAI,TTI.E FIELDNO.TREAT. INTB{SITY CDPC CINC Y.AZ PLI'NGE

W(X/rl6t.l W!4aaa.l N00 03t7B.0a 058.3 -a4J 15t.0 ,t?.0

w09t65.1 w3.9{+t.l Tto 0,29t8{4 G7.0 -36! 15t.0 17.0

w09!r65.t w:t-9+r..r Tl5 0.r90Eg 106.8 482 t58.0 4?.o

WO93l6J.l w!9444.1 T20 a.UlU1 113.7 ZL2 158.0 ,l7O
w0Br65.r wlx+r.t Tzr 0.1098J{ rt7.l 324 15t.0 47.0
wrrgll65.r w!94aa.t Tto 0.t598{}{ 136.2 z5 15E.0 47.0
wlt9lt65.t w!gaa4.l Tl2 0.2TlU1 l3z8 4(l 158.0 0A
w093t65.1 w3-gaaa.t TL 0.3008{15 G8.3 47.8 158.0 a1A
w0Cll65.t W}'9*r.a.t T36 O.z,ZB-o1 177.6 29.9 158.0 .7.0
w09ft65.l w-9L4.t Tlt o.xuEAa zf,J J8.9 158.0 179
wo93t65.t w!4a44.1 Tlo 0.17184t 0545 065 15t.0 4?O

w09il66.t w!9445.1 N@ o.tttB{3 0U.7 -a8.0 159.0 .1.0
Wo9all66.l w'-9,1{t.l Tl0 0,S0E-04 (n4.? .r]tj 159.0 

'11.0w00tt66.t w:-9a45.t Tt5 0.t55E-0. (n05 445 159.0 41.0
WOCfl66.l W!9a/6.1 T2O O.752Ej4 Oal.o -44.4 159.0 41.0
w0!Bt66.t w344ali.t Tat 05358{4 045.4 -43.9 159.0 4t.0
w0{Bl66.t w3-eB5.t T10 0.444E{4 056.3 -tXo 159.0 4lO
w0clr66.l w3-9445.t Tr? 0J5r E44 059.9 -21f, 159.0 41.0
w09Jt66.t w!9a4:t.t T34 0.422E{a 1325 {0t 159.0 41.0
W093t66.1 W!94/a5.1 T16 0.4158-04 07a7 13.2 159.0 41.0
w09jl65.t w3-9445.t T3t O.?,/JF-O1 mt.t (b.4 159.0 41.0
W093167t Wl-9a/t52 Nm 0327E{1 W-1 4a.0 156.0 

'49.0
W09!167-2 w3-9.a62 Tl0 0.1?48{X 124J -2t.1 156.0 /r9.0

w0q[67, w!-9.5: Tl5 0.t808{5 290.0 -llJ 156.0 49.0
w0qil6?: w!-9{46.2 TZ' 0.62!&05 2D.9 -103 156.0 a9l)
w09il67: W!-9+6e T25 0.r,a2E{3 r9t.6 42.8 156.0 191
WO9lf67J Cr3-9146, Tl0 0-21oE,o1 2105 30.6 156.0 /a9O

w093t67: W!-94/62 T!2 0.t8?E{4 l9l.l 06.8 156.0 49.0

w09167.2 W}'9.452 Tt4 0.24tE0. rro.t lat 156.0 190
w0{ttl6?J W3-9ll/|6-2 Tt6 0.260844 201.9 59.3 156.0 4t.0
wo93t67-X Wt.9.{52 T38 0.1t2E44 t80.8 395 156.0 .94

wAilGANUt uvEn srB095c
HEIGHT. 3a53 o (.Dovc b..c of E tb) STruKE O,t3.0 DIP-1J
SAMTLE FIELDNO. TN,EAT. INTENSITY CDBC CINC Y.AZ PLUNGE

W095l6t.l W!95{t.l N(n 0.1{rE43 023.7 J55 157.0 'll.oW095l6t.l w'-95..7.1 Tl2 0.5?l EO,l oal.O -7lO l5?.0 'll!w095t5t.r w-9547.t Tt6 0.t21941 083.2 -?0.9 157.0 {1.0
w09ftl68.l w!r547.1 T2o o.l62Ej4 1810 -3?.9 157.0 /tlo
$r09516t.1 w:t-95/07.1 T2/l 0.9aoE{5 l6t.t oat l5?.0 41.0
w095t6t.t w!-95a7.t T27 oJfpE.o. lat.g 01.6 1J7.0 41.0
W095l6t.l W},'95a7.1 T3O 0.2?98{t4 125.,a lt.4 157.0 4tO
w095169.t w:t-95.t,1 N00 0.il5E{3 ott.a -586 t610 43.0
W095169.1 W!-95,1t.1 Tl2 0.&841 07t.0 -51.9 162.0 {!.0
wo95l69.l w3-95rlt.l T16 0.ntm1 tll? {55 1610 41.0
W095169.1 W!.95,|8.1 T20 03Zf RO4 lm.7 21.2 l5L0 'll0
w095159.1 w!-E.t.l Tza 0J5l B.ot[ 106.t 33.7 162.0 r3.0
w095169.1 w3r5,.t.l T27 0.:l53Eo4 093.8 {?5 l5a0 43.0
W095169.1 W3-954E.1 T3O 0.'!|5F.O4 lqt.1 ,L2 16LO 

'l3Ow095t70.1 w!-95a9.t Nm o.iltEo! 023.4 -57.1 163.0 12.0

WO95l70.l W3-9549.1 Tt2 0.439844 032"8 .4t.4 163.0 12.O

w095t70.t w1.9549.r Tt6 0.201 E4a 071t 05.6 16!.0 Ar
w095170.1 w19549.1 T2o 0.2t08{4 07t.6 2?.9 t63.0 42.0
wo95t70.t w3-9549.1 T21 0.362841 067.7 45.0 163.0 17.0

w095t70.1 w9-95.9.1 T27 0.A3W1 039.6 420 163.0 12.s
wo95r?0.r wl-9549.1 T30 0.2fiW1 0255 !0.3 163.0 12.0

WAI{GANTJI RIVE8, SITE O97G
HEIGHT.3a9i! a (rlovc bc of recrirn) STruKE{43.0 DIP-aj
SA.Mru HELD IIIO. IREAT. TNTE{SITY CDEC CINC Y.AZ PLUNGE

W69159.1 W343,al.l N00
w69r59.t W343at.t Tto
wG9t59.t W39r4t.l Tts
wG9r59.r W3-934r.r T20
wffi9t59.t w34lal.t T25
w0t9l59.t wl4!'lt.t T30
W0B9l59.l W343'tl.t T32
w69159.1 W!-93al.l T}a
w@9159.t w3-9341.1 T35
wot9t59.t w!4341.t Tlt
w@9159.t w3€341.t T40
w0t9r60.t wl4341t N@
wotgl@.t w3434xt Tto
wot9t60.t wr4342-l Tt5
wG9r6o.f wSctall Tm
w0891@.1 W343'a2.l Tx
w089160.t w34!41t T30
w$9t@.1 w34l4xl T32
W69160.1 W343/|;Lt T34
w089t60.1 w343at t T36
w089160.1 w34341t T3t
w0r9r6r.r w343a3.t N00
w0t9t6t.t wt434l.t Tl0
w0r9r6t.t w343$.t Tr5
w(}t9l6l.l w3.93,43.1 T20
w0t9l6t.t w34343.t T25

o.to! B{}3 0o?.? -5r.? lt70
0527 B.O. 0ta6 -52r rr7.0
0.39t poa oltJ -500 u?t)
0.t?5 EJt4 (xx.l -5a.. tt7l)
0.t3t Eoa tlzr {2.7 tt?.o
0.79086 tt?"t -1t.4 tt7.0
0.lt9EJ4 ur.t {o.4 l8?.0
0.t0t E4t ott.o .{nt rr.0
0.u9E(x 0916 l6J tt70
0.t{384. t4!.0 2aJ tt?o
0.1708{6 315.0 0?6 tr7.0
0.1028{3 00..6 {55 tr?o
05t5E0,l 0l?.1 {a.0 ltTI)
03x3 E'{X 037.3 {0.6 tt7l)
o.t@E-{x lrzj -25.9 l8?.0
0.t51 8.o. l2'$ la? lt?.o
0.2t5 E{}4 tc.2 36J tE?r'
o.ln E{a to4.t l?5 tt70
0.680845 024.3 4t2 ttTt)
0.t47EO. tX3.l -rt, tt70
0.!ZEO'1 l(f,.t -56J ltTlt
0.9(B EJI'i 3'14.3 -55.1 l8?.0
0502 E{r] t1L2 4t rt7.0
0.2t2 E4r 3203 {55 tt7.0
o.t20E4a 2fi.9 -29a fi7n
0.157 &otl 159.2 1t.,1 1t7.0

w097l7t.t w:l-5550.t Noo
wo97t7l.l w!5:'50.1 T6
wogrnTt.l w:t5550.1 Tt2
wocil7r.l w!-5550.t T16

0.l2t E{3 6l.t -55J l'19.0 a4o
o.ilt 84, 05t.2 -a5: t49.0 a4.0
0.t{llE0,l 05a.3 -35.0 149.0 4,aO

0.175EOI $t5 44.0 1a9.0 4/1.0



I|EGHT: 523 u (rSoE b.s of rdioo) STRIKEd]43,O DlP3as
SAI{PLE FIEI.DNO.TREAT. INTENSITY CD€CCINC Y.AZ

wt00l74.t w34650.1 Nm 0.t0t B{It 0t5.2 -1t.7 t?9,
wt00l74.l wt45g).t TI2 0J42F-or 025.6 -u.9 t79,
wr00l?4.r w3465{r.l T16 0.4t5Eo1 0It.6 zL9 t?9.0
wr00t7{.r w3r650.r T20 05t58{r. 0zL6 35.t t?9,
wlool?'l.l w'4550.1 T2 0J60tOa 031.2 50.7 179.0
wl00l74.t wl4650.1 T27 o5t'tE4a 0t5.1 ll{,J I?9O
wt00t7t.l w14650.t T30 0.'.5t844 009.0 26J t79.0
wl00l75.r w34651.r Nm 0.15784t 0u,3 -st2 t79/J
wr00l75.l wf465l.l Ttz 0.t078{D 025.! -500 l7!ro
Wt00l?5.1 W34651.1 T16 0J298{X 0'1t.0 -3:t: l79l}
wr00r?5.r w34651.t T20 oJtoBt)a 019.1 -517 t?9J,
wl00t75.f wtr65t.t T24 03arE4a 0m3 -59t t?90
wt00t?5.1 wl465t.l T27 oJtlE{}a (x93 -?9.5 t?9I'
wl00t75.t w465r.l Tl0 034r8{r t2r.0 {r.t t793
wr00r76.r w!4651r N00 0.t708.9! 021.t -52.7 ttt.o
wl00t76.r w34651t Ttz 0.9r5Br)1 036.. -5t5 tuo
wl00r?6.t w3465zt T16 0.?3584a 04?.2 -523 ril.o
wl00t76.t w:14652-l T20 05ctE0a 036.1 {93 l8ll}
wr00r76.r w34651r Tz 0.a7684a 026.7 -551 til.0
wt00t76.t wr-9652.t T27 05?59{. 049.? {a5 til.o
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3r5
il5
ll5
il5
ttJ
315
il5
,t5
ilJ
trJ
3lJ
!15
lt5
tr5
295

'95?'95
ar5
85
DS
295

PI.TJN(3

1L0
1L0

'ELO,f2"0

'lll0
4t-0

'(L0
aa0

'12-0t(L0
t12"0

|13.0

tB.0
4i1.0
.|3.0

€.0
{t.0
.43.0
r11.0

a:t.0
.f!.0
lt3.0
ait.0
.tt.o
.13.0

a3.0
.3].0

{t.0
.l'.0
{t.0
a!.0
r(t.0
a3.0

PLUNCE

?AO
210
u.0
u.o
74'0
20
u.o
u.o
u.0
u.o
29.0
29.0
29.0
29.O
29.0
29.0
!)-0
29.0
D.0
l).o
tLo
310
310
310
tLo
110
310
340
3L0
tz.o
110

416

VAI{OAXUInIVE STTBITTG
HBIillT.'11!l r (&votc of r..rin) STRIIG.0,|3.0 DIP{S
SAXN.8 FE,DNO.TNEAT. NTEI{SITY CDtrCINC Y.AZ PLUNGE

vnzxr{t v}glft.t N{D o.5zlE{a t6l.t 57.0 55.0 17'o
wuzD{t 'f3-9t5!.r Tr0 o.vnEJ1 flt.g 572 255.0 t7t
wrrzD.t w!{It!.I Tl5 0.n98{! rzr.6 59.r 255.0 ,?o
WIIZD{I W}vlSl.l Ta) 0.lt4E{)t 160.9 6.Lt 255.0 ,?.0
trllzuttl w!{til.l T25 0.6t58{4 l&1.7 dt.5 55.0 t?P
WIIZD{I w!{t:t3.1 T27 0.U38{t4 156, ,11.1 55.0 nn
rrnzD{t lB-gtit.t T30 o.ulEJt 127.1 a1.o 

'55.0 
37Il

Wtl72oiJ Wt.9ts.l, N00 0.t59E{. 717.1 -253 ?SLo 40.0
wnzns: w:l-9754: Tto 0.t528{4 m9.2 65 25L0 {0.0
wuzu2 *19t5.J Tr5 0.r0r E{13 2013 00r z'40 .0.0
wuzIt52 w!-9r54-2 TZt o.r(x)p{}t 196.r r2"l 2540 €o
wnzutsz v!475/.2T,jJ 0.u0E{13 1865 63 2510 ao.o
altvldz 1tvv,512T27 0.9&tE{X lt6.t {ot ztao ,o.0
wuzlL': vt-tts4j rto 0.957E04 r6{t Jlo 252,0 10.0
w|l7ut6.l w!4t55.t N00 0.t028{13 16f,'1 @.2 2ls.o .(}O
WllZD6.l W!4?55.t Tl0 o.ltlBJr! 178.6 59,2 4t5.0 /on
wltzur6.t wlqr'5.l Tr5 0.157843 rto.t 69.2 u5.0 ao.o
wttzD6.l W}.975.|t.1 T20 o.20oBJ3 ltl..t 693 255.0 {o.0
WllUIl6.t w!-9?55.1 T25 Ofi7E.03 2rr.9 TI3 255.0 

'10.0WllIUX.l W!9,:15.t T2? o.ln E03 190.5 695 55.0 
'10.0wuzilr5.l w3-yrf,t.l Tro o.z,€Ej1 2,,J.9 29.9 ?55.0 40.0

WAI{OAI{I,I nryn. slT8 l|tc
IIEGHT- tll5? n (rbovc bo of roain) STf,,IXBrOa3.0 DlP.45
SAMru FELDNO.TREAT. TNTENSITY CI}ECCINC Y.Az PLTJNGE

vtftatT.l w:l-9856.1 Nm 0.t03E{D tfis 69s ut.o 62t
vllt47.l w!-Sjt6.1 Tl0 oil6B{.4 11t.9 €6'6 121.0 62fi
Vllt1lT.l w3455.1 Tl5 03l4E{4 lto.t -?0, Zll.0 62.0

wntztT.t v!456.t Tat o.zEE{a 179.2 17t ?:l.o 52.0
wlttlt7.t wr-s56.t T2!t 0:t5E{x l7S3 -273 xzl.o 620
wut!)T.r wr-ss5.r T27 0.r5{t&{x l?t.6 -231 221.0 674
w!rt20?.1 w!-9r56.t T3{t 0.r57BJ}a z0'r.z -299 ?j2r.o 624
wurzn.l w-981t7.r N00 0.96?E{L 00t.6 {25 219.0 57t
Vrt&Ut8.l wl.9857.1 Tl0 o.adoE{'l 06.8 {82 219.0 57.0
wufzot.f w!98tt.t Tts 0.2zlw1 0105 {t2 2t9.0 57.0
wlttl't.r w!9u7.r Tzt 05608{15 lrr.6 .56.1 219.0 

'?.0Wllt2fi.l w:14t5?.1 T25 o.TtoF,o'S t8,(l 15.0 2t9.0 57.0
wluDt.r w3-9r5?.r T2? 0.950E{5 195.0 3rJ 219.0 57.0
WtlSltt.l W!-9t57.1 T3O 0.lll 844 l4t.l '19.0 219.0 57'o
wtrr209.r w!9&r8.t N(,0 0.t6EE{x 0lr3 -585 215.0 54.0
wur209.t wl985t.t Tl0 035r Eo4 0xL0 -55J 215.0 54.0
wilr209.1 wlgritt.t Tt5 0.t60844 042"E -510 215.0 54.0
wnt209.t w!-gtst.t T20 0.770E05 n7.9 ol.t 215.0 54.0
wll8lXl.l w!9858.1 T25 0.l70Eo{. 095.4 27.1 215.0 54.0
wt tt209.t wl-gt.|tt.l T2? 0.12t E{)a I la5 lo,t 215.0 54.0
Wllt209.l W:l-S:t8.| T3{, 0.8SEO5 l.al.? t7'0 2t5.0 54O

WANCAI{I,| nIVEI. SITB r23V
HEKiHT. 42?t m (dovo brr of tcdho) STRlKEda3.0 DIP{.S
SAIITI.E FIS.DNO.TREAT. INTENSITY CDECCTNC Y.AZ PLUNG

Wl1620l.l Wt-?'ltll Nm
wt1620l.l w3-7,49:Ll TOt
wll620l.l W:l-7,492.1 Tt2
wrr520t.l wt-7491t T16
wil620t.1 w:t-?492.t Ttt
wu5201.1 w3-?4yr.l T2r
wD620t.l wS.?lyLl Tu
wlt620t.t w3-7187.t T27
wu620r.l w3-?.92"1 Tr0
wf t520t.t w3-719L1 T12
Wl16202.l wf -7,193.1 Nql
wl t6202-l wt-?ag!t.l T03
wu6202.t w3-?agt.l Tl2
Srl l6?Itl.l W!-7,19!.1 T16
wll6202.t w!-?aB.t Ttt
wll6202.r w:t-?4Et.r T2l
wll6202.l W!-?/r9.1 T24
wlr5202.l w:r-749.1 T27
wlt6202.t w:t-?493.r Tto
wil6202.t w3-7.9!,t T32
Wl 16203.l W:t-7lag.l.l N00
wll5203.l w3-?494r T6
Wll5zql.l W3-7a9.ll Tl2
wl162rB.l w3-?49r.1 T16
wu6203.t w3-7at{t Ttt
Wll5zt3.l W3-749'Ll T2l
wl16203.l w!-?aga.t Tz
Wl 16201.l W3-7/r9{l T27
wlr528.l w3-74*1.t T30
wn6203.t wt-?aql.t Tl2
Wl 1620!.1 W3-?ae{l T3.3

0.7ttw 053.6 06: z16I)
0.6rr Bia otr.6 23J z160
O.726E.{4 061.9 li13 Z160
o.7qtE{ta 06,a.! a95 2360
0Llt2E4a 070.0 '|6.1 2350
0.vt9w 0?1.7 5{2 116.0
0.9r9so. 067.7 62t 236.0
0.t5t E{r. 069.2 $.7 UO
0lt2&{r4 r2t5 55t 23{t.0
0..o! 84. xB.1 XLI 2!6r
0.19t Eo. rfl.t 00.9 119n
0..87&{r rfls 27t Zt93
0J?5 E{X l2t.? 3rt 239.0
0.7108{'a l2lt.2 'lt.l Zt9lt
0.zf9B4a t?t.o 17.7 zJg.O

0.7t7 844 t3t.t {6.a 139rt
0.671 EO{ 1203 '19t 1t9l}
057t BOr u9.4 293 z}9l,
0,49tE4a 2/6j t1n Zt90
0:86F-Oa 2tt.2 10.7 1t9.0
0.627F,{4 XELr -2t.t 24tr
o.6nw 1r?.7 -roj 24ro
o.7uF4 2t{7 ot.l 2ialo
0.?598{4 2rt.0 lr5 Ul!
o.752F,{x 2rr.2 r53 zro
0.?lt Eoa 2t?.0 2t.t 24to
0.t0984. 235.6 3t.t 24ttt
0.73t EOa AtS.l t5r Uto
0.638844 21t.5 3tr 24tO
0..1138-{)| 16,('t l9O 2,t1.0
0.27!&0a l?:1.? tr.l ztal,

wt232t0.r w+{r2!2.t Nm 0J3r E4!
wlzt2lo.r w+oa3z.t T6 0.29t E{3
wt232t0.t wl42l2.t Tl0 o.tgaEo!
wrB2to.l w4{232.r Tr5 o.9.7F-ot
wt1t2t0.l v1{r2:!2.1 T20 0J{6&04
wt2t2l0.l wHrzl2.l T5 056aEa4
Wl1l2l0.l WrLOzr2.l Tto 0.310E{4
Wl2!2l02 W't4:42: N00 025tF-0f
wl2l2tt.l w4{Li3.t NCx) 0.290E41
wlzfllt.r w+@i3.t T6 o.zfiEAt
wt82lr.t wl-{rz3t.r Tto 0.t538J3
wr2t2il.l wl{xBl.l Tt5 058aEJa
wt2t2n.r w4{rr}3.1 T20 0.2n941
wt212lt.t w.{zB.t T25 0.1(58{14
wt232tt.l wHIIr3.t T!{r 0.1798{x
wt82f u w+{r2332 N(n o.XttE43
wl2lztlt w4oilx.r N00 0.25t E{r!
wl232l1l w+0:13/a.l T06 o.ZnEot
wl2r2r2.l w+o:llt.r Tto 0.r52EJ!
wl2t2l1l w+{yl3a.t Tl5 0526P-o1
srt42tat w4{Ilra.l T20 0.?3tFA1
Wl23ll1l W.lO23l3.1 T2J O.lnwl
wl2!212,1 w1{23/i.l T30 0.rnE4'1
wrz!213.1 w{4xl5.r Nm 0.29a841
Wl232ll.t W.1413.:t.l T05 0.2:ttB4f
wrzr2ll.r wr{t23:t.l Tr0 0.r6t803
Wt2t2t3.l W.l'{XB.lt.l Tl5 0515&04
Wl2t2l3.l W.1{1235.1 T20 0.t?/Ej1
Wt232l!.1 V'1{Il35.l Tzt 0.343844
wt232B.l V+Olt5.t T30 0.U2W1
wta2t3J w+{)2353 Nm o.zgtw

HAUTAWANOAD STTE I25V

tfi.t 14.4 Ds.o 3aJ
3546 4tt ?jx'.o 

'15(xtlt {?J 25.0 345
(x}{0 -36.0 225.0 145
06.9 -26.,. 2i}5.0 3,.5
(g.6 -30J 115.0 115
m55 -27t 225.0 3'15
359.7 4a0 22t.0 t75
!5t.9 -a7.a 22t.0 t75
35!.a {8.0 22t.0 t25
156.9 ..1.1 22t.0 t75
359.r -26.0 228.0 t25
001.7 {4J ZA.0 tZs
0795 U.O 22t.O r25
0t35 r55 ZlX.o t25
353.6 ^50I, 279.0 t's
m.0 Jt3 229.0 !55
000.t 50.1 219.0 t55
m.2 {8.9 2:19.0 3,:r5

0t7.0 -39ra 229.0 355
u7.0 46 z29.O 155
015.6 -D.t 219.0 355
61.7 -255 229.0 355
3a1.2 -513 225.0 4a5
tl21 -525 tt5.0 45
33/1.8 -55o Z!5.0 45
36.t -{ai 216.0 'l.aj
U1.O -ILl Xl&O 4/tj
219.7 47.7 Xt6.O 445
r%.6 -vLr D5.0 4s
w.r 4.6 xu.o u5

013.4 -595 350,0 
'19.0ott,t -57.4 350.0 490

O:t3.4 {12 !50.0 /a9.0

lzl.4 47.1 350.0 .19.0

0775 .395 350.0 49.0
ItLt 4t2 t50.0 .9.0
60.? -?3J 3a7.0 5tO
Clts {2O 3,1?.0 Sllt
Cno.9 -723 t'a7.0 stlt
toao {0.9 347.0 5t.0

HElGllT. 0 n (b:c of etbn) STRJKETO3O.T DD.a.t
SA.MTLB PIELDNO.TREAT. II{TENSITY CDEC CINC Y.AZ PLUN@

Ht2'2t4.t
Hrlt2t{.r
Hlz52r{l
Bt2lt2t4.t
Hl252l{l
Htz'2ta.l
Hlztt2t5.l
Hl252t5.r
Hl2J2t5.l
Ht2tt2t5.l

t|t4205.r N00 0.833 E{X
Hl4zr5.l T6 0.650E04
Hr{u}'.t Tl0 0509E04
||t4ur',l Tts 0.3258.{la
HI.0iU)5.t T20 0.2,11 E{14
gl{ru}t.l TZJ 0.{31 B4't
Hr{IUb,l N00 0.t51 E{ra
lft{zx.l Tct 0,f6.2a{,1

Hf.{tD6.t TIJ O375aj.



HEIGIIT- 2t o (rborc bra of *qbn) STRIKE-80.? DlP.dt
SAMPLE PIELDNO.TNEAT. INTENSITY CDtsCCINC Y-AZ PLT'NG

HETGHT- l(B E(rtovc br* of rctio) STRjKE 030-7 DtP-,a,
SA.}.ITI-E FIE.DNO.TREAT. INTENSITY CDEC CTNC Y.AZ PLUNCE

9125215.1 Bl{nF.l TA)
H125215,1 1114206.l T?5
H1252t62 Ilt.CD6: N(p
Hr?5.Zrf.z Bl{2062 T(E
H125215J Ill-0206J Tl0
Hr?52r62 lll{u62 Tr5
Ht?52t62 H1fifrz Tm
Hl?52t52 gr{1x2 TlS
Hl252l7.l Hl$20t.1 Nm
Hr252t?.1 Hr{n07.1 T6
Hl252l?.1 Hl{207.1 Tl0
Hr252t7.r H10207.1 Tl5
Ht252l7.l Hl{ut'l rm
Hr52l7.r Hl{207.1 TAt
Ii12l.2r82 H1{}20?.2 Nm
Hl252ltJ Ht{207.2 TCt
avs2r82 814207.2 Tl0
Hr252rr3 Hr{|0r'2 Tl5
Hl252rrf Hrtfrlz TD
Hr2s2r82 Ht4?iJir2 T75
Hr252r9.l HtO208.l N00
Hr252r9.r Ht42S.l T05
Ht252t9.r Hr4103.l Tl0
Hr252l9.t Ht{U.l Tl5
Hr252r9.l Hr{26.1 T20
Hl252l9.t Ht{20t.1 T25
,\252202 Hl{20t2 Nq)
Ht25.2202 Ht{}:Un2 T(5
gnsunz Ht{:rs3 Tr0
Hlu?2a2 81420t2 Tl5
Hr25Z2n2 Hr4263 T20
mu2u2 Hr{runJ T25

HAUTAWARO^D SITEI26V

Hl262,l.t Hr{109.1 Nm
Hr2622r.r Hr4309.1 T(E
Hr2622l.t Ht{I|09.1 Tl0
Hr2,62jil.r Hr{r309.r Tl5
Ht2522r.r Ht{D09.1 T20
Ht262,22 Hl{}3002 Nm
Hr262rL2 Ht43092 T6
Hl26Xn2 Ht4309' Tto
Htt6?222 Hr{3093 Tr5
HI2,6XL22 Ht{309-2 Tal
Ht262222 H14!092 T25
Hr26XA.l llt4ilo.t N00
H126223.r Hl{3t0.1 T(b
Htz6?j,3.t Hr.Olro.I Tl0
H126223.1 Ht{br0.r Tl5
H126223.1 Hr4llo.] T20
ut26242 Hr{l3lor N00
Hrz62)t2 Ht{:1t02 T(5
Hrx6u12 Ht{3102 TI0
ur262212 Ht{ilo: Tts
HI26XU2 Ht{ilo: T2r}
AI26TU2. l{143r0.2 T25
Ht26225.1 llt{Bll.l Nm
t{r26225.1 Hl{}3ll.r T6
H126225.1 Hr4ilt.r Tt0
vr26?j,5.t Ht{Fu.t Tt5
Al262Z5.t Ht{Bu.t T20
ur2672t2 Ht.otllJ Noo
Hr262262 Ht{Jlt: T05
Hr26X252 Ht{3ll: Tl0
rrr2522t2 Hr{Bu.l Tl5
Hl26?it52 Ht{3il2 TA}
u1267252 fir4ilt2 T25
El26zt7.l Hr.O3r2.r N00
Hr26rt7.t Hl.{rr2.l T05
Hr26227.t Ht.0:[2.] Tl0
ltr26xtl.t Ht4|l2.] Tl5
H'26Xn.t Ht.{nl2.l T20
Ht2622E2 Hr{rlrz2 Nm
nr262?,2 Hl{I!t23 T6
l\26?'t2 Hr{l|zt Tr0
trr?62222 Ht{![2-2 Tr5
ltrw)ilz al{jlz2 Tm
Ar2tt?82 llt{xll2: T25

HAUTAWAROAD SITBI2ry

0.'l{884a lt5.'1 *tlt.9 L?!
0.67?811 256J -56t 

'll7Il0.9508{ta 00t.5 -7t3 ta?ll
03a6E0a 00t.0 -?., t ?o
0.667a{B qn9 -?6.1 L7!
0.4248{r t06.7 -'n5 vlI
039384a 215.6 -7t3 t17t
0.lat8{'4 096.7 {t.0 l47rl
0S.UrB{f X6.2 410 1SSA
o.anw 210: -503 355,
0.4il &{r+ zIt.9 -333 355Il
0.6?]1E{14 196.4 I'tO lltltll
0.60t E{t 2l|.] {,lt 3:IIo
0.90E{r 2,6.6 -161, 35ltJ
0^6vlEJ/ qB3 -:15.t 1J5j
0.6t28{t4 0(D.! -gt5 tslto
0.6w 32a.8 {r.9 A5:t!
0.4t2B.Oa ?t{r.4 -l8r 1550
0.182E{lil 2t9.9 -ltJ 355!
o2,ou1 26t.t -21.9 1t5.0
03sE4a t57.9 {ltx !s!to
o.wg41 tJo.r {7.9 t5:t.0
05798J5 0t5.6 {r3J 35t.0
03t7B,. lz.0 t?5 155!
0.168 BJ4 t 17.0 't7.0 xt5t
0J32844 30t.0 -!.3 35.!t.0

o.gzw ltt.t -509 550
05zr 84. !a.0 -56.7 35511

0Jl58r,. 323.2 -53.1 115I'
03.6844 lll.l -56, 11t.0
o.?f.?Fj, 29t.2 4t.t 355.0
03{o8s r47.? -18.1 355.0

0.t7t E44 099.? {tJ 0tao
o.7t2v4 tolJ {4J 0140
0J98BO4 110.7 {3.6 0l'l0
0Jt984a IZLJ -5'1.9 01a.0
0.a25 B4'l 129.t -36.9 ola0
Oa69B'O/t 019.2 {45 ol,to
0359EOa 021.7 -36t 014.0
o-zlt E4a 3525 -r8.r 01..0
0.r?08-0a tn.t u2 avo
0.t5584a 34.7 2tJ 014.0
0.1968O.1 O95J 6t5 ol'ao
0.t748{14 3/tt.l 49 013,
0.t5?844 3ilt -at: otto
0.758B4a 3!5.r -$6 0ll.0
0568 E04 3/n.2 -11.6 0l3o
0.a€ E{r 3l?.t -12.{ 011.0
05048{X 347,2 -ra3 0130
0.at9844 I'11.9 -13.9 0l3O
0.443E44 335J {n3 0130
0331 84. ilt.t lr.0 0r3!
o3r7E4/ ltt.t 3t5 01t.0
0590 841 tO?.7 332 08.0
0575 B.oa 3at5 -Z.l 0t2!
o.ata E-o4 3t3.1 -723 0t2!
0.365 E4'l 7953 -nS Olzt
0.2ra E4a z5?.4 {5.9 0120
0.r9tP.o4 26t.t -t1J 012.0
0.69t E4a 3t1? -30.r 0t2l)
o.5t2w 314.4 -2t6 012.0
0J02 E4r 3tt.6 -2t: 012.0
0.a59 844 I0.? -r53 012I)
0.at5 84a 30?.{ 0t.t 0120
0J508{X torl 20t 0l2l)
o.lt9B{)a 07t./t -59t 0l2O
o.atoE{a 090.t -595 0t2.0
0jr6a{x 099.0 {5.0 0r2!
0.r99E{X trs -zr.t 0t20
o.tulw 12t.6 -zr4 0t20
o.ruFj,t oat.r -360 otzo
0.t09E4r 01t.. -L.9 012.0
o.?tOEO'a 07 1 -nl 012.0
0.7698{X 025J -t6.9 012.0
0at3 E{x 020.0 -16.? 012.0
0.82t E{X 020.t {9.7 0t2.0

Httt':Eal Ht{xr6.r T(xt
alzT?3lt Bt{).r6r rl0
f,lltilt2.t f,t4al6l Ttt
lilzzBlt lil-{rl5,t T!}
ltrzTxtL2 Ht{.t6: Ns
mtr2tzJ f,t{rt62 T(E
urnil,zz lil{xr6: Tr0
atm3Lz ltt{.16j Tt5
I|lzTz,Ll Ht4at5' TZ'
nt,tz,lz l|t4.t6t Tx
Ht2f,It3.t lu{t t?.l Noo
lilz7zr3.r llr-{xu.l I(E
ulttBt.t Ht{rr7.t Tl0
Ht2ZDt.r Nr{Xr?.l TU
Etm3t.l gl.{xr?.t T20
IIl27B{l lll4'alt.l N00
HtzzB{t llt.oar8.l T(E
Ht2Zl3{.1 Ht{Xlt.t Tto
nt2'r8a.t Rt4alt.l Tt5
ElzTBl.t llr{xr8.r Tz)
Ht27235.t Nt{rl9.l N00
Hr2ZB5.r Hr44t9.t T6
Ht2zns.l Ht44r9.l rr0
f,l2zB5.l Hl.{rtg.l Tl5
f,l2zBs.t llr{l.lg.r T20
at,/jr86.2 llt{rt9: N(x)
Htmt6.2 llt{.rgr T05
Hl2T/t51 lil4ar92 Tto
HrtrB6.2 l|r4at9t Tl5
al77ia6.2 ut{xt9-2 T20
ulm36.2 Hr4.r9r T25

HAUTAS'/A ROAD SITE l28V

Htu237.l Hl{510.t N(x)
llt2t237.t HtrE20.l Tot
Ht28zj7.t Ht4620.1 Tr0
m?f257.t Ht.{820.1 Tl5
Hr2tzt7.r Hr{520.1 T20
llr2&Dt.z Br-{520: Nm
lltz23t.2 llls202 Tqs
Hru23t.z Ht4520: Tr0
Hr2,,At2 l|r45202 Tt5
Hr?'.zlt.T Ht{r5202 T?0
Hr?,,?5s.z ut{520, Tt5
Hr2tzrg.l r{tszl.l N(n
Hl2r39.r ltl{5il.1 T05
ril21239.1 llrs2l.l Tl0
IIr2t239.l Hl{Ezt.t Tl5
Hrarg.r lil{521.r TD
ltr2A2/p-2 l|l$2tf, N(n
\rn2,p,.2 Ht{E2tr T05
Hr?f'?,4-z 1il452t2 Tr0
ln28tao.2 Hl{t2lJ Tt5
m?f'2/4.2 Hl{ri2l: T20
Hr?'t1o.z Ht452tt TZ5
Hl2t24t.t Hr.{5241 N(x)
$tazt.t Hts2al T(ts
Hla24l.l Hl$lll Tl0
|r2tur.l Ht4521r Tl5
Ht2tzl.t t|l452zt TZ)
nr?'uLz lil{822J N00
$rauLz Hr"{5212 T06
atuuL2 Hr{15x22 Tl0
BlauL2 Ht{82a2 Tt5

'trz,,?,|.L2 
H|SXII T20

HrnuLz Hr4,'222 T2S
Hrzl/.t.l Hts2!.r Nm
Hr2r2r3.t nrS23.l T05
Hl?'u'.r Hr{l52l.l Tto
ut?,'ut.l llr{'xt.l Tl5
Hl2tztB.t Hl{5zl.r T20
Hr?,.2.{.Z llt{5232 Nm
Hruu1.z Hr.{tsz'2 T05
HI7X,j12 H|.O62!J Tl0
Hr?'fu4.2 HrS233 Tl5
Hl,fftA2 Ht{F232 T20
Htltita2 Hr{5232 TZ'

HAUTAWANOAD SIIBI29V

Hl?fr,/s.r l|t.{,|ot.t N(I)
Htzyta'.t Hl4lot.t T6
Hrxrz,J'r Hr{rot.t Tto
lltzurl'.r Hr{,r0l.l Tts
Iil2!,,t 5.1 til{tot.t Tu,
g11qr5.l Ht{lrot.r Tz'
$17v2N.2 Hl{r012 !iln
Ht29'L{6.7 llr.{[orJ T05
At292fi.2 Hr{'lort Tl0
Elzgr&., Hl{ror2 Tl5
A1297fi.2 lll{ror2 Tzt
Ht292,6-2 Hr410lJ TZt
1117y1r1.r Hl{rolr Nm
ur2l')rl.r Hr4t01t To5
Atwta1.r Ht4l01t rl0
|ttaru7.t Ht.0toat Tl5
ar2n17.l Hr4loll r?0

417

0:90&oa 0u.0 n19 (Eao a55
o.t.tE4a 01t.0 0r5 (f,40 165
o.lnw 001.0 68.7 (}t40 165
olrtE4'r 341.6 81i.9 610 /|55
olfiE44 0r.4 -r00 Gao 45
o.ltgE{la lo22 05.I 6a0 '|6503raE4a t6.r tt.z G.Lo 465
03158{X l!{rt 55r (tr20 a65
0t8t Eo4 t(n.o il.o 610 65
03t6E{X (f,47 ZLt (Eao $5
05984a 015.t -l{7 {nr.o 50.0
0.2208.04 010.6 ol.0 (nt.o 50.0
0.25t E44 0t0.9 57.6 Sl.0 50r,
0.a52EO4 276.a t3.t (nt.o 500
03t{E4a 1395 t{9 mt.o 50.0
03nEJ1 20a2 -376 60.0 .75
0J438.O4 2i't^2 -U2 0t0.0 0A
0.4t3 E{}4 2003 B.l 0t0.0 0.o
0566EO4 20At 29.'l m0.0 17fr
0.a53 E44 199.9 35-7 (B0.0 470
0.136804 0aO.9 -l/3.6 0t9.0 125
0.95' BJ)5 (x9.2 m.6 69.0 17s
0.tE6 E44 0519 r5.2 89.0 425
0..6oFJ1 213.0 ?5.0 69.0 125
0361EO'1 1t5.0 ?17 C9.0 1Zs
0.667 E44 (Xs.t -33.1 G9.0 125
0.61584,1 0.33 -2t2 $9.0 125
0.a73 844 0.2"2 -r5.4 089.0 125
0.'ffilE04 059.t tt.? 0t9.0 125
0.3t484. 060.? 27.4 69.0 125
0.?a7 841 (xl.? a:r.7 fi9.0 as

0.4t3 E-04 AtL4 -52.0 257.0 4t.0
0.2t4EO4 0'n,.7 -U9 ?57.0 4tO
0.t96E{ra 00,13 13.0 257.0 /t1.0

0.204 E4a (116.4 50.t 257.0 
'11.0

0.582 805 065 $.a 57.0 41.0
0556 E4a 0t6.0 4t.9 257.0 4t.0
o.amE,. 0183 {3,. 57.0 all)
o.2a5w1 01t.7 -35.a 2J?.0 4t.0
0.80{E{5 0at.0 2t.0 1t?.0 4to
0.t56844 q2 2 sLO ,ij7.0 {lO
0.125 E{4 055.0 t0.3 257.0 4Ul
o.tnP"o1 tt9.7 15.9 ulo 395
0.7a6 E{r5 7fi3 1?.3 26L0 195
0.9rrE{5 20t.6 .35 2610 395
0.lt9E{4 2253 15.. U2.0 395
0.136 &oa ?s9.7 r7.7 2,L0 395
0.ww1 trt.g 42 ulo 395
0.2tt Eo4 ll3.3 -21.0 252.0 395
025tEo. r5t.0 413 2640 t95
o257Bj1 155.0 16.6 2520 395
0.273F.o. l6L6 t15 ?5L0 395
0362E{!r t$.z m.? Zra0 395
033tEJ)4 013.4 {53 265.0 375
0.tt3 E4/t ql?S -?l.l 265.0 t75
0.6a6EO5 t6/|'.1 t..1 2t5.0 t1S
0.lO1E0.t 175.9 5Ll X5.0 t75
o.u2Eoa t6?.0 515 255.0 375
0.3a48{4 2t9.! .093 265.0 t75
o.,[p8"ol 2123 6.9 265.0 t1S
o.fi7P,41 w,s a.l 2fi.0 ,75
0.667E41 20r.6 33.0 265.0 t1S
0.7usA1 mrt tL7 265.0 t75
0.7r6E44 W3 29.8 Us.O t75
0.6398{!1 B23 62 ?60.0 lts
0561 EO,. @53 59.6 250.0 385
0JZl8.04 O7l.'a -?15 260.0 385
0.169ES. 096.0 {.3 260.0 385
0,t9oEo4 r{6.2 -?l.l 260.0 3r5
0.at6Eoa 015.1 {6,1 250.0 3tJ
0.2n&8 0u.9 42.7 260.0 3t5
0.1598{5 (xr}s 45.t 260.0 tts
o.ut E4a t9.0 75.r 260.0 3t5
0.t7r &{x lqlo 35.t 25{1.0 385
o.l?,.ma lto.2 .A.l 250.0 ltj

0.'A7B{! Ni -2aS lu.o 4lO
0.491 843 ?g.a -2t2 lI/,o '11!o.'l?tB{l! Bl2 -25.9 l?/.o alll
o3ta8{r3 xE.8 -234 lTaO 41.0
0.a7 E{t3 xtaT 4rL0 t?/,.o 4ul
05{68{'1 0l?.0 {00 t24.0 at.o
0.419 toit 0865 ql.2 t240 4lo
03nY41 ff9.6 m.2 l2A.o ,|lO
03t5 B{ra \r.6 tL1 121.0 4r.0
o.aAnEO. 115.6 5ti 12a.0 /41.0

0.'l0f tO4 I't3.a 35.0 12r.0 41.0
0J9,rEJ!l 11f,2 t!.1 171.0 41.0
02a2F.o1 t{)6.9 S1? 18.0 4tJ
O.lnF,,{4 099.1 {tJ l2:t.0 'll50.t65E{!t tt7.0 -39.5 t23.0 415
0.:I5 EO4 r96.a 3r.t tXl.o 415
0.Al EO'1 213.a 14.. lzl.0 'll5

5t.0
fi.0
fl.0
51.0
5t.0
$.0
5r.0
51.0
st.0
53.0
5t.0
53.0
5it.0
53.0
5!.0
53.0
53.0
5!.0
5:r.0
53.0
5{0
5,1.0

5{0
5{0
540
5{0
54.O

5{0
5a.0
5(0
5{0
ta.0

85
295
D5
295
295
29.5
295
a95
295
x)s
29s
2.0
n.o
a.o
4.0
8.O
u.0
2t.0
2t.0
u.0
2t.0
2t.0
295
29s
295
295
295
n5
ns
29s
n5
ns
295
30.0
30.0
30.0
t0.0
30.0
30.0
!o.0
10.0
vt.0
30.0
!0.0

HEIGHT- 94 u (rborc bre of *ctba) STRIKE 030.7 DIP-tl.t
SAIT{TI.E FIELDNO.TREAT, INTENSITY CI}ECCINC Y-AZ PLTJX@

Hrz7ug.r Hf4al!.t Nql 03t9EOa 1fiJ 4r tl50 39.0
Hrz7X[r.r Hl{xll.t Tqt o.l.lBo.l I57J {f,5 (n5l) 19.0
HrrzuLg.r Bl-{xll.t Tr0 0.25684. ttlo 156 g,5l) 39.0
Ifr27229.1 t{r{,all.r Tt5 0.1p58o. r75.r .t/ qt5n 39.0
Itt27229.l Hl{Xl3.l T20 0Jl5E{r l?0.7 ,|llr (l75O 39Il
Hl27zt0.l lll{Xl'l.l N0 05868{a 110.6 slJ 63'0 ,O.0

Hr2ruo.l Hl.{rr4.r Tci 0513E{x 125.3 {55 (nlo $.0
Ht2?80.1 Hl{rl4.l Tl0 0385804 l/1?3 -515 6t! 'O.0
H127230.1 Ht-{Xt/(t Tt5 03{0E{}a 163.7 -Ur qi.tt 40.0
Hl2ruo.l Hl{rl4.l T2O 03{)64.04 t65.0 -11.9 ot!.O ,10.0

Ht2723l.l Hl4,lt5.t N00 0.651 EOa l4'r.5 .602 07t.0 a7.0
Ht2721l.t Ht4at5.t T6 0.6CIBO4 l5Z9 -56.0 07tO a?.0
Hl2rul.l Ht-0415.1 Tl0 0521 E{X 16l.? -35.0 0?t.0 

'17.0Hr2rur.r Hr44r5.l Tt5 05t584. 166.5 4{5 07t.0 .7.O
vt2Tztl.t Ht44t5.l T20 0..t!E41 l?0.0 {2.9 0?t.0 47.0
H12723?'1 Hl{}/tl6.l Nm 0356E.od 017.2 -3t.9 (E2o 

'|5J

HBIGET- | lt E (&r tc otratio) STBIXBIOI0.T DP-a,
SAIdILA NE.DI{O.TREAT. INTEISITY CDSC CINC Y-AZ PLUNGE



gr2yu7.l Hl{[02-l T5
Ht2g7ait.t Ht{lg!,1 N@
Hr29Z1t.l tll-ol(B.l T(ts
atzyut.t Hr{tl(B.t Tl0
Ht297;,€.t Hl.{I(B.l Tl5
Hr297,€.t lil4t(}3.1 TZI
Ht292/,/d.t Hl-0t(B.t Tzt
Ht29249.r Hr{rro+.r Nm
1tr29219.r Hl.ot(x.t Tot
Hr2yl19.t 1il.{lt04.t Tto
Ht292,,9.t lil{roa.l Tt5
Hr2vug.t Hl{t(x.t Tz,
Hrzg'ug.t Hl{rtr.t Tz'
H1?91502 Ht.0tor: n00
H1292502 Hl4l(r' T6
ut2925o2 Hl4lO{J Tl0
Er292lo2 Ht{I(xJ Tl5
Hr282502 llr{ltu3 T1'
H129250: lll{r&i T2t

IIAUTAWANOAD SITEI3OV

03+rE1X 0163 .t6l tZll,
o.tst&rx t5E2 -t70 n9!
05798{X O$2 41.9 l'90
o.2!tr&{ta t?t.9 {J uglt
0.at2B.0a il2-5 -t65 ll9!
034?B4a l2A2 {l'5 tt90
0.69f8{r 0t7.0 -26.9 n9'
o.rrEB{r l{3.0 -DJ tztl,
0.n58{r lr3 .27.9 r2!il'
0rolB{x 2t03 t5: t2!t.0
03uE44 2,,.;6 26.9 125.0
03zl&{x ?tLz m.t I2j5J0
0.27?8{a lqLS -stt tzlt
03nt8a{ 068.4 zts t25,
ojil B{X 058.7 51.9 t25rt
0279Bj1 039.. 73: t25'
oJ&t&{r 016.6 t35 t25.0
0Jt0B4a xnl 80.1 r25t
0.2t1 &{ra taLT 7tJ t250

0.66 &{r (xl's 47I' 25aO
053t 844 qE.9 {5.7 54rt
0.2,4F4 orar -126 241Il
0.ll9B{r 0203 {Xrll 5,4.0
0.r?r8{ra l?'3 ut 25.1
0.76t B{}a tar.r 42 2'/|5
0568EO4 tt6s :t22 z,an
0.,161 E{l{ 7n.0 -XL3 251.0
oSaat4a 2t95 ltt 254.0
02r9E4l 2ra2 0t.7 2t1.0
0.138 E4a tt..l I rJ 2J4.0
038684{ m6.t -lgJ 259.0
ozvtBfl 0(B.7 {5a 259.0
o.utE$ 3t 5 56.1 2590
0.316EOa 331.1 693 259'
O.4TlW ,01.t '(l.7 25911
0.397844 0t3.9 20.9 59.0
0.,O08{l't 015.9 lgj 259.0
0.4398J)4 otLZ 652 2'9A
05nBj4 020.0 r43 259,
0.4398{X O9L3 6t 259.0
0.6t7E4. SltJ t25 ZtgO
0.2y1&41 25.3.9 -nt z,g0
0.tt9 po. 20L0 4t.9 259.0
0.!51 E44 ttt.3 ltj 59.0
o.lxtFn t$.0 32.t 2590
0.'f68 841 19t.2 162 L590
0.755 &04 007.a 4'.4 259.0
0J33 E4.l 06.7 -383 259.0
03rt2E4a 002"t -uJ 2590
03t68{)a 005.1 2r.7 2590
0.2rr Eoa 0t43 236 2590
0.260 E{a 159.1 a7.'1 259.0
0.u4&qt 019.. -506 25t.0
0.9t2E;04 0ir5.7 -sza 2fi9
0559 EOa 0/al3 .alr.? 26t.0
0.68 E(l 039.. .a7.0 26t.0
0./a1l8{4 0655 .a2t 25tO
0.93 B4a oll./a -a1.4 26t.0
0.7a0844 01.5 -a33 26r.0
0.'165E{). 0112 413 25tO
0.t9t8{)4 010.6 0t.9 26t,
0.t59 E4a olt./a -16.0 26t.0
0.t6t4.04 029.4 2l: 26t.0

o.ffiF& 021t.0 {t.0 212.0
o.vnF-u 017.9 -57.9 2120
0.u1P4 ln.6 .55 7tt.O
0.3588Ja l7L0 6t1 2t2D
0Jt9Brx t69.5 6t.9 2r2!
0.4t6 E4a 358.2 -50.6 2t1t
O.241E0a t5{l 4,t3 2l2O
0./tl2E4t l5L2 -fi.. 212.0
0.f5084. 7AS 79.1 2l1t
0.t31 Eo4 t?5.9 53.0 2t2.0
0.t9E{x 7yl..6 6i zl1.o
0.39it Eoa t3t.t 473 tgln
0.2708O'l SZIJ -39, ly,O
0.125 EO. 102-l 'O.0 l92l)
0.2a7w 25!.4 63.{ t92.0
0.2t2w lttj to.9 r92n
0.7t98.oa la.t -715 1y2.0
0550844 la?.t {l.a 192.0

0.'352 E{.1 l6l.t -1|l t92O
05il 844 t56.9 t6' tCU)
0.'('7 B.{X l'16.t 18.9 192,
0.'63&(x 135.6 01, ly,o
0.261 845 t/a2-t s.6 19t.0
0.98.8{X 1714 ral3 195,0
0.N7W tCt.l 305 t95.0
0.a4t &0a t8E3 510 195.0
032,JE{/ 20?.t 16, 1950
0J0284'a tlL2 471 

'95A0J098{X 299.t -sEA t950

Htttlru Hl{r6162 Tto
u1il26{2 f,t462(r Tl5
Ht!t2642 llt{.u2 T8
Ht3t2&t2 Hl{Kl6: T25
Ht!l26J.t llt{E2?.t liu,
[Btzts.t Ht{dl7.r Tct
Hr3tx5.t Ht{6:t7.r Tto
llt!126:t.t trt{627.1 Tts
l|t31265.1 Ht{,62?.t TZt
Hril266: Hr46:r?J N(x)
ultt?fiz Ht{627t T(5
Hlll266-2 lil4627-2 Tto
HDt266.2 Hr4dl72 Ttt
ut l2&2 Ht.{t627e T20
1ilI256.2 llrfi2?J TZ5

IIAUTAWANON) SITE I32V

0.r65E{t4 2At3 -1t.0 195.0 55.0
o'zll B4.a zlt.s 06.9 195.0 55.0
0356 B{r. t90.5 U.0 195.0 55l)
o3:a E o,a 200.2 t8.6 195.0 55.0
o.'tl2E{X (D9.9 {53 205.0 61.0
o.znwa oaE.t {t.7 205.0 6t.0
0.a83 E{Xt t36.t -12"0 z}5.0 61.0
0.1618{l'l l5t3 5.:t.6 20:t.0 61.0
0.1r48{t4 ml2 29.1 ms.o 6to
0.ta9E{t3 35lJ {95 205.0 6r.0
0.r!0 B{l 153.2 {8.9 205.0 6r.0
0.109843 353J -70A 205.0 6r.0
0.'L9B'{!0 0375 -70J 2lt5.0 61.0
052r8.0a 29i.9 {t: z)5.0 6lI)
0350844 276.8 473 ms.O 610

o.71rE.{'. 2?95 -500 l!t.o 64.0
0592Eo.t 257.0.11.9 13t.0 64.0
0.a97 E{4 2510 {15 138.0 6.1.0

05t0EJ{ 2G3 10.9 138.0 64.0
0..140 EO4 257,5 {n3 llt.0 54.0
0.9$4.{x 029.t {t6 t3t.0 54.0
0.762W1 (Ilt.o {6.0 tlt.o 6{n
0J29E4a Cil.7 {5.9 tlt.o 61.0
o.'lO4B.O/a 0?6.6.54.0 llt.o 64-0
0513 844 078.9 -36t r!8.0 6.,0
05/ilt E{a {835 -36I} tlt.o 6a.0
o.?tlB{ra 3c.z 45 l&.0 525
0.66t 8{a 3{rL3 -a5' t.('.o 625
0.3848{X 275.7 172 r{o.0 525
03t9E{t 243.1 4}.t t.0.0 52,5
0./O7844 Ut.2 -57.r l&.0 625
0.t0r 803 t25.6 -185 110.0 62s
o.?tt Eoa 12 6 -3a.9 t40.0 62s
0521 EO.l !25.t -30.? 1.0.0 625
0.lol E{4 3l 15 -17./a 14{).0 625
0.'f5E 904 299.0 {65 140,0 6XS
0390EO4 2t65 -t6.t lao.o 625
0.tO6E{3 125.'a -70J l4a0 g.O
o.r29u1 tll.t s5 t1L0 6ao
0.6728{4 15!.6 -{9.9 la10 6't.0
05t:tE{r4 150.1 41.'l l4Z0 6,10
0.75t E4tr lat.t -360 t410 5/t.0
0..89844 359.2.?63 t410 64.0
0.55 B{r.l 159.2 -7t5 1a2"0 6..0
0.6918,05 138.. .57t I'i2-0 64.0
o.l9zEoa t37.6 57.0 t42-0 6aO
0.9658Jr4 2t3.2 00.6 t{40 64.0
0.950 84a 295.4 {0A t410 6..0

o.lc! E43 92t.0 .5s.7 u7.0
o.3l5E{B 0153 155 W.0
o.zr7P,4t g2D5 .1,9.7 ?87.0
05tE44 06'L6 {9.4 ?l7.0
0jll E{'f 153.t 215 2E7.0
0.1t2Bj1 166.4 lr.0 287.0
O.'lOTB'{la 170.6 O35 2t7.0
o5t5 E{t4 2!{.t 05.0 2t7.0
03678{3 ()2r.6 -50.9 2t7.0
o362F,43 023.7 {t.7 2tr.0
0.2988{3 023.6 .alS 2t8.0
o.ry|E4.t 001.6 {4.t 2tr.0
0.a3t E{x 090.3 -tJ.7 28t.0

4t5
125
a15
/325

425
au
lLS

't5.0r('.0
r|s,0
r('.0
r('.0
.!t.0
l('.0
ll'.0

'('.0
a5.0
as.0
.('.0

56.0
56.0
J6.0
trt 0
56.0
56.0
56.0
s6.0
56.0
56.0
55.0
55.0
fi.0
56.0
56.0
56.0
56.0
56.0
55.0
56.0
56.0
56.0
5a0
tl0
510
5e0
5X0
510
510
52-0
510
510
5X0
510
510
5L0

PLUNGE

55.0
55.0
t:t.0
5,!t.0

t5.0
55.0
55.0
55.0
55.0
t5.0
55.0
55.0
55.0
55.0
t5.0
55.0
t5.0
45.0
55.0
55.0
at.0
55.0
45.0
55.0
55.0
5J.0
55.0
55.0
55.0

HEX]I|TT l37n(rborc brc of rctio) STRIKE Oa0.T DIP'4J
SAMnl HE,DNO.TREAT. INTENSITY CDECCINC Y.AZ PLUNGE

HElGHf- 123 n (&oE boc of rocio) STR!KEIO30.? DlF4l
SAIT{PLE FIEI.D I{O. TNEAT. INTE{SITY CDEC CINC Y.AZ PI-UN@

Ht305r.l Ht{zB.l N@
Hl3025l.r Ht.oru.t Tqt
Ht3@5t.1 Hr4z8.l Tr0
Hrr025r.r HtOT28.t Tt5
Er3qt'|'l.t al4zr.l Tz)
til1302522 Ht{7A: Nm
Hr302r2J Hr472t3 T05
H110252.2 Hl{r72t.2 Tl0
Hl3052t Hl{rrar Tl5
llrto2522 Hr47?t2 T8
Ht3szszz Hr47,82 TE
Hr30253"r Ht{729.r N00
r{130253.1 Ht{729.t T(b
Ht30253.1 Ht4ztg.t Tl0
H130253.1 Ht{729.1 Tl5
Hr30253.1 Hr{729.1 T20
H1302542 Ht47292 Nm
Hr302542 Hr{m92 Tqt
Hrlo,.512 Ht{lzg: Tl0
H'3s2512 Hl.O729: Tr5
Hl30z5't: Hl{729t T20
Hr302'42 Ht{729: T25
Hr3055.r tft-{r7!0.1 Nm
Hr30255.r H14730.t T05
Ht30255.t Ht47r0.l Tto
Ht30255.t Ht-{mo.r Tt.it
IIt30255.t Hl4?10.t T20
Hr302562 Ht{730t N00
H1302562 Hl.0A0' Tot
Ht102562 Ht{?tO.2 Tl0
Ht30256r Hl{730' Tr5
H130256: Hl{7302 T20
Hl30a56' Hr4730: T25
Hr30257.r Ht{73l.t N00
Ht30257.1 Hl{l?31.t T(b
Hlt0a57.t Ht.o7'|.] T!0
Hl30a57.l Ht47i[.] Tl5
Hr30257.1 Hl{Zil.I T20
Ht3025r: Hl{zil: Noo
Hr30z5r2 llt{}atJ r05
1il3025E: Hl{73t2 Tto
HtloZJE.2 Ht{rz[: Tt5
Ht30458.2 Ht{7JtJ T20
H|l0258"2 ltr{7r' T2'

HAUTAWARJOAD SITBI3IV

Hr3r259.t Hr{62.t N(x'
Hr3t259.r Hl{624.r TCt
Hrlr?59.r Hl.05a.t Tr0
Hrrt259.r Hr4624.r Tr5
llllt59.t Hl{b2a.l T20
Htttzfp2 Hr46Z: N00
Hr!t250J Hr{r62/1J T6
ultlzfo2 Ht{bz2 Tto
Hr3r260: H|{'6ZJ Tlt
Hrtr2&2 Hlfiul TU
llltt2/'o2 H14u2 T25
Ht3l25t.t Ht4625.t Nm
H13t26r.l Hr{1625.1 T05
Ht3t26l.t Ht4625.t Tt0
HBl25t.t Ht{625.1 Tt5
Hl3t25t.l Ht4625.t TZ)
Htll2'22 Hl{625' N@
Hltt25z2 Ht{r625' T6
Ertraia2 Ht{62'.2 Tl0
llrtr26z2 Hr45252 Tt5
Hlttu2z utfi?sz lm
Hr3l252' Ht46ZtJ T25
Hl3126:!.r H14625.r N(n
Ht31253.l H14625.1 T(b
Hr3l25t.l Ht{x26.t Tt0
Hr3t26l.t Ht{625.r Tt5
Hl]r2dl.r Hr{525.1 T?rt
Er3n6/-z 11146262 N00
llrtr2ilJ Ht{5262 T05

urttt67.l Ht46t.l N00
llrttt6T,t Hl-900t.1 T6
lllrlb7.t Hl-900r.r Tto
Hltt267.r Hl-gmt.t Tt5
mtt6?.l Ht-gmt.t Tz)
Hrrtut.z lil-9mt2 lr(x)
iltttut.z Hr-$ort T05
mttt6r.2 Ht-9ootl Tr0
Hlt226l3 Ht4q'12 Tl5
Hlr16r.2 Ht-qnl: T2l)

'dttn,E.z 
Hr.mlt T25

[DZ!69.r Ht-9001r N(n
Ht32269.t Ht-q'o2-t T05
Iitttug.l Hr4o01r Tr0
Ht3Z69.l Hr-9001t Tl5
H132jX9.r Ht4(x)lr T20
$tttno.z gl-90022 N(n
H82270.2 Hl-9022 T05
Htttn0.z H14(n22 Tr0
|illttn0.z Hr-90022 Tl5
|,ltz,;t0.2 lil-90022 T20
llrttt?o.2 Hr4(nzJ T25
Hl3zt7l.t Ht-m3.t N00
Hl3znt.t Hr4m3.r T05
HrzlTr.t Ht-9@3.t Tto
Hllzz7t.t Ht-903.1 Tr5
H|l22?t.r Hr-9003.1 T20
Htt227L2 lil4003-2 N@
Hlt?,?,.'?, Hr40032 T05
nttxnLz [l-9q]3J Tr0
nttxtlLz Hr-9m3: Tt5
Httxtll? Hr4@32 T20
HttxrlLz Hl-9003J T25

IIAUTAWAROAD SNBItSV

Rll5ztt.t Rt{t35.t N@
Bta52?r.t Rl{r35.t T(b
t.l527r.l Rl{t35.1 Tr0
Rl3,!tz1\.t Rt{r35.r Tl5
n1352?8.t nl{135.1 I})
Rt!527t.t Rt{135.t T25
tll5278.r nr{r15.t Tto
nl!5278.r Rr{!t5.r T3rt
nr5ztt.2 n15t15.2 Nm
Rtl:tz?g.t Rl{t35.1 N00
nr$2?9.r Rl6r36.t T6
Rt5279.1 tt{t36.t Tto
tt352?9.t nr{r35.1 Tr5

HEIGHT. I 30 m (rborc bc of stio) STR|KEI030.7 Dlhat
SAMPI.E PIELDNO.TREAT. INTENSITY CDECCINC Y.^Z

tlElGlIT. 15? u (&ovc bc of r6{io6) STRIKE{30-? DtP-41
SAT{n.8 FIEDNO.TN,EAT. INTENSITY CDEC CINC Y.AZ PLUNGE

Hl!l27t.t Hl-gloa.l Nm 0.2Eit 803 00?.9 J'a.3 1t4.0 58.0
H133273.1 Hl-910{l T05 0.251 E4r 009.0 ,64J lt{0 58.0
Hl!3273.1 Hl-gto,|l Tto 0.116843 !59.6 -72i lt'4.0 58.0
Hl3l273.f Hl-910{l Tl5 O.2jJ7E41 28t.! -77.4 lt'1.0 58O
Hlt3273.l Hl-9104.1 T1) 0.1'19844 120.6 .5?t lt,l,0 5t.0
Hl!327i1.1 Hl-9105.1 Nm 01608-Ol 0ttr3 {9.7 183.0 57.0
H83274.1 Hr.9l05.r T06 o.TBE4.! 0r5.r {8.7 t83.0 J7.0
Ht!327a.t llt-gtot.t Tto 0.t70&o4 34t.0 -7?3 t6r.0 57a
lflr32t(l Hl-9105.1 Tl5 0.23984.t 2tL2 -510 183.0 t1.o
Ht3l17..t Ht-9r05.r T1) o.rgtE{x zt35 -23.t tt!.o s70
lfD32?5.1 Ht-9r06.1 Nm 0znw3 013.9 .598 180.0 5ro
Hl332r5.r Ht-9r06.1 T(E 0.1$E{E 01r.. -59.t rr0.0 5t.0
Hrr3ts.t Hl-9r06.1 Tr0 0.a7,E04 025.r -722 110.0 5tll
Hl3l275.l Hl-9106.1 Tl5 0.1'15E{ra l67J -a65 1t0.0 51.0
Ht3t175.f Hl-9r06.1 T20 o.rnF*t 160.8 -295 tr0.0 51.0
Ht3t2?6.t Ht-910?-t Nm 0.265B,03 016.1 50, tt7.0 5?.0
lllttz76.l Ht-gto?.t T(b 0.221 E03 0ra.2 5ta tt7.0 57.0
Hl3!175.r Ht4r07.t Tr0 0ffiE4,1 027.6 -70.r tt7.0 5?.0
Ht33276.1 Ht4l07.l TU 0.lnB.44 l!43.? -153 lt?.O 57.0
Ht3!2?6.t Hr-9r0?.1 T20 0.215EO4 157.2 0?.t rr7.0 57fi
Htt3277.t Hr-gro?J N@ 0.25384! 0(x.6 {t5 rr7.0 5?.0
Hlt n7.2 Ht-91072 T05 0.20280! 0fi.1 64-8 117.0 57.0
grnn1.2 lll-9107J Tl0 o.gtoE{'a 019.1 -?a.? 187.0 57.0
Ht3t277.2 Br-9r07J Tr5 0276Bj,1 lil.r 44.6 t87.0 5?.0
Brtt2'7.z Br-9r07t Tzr 0.200&{x r9t.2 473 117.0 57.0
Hl3,.n7.2 Hl-9107.2 T15 0.1308{'1 19a.0 -14.7 1t7.0 57O

RAI{C|TIKE|nMn SrEtrSV
HHGET- tt B ($ot bc of Etioo) STRIKEIoI DIF-15
SAMN.E FIELDNO.TNEAT. TNTE.ISITY CDAC CTNC Y.^Z PLUNGE

510
510
510
510
510
520
5L0
510

16.0
36.0
XT
t5.0
36.0
16.0
!6.0
!6.0
!60
35.0
36.0
36.0
16.0

418



n1352?9.1 nt{136.1 Ta} 0..a3844 l5l5 t2-9 28t3
R135279.r Rl{t!6.t T2l' 0J1}E4a 1673 t{r 2ttlt
R.135179.1 Rl{136.r T3O 0./428 E{!1 193.0 647 AEI}
Rr52?9.r Rl{r36.t Tt5 0566 E4a 2{10.6 59.9 28811

nl352t0.l Rl{r3?.t Nm 036tBal 020.4 -9'9 29.aJl

R135280.1 Rl{l!7.1 r05 0Jo7E03 0175 -5a.9 29r'
nl!:t2tO.l nl{13?.1 TtO o*AbB{llt 03lti -57L 29.41}

nrr5280.r Rt{137.1 Tl5 0.6{nB{X ll!.7 -'oJ 2glJ
nr35280.t nl{t37.1 TZI 0536E{X 166: -z)3 2!X.0
n.135280.t nl{r37.1 T25 05t08{X rm' 0:L9 2fx,n
Rt35280.1 Rl{r37.t T30 0JnE{X r?9.0 043 29aO
Rr352t0.l nl{r3?.1 Tlt 0.66,9,4 r?t.6 ,r95 29.O
R1352r0.2 nr{t372 N(x) 03ru8{E 0!a.0 {1.9 2{LO

RANGITIKE ru\/EN, STTE I36V
HEIGHT- 97 m (&r b* of :rbn) STRIXBr3S| DlFl2
SAMPI.E FIE.D NO. TNBAT. INTE{SITY CDBC CINC Y-AZ PLIJNGB

tl{lUg.t n15423.1 Tl5 0.'47 Eo4 107.4 tt.l 040.0 555
nl/UIg.l n.5a3.l T2O 05958{X t90.6 5,(2 (X0.0 55J
Rl'112t9.1 RtJ4Il.l TAt q7l9ES4 ZBi 53.8 0d0.0 555
n.lal2tg.l Rl.s'lzt.l TIO 0.9at E.oa ltA? 30.1 040.0 555
Bt4ta9.r lt.s.zt.r T!5 0.4lt8{4 2m.l -2rl (Xo.o 555
tlal2t9z nl.5(I| l,l(X) 0.tr118{'3 3l?.0 {61 (x0.o 55J
ntal290.r RI.J.2at N(x) 0.1798{3 0at5 {9J (D7.0 45
nl.l2gt.l Rl"5'124,t T05 0.1?t803 q13.7 .al0 037.0 45
nf/alzm.l n.5{2{l Tl0 0.101 E-03 Ctt.'t -a03 qt?.0 ss
nt4l2$.1 ntJ42.t Tl5 0592&04 07t.6 10.3 fi17.0 45
nl4f290.l nt.s'p^l TA, 0.7ClF'04 06iL5 27.1 st7.0 e5
nt4t290.t nrs42a.t T2,lt 0.lzrB43 r0r.? 55.? (B7.0 45
nr4t290.t nl.s42Ar Tlo 0.11t Eol 059.1 23.2 (D7.0 u5
n'l.l2g(l.l 11.5424.r T!5 o.t8,tE{X l06J 44.6 ql7.0 us
Rl,ll2llOJ n.5a2A2 Nm 0.WrW1 047.0 5't6 (B7.0 us

RANGITIXE RIVER SITB I42V
llf,tGHT- l7l ll (rbot bc of rctio) STRIKE{I I DIP49
SA}{N.8 FIELDNO. TNAAT, NTENSTTY CDEC CINC Y.AZ PLIJNCE

nt422ln.l R1.5829.1 N$ 0302 8{l t01.8 -?0.4 105.0 49.0
Rlo29t.t RtJt29.l T(5 0.r78E03 l9Z2 -71.1 105.0 19n
nl'12291.1 nl.5t29.l Tl0 0.139E0t l9tj .45.0 105.0 49.0
Rl4229f.t nrst29.r TrJ 0.127Ej6 1995 -r9.4 105.0 49.0
nla2il9l.l n'l{t2g.l T2O 0.a57EO4 1503 6ti 105.0 

'a9.0Rta229t.r r,tJr2g.r T25 0.t tr B{! 2lr5 30.6 105.0 49.0
nla229l.l nt.5r2t.t T!0 0.9n&0a lat.6 38J 105.0 49.0
tl.229t.t ll.St29.l T35 0.?t7 Bl)a 1795 555 10t.0 'r9.0
nl/42291.2 RlJt29.2 N(tr O3nWt 052.1 .60, 105.0 {9.0
Rla229.l Bl.SEnl N00 0.257E01 025.'a -50.1 105.0 51.0
nr42:4ar nr.sr$,r T06 0.r56E43 357.0 {4r 105.0 5r.0
Rl'1zl91l nl.5m.l Tl0 0J2684/a !37.9 -20.9 105.0 51.0
Rl421tL r nr-5830.1 Tl5 0.533 E{)4 292.7 11.1 105-0 5r.0
nr4229:Lt Rldt3o.l T20 0.163&03 250.2 29.1 105.0 51.0
nl.a22Cll ntj$O.l T25 0.t52EO,t 3'lt.Z 74.2 105.0 5t-0
nl4il291r Rr.5r30.r T30 0.82r E4. 269.6, 30.7 t05.0 51.0
n'l.'twLl Rtst3o.t T35 0.lr! 843 t325 3l.l 105.0 51.0
P^tlzwLz Rt.stro.z Nm o.2fr843 030.1 {05 105.0 51.0
nr4229'.r Rrd83l.t N@ 0.3rr843 076.9 {4! 101.0 505
ll€293.t nlSttl.l T6 0.23zF-43 2716 {t./a 101.0 50J
Rta2m.t nt-5t3t.l Tto 0.t678{3 2}L0 r93 101.0 505
Bl,e2$.1 nl-5t3l.l Tl5 0.l2tEO3 Za4 -27.9 101.0 505
nr.22gl.r Rtdrsl.l T20 0.l2lE{3 2203 05J 101.0 t05
nla2293.l nl.'tll.l ru 0.9t7EOrl Zl25 4t.l 101.0 505
Rra22gr.t Rr.sril.l T3o 0.132Eo3 269.t 15.? t0r.0 505
Rl42m.l nl.5tll.l Tl5 0.6Of 84a 35lJ '().0 t01.0 505
Rr1lm.z tt.5&[.2 Nm 0..10Fi4 351t 45' t01.0 J{r5

RANGITIKE RIVB SITE I43V
HETGHT- 201 s (Oow bc of rctio) STRtKFtl0l D|P.O6
SAMN.A FELDNO.TREAT. INTEI{SITY CDECCINC Y.AZ PLUNGE

16.0
!6,0
16.0
36.0
x5
]l|J
ttls
3a5
3.(5
x5
3a5
l|J
1r5

RANGITIKE! RryER SITE I3tV
HEIGHT- 103 n ($ow blc of Etic) STRIKEI0I DIP.(X
SAMPLE FIEI.DI{O.TREAT. INTENSITY CDECCTNC Y.AZ ?LT'N@

n13628l.t Rt{o!2"l Noo
Rr3628l.r Rr-6031t T(5
Rr36281.1 nt{O32.t Tt0
R 13628l.l Rt{olzt Tt5
R13628l.t Rt{O3at T20
Rl3628r.t Rt{O3Ar T25
Rl3528l.r Rt€3er TlO
Rl362rl.r Rr{olal T$
n136281.2 Rl{032"2 lrl00
nr36282-t Rl{0!3.r N00
Rl362rar nr{033.1 l(E
Rl3528Zl nt{033.1 Tto
n.I352811 Rr{033.t Tts
Rr352r2"r nr{033.t TZ)
Rl362tZr Rr-6033.t T2!t
nt362t2-t nt{033.t Tlo
Rr36282-r nl4l33.l T35
R136283.1 Rt{03,f,1 Nm
Rl362t3.t Rl{03(1 T05
R136283.I Rt{034.1 Tt0
Rl362a3.l Rt{034.1 Tl5
R136283.1 n,t{034.r T2I)
Rr362t3.t Rt{ollr.t T2j'
Rr362t3.t Rt{03{l T30
Rl362t3.l Rl{O!41 Tt5
R1362t3.2 Rl{03{2 N(x)

n13828/..t Rl-5515.1 NO
Rr382t4.l nr-555.r To5
R13828{.r Rt-gtz'.r Tl0
nl382t/t.t Rl-5525.1 Tl5
Rr3r2a{r Rr-5525.t T20
Rl38284.1 Rr-ft25.t T25
Rl382J4.l RI-55ZJ.t Tl0
RI3828,r.1 Rt-55X5.r T35
Rr38284.2 nl-5525.2 N@
RI38285.1 Rt-5526.t Nm
Rl3t2t5.t tt-5525.1 T6
Rr38U5.l Rl-At25.l Tr0
Rt3828.!t.t Rt-5525.1 Tt5
B.l3t2A5.t Rl-5526.1 TZ)
RI38285.t Rl-5526.r TZt
nlr8285.t nl-t526.1 T30
nl3&Drt.t Rt-5526.t T35
Rt3r2&t.2 Rl-5526.2 N00
R138216.l Rt-5527.r N00
Rr382t6.l Rl-5517.1 T05
Rt3t2t5.l Rl-5527.1 TIO
nt3t2t5.t nt-5527.1 Tr5
Rl!t285.r Rt-5527.1 T20
n.138286.1 nt-5527.1 Tlt
R13&86.1 nt-5527.r T3{)
nt3r286.r nr-551?.t T35
R.13E286.2 nl-55272 N(n
Rt382t?.1 Rl-55U.1 Noo
R138287.r Rr-552t.t T6
Rr31287.l Rt-S52r.t Tt0
Rr382r7.r Rr-:ts2t.r Tt5
Rr3t2r7.r Rt-tt2r.r T20
Rr382r?.1 Rt-552t.t T25
Rr3r2t7.r Rr-5:tu.l Tto
Rt382r7.t Rl-552t.t T3:t
nt382r7.2 Rt-552t.2 N{p

O.127Ffr O.1l.l {9.4 (m.0
03t28{n 0a6l 43 (u1.0

02r7EJt 0605 45J (x)o.o

O.l'()84! 0625 -ls.'. m.O
0.9t2t{x t}57.9 -393 (m!
05998{)4 025.a {.1 00011

OJ7IE{). OiEL? 
'6D 

MO
0.2z| 84. o28.t 5t' mlt
0.a8t E{B {}.5.9 -56.'a moo
0.'!LE{t3 03{2 -5:t, m!
o3{tB'ol 0,10,8 -52.0 O0.0
0.2{3E{B O(Lg {!tJ mO
0.1658{13 036.7 -3a? mO
0.t rt E4t 017.9 -354 000l)
o.toE{n 158.. -t3.7 000.0
o.ru &{r l34J {}t.7 m.0
050684a 010.1 {b: 003.0
0.47t8{}l 0at.0 46 m1.0
0.416&03 051.4 -{r.t 0sJn
0:9? EOr 059.7 {6.6 003.0
0.t7a E{! 050J -atj 0(D.0
0.il5E{r3 061a -505 0030
0.t0! E4l o1t.3 -562 00!I,
o.rrrE4t 0t7.2 -55, (p3.0

057,1E41 039.9 {23 0(Bl)
0.{6.843 039.r -aa5 @3.0

05078{B ol'a.t {7.7 350Il
0.{2t E {t3 0t5.t {2t l5{,o
0342BAl 02t3 {2,4 3:nO
o.2/rE#t oz).t -3t.r t50.0
0.lrl E{E 0r?.7 -11.9 350n
0.1il E{:t 0t5.3 -2E.6 r50!
0.u08{3 00rr -2.9 3500
0.t058{B 009J -2r.7 3500
0575EJ] 0'!t0 {tO lno
0.a92843 0t6.t -565 350.0
0.{5t 8{3 on.t -55ra !50.0
03588{3 0l0J -52r. 150.0
0r2t 8{}3 0(E.6 -5tr 350,
0.t6tEot 006.{ -4tr $0I,
0.t298.{rs 00r.1 -3t.t 150.0
0.r0r B4t t53, -2t.7 t50ll
0.753844 35'lJ -29.1 350l)
0Jo4E{3 02t5 -J?.1 150.0
0518 &{B 0lr3 -57.? t553
0.'116E{Il ol?J -52.0 155.0
03168{1 013A {7.? 355.0
020t Eo! 019.t -a3.9 L:ts0
0.l.lt E{)3 0ZL5 {2.6 355.0
0.106843 013.6 -333 t550
0.92J SOa 014.2 -20.7 355.0
0.il28.{)a 019.2 -116 355I}
0.at6 E{t 023.5 .59.9 3550
0.,1t? E{3 019.1 491 3550
o.al7E{:} 0t?.2 -66.t 355.0

oj4p8.ot 016.9 -715 t%o
o.t.1BJ:t !58.0 6tt 3n6!
oulE{r ,!t.2 -552 !56'
0.?63 844 t?8.4 -n2 t'6t
o.yt?F,ol 31t.9 {t6 356n
o.stwt 018.r {r.9 3561t

Rta3xL.l nld3l9.r Mn
Rlalxr{l nr-sllg.l T(5
Rl€29,f.1 RlJ319.l Tl0
Rl/B29a.l Rt5319.l Tl5
nl'1329a.1 Rl-5l19.l Ta)
nt'13291.1 Rl-5319.1 T25
nt{329a.t Rl-53t9.1 T3{l
nt4319{t RtJ3r9.l Tt5
Rta329(1 Rl.5ll9.2 Nq'
Rt43295.r nr-5320.r N@
Rt.3295.t Rl.stzt.l Tqt
Rl4329n.r Rr.53Zl.r Tl0
Rl.t195.r Rt"53Ar.r Tr5
Lt4l29'.l ntd3D.l Tzt
nt'1]2911.1 nlJ320.l T25
Rt'g29f.l Rtdl20.t T30
nr43295.r Rt.5320.r Tt5
Rtat2git.2 nl-5320.2 Nm
n1(|296.r nt.532r.l N@
Rl4l295.r Rr-5t2t.r T(5
Rlat296.l nr-5321.1 Tr0
Rla3296.l nt-5321.1 Tr5
R.ta32!)6.1 Rl{31t.t T20
nr.3296.t fr-532t.r ru
nl'8296.1 nl-5t2t.l Tr0
R143296.t Rt-532t.t Tr5
n1.3296.2 Rr-5321.2 Mn

0595 E{3 0095 {56 Zlt.o 5.tj
0.,16,843 ffi.9 {2"7 22t.0 5'15
0.3'B E{13 0Ot.4 425 224.0 5{5
0.t47E{3 ta7.7 415 Dt.O 545
0.ll0Ea3 il.as -50.0 228.0 5/.5
0.499E{)a 0t7.9 -150 zlt.o 515
0.3t5 E{rl @3.9 -7'1.7 22t.0 5ta5
0.a068o4 ty.t 42a x,f.o 51s
0.6r I 843 0165 40.0 22r.0 545
o.&wt tsg.a 465 xts.o 505
05t/rE{t3 !5t.7 {65 1:16.0 505
0.'O7EO3 !50.0 {6.0 U5.0 505
ofrrj4t t,a.6 -7t5 xt5.0 505
0.126&a3 tn.s 47.1 xu.o 505
0.132803 ]lt.o {5.9 26.0 505
0.698E44 2t7.1 S6.a n6.O 505
0.70,:tE4,a C25.2 -3r3 XrS.o 505
058r&{D 0n.6.str 226.0 505
0597 E{3 01,..t {1.,. 229.0 5lo
0.429 BO3 m3.9 -585 2j19.0 5r.0
0Jt2E43 UE3 -5r.r 229.0 5lO
0.1'17 803 354.7 {6.0 219.0 51.0
0.t67 E4'a 0195 {9.9 Zl9-0 51.0
o.r25B{'3 355.a -56a 229.0 5t.0
0.7a?8J14 w.7 :llt X29.0 51.0
0.il5EO4 t15.3 -tg:l pg.O 51.0
0590 &o3 0t lJ .57.t 229.0 5r-0

0.t8:t B{)! cts.t -3tt 3{4.0 75s
0.1648{l q3l.a -2t3 3.140 ?55
05rl E4/t 0155 -3!3 34a.0 2SS
0.t10 E{3 109.7 50.9 3,1'4.0 Es
0.tl4B{3 116.l $.9 t'!r.o 2SS
0.138 E{3 tt9.t 63.1 l'!r.0 255
0.l?5&0t l9r.t 60.7 3,L.0 ES
0.u6E{t3 t9.7 6(,.3 3it4.0 US
02618,03 0l?.0 {13 3'!3.0 255
0.2668-{t3 01t.2 -56.4 t'15.0 n.0
0.19/18.03 013.0 -stl) 3/15.0 nfr
0.ll4EO3 009.1 -5t.'t 345.0 21.0
o.a6w1 1203 -28./a 345.0 27.0
0311E44 206.0 !6J 3a5.0 27.0
035t 844 27t.8 6t.0 345.0 n.0
0.1zEj,1 26?.0 -ll./a 3'45.0 n0
o.TrJBj'4 256.2 t5.l 1!5.0 27n
0.163 BJr qlr.? -592 3.5.0 27.0

505
505
t05
505
50J
50J
50J
50J
:NJ
5t5
trJ
5t5
5lJ
5r5
5r5
5rJ
5r5
a95
195

'195.95
195
8S
05
a95
05

'13.0
43.0
tll.0
at.0

'1t.0at.0

'11.0
41.0
{1.0
41.0
al.o
at.0
a0J
l{)J
rulS
rl05
/{)5

1L5
azs
175
1ZS
azs(u
1L5
12'5
.2J
rlit.0
o.0
41.0
43.0
at.0
o.0

'{15lo5
105
rO5

nANCITIXE RI\r'EA SfrE l'lsv
HBIGHT. Stlt n (rtnw bc of cdo) STRIKFIOI DIP-06
SA,T|I5 FIELDNO.TTEAT. INTENSITY CDEC CINC Y.AZ PLUN@

RAI{OITIXE RIVBR SITE I4IV
HEGllT. l5,l a ($ow bc of pdo) STilXA.l0l DIP{4
SAIIILA FIEI.D NO. TREAT, INTB{SITY CDEC CTNC Y.AZ PLUNE

Rt4t28t.l Rl-54ZLl Nm 0,1t98{}3 153.'l -55: 69l) '$.0nt4l2t8.l Rl-54ZLl T(E 0.1368{B 3'19.t 49.,. ql9! ,r5.0

nl4l28t.l Rl-5a2al Tl0 0.a91 E{L !29J .a1.7 (B9O $.0
Ll{l2tt.l nl-5.22"1 Tl5 0.'l$Eoa 319.6 351 ql9! |('.0
Rr4r2t8.r Rr-542a1 TUt 0.t?58{}.r 3tt.? 5a.4 qlgl) {t.0
nl4l2tt.l nt-5422"1 T?5 0.917E4a 004J 50.7 0391t .$.0
nl4t2tt.l Rl-s.aZLl T3O 0.6a1 B{a !51.1 26.9 q39O lt'.o
Rl4l28t.l R1-54ZLI Tt5 0.?t?8'o'l 319..05J 0:19.0 ('.0
ntal2tt.2 nlJ'42a2 NCn o-Zl4EO:t 3513 {5.1 (I)9.0 $.0
nr4r289.r Rt-5423.t N0 0.r7r&{B 34.r -53.9 (X0.0 555
nltrl2tg.l Rl-5423.1 T(E o.1/IBO] 157.a 4t: (xoo 5,:tj
Rl4l289.l Rl-5.123.t Tl0 o.'lotEo{ 353J -32.9 0,100 slt.5

nl52ct.t Rr-5u6.t Nqr
Rl'5297.1 nl-5l16.l TIE
Rt$2vt.t nl-5[6.t Tl0
Rl't529t.1 Rl.5l16l Tl5
ntrl529.l Bl-5l16.l T20
Rta529.t nt-5lt6.t Tz'
nr'5297.1 nl"5l16.l T10
R1629?.r Rt.5u6.r T3:t
Rl.g2Ct.z Rl-5116.1 N(X)

ll'|529t.1 nt.5ll?.1 Nm
nt{t29t.l RlJltT.t T(E
Rl,Cl29t.l nl-5ll?.1 Tl0
Rl'|52S.t RlJllT.l Tl5
tt529r.t Rl.6u7.t T20
Ll'5298.1 Rl.5ll7.t T25
nt4t2s.t Rt,5tt7.t T30
Rltszgt.l RtJll?.1 Tl5
ntr$If,.z nl.Jll7.2 l{q,

419



Rr$299.1 Rt-'ilr.r NO O292A4 02:lJ -t'1( ta5.0
R145299.1 Rl-sut.t Tqt o.lvtB.{'! 00t.7 -ll5.t x5!
Rl'6299.1 Rl-Sllt.l Tl0 0.168{lt 35ti -5t, 34t,
Rl/|5299.1 Rl-5llt.l Tl5 0.1/OB.{N 3fl.2 -51.2 :l{5.0
Rt45299,1 Rl-5ll8.l T20 o./Ul E{X 2dt.7 -lt.? 3('Il
nr4529.1 nr-5rtt.l T2t 0.il98{B 29t.. 5gr t15s
Rt4J29.t tl-5ltt.t T30 0.6r78.{}a !1t.? 2't 3$Il
n14529.1 Rl.5lt8.l Tllt 0.7'AE(x 29t,a l0.l 1,('O
R14529.2 Rt.Sllt: Nm 0-XUE{j 353.2 {3J 3a!t.0

RANGITTKEI IIVEN, STTE I45V
IIEIGIIT- tlol E ($ov€ t r. of ,Gctio) STRIKETI0I DIP'{X
SAMPLE PIEI.D NO. TNEAT. INTE{SITY CDEC CINC Y.AZ PLT'N@

Rl'ftlc.l $-ato6.t TIO 0.?l5E4a 2tt.t Ut3 OT7.O ms
nl'Ot{l.l nl{fl5.! T!5 gsnEj,l 3t1.4 09.0 077.0 aS
ntatllJ nt{t{}5.1 N(tr 0.2l1E43 00(2 {ao 077.0 ms
nt48309.t lt.ato7.t Nm 0.15t B{3 306.9 -7E,1 079.0 185
nt.tl09.t nr{8{,?.t T05 o.l.aE{Ir 316.r {9.0 sr9.0 tEs
Rt.t!o9,r nr-.ro7.l Tto 0.67t B{4 t793 -7tJ 079.0 rts
RlrA!09.1 m4to'.l Tl5 0.t3lB{L ql9.l 47.0 079.0 ttj
nl'8309.1 nl-.807.1 T20 0.9988{5 ?Sl.t -?J.8 m9.o lts
Rl'ftl0g.l lr48{17.1 TzJ 0.WW1 308J J48 079.0 185
nl.ft3$.l Rt-at{n.l Tl0 0.7.$84'1 ?/l.O :t7.1 O79.O tts
ntat309.l ru-ato?.l T!5 0.agtE44 l?5.7 -725 A79.0 t85
R1.t309.2 Bt{t07, NOo o.zJ6Bj.t 0t7.0 {8t ()79.o t85
Rtatll0.l Bl.at0t.l N(x, 03!58'03 046.0 -71.t 077.0 22.!
l,fat3l0,l tl{80t.l T6 0.2878{! (X9.0 {rlJ 0??.0 n.0
Rf,fttlo.l ru{tol.t Tto o.m7Ejj 6!J {64 077.0 n.o
Rf4ttl0.l nl.at8.l Tl5 O.r2I?At 0?6.9 {53 O7.0 n.o
nl'ftllo.l nt{tot.l TZ, 0.1228{3 15t.2 4.7 O77.O ?jL.O

Rtatilo.l ru{rc.t Tzt 0.275Ej,1 010.0 30.1 077.0 ?jto
Rf{!10.1 nl{tol.l Tl{t o.7taB{a @9.7 17.7 077.0 

'2.ORf'8tl0.l lr.at6.l T15 0AZ7B4'1 017.9 22A 077.0 229
Rl.t3l0.2 nr{8(n.2 N@ 0.251 E{r3 055.r {43 077.0 zz.o

NANCITIKE RN'ER SITE I49V
llEEHTr{86 n (rbovt b* oJrcqim) STRIXET66 DlPr46
S^lIn.B HE-DNO.TNEAT. NTENSITY CDECCINC Y.AZ PLUNGE

21.0
T.O
u.0
4.0
2t.0
2t.0
u.0
2t.0
2t.0

HEIGHT- al I D ($oE b.r. qf sti6) STruKErlol DIP{6
SA.tl,tPLE FIELDNO.TREAT. INTENSITY CDEC CINC Y-M PLUN@

R.t15300.1 Rt-5ot3.t N00 02il 84t rars -7JJ ra2tt
nl{63qt.l nl-5013.1 T(E o.l5aB{D o?ti -713 t.32O
nr6300.r nl-tol!.r Tto 0.t01 &0:t il47 {33 l.nll
nt463@,1 nr-5013.1 TtJ 0.9068{x t5t.7 -!3.0 l.iitll
nl/6300.1 nl-solt.l T20 0.ll0B{B ltl.7 -131, l42O
n16300.1 nr-soll.r T25 0.t538{B 20.9 -50: ta2lt
Rr15l00.r Rt-5013.r T30 0.15! E{B ttr.6 -B.a 142.0
R146300.1 nl-5olt.l T3:t 0.'1008{X 05aJ (XO I'||lO
Rta63()0.2 Rr-50R.2 N@ o.lr9E{B Z75A 20/ 117.0
nt{5301.1 Rl-5ol'(t Nm O.L16EJ! 001.6 4:12 l35l,
RI'15301.1 R.l-5{,14,1 TCt o.lClB4l 0135 -192 136'0
R.l{6301.1 Rl-501,a.1 Tl0 0.l15B4l OO1? -24.9 116.0
nl/6301.1 Rl-sot{l Tl5 o.yrrgo. t542 -loJ t!6ll
nl{6t0l.l Rl-501,1.t Tn o.!(rE{B (x){9 4:l-X l35O
Rt,r630t.t Rt-$t4.t Tzt 0.7t7w 0ct.9 il.l 116.0
R.14630t.t nt-5ola.t T30 050284a qlz9 {n.7 !!6.0
Rl/6301.1 Rl-J0l4l T35 0.992804 0ll3 {5.7 ll6ll
nr4630t.2 Rl-50r{2 N00 0.t50&03 0xL1 -59t lxp
Rl15roar Rr-50r5.r N(xl 0.r6!Eo3 rat.? -!05 ll7.0
Rr4630Zl Rl-50r5.1 T05 0.lr3E& 

'.r.6 
-27J |]?O

Rr4530Zr Rr-50t5.1 Tl0 0.652 &4a 36.3 06l) r3?O
Rt{6!011 Rt-5015.1 Tt5 0.a7tE{}a tts.z 46 l37a
Rr45302-l Rr-50r5.1 T20 0.r53&0a t9a5 {r9.7 1t7.0
n146302l Rt-5ot5.t T2t 0.t0?B.{yJ t510 t?J tl70
Rr463(2-l Rf-50t5.t T3{r o.lcEO3 t26.2 l7J rt70
Rl{630'Ll nl-50r5.r T!5 0.r!5E-{E tto.r {J.t tt?.o
Rr6t0L2 Rt-5015.2 N00 0.tt2E{3 3tar -50.0 t37.0

RANGITII(EI RIVEN, SITB I47V

R 14730!.t R.t{909.1 N@ 0.17t941 02t.1 ,55.0 356.0
Rl{7303.r nt-4909.t T05 0.355 E{3 0t0.t 4.t 356.0
n147303.1 Rl-4909.1 TtO 0.21t E03 009J {tl 355.0
Rt47303.t RI{909.t Tl5 0.658 S44 0t10 {t3 356.0
R.t.7!03.t Rt{909.t T20 05t2B-Oa 2t5.t -a8: 355'0
R147303.1 Rt{909.t T15 058:tE4a T}6.0 -Ut t'6.o
R147303.1 R.t-a909.l T30 o.t8 EOa 26..a lAl $6.0
n l47r03.f Rlia909.l T35 0.624 EOtl 025.1 70.7 tfiO
nr47303.2 Rl{9@.2 N00 05938{D 02a5 -52.? 3560
Rl4730a.l R1-'l9l0.t N00 o3:ttB'o3 16.0 {7J 3550
nt47301.1 nr49t0.l T(E 0.N7&gt 2955 {t: 1550
R 14730.1.1 nl{910.1 Tl0 0.1{0 E4l 2?tJ -,r5^9 155.0
n14730.1.1 nl{tl0.l T15 0.128E{l 2It.9 05.2 155.0
nt47304.1 nr{9r0.r T20 0.52,irEfl 2063 t?o 355.0
Rla73o4.l nt49r0.t T25 o.uJ2EJ! 255.6 05/ !55.0
Rl4?3()4.r Rt{gto.r T30 0.t9{Eo. 1t3.2 -3r.9 355.0
R 147304.1 R r{9t0.t T35 0.691 8{r 0$.9 -725 t55l)
nl{710'1.2 Rl..910.2 N00 0.727Wi 326.t 42.t Sttt
Rt47305.1 nl-aglt.l Nm o.66.2?fit 01t.9 62: ,55.0
nt,t?305.1 Rl{gll.l T6 05008{rl t58., {6J 355.0
R,l4?!05.t Rl{ru.l Tr0 0.!59843 35..0 6a: !550
R147305.1 Rr{9ll.l Tt5 0.213E0! !2r.3 .70,. 3551)
nl4730t.t Rt-49tt.t T20 0.t(tr8{3 !1t.0 .ao.6 3550
Rl47r6.l Rr-49U.1 T25 0.t90E{n !55.r -t!: 355.0
n147305.t Rt-49tt.t Tto 0.il6B{tr t3E.9 -tt.o t55I}
Rla7305.l Rllagl l.l T3,:t 0.103 843 121.2 -!2J !55O
nr4736.2 Rr{9u.2 N@ 0.7UB4t 0L.0 6a.t !55,
nl4?306.1 Rl.{9t11 N00 05ZlE{D 031.9 -713 @5.0
nl'l?306.1 n,l{912"1 T05 0.175 &O3 05j {9: 006l)
Rr47306.t Rt-{gtat Tr0 0.?6.wt 0l!.? -60t (!6.0
Rraz'06.r n,l{gtzl Tt5 0.t368{}t t09.3 -t6.0 m6l'
R147306.1 Rt{gt2.t T20 o.rcEo3 t!3.9 -525 q5.0
nl'17306.1 R.l{D11l T25 0.tt2E4. 020.7 212 005.0
nl/t7306.1 Rt{'9111 T3O 0.155 El}a 196.7 02.1 006.0
R.147106.1 Rl-.9I1t T!5 0.174 Eol 0211 21.7 006.0
nt47306.2 Rl{912-2 Nm 0J$EO3 03t.? .591 m6.0

RANGTTIKEI RIVER SITB I48V

R.t4307.t nl-at05.t Nm
Rtat307.t Rt{8qt.t T05
Rt4t307.t Rt{805.1 Tt0
Rt4r307.t Rr4t05.t Tt5
Rt{t307.t nl{805.r Tzt
R.l/|t307.1 Rl{80J.1 T25
Rt4t!o7.t R,t{tct.t T30
Rl/4307.1 nt-a86.l T35
Rt4t307.2 nt{805.2 N@
Rl4t30t.l Rl.a806.l N00
Rl1830r.l nr-.106.l T6
Rl/Al$.1 R.l{t06.1 Tt0
R14836.1 Rl-at06.l T15
Rl4830t.l R.t-1t06.t T20
Rt4t308.t R.l-4t06.t T25

Q5
.p5
os
05
0s
ll95
o5
.l95
85
rltj
atJ
a85
415
4t5
'tt5rltS
a85
{t5
455
165
$J
{55
l|55

'55
'('5rl55

'65

535
515
5t5
53J
535
53J
535
515
53J
59.0
59.0
59.0
59.0
59.0
59.0
59.0
J9.0
59.0
at5
at5
a8J
rltJ
,atJ
a8J
rtJ
.85

'lt5
175
175
175
a?5
a75
a75
.?J
175
175

0.'t?5 EOI 031.3 -7tl) 075.0 20.0
0.a61 E{B 010.6 -?a.t 075.0 20.0
0.3.f48{B 011.0 -74.1 075.0 b.0
oJ65844 222'3 23.1 msn U.0
0.66t E 0,l 152.1 !7X 075I m,O
0.79'1E,41 20a.0 46.6 0750 2t.O
0.t2t E4a l'115 '47.1 0?5O m.O
0535EJ}- lt53 {6.7 0?5' X.O
0.2108{D 3.5.9 -78.9 075r' m.0
0J!7RO3 WLz -5Sr gT70 m5
0.2f3 E{3 0053 -55' 07t! as
0.16'(ElIl !'49.0 -a6l 0771, zos
o.r@E{r t|t.1 -x.9 vt?t ms
0.6u &o4 t30.t t3J 077J) m5
0.63t E44 t0r-1 oLa 0Tr.o 20J

42o

nt.'ru.l Rt{ml.t N00
Rlall!il.t nI4?0t.1 Tqt
Rl/a93tl.l B,l{?01.1 Tl0
n!f3u.r nt{rct.I Tl5
nl.'ilr.r nt4rct.r T20
Rl,393ll.t Lt470l.l T15
R!t193lt.t nr4?0r.t Tro
nltr9ilt.r nr4?0t.1 Tts
tl/39lllJ R14701.2 NoO

Bt{9ll2-I nlaTozt Nm
n,r't9il2-l Rr4?02r T(5
Rt49il1t nt4nlll TI0
nl,l93lal nl4702.l Tl5
nl.eSt2-r nt4ruzr T20
nt$3t11 n14702t T15
Rl.t9tl1l nt{?02"1 Tl0
Rr.9:[1] nr{?oar n5
nla93lz2 n't{7ql2 Nm
nr.93B.l nt4?(B.t N00
Rt.9lB.t nr-am3.r T05
nt493t3.t nl{7gJ.t Tt0
Rt493t3.t nr4703.t Tl5
nl.l93ll.l nl{7(B.1 T20
Rr.03D.r nr{7q|.r T'15

Rta9lt3.r Rl4rct.r Tro
nr.03t3.r Rl4703.r ru
R149il1.2 Rl4?('3.2 NOo

ntagfl4.t tr4704.t N00
Rl'agll(l nl.a70a.l T05
Rr{9il4.1 nl47(r.t Tto
Rl'19314.1 nl4?0.L1 Tl5
Bl49ll/r.l nl-a7(X.l T20
Bla93l{l nl.ama.l T2!t
Rt'l93t4.l Rt{70a.1 Tl0
Rl/Ur3l(l nl.f?oa.1 T35
Rl'49314.2 Rla70a.2 Nm

nr5r3t5.t nl4s9.r N00 0.u08{3
Rr5llrs.t nr.a(E9.l T06 05t9F-04
Rt5Br5.t nr4B9.l Tto 0.3tt E{r4
RtJril5.l nt..69.r Tr5 0.601841
Rr5llrs.r nr4{89.t T20 0.697 E{r4
n.r5l3l5.t nr-.m9.r T25 0.659 844
nr5Dt5.f nt{fl9.r T30 0.s2w1
nl5ur5.2 nl-a{n9.z Nm 0.t5rF.o3
nl5El5.2 nl-.org.2 T(E 0.975E.04
nl5ltl6.l Rl.a090.l N(X) 0.ll0E4!
Rt5til6.t Rl-a090.t T05 0.a3t Eo4
R15l316.l Rl.a090.t Tl0 0315 E04
ll5l316.l n1..090.t Tl5 0.921804
Rr5l3l5.l nt'.090.t T20 0.tolE{3
8l5ltl6.l nl-aogo.l T25 o.t'tlEOl
nl5l3t6.l nt4o90.t T30 0.109E'o3
Rt5Dt6.2 nt-{090.2 N00 0.t41 Eo!
R15lll7.l nl4{t9l.l N@ 0.'l3tE4/t
Rr5Dl?.f R.l409t.l T05 0.152W1
Rt5t3t7.t nr{$l.l Tto 0.3348{4
Rt5t3t7.t nt48t.t Tts 0.791tEo4
Rt5t3t7.t nr.a09t.t T20 0.9.o844
RtJl3t7.t nl{ogt.t T25 0.t6Eo,
nlSl!17.1 nl.|09l.t T30 0.611E44
nr5llr7.2 nt4{81.2 N@ 0.718804

nANCmXE RMn SrrB t52V

0318 841 r59.t {1.? 039.0 tzo
0.u2v4t 1r!3 {7.. 039.0 32.0
0.133 E{t 047.0 -tlI 039.0 tza
0.7n 844 r9tj -76.t 039.0 tzi
0.606 E{t4 lg,a.a 544 039.0 32A
0.5ta844 202-9.at.o ct9.0 32.0
0.6ZEO/I 1to5 '|6.1 

q19.0 92.0
0./19'lE{X 17'5 01.0 039.0 12.0
o./tzt E{3 06LZ 1t2 gtg.O 32.0
0.2378{! 0{t.2 -56.? (xr.o 305
o.2#w3 0R.9 -51r 0at.0 305
0.2t084! (x?.2.13J Oat.o loj
0.1'l2BJ3 filJ -2t3 gl.0 305
0.u78{3 ()5!.4 -26.4 (Xl.0 305
0.t17 EO.f 026.6 -35.? 041.0 305
0.2a8FAt 2414 63.2 04t.0 305
05nP,44 3!t.9 dl? 04t.0 305
0.!O9 E03 lt9j -74.4 0'11.0 305
0395 E{r! 117.2 -765 047.0 36.0
0.315 E43 100.7 {25 0a7.0 !6.0
o.til E43 224.1 {t3 (x7.0 35.0
0.991 804 n6.t 4?.9 047.0 36.0
0.t03 E-03 t05.2 -2t.0 047.0 36.0
0.156 E{3 20?.E 455 0{7.0 36.0
0.?t5E{t4 I'15.7 22J 0.7.0 !6.0
0.ta7 E4't t7t.a {9.1 0't7.0 36I)
0.!5a &03 1i.6.6 -!6.1 0a7.0 36.0
0.2?0 FltS (Ba.o {2-? 017.0 ,t 5
o.217&4t il?.? {65 0a7.0 3t5
0.1a9 803 0693 -55.r (X7.0 3t5
0.tr4 844 | r0.2 -27.4 0{7.0 3t J
0,3,12E0,1 l5!.t -20.9 0.7.0 315
0358 E4'( lnl.t 10.7 047.0 315
0.21984,. 225.1 29.t 017.0 315
0.180 EO4 165.9 33.8 047.0 !t5
0.77684t o2tj J56 04?.0 3r5

nANGTTTKE! RWEn SrIE rsrv
HEIGHT. 0 o (brc of retbr) STRlKErl29 DIF{S
SAMPLE FIELDNO.TREAT, INTENSITY CDECCINC Y.AZ PLUNGE

HEGHT-'t5t D (.bovc bc of *ctim) STRIKE466 DIP{6
SAT{PLA FIELDNO.TREAT. INTENSITY CDECCINC Y.^Z PLUNCE

G6.9 {95 
'50.0 

175
06E.1 -753 350.0 175
l?0..1 36.4 350.0 175
t?a.t 4?.5 350.0 175
t?.2 5t.9 150.0 175
f 7t.t fl-9 350,0 a75
It75 t9.3 350.0 175
(F?.t -55r 350.0 175
005.1 {5.9 350.0 175
oal.t {56 54.0 /a85

051.8 46.9 35a.0 .185

lu.z 52J 354.0 .85
15r.0 6t.9 35a.0 .85
t69.t 619 !5a.0 1tJ
t70.2 61.7 354.0 185
It10 @.t 354.0 $5
03t.t -a3.6 354.0 4t5
009.0 -t!.1 354.0 49.0
020.9 -245 354.0 .9.0
Itl.6 67.7 35'1.0 49.0
l?t.,| 67J 354.0 40.0
199.3 67.0 354.0 49.O

16r.0 ?2.9 !5'a,0 49.0
m23 6.7 f,51.0 199
0t0.t -345 t54.0 a!1.0

HElGttT. 6? n(&E b.r of Eti6) STRIKE:!29 DlH5
SAI,ITLE FIELDNO.TREAT. INTE.ISITY CDEC CINC Y.AZ PLUNGE

Rt523lt.t R2-t9B5.t Nm
Rt523tt.t R2-!986.t T6
Rt52l|t.r tur-3s6.t Tto
Rt52!18.r R2-39r6.t Tts
nr5z[t.t FJ-3s6.r T2{'

03nP,4l 2O.l {.tl 217.0 US
032t E{13 ?57.7 47.1 7t7.0 uS
0.1/al E.o3 ?5t.2 -59.1 ?l7.0 +15
0.12t
0.51558.03 ?675 12.? 717.0 4S



nl523lr.r ft1.39r6.r T2J o.lotE{x 2n,0 -&.1 7l7A
Rts23tr.t n2..3986.r Tr0 (M874{E ZtlS .51.1 2l?O
Rl5zll8.2 RiL3986.2 Nm oJltB{a t!.g 4l.l ?l7JJ
Rl523rg.t n 3987.1 N00 o.'alTECl 010.6 -5tJ 2l7ll
Ru23tg.r n2.3987.1 TCt o3t{tB{E 010.2 -ttl 2170
Rlszlr9.r niL39?7.1 Tl0 0r60Ba 0()65 {05 117.0
Rl52rt9.t R2-39t?.1 Tts 0.150E.{E W5 41 2l7t
Rls23l9.r Rit 39r,,l T1) 0.ll9B{B 013.9 4.9 2l?O
R15Al9.l Artgt7.t rE ol29B{B !5t.6 4.9 2l7l)
nl523t9.l n:l-tgrt.l T!0 Otl6B.o! 31t3.'l -123 217,
Rl5Z[9: R2-!9373 Nflr oJl7B{b Cil.t .t9.1 2170
Rr5Xr20.r IUL39tt.1 Nflr 035tE4l 0Ct.0 {r.r at9,
R152320.r n:Lr9$.1 T05 03668{!l W.6 .|7r U)t
R152320.r PJLlgr8.r Tr0 0.1908{B oiIL? -t7.9 m99
Rt52320.t 8.'l.39tt.t Tt5 o.l3lE{B t59.r -!lt9 Zp'
R152320.r EL39rt.l T20 0.9$E{L t52S .Xtl Wt
Rr52r20.l Rit-lgrt.l Tzt 0.6t78{L 029.0 {E5 lr9ll
Rr52320.1 R2-39rt.l TIO 0.1(B8{Ir taL3 43 DO
Rr52t2r'J2 n.398t2 N00 0.4)580 0i,3,7 69 U)t
R,ANCITIKEI RIVM, SITE bTV
HEGHTT lOt n ($oE b.c of ctic) STB,IXB-I29 DIP.{r5
SAMru HELD NO. TNEAT. II{TB|SITY CDtsC CINC Y-AZ PLIJN(E

RANCITXEnIVBR SITEI5SV
HEGttT- 165a(Sovr bc of raio) STRIKE 136 Dtt41
SAMn.8 HEDM).TNE{T. IHTE{SITY CDEC CINC Y-AZ PLUNCE

nlt6l29.l Rl-t?t0.l Nm 0:61 E.0f 050.6 -5214 ql5.0 30.0
Rlt6l29.l n23?10.1 T05 0.21t B4t 65.1 J9/. 025.0 301)
tl56t29.l &t-c?to.t lto o'tfi B{a 3.:t2.t .593 025,0 t0.0
nt563t.t n2.l?80.t Tts 0J08 Eo4 3{i}3 {0.6 025.0 30.0
nl:t5129.1 El-37t0.1 T1) 05?0BO'a l3t3 -57J (xlt.0 30.0
nl56329.l n2-!?r0.1 T:I' 05t9E{a 3213 nl3 qr5.0 10.0
nlj6129.r ELI?80.! T3O 0.'109844 77lA U.7 s2l.o soll
tt5dr29: luL37r0.2 N(p 03$ E{3 076.1 {9: 0i5.0 3{rO
Rt56!30.r tl2.t?rt,l Nm o.,a.{)Bo3 ut1.7 425 uu.o E5
Rl56t!O.t lul-l?u.t T(5 0J96843 035J {26 0X.0 255
Rl56!!{r.l n2-3?tl.r Tr0 0.27094t 9t7.0 43.7 vu.o 2SS
nr56$o.l Et-3?tl.r Tts 0.147843 CAJ -753 025.0 255
tt55l!0.1 n2-!?il.t Tz) 0.t91Er!l ts{'4 {lJ c}6.0 E5
Rr55t!O.t n:r3?rr.r T25 0.w2841 0955 d6.0 026.0 255
Rlj63!O.l lut_t7u.t T!0 0.6jt E^04 I,A.t -30.,a 0Xd.0 ZSs
Rut63ro.z lul-l7u-z N{n 0.,|at803 0!65 -5t.1 s15.0 255
R1563!t.t El-3?81t Nm 0..t0&03 g6.r -5L7 027.0 n5
nl55t!t.1 ta-3?8ar r05 0.4t084r 027s -57.9 Ur7.0 n5
tl5633t.t Rt-t?8?-t Tr0 0.212Fj3 (Dr.9 -59.9 02?.0 tts
tr56!!t.l &l.tnal Tut 0.trrE43 ql{4 .561 @7.o 275
nr563!l.r El-37tat Ta) 0.u98{! 075.9 4L0 C27.0 n5
Rr553!l.t Et-3?&al TZt 0.ll8E{t3 (B10 -54.9 m7.0 275
nt56lil.r n2-37r2-l T!0 0.6388J4 l83J {19 (n7.0 275
nF6!11.2 nir-r7taz N00 0.'l?58{rt or7.2 4.9 V2?.0 275

nANG!TI|@nIVER SITEl57v
HEtrGHT- lil u (rbow bc of r*rim) SfRJIG-lt6 DIP{S
SAMII.E FIE,DNO.TNEAT. INTENSITY CDEC CINC Y'AZ PLI'N@

'a/aJ45
tLs
rLs
45
4a5
tl{t
'l|.t45
45
a/aj
6S
45
15J
a55
$5
s5
45
s5

RA!,IGITIKEI RryEn SrS l54V
HEIGHT- lrll. m ($or bc of etio) STRIKFTIS6 DlP4tl
SA.IT{PI^E FIET.D NO. TREAT. INTE{SITY CDEC CINC Y-AZ

R157331t IUI-!.?aI N00 0.39E B,O3 @95 -7J.2
n.l'?!311 ll,:l-3'l7a.l T(E 0.n6wt Vll.a 412
Rt57!3lt R2-14?a.t Tto o.t&tEo3 044.9 {95
Rr5?$ar R:l-!47{.t Tr5 o.lll8J}3 06!.2 {t.l
nl5?!lal P-3'a?'l.t T2O o55l EO4 0905 542
n,157!l1l El-147{l Tzt 0.4t9 E{r/a 2.5.6 {02
nl5?3311 n2-la7'1.1 T3{l 0.428&{14 238.1 -71.4
Rr5?r312 &t-34?4,2 N00 0.442F-{13 155.1 -70.7
nE73l3.f n2-3a?t.t N@ o.129E.{3 007.0 61.4
R.1573!!.1 Rt.3.75.r T05 0319 EO3 009.0 -57i
Bl573t3.l Rl-3i175.1 Tto o.WIW3 01,a.0 J7J
R15?tl3.l R2-3'175.1 Tts o.tnEo.1 0ll.l -50.1

nt57333.t Kr-tl75.t Tm O.?rtE4z ].49 765
Rl57rl!.1 Et-3475.1 TZt 0.ft6B{t/t 016.6 .5!.7
Rl5?313.t |Ul3'a75.1 TIO o.'l+tE4'l Zgt.s .1L9
R.t573!3.2 XU!-3'l?5.2 N00 05138.01 t593 692
I'15733{.1 PJ-3{?6.1 N@ 0.'('28.03 tx.z -55t
nt'?!!{t P,2-3a76.1 T05 03t28{t 0t7.8 655
tlt3t4.t nl-3476.t rl0 0t86E{t3 0t9.6 610
Rlt3ll.l R2-3476.1 Tl5 0.173 E{ll oZLt {1.9
Rt'73]{t Rl-14?6.1 T20 0.132E43 159.0 55.1
R157334.t &t-1476.1 T5 0.7&184. qtlr {.1
Rt5?33a.t El-!i176.1 T30 05t6&04 ?f9.7 -56.6
Rl'7rt{2 njt-ta76.2 }i100 0J9t 803 m.4 -565

NANGITIKEruVET SITE I6OV

Rl60l!,!t.l R2.al0l.l N00
Rr60t35.t Xll4lot.r Tct
nr6ot3!t.t n2430t.t Tto
n.r50!35.r lut4lot.r Tl5
n.t60!35.t nJ<!01.r Ta,
Rl60!r5.1 llil.al0l.l T25
nr60t35.t Rl{tot.l T30
Rl60335: PA.a!{r|.2 Nm
Rl60l35.l Pr-a3{t2"1 N00
Rl@316.t x.243{l1l T05
Rl60rt5.l R:1.{302"1 Tl0
Rl@336.1 El.r3OLl Tt5
Rt@!!6.t n243@t T20
Rt60t!6.t R243{rLt T25
nr603r6.r Rt4lo:ll T3o
Rl@136.2 PJ43012 N00
nl@317.1 Rl.a3{B.l Nq}
nl60!!7.1 IUI-{3C|.l T(E
at60$?.t El4l6.r Tto
Rl6{837.r Rt..!@.1 TUt
Rt60tt7.l RLlcl.t Ta)
Rr603!7.r R:l4t{D.t T25
B160317.l R24303.r Tl0
Rt6o3l7.1 E!4lqlj Nq'

Rr5332r.t n2-3tt3.r N00
Rl5332l.r n2-3r83.r Tqt
R15332l.t n2-3883.t Tl0
nt5r32t.l R:t-3t8l.t Tt5
R15332l.l R2-3tt3.t T20
Rr53r2l.l n2,.3r83.1 Tlt
nr5332r.r n2-$t3.t Tr0
R15332r.2 R2-38t3.2 Nm
Rr5332r.r R2-38t4.r N@
R.153322-t R2-3tta.l T6
R.r5t322.1 R2-3tt..l Tt0
R153322.r R.2.3t8a.1 T15
R153322.r R2.38t4.t T20
R153322-1 R2-3tt4l T1'
RI533Zl.l R2-388/Lt Tto
R1533222 R2.3r8d2 N00
nr53t23.l R2-3885.1 Nm
R.1533X3.1 El-38&t.l T(5
n153323.1 n2-388!t.t Tl0
R153323.1 82.3$lt.r rr5
R153323.1 R2-3Er5.r T20
nt533zt.l R2-3tt!t.t T2t
Rr533Zr.r R2-1885.t T3{'
Rr53323.2 n2-3t85.2 N(x,

05/a0ECt 3t?.9 {9/a 1l3L
0,1t2Edt 3t22 42 t'tt
03:t5B{t lt6J {8r l5!o
o.rto&or zcLT -57t tstt
o.t(nE{r:t 27t.? {a.t l5!o
0.90.8{}a 29t5 -r80 L530
0.t0984t t06.t -3{t,0 1530
o.l|6tB{r 31t.9 -arJ 3530
03.3 B{t:t qrao {5.r !59.0
o2yLE& 0{.3 -5lJ 3590
0.u2 B{l 061. -.6.7 !59.0
0.75t EJ)a 065.6 41.? 359'0
0.7(x EO4 066.6 -32.9 3:t90
0J?l B4'l 0&tl -!6! 3.lt9'0

05r&oa 076.6 -3tJ !59.0
o317E,0t 0n.5 {;15 t59.O
0.a05 84t 0073 -t .r 119.0
0.3jt28{l 0l1l .58.7 3rt90
0.256E4 009.4 -$.1 3,ltl)
0,158{Il 000.7 -56,a 3'9.0
0.796 B{a 013.a 6t.a I't9.0
0.6t6 844 3,t33 -51.,1 t49.0
0.t$w1 tn.o 173 t{9t
0.413 E{Il !5t.t {3O 3.[9.0

0.3{BB{B (Xl9.0 -a3O o:llto
0.211 E{E 0r0.? -505 025n
0.t5t B{Il 0t2"7 {?o o:llto
o.Tn8dr 0t(2 {7.7 045l)
osuP"/y 00r.r .2t3 02:t.0
o.tnF-u xus -t1., ttss
0.t3,rE{. 0l8X -Zt3 O25I)
o.?awt 014.1 -57.7 0250
0.253 B{r 0305 {..6 023t)
oroaEa 01r.6 {t.0 qE.o
o.lzlE4l 0a0.6 -,P.9 023.0
0.6llB.04 0.17.6 -11.9 qBO
0./t96E{a W.l 45 g23O

0.42t El)a 0?6.9 tt.t qBIt
0Jl9B4. roit.a 255 UBr
0.zloE43 o{t.l -58.1 023r}
0.a6oE{3 (x!r.7 {23 0z}.0
0.'llbE43 359.7 {lJ OZt.o
0.1628{3 t57.7 59.1 qB.o
0.12jt&0(| 3'1t.4 {5.9 oZtO
0.t19 B{'l 0511 -565 02tl)
0.lal &oa 01t.6 493 cao
o.t15E{1 09t.9 -55J OZr.0
050:t Eor oa7.a {9J (It|.o

0592BJt ootr {35 03ro
0.4o98{l3 0{16.r -523 018.0
0.2ttE0t 160.0 -5tJ 038t)
o.t7aE{xt 0m: <a.? 038,
o.rqB{r t39J -3rJ (Bto
o.?.ltElL tllJ -203 00tl}
O.%UW l7L0 -5,i5 03t,
0596 E{r 355J -70.9 038r}
05UE{r 015.6 {tJ (x?n
0Jt.E03 0a.5 -52.0 0.70
0.2J5 E4r 0?6.r .5t6 (x?l)
0.1'lt B{YJ 0:19.2 {3O (x?O
0.119 E{3 0ltl9 {?ra 0a7l)
0.116&{3 0l6J ..t.6 Oa?ll
0.111 8{}3 006.6 -25.0 (r?O
0.650&.6 !58.t -74r' oa?O

056.0 70!
056.0 70.0
0f6.0 70.0
056.0 70.0
056.0 70.0
056.0 70.0
056.0 70l}
66.0 ru.o
06t.0 TI5
068.0 725
06t.0 72s
6t.0 7r5
6t.0 725
06t.0 725
06t.0 725
06t.0 725
060.0 7t5
060.0 7r5
060.0 7t5
060.0 715
(bG0 715
060.0 7!5
060.0 ?t5
060.0 7r5

o.1{'2Ej9 (B{7 -J19 t21.0 565
0.349 E{t3 (}r4.r -550 t21.0 56J
0.2,5! A-03 0l9J Ja' 121.0 565
0.135 E{t! fla.r -!6.6 121.0 565
0.96r &o4 s:t.. -315 121.0 565
0.c''aE{4 127.1 J05 121.0 56J
0.tt? E 03 (13.6 4t.7 121.0 565
03488-{t3 327.6 -al.l l2l.O 565
05t2 EJl3 0re6 -59' nt.o 545
0.42t &03 016.9 .t3J ut.o 545
0.25t 803 0ur.0 -51.9 Irr.0 545
0.175 E03 or?.t {7.7 llt.o 5'lJ
0.ltl5 B{)l Oat.l .f2-t llt.0 545
o.Tnw (l5a? -t?.0 il8.0 5{5
o.1uw1 {}.o.l -r0: llt.o 5a5
0J5:t E{13 0m.? Ja.7 ltr.0 51s
o.at4E{tt 06.9 -56.t t2t0 56.0
0J7803 0t{2 49.7 t22-0 560
ol3?B'{J.t 0lt.2 ".tx l1a0 55.0
0.t!7843 02t.t -!?o 1210 550
0.9198{4 019.t 405 l2a0 56.0
0.t3t E{D 001.7 {n.9 1210 56,
0.u1w1 tn.r 2t.2 t2L0 56l}
0J6OB{,3 3,14.t tl6 lZL0 fit

6.!t
s5
65
$s
4S
65
65
4S
6S
65
4S
a55
s5
s5
'|6565
o.0
a?.0

PLUNG

59J
59J
59J
595
s95
595
595
595
59J
595
595
595
59J
595
595
595
595
59J
595
595
59J
595
595
595

,il.0
a?.0
a7.0
a7.o
a7.0
o.0

R.r54324.r R2-357r.t N(n
Rt54t24.r n2-3677.1 T(5
Rt54324.1 n2-3677.t Tt0
R154324.t n.,.Xn.t Tl5
Rl543Z.l R2-367?.1 T20
Rt54324.1 R2-r7t.l T25
Rr543A.l R2-3677.1 Tr0
nt54324.2 R:t 1677.2 N@
Rr54325.r n2..ff?t.I N@
Rt54325.t R2-36?r.t T6
Rr54t25.l R2.36iX.1 Tto
R15435.r ru-l67t.r Tr5
Rt543zt.t n2.3678.1 TZt
nl5432J.t El-16?t.l T25
Rl54l25.l IUL!6?t.l T30
n15,1325.2 R2-367tJ Nm
R.154326.t n2.r679.1 N@
R154326.r n2-36?9.1 T6
R154325.t R2.1679.t Tt0
R.154126.t R2-r6?9.1 T15
Rt54325.1 R2-3579.1 T20
n154326.1 R?-!6?9.1 T2lt
Rr54:t26.r R2-3679.1 Tto
n.t5a326.2 IU!.3679.2 Nm

n155327,t ru.327t,1 Nm
Rr5532?.t Et-327t.1 T(6
Rr55!2?.t Rit-32?l.t Tl0
Rt55r27.r RL327r,r Tts
Rt55t27.t n2rt27r.l Tm
Rrl5t27.r n2.327t.t T25
Rt55327.1 &t-3271.r Tto
Rr55127.2 XU!.12?r.2 Noo
R155328.1 XUL32TLr N@
Rt5532t.t n2-32711r TCt
Rt55328.r Bt.t2ZLr Tt0
R155328.1 IUl.l2ZLr Tt5
Rt5$2t.t P:L327L\ Tm
Rr5532r.r nl,tl?Lt TN
Rr5532a.r F:t t2Tlt Tn
Rt55r2t.2 n .32ZL2 N00

HEIGHTT 121 n (rbotr b.c of .c{ioa) STRIKE-I2I D!P.O6
SAME.E FIELD M). T8BAT. NTENSITY CDEC CTNC Y.AZ PLIJNGE

RANGITIKS RIVER SITE I5'V
HEGllTr 153 r ($orc bc of etio) STruKErl36 DIP'Oa
SAI{PLE PIELDNO.TNEAT. INTEYSITY CD€CCINC Y.AZ PLUNG

62J
625
dts
6:L5
62-5
6L5
625
62.5
51.0
6r.0
6t.0
5t.0
6t.0
61.0
6t.0
6t.0

N,AN(IITII(EI RIVEI, SITE I62V
IIEKIHTT 32! a (rbow bc of rdi6) STRJKETI2I DIP.a9
SAMru HELDNO.TNSAT. INTB{SITY CDECCTNC Y.AZ PLI'N€E

nl68lE.l n2-lt58.r N(n
nr623lr.r R!-3r6t.t T(E
n161138.r n:L3t6t.r Tto
nt523tt.r n2-3t5t.r Tr5
Rl5lBt.r I[].3168.r T20
Rl5Zt3t.t Rl-3168.r 15
Rr6zr3t.l Rt-3168.r T!0
nr623tt.2 n2-3r6t.2 Nm
nr62!t9.r IUI-3t69.1 Nq'
Rt6tt39.t n2{t60.1 T(E
nr62339.r IUI-3!69.1 Tr0

421

0.t 4E{3 01r.0 55.6 rot.o 555
0.623 843 00t.? -J3r 308.0 555
0.at6B{3 (x,o.a ttr !0t.0 555
o.u7w3 3595 42' 30r.0 555
0"2|l EO3 35a! -36t t0t.0 555
0.1ao943 06.0 .1{l 3Ot.0 555
0.l20Eol q)2-7 -39a rot.o J55
o.wt?At @6.1 -55.? 108.0 555
0.79t 843 025.0 {60 3t2.0 565
05!{rE{n 0l+2 -572 3t10 565
0.u48{}3 (n7.4 -st.r 3t2-0 t55



Rl63!9,t Rit!t59.1 Tt:t o.rqt&{B tts .ttr tr2!
nl523r9.r ni!.rr69.l T20 o.l2tB{n ql{l -566 lt2lt
Rl62!39.1 n2-il69.1 TZt 0.2658{X ?frL6 -'{D tlTJJ
R152339.r niL3l60.l T3o 05'lo&(x 11t.7 -!7J lt2ll
Rt6Zr392 IUL3t69J N00 0.751 E{B iiELa At tlzt
nl52t40.t R,t3t70.t N(x) u745P.a 017.4 {13 lllo
nl5z340.r ruL3rD.r T(E 0-53t8{B 027.7 -543 ilr'
Rr6Zr{0,1 R2.il70.t Tl0 03{nE{0 0!55 -50.9 lilI,
nl62t/O,l R2.3170.1 Tl5 o.lt4Bfi (x75 {a! tltl,
R!SA40.I n2.3lm.l T20 0.ll2B,{13 0s7.7 A75 tll.o
Rl623O.l R:L3l?0.1 T25 0.1'$E{I} 0z'2 {lJ rtl!
R1623'O.l R2.3lm.l Tlo o.ltt&{B 017.5 -193 tll!
Rl6!140-2 XUL3|?02 N(xt 0.?t9E{E 0t3' {t.9 

'u!
RANCITTKE ruVER SITS t63V
HEIGIIT- 421 n ($ort blo of etim) STRII(&I2! DIP{9
SAIIPL8 FIE.DNO.TNEAT. INTEISITY CDrcClNC Y.AZ PLT'N(3

n^MnnxBltnrn sIrEt6Tv
HEXIHTr65! r (&c bc o{raim) STRJIGTI2I DlH9
SAI{N.8 HEII.IO.TTEAT. NTE|SITY CDBC CINC Y.AZ PLIJNGE

Rl5?tlt0.l lul-26561 N(D 0.{JtE03 gl).l -5L/+ 309.0
nt6ttl0l tit-2dnr Tot o.at7B{D olr.t .5o.l 309.0
Rt6'l:n.l 81.2655"1 Tl0 0rt6E0l Ol9.t -5o./a $9.0
ttdtl|nt IULr6$.t Tt5 0.t76843 o(BJ 47.r 300.0
rt6?1n.1 n2-25!t5.t ED 0.t62E{t3 1tt.l 42.7 !00.0
nt6zlto.t n:L25:t6.t xl|' o.t3tB{B tu, -taa w.0
nt6't5o.l n2-24t6.1 Tto 0.t5680. 2tt.9 (D.9 3{19.0

nl6r!50: n .26!rJ N0 0J908{t3 (B1.0 a3.t 309.0
tr6?1n.t lul-25f,t.t lr(x, oj{bt{D t59.7 {Jt5 30r.0
nrdnJt.r &r-261t7.r T(E 0J608{D 57.7 -!7l) 30r.0
Rlo35l.l R2-2557.1 Tl0 0.lil8E43 t$S AL1 n8.0
ll6lr5l.t n2-261t7.t Tr5 0.t508{x 3365 075 30t.0
Rr6D5l.l Et-251t7.t T20 0.u6 8{! 331t 38.2 !0r.0
tt6?3nt.r DI2a57.r rB 0.ra3E4t 341r laj r0r.0
LldlSl.t Rl-261t7.r Tl0 0.63?E44 6{a 30.9 30t.0
n,r6735t.2 El-25!n.2 H00 o.4U}EO! 037.r -59a 108.0
tr6znll Et-26$.1 N00 0J92E43 349.6 {33 307.0
n,ld,:L:t2.! El-25ltt.l T05 0J47EO3 !/8.0 {t3 !07.0
nl6?l51t El-265r.r Tl0 0.xuw3 t27.6 473 t07.O
Rr675af Rl-26J&t Tr5 o.rz5Ej.t !(B.7 {93 

'07.0nt6r3,ft2-r lE!-26ltt.l Ta) 0.9r48&r zl.t.g -72t n1.a
Rt675at Eln65t.t TzJ 0.t27&O3 WA 41.7 tO7.0
tl6lln2"r 12-265r.r TJo 0.$98n4 268.6 -15.5 307.0
nl6?l512 t2.t6ft8.2 Nm 0J7'4E43 WL4 6tS W.o

NANOITIKEruVEN SITBI69V

Rl63l,fl.t RiL2962.l Nm 0.ltaE{n rn.2 42 snO
Rr6334l.t Xul.296al T05 05798{, 35r.9 -52' @O
nr63t4r.r R2-296ar Tr0 osnBJt 35t5 -53.7 qt90
nl5334l.t Ril.296al Tl,|' 0.193E{Il 3.5.9 41.9 0290
Rl63lal.l ?a-ZXLI Tm 0.13t&{n 3.13.9 -gi qpl,
nl6l34l.l Pz.ANLl TE o.'lttE{ta 056X {8.1 029Il
Rl633,ll.l Rt2962.t T3{t 0,?l5B4a 2XLS t..t o,2lr0
n16334r.2 n2-29612 N00 0.{AB{B 146.7 .59.1 qpo
Rl6t!4Ar IUt-2953.1 NOo 0.478d, ou.t -39.6 0:120
Rr63!42.r R2-2963.t T05 o.aloB{E olt.t -l5r (n2!
Rl633.at Rit-2963.1 Tl0 0.UW3 0t62 -n6 gt2t
nl6334zl R2-2961.1 Tl5 0.1598{D 0l,l't -t6/a 0t2.0
nr6334at P'j,-?96l.r TD 0.IilE{B 020.0 otr 032{,
nr63342"r n2..2953.r TZt 0.t36E{r! 0t3.t -Zta 0!20
Rl6!3411 R2-2963.t T30 o.m8BJt 0ZL3 003 0!10
R.t633412 R2.2963.2 Nm O.&Wt 0l9J -5t.9 (B2.0

R163343.t IUI-296'1.1 N00 o.a?l&{B 36.9 -716 ql2'0
Rl6334f.l R2-2954t TGt o.'lt5&{rl ttts -71.9 ttl0
R1633'13.1 XUl.296{l Tl0 0361 8{R ULl -712 ttzo
R.1633/tl.l PJ-ZqU.r Tr5 Q.AnE-ot 24t.1 655 (BtIt
Rt63343.1 Ril'2964.1 T20 0.lttE{t 2413 -.t2 O32O

nr6334ir.r 9A.299.1 TB 0.lllB4l lt45 {t.9 (B2Jl
R163343.r R2"2964.r T30 0.171&4t r5!t.3 -t23 (B2L
Rf53343.2 R2.296'1.1 NoO O.(nWt Oa2-l {43 03211

RAI.ICITIKE| RMR SITB l6'lv

r55
s5
:'6J
x5
565
605
6()5
605
605
()J
605
605
605

It5
It5
rt5
Ir5
r85
t85
rtJ
IrJ
t75
t75
175
t75
t7J
t75
l7J
l7J
t65
l6J
l5J
l5J
t65
t6J
t65
r65

xt5
225
xL5
,,25
xLs
Tt5
xr5
XE
u9
u.o
ui
us
u.o
u.o
u.o
ufr
21s
23s
235
a5
235
235
215
235

HEIGHT- .L55 n ($ow lrrc of ntim) STRlKB.lzl DIP'O9
SAMPLE FIELDNO.TREAT. INTENSITY CDECCINC T.AZ PLI'NCE

HHGllT. ?9, u (rbor bo: of eaio) STR|KE l2l DIP'O9
SAT{TLE HELDNO.TAEAT. INTEiISITY CDECCINC Y.AZ PLUNCE

nl69tll.r 8it2553.1 N00 0.a438{3 ma.t 52"1 20.0 z).0
nt69:ls!.I El-2551,1 T05 0.1998{3 m.6 Jl.4 2.0.0 lr}.0
R169353.1 niD-2553.t Tto 0.2r98O3 t r.2 -15.9 2A.0 200
tr695l.t R2-255t.t Tt5 0-r55EJt l5ll.0 -.95 ZO.0 20.0
t'r593nt.t Et-2553.r T2n 0.t01E43 t1t.2 -sl'/ 2A.0 UA
Rt69353.t ll,il-2553.r T2it 0.71t Eoa 0.5.9 {1.7 24}.0 20.0
nt69t!tt.t Et-2553.t Tto 0.ll5843 165.7 -3L7 ?N.0 20.0
nt693533 n2-Zt53J Nq, 0.41084t 3.1t0./t Jl.t 20.0 ma
Rr69r,lta.l &t-2![rar ],m 0.6578{3 w,-r $5 u3.0 7r.0
Rl691t1.r Xuta's{l Tgt 0J6r 6{' 02r.8 49.a 24!.0 21.0
nl69!s{t lul-255{t Tl0 0.4t7 E{3 027.a -at.l 23.0 2lo
tr6935{t 81.255{r Tl5 0.2nwt Ot72 4.7 Ut.o 2r.0
Rl69!5...1 R2-1t5{l T20 0.2908J3 0,7.6 46 Ut.o Ua
Rf69$4.1 |U!-ZJ5{.I T?5 0.qt78{4 1515 1St Ut.O 2t.0
Rt69l3.r nil-2:r54.t T30 0.$98,'1 047.1 -t5.9 Ut.o 21.0
nr69!54.2 n2-25ta.2 N(n 0.{11843 t55.9 125 Ut.O 2r.0
R159155.t lul-1555.t Nm 03t58{3 Vt17 463 2a4.O r8J
Rr69t55.l PJ-2,fr:lt.t TUt 0.z7tE{.3 9t4.0 17s 2A.0 lr5
tr6935t.r FJ-2555.r Tr0 0,u5&03 6.1 1L1 U1.0 rrj
n l60Xt:t.l R2-1555.t Tl5 0.65:t Ei4 0$.t -2tJ 2al4.0 185
Rt6'r5s.r n -2555.r T20 0.1268{3 60.r {3.t 24.,0 rr5
nr693t5.r R2-2555.r T25 0.1538{3 r16J -155 2.40 rr5
R160355.1 Pa-25,jt5.1 T30 0.310 E 0't 306.5 -l3A 24.0 lts
nt69355-2 Pe-2555.2 Nm 03968J3 030.0 45.9 240 rts

N,ANOITIKE| N.IVER STTB I?IV
tlBlGHT: t9| n (Oow blc of rctio) STRIKE-|20 DlP4t
SA.MTLE FIELDNO,TN,EAT, TNTENSITY CDEC CINC Y.AZ PLUNGE

Rl?r356.r R2-2350.1 N00 0.460 EO3 0U.7 4t.7 tto.o 705
n,r7r356.1 n2-2350.1 Tof 0.tr5843 016.0 442 320.0 705
nl7t356.t R2.Xt50.t Tto 0.t09 E{,3 06.0 -74J 320.0 70J
Rl7ft56.t R2-2350.t Tt5 059580a 7$5 4t2 t20.O ?05
Rl7l356.l R2-2!50.1 T20 0.7.1t BJ4 2555 J..9 t2o.0 ?0J
nt7l356.r IUI-2350.1 T25 0.r3!E{3 30t.1 445 320.0 ?05
nl?l!56.1 R:l-2!50.1 T30 0.t11644 2t1.6 -515 320.0 70J
n17n56.2 Pa-850.2 N00 05328{3 037.2 {r.r t20.0 ?05
ttTrxt?.t Rl-2!:il.r Nq) 0J008{3 0a6.t {5I) 3t6.0 685
Rl7t35?.t tl-235r.1 T(E 0.396 E{3 04Zr {1.0 316.0 6t5
nr7l5?.r Rl.235t.r Tr0 0.u5B{3 0?0.6 {r.7 3t6.0 615
nlTllt.l tul-2l5l.l Tl5 0.96lEO.l lm.l {1.7 !16.0 6tj
RlTltt?.| ||jl-zr5l.l T20 0.3?,tE{r/t llTJ 4aJ t15.0 6t5
Rl7lls?.r El-235r.1 Tz' 059.E{)a 2t19 -5r.a !16.0 6E5
Rt?ll'7.t |Ut-235t.t T30 0.&78I. {80.r {!5 3t5.0 5t5
nt?85?.2 Rl-21il.2 NO 0571 B'{)! (x8J {!.9 3t6.0 6t5
nt7l35t.t tut-ztt2.t Noo 0.42t E03 0t9.0 .ta.9 325.0 n).0
n,t7|l5t.l R:l-llsat T(E o.rg4Ej.t 019.9 -5ro 3a5-0 70.0
nl7rtsr.r nil-2!,n1r Tr0 0.t54 E{3 m.9 -2r.a 125.0 ?0l)
n,r7l35t.l lut,2r51r Tr5 0.il7843 m5.2 -t5.9 125.0 ?0.0
nf7r358.t ?2.-7t5Lr Tn o.ttrB{3 352.0 -t2-9 325.0 ?0I)
nlTt!5t.f nz-2ltt2"t Tz5 0.%7w. 3tr.9 :t9.1 t6.o 700
nt?t3't.l Et-2351r Tto 0.999 EJa t59.0 -31.7 !25.0 ?0.0
nl7t35r.2 Rit-lltel N00 o.ffiwt 0l{0 -552 3x.0 700

RANGITIKS RIVEI' SNE ITZV
HEIGIITT96! n (rbow bc of rctim) STRjKE l20 DIP{8
S^}|ru FELDNO.TREAT. NTENSITY CDtsC CINC Y.,{Z PLLTNGS

Rr64l44.t &l.1065.l N00 0.8zlE0! oc3 {33 2t5.0
Rr643r1.l n2.3065.t T6 o.{gtF{t 0163 {15 ut.o
Rl6'13'r4.1 Rl,lo65.l Tl0 0.339841 Wl.1 479 tEO
Rl6.l3/4.1 [Ul.!065.t Tl5 0.l9tEO3 3?L6 -n/ IEO
Rt64!44.1 el-3o6J.t Ta) 0.t67E{D 249J {.lt.t 225r
R1643.14.1 R2-3O65.1 T,.:' 0.1068.{It 0t4J -5!l ZEll
R164344.t R2.3065.1 Tl0 0317F-oi. 0t5.t {D' 21511

R16434,r.2 R2-3065.2 N@ o.1.rEJt 010.4 -503 225.0
Rt643{5.1 R2-3066.t N@ O.nlvgt W7 -51.5 XDi
Rt64345.1 R2.3066.t T05 0.$28{B 0fi.0 -523 Zt2It
R1643'f5.1 R2-3O66.1 Tl0 0.2/l8{t 005J -513 ZU.o
Rr6{345.1 n2.!066.r Tt' 0.il6841 OrZ.7 45 ZDn
R164345.1 ll.:1.3066.r T2O 0.t44E44 0t7.? -1,a3 21p.0
Rl643r5.l Rtl066.l T25 0576&{X t3{t .OO ZUl.o
Rl6'|345.1 R2-1066.1 T!0 o.WW 29.9 -rt2 XII0
nf6.t345.2 Ri1.3066.2 N00 0.7n8{3 016.1 45 Xnl
R164345.! R2.306t.t Noo 0.6t2 &O, 3+a.t -J'13 229.0
nf6(]'l6.1 n2.!067.1 Tot 0.'l{b8{t @L2 -SSt tRO
Rf6rt3a5.t R2.1067.r Tl0 o.2s7vg, 35{0 {t5 1l9O
Rr6.3.6.1 R2.3067.t Tl5 o.tatB-{t!r t1'.5 -ttr xBa
Rt6a346.l n:L3oft.l Tz) o.attE4. t205 -25A ?j29!
Rl6${6.1 R2-306t.1 T25 0.181 B{3 tl'a.l {11.6 ZBI)
Rr6.3a6.l RL3o67.t Tto 059tE4a t59J 30.9 ZBO
Rt6a!a5.2 R2-1067.2 N00 0.7548{t! 15{7 -590 Zt90

MNOITIKE ruVEN, SITE I65V

Rr65l4?.1 R2.2t59.t N00
nt653a7.l R2-459.1 T(5
Rr65347.t R2-2r59.t Tt0
Rr65347.r IUL2&'9.t Tt5
n1653't7.t Rl.2tj9.l T20
n1653,l?.1 R2-2r59.1 T2it
n16534?.t n2-2t59.1 T!0
Rt65t4?.2 Rt2E59.2 Nm
R1653'lt.l 8L2850.1 Nm
Ril5348.1 8r.2860.1 T(x'
RrCS'lt.l niL2t$.1 Tl0
Rt6534t.l 81.2860.1 T15
nr553.8.t n2.2t@.1 T20
Rr653€.1 n2-2t6o.l T25
R1653'lt.l R:l-2t@.1 T30
R16531t.2 n2-2t60.1 N00
nr653.9.1 p-2r6t.t N00
Rl653a9.t niL2t6l.t T6
Rt65t49.l XtL2t6t,t Tl0
Rr65349.1 R2-2t5t.t Tt5
Rt65349.t R2-2t6t.t T2I,
R.r65349.1 n2-2r6l.r T2J
Rr65349.t R2-2t61.1 T30
Rt653a9.2 R2"2t6t.2 N00

HEIGETT tl89 o (rbow b.c of Erio) STRII(E!2! D|P.O9
SAMPLS FIE DNO. TnEAT. INTE{SITY CDBC CINC Y-/rZ PLT NGE

36.0
35.0
36.0
15,0
16.0
36.O

t6.0
35.0
395
195
t95
l9J
395
l9J
!9J
t95
t1S
t75
!75
t75
t75
t75
t15
175

0.rr8B{2 ll?.r 59: 350I' t95
0.t?68{2 tt9.2 576 35oO t95
o.t?t&02 tt7.a 593 !500 t95
o.tawt 190.3 53.9 3500 395
o.t@E{n r92.t sl.t 3500 39J
0.37t Eol 196.9 396 350! 395
o.rr2B{n l?G2 r2-7 t:t{to r95
O.ln Wl lTtt Stra 350! t95
a.zDE&t tq'.4 tst 154Il 175
0.l9JE{2 tC2.t J3' t540 a75
0.118 B{D 195.3 525 354.0 05
0.t55P-0l 195.8 5tO 354! .75
0.915 E4:1 199.t a?I) 35'1.0 175
0.113 EOr 2.0.7 -r03 35,r.0 05
0,300841 27r.r -57t 354.0 175
0.t95 &01 190.9 5,0.1 354.0 175
0.lt9E{t2 lW.6 572 tstJJ /at.o

o.lT2wt t&tj 5t5 3530 €.0
0.t61842 It47 5t' 353l, at.o
O.ltTEJ;l ltt.4 565 4t3.0 /|t.0
0.t1rl E{l l9l.l s'a.5 353l, €.0
o.NIWt tvr.g 42 tsta .t.0
0.r29E.ot 232-4 ll.9 153I) /|t.0
o.Ul EO:l 175.1 636 35!O 'lt.o

422

nrzB59.l na-2247.t N00
nlzll59.r ?I-zwt.t T6
Rt72359.r R:l-224?.1 Tr0
nr72359.1 n2-?U7.r TrS
Rt7!t59.r *r-22/1.r rm
Rl?23:t9.t Nt-72,|7.1 TL'
nt7zr59.t n-2u7.1 Tn
trzu593 R:l-2247.2 Nm
Rt71l3d0.t n:1-22A.r N00
nt7lr60.t &t-zlrt.t T(5
Rtzl360.r xu-22.8.! Tt0

0.9{6 &O! Oil.3 -51.0 30t.0 67n
0.R7 E4! 02t.2 -52J 3{t3.0 67.0
0.32080! 013.7 {t3 30r.0 67.0
o.u2B4t 9t1.6 45 y)t.O 51n
0.191 B{r3 0.L.9 .a0.1 113.0 670
0.155 EO3 068.6 {7/a 101.0 670
0.167 &o3 3305 49r 303.0 67.0
o.st E43 0u.7 -523 30t.o 6?0
O.nlwt 009.? {05 30/a.0 705
0.6a1 E{3 001.6 -56! 30,r.O ?0J
0.4ta E{! 150.2 .t7.7 toa.o 705



Rr?860.r t2.xr$.t Tl5 0.2(b8{xt ta.1 112 gA
nl?e1$.1 &l-Zl4t.l TIt 0.ll'18{0 3lt.l -a9Ja t().l)
Rlru60.l PA.Utt.l TLt 0.1208.0! 3t?3 'alt t0..0
Rt7:860.r R2-Zl,ar.l Tto 0r6E{ra 26!t.7 .ltf lo.,
Rr7ztfp'.z R2.Zlat.2 Nm 0.101 E{n 021.9 -5,1t !(r,
Rl7236l.l niL249.t Nm 0.t79&{F 020.t .f,t'o !{n!
Rl7lt5l.l nlL22/n.l T{I' 0.6tlEJ! 0l9J -55.7 l{DIl
Rl?2l6l.t &!.2t4!t.l Tl0 0.1{9EJt 0195 -56.1 l(xl!
R.l7tl6l.l Pa.zw.t Tl5 0.y5W otr.t 4l Inll
Rlru6t,r n:LIL$.| Tm o.lnw 0395 -3tll lmo
Rrru6l.t Hl.XW.l TE 0.1'AB{B 0()6.6 .45 iloll
Rlru6l.l R.22lr9.1 T:n 0.61984a 150.0 .54.9 lm!
R.r72361.1 n.2249.2 N00 |L|(BE{}l olal .560 3(xrll

R.ANGMKS RryET, SITE I74V
HEIGIITT 1048 u (rbow bc of raio) STRIXB;!!9 DIP-O8
SAUPLB FIE.D NO. TNEAT. INTE{SITY CDEC CINC Y.AZ PLT'N@

R N(trTfiEruVR, SITBIIXV
IBXIHTT l2ll n (&vetrrc of rccirn) STHKE=O89 DlP.{f
SAMru EE"DNO.TREAT. II'ITE{SITY CDECCINC Y-AZ PLLrNcE

tt?8371.r lEt-r6l{t N(x) 037&{tt 0t6.9 {6.t t17.0 t55
Rt?tl7l.t Rl.rdr{l T05 0.t66E03 0t8.1 {25 t27.0 355
Rt7tt7t.r Et-t63{r Tr0 0.t06E{3 0u.2 {2Jr t27.0 355
Rl?tl?l.l El-fdt{l Tt5 0.47tEJ},1 t5t2 47a r27.o !55
Rt7t37t.t El-t63{l Ta) 02DE4,1 35t5 {2_8 127.0 r55
ntTtt?t.l &t-r6t{l T25 05658{5 2,.03 d95 t27.0 355
Rt?tl?l.r Ril-16{l T!0 0.2358{}5 113.0 {o.l 127.0 355
nln!7t: Ril-t63{2 I{00 0.7,6P{t 003.6 -?tr 127.0 355
Bl?t3zlr n2-r536.r N(n 0J{OB{13 329.9 {55 13t.0 t7.0
nt78t7:il n2-t636.t T05 o.DtW m{r -50.6 t3t.0 37.0
Rl7t37al &l-1636.r Tr0 0.r5tB{3 353.8 {.J |lt.o 313
RrTt!?lI &t-l6t6.r Tt5 0.9668{4 3.'7^2 {0.t 131.0 r7.0
Rt?tt72't El-l6:t6.t T20 0.26!tE{r. 0t9.0 -50.. 131.0 t7a
nt7r37Lt &l-r636,t T?5 03198{X 34r.7 -r8.9 r3r.0 370
llTttzll n2-l6f.l T3O 0.35! EJI'3 06.9 {8,6 131,0 37.0
Rlnt'nJ Ril-16362 N00 o.'l:itE{ll 293.8 -5t5 l!t.o t?o
nl?tl7l.l lul-1637.1 N@ O2B9E4.3 3'15.7 {tJ 136.0 39.0
Rl7rl7r.r Pe-r637.t Tct 0.r8!B4r 00a.4 .56J 136.0 t9.0
ttrtlB.r t2-l6t7.t Tr0 o.tzgEAt (xB.g 6l.0 136.0 39.0
Rt7t3zt.t n:!-l6t7.t Tl5 0.6548J)4 m6.a .J9.4 t35.0 391)
nt7r3B.l tJ-163?.1 Tz) 0.3il 84. 0t6.. -55.? 136.0 r9I)
nln3B.l lLt-l6l7.t TX 0.t'a78{)4 068.0 -372 l!5.0 39.0
RtTtlll.t El-r6'7.r T!0 0J39E{X e5.0 4t.r 115.0 39n
tl7t3zl.2 l,:l-16t7: Nm o3(f,EO3 o(x).l -7lt.? 136.0 39.0

NANCITIXE NIVEA SITE I79V
HErcFf. | 252 n (rbovc boc of rcdi.r) STRIKETOS9 DIHa
SAI{I{.E FIE.D NO. TN,EAT. INTENSITY CDEC CINC Y.AZ PLUNGE

rc5
705
705
70J
n)J
705
il5
705
705
?05
t05
n5
rus

R174361t n2.2),!(l N00 03/|.8.fit 009.5 -t4l) 009l)
R.17a362-l XULZ)4{l T05 O.!{9&ot qr96 -54ra m9O
R174362t R2-I+a.t Tto 0.2908{B Oto.2 -t2.? @glt
R174352-l n:L2&l.Ll Tl5 0.l95B4t O(Bj -atlt 09O
Ll7a362-l tul-2oa{l T20 0.1378{B oll..a -at.t 0O9O

8,174352"1 n2-2o'f4.1 T25 0.ll6E{E W.7 4.7 W0
Rr74351r R2-z){4.1 TlO 0.854&{r qp.8 -365 09I,
Rr71t6L2 &t204'a.2 N0 03t2EOl 017.9 43 009.0
Rr74:r63.r Rt-a!5.1 N(xl 0.Tr2W3 354.r .1t: 000I)
Rl7/1363.1 R2-Z[5.] TCt 0.U7Wt 3a9t -ilt3 qX]O

Rl?4363.1 n2-Ztas.l Tl0 o.ltlB{t tlt'.o -Jl3 0(b.0
nr74363.1 R2.2045.1 Tl5 o.qll 844 3235 -34.9 o@rt
R174363.1 [Ul.Z!('.! Tz) 0.625E04 3ll.l Or(3 0m!
R.r74363.r R2.204t.t T15 0.?{t844 28t.0 4t6 000.0
R174363.1 Pr.2O'15.1 T30 o.mB.Ol 2t93 l6il 000.0
Rl7'1363.2 n2-20{t.2 N00 02&W, olt.l {O 0@O
Rr7436{.t n2-206.1 N00 0350E{E 0t53 {23 06.0
Rt7't!6'l.l n2-20.6.1 TG 03,a1 B&t 0125 {26 06.0
8.t74!64.t R2.2046.t Tto 0.190E4t 0t3.9 -69.0 o6J
Rt?4364.r R2-20{6.1 Tr5 0.16684} 0083 {93 006.0
Rr?4364.r ?J-m6.r Tm O.rEFfrt !55.2 -il.6 6.0
Rl?4364.r n2.m$.1 T75 0.tq2B4t 009.9 {9.1 m5'0
Rl?436.1.1 R2.20{6.1 Tl0 0.llt E.ol (X)9.7 .716 005l)
nr?{364.2 n2-4{6.2 N@ 032tB{t 359.t {..9 60
RANGITIKE! RTVER SITB I?5V

ntT1il68.r n:Lt73r.r N00
nr7It68.t IUt tTtt.t T05
Rt'rB6E.t lul.t?3t.t Tt0
Rt77:168.t R2-t?tt.r Tr.:l
Rtm6r.l IUt l73t.t Tzt
nl7r:r6r.l ELr?3r.r T1t
Rl7D68.l IULr7il.l T10
R!?7J6E.2 IUt-173t: N0(l
nl7R69.r n:.t?tg.t Noo
R17?169.t IUr-t739.1 T(E
R177369.t R ..t739.t T!0
n.r7ul60.r RLU!9.r Ttt
Rt7B69.t niLt739.l TZI
Rr7B69.t n2.r?39.t T2'
nt7ur69.r n2.r?30.r T3o
nr7z|60.2 IUt t?39.2 N(X'
Rl?71?0.1 n2.l?/(l.1 N(n
Rt7B70.t niLt740.t Tqt
RtTZl?0.r Ril-t7'o.r Tto
Rt?R?o.t R2-r?(,.1 Tt5
Rl7Mo.t P2.t710.t Tm
Rl7t370.l R2-l?'O.l T25
Rl77l70.l R2-17'O.l T30
nt7D70.2 n2-t?10.2 N00

031{, Eot 0r{r.9 -585 3590
0.209 E4t 02a3 -595 159.0
0.131 E.ol 021.6 .t/. 359.0
0.53684a 3a8.? .59.7 359!
o.ttl E4a 326.3 -33.4 l:tgrt
0.t35BG 050.1 .5,a2 Llt9.0
0J38E{5 lroj t5J 3:t93
0375 8{}3 0t?.3 -59.0 359.0
0.?6wt 3tt.. -500 t550
0Jl9E4) 0t93 {65 355!
0.156 E4! 029,3 .5t.7 3.:t50
0.64{rE0a 036.t -t63 3551'
0.4148,{14 (x9.0 {7,9 1t:t.0
0J278{X 066.9 -t93 35:t.0
o.altE4.l 16.0 6a.9 3at!
0,29r8{t 0t13 {7.t 3550
otrsEol 0l/|-r -563 1500
o.tuwt 0D.3 {0.7 450I}
0.1'l9E{D 013..t {t.9 150.0
0.a2FA1 3165 -?03 t500
0Jr6B4. 236.t -?t.0 3500
0305 84. 2t17 .r!' !50.0
0.40J g{E 1a9.6 -18.9 3gro
0.296 B{:! 01a.0 -st.'l 3r0O

HEIGHT. I l00 m (rbovc buc of r*rio) STRIKE:!29 DIH
S^MPLE FIELDNO.TREAT. INTENSITY CDECCINC Y.AZ PLI'NGE

R176365.t Rt-tt4t.t N@ 0.t598{3 0l0J -53.7 @r.0
R.176365.1 n2.lt/il.l T05 03!l EOi m?.4 -5?.1 @aO
R176365.r &t t84l.l Tl0 0.t608{3 00r.r -J7t mao
Rr76r65.t n2-rt4l.l Tts 0.r$ E4t 3ait5 {t.9 00a.0
R176365.1 R2-ttat.l T20 0.tt2w, 325J -t9.9 004'0
R176365.1 IUtlt{t.l T25 o.dllE{a lorj -t93 (xxo
R.t76365.1 El'lt.ll.l T30 0.727&Oa 2ll.'l {OJ (xXO

R176365.2 R2.tral.2 Nqr 0.?55F*l 011.1 -573 (xr{.o
R,t76366.r l2-tt4ar Nm o2ttB{l o09J {3.0 m.0
R!76366.1 n2-lt'lal T05 0.223&6 015.7 .6(,L mJ
Rl?6366.t n2-tt.2-l Tto 0.145&{B 0tE.7 {1.6 m.0
Rl?6365.1 R:l.tta2"t Tt5 0Jl3E4a (xx.a {tl m.0
R.l?6366.1 R2-18(Ll T20 o..ttlE{x 2t1.7 -4lt m-0
R176366.1 R2-lt/a2-l T25 o.'ll4E-O/a 131.9 {8, ffiO
R,t?6366.1 R2-lt'a2-l Tl0 O.\UW ll12 aZJ ffi.o
Rl?6366.2 n2-l8,ae2 Nm o.2atE{B 03t.t -57J 00tl)
R!7636?.1 R2.lt,.l.l N00 o.tUgql 019.9 -59I 010.0
Rl?636?.1 n2-lt'43.1 T05 0.2198{B 020.9 -595 010.0
R176367.1 R2.1t.13.1 Tl0 0.t608{l:l 017.6 {t.7 010.0
nl7636t.l R2-lt43.r Tts 0.642844 020.9 {13 0t0'0
R176367.1 R2.l8a3.l T20 0.'lt6Eoa 030.1 {22 0t0O
nl?6367.1 &l'lt'a!.! T25 o.'rylE{l{ 0t0.6 -5t.7 0l0O
R17536?.t R2-l8a3.t T30 0J96844 0t9.0 -tt.6 0t0l)
Rr?5367J R2-tta:t.2 Nql 0.2898{9 019.2 -5t.4 010.0

RAl.rGtnKE nIvER SITE t1?V
HEGIIT- ll6t n(rbor hc of rctio) STRIKB.I29 DlP4t
SA.IVIPLE PIELD NO. TTEAT. INTENSITY CDEC CINC Y.AZ

R17937'tt nil-ls3l.l N(D 0.4'5ratB{t3 @?.9 {7O 1840
nr7937(l R2-r53r.t T(5 0335 843 352"3 {4.0 184.0
R1793?'a.l n -l53l.l Tl0 0.2'9803 !41.2 {5.9 lt't.o
Rl?9l?a.t &r-t5lt.t Tt5 0.t4?843 335.t {9.4 1t4.0
nt79374.1 R:l-l5ll.l T20 o.l?aE.o.} 1t9.4 {0.6 l8/t.0
R17937(l nil-l5ll.t TZt 0.?AE{r4 t/t{).! .5l: 1t4.0
Rl79l7at El-rsil.t Tl0 05uw1 296.2 -59.4 tr4.0
Rl?!r37{2 XUI-t5lt.2 Nq! o.adtBo! 009.9 -57.7 t84.0
Rl?9175.t n:t-t532-t N00 0.$r E{r3 syl2 -71.r ttLo
R179375.r Ril-t532-l T(E 0.3108{1 01t.7 {5.t lr2-0
l'tflB?s.t n2-l53at Tto o.zlt Eo3 ma.r -7t.4 tt2-0
Rt79t75.t Pe-ls3at Tl5 0.t6{rB0t 0t5.6 -7{0 tt2.0
Ll?9t?5.1 lut-l$al Tz, 0.101 E{! 3.!lJ {7J tt2-o
Rt?9!75.t Pe-1532"1 T25 0.t094.0.i 17J.t {4.9 lt20
nt79l?5.1 Pl-t53al T30 0.'rt6E44 0933 {55 l8Z0
ar?9375.2 p.r532-2 N00 0511 E43 m6.2 -72J lt2-0
R179376.t R2-1533.1 N00 03858{3 otXr {33 tEl.o
Rt79t76.r lu-tsl3.t T05 0.n6Ej.t !47J {0.4 r8r.0
Rt79376.t R:l-1533.t Tl0 0.t9tE4t 3373 -583 rtr.o
Rl?9!?6.t n2-rJ33.r Tr5 0.139443 3215 .57J 181.0
n,t?9t76.1 n2-r533.t TA o.lutE4t 32?.9 {9J ltt.o
Rl?91?6.r n2-l5l3.t T15 0.6r0Boa 307.r {05 rrr.0
1179!?6.1 IUI-lJt3.t Tl0 0.7!6 E0.l 2n.0 -5/2 ltr.0
Rt?9:t?6.2 t2-t5l!.2 N00 0.4t6843 AttS {6.. ttt.o

nANG|TTKEI ruVBt SrtE rr{lv

0.1@E{t3 026.9 {7.r 333.0
0.$484a 0r7.a {B.l 331.0
0.696 E4t1 010.t 26.1 333.0
0.7D&04 351.6 415 !33.0
o.tzl &{!t il!.'l $.1 331.0
0.6!9804 3:t1,5 '43.6 333.0
o.7.7 W1 !57.6 31.3 333.0
05sEo. l5?.0 .52.7 313.0
o.la B{! 017.7 5t.r 31r.0
o.t('9 E{r.l Llt3.t {5.0 331.0
0.35? B{a 3205 -59.7 33r.0

HEIGIIT- f 3o| n (rbovc brrc of roairo) STRIKB.OS9 DtP44
SAMII-8 HELDNO.TREAT, INTE{STTY CDECCINC Y.AZ PLUNCE

Rltol7r.l R2-l/428.1 Nm oJl/aElrl 013.9 {aA 103.0 Os
Rtro37r.t lut-t428.r Tqt 0.r948{D mJ -58.9 10r.0 175
Rlt037t.l &l-l'ln.l Tl0 0.130803 350.1 {05 103.0 475
RIt037|.l &l-l,l2t.l Tl5 05t? EO,r 33t.! .535 103.0 .75
Rf8oln.l lul-l'l2t.l T20 0Jrc&04 3365 .52t 101.0 175
Irr037r.t rur-r42t.t Tz5 02/lEj1 !9.0 -t2: 10r.0 .7s
lltol7?.l PA-la?A.l T3O 0.'a368{X U75 -t6.4 t0t.0 175
tltc!7t.2 nt-l'Et.2 Nm 035484t qZg.a {61 103.0 175
Rlflr3?t.l n2-l'129.1 N00 oJtl pO3 010.1 {t.0 105.0 50.0
Rlt037t.l lUl-1,t29.1 TGt O.ZUW m.3 {1.9 105.0 50.0
Rtt037t.l El-ta2!r.t Tto 0.la8E4l ocLil {11 105.0 50.0
Rlt037t.t nil-t429.1 Tl5 0J94844 153.0 {33 105.0 50'0
nlmS?t.l R:l-t'429.t TZt 0.4?l EO.a 015.1 {t.l 105.0 50.0
nlgr3?8.1 IUI-!'129.1 T25 0.171184'l 010.9 -19.7 105.0 50.0
R,lto!?t.l B2-l'129.1 Tto 02ri BJ'l olt.l -32.? 105.0 50.0
Rlto!?t.2 El.l/r29.2 N00 0598{13 0.t.9 -72: ro:t.o 50O
l,l$379.1 n:l-1,130.1 N(X) 0307E{t3 m8.t -73J 110.0 505
nr80379.r &Lra3o.t TIE 0.2$ E{lt (Da,5 553 u0.0 505
nrt03?9.r IUr-t41o.l Tr0 0.t4tE{lr 005J -555 u0.0 505
l,lgt379.l n:l-l430.t Tl5 o.ttlE{!l t{t.'l "56: 110.0 505
n,ftot?9.| nt-l'|3{l.l T20 0.272941 (m5 .50.9 110.0 505
Rl80l?9.1 R2-la30.l T15 05'a6844 (Bt.6 -t1.9 110.0 505
nlml?g.| n:l-l'130.1 T30 0.296844 313.7 {5.1 110.0 505
nrml?g.z El-r430.2 Nm 0.r?3E{r2 zr12 {9J n0.0 505

RANCITIXE R.IVER, SIIB ItIV
HBlGllT. 136 n (rbovcbre of rcctin) STRI(EO75 DIP*!
SAMN.E RE.DNO.TNEAT. TNTENSNY CDECCINC Y.AZ PLTJNGE

Rrtt3ro.r xUl{t7lo.t N@
RlEtSro.r ft!{t7to.t 106
Rtilt8o.l lul47l0.t Tto
Rlfl3t0.t Rl.07t0.t Tl5
Rril3t0.t n2{7t0.1 Tz)
Rril3t0.r Fa{r?ro.r Tzt
nttt3to.t El{r?to.t T3{t
nril$o.2 &r{?r02 N(n
ntil!$.r R2{7rt.t Nq)
Rtil38t.l xul{?u.l T(5
RlttStt.l Et{r?lt.l Tl0

423

o5
o5
4t5
05
os
QS
195

'|955r5
tr5
5t5
515
5r5
5rJ
515
5t5
5,r5
545
5aJ
s1s
545
v5y5
v5

625
625
625
6t5
625
525
625
625
65.0
65.0
65.0
65.0
6t.0
65.0
65.0
65.0
655
655
655
655
65J
655
655
555

39.0
!9.0
39.0
39.0
t9.0
39.0
39.0
t9.0
t?.0
!?.0
t7,0
l?.0
!?.0
17.0
37.0
37.0
,tJ
385
It5
3t5
It5
!r5
3t5
3t5

PLT'NCE

615
615
635
615
6rJ
6:t5
G!5
615
6taj
645
a5
g5
g5
6a5
6i15
645
6.0
6.O
66.0
66.0
66.0
66.0
66.0
65.0

n5
?35
as
215
a5
us
n5
a5
3r5
315
315



nl8l3tl.r Rxnll.l Tl5 GItZB{}l Zvt.il l{l tSlI)
RlEl3tt.l ni!"{nll.l TZ} oZDB4a 2,.{2 '115 3!lO
ntEt3il.l tuHnll.l T25 0.148/01, 2,:t1.6 t!.7 Slro
R18l3u.t Rixnll.l T3o 0.43484a 2:EL2 ll'l l!1,
Rlrr3il.2 nil47tl.2 N00 0.r3!B{D 35t.0 -t2l' $t,
nr8r3Ell RiHnlat N00 o.tu B{l! 024t .'tt 112tr
Rl8l382-t R'Hr7l2"l T6 0.I(BE{D 0}a: {5-2 t!2I)
Rrrlstzr t2l)?t2.1 Tto 0,6laE{x (Eal {r3 t}2l)
Rltl382.t R:lr}7t1t Tt5 037284, (n5.0 {99 3t2'
nlrl3t2"l P:L0ltLt Tm 0$tB{r 14,2 -752 tlTA
nlrl3r2-t IUXtlal T25 oltsE{X ln.z -7rl ttzr
nlil3tll n 47tal T3{l 039a8{r l$.6 -!O.? t32l}
Rltl38z2 nilJnta2 Nm 0.ll7B4t 04a.9 -!6: ll2t

RANCITI|CInIVBn SnE ISZV
IIEIGIIT- t327 n (rbow blo of rcaim) STRIXB.OTS DIP-6
SA.L{PLE FIEI.D NO. TNEAT. INTENSITY CDEC CINC Y.AZ ELTJN@

nAI{G|TII@ruVR StrBr8w
HEIGHT. l!i|9 o (rbovc broc of rcain) STRIKE{TS DIPS
SAI|N.A FIE.DNO.TNAAT. TNTE{SITY CD€C CINC Y.AZ PLTJNCE

tUflCLl n2,{r9ll.l liFo 03tt28{3 W3 tL1 nLo 3o.0

ntnr9,Lt Rlt40t3.r T|E o21tt&03 xtLI 32t a.Lo 30.0
nr8r39at 120913.1 Tto 0.1758.{,3 l9ll {0J 2t10 30.0

ntn39,Ll llll9l3.l Tt5 0.t76841 l9{l -271 2t10 t00
ntnlgll ntr{e|l.t T20 (Lzt9E0l 196.9 (B.7 282"0 lO.0
nt8t39lt n {Bt!.l T2t oj(xE{r3 l95J (f,s 2t10 !0.0
tlltlgz.l n24tlt.l T!0 0.ZttB43 l&t.9 I'16 UZO 30.0

nf$39l2 R2{r9l!2 N(x, 03l0E4l ml.g -11J n2,o $.0
tlr!3gt.t n2{9t4t N(n 0.921 E{ll 335.4 J3t 281.0 3lJ
tt$rqr.r n:l{gt(t Tos 0.6658{13 321.7 -505 nl.o 315
nl$39:t.t R2{91..1 Tl0 os{EE{tt 3tZ/r -.45 2t1.0 t15
nl$19!.f tul{Xll/Ll Tti 03t98.0l 299.1 -t72 2Al.o 315
Rtrtrg.t IUI{Bl4.r Tz) 03z3E0t 2dL4 -185 28t.0 315
nl8t3gf.l R:l{191.1.1 TZi 037:lwl zJ7.6 6.7 7t1"0 !15
Rlt8tgl.t lul49l{t T!0 03l0B4l 2.0.2 01.7 ul.0 !15
Rltt!9j.2 Erc9l{2 N(p 0Jl7E{r3 034.7 .546 211.0 3lJ
Rrtt39..t nil.ogt5.t N(x, 0.970EO3 355.0 -523 280.0 335
ttl8t9{l RuBl5.t Tct 0.723843 344.1 {05 2t0.0 335
Btttlg{l IUI{t9t5.t Tl0 oj{lE{l !36.5 4t.l 2t0.0 3!5
ntu!9{t n24915.t Tl5 03t! E{3 tXLl 1tt 2A0.O lr5
nt$lo{t nl49r5.l Tz) 0.w6E-{.3 :}![.0 -1t.9 280.0 t35
Rltt3g(t Et{,9t!.t rzt o.2aEot 270.4 ci.o 40.0 r35
Rr$39(t lul.{r9t5.l Tlo 0.213843 53.t l7' 2t0.0 335
Lltl!9{2 &l{1915.2 N(D 0.63/rB{t3 !52-7 .563 2t0.0 tts
NANGITI|(S TIVBN, SITB I89V
llBlGllTr t!62n(&vcloa of rcain) STRIKE {!?5 DIP4
8A!fi.8 FIELDXO.TNEAT. INTENSITY CDEC CTNC Y.AZ PLUNGE

Rtt9395.t na-lzal Nd) 0.at9803 0(5.2 563 (nao 77.O

nt89!5.1 Rl-rzal T(5 0.299E{r fin.o .52J 022"0 n.0
Rtt9t95.t Rl-tz:Lt Tto 0.2198,43 009J -50.7 022.0 n.0
Rrtglg5.t lljl-lZAl Tt5 0.144E{! 0la7 {,15 022.0 nO
Rtt9!95.1 R2-l22at T20 0.909844 oqt.l -323 0!2.0 n.o
r.rr9395.r PJ-r2ZLr T25 0.mW1 q20.0 -l{.9 0210 n.0
Rlt9!95.f lli!-lzlxr T30 0.6528J4 W.7 -275 t22.0 77'o
Rlt9l95.2 IUI-12a2 N(n 0.'l3tEJ3 ltl.o {9.0 0240 n.o
nt$t96.t Rl.tzB.t N@ 0.7468j3 117.0 47.0 0zLo 795
nlD396.r R2-rZA.l T(5 0..4lE4.t 154.7 {0' sl10 79.5
nlr935.t Pe-rzB.r Tl0 03{rB{3 tsl.2 40n wLo 795
nrt9r96.r RiLrnit.l Tt5 0.216 E{! 31t.4 .595 0210 795
nl$396.t Rt-rzB.l T20 o.rrJa{3 !6.9 -a50 ql20 nS
nl$!96.1 R:l-123.t T25 0.?()!tE{l.l fitS -Zl5 02L0 795
Rr89t96.l n2-t2t3.l T!0 0.7t9844 59.6 -10.4 0210 ?95
n.tr9r96.2 t2-l2tt.2 N00 0.6ltE{3 t51.9 65 V1LO 795
Rfttnyt.l Rl-!2:D'r.t N@ 0.t258{3 0rO.2 41.9 OZLo 73.0

ttt9t97.l Xl-lzl{l Tof 055t8{! 0l?.O -5'aJ 0240 1tA
n189397.1 m-lXL,l Tl0 0.,a?0841 0l'4.0.51.9 0210 71.0
Rr89397.r n2-rzl4.t Tr5 0.154 B{3 025.1 .515 0210 73.0

Rt89397.t R2-t224.1 T20 0.234843 016.3 41.9 022.0 7].0
Rtt9397.l Jg-lTU.l TE 0.1548{3 0'15.2 -13.7 022.0 Zl.0
Rtt9t9.t n2-t224.1 Tto 0.ll0E{! 057.? -20.. 022-0 71.0
n189397J IUI-rZlAz N00 0.739803 m5.8 ,53.4 022-0 73.0

N,ANCITIKEI RIVER SlTg IgOV
HA|OHT. 137 u (rbovc bre of rcaho) STRIKE47S DIP'05
SAMN.S FIELDNO.TBEAT. INTE{SITY CDEC CINC Y.AZ PLUNGE

n,19039t.f t'j{201.1 Nm 0.270804 TA.0 0.6 2at.0 41.0

nl9039t.l 824201.1 T05 0.'191 8'o4 199.1 5t.? 283.0 43.0

Rf90r9t.r R:14201.t Tl0 0.764E{a 171.7 n.2 8 .0 {3.0
RtgOtgt.l Rl420l.l Tl5 0.t4aE44 195.7 76.t Ut.o ,uo
Rt903S.r n2{20t.t T20 0.90984{ 19?.9 ZLI 2t1.0 {lo
nr9039t.t R2{201.1 T25 0.796 E{a l&t.4 6a3 2t3.0 43.0

nr90l98.r IUI{2ol.r T30 0.78F.O. rn3 $5 A\O 4!.0
R19039t.2 R2{201.2 N00 036t844 tSLt 215 A\o 

'11.0
n19039.t R2{2Lt N00 0.602E{t4 259.6 -20.1 815 .35
Rf9039.1 R2{)z)1t T6 0.1458{4 25t.9 045 2t.5 1t5
Rt9039.t na{2olt Tto 05yivo1 736.9 385 ?l15 45
Rf 90399.1 R24rn2t Tl5 0.t 16 EO3 X11.0 50.9 2t1S 435
Rr9039.r R24?ml Tm 0.121903 xu.t 4.t u4.5 435
R190399.t nil{2021 T25 0.tl2E{3 TXL{ 14.t ?A45 

'135Rl90l9.f n2{202r Tlo o.lltEo3 Tn.l $.0 u15 435
tr9039.2 n {,ara2 N00 0.133843 0?0.4 -345 214.5 43J
nr$.m.t Et4ut3.t N@ 0.lt2E{3 210.1 -175 2t35 65
Rt9o4{p.l n2{203.1 T05 0.t7284'l ZD.z -l2t 7fj5 .155

nl90.O0.t R2-{t203.1 TI0 0.1(nBJ}3 m7.t 63 ?,3S 
'155nl9n,m.l Fe{z}!.! Tl5 0.1{tBo3 ml.6 N.1 Uls ,|5J

Rl$.00.r R2{2o!.t T't0 0.128E{t3 199.7 U.2 ?l.t5 {t5
Rlgo,m.l PJ{ZB.I Tzt 0.ll2Eo3 20r.6 n.l TttS /t55
nl90'O0.1 R2{2o3.1 T3{, 0.t52Eoa lt?.t l8.t 2t3J /('5
R190lr00.2 E!42o1.2 N00 0.1368.01 ll2! -to.1 ?ll5 4t.5

R.AnGmXERM SnBrgtv
HEKIHT- lltt E (dovc b.o! of E<rioo) STRIKBTOT5 DIP'O5
SAIIII,E FIELDNO.TNEAT. INTENSITY CDEC CINC Y.AZ PLT'NGE

Rl9taol.l lul-u19.l Nd)
Rl9l'Ol.l El-lll9.l T(E
nr9rot.r tul-t|19.] Tr0
nl9l10t.l n2.llr9.l Tt5
n,tgtiol.l &l-tll9.l T20
nl9l.l{rl.l lul-ll19.l T25
nl9l{[.r n2-tn9.r T3o
nt9t.0t.2 Rt-1r9.2 N00
Rl9l.m'l Rl-llat.l Nm
Rlgl.|qll R;l-tl!).l Tqt
ntgt{qLl n2.il20.t Tl0

o.m2&4t Tn.g 47.6 074.0
0.136 E{! Vts.t -72.4 Vl.'O
0.9028{4 0:i2.1 €1.4 fi4.0
0573 E{X I t.4.8 -7t8 0?4.0
0373 804 l/s.t -5t.t 074.0
0.t048{ra tJt.2 -27,t 0?4.0
0.lll E4/a 155.9 -363 074.0
0.211E.0t 059,2 {t5 0?!r.0
0.l7tFi3 m73 -775 Bt.o
0.t2:iE03 0065 {35 (tr1.0

0,t638{X 357.'t 57O 61.0

Rt823t3.l R2{807.1 N(n o.{sttB-{X 01195 -l6i qE,
n182383.r El{807.1 T05 0.2.18,.U Ct3.t -tt3 ql2.0

n18383.t R2{6rr.r Tl0 0.ll3E4a g9,J'6 65 tlz'
BI8Zt83.r EL607.l Tl5 0.2508{X ltz.a 54r VnO
t182383.1 R2.qt07.l T20 0.1t?E{t{ 153.t tt(o 0:l2I}
RrE23$.r R2$fl.t T25 0J008{X l3{0 69.9 qELo

Rl8zr8:t.l R2.{n(n.l Tvl 03{xE{x 3at.9 ?63 0zll)
n18883.2 R2,6fl.z Nm 03t083. 09/,.1 -n2 t22t
nl82lr4.l R2.603.l Nlro o.lt2B{E ttg.l -xr3 oit6n
Rlszlr4.r n2.60t.l Tot 0.76089 tts.t .265 g160

nl823tt.t n2,60t.l Tl0 0.15?E{r! t Lg -z,.A vUO
Rl823t4.t R 1E0t.l Tl5 0.1€E{n tu.8 -16.1 0',6J,
Rr823r4.l n2-05c.r T20 0.l5784l l3t.t -155 0251)

nl823t4.t R2{t508.1 T25 0.lt5B4t ttt.6 -'.A Ul6t
Rt823t4.t R2-O5(n.t T30 0.t!9E{B 12t.9 -ll5 026.0

R1823t4.2 R2,{5$.2 Nm 03alE4a 133.2 -76.1 t25t
Rf823r5.l R24509.t NOo 0.1628{3 1155 00.7 0?5n
R!t2385.r R2S00.l T05 0.160 B{}3 3213 035 025.0
Rlt2385.l R24t09.1 Tl0 0.1/t7 &{l! llt.2 13.7 o:D5.0

Rt823$.r R2{509.1 Tl5 0.1{48{3 tls.o zLt qUD
Rt82385.1 R24509.t T20 0.161 E43 11t.6 zlJ 025.0

Rlr2!r5.r R2.{r500.r T25 0.1658{}3 32tt zAt UU.o
Rt82385.r R:l{Eo9.l T30 0.160E01 t?s3 ua oua
R182385.2 R24509.2 N00 036t84. 01t.6 t9s v6o

RANGTTTKE RTVBR SITB T65V

nt853r6.t n2-t32t.l N(x) 0.t90841 066.1 {56 0t3n
nl85l86.t R2-1325.1 T05 0.n5wt l'l{1.6 -293 0330
Rrr5386.r R .B25.l Tl0 0.?l2aJ! l.l.? -23: (B1.0

nt$386.t R2-l!5.1 Tt5 0.la7B{13 l{t.l -It.9 (B3l)
Rlt5386.l n2-u25.t r20 o.l(rt8i:l l5+l -loJ 013.0
Rr85386.t R2-lt25.l T25 0.60684a 156.7 {25 q33ll

Rrr5386.r R2-t325.t T!0 0.$9 E4a 165.. 15.6 (It30
Rt85lt6.2 R2-131t.2 N00 0.3!98{l 016.l .691 (B3O

Rf853t7.t R2-1325.1 Nm O.2%E4t 0tt.6 -?9.a 035.0
Rrr5387.r R2-t326.r T05 0,217E{3 009J {2.9 0350
R18538?.t R2-t325.r Tl0 0.r538O3 015.t -60.. q15.0

Rlr53r7.r B2-r325.t Tr5 0.ru8{r 359.0 5SJ (B5.0

Rlt53t7.t R?.1325.1 Tz) oJE! go4 956.2 {'a, (D5.0

nr85387.t nuLl326.t T25 03!1844 3tE7 43.0 (B5!
nl$3t?.r xullr26.t T30 o..qt844 29.0 -5t5 (B5lt
nr&53r?.2 R2.1326.2 Nm O.mtwt 009.2 -??2 q|5.o

nt$388.1 niLt32?.1 N(n 0.29t8{)3 004.9 {75 Ct9.0
Rr85388.t R2.t327.t T05 o.rt7E{J 0217 {1: ql9.0

nr$3tr.t Ril.r32?.t Tr0 0.1t4803 0}).2 4.' 039.0

Rl853tt.r n2-r327.1 Tl5 059. E4a 034"6 {9.4 039.0
RrE538t.t R2-l!27.t T20 0.396E0. 017.1 -t06 039.0

R185388.t R2.t327.1 T25 0.1ttE{r 066.0 {6.6 C19.0
Rlrs3$.r El.lr21.l T30 0.961 845 rZL? {1.? 0391)

Rrr53r8-2 R2.r327.2 N@ 0.l75Ejt 0t5.0 {3.9 0390

RANGITIKE RIVER SITB It6V

sts
535
5r5
5tJ
515
535
53J
535
52.0
520
5a0
5L0
5L0
540
52-0
5L0
5!5
515
535
tr5
st5
535
535
515

0.6fl EOa 07t.t {5.9 t730 !9.0
0J5aE{X 0*t.2 -t.7 lTlO 19.0
03{tl B4't I l9J {71 l7!.0 19.0
0.7QW r!63 -213 t7t.0 39.0
0.23a Ea4 l1L7 -m.l tztn 39.0
0.tr2E4a t33.r -263 t73.0 39.0
0.1.6 E'oa 095.9 -$a lno 39.0
0583 844 039.3 -7tt lz}.o 39.0
0315 844 057.9 -73t l75O rloj
0.2608Ja 055.9 4r.7 l?5.0 .05
0.t07 Bo4 sr.o S.9 175I' i05
0.r7'8'o1 r2t.7 65 t75.0 (l5
0.18t E{r ln.2 589 r75O 'o.5o.2rlYv r0l..0 5?.t t?50 'o5
0.213 F,O4 t r!.7 73.r l?5.0 $5
o.azl E4a 0Oa7 4.0 l?5.0 /('J
0.6?3 EOI 015.9 -59.1 l?6.0 aOJ
ott/tEl).| 036.0 -53.9 l?6I) {05
0376 E{.t 046.7 -53.7 l?6I) 'loj0.195E{tt 16.0 -29.1 1760 aoj
o.rs E{x 0r8.? {75 176! {)5
o.rosE{x o5L1 192 1760 lo5
0.'tl6E45 330.2 {t.6 l75O ()5
03t68.0. 291.9 42i 1760 a05

424

3rJ
3tJ
3r5
llJ
tt5
tlJ
3t5
il5
!t5
lt5
3lJ
3rJ
tl5

ry5
95
05
0s
i95
os
']9585
50.0
t0.0
$.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
505
505
505
50J
505
505
50J
5{rJ

HEGHT. t342 E (rDow b.r of rctio) STRIXB-0?5 D!P.O5
S^JT4PLE PIEII)NO.TREAT. INTB{SITY CDEC CINC Y-AZ PLT'NGE

HElGlfT- 1350 n (rbovc brx of retio) STRII@{?5 D|P.O5
SAI/IPLE FIELD NO. TREAT. INTENSITY CDEC CINC Y.AZ PLTJNGE

Rr86389.r n2-Otu.t Nm
Rrr5389.l R24:r0a.t T05
Rlt63t9.l R2.1IlO,a.l Tl0
nt86389.1 R2{IIO4.t Tl5
n.185389.1 R2-0!t0.tl T20
Rrr6!89.1 &1,{t0{t T25
RlEdlrg.l ED{t(r.l T30
n.lff!t9.2 ED{I'0.L2 N(p
Rrrslgo.t tul4r(5.t No
nrff390.t R2{t(5.t T6
Rrr6t90.r R24lct.r Tr0
Rt86390.1 PJl4305.t Tl5
Rt85390.t EL{B05.! T20
Rr86390.r Ril-{805.t T25
Rt86390.t R.'l{r305.1 T30
R1t6390.2 n24r(5.2 N00
ntt639l.t n243(b.t N00
Rr8639t.t Elj305.r T(5
Rl8639l.t FJ4306.1 Tl0
R18619l.t R24tO6.t Tlt
nrr39r.l R2{n06.r T20
R18639l.l R2{n06.1 TZt
nr8539l.t n2$r05.r Tto
Rr8639r.2 *00106.2 N00

35.0
35.0
t5.0
15.0
35.0
35.0
35.0
15.0
34.0
340
3,1.0



Rlgt{oll R2.lt4.t Tl5 0.4ltE4a t'itl -673 6tO
Rlgl4{r2.r R2-nzt.t T20 0:r6EOa !58J ,Sar clll
Rl9l402"l El-n20.1 TZt 0.1{1844 l55J -ZJ 610
Rrgrlloel ELil20.l T3{' 0.13.8{ra t57"t -533 Sl.0
8.191402"2 R2-rrz): NOo 0Z!5E1B (m.9 {/10 Cll}
Rl9l403.l l(l.lt2t.r N(xt o.ZlrB-{b t4.7 -nr ulo
Rlgl'Ol.t n2-ll2t.l T05 0.lZlB4' (El.9 {2.? (|tll
Rlgt,{B.l R:l.ll2l.t Tl0 08n&oa 03t.1 .75.7 lB3l)
Rrgl{B.l Rl.u2t.l Tut 0..9984a $5J {0.1 (l30
Rlgl'lgl.l Rl..ll2t.l TZI 0.2lt5E{{ 07{3 .76J (f,:lJ'
Rl9l'100.1 n';l.llzl.l T25 0.1618{l. 0AL0 -501 (n3.0
Rlgl/|qr,l Ril-ll2l.t T!{l 0.9SE{5 071.0 435 (f3ll
Rl9r4(Il2 R2-u2t.2 Nm o.til B{B t5t.7 {t.7 (ilt'o

RANGITIKE nIVBR SIIS I92V

Rr92404.r t!l.t0l6.t N(x) 0.$4E{B O2l5 S3 tyJt
Rr9Z4{X.t R2.t0t6.t T05 0.3758O! 009.4 {23 ltOO
Rt9Z04.t R2.l0t6.t Tto 03!o8J! fll6.7 {t5 !3{t.0
Rl924o.l.l n2-l0l6.t Tl5 O.rr6E-ot ofilj {'t,4 l3o0
n192404.1 n2-l0l5.t Tzt 0.20tE{] 0t0.t {?.t !301t
nr9240dl El.r0l6.l T15 0.12384! 3.|J -nlt l3O!
n19240,01 Rl.lol5.l T3{l 0.t208{B 143.8 -ru.a 13{1.0
Rry2Ao{^Z RLl0l6J Nilt 0.'134&@ !93 -5?J 33oO
R.r92405.t R:Ltot7.t N@ O.4,7E{j O55J {03 t3.O
nl92/406.1 El.l0l?.t TG 0341 B&l 05t.5 -54J !3aO
Rl92405.l pl-lol?.l Tl0 03O48{:t Oltl.t {9.9 !3'1.0
Rrgzot.l R.:Llot7.t Tt5 ozilE{B 057.1 4rJ 31to
Rr924{E.l R:Llor7.r T20 02t680! 060.7 {33 3}t.0
nt9246.r n2..t017.t T25 0.r70E{r 061.7 -.2, 334.0
R192,.05.1 R2-lol7.l T30 0.1658'fi, 061.9 Jz.l 33411
R19205.2 n2"r0l?.2 N00 055384! 015.4 dro 334.0
Rr92ao5.t n2-tolt.t N00 0335E43 05t.t -2, 3!1.0
Rl92/06.t RLlot8.t T05 0.238803 02L1 -17.7 ttto
R!92405.t R2.t0lt.l Tt0 0.206E{}t 02t.t -7tt 3t3.0
R192406.t R2-tott.l Tl5 o.lttEo, 037.t -?9.7 !3!.0
Rr92406.t n2-r0l8.l T20 o.totE{}l 0t5.8 -?9.6 333.0
Rr92405.r n2-torr.l Te' 0.ru801 09.9 {9.9 3330
R192406.t lu!-torr.r T30 0.1208{Ir 07r.1 {5.9 333I}
Rr92406.2 R2-lolrJ N(x) O.192E{J OUs -$9 tJtt
RANG|T|XE RIVER, SITE I93V

RANGITIXE! ruVEN SITE I95V
llE[GHT- lalS n (rDovc b.* of rcclr) STRII(E{?S DIPS
SArIII.B F|E,D NO. TNAAT, INTENSITY CDEC CINC Y.AZ PLUNGE

HEIGI|T. !397n(rbmbcof rcio) STruKe'(!?S DIP{E
SAMPLE FIELD NO. TNBAT. INTENSITY CDEC CNC Y-AZ PLTJN(E

RtqtatS.t tu4tqlt N00 oJltlt{x 32t.9 .59,a
Rl9j,al3.l El4tqll T05 0.lttE04 017.8 -505
Rt954l3.l lul4lglt Tl0 0gJ?Ej/ 2tt.0 19.7
nlgt'at3.l n2.4l9al T|5 055aE{X 217.0 X.t
nl954E.t El4l9:Ll T20 05198{4 20t.1 las
R.195{13.1 n2.atgll T25 0.allE{}4 19.9 ,193

n.l954l!.1 El4l9ll T30 0..8'f B4a lttJ l3J
nt95,al3j El.al9:12 Nm 0.1n&a1 OZ:t.6 -591
nlqt'll{l r2rtgi.l NO 05m8{. 330J -54,
Rrqt4l{r lut{t9J.t T05 oJ{tt B.oa y2^1 -55.7
Ltg'ar(l Rr4lct.l Tr0 o.rnw. E2 -56s
nlg5'+l(l lul4l9l.t Tl5 0297841 7a5.9 19.1
nt95al{l El.alCl.l T2O 02?5844 n5.6 lt.O
Rl954l{l lul4lgl.l T2,lt 0358o/0 ?31.1 5.2
R.l95.t4l PJ.l$.! T3O 0.29E{4 248.t 28.t
nf95af{2 luLl9:12 Nm 0.ll284,1 047.t :1./
nt954l5.l lul4l9a.l ilm 0.4328{4 0255 -54.7
Ll95al5.l Xll.alg{l T05 0.482 84a 017.? J{tl)
Rl95,al5.l Rl4lgl.t Tl0 0.201844 0tt.9 -2Oj
tl95ar5.r Elrt9+r Tl5 02mw1 (85.6 66.t
Rl95,ll5.l R2-at9a.l T20 0-2t0E44 341.4 81.1
Rl95at5.t tul.4l9{l Tz5 0:qtE04 aLz u.7
Rt95al5.t Pa{rg{r Tl0 0.2a8/41 129.0 745
nl9t l5.2 El-al9a.2 N@ 0571Eo1 9t5.5 -322

x^NGlTrxE nIVB. SITB l96V

nlqt{19.1 R2{l3r.l Nm
Rr9?1r9.r R2{33t.1 TGt
xtytatg.t tut5330.l Tto
nt974r9.t n253t8.1 Tl5
Rr9?ar9.r R2{3$.r T20
Rt97ar9.r Et{118.t T25
n.l9?4t9.t &t{33r.r T!{r
n.t97at9.l R2{!3t.t TLlt
Br9?at9.2 R2{31t.2 Nm
nt9?.20,t n {339.t Nm
Rt9a20.r R2{3t9.1 T(E
Rr9a20.l E}{3t9.t Tto
nr9a20.t Rt{3r9.1 Tt5
lr9{20.r Rr{rg.t T20
tl9'120.1 P,2{ll9.l T2:t
Rry|.z).l n2{339.t TJo
trgr€o.t n26339.1 T35
Rr9aanl njl{3tgt N00
Rr97.2l.t Et{3{0.1 N{n
RlYt'r2l.l XU{3{Ll T(5
Rt97'|2t.t n:t{3{o.t Tto
nl97'a2l.l El6rt{r.l Tl5
Rrg?lul.t Rl{3l{).r T20
ntg,,ul.t xut{3{t.r T25
nlYr.2l.l t:l{r.$.1 Tr0
Rt970r.t El{3l$.t Tts
nr9'41r.2 &t{r{).2 Nm

t?6.0 67.0
l?6.0 6r,0
t76.0 67.0
176.0 67.0
f 76.0 67.0
t76.0 57.o
176.0 fi.o
l?6.0 67.0
It+0 6t.0
It40 67.0
It40 61/J
It..o 67.0
It{.o 67.0
It'1.0 67.0
It4.0 67.0
18,1.0 67.0
Ir0.0 72.o
tt0.0 72.o
Ir0.0 7za
It0.0 729
It0.0 72.O
It0.0 72.0
180.0 72i
It0.0 72.0

0.1958{r3 335.8 -Jl3 275.0 505
0.19'tE{3 t332 4U 275.0 505
0.lt0E0t !29.9 -353 2?5.0 505
0.119&ot tzL0 -24.1 27s.0 505
o.ta?B{t3 tt9.4 -2t.9 275.0 505
0.t30843 319.3 -150 2?5.0 *S
0.tql803 290.t 16.1 275.0 505
0.2t98O4 2t0.1 -20: 275.0 505
o.tit E{x a5t.6 -773 275.0 505
o.a76B,{4 !55.0 -7a.9 17t.0 l('5
0.7t0E{!3 tn3 6ra nl.o .lss
0.,a44 EO.l 3{6.'+ J4.a 2?1.0 a55
o..ztE{}:t 21'2 n.4 271.0 $5
0.211B4.t 195.2 la.t 271.0 4t j
o.a&r 844 159.2 -t75 X7r.0 455
0.'426804 09l.5 -595 271-0 455
0.tD&0a mt.2 5L6 27t.0 455
0.r288{r t$.2 4L5 nr.o {t5
o.tutBo3 t68.9.t5: 258.0 4t5
0.to?E.03 xu.1 -s13 t.o 435
0.7'?8{. 2t0.r {?o 26r.0 a35
o.nEB{x N.r 4t.9 25t.O $J
0.655&{X M.t 419 26t.0 .35
0.lo6Eo3 rr9.0 455 26t.0 135
o.txIFAt 194.1 3t5 25r.0 135
0.?53
0.ll7E{3 2U.9 -tti 258.0 /(l5

t{0
3{0
:!a.0
ta.0
110
!{0
f.f0
t{0
1t0
t{0
140
ta.0
!{0

cLo
tra0
a2.0
{L0
'(L0(10
lLO
.110

a,l5
4a5
4S
us
45
45
45
'115
44.0
4.0
rL.0
r14.0

4.0
a4,0
44.0

'L,0

t75
t75
t?5
t7s
t7s
t7s
37J
t7s
,5.0
15.0
t6.0
360
x.0
36.0
,5.0
t6.0
3t.0
3E.0

3t.0
3t.0
3t.0
It.0
!t.0
!t.0

tlz.0
ail0
42-0
(L0
{L0
ail0
42.0
42-0
175
a7s
115
175
o5
os
.75
175
at5
'lt5rltS
tlt5
at5
at5
at5
at5

HEGHT- 1406 n (rDow bc of roaio) STRIKE4?5 DIP'{16
SAMPLB PIELDNO.TNEAT. INTEIISITY CDACc|NC Y.AZ TLUNE

HEIGIITT l4l? n (rbovc buc of rc<tio) STRIKETOTS DIP+
SAII{II.E FIELD NO- TAEAT. INTENSITY CDEC CINC Y.^Z PLTJNGE

nl96'tl5.l n2J44l.l N00 0Jt9E{l'1 165.6 64.9 151.0 5?.0
n't96at6.t El4t4l.l T(F 0.y1s841 lTtt a45 t5t.0 5?.0
Rl96rl6.l n2{441.t Tto 0.1,17 E{3 199.6 .9.1 151.0 57.0
R.l96al6.l rul"6.al.l Tl5 0.1838.03 190.9 sl.t 151.0 57O
R.t964t6.t n24!U.t T20 0.190843 19J.2 55.0 151.0 57.0
Bl5al6.l R25{4t.t T25 0.t?rE{3 19?.6 57.0 t5t.0 57.0
Rl9&116.1 E!6a4t.l T30 0.1'B EJ3 t?t.7 5{.0 !51.0 57.0
nlgAtl6.l &!{a/at.l T!5 0.9,11 &O.1 194.0 44.6 151.0 57.0
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